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PREFACE

A historian of Sri Lanka has one great advantage over those ofmost

countries: he need not begin by apologising for inflicting yet another

history on a reading pubUc bewildered by the range and variety of

histories in themarket It is remarkable but only too true that nobody
has done in this century what Sir James Emerson Tennent had
achieved in 1859-60 in the second volume of his dasac woric on
Cicylon (Sri Lanka), to write a history ofthe island finom its legendary

beginnings to the author's own day, a span ofover 2,000 years. To say

this is not to discount the achievements of H. W. Godrington who
published (London, 1926) a briefand scholarly history ofthe island,

orof£. F. G. Ludowyk*s degant and insightful Story ofCeylon (London,

1962) and S. Arasaratnam's incisive essay Ceylon (Prentice-Hall,

1964). But Godrington's work stopped at 1833, and Ludowyk and
Arasaralnam aimed at brief outlines, scholarly but impressionistic,

rather than a comprehensive history.

Twenty-five years ago the University of Geylon (as it was then

called) embarked on the ambitious enterprise of producing a multi-

volume history of the island, a co-operative venture avowedly mod-
elled aa the Gambridge histories—^tfae CatnMdgt Modem Hisiory and
the Cambrid^ History Mia. The first volume in the series was pub-

lished in two parts, in 1959-60, surveying the island's histoory up to

theendofthe fifteenth century.The nextvolumecame nearly fourteen

years later, in 1973, Vol. Ill covering the period fiKxm aiouxid 1800 to

1948. VoL n, which will complete die series, has still to appear and
so, for the moment at least, the University ofGeylon IhsUny ofCtylon^

ViclhitCambn4gt History ofhidM^ lacks its second volume.

I began, many years ago, writing a history ofmodem Sri Lanka,

that is to say Sri Lanka iinder British rule and in the years ofindepen-

dence. It was eventually expanded into a history of Sri Lanka.

To a large extent this book is a summary of the present state of

knowledge on many ofthe complex issues in the history of the island.

I ammuchmore at home in modem and contemporary history, where

my research interests lie, than in the remote or even recent past. In

r^ard to these I have relied mainly on published and unpublished

material, much of it produced by my colleagues in the Department

ofHistory at the University of Peradeniya, many ofwhom have also,

m. discussions, guided me through minefields of controversy in their

areas ofspecialisation.

My colleagues Professors S. Kiribamune and G. R. de Silva and the

vu
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late W.J. F. LaB^ooy have read tiuou^ several diaf^

oftliisbookand geiiaoiidygiveame^
Pro&ssor Gerald Piens has devoted a great deal of tune to die pi^
palatum of the maps in the booiky vrfaile Mis Daya de Silva has had
the laborious task of checlring die final draft against the original

typescript Dr S. PMhmanathan's assistance in preparing a list of
riders of the Jaffiia kingdom has been invaluable. K. Kuinaiasamy»
fi>rmerly of &e Dq;»rtment of Sociology at Peradeniya, has typed

several drafb ofthe chapten of this book. To all ofthese I am deqfily

gratefid. Needless to say, none of them is in any way responsible for

any flaiira in this The final draft ofthis historywas ooii]Q[ileted at

the University ofManchester. I am most gratefol to that University

and the Assodaticm of CkMnmonwealth Universities for awarding me
a Commonwealth Visiting Professorship for my sabbatical year,

October 1976 to Septembor 1977. The National Science Council fA

Sri Lanka gave me a grant to cover the costs typing two drafts of

this woric

I would like to dedicate this book to my wife Chandra and my son

Riyxv (Ravi), who have borne with exemplary fortitude and imderw

standing the higher priority this book has ofben reoeived during the

last few years over most other things at home.

Peradeniya, ' K. M. na SiLVA
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I

COLONISERS AND. SETTLERS

In the Mahdvamsa,^ that irreplaceable source for the reconstruction of

the early history of the island, the story of man in Sri Lanka begins

with the arrival there, sometime in the fifth century bc, ofVijaya (the

legendary founding father of the Sinhalese) and his turbulent com-
panions—700 in all—who had been banished fat mifloonduct fh>m

the Kingdom of Sihapura in Northern India by Sihabahu, Vijaya's

father. After a long and eventful voyage they landed near the present

site of Puttalam on the north-west coast, and set about the business of

establishing a foothold in the island. Beneath this charming exercise in

myth-making lurks a kernel of historical truth—^the colonisation of

the island by Indo-Aryan tribes from Northern India.* The original

home of the first Indo-Aryan inmiigrants to Sri Lanka was probably

north-west India and the Indus region.

There was, very likely, a later immigration firom the east around
Bengal and Orissa. The Mahdoarhsa stwy ofVijaya has it that towards

dieend ofhis reign he invited hisyounger brother in Sihapura to come
to Sii Lanka as his successor. This the latter was unwiUiog to do but
he sent his youiigest son Pai^^uvasudeva instead, who landed at

Ookanna (now Trincomalee) in the north-east <^ the island with

thirty-two followers, and was subsequently enthrcmed at Upatissa-

gama, thus ensuring the continuity ofthe Vijayan dynasty. Goka^^a
was a natural port ofdisembarkation for boats arriving finom the Bay
of Bengal, and thus this account of the arrival of Fa94uvasudeva
affords evidence ofthe possibility ofa second wave of colonisation, a
hypothesis strengthened by the linguistic affinities between the Sin-

halese language in die early phase ofits development and the prakrits

ofEastern Indlia.

The MahSwahsa and its continuation the QiUaaitsa were the work
of UttiMm and, naturally enough, were permeated by a strong re-

ligious bias, and encrusted with miracle and invention. The central

theme was the historic role of the island as a bulwark of Buddhist

civilisation, and in a deliberate attempt to underline this, it contrives

^ This chronicle has long been considered a work of the sixth century ad. Some
scholars argue that it was compiled somewhat later.

' On the V^aya l^;end see A. L. Basham, 'Prince Vijaya and the Aryanization
«fGeyfaa^ G^pilM ISttoriMlJtunui (bmfter CHJ), I(s)* 195s* pp^ 170-91.

S
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4 A History qfSri Lanka

to synchroiiise llie advent ofVyaya Mdth the parimbbSna (the paasiqg

away) ofthe Buddha.

When the Guide of the World, having accomplished the salvation of the

whole wofld and reached the utmost stage of blissful rest, was lying on the

bed of his nibbana in the midrt of the great assembly of gods, he the great

Sage, the greatest of those who have speech, spoke to Sakka who stood near
him: *Vijaya, son of King Sihabahu, is come to Lanka from the country of

Lala together with 700 followers. In T^inka, O Lord ofgods, will my religion

be established, therefore, caisehiily protect him with his foUowen and
Lanka.'

This was to become in time the most powerful of the hiitorical

myths ofthe Sinhalese and the basis oftheir conception of themselves

as the chosen guardians of Buddhism, and of Sri Lanka itself as *a

place of special sanctity for the Buddhist religion'. This intimate con-

nection between the land, the 'race' and the Buddhist faith fore-

shadowed the intermingling of religion and national idendty which
has ahvays had the most profound influence on the Sinhalese.

While the island's proximity to India brought it within easy reach

of a diversity of influences fi:om there over much of its history, the

narrow stretch ofsea which separates it from the sub-oontinentensured

that the civilisationwhich evolved in Sri Lanka was not amerevariant
of an Indian prototype but something distinctive or autonomous
though the Indian element was never totally obliterated. Nothing
contributed to this more than Buddhism.

Less obvious than the Indian influence, but over the centuries just

as important, was the influence from South-£ast Asia resulting from
Sri Lanka's strategic location athwart the main sea-routes of the

Indian Ocean. Exciting archaeological discoveries in South-£ast Asia

over the last decade suggest the possibility that the influence of this

region on Sri Lanka may have begun in pre-historic times.

Recent archaeological investigations in north-east Thailand (Ban

Chiang) and the Khorat plateau, as well as excavations in other parts

of that country and in Taiwan, Vietnam, Malaysia, the Philippines

and Northern Australia, provide striking evidence of the possibility

that South-East Asia rather than West Asia was the cradle ofhuman
civilisation.^ Material caBcavated and analysed in the course of in-

vestigations in these sites, and dated by Carbon 14, indicate these to be
the cultural remains of people whose ancestors had been practising

agriculture, malting pottery and fashioning polished stone tools

thousands of years earlier than the peoples of West Asia, India or

China.

•Thtf pioneer in these Mdiaedfcigfcsl investigrtkini is Wilhdm G. Solhrfnt IL
The cMwatiflni at Ban Chiaiig aie thewmk ofa team of archaedogirta fipom the

Unimiity ofPenni^vania Muienm and the National MiMcuan ofBanghnk.
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Colonisers and Settlers 5

The first domestication of plants was done by people ofthe Hoabin-
hian culture, somewhere in South-East Asia, probably as early as

15,000 BC. The neolithic (late Stone Age) cultures of Northern China
developed out of a Hoabinhian culture of South-East Asian origin.

Dugout canoes were in use in the rivers ofSouth-East Asia long before

the fifth millennium bc. The outrigger was invented in South-East

Asia—probably around 4000 bg—and, equipped with this device,

canoes were stable enough to venture out to sea. Movement out of the

area by boat, beginning about 4000 bg, took these peoples, by ac-

cident and chance rather than by deUberate decision, as far away as

Taiwan and Japan. Sometime during the third millennium bc, the

now expert boat-using peoples of South-East Asia were entering the

Indonesian and the Philippine archipelagos, bringing with them a

geometric art-style—spirals, triangles and rectangles in band patterns

—^in pottery, wood carvings, tattoos, bark cloth and, later, woven
textiles. (These geometric art motifs were once believed to have come
from Eastern Europe.) This was apart from taking to Japan taro

{Colocasia escuUnta) cultivation and perhaps other crops as well.

The South-East Asians also moved west, reaching Madagascar
probably around the beginning of the Christian era. It would appear

that they introduced a number of important domesticated plants to

eastern Afiica. About the same time, contact between South-East

Asia and the Mediterranean began, probably by sea, and as a result

of developing trade. Several unusual bronzes strongly suggesting

Eastern Mediterranean origins have been found in Dong Son, a site in

"^etnam, south ofHanoi.

Since Sri Lanka was on the routes from South-East Asia westwards

to Bast Afiica, archaeologists have b^gun a systematic search for

taces oftbe Soadi*Bast A^an or Hoabinhian influence there.* It was
virtually impossible for these fiail craft to have reached Madagascar
fiom South-East Asia without touching the coasts of Sri Lanka or

South ladia. But this quest has so j^'yielded little by way of positive

evideace to indicate the faristence of any dose rdatkmship between
Uie Hoabinhian and the mesolithic and neolithic cultures of &i
Lanka. (The nearest known Hoabinhian ate was in Eastern Burma.)
Theie are indeed some similarities between the artifacts ofSri Lanka
and South-East Asia especially ui the pottery, but nothing resembling

the most typical known tools of the South-East Asian extensionist

period {c, 8000 to I bg)—ground and polished stones—^has yet been
discovered in the island.

* Wilhelm G. Solheim II and S. Deraniyagala, 'Archaeological Survey to In-

vestigate South-East Asian Presence in Ceylon'^ Ancient Ceylon (Journal of the

Aiduieological Smvcf ofCeylon), Aug. 197 1 , ocottional paper L
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Fre-history^

\Vlifle the Sri Lanka cfaronides ocmtain a su^^
ably reliable account oftbe early bistory of the iaiand (they bave no
rival In Inclia), tbeir conception of its inhabitants at the time of the

Aryan colonisers and setders as vpn^yakgas and nSg/as^ is more useful

as an index to the beliefi and perceptions ofthe UUraU ailhit ancient

Sri Lanka society thanto the extraction offiurtual infiinnatio^

island's pre-bistory and proto-bistory. Fa Hsein, a Chinese traveller

who bad lived in the island for some time, was notmuchmore helpftd

when be wrote in the fifth century ad that Sri Lanka 'originally bad
no human inhabitants, but was occuped only by spirits and n^giof

with which mercfaants <^ various countries carried on a trade*.

Fourteen hundred years later, oiuf knowledge of the pre-Aryan in-

habitants of the island is ahnost as hazy as this, even ifwe no knger
believe in 'spirits and nSgas*.

While archaeological evidence on the pre-history of Sri Lanka is

still too rudimentary for us to attempt even the bare outlines df the

beginnings of human society in the island, data relating to India

—

which affords a convenient though not entirely rehalsle point of

comparison—suggests that the first appearance of homo sapims in the

island could have occurred about 500,000 years ago. We know very

little too about subsequent cultures during paleolithic times, though a
few objects pooibly datable to this era have been found.

The later stone cultures of Sri Lanka have their bq^iimings around

10,000 BC with two distinct phases, pre-pottery and pott^. As in

Lidia, this first phase would probably have lasted till about 1000 bc,

and the second may have ended, in some parts of the island at

least, with the introduction of metal about three to four centuries

later.

A few stone and bone implements are the only sur\aving traces we
have of mesolithic man's presence in the island. The stone-working

technology of the early cultures—the Balangoda cultures, as they are

called—appears to continue into proto-historic times. The neolithic

or pottery phase saw the technique ofproducing stone implements by
abrasion, and the solid core drill.

The Balangoda culture, in its mesolithic phase, seems to have had
an island-wide distribution. There are indications of a rudimentary

knowledge of agriculture, probably during the neolithic phase. Evid-

ently Balangoda man

—

z, cave-dweller—knew how to produce fire.

* On the pre-history of Sfi Lanka see S. Deraniyagala, 'Frefaistotic CSeyloii—

a

Summary in 1968', in Ancient Ceylon^ i, 1971, pp. 3-46; and & F. 7. SenaimtD^
Frtbistmc AnhMohffm Ggitoi (CSolombo, 1969)*
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Colotusers and Settlers 7

The scardty ofcalcined bohes among his food remains suggests, how*

ever, that flesh was generally eaten raw, and these is a hint too of

The date of Balangoda man has remained obscme mitil quite

recently when a piece ofrock crystal fomid in direct association with

a human skeleton fiom BeUan-bSndi-pfilaf^a was dated by its thermo-

luminescence to 5000 bg db 700 years. Previously two Garbon 14

dates obtained for the culture were 1 14 bc 200 years. These would
appear to relate to a post-mesolithic stratum ofthis culture.

In physical characterbtics Balangoda man was predominandy
Australoid with Neanderthaloid overtones. The Vfldda aboriginals o£

Sri Lanka (who are the mixed descendants of Balangoda man, the

Sinhalese and the Tamils) arc physically the closest to Balangoda man
finom among the ethnic groups who still Uve in the island today. The
submergence of Balangoda man and his physical and cultural attri-

butes under pressure of the early colonisers fix>m India would very

likely have postdated 500 bg, with possible survivals into amuch later

period in the rain fiirests of&ibaragamuvawhichwere not penetrated
by civilised man to any considerable extent until the end of the first

millennium AD.

TTu Ar^ott colomsadon

The traditional accounts of the colonisation of the island lay great

emphasis on conquest by tribes ofconquerors led by a warrior nobility.

But while their contribution was important enough in its own way,
this would have formed just one element in the Aryan migration.

There is for instance the possibility that traders reached the island

while sailing down the Indian coast, and that the natural products of

Sri Lanka, in particular gems, may have provided the incentive for

some of them to found settlements here. The early settlers either

absorbed, swept away or pushed into the remoter regions of the island

the original inhabitants whom they encountered.

These Indo-Aryan setdements were established and developed in

several parts ofthe island fiom about the fifth century bc. The earliest

settlers were those on the west-central coast who pushed inland along

the banks of the Malvatu Oya and founded a number of river bank
setdements. Their seat of government was Upatissagama where the

first 'kings* of the V^ayan dynasty reigned. The setders on the east

coast would have moved inland along the Mahavali gahga. Some-
what later there was perhaps an independent band of immigrants

who settled in Rohana in die south-east, on the mouth of Valave
gaiiga, with Magama as their chief seat of government. The setders
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8 A History of Sri Lanka

came in numerous danS* or tribes, the most powerfiil ofwhom were
the Sinhalas.

Their settlements were all in the dry zone,^ riverine in character,

and rice was the staple crop. These migrants introduced the use of
iron to the island.^ The iron axe and the iron plough which they

brought with them revoludonised the pattern of life in their new
environment The earliest colonists were dependent on the North-

East Monsoon® to cultivate a single annual crop of rice. The climate

was rigorous ifnot harsh, the rains seascmal but not reliable. With the

expansion of the settlements, provision ofa regular supply ofwater for

cultivation became a matter of vital concern to the community. Two
general solutions applied together were used: irrigadon by means of

channels cut from rivers, and the construction of tanks or reservoirs.

Irrigation and the use of ircm implements in clearing forests and in

agriculture would have ensured iairly rapid change in this proto-

historic'period.

When the first Indo-Aryan immigrants formed villages, there was
very likely some general idea of tribal union, with every member of

the clan entitled to an allotment of land sufficient for his wants. But

joint £aanily tenure was not a regular feature in the land tenure system

of ancient Sri Lanka, and we have no evidence at all of collec-

tive ownership of land. In Sri Lanka as In India the myth that the

village was self^«ufficient in its economy, and self-governing and self-

regulating,in its social and political life, dies hard,^° even though it

• There were, in ancient Sri Lanka, several clans or families of the nobility: the

Lambakannas, Moriyas, Kalirigas, Tarachchas, Balibhojakas and others. It is

generally believed that these clan names had a totemistic origin—for iottaacc, the

emblem of the Moriyas was a peacock.
V The dry aone occupiei about two-thlids of the land area of the iiland, ooi»>

sisting largdy of the phdns of die nordiHwei^ north, north-east^ die east and die

south-east. The flatness of the plains is broken by scores of rods and rounded
mounds that rise occasionally to heights of over i,ooo feet, the erosional remnants

of an area levelled down over aeons of interrupted denudation and weathering.

The average annual rainfall of the region is less than 75 inches.

* S. P. F. Senaratne, op, cit., p. 29, argues that iron could not have formed part

of the culture of the first wave of immigrants since diere ii no evidence of its use

anyvvherc in India before 450 bc. On tlic contrary recent research shows that iron

was in use in Northern India as early as 800 BC. Sec R. S. Sharma, *Iron and
Urbanisation in the Ganga Basin', Indian Historical Review, 1(1), 1974, pp. 98-103.

*The pattern ofthe idimd's rainfiJl which » convectional is modified to a great

C9rtent by two monsoons, die south-west wluch reaches its peak in July and the

north-east in E^cember.
L. S. Percra in his brief but very perceptive article, *Thc Socio-Economic

Foundations of the Early Anuradhapura Period', Toung Socialist^ I, 1962, pp.

241-8, argues that 'the village communities were largely self-sufficient and seli^

governing.*

It is a point wordi noting that the village council and village elders, integral

elements of the oouventional picture of the self'«ufficieat village^ aie wandy ever
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Colonisers and Settlers 9

seems evident that the extension d the area under cultivation and

habitation through the process ofexpanding irrigation facilities would

by its very nature have emphasised the interdependence of villages

rather than their self-sufficiency.

By 250 BG there is evidence of a recognisably literate culture in the

main areas of settlement—a contribution, no doubt, of the early

Aryan settlers—even though the ouUying communities may have

remained pre-literate.

We have at present no archaeological evidence with regard to the

early Indo-Aryan setders. No sites have yet yielded data which could

help us identi^ some of the other influences which may have played

upon the island in the period from 650 BG. In particular we have no
archaeological finds that could be tiaced back to either the west or

east coasts ofNorthern India."

Buddhism

It is very likely that the early Aryans brought with them some form of
Brahmanism. By the first century BG, however, Buddhism had been
introduced to the island, and was wdl established in the main areas

of settlement. According to the Mahavarhsa the entry of Buddhism to

Sri Lanka occurred in the reign ofDevanampiyaTissa (250-sio bc),

a contemporary ofthe great Mauryan Emperor Aioka whose emissary

Mahinda (Ak^ka's son, as some authorities would have it, or his

brother, as is suggested by others) converted Devanampiya Tissa to the

new faith. Once again the Mahdvathsa^s account of events conceals as

much as it reveals, and what it hides in this instance is the probability

that Buddhists and Buddhism came to the island much earlier than

that.

The Buddha (or Enlightened One) was bom in North India around

563 BG. The son of the kfcUriya chief of the republican $akya tribe, his

youth and early manhood were passed in ease and luxury. But in time

he became increasingly dissatisfied with this life, and as a compara-
tively youngman he abandoned his home and £unily and opted for a
life of asceticism in a search for salvation. Six years of this austere

existence lefl him profoundly disillusioned with it, and quite con-

vinced that asceticism taken to exa^erated kpgths was not the path

ofsalvation. This realisation spurred him on to a single-minded search

mentioned in the inscriptions of this period; the references are generally to the

gamika, the head of the village.

For a danoiitioii of this myth as regards India see M. N. Srinivas and Arsind

Shah, The Myth of dke Sdf-rafficiency of the Indian Village', EecmmSe Wttklsf,

12, i960, pp. 1375-8.
u S. P. F. Senaratne, Prthistork ArchMohgjf m Ctjftpn, p. 51.
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for a more satisfying means ofsalvaticm. On the fortieth day ofa long

spell of meditation, an understanding of the cause of suffering

dawned on him. He had attained enlightenment.

At the Deer Paik at Samath (near Varanasi) he preached his first

sennon and gathered his first five disciples. This sermon, the Turning
of the Wheel ofLaw' as it was called, incorporated the Four Noble
Truths (Suffering, the Cause ofSufifering, Cemation ofthe Gsuse, and
the Path leading to Cessation) which form the nudeus of Buddhist

teaching. The Buddha explained that the world was full ofsufferii^,

that this was caused by human desire, that the path to salvation lay in

the renunciation of desire through the Eightfold Path consisting of
eight principles ofaction: right views, resolves, speech, conduct, live>

lihood, effort, recollection and meditation, the combination ofwhich
was described as the Middle Way, the basis ofa life ofmoderation and
equipoise. Salvation lay in achieving imnafM, or fineedom fixim the

wheel of rebirth. Hie doctrine c£karma was essential to the Buddhist

conception of salvation, but in contrast to the Brahmanical view of

karma it was not used to buttress the prevailing caste structure, since

Buddhism was basically opposed to caste. Buddhism was, ifnot athe-

istic, at least non-theistic in as much as the emphasis on causality as

the basu of analysis left nothing to divine intervention, and in the

Buddhist system a God was not regarded as essential to die universe.

Despite the severely rational undertone ofits arguments, its sinqiUcity

and fireedom from complicated metaphysical t^hmlring contributed to

its immediate appeal to those who heard it^
About a hunitoi years after the Buddha's parvabbSna the no^gfta

i^lit in two—-the Sihamras (Elders) and MahSsaH^kikas (members of

tiie Great order). According to tradition there were three Buddhist

Councils, the first ofwhich was held at Rajagrha afier the Buddha's

parmibb&ia. Itwas at the second, which took j^ace atVai^ a century

later, that the split occurred. At the third Council in Pitaliputra in

250BG during the reign ofAioka, the Sthavhrasemerged as the orthodox
or Theravada sect (the S^uanraoiSda school), and the more sectarian

Buddhists succeeded in excluding the dissidents and innovators—the

heretical ilfoAorails^Atto—fiom Uie Sthavira or Theravada Action.

This paved the way for the later schism of Buddhism into the little

Vehicle (Theravada) or more orthodox branch, and the Greater

Vehicle or Mahayana branch with its stress on the compassionate

bodktsaOva, intent on enlightenment for himselfand the liberation of

others, lliough Buddhist sources have naturally endeavoured to

For a brief introduction to Buddhism, see Bhikkhu Rahula, What the Buddha

Taught (London, 1959). I he Indian background to the emergence of Buddhism
is reviewed in Rondla Thapar, A ISskny of India, I (Hannoodsworth, 1966),

chapter IV.
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associate A^ka with the third Council he does not refer to it any-

where in his inscriptioiis, not even in those rdating specifically to the

SttAgha.

Aioka's conversion to Buddhism had occurred after his fiunous

Kalinga campaign of 260 bc.^^ Remorse-stricken at the carnage and
fearful destruction hehad caused when he utterly routed the Kalingas,

he found himself attracted to Buddhism in his effort to seek expiation.

After a period oftwo and a halfyears he became a zealous devotee of

Buddhism, but he would not permit his personal commitment to

Buddhism to conflict with the duty^indeed, the practical necessity

—

imposed on him as ruler of a vast empire to remain above the re-

ligious rivalries and competition within it. Thus the restraints of

kingship in a multi-religious empire may have prompted the decision

not to participate acdvely in and associate himself with the third

CSoundl. However, he could and did lend his patronage to the mis-

iionary impulse which emerged from this Council's deliberations

where the decision was taken to send misdonaxies to various parts of

the sub-continent and to make Buddhism an actively proselytising

religion which in later years led to its propagation in South and
South-£ast Asia. One such mi«M»n was that sent to Sri Lanka in the

time ofDevanampiya Tissa.

The Mauryan Buddhist mission to Sri Lanka found itself preaching

to a receptive audience. No doubt the conversion of Devanampiya
Tissa was decisive in ensuring its success. At a time when the authority

of the kingdom of Anuradhapiira over other 'kingdoms' in the island

was on the increase, its patronage of Buddhism would have greatly

hastened the acceptance of that religion by the people at large.

According to both cpigraphic and literary sources, the spread of

Buddhism over the island's settlements was swift. But as it expanded

its sway, Buddhism was transformed by the assimilation of pre-

Buddhistic cults, and rituals and ceremonials of an exorcist character.

Buddhism was coming to terms with its Sri Lankan environment.

The rapid spread of Buddhism was not without political implica-

tions. For one thing, religious sentiment strengthened the friendly

links established between Sri Lanka and the Mauryan empire. The
Buddhist mission to Sri Lanka had been led, as we have seen, by
Mahinda who was either Asoka's son or brother; following on his

success came Sarighamitta, a kinswoman of Asoka, to establish the

order of Buddhist nuns in the island. Apart from frequent exchanges

ofgifts and envoys betw een the two countries, A^oka also sent a branch

of the bo-tree^* under which the Buddha had attained enlit^htenment.

This tree still survives at Anuradhapura in Sri Lanka, wliilc its parent

See Thapar, op. cit., pp. 85ff.; and Asoka and the Decline qfthe Mauryas (Oxford,

196 1 ) . Ficus religiosa.
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was cut down in later centuries by an anti-Buddhist fimatic. There
was also the dose link focged between the state and Buddhism.
DevSnampiya Tissa himselfgranted a royal park as a residence

ordained priesthood. This was the beginning ofthe Mah&vihara, the

historic centre ofBuddhist orthodoxy in andent Sri Lanka. Within a
short time ofMahinda's miasbn. Buddhismemerged as die established

religion ofthe country. Finally^ at this time the levd ofdevelopment of
Sri Lanka's agricultural economy did not yet provide an adequate
Ibundadon for a unified and centralised state. But setdements spread

all over the island were evidendy speaking a common language and
were soon found usingacommon scriptThe rapid spread ofBuddhism
was a potent &ctor ofimificadon, primarily cultural no doubt, but one
whichstrengthened the processofpolitical unificationwithin the island.

The Dravidian influence

The Dravidian influence was the third major ingredient in the island's

development in proto-historic times. There is no firm evidence as to

when the Dravidians first came to the island, but come they did from

very early times, either as invaders or as p>cacefiil immigrants. Tamil
and other literary sources, however, point to substantial urban and

trading centres in South India in the third century bc. Very probably
there were trade relations between them and Sxi Lanka, and very

probably too the island's trade with the Mediterranean world was
through these South Indian ports. By the third century bg the Dra-
vidian intrusion into the affairs of Sri Lanka became very marked. In

1 77 BC two South Indian adventurers usurped power at Anuradhapura
and ruled for twenty-two years, to be followed ten years later (in

145 Bc) by another, Elara, who maintained himself in power for a

much longer period—for forty-four years, according 10 ihc Mahavariisa

—and earned an enviable reputation for justice and impartial admi-

nistration. These Dravidian attempts at establishing control over the

Anuradhapura kingdom appear to have been motivated partly at

least by the prospect of domination over its external trade.

Apart from the above, there is evidence from archaeological in-

vestigations conducted at Pomparippu in the north-west of the island

in 1956 and 1957 of a culture which bears some resemblance to the

South Indian Megalithic culture the similarities are most noticeable

in the Adichchanaliur site just across the water from Pomparippu.^*

s* On the Pomparippu excavations and their signihcance see S. P. F. Senaratne,

9p. cit., pp. 29-31.
^* Since the Adichchanaliur finds have been dated at around 300 bc, the same

date is tentatively assigned to the PoB^puippu COmplfK which it regarded as bdog
roughly contemporary with than.
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Thane are striklDg smilarities in the style of urn burials, and the

characteristics of^ pottery and the associated objects found at these

two sites.

The origins of the South Indian M^galithic culture which came
there aroiimd 500 bg are traced to the Nubian r^;ion. Among its

characteristic features are: the use ofmetal, with implements chiefly

made of iron; pottery of black and red types; and setdements with

four distinct areas—for habitation, a burial-place, a tank and fidds.

The introduction of irrigation techniques to South India is now
thought to bci die woric ofthese people, while some scholars even trace

the origins, of the Dravidian group of languages to this Megalithic

culture.

In one respect the settlements varied from one another—in burial

functions aixl funerary monuments, with a range that included

doknens, dsts, stone squares and urn burials. Each of these types of

fonerary monument has been discovered in Sri Lanka (lun buriab

have been discovered in two places besides Pomparippu), suggesting

the possibility that all are aspects of a single culture, and that the

South Indian megalithic culture hada strong influence on Sri Lanka.^^

Thus, Sri Lanka has been from very early in its recorded history a
: multi-ethnic society in which a recognisable Dravidian component
was present but was not suffidentiy powerful to alter the basic Aryan
or North Indian character of the population. The evidence available

at present would tend strongly to support the conclusion that Aryan
settiement and colonisation preceded the arrival of Dravidian settlers

by a few centuries. Ethnicity was not an important point of division

in society in Sri Lanka in the period covered in this chapter, and it

would seem that neither the Sinhalese nor the Tamils remained

radaUy pure. And Sri Lanka in the first few centuries after the Aryan
settlement was a multi-ethnic society (a conception which emphasises

harmony and a spirit oflive and let live) rather than a plural society

(in which tension between ethnic or other distinctive groups is a main
feature).

One other theme needs to be reviewed in this chapter, and it is one
on which the Indo-Aryan, Buddhist and, to a lesser extent, the

Dravidian all had their influence : the process of political evolution

which led to the emergence of a kingdom unifying the whole island

under its sway. How this process of political unification came about

and the main phases in it are matters on which no firm conclusions are

possible. The account of these events in the Mahdvarhsa is at once too

bold in its outlines and too simplistic in narration. While the Mahd-
vamsa treats all kings of Sri Lanka since the mythical Vijaya as rulers

of the whole island, the inscriptionai evidence points to a quite

" Sp P. F. Sfflianitnr, 0p, eH., p, 31,
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di£ferent situation, with the Anuradhapura kingdom—^tradition attri-

butes its foundation to Pa^duloibfaaya, the thhrd king ofthe Vijayan

dynasty^—merdy the strongest, ifthat, among several in the northern

plain,^ and in the Malaya^' smd Rohapa regkms, as well as in other

parts ofthe country.

This structure had not changed substantially during the rule of

Devanampiya Ussa. He held a consecration ceremony^for which the

wherewithal was supplied by Aioka—somewhat more elaborate than
that performed for A^oka himself, and assumed the title of Deva^
nampiya Tissa mahSriS^; this was in a purposefid bid to transform the

prestige accruing to him from his reoenUy established political and
religious links with Afoka and the Mauryan empire into the hard
reality of overlordslup over the whole iskmd. In spite of this, other

rulers in the island did not readily acknowledge his sovereignty.

Certainly such influence as hehad in the southern kingdom ofRoha^a
was both minimal and temporary, and this was despte the establish-

ment ofa kingdom atMSgama in RohaQa by Mahanaga, his brother.

This collateral branch of the royal house at Anuridhapura even-

tually unified Roha^a and thereafter established control over the

whole island as well. It took them a century and a half to achieve it.

The key figure in the unificatioii ofthe souUi was Kavantissa, during
whose rule the authority of MSgama bq;an to be felt tiiroughout

Rohana. In a sense Kavantissa was only accelerating a process of
unification begun by his fother, but very likely the threat posed by
Elara's rule in Anuradhapura made it more urgent than ever before

to impose Magama's hegemony over Rohana.

The phases in Magama's ascendancy in Rohana are worth noting

because of its profound imp>ortanoe for the eventual imification of the

island under a single ruler. The annexation of the tiny 'kingdom' of

Giri ruled by Siva, Kavandssa's brother-in-law, was the first step.

Eased out of Giri, Siva merely moved further north to the *city* of

Soma close to the Rohana kin^om of Seni. Since they—Soma and
Seru—^lay on the frontier between Rohana and the Anuradhapura
kingdom, Magama could scarcely risk their continued existence as

independent political endties. But it was impolidc to use force to

achieve their subotttination since it could attract the attention of the

Anuradhapura ruler and afford him an opportunity for intervention.

Kavantissa therefore sought to achieve his purpose—and did so

—

without resort to war : he merelymoved into the area on the pretext of

As the titles of the early Sinhalese rulers, gdmani and abhaya, show, leadership

in the country in the remote past was ofa military character. The gdmani abhqjfos or

Smurrior leadion' of early settlementa knownM gama otjmt^Qdt later evolved into

formal rulers who assumed preteotioiii tidei ludi ai or Ji^^
" The central highlands.
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buikUag a xdigious monuiiient dedicated to the Buddha in apparent

MGhaent ofa prophecy ofthe Buddha himself. With the absnption

of Soma, and Scru» Magama's authority extended to the MahavSli
river which thus became the northern boundary ofRoha^a. Roha^a
was now poised for battle with the Anuradhapura kixi^om, but

K&vantiiia» cautious as usual, did not take the offensive against

ElSra. This his son and successor Dutthagama^yT did with decisive

cnccu
Hie long—fifteen-year—campaign waged by Dutthagimapi

against EJara, which culminated in a duel fought in accordance with

kfokiya rules of chivalry and the latter's death, is dramatised as the

cental theme of the later chapters of the Mahdvarhsa as an epoch-

maldng confiontation between the Sinhalese and Tamils, and extolled

as a holy war fought in the interests of Buddhism. Dutthagamanl*s

triumph was nothing less than the consummation of the island's

manifest destiny, its historic role as the bulwark of Buddhism: the

Southern kingdomruled by the Sinhalese Buddhisthad prevailed over

the northern kingdom ruled by a Dravidian usurper who, deqpite all

his admirable qualities as a man and ruler, was nevertheless a man of

*&lse' beliefs.

The Mahavailut^s account of these events glosses over facts and
events which were inconvenient to its prime consideration of im-
mortalising the honour and glory attaching to Dutthagamani. Kav-
antissa's shrewd statecraft, which laid the foundations for his son's

success, receives scant attention. The Mahavaiiisa depicts Elara as the

ruler of the whole of the northern plain and Dutthagamani's family

as kings ofthe whole ofRoha^a ever since Mahanaga established him-
selfin Magama; this was not historically accurate, for Elara was not

the ruler of a united northern kingdom, nor were Dutthagamani's

forbears kings of the whole of Rohana. Besides, the fiidle equating of

Sinhalese with Buddhist for this period is not borne out by the facts,

for not all Sinhalese were Buddhists, while on the other hand there

were many Tamil Buddhists. There were in fact large reserves of

support for Elara among the Sinhalese, and DutthagamanT, as a
prelude to his final momentous encounter with Elara, had to face the

resistance of other Sinhalese rivals who appear to have been more
apprehensive of his political ambitions than they were concerned

about Elara's continued domination of the northern plain. Nor did

DutthagamanT's campaigns end with the capture of Anuradhapura
after the defeat of Ejara. He was bringing the northern plain under a

single political authority for the first time, and Elara was only one if

still the most formidable of his adversaries—there are references in the

chronicles to Dutthagamani's battles with as many as thirty-two rulers

in the course ofhis campaigns—^in this relentless quest for domination.
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All this, however, is not to imdeMrtiinate DutthagSmapft achieve*

ment He acoomplished what he set out to do, to establish CQatrol of

the whole island. It was, in &ct, the first significant success of cen-

tripetalism over centrifugalism in the island's history.
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THE ANURADHAPURA KINGDOM I

An Outline of Political Historyfrom Saddhdtissa

to the Cola Conquest

The political history of the long and eventful period of ten centuries

(from Saddhatissa, the brother and successor ofDutthagainanl, to the

CSfila conquest in the tenth century) reviewed in this chapter forms a
backdrop to the development and expansion ofan intricate irrigatioa

system which was the key to the establishment, consolidation and
maturation of the Sinhalese civilisation of the dry zone. This theme
suffiises these centuries with a unity so powerful uid pervasive that it

justifies the analysis of its political history on tiie same extended

chronological framework rather than the conventional periodisatioa

imposed by the fluctuating fortunes of the dynasties that vied for

power in this period.

Dynastic conflict

At the heart of the political history of the Anuradhapura kingdom
over its span of i,ooo years or more was a paradox: how enormous
creativity in irrigation technology and the arts, with extraordinary

agricultural progress, couldhavebeen sustained bya political structure

so prone to instabiHty, In no phase of its history was this political

system more brittie than in what may be termed tiie earlyAnuradha-
pura period (from Saddhatissa, 137-1 19 bg, to the accession ofMana-
vamma, ad 684-718) and during that period productive effort in the

economy, inventive genius in technology and inspiration in cultural

activitywere most memorable.
The first part of this chapter atteni^ti a briefreview of the politics

of the early Anuradhapura period. It is an anatomy of a political

structure at odds with itself, coping at best inadequately with the

stresses set up by dynastic rivalries and succession disputes, and gener-

ally in the throes of political crises. These latter were in themselves a
reflection of a crucial flaw—administrative and political structures

imable to keep pace with the productive energies of an expanding

economy, or for that matter with the political ambitions of rulers

who thought in terms of control over the whole island witiiout the

17
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administrative machinery which abne could have converted this

aspiration into a hard political reality.

The dynasty of Devanaxiqnya llssa became extinct in the firrt

century ad. We do not know how tfab hiqppened. One significant

feature of the subsequent political history of Sri Lanka was that the

right to the throne appeared to lie with one oftwo powerfiil claBs» the

Lambaka^yas and die Moiiyas. By the b^inning ofthe first century

AD the Laxnbaka^^as were established in power, enjoying by fio* the

most prestige ofidl the dans. Their claims to this position ofprimacy
did not go unchallenged. The opposition came mainly frAm the

Moriyas, who became in time their chief rivals for power. Their
periodic struggles for the throne are a conspicuous feature of the

history of this period. The Lambakappas were more successful than
their rivals, as the following briefsummary (rf'the dynastic history of
this period would show.

The first Lambakanna dynasty^ (established by Vasabha ad 67-

1 1 1) retained its hold on the throne at Anuradhapura* till the death
of Mahanama in ad 428, when the dynasty itselfbecame extinct. In

the confusion that followed his death there was a South Indian

invasion, and Sinhalese rule—such as itwas—was confined to Rohana.
The Moriya Dhatusena led the struggle against theinvaderand for the

restoration of Sinhalese power at Anuradhapura. Ifis success brought

the Moriyas to p>ower but not to a pre-eminence such as that achieved

by the Lambakannas in the past few centuries. Indeed Dhatusena

(455-73) had hardly consolidated his position when he was mur-
dered by his son Kassapa who usurped the throne at Anuradhapura
at the expense ofMogg^llana I, Kassapa's brother, whom Dhatusena
had been grooming as his legitimate successor. There was, for a brief

period under Upatissa II (517-18) and his successors, a return of the

Lambakannas to power, but Mahanaga (569-71) re-establislied

Moriya control. His immediate successors Aggabodhi I (571-604)

and Aggabodhi II (604-14) managed to maintain the Moriya grip

on the Anuradhapura throne but not to consoUdate their position, for

the Lambakannas were in fact always a formidable threat, and under

Moggallana III (614-17) they overthrew Sanghatissa II (614), who
proved to be the last of the Moriya kings.

It took nearly six decades of devastating civil war for the Lam-
bakannas to re-establish their supremacy, but having done so they

^ According to tradition the Lambakannas had come to the island in the time

ofDcvanam{)iya Tissa with the sacred bo-iree. The Tarachchas and Kalingas, two

less important clam, apparently came to the island at much the same time as the

' Duringmudi ofthis period iSaiaac rivals the Moriyas were on the retreat* quite

often scatterrcd over various parts of the island and occasionally—^for instance

during the nale of Sabha (120-7 ad)—as refugees from TamhakaOT* pcnecution.
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maintained their pre-eminence once again over a very great length of

time. Indeed the second Lambaka^^a dynasty established by Mana-
vamma gave the island two centuries ofcomparatively stable govern-

ment. In the last phase of the dynasty's qtell of power the severest

tests that confironted it came firom South Indian invaders and not local
rivals.

Political instability

Viewed in historical perspective, political instability was the rule

rather than the exception in this phase of the history oftheAnuradha-
pura kingdom. How does one account for it? At first glance the age-

long rivalry between Lambakaiyija and Moriya would appear to offer

much if not all of the explanation. The Moriya challenge to the

Lambakannas fizzled out by the end ofthe seventh centuryAD and the

competition between them was replaced by a Lambakai^a monopoly

ofpower. But the comparative pditical stability of the period of the
second Lambakanna dynasty owed less to the disappearance of the

Moriya threat to their power than to other factors. Of these latter the

most important had to do with the law ofsuccession to the throne.

In the early centuries of the Anuradhapura kingdom there appears

to have been no clearly recognised law of succession to the throne.

What mattered were the wishes of the ruling monarch who generally

chose a favoured member of the royal family, a son or a brother—
whose title, however, was seldom unchallenged by others who felt they

had as good a claim to the throne. With the establishment of the

second Lambaka^^a dynasty, succession to the throne came to

depend more on custom and well-established practice, and kings

fiillowed each other in the succession from brother to brother and on
to the next generation. In combination with a stable and accepted

mode ofsuccession to the throne, the sanctity that now surrounded the

king—due to the spread of Mahayanist ideas, in particular the belief

that kingship was akin to divinity—made it much more difficult for

pretenders to the throne and rivab in general to command a poli-

tically viable following even when weak kings ascended the throne.

Disputed successions rather than dynastic conflicts were thus the root

cause of political instability in the Anuradhapura kingdom before the

accession of the second Lambakanna dynasty.

The most celebrated of these succession disputes was that between

Moggallana and Kassapa, an important feature of which is linked

with one other contributory cause of political instability at this time.

The reliance of Moggallana (491-508) on an army of Indian (largely

South Indian) mercenaries to dislodge Kassapa proved in the long run

to be more significant than his victory over the latter. These auxiliaries
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became in time a vitally important, ifnot the most powetfuly element

inthearmies ofSinhaleserulerssome ofwhom, notablyAggai)odhi III

(6s8, 629-39) <uid Dathopatissa I (c, 639-50), showed them great in-

dufgenoe and &.vour because they owed their position largely to their

support. From serving the strictly limited purposes fiirwhich theyhad
been hired—fightingon bdialfofaspirants to the throne, or sustiining
a ruler in power—they became in time king-makers, a volatile and
unpredictable group and a turbulent elementwho werem themselves,

quite often, the greatest threat to the stability ofthe realm. Theywere
also the nucleus ofa powerful Tamil influence in the court.

When MSnavamma seized the throne, he curbed the powers ofthe

Tamil army commanders and courtiers, removed many ofthem fiom
the high positions they held, and in general established a stricter

supervision over their activities. He acUeved considerable success in

his avowed policy ofreducing Tamil influence in the affidis of state.

His successors sought to continue this policy, but were less effective in

this for they could never do without these mercenaries. Indeed a
reduction of Tamil pressures on the Sri Lanka polity was impossible

in view ofthe political situation in South India.

These South Indian pressures constitute a fourth and very poweifid
element of instability in the politics of the Anuradhapura kingdom.

The flourishing but vulnerable irrigation civilisation of Sri Lanka's
northern plain was a tempting target for South Indian powers across

the narrow strip ofsea which separated it &om them, and while every

80 often it came under the influence, ifnot control, ofone or other of

them, it could still retain its independence by setting one of them
against the other or others, which in efiEisct meant that Sri Lanka was
generally wary of the predominant power in South India. Sri Lanka
was drawn into political struggles of South India as a necessary result

of her geographicsd position, but her entanglement in them was not

always intrinsically defensive in intent.

With the rise of three Hindu powers in South India—the Pandyas,

Pallavas and Colas—^in the fifth and sixth centuries ad, ethnic and
religious antagonisms bedevilled relations between them and the

Sinhalese kingdom. These Dravidian states were militantly Hindu in

religious oudook and quite intent on eliminating Buddhist influence

in South India. In time South Indian Buddhism was all but wiped out

by this aggressive Hinduism, and as a result one supremely important

religio-cultural link between South India and the Sinhalese kingdom
was severed. Besides, the antipathy of these South Indian states to

Sri Lanka, normally whetted by the prospect of loot, was now for the

first time sharpened by religious zeal and ethnic pride. One important

consequence flowed from this: the Tamils in Sri Lanka became in-

creasingly conscious of their ethnicity, which they sought to assert in
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terms ofculture and reUgion, Dravidlan/Taznil and Hmdu. Thus the

Tamil setdements in die isUmd became sources of support for Soudi

Indian invaders, the mercenaries a veritable fifth column; Sri Lanka»
fiom being a muld-edmic polity, became a plural society inwhich two
distinct groups lived in a state ofsporadic tension. (There were never^

theless, for long periods, harmonious social relations between the

Sinhalese and Tamils, and strong cultural and religious ties, and
while there may have been a sense ofethnic identity, there was never

edmic 'purity*, least of all among the kings and queens of Sri Lanka,

and die nrinces and nrincesses ofits rulinsr houses.)

Particularism

Rulers of the Anuradhapura kingdom sought to establish a control

over die whole island, but generally this was more an asi»ration than

a reality. The more powerful of them succeeded in unifying die

country, but such periods of effective control over the ishuod were
rare, and no institutional structure capable of surviving when royal

power at Anuradhapura was weakened especially at times of dis-

puted succession—^was ever devised.

With the passage of time, the number of administrative units

within the island increased. By the first quarter of the axdi century,

there were already three of these. Silakala (518-31) handed over

die administration oftwo ofthe provinces ofthe kingdom to his elder

sons, retaining the rest for himself. To his eldest son Mbggallana he
granted the division to the east of the capital; Dakkhi^adesa, which

was die southern part of die Anuradhapura kingdom, went to his

second son, together with the amtrol of the sea-coast Within two
decades ofhis death there were four units:' Uttaradesa (the nordiem
division), Pacdmadesa (the western division), Pachinadesa (eastern

division) and Dakkhipadesa (southern division). Of these Dakkhipap

desa was the largest in size. From the time ofAggabodhi I its admi-
nistrationwas entrusted to Hbcmalu^ormahqpS, £e heir to the dirone,

and socame tobe called theMapa (Mahapa) orMaya (Mahaya) -rata

as opposed to the Riyarata (the king's division). It soon becsune so

important that along with Rajarata and Rohana it was one of the

three main administrative divisions ofthe island.

In seeking to establish their control over the whole island the

Anuradhapura kings confix>nted formidable difficulties, not the least

ofwhich was the particularism (one might even say a well-developed

• In the sixth century ad, a separate administrative division called Purathima-

deaa was created and placed directly in charge of the heir apparent. (This is

cvidenoe of the inoeaaing rwmomir importanoe of die Folooiiaruva rqEum.) But
tiib admiiiistnitive innovatioii appean to have been short-lived.
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aense of local patriotism) which made nilm of outlying r^ons, in

particular Rohana, jealously protective of their local intererti and
identity. Needless to say, the dymurtic and succession disputes and
rq^eated invasioDS from South India were hardly conducive to the

e^ndution of any administrative machinery for the control of these

provinces from AnurSdhapura. Dakkhipadesa itselfcould on occasion

pose difficulties, but never <m the same scale or regularity as Rohana,

and was easier to bring to heel when resourceful and asabitious kings

ruled at Anuradhapura.
Particularism then was a peremiial issuer and Rohana—^the home

oflost and potentiallyviable causes, the refiige ofSinhalese kings over*

thrown by foreign invaders and a bridgehead for a re-conquest or the

liberation of Anuradhapura from foreign rule—was the cn» of the

problem. During most ofthe period covered in this chapter, its rulers

behaved as though they were independent potentates, and Roha^a's

status varied from time to time from that of a mere administrative

division ofthe Anuradhapura kingdom to a principality and a semi-

independent or independent kingdom. To take (me example at

random: throughout most of the reign of Silakala (518-31) and his

successors, MahanSga had efiective control over Rohana first as a
rebel, then as an acGredited governor ofthe province and finally as an
Independent ruler. When he in turn became lang at AnurSdhapura

(56gh7i)» he united the whole island under his rule. It is likely that

under the two Aggabodhiswho succeeded him on the throne^ Rohana
wasunder the authority ofthe rulers ofAnurSdhiqpura. But during the
troubled century that followed, Rohapa appears to have re^assarted

its independence under local nders.

In the eariy centuries ofthe Anuradhapura kingdom, there is little

or no evidence ofa regular army, except for a small body of aoldien

who guarded the palace and the capitid dty. Though a regular force

was established with the passage of time with fbrdga—largely South

Indian—mercenaries as a component element in it, this was still for

fitmi being a standing armywUch could have been used on a regular

basis to impose the will of the 'central' authority over recakttrant

provinces far from the capital. Nor was the administrative structure

adequate for the purpose ofserving as an efficient mechanism of con-

trol over such provinces from Anuradhapura. The inscriptions of this

period reveal the existence of a sabhd or council of ministers. It is

impossible to determine whether this developed from the earlier in-

stitution known as the SmaH pa/u^a or whether it was something

completely new. Nor havewe any clear picture ofthe fimcdons of this

council. In the early centuries ofthe Anuradhapura kingdom the main
officialswerefew: the senSpaH (the chiefofthe *army'), the bhan^^igiSnka

(treasurer), a few adhjfoksasy mahSmdtras and a pwMta, By the tenth
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century there was a regular hierarchy of officials with a wide and
bewildering range of titles. Evidently a complex administrative struc-

ture had devek^ped; its writ ran in many parts of the country and
affected many aspects of the Uves of the people (especially the vital

field of irrigation). But it is impossible to reach any firm conclusions

about the precise functions of the bulk ofthese officials, or to assess the

nature of their impact on the outlying provinces. Evidently the rela-

tionship between Anuradhapura and Rohapa was not governed by
any Ibnnal administrative structures or institutional links but by the

aaore volatile and unpredictable give-and-take ofpersonal ties.

One important theme emerges from this : the comparativeweakness

of the central authority vis-a-vis the outlying provinces under the

Anuradhapura kings generally. Thus the Sinhalese kingdom was not a
highly centralised autocratic structure but one in which the balance

ofpolitical forces incorporated a tolerance of particularism character-

istic ofmost feudal polities. This held true for the whole history ofthe

Anuradhapura kingrioni and not merely for its first phase.

There is also the position of the paramukhas (Sanskrit ^pramukM^

chiefor notable) or the kulina, gentry closely connected with the clan

structure of Sinhalese society. They were clearly people of standing

and importance, a social ^Ute of distinctly higher status than the

village headmen (gamika) and others. Kinship ties linked some ofthem
to the ruling elite—^high officials in the court and elsewhere—and in

some instances to the royal family itself. Very likely they had special

privileges in terms ofland, and their claims to 'proprietary' rights over

land and irrigation works go back to the earliest inscriptions. In the

political struggles of the Anuradhapura kingdom—and in the suc-

ceeding centuries when the capital was at Polonnaruva—they were a

factor to be reckoned with by the rulers of the day and foreign in-

vaders as well. More to the point, they were among the prime bene-

ficiaries of the dynastic conflicts of these centuries, and the struggles

for power within the royal family; their bargaining power and influ-

ence were thus at a premium and this too militated against the con-

centration of authority in the hands of the ruler.

The consequences that followed from this weakening of royal

authority and from the tolerance of particularism were not always or

necessarily harmful: they gave great scope to local initiatives—at the

district and village level^—and these appear to have been strong and
resilient enough to cope with turmoil during power struggles at the

centre, or during foreign invasions. During much of the Anuradha-

*The imalleft unit of administration was the ^oma or village which was under
tiM authcnrity of a gamika or village headman. There were also institutions of a
more democwtic character like the n^jfamakaw y/tdsh regulated the public life of

the village.
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pura period diey oould be, and were, more enduring than the in-

stitutions oontrolled, ifone could use that lAi'^ikj fiom the centre. It is

this which explains the paradoxwhichwe referred to at the beginning

of the present chapter, that so brittle and imstable a structure could

have developed and sustained the magnificent in^gatian system that

was the f^kuy of the Anuradhapura kingdom. No doubt the main-

tenance ofthe system in good nsptar^ qiute apart fiom its expansion,

required a sophisticated machinery under some fbnn of central ooop

trol. But itwas the permanent institutions rooted amoQg the people at

village level that ensured the survival ofthe system during the periods

of turmoil which were such a regular feature of the Anuradhapura
longdom*

Pressurefrom Sout/iern India

The political structure whose main features we have analysed above
survived the accession of Manavamma and the establishment of

dynastic stability in the period oftheLambakap^amonq^yofpower
intheseventh tothe tenthcenturies.True,thesuocessioii (fisputesY^uch

kept the politics ofthe earlyAnuradhapura kingdom in a state ofsemi-

permanent crisis laigely disappeared. True also that there was an
enlargement and greater sophistication in the administrative machi-

nery, that royal authority was augmented and that particularismVM
at a discountwhen powerful rulers controlled Anuridhapura, as they

did with greater frequency in this period. But neither singly nor in

combination did these changes amount to a fundamental change in

the politicalsystemofthe Anuradhapura kingdom.

More importantly, one of the factors of instability of the early

Anuradhiqpura kingdom—the threat fiom South India—assumed, in

time, much more serious proportions, and eventually overwhehned
the Anuradhapura kingdom. It is to this theme that we now turn our
attention.

We have seen how Manavamma sought to impose restraints on
Tamil mercenaries and courtiers. But he himself had seized power
with Pallava assistance, and while his accession to the Anuradhapura
throne marked the beginning of a long period ofdynasdc stability the

association, if not alliance, with the Pallavas was to bring political

perils in its train. When the Pandyans were building their first empire,

and in confiontation with the Pallavas for supremacy in South India,

Sri Lanka was inevitably opposed to the Pandyans. By the middle of

the ninth century the Pan(^yans had prevailed over their rivals and set

about settling scores with the latter*s allies, the Sinhalese kingdom.

There was a devastating Pandyan invasion of the island during the

reign of Sena I (833-53) under ^ Mara iSri Vallabha (815-60),
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during which they found ready support from the island's Tamil popu-

lation. They sacked Anuradhapura and imposed a substantial indem-

nity as the price of their withdrawal.

Shortly after the Pan^yan withdrawal the Sinhalese were afforded

an opportimity for intervention in Pandyan affairs. A Sinhalese army
invaded the Pandya country in support of a rebel Pandya prince, and

during their successful campaign they ravaged the city of Madurai.

Meanwhile, thePallavas and their allies harassed thePandyans on their

northern frontier. The result was a distinct weakening of Pandya
power, but not to the advantage of the Pallavas, for this occurred at a

time—the last quarter of the ninth century—when the Colas were

emerging as a formidable threat to both Pan(;iyans and Pallavas. The
latter were the first to be absorbed by the Colas, who then proceeded

southward to Pandyan territory.

Confronted by the frightening prospect of a Cola hegemony over

South India, the Sinhalese in a remarkable but totally understandable

reversal ofpolicy threw their weight behind the Pandyas in a desperate

attempt to sustain them as a buffer state between the expanding Cola

empire and Sri Lanka. A Sinhalese army was sent to South India in

915 in support of the Panc^yan ruler Rajasiriiha II against the Cojas,

but to little effect, for Parantaka I (907-55) inflicted a crushing defeat

on the Pandyans whose king now fled to Sri Lanka carrying with him
the Pandyan regalia. The Colas never subdued the Pandyan terri-

tories as completely as they had tiie Pallava kingdom. The Sinhalese

now had to face the wrath of the victors, for whom the desire—and
need—to capture the Pandyan regalia was an added impetus to a
retaliatory invasion of Sri Lanka. There were other compelling poli-

tical reasons as well: the Sinhalese kingdom was a threat to the

security of the southern firontier of the Cola empire, as a refuge for

defeats! Pandyan rulers and as a base for potential invasions of the

mainland. In short, the consolidation of Cola power in the Pandyan
kingdom was incomplete so long as Sri Lanka remained independent.

Apart from these, there was the prospect of loot, of control over the

pearl fiA»!ri#>« ofdie gulfofMannar, and the giems forwhidi the island
was fiunous^ aswdl as its trade.

Up to the middle of the tenth century, the CSJ^a military expedi-

tions to Sri Lanka were in the nature of briefbut destructive incur-

sions, and once the immediate objectives of the missions had been

achieved the G8la armies withdrew to the mainland. Under Rajaraja

the Great (983-1014), however, the Colas embarked on a more ag-

gressh^. and ambitious programme of conquest which brought the

Sinhalesekingdomunder their direct rule ; the Rayarata, the heartland

ofthe Sinhalc» kingdom, was attached to the G5|a empu-e. Mihindu
Vy who ascended die throne in 982, was the last Sinhalese king to rule
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at Anur&dhapura. He was captured by the Invadiiig CSolas in 10x7
and died in captivity in South India, llie conquest ofthe island was
completed under Rlyanya's son R^endra. The southern parts ofthe
island slipped out of G5|a conttol within a short time, but Rqaia|a
continued to be ruled by the GS|as as a mmidam or province ofthe
Go|a empire. The aiomfiifaffi was subdivided into oalaidBs (wliich were
mostlynamed after CS5la royalty), a«Atf and firr.

A more significant—and permanent—change introduced by the

Colas was the decision to shift the capital &om Anuridhapura to

Pokmnaruva—a move determined, in this instance, by considerations

ofsecurity. The Mahavfifi itselfaffiirded some protection to this dty.
The main threat to theC!5|as in the Rlgarata camefiom Roha^a, and
Polonnaruva was weU placed to guard against invasions fiom that

quarter since it lay near the main fiird across this river which an
invading army from Rohana needed to fivce.

Within a few years of Rajendra's completion of the conquest ofthe

island, Rohana became the centre of a protracted resistance nxyve-

ment against the Go|as. There was opposition to them in the Rajarafa

as well. Early attempts at dislodging the CSfijas fay organising raids

fiom Rohapa had foundered badly, partly on account of divisions

among aspirants to the Sinhalese throne, and the Ct5|as were able

occasionally to recruit support for themselves from among local

notables in Rohana. The particularism Ibr which Rohana was noto-

rious was the greatest obstacle to a concerted bid to cspd the Go|as

from the island.
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THE ANURADHAPURA KINGDOM II

An Irrigation Civilisation

*No people in any age or country had so great practiceand e^Mrience in the
coDitnictioa ofworks for irrigation. . . .*

Tennent, Ceylon (1859)

*It is possible that in no other part of the world arc there to be found within

the same space, the remains of so many works for irrigation, which are at

the same time, of such great antiquity and of such vast magnitude as in

Ceylon. . . .

In Egypt, Syria, Persia, and in India, there are remnants of far greater

wcnfa, and in diese countries, works of fiff greater antiquity, as well as

magnitude, but probably no other country can exhibit works so numerous,

and at the same time so ancient and extensive, within the same limited

area, as this Island. .

.

Bailey, Bi^ort anMgaHen m Uva (1859)

Thus did two awe-struck British officials of the nineteenth century

view the most distinctive achievement of the people ofthe Anuradha*
pura kingdom—^their masterly organisation and maintenance of an
irrigatioQ network spread over the dry zone, which was remarkably

attimed to coping with its geological and geographical peculiarities:

'Problems ofintermittent streams, gross yearly variations, undulating

xelieQ high evaporation some 8^ from the Equator, poor ground-water

resources, indifferent soils and marked seasonal concentration ofrain-

fidl with its risk of disastrous floods. . .
.'^ The dry zone afforded

excellent conditions for the cultivation ofrice : the high constant tem-

peratures and received solar radiation, as well as the comparatively
gentle reliefof the region in contrast to the more rugged terrain of the

wet zone of the south-west quadrant. But as against this, the rainfall

was largely restricted to the period September toJanuary, less reliable

and less 'effective* than in the wet zone. The topography of the dry

zone with its gently undulating plains, the succession of small shallow

stream valleys and low intcrfluves made irrigation more difficult than

in a single great river basin or on a really flat plain. Besides, 'the ir-

rigation problem' ismuch more formidable in an area with alternately

^ R. Muiphey, The Ruin ofAodent Geykm', Jtumd^Adm StuMes, XVI(a),

1957, p. 185.
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wet and dry periods and a vanishing water-table than in one with

perennial streams and wells and a more even rain&ll pattern.

The earliest projects were no doubt directed more at oomserving

than at diverting water on any laige scate. But by the fust oentuiy
large-scale iixigatioQ works were being built The ooostructioii of
tanks, canals and channels which this involved exhibited an amaring
knowledge of trigonometry^ and the design of the tanks a thoroiigfa

grasp ofhydraulic prindpto. The tanks had Inroad bases which could
withstand heavy pressures, and at suitable points in the embankment
there were outlets fisr the dischaige ofwater.

The Sinhalese were the 'fiist inventors ofthe valve pif (UmlblHw),*

counterpart of the sluice which regulates the flow of water fiom a
modem reservoir or tank. The engineers of the third century bg or

earlierwho invented it had done their work with a sophisdcalion and
mastery that enabled their successors oflater centuries merely to copy
the original device with only minor adaptations or changes, if any.*

Sri LasJca owes UKxe to the unknown inventors ofthis epoch-making
device than to all but a handiiil ofkiogs whose virtues are extolfed hi

the MahSoeuHsa and CBbnahstu Without the technological break-

through which the bisohotuva signified, irrigation works on the scale

required to maintain the civilisation of ancient Sri Lanka—^the ooor

struction of artificial lakes of outsize dimensions like Minneriya and
Kalav&va, where vast expanses ofwater were held back by massive

dams—would have been all but impossible. \^thout the agricultural

surplus made available by the multitude of irrigatkm tanks scattered
in rich profusion over much of Sri Lanka's dry zone, the enormous
investment which the architectural and sculptural splendours of the
Anuradhapura kingdom called for would scarcelyhave been possible.

The first five centuries of the Christian era constitute the most

creative and dynamic era in the history of irrigation activity in Sri

Lanka.^ A variety of seemingly intractable technical and physical

problems were confronted and overcome, and the skills acquired and
eaq[>erience gained in this period were a rich lode mined by future

generations. In the first century ad, the main problem was that the

water resources of the Kala and Malvatu-oyas, dry zone rivers which
dwindled to amere trickle ofwater formuch ofthe year if theydidnot

dryup altogether over long stretches, were unequal to the demand for

an abundant and dependable supply of water set off by populatioii

*H. Parker, Ancient Ceylon (London, 1909), p. 379. Hie KtohrimOy aaquaSB
enclosure built ofstone slabs, facilitated the control of the pressure and the quantity

ofthe outflow ofwater whca it was released from a reservoir or tankinto the canals.

•ibid.

*See R. A. L. H. Gunawacdane, 'Irrigadon and Hydiaulie Society in Earijf

Medieval Geylon't P«ftmiPmtKi, 53, Nov. 1971, pp. 3-47, fiv a review ofinigM
ticm in Sri Lanka in tkae centuriei.

I
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growth in a vigorous civilisation demanding an ever-increasing agri-

cultural surplus. This could only be ensured by the diversum ofwater
fix)m rivers like the Mahavah and others closer to the wet zone south

ofAnuradhapura. The most notable of the irrigation projects of this

early period was the Alahara canal which took the waters of the

Ambang£uiga, a tributary of the Mahavali, to the Anuradhapura
region. This canal, first mentioned in the MaMvatlisa*s account of the

reign of Vasabha,^ stretched about 30 miles from a weir across the

Ambangariga. Its length was testimony to the maturity and com-
petence of the irrigation engineers of ancient Sri Lanka. During the

reign ofMahasena (274-301 ad), the Aiah3.ra canal became the main
source of water supply for the Minneriya tank which he built, and
which was by far the largest tank up to that time.

Mahasena is credited with the construction of sixteen tanks and
canals, four of which are in the Anuradhapura area, and one in the

Puttalam district.^ Three notable trends in the development of ir^

rigation ^kdlities during his reign were: a resolute endeavour to

harness the waters of the Mahav^ and the Ambanganga, the most
important project being the massive Minneriya tank; the improve-

ment of facilities for water conservation in the north-western part of

the island; and the attempt to develop the south-western part of the

dry zone on the periphery of the wet zone. Together they accelerated

agricultural development in the vicinity of Anuradhapura, and
opened up new areas for cultivation in the east and southwest. All the

major irrigation projects initiated by him were achieved by a pro-

digious investment oflabour resources on an unprecedented scale, and
they reflect, too, a notable advance in irrigation technology in the

island.

A thriving civilisation dependent on irrigation for its sustenance has

an insatiable demand for water, and the search for a dependable and

permanent supply ofwater is a never-ending one. Breakdowns caused

either by some structural fault or by depletion of water supply in

periods of drought were inevitable, with the result that not every unit

or link in this chain of interconnected tanks and channels was working

at peak efficiency (or for that matter working at ail) at any given phase

^ The reign of Vasabha is regarded as a period of prolific activity ia irrigatioa

worie, and he is credited, by the MahaBo^tsot with the oonstrucdoii of twdve
reiervoirs and canals. Most ofthe worics vdiich can be identified are located in the

area around Anuradhapura. R. A. L. H. Gunawardane, 1^. oL^ p. 5.
• The fact that the chronicles credit a king with the construction of certain

public works does not necessarily imply that they were all begun and completed

in his reign. The actual building operations would have lasted more than one
leign or even one generation, and utilised the labour of fiurmen during Uie slack

season of the agricultural cycle. Instances are known ofthe cfaroiudes giving a king
credit for a project which be only initiated <Hr completed.
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of the island's history in these oeaturies. Qpite apart from fawential

repairs and maintenance, renewal was vitally important, as too were
extensions of this irrigalloii network. Major initiatives in irrigatioii

activity called for a tremendous burst of energy, and these were not

very frequent. Most rulers were content with keeping the tanks and
channels which fixrmed the country's stock of irrigation works fiino-

tioning at a reasonable level of efficiency.

The reign of Dhatusena (455-73) matched, if it did not surpass, the

achievements of Mahasena and Vasabha in the extension of the

island's irrigation network. He is said to have added to the irrigation

works in the Mahavali region by building a dam across that nver. But
the main focus ofattention in irrigation activity during his reign seems

to have been the development ofwater resources in the western part of

the dry zone. By far the most impressive achievement by this period is

the construction of the Kalavava, which tapped the Kala-Oya and
helped to supplement the supply of water to Anuradhapura and the

area round the city.

The Kalavava had an embankment 3.25 miles long and rising to a
height of about 40 feet. Its bund was constructed of blocks of dressed

granite morticed together to enable a very close fitting. Through a
canal 50 miles in length—the Jayaganga—its waters augmented the

supply in tanks at Anuradhapura and its environs such as Tissa,

Nagara and Mahadaragatta, apart from irrigating an area of about

180 square miles. This canal was an amazing technological feat, for

the gradient in the first 17 miles of its length was a mere 6 inches to a
mile.'

There was also the Yodavava in the Mannar district, attributed to

Dhatusena. It was formed by building an embankment about 7 miles

long. Fed by a 17-mile canal from the Malvatu-Oya, the Yodavava
covered a vast area. It was a shallow reservoir, and its efficiency in

water storage must have been severely affected by the heat and aridity

of the region, but the topography of the area made it impossible to

construct a tank with a greater depth without resorting to techniques

of lift irrigation. Carefully laid-out canals flowing at a low gradient

distributed the water from the Yodavava to a muldtude of village

tanks around it. Together with the Panankulam this tank was a vitally

important asset in an area—^Mannar—^which records some of the

lowest rainfall in the island.^

By the end of the fifth century two major irrigation complexes had
been developed, one based on the MahavaU and its tributaries, and
the other on the Malvatu-Oya and Kala-Oya. These were elaborated

further in subsequent centuries. The two cities of Anuradhapura and
Polonnaruva located here were vital centres of cultural acUvity and

^ R. A. L. H. Gunawardane, cp, cit,, p. 9. * UritL
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ibeie contained the most impressive monuments of Sinhalese dviliza^

iioos. Anuradhapura was much the larger of the two, and necessarily

so, for during the first ten centuries of the Christian era it was, with
brief interludes, the capital of the island. There was a third core of
Sinhalese civilisatioin in the dry zone of the south-east in Rohana
where the climate was more severe and the rain&U much less reliable.

Rohana was setded by the ancient Sinhalese nearly as early as the

Anuradhapura region itselfand wasjust as dependent on irrigation as

the latter, with the difference that instead of the large tanks which
dominated the landscape ofthe Rajara^a, it had a distincdve irrigadon

pattern, a multitude of small and medium-sized projects, most ifnot
all of which were the product of local initiatives. Apart fi-om a few
small tanks in the.reign of Dhatusena, and the building of a weir

across the Valave river in the ninth century, there is hardly any
recorded evidence ofkings ofthe Rajarata devoting as much attention

to the development of irrigation in the south-east of the island as they

did to the main centres ofcivilisation in the northern plain.

In the Rajarata the Mahavali complex provided the more dqpend-

able and abundant source of water, and while contributing sub*

stantially to the prosperity of the Anuradhapura region its prime

iunction was to nurture the wellbeing of Polonnaruva and the out-

lying zone in its vicinity. The irrigable land area around Polonnaruva
was further extended by Moggallana II by the construction of the

Padaviya tank which utilised the waters of the Ma-Oya.
Proximity to the Mahavali, the longest river in Sri Lanka, increased

the economic potential of this region. Mahasena had built the famous

Minneriya tank there, and between the fourth and ninth centuries a

number of smaller tanks in the region would have helped sustain a
considerable local population producing a substantial agricultural

surplus. The economic importance of the region was further enhanced
by the development of commercial relations with China and South-

East Asia, in which the port of Gokanna (modern Trincomalee)

would have played a prominent part. Thus the adoption of Polon-

naruva as the capital of the Sinhalese kingrdom by four kings of the

period between the seventh and tenth centuries, and the final aban-

donment ofAnuradhapura in its favour, were determined as much by
considerations of economic advantage as by strat^c and military

factors.''

By the tenth centur}^ there was a vast array of irrigation works

spread over a substantial part of the dry zone of the coimtn,^ The
monumental scale ofthe large tanks is p>ositive evidence ofa prosperous

economy and a well-organised state which had so great an agricultural

surplus to invest in these projects as well as on religious and public

* &. A. L. H. Gunawardan^ 9p. dLf p. 11.
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buildings designed on a lavish scale. By itsdf the iirigatiioii netwock

ofancient SiiLankawasa tribute to theingenuityofherengineenand
crafbmen^ and the organisational skills a£ her rulers. Nomi^iere else

in South Asia does one find such a multiplicity of irrigation wofks

as in the dry zone of Sri Lanka. Hie sode of oonqMrison is not

with the Indian subcontinent, but with the major hydiauHc dviKsaF

tions ofthe ancientworld, theFertile Crescent ofWest Asia, and CSiina

itself. Despite its diminutive size, Sri Lanka bdongs to this super-

league in regard to irrigation techndbgyand creative achievem^
irrigation worici, for nowhere else in 'the pre-modern world was there

such a dense concentration of irrigation fiicihties at such a hafjb,

technical level.'»»

Ancient Sri Lanka was the example par exeelltnce of a hydrauEc
civilisation, but it does not figure at all in Wittfogel's massive wori^
on the theme. This was just as well, for Sri Lsuoka's hydraulic ex-

perience^ dispassionately reviewed, would have provided a lefiitatkn

ofsome ofthe vitalcon^onent elenaents ofhis theoreticalfiameworic.^

No part of Sri Lanka's dry zone conformed to Wittfogel's moM
of*fiiU aridity*, and while it could be azgued that in the twoam
of Sinhalese civilisation in the Rigarata—the AnurSdhapura and
Folonnaniva regions—transfer ofwater fiom a distant localitywas aa
essential prcfequisite for the development of agriculture, the other

part of the Wittfogelian theorem that 'government-led hydraulic

enterprise is identical with the creation of agricultural life' has less

validity for Sri Lanka. Irrigation projects were amoi^ the most im-
portant public works undertaken by the state in ancient and medieval

Sri Lanka, but despite their crucial importance for economic develop-

ment they were not 'identical with the creation ofagricultural life' in

any part of the dry zone. Certainly the role of *govcmment-led hy-

draulic enterprise' in sustaining agrieultural development in Rohana
was comparatively minor, and even in substantial parts of the dry

zone ofthe Rajarata outside the two focal p>oints ofcivilization there,

state enterprise in irrigation appears to have been much less significant

than local initiatives. Indeed in all parts of the dryzon^ while major

irrigation schemes were largely matters of state enteiprise^ such local

initiatives—communal, institutional (especially monastic) and even

individual:—were responsible for the construction of a multitude of

smaller reservoirs and village tanks which conserved water fixxm the

R. Murphey, op. cit., p. 184.

See K. A. Wittfogel, Oriental Despotism (New Haven, Conn., 1957), pp. 569-

61 1. Wittfogel was an unrepentant believer in the 'Asiatic Mode of Production' aa

propounded by Marx in the mid-nineteenth century.

"See R. A. L. H. Gunawaxdane's article died eaxlier, and B. R. Leacb,

'Hydmiilic Society in Oeykm* in PoslontfAnM^ 15, i959» FP*
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seasonal rains for agricultural development in their locality, and
which existed concurrently with and independent of the main irriga-

tion complexes.

Nor did tiic state retain ownership of all the major irrigation worJts

constructed under its direction. Dhatusena ceded half the income of

the Kalavava to his brother. The long Alahara canal was granted to

a monastery not long after its construction. Monasteries, indeed, often

had the resources to maintain irrigation works in their chaige or

control in good repair. Immunity grants of the Anuradhapura period

record the transfer to the monasteries of the control of sections of the

population together with the right to exact taxes and corvie labour

from them; apart from these fiscal rights, administrative and judicial

powers traditionally enjoyed by the King were also delegated to them
by such grants. Similar immunities came to be enjoyed by the kulina

gentry who claimed proprietary rights over some irrigation works and
land.

Lists of officials which occur in inscriptions of the ninth and tenth

centuries, when the irrigation network of Sri Lanka was most exten-

sive and highly developed, have been cited as evidence of the exis-

tence of a hydraulic bureaucracy. Quite clearly the services of men
with a high degree oftechnical skill were necessary for the construction

of large and complex irrigation works, for their maintenance in good

repair, and for the regulation of irrigation water to fields. But this is

not conclusive evidence ofan irrigation bureaucracy on the Wittfogel-

ian model, of a phalanx of technically competent officials who formed

the key ingredient in an authoritarian poHtical structure in which

power was concentrated in the king and his bureaucracy. On the

contrary, hydrauUc society as it developed in Sri Lanka was not a
centralised despotism, rigidly authoritarian and highly bureaucratic,

but had many of the attributes of a feudal society, with power de-

volving on monastic institutions and the gentry.

The more important state-sponsored irrigation works boosted the

island's agricultural economy by enabling extension of the area under

cultivation and habitation and facilitating more intensive exploitation

of agricultural resources without upsetting the balance between land

and population. Instead of a single annual crop, large-scale irrigation

works ensured the production of two or three crops a year, and the

resulting agricultural surplus was adequate to maintain a large section

of the population not engaged in food production, and to sustain a

vibrant and dynamic civilisation. It provides an effective demolition

of yet another of the key features of Wittfogelian theory

—

stasis as a
characteristic of hydraulic civihsation.

We need to end this brief survey of Sri Lanka's hydraulic civilisa-

tion on a more sombre note. Irrigation civilisations by their very

S
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nature are critically vulnerable to natural disaster and foreign in*

vaders. For such a society is like a complex machine with an extra-

ordinarily delicate mechanism. It could function with amazing
efficiency but just as easily breakdown ifmaintenancewere neglected

or as the result ofsome aeeminglymanageable damage to the mechan*
ism. With increasmg compkadty, inertia and negligence could be as

insidiously detrimental to its smooth functuming as the more palpable

threats from natural disaster or foreign invasion.
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THE ANURADHAPURA KINGDOM III

A Feudal Polity

Two attributes ofa feudal polit/ are ofspecial significance in the Anu-
radhapura kingdom: the relative weabiess of central authority and
the resultant political decentralisation; and the importance ofland as

a determinant ofsocial and economic relations. The Sri Lanka version

offeudalism differed significantly from the European—especially the

English and French—varieties in that it lacked large-scale demesne
&rming, a manorial system and the military aspects of feudalism,

with the knight's service as its central theme. Again, while relations

between some agricultural workers and landholders in Sri Lanka
during these centuries could bejudged ^feudal', there is as yet no sub-

stantial evidence of a contractual relationship between lord and
'vassal', or ofpeasants working as serfi on the lord's estate. However,
there was—^in common with European feudalism—an obligation to

service as a condition of holding land, whether fix>m secular or re-

ligious 'landlords', butwith one vital difference in that here the nature

of that obligation was, during much of this period, determined by
caste as well.

Some questions relating to feudalism in Sri Lanka are easier posed

than answered, and one such is the determination of the phases in the

development of feudalism in the island—when and how it emerged.

We can only say that the evidence suggests that during much of the

period covered in this chapter—the Anuradhapura kingdom from
Saddhatissa totheG5|aconquest—^the attributes ofSriLankafeudalism
discussed above were very evident, and that these feudal tendencies

were strengthened with the maturation of the island's hydraulic

society.

Land tenure^

Of the two attributes of Sri Lanka's feudal polity discussed above, we
shall review in this chapter only one—the obligation to service as a

^ The discussion in Part I of the present chapter is based largely on W. I.

Siriweera's two arddes 'The Theory of the King's Owneiship ofLand in Andenl
CSeylon: An Easay in Historical Revision' and 'Land Tenure and Revenue in

35
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conditicm ofhokling land. The other has been treated in flome detail

in the two previous chapters.

It is very rare, during the whole of the feudal era, for anyone to speak of

ownership, either of an estate or an ofRce . . . For nearly all land and a

great many human beings were burdened at this time with a multiplicity of

obligadooi diflfering in ^eir nature but all apparently ofequal importanoe.

None implied that fixed proprietary exdusiveness which belonged to the

concept ofownerdiip in Roman Law.*

This quotation from Marc Bloch's Fmidid Soeiefy brings out a point

which is of crucial importance for the understanding of Sri Lanka's

feudal polity, namely that the medieval European concept ofowner-

ship in land was strildngly similar to that of Sri Lanka in these cenr

turies.

Recent research has demolished one ofthe hardiest theories ttgead"

ing land tenure in ancient and medieval SriLanka—oftheking as sole

'owner* ofland in the kingdom.* No doubt he had certain claims over

most ofthe land in his kingdom, but this did not amount to anything

approaching 'fixed proprietary exdusiveneas'. Implicit in the land

grants ofthese centuries is the recognition ofthe 'rights' ofindividuals

with regard to land. In none of these grants is thore mentioin of the

king's prior consent being a condition .to alienation of land by indi-

viduals, while on the contrary some inscriptions provide evidence of

kings actually buying 'property* for the purpose ofsubsequent dona-

tion.

The direct relationship between taatation and the protection a^
fecded by the king to his people could not have been unknown in Sri

Lanka in andent times. This service would have entitled him to a
portkm ofthe prodtice ofland in tbe kingdom in return and also qtiite

natura%puthim ina position to exerdsesonie control over land. The
limits ofthis controlwould depend on his own sense ofwhatwas i|ght»

and above all on the customs and traditions ofthe kingdom.

Income-producing irrigation units, such as tanks and canals, and
the fields fed by them paid a tax

—

bojakapathi—^probably paid in kind.

This the king sometimes granted to individuals as remuneration fer

services rendered to the state. Such grants were also made to the

sa^ha. In a sodety in which irrigationwas ofsuch crucial significance,

waterwas treated as a precious commoditywhich could be bought and

sold as it passed through the tanks, the canals and iidds, with the

'owners' of tanks {vSpirhandkd^ imposing a charge for the water that

Medieval Ceylon' in The Ceylon Journal of Historical and Social Studies (hereafter

CJHSS), new series, I(i),Jan. 1971, pp. 48-61, and II(i), Jan. 1973, pp. 1-49.
* M. nodi,FmiM Sidity (London, 1967), I, pp. 115-1&
' W. I. Siriweera, The Theory of the King's Ownership ofLand in Geyloa: an

£iiay in Hisloacal Revite*, QJHSS, n.s., I(i),Jan. 1971, pp. 4B-61.
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passed through and in turn paying for the water that came in.^

Because he had the lai^t of the tanks as his q)ecial preserve, and a
controlliog interest in the whole irrigation system, the king was the

prime beneficiary of this levy on water. Until the beginning of the

seventh century ad, this payment was called d^u^atid. It was paid to

thekingas well as collected by private 'owners' ofsmall reservoirs and
canals. In the ninth and tenth centuries, the payment for the share of

water made to the king was called tHjHuktbtm, and it was termed

Syadada in the time ofthe Polonnaruva kings.

In addition to the risrht to dtdtottUkL the claimed a share ofthe

produce fiom all occupied and cultivated land. Unoccupied wastes

both follow and cultivable, was regarded as being in the king's

'possession', and over theso—forests and waste lands, cleared imd
odtivated—he could grant virtually complete 'proprietary' rights to

any individual or institution, if he so wished. Waste land and land

newly developed by the state became royal i»roperty, as there was no
antecedent r%ht of a private tndividuid. The king's prerogative of
laying claim to waste or jungle land must have served a number of

purposes inchiding the vitally important one ofdeveloping new areas,

or extending those already settled; another was the rehabilitation of

settlements deserted or devastated faywar—^invasions and civil wars

—

and natural disasters such as droughts and floods. Abandoned and
ownerless land, it would appear, belonged to the king; that is to say,

where land was not cultivated or occupied, the king had prior rights

to forests and timber, animal life for the chase, natural resources such

as mines and gem pits, and treasure troves in such lands. This did not

necessarily mean, however, that the people had to 'buy* land from the

king to open up new cultivation.

With the maturing of Sri Lanka's hydraulic civilisation, 'private'

property rights seem to have become more conspicuous. Inscriptions,

mainly after the ninth century ad, contain references to a type of

tenure known as pamunu orpame^y which in the context of the land

tenure system of that time conveyed the meaning of heritable light in

])erpetuity. Religious and charitable institutions received pamunu prop-
erty through royal and other benefoctors. Individuals could acquire

pamunu property in at least three ways, namely royal grant, purdiase

and inheritance (inheritance ofland was normally within a framewodc
ofkinship) . The kixig also granted pamunu rights to individuals, usually

as rewards. Pamunu were subject to no service except in cases where the

king stipulated at the time of the grant that a comparatively small

payment shall be made to a religious or charitable institution.

Here we come up against the crucially important question of how
* The inscriptioiis refer to the owners of tanks (o^'-Aamtla) as wdl at to the

practice ofdonating water chaigetfrom tanks to the sai^a.
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officials in the king's seivioe were pakl. No finn answeru
it would seem that duringmuch dTthe period covered by this chapter

they were permitted, in return for their services, to retain part ofthe

revenue they collected. Hus is not to suggest that rffvenuff was fiurmed

or that these officials became hereditary revenue collectors with overt

political power, but only that the system of land tenure was used to

eliminate to a large extent the payment of emoluments in cash, an
important consideration since specie was in short supply. Because

thore was no binding linkage between the revenue allotted to them
and their official duties as administrators of a unit of territory, the

king's offidab had few opportunities for an independent political role.

The result was that while the corps ofofficials in the bureaucracy and
in the court kqpt Increasing in number, they did not, for much ofthe

period of the Anuradhapura longs, develop into a baronial dass, a
feudal aristocracy with very laige areas of the county's agricultural

land parodied out a-mnmrAfm x

By the ninth century, however, this picture begins to change. The
inscriptions of this period refer to a form of tenure known as Sod—
property granted to offidaU or flmctionaries In the emfdoysaent^
state or ofmonasteries. (A tSoel holding from a monastery would beno
more than the grant of the revenue of the land allotted to a func-

tionary.) Divel holdings were, in effect, property rights bestowed onan
individual as subsistence in return for services rendered to the grantor,

and were terminable on the death ofan employee or at the will ofthe

granting authority. The redpient of a dioel holding got the revenue
which the king or a monastery had enjoyed earlier.

As for the king's officials, the size of their divel holdings varied with
their status—^the higher they were in the hierarchy, the larger the

holding. The revenues enjoyed from such land holdings were signi-

ficant enough in terms oftheir implications, not only for the economic
strength bestowed on these officials but for other considerations as

well, for over and above this revenue from land there could also quite

often be the grant of the services ofthe people living on it, and transfer

ofland revenue to the king's officers carried with it unavoidably some
administrative power over these plots of land or villages. Besides,

rights hdd on land in consideration for services to the king could be
transferred by individuals who hdd them. (The transfer ofland, how-
ever, did not entail transfer of services. These latter had to be con-

tinued by the original redpient of the grant.) Divel tenure was thus

doubly significant; it marked a strengthening of rights to private prop-

erty, and the emergence of a trend towards feudal ri^ts, and of a
class of landlord-officials who became a powerful group of inter-

mediaries between the cultivators and royal authcvity. Since the
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office by virtue of which divel was held could often in time become
hereditary, the relationship between dioel holders and their tenants,

though inherently deferential on the part of the latter, could well

devdop into one of mutual respect ioA cordiality, and when the

connection remained unbroken for several generations tiiere could

also be a strong sense ofattachment and loyalty.

This discussion of divel tenure brings us to another &cet of indfuent
feudalism in the Anuradhapura kingdom: compulsory services, or

what came to be known in later centuries as rSjakSriya^ service for the

king. The inscriptions ofthe ninth century and after offer us a glimpse

of this system of compulsory services, lliere is very litde evidence,

however, on how tdJMnya worked in the AniirSdhapura kingdom.
Therewasa dose link between compulsory services and diod holdings,

and between the former and caste: the duties performed were d^>rai*

dent on an individual's caste. We are not certain whether every

layman in the country (unless specially exempted) was bound to turn

out for service in the militia in times ofwar, and in general to perform

gratuitous services on public works such as the construction ofroads,

bridges and tanks, whidi was the key feature of the ri^akSnya system

in its maturity in the seventeenth and ei^teenth centuries. There is

more evidence, however, about exemptions fiom compulsory ser^

vices. Temple lands were generally exempt fiom royal service, and as

in later centuries, those whose land-holdings were not liable to service

tenure were generally exempt fiom the demands of the rajakSriya

system. Inscriptional evidence from the ninth century and after re-

>^ea]s that one of the immunities granted to some lands and villages

vrzB that royal officials could not exact various types of labour fiom
people living in them.

llie closest approximation in ancient times to absolute ownership

of ^private proporty*, i.e. property not bdonging to the state, were
monastic holdings and estates with their proclivity for expansion un-

hampered by fiagmentation. Monasticw^th accumulated graduaUy
but steadily through donation and exchange as well as by purchase.

Inscriptional evidence of the fourth and fifth centuries ad shows that

monasteries could purchase property. Property hdd by religious

establishments could not be alienated by sale, and no villages or land

belonging to them could be mortgaged or gifted away. By about the

ninth century ad, monasteries had come to own, apart frcnn movable
possessions, a vast extent of property in estates, irrigation works and
even salterns, some ofthem situated at considerable distances from the

institution that owned them.

While monasteries held land under a variety of tenures, they had
over certain plots of land—in particular grants made by kings out
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\

of their private land holdings and the dentations of plots held by
\

individuals under pamwfu tenure—the most unrestricted rights of
ownership possible within the tenurial system. Inmost cases a grant to
the sa^gjka would mention the monasteiy for which the donatioawas
intended. Some grants were more specific than this, and indicated a
particular institution within a monastery such as an image house or a
pmoena as the beneficiary. Lands granted to individual monasteries

belonged to them alone and not to die Jo^Aa as a body, a fiu^t brought

into focus by the not infrequent boundary disputes between some of
the most renowned and powerfol monasteries ofancient Sri Lanka.

Religious establishments used in iheir landholdings a form of ser-

vice tenure similar to that ofthe long: a share ofthe produce from the
pbtsofland permanentlyheldby themwasgiven to thosewhoworked
for and in the monasteries. Some ofthe temple lands, however, were
cultivated by serfi or slaves belonging to the monasteries, and there

was no tenurial contract between such serfi and slaves and the

monastery.

Most of the inscriptions which recorded immunities granted by
the king to religious establishments show that the peasants cultivating

such lands were not eaqiected to provide services to the king—the

grant ofimmunities ton services due to the king implied that these

obligations were to be performed for the monastery instead. Service in

temples took three main forms—occasional, continuous and periodicaL

It seems likely that land was given for maintenance mainly in con-

sideration for continuous and periodic services.

We need to consider, at this stage, the implications of these devel-

opments.A form ofmonastic landlordism evolved, and the monasteries

themselves developed into largely self-sufficient economic units, their

lands cultivated by tenant farmers while a multifarious assortment of

craftsmen provided specialised services in return for land allocated to

them. Some of the labour on monastic lands was performed by slaves
j

but this was of limited scope and significance.^ In terms of the dcvcl- !

opment of feudalism, much the most conspicuous of the immunities

enjoyed by certain monastic properties was brahmadeya status. The
increase in income which inevitably followed from this was less signi-

ficant than the fiscal and judicial authority over the tenants (^such
properties, and the virtual exclusion ofroyal officials fix>m them. As a

result, such monasteries enjoyed 'the most complete property rights

known in early medieval Sri Lanka . . while there are instances of

similar transfers ofauthority to the laity, these were rare.*

' R. A. L. II. Guiiavvardane, 'HydraiUic Society in Medieval Ceylon', Past and

fnmtt no. 53, Nov. 1971, pp. 19-ao.
* R. A. L. H. Ounawaitlane, 'Some Ecoiu»nic Aspects of Monastic life In itm

Later AnurBdhapura period . . .', QjfHSS^ n.8., U(i),Jan. 1972, pp. 71-4.
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Caste

The ftgntl^^yn^ ofcaste In relation to land tenure, and in particular

service tenure, has been referred to earlier in this chapter. As with

almost everything else, caste was of Indian origin but developed its

own peculiar chiuracteristics in this island. One great difficulty that

comfionts us in our efibrts to trace the evolution ofa caste system in

Sri Lanka is that terms such BsjdU, kula and gotra used so frequently

in inscriptions and the chronicles have a multiplicity of meanings.

They could no doubt refer to caste groups, but they could also mean
family, tribe or 'race'. There is no record of any caste system in Sri

Lanka in the period before the conversion ofDevanampiya Tissa and
the rapid spread ofBuddhism in the island. Nevertheless it would seem
that many if not all the elements that were to constitute the caste

system in later times were there in some form. Buddhism in the early

years ofits expansion may well have, for some time at least, retarded

if not arrested the growth of caste in Sri Lanka, but still could not

prevent it from eventually becoming the basis ofsocial stratification in

Sinhalese society.

While most castes had a service or occupation role, the distinctive

feature of the Sinhalese caste structure in contrast to its Indian proto-

type was that therewas no religious sanction from Buddhism for caste.

Thus while caste endogamyand taboos ofcaste avoidance also existed,

these latter did not cover the whole range of social relations, and
significantly there was no cat^;ory of 'untouchables' in Sinhalese

society eaaeept the numerically insigxiificant rodi,

Braiunanism was the religion of the ruling 61ite groups before the

conversion ofDevanampiya Tissa to Buddhism changed the situation.

Despite the rapidity with which the new religion spread in the island

in the next few centuries, and despite its status as ihe official religion,

the tolerant atmosphere ofa Buddhist society ensured the survival of

Hinduism with only a maxginai loss of influence. Brahmans retained

much of their traditional importance In society both on account

of their learning and their near monopoly over domestic religious

practices.

There is little or no evidence of a pure kfatriya varna in the island in

proto-historical and early historic times. In later centuries the Sin-

halese royal families declared themselves to be ksatriyas and claimed

descent from the so-called solar and lunar dynasties. It seems most

unlikely that any of Sri Lanka's rulers in the pre-historic period were
scions of a recognised North Indian k^atriya clan. But they were de

facto rulers; in the island the ruling families sought to maintain them-

selves as a distinct group, and royal princes and princesses were given

the titles Aya and Abu The general vaisya var^, however, had its
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counterpart in Sri Lanka in the general body ofthe peasantry organ-

ised in families and in the specialised proftssions and trades. T^ese
latter, in the early centuries of the Anuradhapura civilisation, were
incipient 'occupational' groups. The only e^ence we have of a
SSdra vamaa in the early centuries ofthe Anuradhapura kingdom is the

reference to earidalas who lived just on the outskirts ofAnuradhapura
and did the scavenging work ofthat city. We do not know whether or
not the ca^4^Uas were aboriginal people who had been degraded to

Mdra status.

In Sri Lanka as in India the emphasis was on the vocational and
service aspects ofcaste muchmore than ritual ones. Caste groups were
brought into a service system in which an individual's rote and fane-

tion depended on birth status. The higher castes and those considered

to be low in caste status had their mutual obligations, but the more
onerous ofthese were quite obviously those ofthe latter towards their

caste superiors. Tenurial obligations to the king and the state were
also determined by caste status, and so for that matter were those of
the various groups of functionaries, crafbmen and others in the ser-

vice of monasteries. Thus, as m Curopean feudalists, there was a
connection between landholding and service obligations to both sec-

ular and religious authorities, with the fimdamental difference, how-
ever, that in Sri Lanka caste status was an additional consideration or

factor in the determinadon of these services. Caste services, howew»
were not always attached to land. They were tied to landholdings only

in relation to certain services performed for the king or his ofEuaalsand
for religious and charitable institutions. In other cases members of
lower castes received some payment, mostly in kind but sometimes in

cash, from those of higher castes in return for their services or caste

obligadom.

Trade

One other feature of the island's socio-economic structure in the

period covered by this chapter is relevant to a study of the develop-

ment of feudalism—^the role of trade and money in the economy. It

would be true to say that neither would be of vital importance in the

basically agrarian economy of a feudal society. And so it was in the

Sri Lanka of this period. This is not to say that trade' was of no sig-

nificance at all, only that it was not fundamentally important to the

economy.

' On the foreign trade and commerce of Ancient Sri Lanka see B. J. Perera's

three articles 'The "Ports" of Ancient Ceylon', 'Ancient Ceylon and its Trade with

India', and 'Ancient Ceylon's Trade with the Empires ofthe Western and Eastern
Worlds', CHJ, 1(a), (3) «k1 (4), igsi-a.
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It would appear that from very early times merchants were at-

tracted to the island by the prospect of trade, and they would have

taken back with them reports of its potential in this regard. Very
likely the earliest settlements on the nortfa-west coast were trade

settlements, with pearb from the north-west coast, gems from the

south-west interior, and ivory and other articles fiirming the principal

items in their trade. The early attempts ofDravidian adventurers to

seize power—^men like Sena and Guttika, Elara and Bhalluka and
those in the time Vattagamani—^may well have had control of this

trade as one of their objectives. The island's trade with South India

was always of crucial importance; it finmed part of the latter's com-
merce with the Roman Empre. Traders from the Mediterranean

wnrld were content to receive the island's products in South Indian

ports, and did not come to the island themselves. This state of afiairs

changed in the fifth century when Sri Lanka, according to CSosmas,^

became an mtnp6t for the tradewhichmoved across the Indian Ocean.
The testimony of CSosmas finds confirmation in the works of the

Roman Frocopius, his near contemporary. Sri Lanka's rulers of this

period would have siphoned off a portion of the revenue from trade

into theu: own coffers so that the attractions oftrade would not have
been limited to foreign adventurers seeking political domination. But
the point is that at no stage in tiie island's early historywas its economy
based on trade—and, more important, this did not change with the

growth in power and wealth ofthe Anuradhapura kingdom.
Anuradhapura itself as the capital city, became increasingly im-

portant as a commercial centre. There was from very early times a
colony of Tawmas (Greeks) and by the fifth century ad a colony of
Persian merchants too. Fa Hsien refers to the imposing mansions of

tiie resident merchants, and states that one ofthem probably had the

office of 'guild lord', lliere were also colonies ofTamil merchants in

the city. This, of course, was apart from the indigenous merchants.

The only other towns ofoonunerdal importance were the ports ofthe

north-west, in particular Mahatittha. Trade in all these centres, it

would appear, was mainly in foreign luxury goods.

There is a gap in our sources on the island's trade witii South India

in the period fix>m about the fifth century ad to the seventh. Perhaps

the traditional pattern oftrade continued. From the seventh century

onwards till the Co|a occupation these conomerdal ties assumed ever-

increadng importance on account of the profits available fiom the

island's foreign trade, and the importance ofMahatittha in the trade

ofthe Indian Ocean.

* J. W. McGrindle, Christian Topography of Cosmos, pp. 364-72, cited in B. J.

Perera, 'The Foreign Trade and Commerce ofAncient Ceylon, II—Ancient Ceylon
and its Trade with India', CHJf I(3)> I959» p. 196.

I
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Up to the eve of the Coja invasions of the tenth century, internal

trade at least had been largely in the hands of Sinhalese merchants

who dominated the main market towns and were granted special

charters by the kings. During the period of Cola rule in the tenth and
eleventh centuries, Indian merchant alliances displaced these Sin-

halese merchants, especially along the principal trade routes of the

Rajarata. But their ascendancy was of limited duration and did not

survive the restoration of Sinhalese power.

Trade, as it touched the mass of the people, was of a humbler kind:

the exchange by barter, or by a limited use of currency {kahavanu and
purdnos or eldlings), of the surplus grain at their disposal, and ofmanu-
factured goods and services. This internal trade in the early Anuradha-

pura period was well-organised. Among the donors of caves in the

early inscriptions are guilds {pu^iyana) and members {jele and anujete)

of such guilds. There are occasional references in the Mahdvariua to

caravan traffic to and from the central highlands in search of spices

and articles such as ginger. Such caravans consisted of wagons and
pack animals. Apart from these there must have been some Hnnitfyi

local trade in cloth, salt and a few luxury articles.

By the end of the fifth century the economic activity of these in-

digenous traders was so far advanced that there was a system of com-
merce in grain, in particular seed grain which came to be deposited

as capital on which interest was charged. The grant of some of this

grain for religious purposes—the performance of the Aryavaihsa festival

—was recorded in inscriptions which show that at the gates ofAnura-

dhapura and some of the other towns was an important business

centre, the niyamatana. There merchants received grain to be deposited

as capital (gahe) to be lent—not sold—to cultivators, who had to

return the capital with interest {yedha) added. The interest, which
was taken periodically by the depositor or the person to whom the

donation had been made, was usually specified, and varied with the

type of grain. The people who engaged in this activity—namely the

merchants, who stored and lent grain—were bankers of a sort, evi-

dence no doubt of increasing sophistication in economic activity, but

ofperipheral significance nonetheless in the economy as a whole.
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THE ANURADHAPURA KINGDOM IV

A Buddhist Civilisation

Buddhism^ was, to use modem parlance, the 'established' religion of

the Anuradhapura kingdom. The conversion of Devanampiya Ussa
was the momentous event from which this link between state and
religion emerged, and thereafter over the centuries it became formal-

ised or institutionalised, with Buddhism and loyal authority sup-

porting each other and drawing strength fix>m their association.

Of the formal obligations of the ruler to the established religion,

three were of special importance. First of all there was the provision,

by the state and its citizens, of the wherewithal for the maintenance

of the sangha. Secondly, there was the use of part of the country's

agricultural surplus for the construction ofreligious edifices andmonu-
ments, with the architecturaland sculptural embellishments associated

with these—a theme reviewed in detail in the second part of this

chapter. And thirdly there was the king's duty to protect the estab-

lished reUgion. This obligation taxed the ruler's resources ofstatesman-

ship to the full because ofthe need to steer a wary course between the

defence of Buddhism and an entanglement in the doctrinal disputes

of the day and in the prolonged struggle between the orthodox

Theravada school and its persistent Mahayanist rivals. Closely linked

with the obligation to defend the established reUgion was the onerous

responsibility, which devolved on the ruler ofthe day, of overseeing if

not initiating a purification ofthe sa^ha when increasing wealth and
luxury inevitably led to corruption and indiscipline among bhikkhus.

However, monarchical intervention to cleanse the sangha proved to be

rarer in the period covered by this chapter than thereafter. Part III of

this chapter is a brief sketch of the salient features of language and
literature in the Anuradhapura kingdom.

According to the vinaya rules which governed the lives of the sangha

j

its members were expected to hve on the charity of the people but

^ The most comprehensive work on Buddhism in Sri Lanka in the Anuradha-
pura pxeriod is the Rev. Walpola Rahula's History of Buddhism in Ceylon (and

edn, Colombo, 1966). 1 have relied on it greatly in this chapter, as well as on
S. Faranavitana's chapters on Buddhism in UCHC(J.). See also £. W. Adikaram,

Etuif Histaiy ^ ButUhim in Cgflon (Gotembo, and S. Ftouiavitana,

SmkaUsfo (Ookmibo> I9^)<
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with the rapid increaae in the number of bhUskhus this became in-

creasingly precarious and unrealistic as a source ofsustenance. Thus
fix>m the b^iinning monasteries became dependent on the state for

their maintenance, and pious kings regarded it a sacred duty to divert

part of the resources and revenues at their command for the main-
tenance of the saiif/ia. As a result, monasteries came to own vast

temporalities and in the course oftime theybecame the Inggest land-

holders in the kingdom. The social and economic implications ofthe

emergence of monastic landlordimi have been discussed in earfier

chapters. Suffice it to say, at this point, that the wealth they controlled

affi>rded the saA^ a lasting and sustained protection of their own
interests and existence^ quite apart fiom increasing their authority

over the community at large.

We turn next to a review of the king's role as protector of the

established religion. This theme can,only be analysed in tenns ofand
against the background of the sectarian squabbles within the saAi^
which erupted in these centuries. Inevitably this discussion will take

us beyond the narrow confines ofthe study of the ruler's role as pro-

tector ofthe established religion into the wider theme of the cvolutioa
ofSuddhist doctrine and practices in the Anurfidhapura kingdom.
The teachings of the llieravada school were marised by a remaric-

able blend of clarity, simplicity and compassion. There was an em-
phasis on the

showed the way to salvation; and a stress on individual effort as the

means to this end: one reached salvation by one's own efforts. A
bhikkhUy for instance, would attain by a single-minded dedica-

tion to the demands of his chosenvocation as a disciple oftheBuddha,
and the ideal set forhimwas the status ofanoraA^ onewho achieves

nsro^ and is not re-bom thereafter.

Theravada doctrine had the defects of its virtues: clear, simple^

compassionate and restrained, it was at the same time a trifle too

abstract and lacking in emotion, passion and vehemence if not en-

thusiasm. At the core of Mahayanist teaching was its conception of

the bodhisattva, a compassionate figure who forgoes rdrv&fa to work for

the salvation of all beings. A bodhisattva seeks enlightenment to en-

lighten others, continues in the cycle of re-births, and uses his piety

and spiritual attainments to guide all living things in their quest for

salvation. Theravada sensibilities were ofifended by the Mahayanist *

contention that the Status ofa bodhisattva was a more altruistic ideal to

strive for than the attainment o^nirvaifa for oneself.

Through their cult of the bodhisattva, the Mahayanists provided

Buddhism with anew mythology. More significantly theBuddha him-

selfcame to be regarded and worshipped as a god, and was placed in

a cosmic view in which a succession of Buddhas was distributed
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through infinite time and space. In Mahayanist teaching the ac-

cimudation of merit through one's o%m endeavours and spiritual

attaimnents^ although essential in the quest fi>r salvation, was not the

only means to this end. There was also the enootional aspect

devotion and divine grace through the worship of heavenly saviour

Buddhasand hodhisattoas\ and a central feature ofMahaySnist religious

practice was the worship (^images of the Buddha and later ofM%t-
sattoas.

Hie greatest name associated with these new developments in

Buddhist thought wasNagarjuna and his principal disciple, Aryadeva.

The latter, an original thinker himself, is beUeved to have been a
sdop ofthe Sinhalese royal family. And this brings us to the point that

Mahayanist doctrine was soon preached in Sri Lanka. The Maha-
vihSrabMkkIm rose in qsposition to these, but therewasa sympathetic

reception forMahayanism at theAbhayagiri, whichhad heca founded
in the reign ofVattagSma^iAbhaya {c. 103 bg) , had seceded from the

Mahavihira and had established itselfas a rival and independent sect

There were frequent disputations between the Mahivihira and the

Abhayagiri on matters relating to monastic discipline and doctrinal

interpretation, ranging from truly significant issues to the very triviaL

These polemical wranglings and sectarian disputes became mcue fie*

quent and sluuper in tone with the develoinnent ofthe cleavage be-

tween Thcravada orthodoxy and heretical versions ofBuddhism.*

The third century ad saw a historic confrontation between the or-

thodoKTheravida school and the intnudve and dynamic MahaySnist
doctrines (the Mahayanists were called Vaitulyavadins and Vita^d^-

vadim In tiie MoAfiimAM}, which began, as is usu^
willi the orthodox school cat the ofifooave, urging the ruler to fiilfil his

traditional obligation to the 'establishment* of using the resources of

the state for the enforcement ofrdigbus conformity, and ifneed be to

crush heterodoxy before it could stabilise itself. This is what happened
under Voharika Tissa (209-31) when the Mahavihara bfnkkhus con-

vinced him that the new teachings were incompatible with the true

doctrines of Buddhimi. These repressive measures were only tem-

porarily successful, and the Mahayanists were too resilient and re-

sourceful to be kept down for ever. Within a generation the struggle

was renewed, but this time the Mahavihara woke up to the limits of

its influence on the ruler ofthe day, Go^habhaya (249-62), who could

not be persuaded that coercion on behalf of religious orthodoxy was
the answer to problems stemming firom doctrinal dissonance in the

saAgfui. On the contrary, he was a litde sympathetic to Mahayanism
himself. Under Mahascna tables were turned on the Mahavihara.

Orthodoxynow foced the ruler's wrath, which was manifested with a
* S. Funuundtana in I, p. 248.
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vkuknce that&r surpaased VoharikaUna's suppression ofMahayan-
ism. Indeed some ofthe magnificent edifices ofdie MahSvihara com-
plex were pulled down and the material fixxm them used finr the

ejctension ofthe Abhayagiri. Mahasena fomided theJetavaaa monas-
tery, and the institutions affiliated to it formed a congrcgatioo gener-

ally partial to the Abhayagiri and its doctrines. Thus the third ofthe

sects into which the stOgha was divided in andent Sri Lanka had
emeiged.'

OrdiodQacy was not so easily dislodged. It had linksy strong and
intimate, with all sections of the population but above all- widi the

nobility, and these loyalties were strong enough to rutrain MTahascna
and to compel him to stop well short ofa complete destruction ofthe

Mahavihara. Under his successor the Mahavihara recovered much of

its finmer privileges. It had weathered the storm and re-cmeiged as

the centre of orthodoxy, largely through the indefittigable eneigies,

scholarship and piety ofmonks such as Budda^iova (fi^ century ad),
although a greatdead of its original prestige and power was irretriev-

ably lost in the struggle against Mahayantsm.
The Oa/SoMfAM would have us believe that there was no substantial

change in the position of the Mahavihara in the later centuries of the

Anuridhapura kingdom; that it remained the centre of the 'official'

version of Buddhism; that kings continued as its patrons and, as

defenders of the £dth, suppressed heterodox sects whenever these

appeared to offer a challenge to the Mahavihara. But the &ct is that

the posidon ofthe Mahavihara was much weaker and less influential

than this.

Though the Mahavihara had survived the worst effects of Mahip
Sena's purposeful hostility, the sectarian strife ofthe third century and
early fourth century had demonstrated the limits of its powers. It

neither received the exclusive loyalty of the rulers of the day and the

people at large, nor dominated religious life as it had done in the early

centuries of the Christian era. Every now and then new sects re-

presenting some fresh interpretation of the canon would emeige and
the Abhayagiri and Jetavana mhSras contuiued to be recqptive to

these heterodox sects and ideas.

Indeed it would seem that for much of the Anuradhapura period,

the Abhayagiri had a more numerous following than its more illustri-

ous rival. The Abhayagiri complex covered a larger area than that of

the Mahavihara, while its edifices rivalled ifthey did not surpass those

of the latter in grandeur and variety. Besides, the bhikkhus of the

Abhayagiri enjoyed a reputation for spiritual attainment and leaxBiQg

both in Sri Lanka and abroad. The equating of heterodoxy wilb

sinfulness, which the Mahavihara and its adherents put forward in

* iML, pp. 250-5*
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their critidsnis of the Abhayagui, was one which had no basis in &ct
or acceptance among the Buddhists ofthe island.

Though it was never able to displace Theravada Buddhism firom

its position of primacy, Mahayanism had a profound influence on
Sri Lanka Buddhism. This it achieved by the response it evoked

among the people, in the shift of emphasis firom the ethical to the

devotional aspect of religion. To the lay Buddhist, MahSyanist ritual

and ceremonies had a compelling attraction, and they became a vital

part ofworship. The anniversary ofthe birth ofthe Buddha became a
festive occasion celebrated under state auspices. Relics ofthe Buddha
and of the early disciples became the basis ofa powerful cult of relic

worship.* Of these much the most significant and popular was the

tooth relic* of the Buddha which was brought to Sii Lanka in the

reign of Siiimcghava^^a (301-28) under Mahayanist auspices and
housed in the Abhayagiri, since the Mahavihara would have nothing

to do with it, in the early stages at least.* But the lack ofenthusiasm on
the part of the Mahavihara could not prevent the cult of the tooth

relic firom becoming an important annual Buddhist ceremony whose
appeal became progressively more contagious to the point where,

after some centuries, the possession ofthe tooth relic became essential

to the exercise ofsovereignty in Sri Lanka.

The Mahtyanist influence^ was seen also in the increasing popu-

larity ofimages ofthe Buddha and oiladhisaUoas in Buddhist worship.

As a result an image-house became, in time, an essential feature ofthe

complex ofstructures that formed a vUutra, There was also—evidence

once more of Mahayanism's persuasive appeal—^a profound change
in the Theravadin concept of the Buddha, one feature ofwhich had
significant political implications—^the belief that a righteous king

could attain Buddhahood in a fiiture birth. This latter was an ir-

resistible attraction for royal patrons ofBuddhism. They could hardly

demonstrate any enthusiasm, much less passion, for suppressing a
religious doctrine the effect of which was to confer an element of

divinity on kingship.

One other point needs emphasis. Mahayanism was not the only

influence at work in softening tiie pristine starkness of Theravada

Buddhism. There were others too : pre-Buddhistic cults, Hinduism and
Tantric Buddhism, in chronological order.

The belief that one's life was affected by good and evil spirits—^Le.

* Rahula, History ofBuddhism in CejfUmf p. 58.

*ibid., pp. 73-4, 06-7.
* There were in Sri Lanka> apart from tiie tooth relic, the collarbone and hair

relics and the alms bowl of the Buddha.
* See S. Paranavitana, 'Mahayanism in GeyloiiV Gpntm Journal qfScienee (G),

vol. 9, part 1, 1928, pp. 35-71.
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disembodied souls or inooiporeal beings yibo needed to be pro-

pitiated by prayer and ritud^-¥^ one of the ritual elements of the

pre-Buddhbtic folk rdigum to survive in the &ce ofthe more rational

outlook which Buddhism enoouraged. Eventually Buddhist lites were
devek>ped to cater to this pre-BudiUiist survival,and aceremonycal^
fmt was evolved. This consisted of the public chanting of extracts
fixxm the Buddhist scriptures by bkikkhus in times ofgeneral calamity

such as drought, efudemic or famine, fiir the purpose ofexorcising evil

simtsfixmia place or person. Sorcery and magical arts, generallypr^
Buddhistic in origin, remained as strongly rooted amcMig the people

after their conversion to Buddhism as before, and indeed continued to

exercise their sway with virtually undiminished power. Tkds accom-

modation between Buddhism and pre-Buddhistic cults and practices

became a feature oi Sinhalese religious beliefi lasting up to modem
tUDCS,

Although the spread ofBuddhism in the island was at the expense

ofHinduism, the latter never became totally submerged, but survived

and had an influence on Buddhism which became more marked with

the passage of time. Vedic deities, pre-Buddhistic in origin in Sri

Lanka, held their sway among the people, and kings who patronised

the official religion. Buddhism, supportedHindu temples and observed

Brahmanic practices as welL Hinduism was sustained also by small

groups ofBrahmans living among the people and at the court.

It was in the later centuries ofthe Anur^klhapura kingdom that the

Hindu influence on Buddhism became more pronounced as a neces-

sary result of political and religious change in South India. The early

years of the Christian era saw Buddhism strongly entrenched in South
India, and Nagarjunikonda (in Andhra) and Kanchi were femous
Buddhist centres there. Close links were established between these

South Indian Buddhist centres and Sri Lanka. There was a Sri Lanka
vihara at Nagarjunikonda, and the introduction and establishment of

the new heterodox Buddiiist sects of Sri Lanka was the work primarily

of visiting ecclesiastics from India or Sri Tiankan students of famous
Indian theologians.

After the sixth century all that remained ofSouth Indian Buddhsim,

inundated by the rising tide of an aggressive Hindu revivalism, were a

few isolated pockets in Orissa, for example, maintaining a stubborn

but nonetheless precarious existence. There was no recovery from that

onslaught. The intrusive pressures of South Indian kingdoms on the

politics of Sri Lanka carried with them also the religious impact of a

more self-confident Hinduism. AU this was especially powerful after

the Cola invasions and Cola rule.

There was, for instance, the influence of Hindu ritual and modes of

worship; faith in the magical effect of incantations, a great Vedic
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phenomenon, and more importantly in bhakti (devotion as a means of

salvation), which was an important part ofHinduism from about the

seventh century ad, strengthened the shift fix)m the ethical to the

devotional aspects of Buddhism initiated by Mahayanism. HSndu
shrines came to be located dose to vihSras. The assimilation ofHindu
practices in Buddhism, ofwhich this was evidence, was reinfiirced by
the gradual accommodation in Buddhist mythology ofHindu deities

such as Upuluvan, Saman and Natha. This latter occurred by the

tenth century.

Tantric Buddhism had established itself and indeed begun to

flourish in India from about the dghth century, especially in the land

ofthe Palas. As with every Indian religious movement ofthe time, its

influence began to be felt almost immediately in Sri Lanka, so much
80 that when two well-known exponents ofTantrism, Vajrabodhi and
Amogharajra, arrived in the island sometime in the eighth century,

they were able to collect a large number of Tantric texts as well as

learn some ofthe Tantric ritual practices prevalent there. In the ninth

century Tantrism had an even stronger impression on Sri Lanka. Two
Tantric schools or sects were introduced, the NOapatadar^ana and the

Vajravada, the latter in the reign of Sena I (833-53) hy a hhikkku

from the\^ramkara monastery at Anuradhapura. Sena I himselfbe-

came an adherent ofTantrism. Tantric incantatbns or dhSrams in the

Indian nagari script of the ninth century, inscribed on stones, day
tablets and copper plaques, have been found in a number ofplaces in

tiie old Rajarata, as well as Tantric images in bronze and cqq[>er, e.g.

ofthe goddess Tara.
Thus Sri Lanka's TheravldaBuddhism acconmiodated a variety of

religious influences—pre-Buddhistic cults and practices, Mahayan-
ism, Tantric Buddhism and Hinduism—but was not overwhehned by
any or all ofthem.

One last theme needs to be reviewed in this first part of the present

chapter—Buddhism as a link with other parts Buddhist Asia. The
dosest and most intimate ties were with the Buddhist kingdoms of

South-East Asia, especially with lands where the prevalent form of
Buddhism was Theravadin. Thus there were frequent exchanges of

pilgrims and scriptural knowledge with Ramanna in Burma. These

links became stronger after the tenth century. The resuscitation ofthe

Sinhalese saf^ha after the destructive effects of the Cola conquests

owed a great deal to bhUdshus from upper Burma sent over fer this

purpose by its king at the request ofVijayabahu I (1055-1 1 10)

.

Relations with Cambodian Buddhism hinted at in the chronicles

were very probably more tenuous than those with Burmese Buddhism.

Whether this was because Cambodian Buddhism, imlike its Ramanna
counterpart, was Mahayanist we are in no position to say. There is
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evidence too that Sinhalese nuns went to China in the fifth centuryad
and helped in the ordination of women there. In 411 the fitinous

Chinrsft Buddhist traveller FaHsdn visited the island and stayed here

for two years. But contacts with Chinrae Buddhism were occastonal

and tenuous.

Architecture and sculpture^

The concept of Buddhism as state religion had as one of its essential

features the obligation assumed by the ruler to divert some of the

agricultural surplus at his command fi>r the construction of religious

edifices, which became in time more magnificent in scale and visual

impact. The earliest Buddhist shrines in Sri Lanka were based on
Indian models, and in the wake of the Mauryan Buddhist mission to

the island came the arts and crafts of India as well. But after an initial

period of Indianisation, which tended to imitate the parent culture, a

distinctive Sri Lankan style in art and architecture was evolved,

bearing the stamp of its Indian origin no doubt, but not identicalwith

that ofany particular region of India.

The most constant feature of Buddhist Sri Lanka is the stupa or

Mya which came to the island from Northern India.* These stupas

generally enshrined relics of the Buddha and the more celebrated

iUuminati of early Buddhism, and were on that account objects of

veneration. They dominated the city ofAnuradhapura and the land-

scape of Rajarata by their imposing size, awe-inspiring testimony to

the state's commitment to Buddhism and to the wealth at its com^
mand. The stQpaf generally a soUd hemispherical dome, gave a
subdued but effective expression to the quintessence of Buddhism

—

simplicity and serenity.

There were five important st&pas at Anuridhapura. The first to be
built was the small but elegant Thuparama. DuUhagamani built two,

the Mirisava|i and the Ruvanvalis&ya or the Mahastupa. Two stupas

subsequently surpassed the Mahastupa in size, the Abhayagiri and the

largest ofthem all, theJetavana. The scale ofcomparison was with the

" In thbsectimi ofthe present chapter I have relied on the following authorities:

A. K. Coomaraswamy, History ofIndian and Indonesian Art (London, 1965) ; E. F. G.

Ludowyk, Footprint of the Buddha (London, 1958), S. Paranavitana, Sinhalqyo

(Colombo, 1967) and his contributions on religion and art in UCHC, I, pp. 241-67

and 378-409; B. Rowland, TJm AH mi Ard^dmm of JnMa (srd reiHbed edn,

Harmondsworth, 1967).
^ There is no evidence stupas in Sri Lanka before the introduction of Buddh-

ism. No stupa buih in this period is preserved today without alteration in shape or

addition. The form of the oldest stupas was the same as that of the monument at

Sandti, the oldest preserved example of the type in India. There are nx types of
in Sri Lanka, all dcKiflied by reference to thdr ih^ie: a bdl» a po^ a

a he«p ofpaddy, a lotus and an omafalsa fruit.
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lai^t similar monuments in other parts ofthe ancient world. At the

time the Ruvanvftlis&ya was built it was probably the largest monu-
ment of its class anywhere in the world.^ The Abhayagiri was en-

larged by Gajabahu I in the second centuryad to a height of280 feet

or more, while the Jetavana rose to over 400 feet^ Both were taller

than the third pyramid at Gizeh, and were the wonders oftheir time,

with the Jetavana probably being the largest stx^ in the whole
Buddhist world.

Smaller stspas were also built in the early Anuradhapura period at

Mihintale, DIghavapi and Mahagama.
Those ofthe later Anuradhapura period, such as the Indikatusaya

at Mihintale, and the stSpa at the Vijayarama at Anuradhapura are

ofmodest proportions, their domes elongated in shape and die three

basal terraces" reduced to mouldings. These seem to have been in-

spired by the Mahayanists.

One feature of the colossal sWpas merits special mention: the

frontispieces which project from their bases. The esniberant architect

ture ofthese frontispieces

—

vahalka^, as they were called—^with their

ornamental sculptures are in agreeable contrast to the stark simplicity

if not monotony of the lines of the siupas. The best examples of

uShalkadas are those of the Jetavana and Abhayagiri dagobas at

Anuradhapura and the KsLntaksL-cetiya at Mihintale. These sculptures

bear evidence of the influence of the Amaravati school but with a
restraint which makes up for a lack ofvitality.

AmonG: the architectural features of this period is the vafaddgi, a
circular shrine enclosing a small sWpa. The largest of the vatadages is

at the Thuparama at Anuradhapura, which had four circles ofstone

pillars encompassing the stupa, while each of those of Madirigiriya and
Polonnaruva has three circles of pillars, those of Tiriyay and Mihin-
tale having two each. Though the vataddgis all follow a common
design, each has some distinctive feature of its own. The earliest extant

vafaddgi to which a date can be assigned is that at Mftdiiigiriya from
the reign ofAggabodhi IV (667-83).

The Lovamahapaya or the Brazen Palace is unique among the

ancient monuments ofAnuradhapura. Designed to house the monks of

the Mahavihara, it was begim by Dutthagamani, and is believed to

have risen on completion to nine stories in all. The bhikkhus were
accommodated on the basis of rank, with the uppermost floors being

Under a load comparable to that of an Egyptian pyramid, the fouodatiool

have showed no signs of sciLlcmcnt after 2,000 years.

This was higher than the present St. Paul's Cathedral in London, and
alighdy lower than St. Peter's in Rome.
" Terraces of berms \ . ci e added to the henuqplkerical dome of the ddgaha at

it* base; the larger stupas had more elaborate terraces than the smaller ones.
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reserved &r the most senior and, presumablyy the most venerable

amoQg tbem. AU that reinains ofliiis earfysk^^
weather-beaten granite pillars which are a haphazard reconstruction

of the twelfth century, with some of the pillars upside down and not

even on the original site.

literary works refer to the splendid fnansions of kings and nobles,

but few traces of these have survived since they were built mosdy of

wood, and there are no traces at all ofthe habitations ofthe ooffnTnun

people. Stone played only a limited role in Sinhalese architecture and
was usually restricted to ornamental details and ancillary features.

But these latter have survived, while the woodwork which was the

basis of Sinhalese architecture, domestic and public, has not. As an
example ofthis are the stone-faced baths, various in shape and dimen-
sion but el^;ant in design, located within the precincts ofthe monas-

teries and royal parks. These have survived.

The abundance of timber suitable for building purposes, and the

lack ofa type of stone which was at once durable and easy to woric,

appear to have hindered the development of a style of stone architec-

ture in Sri Lanka. When such a style did emerge, the inspiration

came once more from an Indian source, from South India this time^

where the earlier architecture of brick and wood was yielding place,

so far as religious edifices were concerned, to one solely of stone. This

had its influence on Sri Lankan architecture. The best example of

stone architecture of this period is the galge at Devundara, the

southernmost point ofthe island, the shrine built to house the image of

Upuluvan, the ancient Varu^a, the protector of the island. The
simplicity and lack of ornamentation in this shrine was in striking

contrast to the exuberance of the Dravidian style that was developing

about the same time in South India.

Both in terms of its variety and artistic achievement, the sculpture

ofthe Anuradhapura kingdom is as richand impressive as its architec-

ture. Some of the outstanding features of this sculptural heritage are

reviewed here, beginning with the moonstones which many scholars

regard as the finest product of the Sinhalese artist.

At a time when the Buddha image came to be regarded as a
rejTular feature of a Buddhist shrine in Sri Lanka, the moonstone was
central to the theme ofworship. Its decorative features were intended

to communicate symbolic significance to the worshipper. The motif

^' Moonstones arc semi-circular slabs richly decorated in low relief and placed

at the foot of a stairway leading to a major shrine, with a standard pattern con-

sisting of several concentric bands of ornament, beginning with an outer zone of

lincmiant foliage followed by a wpmted prooenon ofantindb—tbe horse, elephant,

OK and lion—remarkable for their poiw and probably symboltnng the four

quarters ofdie world. This band of animals is followed by a belt ofstylised vegcta,'

tion and then a vow ofMm (lacred geeie) dangling flowen in thdr beaki. The
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appears to have come to Sfi Lanka fiom the Andhra ooimtryy but it

had its fullest development in Sri Lanka. There are six moonstones at

Anuridhapura, each one a masterpiece.

The earliest Buddha images found iu the island go back to the first

century ad. A standing Buddha of Amaravati marble, about 6 feet

high and probably imported from Amarava^ (Vengi), has been dis-

covered ahnost intact at Maha Uluppallama in Anuradhapura.

Fragments of Buddha images in the Amaravati style and in the
distinctive marble ofthat school have also been found. In time Buddha
images were carved and sculpted in Sri Lanka, and developed pecu-

liarly Sri Lankan characteristics, without however efiadng all traces

of the Indian prototype on which they were modelled. Buddha images

in bronze of characteristically Sri Lankan workmanship have been

found in westernJava, Celebes, Vietnam and Thailand. Images of the

Buddha in a sedentary position, fix>m the early period of Sinhalese

sculpture, are perhaps more exciting and impressive than the more
stately statues of the Buddha in a standing posture—the very sim-

plicity of the conception is singularly succesad^ in its dignified and
el^;ant evocation of the concept ofsamddhi.

Some ofthe standing Buddha images are of colossal proportions and
consequently awe-inspiring. The most remarkable and&mous of these

is the 42-feet-high Buddha image at Aviikana. The group of colossal

Images carved on the face of a rock at Buduruvagala near Vailavaya

comprises a Buddha image in the centre, attended by a bodhisaltva on
either side. These figures at VaUavaya may be dated to the ninth and

tenth centuries, to which period may also be attributed the stylistically

interesting bodhisattva figure at Valigama on the south coast. Buddha
images in the recumbent position, of similar proportions, are found at

Alahara and Tantrimalai. At Maligavala in the Buttala area aBuddha
image nearly 40 feet high has been fashioned completely in the round,

probably brought from the quarry to the site, and set up in position in

the shrine. This colossus has fallen from its pedestal and lies on the

ground badly mutilated.

Images of similar size and bulk carved on rock faces have not been
found in Indici. However, there are figures of larger dimensions carved

on rock faces by Buddhists in what is now Afghanistan^ of which the

group at Bamiyan is the most spectacular.

The Indian influence is prominent in other features of the sculptural

achievements of the Anuradhapura kiugcluiu. The dvdrapdlas or guard-

ians of the Four Directions—usually in tiie ibrm of a mga king in

innermost bands are all insjured by the lotus plant and culminating in stylised

lotus petals of great ddicaqr* The vitality of tlie carving is matched by an cxtrap

ordinary restraint.
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human fixrm^^ attended by a grotesque pot-bellied dwar( the guard-

stones at Buddhist shrines—bear the distinct marie of the AmarSvati
school. The rock-cut Isurumuniya uihSra below the bund of the

'Hssav&va at Anuradhapura is renowned fi)r its sculptural embellish-

mentSy the most cdebiated of which are two rellefi carved on rock

outcrops: the lovets—a young warrior on a stone seat with a youqg
woman on his lap—and the man seated in the pose called royal ease

with the head ofa horse behind him. The first ofthese^ the lovers, hat
characteristics o£ the Gupta school in India of the fourth and fifth

centuries, while the seccmd is in the Pallava style of the seventh

century.

There is also that most astounding monument of them all, SSjgiri, a
complex ofbuildings, part royal palace—with superbly designed orna-

mental gardens—part fortified town, which together constitute a
magnificent and unique architectural Umr dtfora. Sigiri is remembered
today for the exquisite fi-escoes in a rock podret some 40 feet above the

access pathway. Who these female figures are has always been a
matter of debate among scholars. H. G. P. Bell argued that they were
the wives of King Kassapa, but a more recent theory—propounded
by Paranavitana—^is that ^giri was devised less as a fortified town
than as a symbolic representation of the palace ofKuvera, the god of

riches, who dwelt on the summit of mount Kailasa, and that the

females are 'Lightning Princesses* attended by 'Gloud Damsels'.

The paintings at Sigiri are the earliest surviving specimens of the

pictorial art of Sri Lanka that can be dated; they are approximately

the same age as those ofAjanta in India with which they bear com-
parison. Thoughno paintii^s ofan earlier era than those at Sigiri have
survived, the inscriptions and literature of the early Anuradhapura
period show that painting as an art form had as long a history as

sculpture and architecture and was as extensively practised. Its tech-

niques and artistic theory are likely to have been based on Indian

traditions modified to suit the local milieu. Thus the Sigiri paintings

w ould represent a sophisticated court art with centuries ofesqperience
behind it.

Fragments of paintings datable to the seventh or eighth centuries

have been discovered in the lower relic chamber of the slupa lo the

cast of the Kantaka-r^//)'fl at Mihintale. They comprise figures in

outline, of divine beings rising from clouds in four directions. Paintings

have also been noticed in the eastern vdhalkada of the Ruvanvalisava

;

the eastern vdhalkada of the Jetavana; at a site named Gonapola in the

Digama^ulla District (Gal-oya) and in some caves at Sigiri. In addi-

^* A seven-headed cobra forms a luUo above the rich tiara of die nigi }dag
and in his upraised hand he hoUs a vaie of plentjr qwouting forth protperitjr and
abundance.
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turn to tfacK there were imtfl veiyi«»[idy the remaiiu ofpainty of

thesame vintage as the Sigiri fiescoes, in the rock-temple at Hinds^giala

near Peradepiya.

Literature

Buddhism was, without doubt, the greatest stimulus to titerary activity

among the ancient Sinhalese. The Theravada Buddhist canon was
brought to the island by Mahinda and his companions and handed
down orally. Hiese scriptures were in Pali and it was in this language

that they were committed to writing for the first time, at Aluvihara

near Matale in the first century bg. The preservation ofthe Theravada
canon, which had been lost in India at a comparatively early date, is

one ofthe landmaric contributions ofthe Sinhalese to world literature.

Around these scriptures grew a considerable body (^writing in Pali

and old Sinhalese, consisting of exegetical works, religious texts and
historical accounts. The Mahavihara bhikkhus compiled an extensive

exegetical literature in Pali. No doubt its rivals, the Abhayagiri and

Jetavana, matched the achievement of the Mahavihara in this field,

but nothing oftheir work has survived. Not that verymuch of the body

of material produced by the Mahavihara has survived cither, but

these works together formed the basis of the extensive canonical and
commentarial literature in Pali,^^ and the chronicles in that language

in the fifth century ad and later. The oldest Pali chronicle surviving

today is the Dipavarhsa which provides an account of the history of the

island up to the time of Mahasena, with scattered references to devel-

opments in India when these had some bearing on Sri Lanka. The
Pali commentaries and canonical literature, a systematic compilaticm

of the fifth century ad by Buddhaghosa,^® Buddhadatta and Dham-
mapala, none of them a native of the island, demonstrate greater

literary skilL Buddhaghosa, whose most famous work is the Visudf

dhimagga, is much the most celebrated of these scholars. His work was
intended mainly £ar Buddhist missionary activity overseas an South-

Bast Asia.

One notable feature of Sri Lanka's Pali literature needs special

mention : the remarkable tradition of historical writing among the

Sinhalese. The earliest historical work is the Dipavarhsa, a compilation,

very probably, of the fifth century ad. The Mahdvarfisa, also in Pali

verse and covering the same period of history, is a much more
sophisticated accomplishment and one which succeeding generations

u The Pali commentaries of Buddhaghosa and Dhammapala were based on the

old iSinhalffur exegetical texts vrbada were preserved in the MahlvihSni ai late at

the tentfi oe&tury.

"BfewHa^raAoMa (probably South Indian) convert to Buddhism.
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uaedy quoted with pride as the definitive work on the island's history^

and felt compelled to up-date. Its cantinualion—the OBiaoariUOt at-

tributed to Dhammakitd in the thirteenth century^—surveyed the

island's lustory up to the reign of P^urakramabahu I (1153-86). A
subsequent extension by another bhikkhu took the story to the four-

teenth century, and it was concluded by yet another in the late

eighteenth century.

These chronicles, notwithstanding their flaws and gap8» provide a
remarkably accurate chronological and political framewoik lor the

study of the island's lustory. But their scope is by no means limited to

SriLanka, for events and personalities on the Indian sub-continent are

often mentioned. These references have provided scholars with data
to determine the chronologies ofIndian Idngs and emjures as welL

Sinhalese as a distinct language and scrqpt developeid rajudly under
thejoint stimuli ofPali and Buddhism. Indeed it would be true to say

that the art of writing came to Sri Lanka with Buddhism* By the

second century ad Sinhalrae was being used fer Hterary purposes,

and thereafter a body of religious writing explaining the FIfi canon
was accumulated, primarily for the purpose ofconveying its ideas to

those not convemnt with rat The Sinhalese language was also

enriched by translations from PaU. But PSli did not remain for loQg

the only or even the dominant influence on Sinhalese. Sanskrit, the

language of the Mahayanist and Hindu scriptures, whi^ was richer

in idiom, vocabulary and vitality, left a strong impression on tibe

Sinhalese language in the later centuries of the Anuradhapura era.

There was also a considerable Tamil influence on the vocabulary,

idiom and grammatical structure ofSinhalese.

Very little of the Sinhalese work of this period has survived, and
most ofit seems stilted, pedantic and lacking in originalityand vitality.

This is not surprising since much of it was written for scholars, and
conformed to rigid literary conventions. The earliest known Sinhalese

work was the SiyabaslakarOf a work on rhetoric, a Sinhalese version of

the well-known Sanskrit text on poetics, thcKdvjiddaria. Its author was
probably Sena IV (954-6).^' There were also cxegetical works and
glossaries, but none ofthem had any literary pretensions. Some of the

inscriptions ofthe first and second centuries bg appear in verse. Much
more interesting as examples of a lively and sensidve folk poetry are

the verses written on the gallerywall at Sigiri by visitors to the place in

the eighth and ninth centuries, of which 700 stanzas have been
deciphered.^ These verses are a poignant reminder of how rich tfats

King of Sri Lanka 954-6.
" S. Ftomavitana, OrqffiH, bibig SiMtsi Ymu rfUu ES^tA^ AM mi

TMllGkntaratf (Ox£btdUtuvan 195^*
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vdn offolk poetrymust have been. Almost all ofit is now irretrievably

lost.

Nothing of the more formal poetry has survived. MoggaUana II»

for example, apart from being a great builder oftanks, was a man df

letters and is said to have composed a religious poem, ofwhich how-
ever there is now no trace.

Just as Pali was the language of Sinhalese Buddhism, Sanskrit was
thesacredlanguageoftheBrahmans (and Hinduism) andofMahayan-
ism. With the spread ofMahayanism in Sri Lanka, the more erudite

bhikklttts turned to the study ofSanskrit since most ofthe MahaySnist

scriptureswere written in that language. Sanskrit studies becamemore
popular in the island with the influence of the Pallavas who were
great patrons of that language. Some of the more &mous Sanskrit

works were known in the island, and Sanskrit theories of poetics and
rhetoric were studied. But Sri Lanka's contribution to Sanskrit litera-

ture was both meagre and imitative. The one notableworkwas that of

KumiradSsa (a scion of the Sinhalese royal &mily but not a long),

who composed iSbitJanakShofai^a in the seventh century ad. Its theme
was the BSmitj^ffa, There were also a few inscriptions in Sanskrit, and
some minor writings in that language.

All in all, therefore, the major ccmtribution of the Sinhalese in the

period ofthe Anuradhapura kingswas in PilL CSreativewriting in that

language reached a level <£ competence for above that in either

Sinhalese or Sanskrit.
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THE POLONNARUVA KINGDOM
Indian Summer ofSinhalese Power

The two centuries surveyed in this chapter present every element of

high drama. There was, first ofall, the expulsioii of the invadingColas

from the Rajarata after a longwar ofliberation, and the restoration of
a Sinhalese dynasty on the throne of Sri Lanka under Vijayablhu I.

This restoration had hardly been consolidated when there was a
relapse into civil war and turmoil, but before anarchy had become all

but irreversible, a return to order and authority took place under

Parakramabahu I. Into his reign ( 1
1 53-^6) and thatofNii^anka Malla

(l 187-96) was crammed a record of activity and constructive achieve-

ment in administration, economic rehabilitadon, religlDll suid culture

which could have been stretched comfortably over a much longer

period and still deserved to be called splendid and awe-inspiring. But
in retroq)ect the activity appears to have been too frenedc, with an
over-extension of the island's economic resources in the restoration of

its irrigation network and the architectural splendours of the dty of

Polonnaniva» and its political power in overseas adventures.

The political history ofthe Pokmuaruoa kingdom^

In his campaign against the Cojas the odds against Vijayabahu had
been little short of overwhelming till he established a secure base in

Rohana. The improvement in his strategic position vis-a-vis the Colas
in Sri Lanka coincided with a weakening of Goja power in peninsular

India during the reign of Virarajendra I (1063-9). Confronted by a
vigorous Calukya challenge from the Deccan, the Colas were in-

creasingly on the defensive on the mainland, and this certainly af-

fected their response to the attacks which Vijayabahu now laimched
on their colony in the Rajarata. What had been for long a war of

attrition now entered a new phase with an energetic two-pronged

attack on the Coja-occupied Rajarata, with Amuradhapura and Polon-

naruva as the major targets. Anuradhapura was captured quickly but

^See VCBCf 1(2), book IV, chapten I-V, pp. 411-87, 507-25; and book V,
dii^rter I, pp. 613-34; and CHJ, IV, 1954-5, qpiedal number on the Fdonniirava
pcriocL
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Polonnaruva, the Co|a capital, only fell after a prolonged siege of the

now isolated Coja forces there. But faced with total defeat Virara-

jendra was obliged to despatch a relief expedition from the mainland

to recapture the Rajarata and if possible to carry the attack back into

Rohana. Nevertheless the respite which the Cojas in Sri Lanka gained

by this was brief, for the will to struggle on in the face of determined

opposition was eroded even further with the death of Virarajendra.

His successor Kulotunga I, a Calukya prince, came to the throne

after a period of acute crisis in the Cola court, and his attitude to the

Cola adventure in Sri Lanka was totally different from that of his

immediate predecessors Rajadhiraja, Rajendra II and Virarajendra

—

all sons of Rajendra I—for whom it had been a major interest and
commitment. Unlike them, his personal prestige was not involved in

the fate of the Cola colony in Sri Lanka, and he could—and did

—

quite dispassionately end the attempt to recoup Cola losses there.

What mattered to him above all else was the security of Cola power
on the mainland. Thus by 1070 Vijayabahu had triumphed and the

restoration of Sinhalese power was complete.

Vijayabahu's role in the prolonged resistance to Cola rule which
culminated eventually in their expulsion from the island would by
itself have ensured his position as one of the greatest figures in the

island's history, but his achievements in the more humdrum fields of

administration and economic regeneration were no less substantial.

Infusing fresh energy into the machinery of administration, he estab-

lished firm control over the whole island, and presided over both a

rehabiUtation of the island's irrigation network and the resuscitation

of Buddhism. The established religion had suffered a severe setback

during the rule of the Colas who, naturally enough, had given pre-

cedence to Saivite Hinduism.

At his death that hardy perennial of Sri Lanka's history, a disputed

succession, jeopardised the remarkable recovery from the ravages of

Coja rule which he had achieved in his reign of forty years. His im-

mediate successors proved incapable of consolidating the political

unity of the island which had been one of his greatest acliievements,

and the country broke up once more into a congeries of warring petty

kingdoms and principalities. There was an extended period of civil

war from which, in time, the remarkable figure of Parakramabahu I

emerged.

Parakramabahu had the distinct advantage of being closely related

to the royal dynasty at Polonnaruva and was therefore in a position to

stake a claim to the throne. Once he captured power, his legal status

as sovereign was accepted, unlike the claims of his two predecessors at

Polonnaruva, Vikramabahu II and Gajabahu II. Three distinct

phases in Parakramabahu's rise to power can be demarcated. The
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first of these was the establishment of control over Dakkhinadesa and
his consecration as Mahddipdda, a title usually adopted by the heir to

the Polonnaruva throne. In the second phase, the tripartite struggle

between him as ruler of Dakkhinadesa and the rulers of Polonnaruva

and Rohana, Parakramabahu's aim was not so much to capture

Polonnaruva as to secure his own recognition as heir to the Polon-

naruva throne, and this he achieved. In the harsh conflict that ensued,

Parakramabahu's victory was at first by no means certain, but it ended

with him very much in control over the Rajarata and Dakkhinadesa,

though not ofRohana which still maintained a defiant independence.

The third and longest phase began after he took control of Polon-

naruva and found his position threatened by the ruler of Rohana. For
Parakramabahu, intent on establishing his control over the whole
island, Rohana was the last and most formidable hurdle to clear. Its

ruler was quite as determined as his predecessors in the days of the

Anuradhapura kings to protect Rohana's particularist interests against

the central authority in the Rajarata. One of the crucial factors in

Parakramabahu's success in this struggle was his capture of the Tooth
and Bowl relics of the Buddha which had by now become essential to

the legitimacy ofroyal authority in Sri Lanka.

Once the political unification of the island had been re-established,

Parakramabahu followed Vijayabahu I in keeping a tight check on
separatist tendencies in the island, especially in Rohana where parti-

cularism was a deeply ingrained political tradition. Rohana did not

accept its loss of autonomy without a struggle, and Parakramabahu
&ced a fimnidable rd)ellioii there in 1160 wldch he put down with

great severity (there was a rdbdfion in the Rajarata as wdll in iz68

and this too was ruthlessly crushed). All vestiges of its former auto-

nomy were now purposefully eliminated, and as a result there was, in

the heyday ofthe Pobnnaniva kingdom, much less tolerance ofpard*
cularism than under the Anuradhapura kings. As we shall see, the

country was to pay dearly for this overcentralisation of authority in

Fdlonnaruva.

P^urakramabShu I was the last of the great rulers of andent Sri

Lanka. After him the only Polonnaruva king to rule over the whole
islandwasNi^iankaMalla, the first oftheKalihga rulers,who gave the

country a brief decade of order and stalnlity before the speedy and
catastrophic break-up of the hydraulic civilisations of the dry zone.

The achievements of the Pdonnaruva kmgs V^ayabahu I, Parakra-

mabahu I and I^n^ianka Malla, memorable and substantial though
theywere, had their darker side aswelLThe flawhad to dowitha con-

spicuous lack of restraint, especially in the case ofParakramabahuL
Lot combination with his ambitious and venturesome foreign policy,

the expensive diversion of state resources into inigation projects and
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public works—civil and religious—sapped die strength of the country

and thus contributed to the sudden and complete collapse which
followed so soon after his death.

At the death of Parakramabahu I, the problem of succession to the

throne arose once more and was complicated by the fact that he had
no sons of his own. The inevitable confusion and intrigue were cut

short by the success with which Nissaiika Malla (who introduced him-

self as a prince of Kalihga, chosen and trained for the succession by

Parakramabahu himself) established his claims, although it was con-

ceded that Vijayabahu II had precedence over him by virtue of

seniority if not for any other reason. As the scion of a foreign dynasty,

Nii^sanka Malla was less secure on the throne than his two illustrious

predecessors. If he was not overwhelmed by the problems inherent in

maintaining intact the political structures fashioned by Vijayabahu I

and Parakramabahu I, two of the most masterful rulers the island had
seen, his successors clearly were. With his death after a rule of nine

years (how he died is not known), there was a renewal of political

dissension within the kingdom complicated now by dynastic disputes.

The Kaliriga dynasty maintained itself in power with the support

of an influential faction within the country^ But their hold on the

dirone was inherently precarious, and their survival owed much to the

inability of the factions opposing them to come up with an aspirant to

the throne with a politically viable claim, or sufiicient durability once

installed in power, and in desperation they raised LilavatI, a queen of

Parakramabahu I, to the throne on three occasions. The ensuing

political instability inevitably attracted the attention of Cola and
Pandya adventurers bent on plunder. These South Indian incursions

culminated in a devastating campaign of pillage under Magha of

Kalihga, from which tlie Sinhalese -kingdom of the Rajara^ never

recovered.

Magha's rule and its aftermath are a watershed in the liistor)^ of the

island, marking as they did the beginning ofa new political order. For

one thing Polonnaruva ceased to be the capital city after Magha's
death in 1255. The heartland of the old Sinhalese kingdom and
Rohana itself were abandoned. The Sinlialese kings and people, in the

face of repeated invasions from South India, retreated further and
further into the hills of the wet zone of the island, seeking security

primarily, but also some kind of new economic base to support the

truncated state they controlled.

In the meantime Tamil settlers occupied the Jaflha peninsula and
much of the land between Jaifna and Anuradhapura known as the

Vanni; they were joined by Tamil members of the invading armies,

often mercenaries, who chose to settle in Sri Lanka rather than return

to fodia with theratoftheir compatriots. Itwould ai^iear thatby the
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durteenth century the TamUs too vdtfadiew fiom the Vamii, and
thereafter their main settlementB were confined ahnost entirely to the

JaSasL peninsula and possibly also to several scattered settlements near
the Eastern seaboard. By the thirteenth centuryan indq[>endentTamil
kingdom had been established with theJaffiia peninsula as its base.*

Foreign relations

At the b^^inning ofthis period the CS6}aswere stiU the dominant pow^
in South India, with the Pi^dyas struggling to maintain themsehes as
a distinct political entity. As fixr Sri Lanka, the predominant South
Indian state sought to assert its authority over the island, or at least to

influence its pditics, and Sri Lanka's rulers on their part endeavoured

to support the rivals of the dominant power in order to protect their

own interests—^in brief, they attempted to maintain a balance ofpower
in South India. Thus, for as long as G6|a was the dominant power,

Sri Lanka's alliance with the PS^^yas oondnued.

The early rulers c^Bokmnaniva were &t too preoccupied with the
internal politics ofthe island to pumie a dyoamic &maga policy. But
the situation changed when ParSkramabahu had consolidated his hold
on the island's aiiairs. His first venture in foreign affiurs, the participa-

tion in what is known as the *war of P&^^yan succession', was the

inevitable result of Sri Lanka's alignment with Pa^dy^- This proved

to be a long-drawn-out involvement, beginning as it did a little

before his seventeenth regnal year and dragging on till the end of his

reign. While there was some initial success, the Sri Lanka armies were
eventually defeated. Nevertheless they were able to sustain a deter-

mined and prolonged resistance against the Colas, deqnte the latter's

military superiority. Parakramabahu often succeeded in n^;ating a
Cola victory, even an overwhelming one, by diplomatic intrigue, for

J^an^yan rulers who secured their throne with Cola backing sub-

sequently turned to Parakramabahu for assistance, thus rekindling the

war which appeared to have died out, as the Colas reacted by seeking

to replace such a ruler with a more reliable and pliant prot6g6. Thus
Paralcramabahu achieved what he set out to do, to prevent the estab-

lishment of a Cola hegemony over South India. Had the Colas been

left unopposed, they could have been a greater threat to the security

ofSri.Lanka than they were, andmay even have endangered Parakra-

* See K. Indrapala, 'Early Tamil Settlements in Ceylon', JRAS{CB), n.s.,

XIII, 1969, pp. 43-63, and 'South Indian Mercantile Communities in Ceylon,

c. 950-1250', CJHSS, n.s., I (2),July 1971, pp. 101-13. S. Pathmanathan, The King*

dmn ofJoffnat Origins and Early ^SUioHoitt (Ceyloa hutitttte ofTamil Studies, pub-
lication I, 1974), and 'Feudal Polity in Medieval Geylon: an Bnuninadoo of tiie

Chirftainriffi of the Vanni* in QJfHSS, nA, 9(9) 1978, pp. 1 18-30*
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mabahu's own position by espousing the cause of Sri Vallabha,' an
asprant to the Sri Lanka throne who was living in exile in the CS5|a

country. As it was, when Sri Vallabha did organise an invasion, it

proved to be a dismal &ilure.

If this prolonged entanglement in South Indian politics ended in

military fiulure and severely strained the island's economy, it never-

theless contributed substantially to the impairment of Cola power.

Thus while the successors of Parakramab^u inherited a legacy of

G5]a hostility to Sri Lanka, the Gj^as were by then on the verge of

being eclipsed by their rivals, the Panolyas.

The last Sri Lanka ruler to intervene in the affairs ofSouth India

was Ni^ianka Nfalla, who despatched a Sri Lanka expeditionary force

to the mainland and, unlike Parakramabahu, accompanied his troops

on thdr mission. His activities there, about which he makes ex*

aggerated claims in his inscriptions, were no more successful mili-

tarily than those ofParikramabahu's generals.

By the mid-thirteenth century the most menacing threat to the

enfisebled Sinhalese kingdom came fiom the Pan<^yas, their traditional

allies against the Gdjas. The prolonged crisis in €be Sri Lanka polity

naturally attracted the Colas, but not any longer with the same fre-

quency or effectiveness as the Paigidyas who, as the predominant power

in South India, now sought to establish their influence ifnot domina-

tion over Sri Lanka. Panc^yan princes on the Polonnaruva throne^

and Pandyan intervention during the period of Magha's rule in the

island, bear testimony to the persistence of the traditional pattern of

the dominant power in South India seeking to establish its influence

on the governance ofthe island.

The range of Sri Lanka's political and cultural links with Indian

states was not limited to Soutii India. As we have seen, the Sinhalese

kingdom had very close ties with Kalinga in the Orissa r^;ion, but

surprisingly there is Utde or no Indian evidence bearing on this. On
Sri Lanka's ties with the Galukyas <^the Deccan, some mC>i'mation is

available. There was indeed a natural convergence of political in-

terests between Sri Lanka and the kingdoms ofthe Deccan, prompted
by tiie comukoxL dedre to ke^ the Gojas in check.

An examination of the foreign rdations of the island under the

Foionnaruva kings reveals an excitinglynew dimension : political links

with South-East Asia, in particular with Burma (then known to the

Sinhalese as Raman^a) and Cambodia.^ Because of her strategic

• Parakramabahu and Sri Vallabha were direct descendants of ATitta, a sister of

Vijayabahu I. The former was her grandson, and the latter her great-£(raadson (the

son of Manabharana, Parakramabahu's cousin).

* See W. M. Sirisena, Sri Lanka and South-EastAm : PoUHad, RiUgious andCuUurd
RdationsfromAD e, tooo to c, jgao (Leiden, 1978).
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position athwart the sca-route between China and the west, there had
been from the very early centuries of the Christian era trade links

between the island and some ofthe South-East Asian statesand China.

Very likely, reUgknis affinity—a Buddhist outlooli, Thmvfida or

Mahayanist—would have strengthened ties which had devdoped
from association in trade, but up till the eleventh century the cohe^on
which comes fioni strong diplomatic and political ties was still lacking*

In the eleventh and twdfih centuries, at a time ofunusual ferment in

the politics ofthe South-East Asian region, with many kingdoms then

engaged ina self-oonsdous search Ibr a new identity, and reaching out

fiur new pditical ties, fimnal political relations were established be-

tween some of tfiese states and Sri Lanka. The Polonnaniva rulers

responded eagerly to these initiatives for they relished the new and
attractive vistas in politics and trade which links with South-East

Asian kingdoms held out. For Vyayabahu I, engaged in a grim
struggle against the Colas, there were immediate advantages from this

in the form of economic aid from Anauratha, the Burmese king. The
alliance with Burma appem to have continued after the expulsion of

the Colas, and it was to Burma that Vijayabahu I turned for assistance

in reorganising the sangha in Sri Lanka, thus underlining the connec-

tion between political ties and a common conmiitment to Buddhism.

But just as important in the deveLojmient of political relations be-

tween Sri Lanka under the Polonnaruva kings and South-East Asia

was the commerce of the Indian Ocean. Under Parakramabahu I,

amfficting commercial interests drew Sri Lanka and Burma apart.

Intent on expanding his country's stake in the maritime trade of the

Indian Ocean, Parakramabahu I sought to establishdose ties with the

powerful Khmer kingdom of Cambodia, thus arousing the suspicions

of the Burmese king Alaungsithu, who viewed this development as

potentially a serious threat to Burma's own maritime trade. To protect

this latter, he resorted to a policy of obstructing Sri Lanka's trade in

South-East Asia, resulting in strained relations between Burma and
Sri Lanka, and eventually war. Parakramabahu I deqpatched an ex-

pedition to lower Burma. But once this indecisive encounter was over

there was a speedy restoration of friendly relations between the two
countries.

Between the death of Parakramabahu I and the collapse of the

Polonnaruva kingdom there are only two instances of Sri Lanka rulers

seeking political links or contacts with South-East Asia. These ^vere

Vijayabahu II and Niisaiika Malla; the first maintained friendly

relations with Burma, and the latter with Cambodia as well. But

Ni^^anka Malla*s claims in this regard are a matter of some con-

troversy.

In a curious way> all these various strands which made up the
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politics ofthe ialaiidm the last days ofthe Foloiiiiaruva Idngdom were
linked together by the only recorded South-East Asian invaaon ofSri

Lanka. Ilie iavasum^ which occuned in 1247 ParSkramabahu
II (1236-70) was the Sinhalese king ruling at Dembade^iya, was led

by Ghandrabhanu of TSmbralinga, a petty kingdom in the Malay
peninsula which had established itselfas an independent state in the

last days ofthe SaA Vgaya empire in the thirteenth century.* Parakra-

mabahu's forces defeated CShandrabhanu, who fled to the Jaffiia

Idngdom, then imder Magha. There he succeeded in securing the

throne for himself (how he did so we do not know for certain) and was
the ruler inJaffiia at the time ofthe Pandyan invasion.

This latterstemmed fix)m Pandyan rivalrywith the Go|as, who sup-

.

ported MSgha's regime in Sri Lanka. Indeed MS§^ as the ruler of
the northern kingdom, was no more than a satellite of the G5las«

When, by the middle of the thirteenth century, the Pa^dyas had
established themselves as the dominant power in South India, they

were inclined to support the Sinhalese kings against the newly-
established kingdom in the north of the island.

Their intervention in the affairs of Sri Lanka, ifmore restrained in

its objectives than that of the G5}as, was however no less governed by
considerations o£realpolitik. They invadedJaffna and forcol Ghandra-
bhanu to submit to Pa^dya power, but at the same time there was no
inclination on their part to permit the Sinhalese to re-establish their

control over Jaffiia. Ghandrabhanu was allowed to remain on the

throne atJaffna as a tributary of Pa^dya. It became evident that one
of the limitations imposed on him was that there could be no dis-

turbance of the balance of political power in the island at the expense

of the Sinhalese ruler. When Ghandrabhanu embarked on a second

invasion of the Sinhalese kingdom, and Parakramabahu II appealed

to Pandya for help, an expediuonary force was despatched to Inhag the

Javaka ruler to a realization of the limits of his power. The combina-
tion ofPan(^ya and Sinhalese forces won an overwhelming victory and
Ghandrabhanu himself was killed in the confrontation. Instead of
handing over control of theJaffna kingdom to Parakramabahu II the

Pandyas preferred to instal a son of Ghandrabhanu as ruler ofJaffiia.

When he in turn became a threat to the Sinhalese, the latter once
more sought the help of the Pandyas, who intervened with decisive

effect; but Sinhalese control of the Jaffna kingdom was still equally

unacceptable to the Pandyas, and so Aryacakravarti, the leader of the

Pandyan army of invasion on this occasion was installed as ruler of

Jaffim under their overlordship. When the Pandyan empire in turn

collapsed as a result of Muslim inroads into South India, Jaffna be-

came an independent kingdom under the Aryacakravartis.

* On Ghaadnibliintt's invaaioo teeW. M. Strisena, pp. dl., pp. 36-37t
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Economic and social structure

The economic and social ftnicture of the Polonnaniva kingdom, like

its art and architecture, was a natural development from, if not a
oondnuation of, those of the Anuradhapura kingdom. It was a hy-

draulic civilisation and a caste>oriented feudal polity.

Its astonishing creativity in irrigation was all the more remarkable

for the bnefperiod of time overwhich it was achieved, and the massive

efforts at restoration which preceded any attempts at expansion. Re-
pair and restoration, by themselves, called for a prodigious expendi-

ture ofresources. Most of this work was concentrated in the reigns of

three kings, Vijayabahu I, Parakramabahu I and Ni^nka Malla, the

outstanding contribution being that ofParakramabahu I whose reign

marked the peak of Sinhalese achievement in hydraulic engineering.*

The Polonnaruva kings were the heirs to several centuries of ex-

perience in irrigation technology. But they themselves—and especially

Parakramabahu I—made a distinctive contribudon of their own in

honing these techniques to cope Mrith the q>ecial requiremesitl of the

immense irrigation projects constructed at this time. There was, for

instance, the colossal size of the Parakrama Samudra (the sea of

Parakrama) which, with an embankment rising to an average height

of 40 feet and stretching over its entire length of 8^ miles, was by far

the largest irrigation tank constructed in ancient Sri Lanka. This

stupendous project incorporated two earlier tanks, the Topav^va and

the Dimbutuluvava. Fed from the south by the Angama^illa canal, it

was linked on the north-west with the Giritale tank and through it

with the Alahara system. The earth works involved in this projectwere
unprecedented in scale, and the stonemasonry of this and other ir-

rigation works of this period involved the handling of stone blocks of

up to 10} tons in weight^

Refinement of irrigation technology was demonstrated also in the

three weirs built across the Daduru-Oya, the only river in the western

part of the dry zone to provide anything like a perennial supply of

water. The second of these diverted water to the Mahagalla reservoir

(which had been built by Mahasena) and was a masterly engineering

feat whose special feature was the amazing precision with which the

laige stone blocks ofits outer walls were fitted, theirjoints only } inch

inwidth.^

• See UCHC, 1(2), pp. 553-7; C. W. Nicholas, *Thc Irrigation Works of King
Parakramabahu V, CHJ, IV, 1954-5, pp. 52-68.

* IL A. L. H. Gunawazdane, llydnulicEq^^
md Present, na 53, 1971, pp« 12 ff.
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The Culavarhsah account of the reign of Parakramabahu I contains

an extensive catalogue ofirrigation works repaired, restored, expanded

or constructed in his reign. The impression of tireless devotion to this

crucial aspect of governmental enterprise in Sri Lanka's hydraulic

society could hardly be described as inaccurate. But it is essential to

remember that it was no more true than in the Anuradhapura era that

every link and every unit in this intricate irrigation network was

wocking pari passu for any great length of time* Tliey could not have

done so, and in fact did not. If this perspective appears somewhat to

limit the achievement of that era, one must remember that this was
the last major phase in the development of irrigation in ancient Sri

Lanka. Nothing on this scale was attempted, much less achieved, till

the second quarter of the twentieth century. And so the chronicler's

account can be seen for what it was, evocative and even poignant, for

he was lamenting, in a later and more cramped era, the passing of an

age of creativity, when the island's irrigation tanks were no more than

Stupendous ruins, but yet

tbe pnmdest monuments . , . of the former greatness of their country when
the opulence they engendered enabled the kings to lavish untold wealth

upon edifices of rcUgion, to suhsidise mercenary armies and to fit out ex-

peditions for foreign conquest.*

We turn next, and briefly, to the caste structure of Sri Lanka society

under the Polonnaruva kings. Two points are of special interest.

There is, first, much stronger evidence of a hierarchical arrangement
of castes, though it is difficult to determine the exact or even ap-

proximate place of each caste in that structure. The segmentation of

Sinhalese society into some of the numerous castes which exist today

began before this period, but the process appears to have been ac-

celerated in it. Secondly, there was increasing rigidity in the ob-

servance of caste duties, obligations and rights on the basis of custom

and usage. For instance, a Tamil inscription of 1122 reveals that

washermen were required to perform their customary duties to mem-
bers of certain other—presumably 'higher'—castes, and that there

would be no remission of this obligation, while a rock inscription of

V^ayabahu I at Ambagamuva shows that he had constructed a
special platform on Adam's Peak bdow the main terrace of the

'sacred' fix>tprint finr the use of persons <^ 'low* caste. More signi-

ficantly, there are Ni^^anka Malla's repeated references to» and ridi-

cule of, the aspirations ofthegmhila (^e gay^ama caste^ dien as now
very probably the largest caste group among the Sinhalese, though
possibly not at that time the most prestigious) to kingship in SriLanka.

* The quotation is from Tennent, C^/on II, p. 433.
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Qpite dearly this was regarded as a monopoly of the kfolrijfas. This

hardening ofcaste attitudes is attributed to the buxgeoming influence

ofIfinduism on religion and society in Sri Lanka.^
Land tenure in die Pdonnaruva kingdom was as much a multi-

centred system as it was earlier, and its pattern wasjust as complex.'^

There was a wide variety both in the number of individual and
institutions sharing land and rights accruing fiom land as well in their

tenurial obligations.Hie kinghad definite claims overmostoftheland
in the kingdom, but these were no obstacle to private individuals in

buying and alienating land. To a much greater extent than in the

AnurSdhapura kingdom, the 'immunities'-^various concessions and
privileges in regard to land—granted during this period strengthened

the position ofthe hereditary nobility.

Tlie conferment of these immunities—which were very much in

vogue in this period—was a special priwikge ofthe king or someone in

a position of similar authority, scwh as beirs apparent or regional

rulers with considerable power such as those ofRoha^a. In general,

immimities guaranteed freedom from interference by royal officers,

and ensured exemption from taxation. Paamvu (or parmeigi as it was
called after the finuteenth century) and divel holdings were now a
Gon8[ncuous part of the tenurial system, unmistakable evidence of the

growing strength of feudalism, and this in a period when, paradoxi-

cally, there was a positive efflorescence of royal authority, in terms of

its grandeur and majesty. As in the late Anuradhapura period, how-
ever, the most salient manifestation offeudalism lay in the immunities

granted to the monasteries. These now extended beyond the con-

ventional rights to labour and the whole or part ofthe revenue ofthe

block ofland or village thus granted, to the transfer of fiscal as well as

administrative and judicial authority over the lands thus held. As a
result, the monasteries and their functionaries came to be entrusted

with much of the local administrative duties traditionally performed

by the king's officials; it would appear that some new administrative

structures were developed to cope with this significant enlaigement of
the role ofthe monasteries in the social system.

The principal source of the king's revenue in the Polonnaruva
kingdom was the land-taxwith taxes on paddy contributing the major
portion; there were smaller yields firom levies on other crops. There
was also the diyadada (the equivalent ofthe diyadedum ofthe Anuradha-
pura kingdom), the tax on the use of water from irrigation channels

which no doubt yielded a very substantial income. There was, in

addition, revenue from certain valuable items in the country's cx-

^W. I. SSriweers, *IiUid Tenure and Reventie in Medieval Ceylon (ad iooo-
1500)*, CJHSS, nA, Jan.-Jiily 197s, pp. 9-3.
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ternal trade—gems, pearls, cinnamon and elephants—extending from

a share of the profits to monopoly rights. Thus the mining of gems

seems to have been a royal monopoly, which was protected by a
prohibition on permanent settlement in the gem-producing districts.

Individuals were permitted to mine for gems on payment ofa fee, and
the mining was carried out seasonally under the supervision of royal

officials, with the king enjoydng prerogative rights to the more
valuable gems. The pearl fishery too was a royal monopoly con-

ducted on much the same basis. Finally, the king's own lands were

also a quite notable source of income for him. These taxes were col-

lected by a hierarchy of officials. At the base of the structure were the

village authorities—possibly village headmen—who were entrusted

with the collection of taxes due to the king from each village ; these

were delivered to the king's officials during their annual tours.

The fact that these taxes were paid partly at least in grain and
other agricultural produce—which, being more or less perishable,

could not be stored indefinitely by the officials who collected them

—

may have been a guarantee against extortionate levies on the peas-

antry. A tax of one-sixth of the produce was regarded as an equitable

land tax, but in practice there was no uniformity in the rate of

taxation, a flexibility which could often be to the disadvantage of the

peasant. It is significant that Vijayabahu I, on his accession to the

throne, should have directed his officials to adhere to custom and
usage in the collection of taxes, and that Nis^ahka Malla himself

claims to have reduced taxes presumably because they had become
burdensome.

One of the notable features in the economic history of the period

extending from the ninth century to the end of the Polonnaruva king-

dom was the expansion oftrade within the country. The data available

at present is too meagre for an analysis of the development of this

trade, or indeed for a detailed description of its special characteristics,

but there is evidence of the emergence ofmerchant 'corporaUons', the

growth of market towns linked by well-known trade routes, and the

development ofa local, that is to say, regional coinage. Tolls and other

levies on this trade yielded a considerable income to the state.

There was at the same time a substantial revenue from customs dues

on external trade although the data we have is too scanty to compute
with any precision the duties levied on the various export and impx)rt

commodities. Sri Lanka was a vital link in the great trade routes

between east and west, of importance in 'transit' trade due to her

advantageous geographical location, and in the 'terminal' trade on
account ofher natural products such as gems, pearls and timber. Apart

from the traditional ports of the north and north-west of the island,

and on the east coast, those of the west coast too became important in
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this trade. Beiides, the idand's numerous bays, andboiragefl and road-

steads oiffeced adequate shelter for &e sailing ships ofthis period.

Trade in the Indian Ocean at this time was dominated by the

Arabs, who were among the leading and most intrepid sailors of the

era. llie large empires at both ends ofthe route—the unity imposed

on the Muslim world by the Caliphs and the peace enjoyed by China
during the T*ang and Sung dynasties—helped increase the tempo of

the trade between China and the Persian Gul£ The countries of

South and South-East Asia lying between these two points shared in

this and indeed derived a considerable profit fitnn it. Luxury articles

were the inain cominodities in this inter-Asian and international liac^

and to this category bdonged Sri Lanka's gems and pearls.

The competition for tibis Indian Oo^m trade was not always

peaceful. Behind the CQla wqwnsiofi into South-East Asia lay a
determination to obtain greater control over the trade and trade

routes of the Indian Ocean. Although powerful political motives

Spurred them on to a conquest of Sri Lanka, the OOlas were always

aware ofthe economic advantages ofthis—hervaluable foreign trad^
and her strategic position athwart the maritime trade routes of the
Indian Ocean. While Sri Lanka herself seldom resorted to war in

defence of her trade interests, Farakramabahu I's expedition against

Burma, thou^ somevidiat exceptional, was nevertheless a significant

demonstration of how commercial rivalry could undermine a long-

standing alliance based on a common religious outlook.

Thoughmost ofthe vessels used in her external trade were generally

of foreign construction, sea-worthy craft were built in Sri Lanka as

well, and are known to have sailed as for as China. Perhaps some of

the latter may even have been used to transport Parakramabahu I's

troops to Burma.
Foreign merchants were attracted to the island because of its

importance as a centre of international trade. The most prominent of
the merchant groups settled in Sri Lanka were the Moors, descendants

ofArab traders to the island. These Arab merchants and their agents

had established settlements in South India as well, as early as the

tenth century. They were a dominant influence on the island's inter-

national trade in the period ofthe Polonnaruva kings, a posi^n which
they retained till the early decades of the sixteenth century when the

Polonnaruva kingdom itself was no more than a memory. However,
the foreign trade of that kingdom was by no means a Moor monopoly.

There were other foreigners living in the island for reasons of trade,

and among the more interesting of these were Cambodian bird-

catchers. The feathers of exotic birds were an important item in

international trade at this time.

Although trade, externalas well as internal, hadgrown substantially
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in Sri Laiilu during the IV^bnn^^
diadow ofdomestic agriculture, wliidi continued to be the predomi-

nant economic activity of the kingdom. And the role of money in

the economy appears to have been^ as in the days of the AnurSdha-
pura kingdom, ofmerely peripheral significance.

Religion and culture

Hie inevitable result of the G5|a conquest was that Ifindu-BrSh-

manical and Saiva religious practices, Dravidian art and architecture,

and the Tamil language itself became overwhelmingly powerful in

their intrusive impact on the religion and culture of Sri Lanka. Hie
period ofthe South Indian invasiom ofthe Anuridhapura kingdom in

the ninth and tenth centuries coindded with the decline ofBuddhism
in India and die collapse ofimportant centres ofBuddhist learning as

. a result ofMuslim invasions. These processes proved to be irreversible^

South Indian influence on Sri Lanka thereafter became exclusively

Hindu in content

It is against this background that the recovery ofBuddhism under
the Polonnaruva kings needs to be reviewed. The most substantial

CQQtribulioDS came fitim Vijayabfihu I and Parakramabihu I. The
unification of the sangha in the latter's reign was one of the most
significant events in the history of Sinhalraie Buddhism. Traditionally

has been viewed in terms ofthe triumph ofthe MahSvihSra, and
the discomfiture if not suppression of the Abhayagiri and Jetavana
mlb^. But recent research has shown this to be quite inaccurate. The
loss ofproperty by the monasteries during the period ofG5|a rule^ and
again in the interregnum between V^ayabihu I and the accession of

- FazSkramabShu I had had a deleterious efifect upon all the nikifjKa,

Their disintegration had in &ct led to a new grouping of the sail^
under eig^t nu^as or fiatemities. Parakramabihu I brought these

ei^t firatemities together under a ccnnmon leaderdup—-a process of

imificalion whichwas at oncemuchmoreandmuch less dian imposing

the authority oftheMahavihaia over the odier two iiil^^ It did not

end sectarian competition, but appears to have had a tonic effect on
both evangelistic and scholariy activity.^

The resusdtatory zeal ofthese two monarchs in particular demon-
strated afi«sfa the remarkable resilience of Sri Tiankan Buddhism.
Sinhalese U&khus maintained contacts with distant centres ofBuddh-
ism like Nq>al and Tibet; they abo made vigorous but unsuccessful

attempts to spread their teachings in Bengal, apart fix>m engaging in

spirited disputes with their TheravSdin cdl^igues in South India on

See R. A. L. H. Gunawwdane^ Rtbt mni Plough: Mmutkim mi Bmamk
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questkms relating to the interpretation of the canon. It was South-

East Asia, however, tiiat was most receptive to tlieir tfwchfng^ and
' the expansion of Sinhalese TheravSda Buddhism in that region was
an important tiend in its cultural hisUHy during this period.

Two odier devdapments in Sri T^wir^w BuddluBm need «»«i*i"n,

first, there was the increasing popularity ofArannaoSsmSt^ fecest-

dweUing monks who, in the latter part of this period, gdned prom-
inence in scholarly activities and took the lead in reformist move-
ments; there was, secondly, the increasing involvement ofmonasteriei

in secular activity, which stemmed mainly fiom the large land grants

donated to the and the transfer of administrative authority

over the temporalities to the monasteries, a significant extension ofthe

privileges normally implied in the immunirifis granted with such

donations ofland.

One c^the distinctive ieatures ofthe literature ofthe Polonnamva
period was the continued vitality ofFSli as the language ofSinhalese
Buddhism. The tradition was stiQ very much in &vour ofwritiqg in

FSli rather than Sinhalfaie. The Pali \^3ria ofthis period were mainly
eaqxxitions or summaries ofworks ofthe FSli canon. There were also

the Wcas explaining and suf^plementing the commentaries composed I

in the Anuradhapura era. The 2)d(ytottiftsa, a history ofthe toothrd^
was one ofthe morenotable literary contributions in the Pali language.

Its author, MahSnSma, is also credited with the first part of the

Culavajfisa, the continuation of the MahSoahsa, The Pali literature of

this period bears the impression of the strong tonic efiect of Sanskrit^

which had a no less significant influence on contemporary

writing. The bulk of the Sinhalese works of this period are gkxnaiies

and translations from the Pali canon. There were also two prose works

by a thirteenth century author, Gurulugomi, the AmSimima and the

Dhamu^ad^kdva, of which the former was more noteworthy; and .

two poems (of the late twelfth and early thirteenth century), the

Sasaddoata and the MmadnadaData, both based on Jataka stories, and
both greatly influenced by the Sanskrit works of Kalidasa and
Kumaradasa.
The very little of the literature of the Polonnaruva era that has

survived is not excqitionally distinguished; indeed all of it shares the

flaws of the literature of the Anuradhapura period without its com-
pensating virtues, and theydonotcompare, in creativity or originality,

with the writings ofthe succeeding period ofSri Lanka's history."

In architecture and sculpture the performance was memorable.
Apart from the restoration of ancient edifices, Vijayabahu*s miyor

^O. H. de A. V^jo^era, Tdi and Sanskrit In the Bolonnaniva Period', and
S. Saparamadu, The SinhaWr Language and LitmUure of the Folumiamva
Flenod', CHJ^ IV, 19M-9, pp* 91-7, 9^-1 12.
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oontributioii was the coiistruction of the Temple of the Tooth (now
rq)ie8ented by the ruin called the Atadage) . Theie was a considerable

setback to this artbtic recovery in the instability and turmoil that

followed his death. With Parakramabahu I the great period ofartistic

activity of Polonnaruva b^an, and was continued under Nii^anka

Malla during the briefdecade (i 187-96) oforder and stalnlity which
his reign represented and during which Polonnaruva reached the

zenith ofits development as a capital city.

The Gal Vihftra sculptures (in the reign ofParakramabShu I) are

the glory of Polonnaruva, and the summit of its artisdc achievement.

The four great statues of the Buddha which comprise this complex,

representing the three main positions—the seated, the standing and
the recumbent, are cut in a row fiom a horizontal escarpment of

streaked granite. Each of these statues was originally sheltered by its

own image house. The consummate skill with which the peace ofthe

enlightenmenthasbeen depicted, inan extraordinarilysuccessfulblend

of serenity and strength, has seldom been equalled by any other

Buddha image in Bn Lanka. Of similar nobility of conception, and
magnitude is the colossalfigure (ofa sage, as some scholarswould have
it, or a monarch, as others inrist) overlooking the bund of the T5pa-
vftva. The dignity, puissance and self-reliance ofthe figure have been
rendered with amaring economy and restraint.

Ofthe architectural monuments attributed to the reign ofNi^iaiUca

Malla themost unfofgettable is the collection oftemples and tnharas in

theso-caUedGreatQpadrangle,whichhasbeen described asamongthe
*mo6t beautifitl and satisfyi^g^ proportioned buildings in the entire

Indian woicld*.^ The Ni^aiycar>]at& ma^idapaya is a unique type of

Sinhalese architectural monument: a cluster of granite columns

shaped like lotus stems with capitals in the form d[ opening buds»

within a raised platfinrm, all contributing to a general effect 'of ex-

treme chastity and Baroque &ncy [unsurpassed] in any Indian

shrine'.**

TheHSLtadSgC was certainly bc^gun and completed during his reign.

The embellishments on the pillars oftheAtad^ have no rival in tiie

decorative art of the Sinhalese, and stand comparison with the best

examples ofsuch work elsewhere. The beautiful vaUdSgi^ 'one of the

loveliestexamples ofSinhalese architectureV* has its name associated

BenjaminRowland, TheArt andArchiUcture ofIndia (2nd edn., Harmondsworth,

«956)»P«375»
" ibid., p. 378.

The vataddgiy the most remarkable architectural monument to be seen at

Polonnaruva, is of the same type as the circular shrines enclosing stupas at the

Thuparama and Lahkarama at Anuradhapura. Tliis architectural type is a devel-

opment fimn the drcuhr cetiya-ghara of Imlia. The vafaddgi it die moit devdoped
canunple ofthis type.
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nvith Niifeu&ka Malla but it is doubtful if he did much mafe than
construct its outer porch. The Satinaha^nrasada and the stupendous

Rankot mhSra (or, to give its andent name, the Ruvanvftli), with the

frontiqxieces anid diapds at its base^ were the work
Although there is a strikiiig continuitjrbetween the artand aichiteo-

ture ofFblonnaniva and that ofAnuradhapura, the distinc^ve feature

of Fdonnaniva's architectural remains is the mingling of Buddhist

and Hindu decorative dements, a fusion which cactended &r beyond
the mere stylistic plagiarism of Ifindu and Dravidian forms. It re-

flected the powerful influence of MahSySnism and Ifinduism in the

lives ofthe people.

Siva dioSU No. 2 is the earUest in date of all the monuments now
preserved in Polonnamva. Built entirely of stone, it dates fiom the

time ofG5|a rule and is a representative example ofDravidian archi-

tecture at its best Later in date and more ornate Is Siva dto22rNo. i.

Both are smaller—one mig^t even say miniature-aversions of the

towering CS6]a architecture ofSouth Imya.
The &itmahalpr3sSda, a stOpa with an unusual pyramid-like form

in seven levels or stories, is much more ofan enigma. Was this monu-
ment yet another derived from an Indian prototype^^ or an out-

standing example of South-East Asian—Cambodian and Burmese

—

influence on Sri Lankan architecture? The latter seems more UkeLy

because of the peculiar shape of thismonument and in view of the very

dose religious ties at this time between Sri Lanka and the Buddhist

countries ofSouth-East Asia.^^

As at Anuradhapura, few secular buildings have survived in Pokm-
naruva. Of Parakramabahu's palace only the foundations remain
today, but Ni^^anka Malla's audience hall is in a better state of
preservation.

As for painting, what is now preserved is a very small fraction ofthe

work executed by the artists of the Polonnamva kingdom. Of the

secular paintings nothing has survived, although the evidence suggests

that walls of palaces—^like those of shrines—were decorated with

paintings. Those on religious edifices have fared slighdy better. The
Lankatilaka bears traces of paintings on its walb, exterior as well as

interior. The walls of the Tivanka-pratimaghara (erroneously called

the Demajamahasaya) carry more paintings than any other monu-
ment at Polonnamva or indeed in the island, but the date of these

" This is the view of S. Paranav itana, 'The Art and Architecture of the Polon-

naniva Period', CHJ, IV, igM^d* P* 75*^ <^ W. M. Siraena, op, cit., pp. i lo-

43.
u Beq|amki Row^d, op. cit., p. 375, is a fuppoorter ofdie view that this rnomi-

ment¥«i evideaoe ofdie affimty betwra
ofCambodia andBunna.
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paintings is a matter ofoonjecture) for though this shrine was built in

the reign of Parakramabahu I, it has evidently been renovated and
possibly altered at a later date.

These paintings are the work of ardsts who had centuries of tradi-

tion behind them» and who belonged to a school which, in its heyday,

had ramificatioiis throughout the sub-continent of India and beyond
it The fiunous cave paintings ofAjanta and Bagh are its most mature
products. By the twelfth century, this ardstic tradition was almost

exdnct in India, but die frs^mentary remains of the Polonnaruva

paintings afford proof that it had beoi preserved in Sri Lanka long

after it had lost its vitality in the land of its origin. Nevertheless, like

the earlier S^;iri paintings, these latter are distinctly provincial in

comparison with the Indian prototype.

Indeed, all the later work in Polonnaruva, whether in art or archi-

tecture, appears archaic ifnot atavistic, the result very probably ofa
conscious dBTort at reviving and imitating the artistic traditions ofthe

AnurSdhapura kingdom. The moonstones ofPolonnaruva are infericv

to those ofAnurldhapura in vitality and aesthetic appeal, just as the

baths which adorned the palaces and monasteries were smaller in size

and, with die single excepdon ofthe exquisite lotus bath, less elegant

in design.

The transformation of Poknmaruva into a gracious cosmopolitan

citywas theworic ofthree kings—Vijayabahu I, Parakramabahu I and
Ni^&uUca Malla—^and this development could be measured in genera-

tions ifnot decades, and not, as in the case of the cognate process in

Anuradhapura, in centuries. Polonnaruva had a sinaller area than

Anuradhapura, but its compactness was conducive to a remarkable

symmetry in the location (^its major edifices, all ofthem like so many
links in some gigantic creation of a celestial jeweller who used die

Parakrama Samudra to the best possible advantage to set them off.

The comparatively short period in which the architecture and
sculptural splendours of Polonnaruva were created is no doubt testi-

mony to the dynamism and creativity of its rulers and people. But
it had its sombre side as well, for in retrospect the activity seems
febrile, and this conspicuous investment in monuments must have

impaired the economic strength of the kingdom and contributed

gready to the rapid decline that set in after the reign of Niilanka

Malla.

APPENDIX

For F^uranavitana's theory of the Malaysian origin of the Kalinga dynasty,

see Paranavitana, 'Ceylon and Malaysia in Medieval Times*, JRAS (GB),
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n.8.» VII(i), ig6o« pp. 1-42; Nicholas and Paianavitana» A Coneiu IBslory

qfCkjfbm (Gokmibo^ 1961) etpedally, pp. 937H46; and Btoanavitanay Ggnfaii

4md Malaysia (Colombo, xg66).

This theory has been oomprehenuvely demolished by a number of

scholars: R. A. L. H. Gunawardane, 'Ceylon and Malaysia: a Study of

Professor S. Paranavitana's Research on the Relations Between the Two
Regions', University ofCeylon Review (hereafter UCR), XXV, 1967, pp. 1-64;

K. Indrapala, 'Review of Ceylon and Malaysia by S, Paranavitana', JRAS
(CB), n.s., XI, 1967, pp. 101-6; S. Kiribaraune, 'Some Reflections on Pro-

fessor Paranavitana's Qomtiilmtlon to History*, Ceylon Journal ofIhomeauAu^
I(i), 1970, pp. 76-92; S. Nilakanta Sastri, *Ge^oa and Sri Vijaya', JRAS
(GB), n.8., VIII(I), 1962, pp. 185-40; and W. M. Siriiena, *The KiiJii«|i

Dynasty ofGeylom and the Theory ofits South-East Asian Origin^ CJHSS^
n.s., 1(0, 1971, pp. 11-47.

W. M. Sirisena, op» ciL, in fii. 6, p. 12, adds:

Pannavitana has dahned to have ditoovefed some iulct'liueav insGs^ptioiis the

contents dl which confiim his dieotia. So far no cp^n^dnrt other dian Plsiaii-

avitana has been abte ev« to see anysuch intedinour wiidng.

Hiese interlinear HnKciptionB' may be described as being at bert ft

bizarre invention of a fertile but declining imagination, at wont an u»>

scrupulous hoax ddiberatdy devised to discomfit a set of persistent cridei*
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7
THE FRAGMENTATION OF THE

SRI LANKA POLITY
From ca, 1S50 to the End ofthe Fifteenth Century

The ooUiqpse ctftfae andent Sinhalese Kingdom ofthe dry zone is one
of the miyor turning points in Sri Lanka's history.^ Traditionally,

Migha's invasion and the oigy of destruction in which his cohorts

indulged are regarded as the climacteric in the deradnalion of Sri

Lanka's hydraulic civilisation. Yet the fitct remains that many ofthe

invasions of preceding centuries, notably that of the Cola ruler

Rsyaraja, were just as destructive as those that followed on the death

of^n^nka Malhu The irrigation networiL had been resuscitated after

these tribulations, and the population zetumed to the productive

regions of the dry zone. The questions we need to answer are why it

was that afler the mid-thirteenth century Sri Lanka's hydraulic civil-

isation did not demonstrate a similar resUience, and why the processes

ofdestruction proved to be irreversible.

One needs to guard against exaggerating the extent of the recovery

from the destructive effects of the Cola invasions of the tenth centui y,

&s£ its key feature had been the shift ofthe capital from the traditional

centre of Sinhalese power, Anuradhapura, to Polonnaruva; this was
in itself an admission of weakness. The events of the mid-thirteenth

century demonstrated that Polonnaruva was just as vulnerable to

attacks from the mainland. By now the proverbial resilience of the

Sinhalese kingdom of the dry zone was gone, because the latter's

resources of vitality had been impaired beyond replenishment by the

feverish activity of the three major rulers of the Polonnaruva kingdom

—Vigayabahu I, Parakramabahu I and Nii^anka Malla. The central-

isation of power at the capital city—which was a feature of their

administratiQii—and their swift and ruthless suppression of parti-

culaiist aspirations of the outer provinces eroded the traditional auto-

nomy of these regions to the point where they lost their ability to

serve their time-honoured fimction as a refuge for Sinhalese kings con-

fronting invasions from the mainland, as well as their ability to sustain

a viable core of resistance once the R^arata itself had succumbed.

^ See K. Indrapala (ed.), The Collapse of the Rajarata Cioilization in C^}4en and tht

Drift ^^ South West (Ceylon Studies Seminar, Peradeniya, i^yx).
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Above all there was a distinct diminutioii of the strength of the
Smhalnift kingdom vis-^'vis its rivals on the mainland, and hence a
greater vulnerability to attack. The age-long pressores fit>m the main-
land assuned a more forbidding dimension with the establishment,

consolidation and eaqpansion ofa Tamil kingdom in the north ofthe
island, and the emeigence of the Vanni chiefbundes as a buffer

between this northern kingdom and what was left of Sinhalese power
in Sri Lanka.

Polonnaruvawas abandoned after Magha's rule, and the next three

kings ruled from Dambade^iya. One ruler made Yapahuva his royal

residence. These were both rock fortresses; so was Kuru^ftgala,

another site of royal power in this quest for safety against invasion

from South India and the threat from the north.

The last occasion when Polonnaruva served as the capital city was
In the reign ofParakramabahu III ( 1 287-93), only illustrated

the perilous position to which Sinhalese power was reduced : he ruled

at Polonnaruva because of his subservience to the PS^i^yas. But not all

the Sinhalese monarchs o£ this period were content with being the

rulers of a client state or to relinquish the natural aspiration of

Sinhalese kings to establish control over the whole island even if the

resources to achieve this were grievously limited. Parakramabahu II

almost achieved this: his power extended over Rohana, the central

hills and the Vanni, and he annexed Polonnaruva, but could not

establish control over the Tamil kingdom in the north of the island.

He held his coronation at Polonnaruva, and attempted to restore that

city to its former status as the centre of Sinhalese power, but was
compelled to return to Dambadeniya which remained his capital for

the rest ofhis reign in rcoognitkm ofthe persistentdanger ofa Pa^^yan
Invasion ofthe island.

From Kurunagala, Sinhalese power shifted to the central moun-
tains further to the south, a region which had never in the past been

well-developed or highly populated or a centre (tfcivilisadon, although

it was an excellent refuge for defeated causes and a bridgehead for

resistance movements. And it was there in the fourteenth century that

a kingdom was set up with Gangasiripura or Garhpola on the river

Mahavali as its capital; later the capital was shifted to Senkadagala,

modem Kandy or Mahanuvara. It was probably the southward ex-

pansion of the northern kingdom which compelled this shift to Gam-
was much more easily defensible than Kurunagala and far

less accessible as well to intruders from the north.

At much the same time that the Sinhalese kingdom of Sri Lanka's

dry zone began its slide to oblivion, hydraulic civilisations in Cam-
bodia, Northern Thailand and the Pagan region of Burma, in all of

which a rich agricultural surplus served as the highly productive basis
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of complex sodeties and cultures of great vitality, were losing tfadr

vigour and drifting to irrevocable decUne.' None of these regions was
reoccupied.

A hydraulic civilisation is like a highly efficient and robust machine
with a sophisticated but delicate, even britde,^ controlling mechanism

.

—^the intricate networic of tanks, weirs and channek and the institu-

tional machinery devised for its maintenance. The &ct that these

civilisations all declined at about the same time has been the basb of

the aigument that this controlling mechanism and especially institu-

tional machinery for its maintenance tends to weaken in time fiom
some inherent structural &ult, quite apart from the invasions of the

sort that plagued Sri Lanka in the tenth and thirteenth centuries.*

The contention that breakdown in hydraulic civilisations comes re-

morselessly with age cairies conviction. The irrigation networic which
sustained the Pokmnaruva kingdom, for instance, represented fifteen

centuries ofdevelopment. But by itselfit is inadequate as an e3q)lana-

tion for the ftdl <^ Sri Lanka's hydrauHc civilisation, and we need to

turnoncemore to the political problems ofthe mid-thirteenth century.

A complex irrigation network such as that of the Polonnaruva
kingdom requires a high level oforganisation and efficiency in admi-
nistration. The comprehensive disint^;ration of the political system

bequeathed by Parakramabahu I would have paralysed the admi-

nistrative machinery which kept this irrigation network in running

order. Under the Anuradhapura kings, village institutions and re-

gional administrations had ensured the survival of some parts of the

irrigation system at least during periods of turmdl at the cajutal

—

succession disputes and periods cf civil war—and invasion. But the

over-centralisation of administration in the Polonnaruva kingdom
appears to have had a deleterious effect on local initiatives, with tiie

result that when royal authority collapsed at Polonnaruva, admi-
nistrative units in the outlying regions were no longer capable of
maintaining their sectbns ofthe irrigation network in good repair.

There seems to be another ftu^torwhichmade the thirteenth century

different from eariier periods of crisis. Thb was malaria^-^hich, it

must be emphasised, was not the cause of the abandonment of the

heartland of ancient Sri Lanka. Very littie is known about when it

took root in the island, but it would appear to have spread to Sri

Lanka well before the axteenth century, llie ampheUs mosquito would
have found ideal breeding places in the abandoned tanks and chan-

nels, and in foot malaria has often, in other parts ofAsia, followed the

* R. Murphcy, 'The Ruin ofAndent Cef\oa\ Journal qfAsian Studits, XVI(3),

'957> PP* 181-200.
* R. Murphey, op. cit., p. 183.
* R. Murphey, €p. eit,, pp. 198-aoo.
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destruction or abandonment of irrigation works. Within a century of

its spread to this Island itwould have added a further and insuperable

obstacle to the reoccupation of the once producdve areas of the dry

zcme; indeed it defisated all attempts at large scale re-settlement ofthe

dry zone till the 1930s. Thus malaria, coming in on the heels of the

destructive invasions of the mid-thirteenth century and thriving on
disused irrigation works, played a critically imporfcant part In multi-

plying obstacles to re-settlement.

Hie drift of Sinhalese power to the south-west was no doubt
actuated by a search for security, but there was the attraction of eco-

nomic potential as well. The coastal regions of the western and nor-

thern seaboard had fiom the early years of the Anuradhapura
kingdom supported small but economically viable trade settlements.

Through the centuries these setdements not merely survived but ex-

panded with the increase in the volume of trade transacted between
Sri Lanka and the states of the Indian Ocean; they would have
attracted people—especially traders—^finom the main centres ofpopu-

lation. With increasing political instability at the centre of Sinhalese

power these settlements would have hadamore oompelling attraction.

Thus the shift of Sinhalese population to the soutii-west was not a

movement to some unknown and unexplored regions ofthe island but

to famiUar localities which offered not merely security but also

potential fiir a more than modest livelihood.

In the second half of the fourteenth century, the fortunes of the

Sinhalese reached their nadir. True the writ of the Gampola kings

appears to have run in Roha^a as wdl as on the western seaboard,

but Jaf&a under the Aryacakravartis was much the most powerful

kingdom in the island. As Sinhalese power in the island declined, the

Tamils moved southwards to exact tribute &am the south-west and
central regions—their tax collectors were at work on parts of the

Garhpola kingdom. The Tamil kingdom maintained a steady and
relentless pressure on the Sinhalese, especially in the border territories

which now extended as far south as the Four Korales, close to Gam-
pola itself but not easy of access because of its rugged hills and forests.

The Vanni chieftaincies were collectively a buffer between the two
major political entities in the island.^ Their emergence was the direct

result of the breakdown of central authority following upon the col-

lapse of the Polonnaruva kingdom. Dispossessed Sinhalese nobles, as

well as South Indian military chiefs in Magha's army, were able to

establish control over parts oftheVanni in the dry zone. The Sinhalese

* See K. Indrapala, "The Origin of the Tamil Vanni Chieftaincies of Ceylon',

ThiCiflmyeumairfUiilhmmiiiUs, 1(9),July 1970, pp. m-^; S. PlithinafwflMa,

Teudal Polity in Medieval Ceylon: Aa Fmmhiation of the CShiefbunciei of the
Wuam\(^HSS,na,, tx(a),July^Dec. 1979, pp. 118-30.
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chieftaincies ofthe Vaimi lay on file iiortliem bovdm oftihe Sinhalese

.

kingdom, while their Tamil counterparts ccmtrolled the areas im-

mediately bordering the northern kingdom and in the remoter areas

of the eastern littoral outside the control of llie two major kingdoms.

In their own territories the Vanni chieftains functioned very much
like feudal lords, offering military protection at a time of great poli-

tical instability to those vrbo came under their authority, and they

owed allqgianoe toone or odier ofthetwo miyor kingdoms, depending

CD the poKdcal situatioib-^whJcfa, during much of this period, meant
an acoonmiodation vnAk the Tamil kingdom.*

By the middle of the fourteenth century the Jaffiia kingdom had
effective control over the north-west coast up to Puttalam. After an
invasion in 1353, part ofthe Four Kdrales came luider Tamil rule and
thereafter, over the next two decades, they probed into the Matale

district, and naval forces were despatched to the west coast as £aT

south as Panadura. They seemed poised for the establishment ofTamil
supremacy over Sri Lanka, and were foiled in this, primarily because

diey were soon embroiled with the powerful Vijayanagar empm in a
grim struggle fiir survival against ^xt latter^s expansionist amhitioDS

acTOM the Falk straits. Indeed the Inqiact ofS0UI& India o^
kingdom of the north was not restricted to culture and religion but

deeply affiscled its political evolution as well, for it was drawn ir-

reosl^^ into the orbit ofthe dominant South Indian state ofthe day.

In contrast to the vigour and dynamism of its northern adversary,

the Gaii]fM)]a kingdom' presented an air ofdecrefntude, especially in

its political structure. For instance, there was a curious system ofsub-

kingi or co-rulers: when Bhuvanekabahu IV (1341-51) was king at

Gaihpola, his brother ParSkramabShu V (1344-59) ruled at Dftdi-

gama less than 30 miles away as the crow flies; and in 1356-9

FarikramabShu V and VikranoabShu III (1357-74) were co-nders.

This divisioti ofauthority could scarcdy have improved prospects of

suocessftilly protecting the border districts of the kingdom from in-

cursions from the north, even ifthe diffiision ofpowerwas a calculated

response to the latter. But nothing illustrated more vividly the parlous

positioa to vMch the Gaihpola kings had been reduced than the rise

in importance ofinfluential chiefministers, who became in time more
powo&l thin*the kings they served. The first of these was Senadhi-

UiAkara in the time ofBhuvandcabahu IV, and it was Senadhilankara

* The Vanni chieftaincies may be claatified under five groups: those of Jaf&ia-

ptttun; of Trinoomalee on die East; die Mukkuva chieftaincies of Batticaloa on
the East ; the Puttalam on the North-West; the Vidda chieftaindei; and those of

the Sinhalese Vanni.
' On the Gampola kings see T. B. H. Abeyasinc^he, 'The History' of the Kandyan

Kingdom' (in Sinhalese), The SinhaUse Encjiclopediafill {Colombo, 197 1), pp. 429-

47-
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who paved the way fiir the later rise of the AlagakkdnSra fiunily to

emmenoe.'
The Alagakkfinaras were traders who had migrated to the island

fiom Vanchipura in South Indian-one of aeveral such fiMnilies to

migrate—in d&ewake ofthe Muslim invasions. The first phase in their

'SinhaKsation* would appear to have been through their convefsioa to

Buddhism. By the middle of the finirteenth century, this fiunily

wielded considerable political power, and had kinship ties with the

Gaihpola kingi when Alakeivara, a descendant ofNi^ianka Alagak-

k5nara, married a sister ofVikramabShu III. Their status and poli-

tical influence reached its peak when Alakeivara oiganised the

successful resistance against the threat fiom the north in the reign of

Bhuvanekabahu V (1372-1408). Undeterred by the panic-strickea

flight oftheir king, the Sinhalesearmy, rallied byAlakeivara, attacked
and dispersed theTamil fi3rces. As a rcnilt, hebecame the defaelo ruler

ofthe kingdom, although BhuvanekabfihuV remained on ihe thrcme.

The Jaffiia kingdom's expansion southwards had been checked, but
the Sinhalese had no reason to believe that this had been halted Ibr

good. On the contrary, they assumed that pressure from the north

would persist The capital ofthe Sinhalese kingdom was moved once
more, this time from the mountains to the west coast near Golombo^
where NiiSankaAlagakkdnarahad built the fint ofJayavaxdhanapura

(Kdtte). Once again the shiit of the capital was evidence of the oon-

tinuingweakness ofthe Sinhalese kingdom, and once more the reasons

frr the move were essentially defensive: to protect the west coast with

its rich cinnamon resources, which the Tamil kingdomwas so amdous
to gain control of.

For the Sinhalese, the sudden abatement of the pressure from the

north, which coindded with the shift of the captal to the western

littoral, was an unexpected bonus. But their respite was brie( and this

time the danger came fiom a distant land across the seas—CShina

under the Ming emperors.

In the early fifteenth century seven powerfiil naval expeditions

—

great fleetsofjunks—under thecommand ofGheng-hovisited theports
ofthe Indian Ocean in both the eastern and western seas demanding
tribute and obedience to the Chinese emperor.* .On CSheng-ho's first

visit to the island in 1405 the Sinhalese king wasV&aAlak^varawho
had succeeded Bhuvandcabfihu V—the last ruler of his line. Cheng-

* On SenSdhHaiUtara and die AlagakkOnlras, tee A. S. Kubwuriya, 'Regional

Indepandcaoe and Elite Change in the Bolidci of I4di century Sti Lanka',

JW4S(CB), 1976(2), pp. 136-55.
•G. P. V. Somaratne, 'Grand Eunuch Ho and Ceylon', JRAS(CB), n.s., XV,

pp. 36-47. Sec also Ma Huan, Ting-yai Sheng-lan {The overall survey of the ocecarCs

JsAofVf), translated firom the Chinese, with introduction, notes and appendices by

J. V. G. Mills (Cmnbridge, for the Hakluyt Society, 1970).
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ho's objective was to take back the daladdy the tooth relic. Chinese

interest in the daladd was nothing new. In 1284 the great Kublai

Khan himselfhad despatched a mission to the island for the same pur-

pose;^ it had returned to China with its main aim unacoomplished

but, seemingly and fortunately for Sri Lanka, without a sense of

grievance. Gheng-ho was no more successful in his quest than the

representative of Kublai Khan but unlike the latter he went back *

aggrieved by the treatment he had received and five years later he led

another expedition which seized the Sinhalese king—^Vira Alake^vara

—his queen and some of the notables of the kingdom and took them
prisoner to China. Quite apart from their political and religious

objectives Cheni^-ho's expeditions had commercial ones as well: they

reflected the importance attached by tlie Chinese to Sri T-gnlfi^ as a
centre of inter-Asian and international trade.

Vira Alakesvara was eventually released and returned to the island

but there was never any serious hope of his recovering the throne

after the humiliation of a foreign captivity. (No Sri Lanka ruler of the

past, save Mihindu V, had suffered a similar fate but in his case it was
the consequence of a stas^gering military defeat at the hands of a
powerful invading army.) In 1414 the Chinese captives returned to the

island—among them the Chinese emperor's nominee to the Sinhalese

throne—but they came back to a more settled and tranquil political

atmosphere than anyone had the right to expect after Cheng-ho's

telling demonstration of Chinese strength and Sinhalese weakness.

In 141 1 Parakramabahu VI began what was to be a very long

reign of fifty-five years. In its first phase, his capital was atRayigama,
close to Kotte but somewhat towards the interior. By 141 5 he
established himself at Kot^e—having in the meantime speedily elimi-

nated the protege of the Chinese emperor—and founded what came
to be called the Kotte kingdom. The fifty-five years of his reign were
rich in incident and achievement. We are concerned here with its

political aspects. His greatest achievement was to check what seemed

to be a well-nigli irreversible trend—the break-up of the Sri Lanka
polity. He was the first Sinhalese king since the days of Parakra-

mabahu I and Nissaiika Malla to bring the whole island under his

rule, and the last ever to do so. But in retrospect the half-century of his

rule was no more than a sudden eruption of flame from a dying fire,

for Parakramabahu VI, die founder of the Ko^e dynasty, was also its

sole great figure.

In the early years of his reign Parakramabahu VI was confronted

with a dual threat from the traditional adversaries of the Sinhalese,

The Kublai Khan mission sought the bowl and hair relics as well.

On the history of the Kotle kingdom see G. P. V. Somaratne, Political Histoiy

ofthe Kingdom ofKotte (Colombo, 1975, published by the author).
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theJafiha kingdom in the north, and finom South India in the fbnn of

the expanding Vijayanagar empire. The Vijayanagar thrust was suc-

cessfully repuked—in about the twentieth year ofhis reign—and from
that he moved on to an invasion ofJaffna which was by this time a
Vyayanagar satellite. The Vanni principalities were first subdued in

order to prevent any possibility of an attack from the rear once his

forces had reached the Jafina kingdom. Tradition has it that the

Sinhalese population in the Jaffna kingdom rose in revolt against

their Tamil rulers before Parakramabahu VI's invasion. Nevertheless,

invasion of the northern kingdom was a daunting proposition, and the

first such was repulsed. The second achieved its objective: it succeeded

in putting to flight the Jaffna king, who sought refuge in South India

and did not return for two whole decades. By the middle of the

fifteenth century, the JafTna kingdom was under Sinhalese rule.

Sapumal Kumaraya, adopted son of Parakramabahu VI, was in-

stalled on the throne ofJaffna.

The mountainous core of the island—the nucleus of the Garhpola

kingdom—was firmly under the control of Parakramabahu VI. But in

the last years of his reign he faced an insurrection there led by Jotiya

Sitana. Although this insurrection was comprehensively crushed—

a

prince of the Gampola royal house was appointed in place ofJotiya

Sitana to administer the area on behalf of the Kottc king—it is never-

theless significant for being the first expression of a Kandyan claim to

autonomous status and distinct identity.

The administrative arrangements made for the central region—the

Udarata—after the rebellion there brings us to the crucial flaw in

Parakramabahu VI's system ofgovernment. There was no innovation

in or expansion of the machinery ofgovernment to consolidate the re-

establishment of an island polity. What Parakramabahu VI did was
to place subjugated regions imder their former rulers who then acted

as vassals of Kotte, or to install new rulers with wide powers falling

just short of semi-independent status. This decentralisation of auth-

ority underlined once more the feudal character of the Sri Lanka
polity. Thus the Kotte kingdom under Parakramabahu VI was a

brittle structure in which centrifugal forces were kept in check by the

personal influence and authority of a gifted ruler.

As happened so often in Sri Lanka's history, a disputed succession

—

following on Parakramabahu VI's death—destroyed the life's work
of an extraordinarily resourceful ruler. His nominee to the throne

—

his grandson—succeeded him at Kotte, but could hardly hold his own
against the more dynamic Sa])uinal Kumaraya who moved in to do

battle for the throne. The struggle was short and decisive. Parakra-

mabahu VI's grandson was killed and Sapumal Kumaraya took over

at Kotte with the title ofBhuvanekabahu VI. But this struggle for the
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throne led inevitably to a relaxation, if not the disappearance, of

control over the outer provinces ofthe kingdom.

Hie first to benefit firom this were the northerners. Jaifiia suc-

cessfully re-established itselfas an independent kingdom under Para*

rajasekaram (1479-15 19). The Tamil kingdom developed a more
distinct and confident Hbdu culture that drew its inspiration fixim

South India. More ominous however was a determined bid by the

Udarata—the Kandyan region—^to stake a daim to an independent

political role ofits own. The foundation ofthe Kandyan kingdommay
be traced back to die last quarter of the fifteenth century. The
absorption of the Kandyan region into the Kotte kingdom under the

energetic Parakramabahu VI did not extinguish separatist tendencies

among theKandyans ;on the contrary itmayhave helped to transform
these into a proto-nationalism. With his death and the rapid dedine

of the power of Kotte in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth cen-

turies, in the wake of disputed successions and prolonged political

instability, the Kandyans were afforded the opportunity to assert their

independence fixxm the control ofthe ruler at Kdttc
When Bhuvanekabahu VI died in 1 47 7, the authority ofK5t^ was

i^iricted to the south-west and a small area of the north-west. The
Jaffiaa kingdom was independent, and Kotte was in no position to re-

establish its control over the Udarata. Parakramabahu VI's legacy

had been spent within a decade ofhis death.

Aspects ofeconomic and social change

Political instability, the bane of Sri Lanka's history throughout this

period, had an inevitably debilitating effect on the economy. In the

Sinhalese kingdom of the south-west and the central mountainous

core of the island, rain-fed agriculture—^the cultivation mainly of

rice—was the norm, and this subsistence agriculture was the bedrock

of the economy. The agricultural surplus available to the state would
seem to have been quite modest in comparison with that ofthe more
eiqpansive qiochs of the hydraulic civilisations of the past This and
the instability and insecurity so characteristic of these centuries could

hardly have been conducive to the irrigation works in the parts of the

dry zone still under the control ofthe Sinhalese kingdom being main-
tained and kept in repair. The meagre evidence^^ available to us would
appear to indicate that there was at this time a distinct decline in agri-

cultural production.

Economic activity did, however, develop on new lines. In general,

trade rose higher in the scale of the ruler's priorities than ever before.

For instance, with the increased demand for spices in Europe after the

" These Is even IcM Infimiwtton <m the eoOQomy of the Tainfl
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Crusades, the island's dnnanion, which grew luximandy in the forests

of the south-west littoral, became an important item in its eaqxiit

trade. By &r the laiger share ofthe profits ofthe cinnamon tradewas
absorbed by the state, which as a result became less dependent on
revenue fiom grain than in the past. One needs to guard against the

danger of exaggerating the importance of cinnamon as a source of

revenue. Before the sixteenth century—and indeed even at the end of
that century—the yield from this source was well below that from
other items ofexport such as elephants and arecanut, while the export

trade as a whole, despite its increasing importance^ was much less

productive than the traditional sources ofrevenue such as land taxes

and revenue fitmi grain.^*

The land-tenure system of this period was, in &ct, another point

ofcontinuity with the past. The description ofits features containiBd in

previous chapteni is by and largevaHd for this period as well, with one
notable and obvious difference: water rates ceased to be a source of

revenue.

The island's foreign trade had three significant features. Sri Lanka
still had a lucrative and strategically important link in the East-West *

trade of this period. Secondly, there were the island's own direct com-
mercial links with Malacca, which controlled much of the South-East

Asian and China trade. (Gheng-ho's incursions into the Indian Ocean
appear to have been motivated, in part at least, by a desire for some
leverage in this Asian maritime trade, and his expeditions to Sri

Lanka had, as we have seen, commercial objectives quite apart from

religious and political considerations.) There was next the island's

Indian trade, its commerce with Galicut, the Coromandel coast,

Gujarat—itsdf a major trade centre—^and Bengal. Sri Lankan mei^

chants were engaged in trade akmg the coasts of India from Gambay
to BengaL
This external trade was conducted largely through the ports ofthe

west coast: Kalpitiya, Puttalam, Salavata (Chilaw), Kammala,
Negombo, Golombo, Kalutara, Beruvala and Galle. The main items

of export were arecanut, elephants, gems and cinnamon, and the

principal imports were cloth and dry fish.

The E2ist-Wcst trade of the period was dominated by the Arabs,

and their international trade links gave the Arab settlers resident in

Sri Lanka an advantage over their potential competitors, including

ofcourse the island's indigenous traders, in Sri Lanka's external trade.

Their most formidable rivals for this latter were the Ghetties, the

bankers of South India. The Arab traders were also, on occasion,

advisers to Sinhalese rulers on foreign trade; in 1238, for instance,

» See CL R. de Sihra, Trade in Geyion CinnanMin in ilie SizteeiiA Gentiiiy%

QHSS; iLS., 111(8),Juty-Dec. 1973, pp. 14-87; see e^eciatty pp. t5rt6.
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Bhuvaxid^b§hu I's mission to the Egyptian court was planned and
carried through by Arabs living in Sri Lanka.

One significant consequence of the growing importance of trade

was a slow but perceptible increase in the use of money in the eco-

nomy. By the end ofthe fifteenth century the economy's monetisation

was abeady under way.^ No doubt the process was fiidlitated by the

profits which came to the indigenous traders. Equally if not more
importantwas the cashwhich the people at large earned by the sale of

axecanut, the most important item in terms ofvalue in Sri Lanka's

Ibreign trade.

As foreign trade grew in importance Arabs appear to have setded

in larger numbers in the coastal areas and the ports whence they

graduallymoved into the interior in pursuit oftheir trading interests.

They maintained their identity largely through their religion and the

customs associated with it,^* but as a result ofintermarriage between
them and the local population, they became Indo-Arab in 'ethnic'

character rather than purely Arab.

If this expansion in the Moorish population added one more
dement to Sri Lanka's plural society, the accommodation ofgroups of
recent immigrants fix>m South India and their absorption into the

caste structure of the littoral saw the emergence of three new Sin-

halese caste groups—the mlSgama^ the durdod and the karaod* They
came to the island, in this poiod, in successive waves of migration

which continued well beyond it into the eighteenth century. The
disparity in the extent to which segments ofeach ofthese castes have
been assimilated within the social system would suggest that the

length of their contact with Sinhalese society has varied. The process

ofassimilation has been facilitated by their adoption ofthe culture of

the region to which they had migrated.

Their position in the caste heirarchy has varied with the times.

Similarly there were also notable changes as to occupational role,

though all three of them had the common characteristic of very

tenuous links, if any, with traditional agriculture. Thus in the Jana"

variisOf a Sinhalese poem believed to have been written in the fifteenth

century, the salSgamas are referred to as weavers, but with the passage

of time their caste occupation came to be that of peeling cinnamon
and preparing it for the market. How and when this transformation

came about we do not know, but the easy accommodation of these

migrant groups and thdr indigenisation underlines the resilience and

^* C. R. de Silva, 'The First Portuguese Revenue Register ol the Kingdom of

Kotte—1599,' CJHSSf n.s., V(i & a), 1975, pp. 1-83, especially pp. 22-34.
" There appears to have been no leiU'idioiis over the practice of their religion,

and they no doubt built mosques at the more important of their settlementi. No
moique datingfrom this period haiiun^tvecL
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remaxkable flexibility of the caste structure of the Sinhalese areas of

the littoral.

Religion and culture^^

A study ofBuddhism during this period reveals the operation oftwo
seemingly contradictory trends.Therewas, first ofall, averynoticeable
deterioration in the mcurale and discipline ofthe safigha, andBuddhism
itself confitmted surprisingly powerful pressure fi!x>m ICnduism. The
efforts ofa number cokings and ministers, including theDambade^ya
kings Vijayabahu III (1232-6) and Parakramabahu II, the ministers

Senadhilankara and Alalrelvara under the Gaiiipola kings> and Parfi-

kramabahu VI ofKdtte, the greatest ofthe rulers ofthis poriod, fiuled

to stem the rot. Indeed SenadhilaiUcara took the drastic step ofpurging

the sangha ofworldly and corrupt bhikkhus, and during the period of
the Gampola kings the post of sai^hariyaf chiefof llie hhUdtkus or the

primate of the Buddhist order, was created as a means of restoriqg

harmony within the saAgha and instilling a sense ofdedication among
die bMkkhus, That none ofthese measures was really efifecdve was due
mainly to the political instability and tumunl ofthese centuries.

Significandy too, doctrinal disputes had litde or nothing to do with
the tensions among the hhUskhus of this period. The struggles between
orthodoxy and the Mahayanists had long since been resolved by the

absorption within the 'offidai' form of Buddhism of some of the

doctrine^ rituals and deities of heterodoxy. The cult of the Tooth
Relic, fiir instance, retained the importance it had acquired in the

Pokmnaruva period. Indeed the possession of the Toodi Rdic was -

regarded as essential to the legitimate exercise ofsovereignty over the
island. Special shrines were built to house it, and customs evolved to

regulate the ritual and public celebiatioiis in its honour. Every year
the Tooth ReGc was taken out and carried in procession round the

capital city, and it was exhibited to the people on auspicious days.

Along widi the veneration of Mahayanist deities, the worship of
vedic and post-vedic Hindu deities was firmly established as part of
the religious practice of Sri Lanka Buddhism. Thus the shrine of

Upuluvan (Varuna) at Devinuvara, originally built in the seventh

century ad, was restored by Parakramabahu II, who also celebrated

the annual Asala festival of that god. A new centre of the cult of
Upuluvan, which became well known in later centuries, was estab-

lished at Alutnuvara in the Four Korajes by Parakramabahu IV
(1302-26). By the fifteenth century Upuluvan had been elevated to

the status ofthe national god ofthe Sinhalese. There were at the same

**See 1(8), book V, diapter IV, pp. 770-6 (D. B. Hettiaradiclii) and
PP* 778-93 (S< I^uanavitana).
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time three other major deities—Saman, the God of Adam's Peak;

Vibhisana, and Skanda. The shrine at Kataragama, dedicated to

Skanda, had by the end of this period become one of the major centres

of rcUgious worship in the island; its fame had spread beyond the

shores of the island, as far away as Thailand. The inscriptions of the

fourteenth century refer to these four gods—Upuluvan, Saman,
Vibhisana and Skanda—as the guardians of the island, and their

images, along with those of some other minor deities, were installed at

Lankatilaka and Gadaladeniya^'' as attendants of the Buddha. The
Pattini cult, an important part of the religion of the Sinhalese up to

recent times, is reierred to for the first time in the reign of Parakra-

mabahu VI.

This Hindu influence in Sri Lanka was nurtured by groups of

Brahmans, whose numbers increased during these centuries. They en-

joyed the patronage of the rulers (and the special favour of Parakra-

mabahu VI) and the support of the people. In contrast, the safighas

influence with the kings and nobility of Kotte declined steadily after

the death of Parakramabahu VI, and the upper crust of Sinhalese

society was fast becoming Hindu in outlook. Hindu shrines proliferated

in the KoUe kingdom; that of Munnessaram near Salavata (Chilaw)

received the support of Parakramabahu VI. There were also the

famous Hindu shrines in the areas under Tamil control—the Kanda-
swamy kovil at Nallur, Jaffna, and the one at Trincomalee.

For Buddhism, then, this was a period of troubles. As the 'oflicial'

religion it shared in the vicissitudes of the state, with recurrent

episodes of accelerated deterioration coinciding more or less with

periods of political mstability and intermittent revivals when strong

rulers imposed their authority on the country. The most notable

examples of the latter were the two Parakramabahus, II and VI.

During the small patches of stability against a large canvas of poli-

tical decline, unslaljle conditions and a general loss of vitality,

dynamic rulers could infuse the official rehgion with renewed vigour.

But the limits of this renewal must be emphasised : it was a series of

intermittent flashes rather than a sustained or prolonged eflfort; and
the official reUgion had long since ceased to be purely Theravada.

Despite all this, however—and this is the second trend—Sri Lanka
enjoyed enormous presdge abroad as the home ofTheravada Buddh-
ism. Buddhism had disappeared in India, its original home, and its

holy places liierie were no longer aocessible to devotees on account of^Mudim invasions, and so &iLankawas regarded
ofBurma, Thailand and Cambodia as a 8eoond--one might even say,

surrogate—holyland ofBuddhism because ofthe relics ofthe Buddha
presCTvcd at ihe isIand^s major centres ofBuddhist worship.

*' See below, p. 94.
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Of the art and architecture of thu period very Utde has remained.
There are the ruins at Yapahuva, with fintificatioiis suipaned only

by those of Slffri in their refinement and power. The most impres-

sive of the remams ofthis massive rock fortress is a porch leading to a
building on a terrace at the foot ofthe rock on the eastern side (which

is beUeved to have been the palace) , and the stairway giving access to

the porch. In its design this stairway has much in common with those

of the Khmer pyramids in Cambodia. There is evidence also ofSouth

Indian—^Dravidian—influence.

The two outstanding monuments of this period are the temples of

Lankatilaka and Gadaladeniya, both completed around 1344 in the

time ofBhuvanekabShu IV of the Gampola dynasty. Hie fiirmer is a
natural development from the Polonnaruva architecture. Gadala-

deniya, not far Scorn Lankatilaka, is in the Dravidian style of South

India, but with a stUpa in place of a sikhara. Apart from its base and
door frames, Lankatilaka is entirely of brick construction; at Gada-
ladeniya the inner shrine is built almost entirely ofStOQ^ while brick

is used only for the sikhara. Both shrines, each in its own way, embody
the syncretistic nature of the official religion of the day. Nowhere else

is the intrusion ofHindu practices, with their tolerant accommodation

within the ^official' version ofBuddhism, more acutely demonstrated

than at these shrines.

Ifthe fragmentation ofthe Sri Lanka polity had a deleterious effect

on religion, and was inconducive to any remarkable achievement in

art and architecture, it scarcely affected development in literature.

Indeed Sri Lanka in these centuries provides one more example ofthat

paradoxical situation, seen so often in history, of literatiure thriving

amidst conditions of political turmoil. Two themes are noteworthy,

poetrs^ flowered after some stolid, unimaginative work in prose litera-

ture ; and secondly and more significantly, religious prose gave way to

secular poetry—the sandesa kavya.

The first phase in this literary achievement was in the reign of

the Dambadeniya kings, Vijayabahu III and Parakramabahu II, but

more especially under the latter who was a scholar in his own right.

During his reign there was a resolute effort to foster Buddhism and
promote learning. The king himself is regarded as the author of the

Kavsilumina, an extensive poem based on the Kusa Jataka story^ and
conforming in large measure to the requirements of a mahdkdvya. The
Pujdvaliya (written around 1266) is the earliest classical Sinhalese

prose-work whose date of composition can be definitely fLxed. Belong-

ing to the same period but probably earlier than the Pujdvaliya was the

Saddarma Ratnavaliya, a compendium ofBuddhist stories based mainly

on the Pali Dhammapadatthakathd; the author retells the stories of the

Dhammapada commentary in the language and idiom of the people.
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and in doing so captures die imagination of his readers, and listeners

as much by a delightful lucidity of style and charming humour as by
the moral tone ofthe stories and their didactic purpose.

The reign ofParakramabahu IV at Kurui^^igala was maiked by the

appearance of literary works ofa historical and legendary character,

based on popular objects of veneration such as the Tooth Relic and
the sacred bo-tree. The Daladd Sinta, the story of the sacred bo-tree,

was composed at the request of Parakramabahu IV. The translation

of thejaiakas in the form of the Pansiya-panas-jdtaka pota, is by &r the

most powerful and pervasive single influence in the literature of this

period and probably the greatest single literary achievement of the

century. The thread woven through all the stories in this collection is

the working ofthe karmk law, how the bodkisattva perfected himself in

a series of births. These stories have remained an endless source of

moral edification and pleasant diversion to successive generations of

the Sinhalese people.

In the Gazhpola kingdom a new literary jeniv, marking a departure

fix>m the traditional poetry, came into its own: this was the sandeia

kSvya,^ the origins ofwhidi are to be found in Kalidasa's celebrated

Meg/uuHtta (the Cloud Messenger) in Northern India. It gained popu-

larity in South India about the fourteenth century, and there it

devdoped its own special characteristics. The Sinhalese sanddas were

composed about the same time, among the earliest ofthese being the

Ttsara and Mayura sandeSas. The sandeia poems reached their maturity

in the Kdtte kingdom in the cultural efl9orescence of the reign

Parakramabahu VI. Sri Rahula Maha Sthavira, the most distin-

guished btdkkhu in the kingdom, and the foremost scholar of his day,

was the author oftheParaoi and SdUdUum sandeias, the latter awork of
greater elegance and refinement than the former. The Gird and
Ha^ua sandeias (authorship unknown) also belong to the Kotte period.

The sandesa poems were manifestly secular in spirit and tone, in

contrast to the conspicuous religiosity of earlier Hterary works, and
as a result they are a useful source o£ information on the social and
political conditions ofthe country.

The Kdsj^asMariif a full-fledged tnahMuya and a work of consider-

able distinction, also belonged to the Kdtte period, but the crowning

achievement in its poetry was the GuUUa da A»nio—traditionally at-

tributed to Vattavethera—^the story of the Guttila Jataka and, al-

though it contains some features <k the traditional ornate poem, is

not a mahakasya. Its mellifluous simplicity has made it a thing ofen-

during joy.

In strildng contrast to poetry, prose works as a whole were both

1* GeneraUy a message invene caxried by a bird, and addi^
for a benediction on a king or some in^xvtant personage.
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imdifiringiiiaihftH and ummagmative. Even the Saddharma RoMsaraj^
wlikh icpregents die last substantial woik miStt^PSgSmMj^tnif^Skmf

showed a decline in literary akilL

The K5Ue period—especially in the reign ofParikramabShuVI—
was the hi^h-water marie of achievement in Sinhalese literature.

Thereafter, for several centuries—indeed till the eighteenth century
there was nothing ofany significance.
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THE CRISIS OF THE
SIXTEENTH CENTURY

The area under the direct authority of the Kotte ruler varied from

time to time, but at the beginning of the sixteenth century that king-

dom was still the largest and most powerful of the island's jx)litical

entities. Within its boundaries which extended from the Malvatu-Oya
in the north to beyond the Valave gariga in the south, and from the

mountainous core of the island in the east to the sea on the west, hved

the major portion of the island's population, and there it was that

trade and agriculture were most developed.

We need to reiterate, at this stage, a point which is often missed,

namely that the principal source of royal income in Kotte was land

revenue and not trade. ^ The Kotte kings were the biggest 'landowners'

in the country, and the gabaddgam—the king's villages—^were also

quite often the richest of the villages. The annual income from the

gabaddgam alone exceeded 3 million fanams at a time when the total

income of the Kotte ruler was just over 4 million fanams. Indeed

customs duties yielded less than one-tenth of the annual income
derived from the gabaddgam.

It was an economy in which barter was the principal mode of ex-

change. Yet there was, significantly, an annual payment of over

600,000 fanams to the king, in cash, from the gabaddgam: striking

evidence that the monetisation of the economy of the littoral was not

an eighteenth- or nineteenth-century phenomenon, but had its roots

going at least as far back as the fifteenth century.

The main source of cash income for the peasant was arecanut. The
areca palm grew in almost every village in the Kotte kingdom, save

in the dry zone. There was, moreover, a flourishing export trade in

this commodity with supplies obtained from within Kutte as well as

from the Udarata—the Kandyan kingdom—and with the profits

channelled largely to the royal treasury. Coconut too was a cash crop

ofsome significance, but neither as a medium of barter nor as a source

of cash income was it by any means a rival to areca. Nor for that

matter, at least not yet, did the cinnamon trade seriously compete

* Sec C. R. de Silva, 'The First Portuguese Revenue Register of the Kingdom
of Kotte—1599'* GJHSS, n.s., V(i & 2), 1975, pp. 1-83, especially pp. 22-34.
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with areca as a source of cash income. In terms of the revenue it

yielded to the royal treasury, the cinnamon trade at this stage was
still rdativdy insignificant oooqiared with traditional agriculture.

Cinnamon had two other limitations. Its benefits, such as they were^

went laigely to the saUlgamas, the cinnamon peelers as a castegnnip;
the emergence of this new caste occupation was a gradual process

stretching over a few centuries and in response to the increasing

demand fer cinnamon as an item ofea^rt trade—and the business

was stricdy limited to the excess they delivered over their obligatory

feet supply iu return fer the lands flusy hdkl. The surplus was 9old in

the open market The profits derived fixxm thesesaks could hardly be
described as considerable, but they were apparently a sufficient inr

ducement to produce a suiplus, and in any case these profits gave the

peders a coveted cash income.

The traditional land tenure system of the Sinhalese—described in

earlier chapters—with the long as the main source ofland grants, and
service tenure a key feature—was like some vast natural phenomenon
seemini^ impervious to change. In feet, while its slhicture remained
without fimdamental variation in ferm, it had a remarinble capar

dty to acconunodate itself to social and economic pressures and
stresses.

While the successors of Parakramabahu VI continued to regard

themselves as ehakravartis or emperors of the whole island, in practice

their effective power was limited to Kotte proper. Not that the Kott£
ruler's authority was unchallenged within his own kingdom—there

were occasional revolts such as the one that erupted in Pitigal and
Alutkuru Korales during the reign of Vira Parakramabahu VII
(1477-89). This long-drawn-out rebellion was brought under control

by his successorDhiama Parakramabahu IX (1489-1513)

.

The most perristent cause of fissiparous tendencies in Kdtte was
neither popular revolt nor foreign pressure but succession disputes.

Brothers of the king ruled portions of the kingdom, and each ofthem
had the title raja or king, though aU were subordinate to the emperor

of Kotte. It is possible that this practice originated fit>m a desire to

keep princes who had some claim to the throne in good humour by
giving them positions ofresponsibility; there wasperhaps the beliefas

well that the presence of loyal relatives of the monarch in these out-

lying districts afforded some security. In the long run, however, it led

inevitably to the weakening of ELotte's political structure, for those

princes who could do so transformed the areas they administered into

virtually autonomous principalities.

The most eventfiil of the succession disputes of this period was the

Vtjqj^ab&'KoUqifaf or the assassination of V;yayabahu in 1581. V^aya-
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bahu VI married twice, and had three sods by his first queen, and
one by the second. When the king sought to secure the succession for

his youngest son, the three elder princes obtained the assistance ofthe

Udarata ruler, killed their Either and shared the kingdom among
tfaemsebes. With this partitioii of Kotte, the Sri Lanka polity ap-

peared to have reached a stale of fragmentation which seemed well

beyond the capacity of any statesmanship to repair. Kottc's aspira^

tions to overlordahip over the rest of the island had never really been

capable of fiilfilment With the death of Parakramabahu VI those

aspirations seemed no more than a cruel joke.

The Udarata ruler's part in the VyajHiba'KoUaya is significant. It was
a cynical and shrewd move to aggravate the political instability in

KoUe^ and thus ensure full scope for the separatist ambitions of the

Udarata—the future Kandyan Inngrinm- By the 1470s Senasammata
Vikramabahu (1469-1511) seems to have made use of the distuirbed

political conditions in the lowlands to make himselfautonomous ruler

of the highlands, and he endeavoured to increase his own authority

wheneverKoUewas&cing internal problems. Vikramabahu*s son and
successorJayaiora (151 1-52) readily aided the three princes ofKotte

when they appealed for assistance against their Either in 1521. Hie
Kandyans saw in this turmoil the opportunity to assert their indepen-

dence from the control of K5tte. Thus the decline of Kotte proved to

be a necessary condition for the rise of the Kandyan kingdom.'

The northern kingdom ofJaffna, with its capital at Nallur, had suc-

cessfully re-asserted its independence soon after the death of Para-

kramabahu VI. The new ruler, Pararaja^aram (1472-15 19), con-

tent with control over the Jaffna peninsula and the neighbouring

coastiands, was not inclined to challenge the authority ofKotte south

of Matota. For their part, the kings of Kotte, who were preoccupied

with their own problems, made no attempt to regain the north,

although they continued to assert claims to overlordship over JafTna.

The JafTna kingdom was by now small and weak, although it re-

ceived tiie allegiance ofa few chieftains who ruled the Vanni.

The Vanni principalities extended from the borders of the Jaffiia

kingdom and along the eastern coast to Yala and Panama in the south.

The term vanniyar—a vanni chief—appears at this time to have

embraced a wide category of persons ranging from appointees of the

kings of Kotte, who administered outlying districts, to autonomous

rulers of large though somewhat undeveloped and sparsely populated

areas. Apart from a few principalities near Jaffna, the vanniywrs in

general seem to have paid tribute to the kingdom of Kotte.

' T. B. H. Abeyasinghe, 'The History of the Kandyan Kingdom* (in Sinhala)

in Jht Sinhalese Entiyclopidia (Ck>lombo« PP* 433~4*
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The Portuguese intrusion : theJirstphase

It 18 against this background that one needs to review the entry ofthe

Portuguese upon the Sri Lanka scene. The first contact of the Por-

tuguese with the K5tte kingdom in 1505--6 was largely acddental, and
it was not until twelve years later that the Portuguese sou^t to

establish a fortified trading settlement. The building of the first fiirt

near Colombo aroused popular hostility, fimned no doubt by the

Moorish traders established in the island who largely controlled its

esctemal trade^ and the fort had to be pven up. But the Portuguese

attempt to establish control over the island's cinnamon trade con-

tinued. Their trade in Sri Lanka was conducted fixmi an unfortified

foctory at CSolombo.

One striking feature <^Portuguese acdvities in Asia and Afiica was
that they did not aim at territorial conquest so much as the control of

commercebysubduing and dominating, bymeans ofnavalpower, the

strategic points thiou|^which it passed. Atno stage did ihey establi^

a dominance over the politics ofSouth Asia. What they did was to use

their sea power and superior technology at points of weakness or
where there were sharp divisions, and thus they attained an influence

out ofall proportion to thdr real strength.' Theywere drawn into the

politics of Sri Lanka, and particulariy ofthe K5tte kingdom, in their

amdety to establish a bridgehead for control over the island's dn- *

namcn trade. Part ofVijayabahu VI's unpopularity among his sub-

jects stemmed fiom his seeming subservience to the Portuguese. But
it was after the pardtion ofK5tte into three distinct politiad entities

that Portuguese intervention became a permanent feature of the

island's polidcs.

While the ruler of Kotte, Bhuvanekabahu, lost a considerable

amoimt of territory when that kingdom was partitioned in 152 1, the

region left to him was by far the richest and largest of the three with

resources adequate to maintain his position as the most important if

not the most powerful monarch in the island. But Bhuvanekabahu
was no match for his more daring and ambitious younger brother

Mayadunne, the ruler of Sitavaka, who aimed at control over the

whole ofthe pre-pardtion Kotte kingdom. The Kotte ruler hoped that

Portuguese protection would preserve his kingdom against Maya^
dunnS, and willinglyaccepted the status ofa Portuguese satellite. Over
the rest ofthe century, the major trend in the history of the truncated

kingdom ofKotte was its increasing dependence on and subservience

to the Portuguese.

Portuguese involvement in the affiurs of Sri Lanka was not limited

* See Ian MacGregw's chiqpter 'Europe and the East* in the New Ombridge
Modem Kttory, in, Tht R^bmaHen, 1590-1559 (Gambridge» 1958).
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to the south-west littoral; it stretched to the Udarata—^the ELandyan
kingdom—^as well, and to the Tamil kingdom. The circumstances in

which Portuguese interference in the politics ofthese kingdoms devel-

oped varied markedly, and so for that matter did the success they

achieved.

Although the Kandyan ruler regarded himself as (me of the pnn.*

apsd. beneficiaries of the partition of K5tte in 1521, his relief at the

seemifig weakening of the main source ofdanger to the Udarata was
short-lived, for out ofthe chaos of the partition emerged the vigorous

and aggressive Sitavaka kingdom, a much more serious threat to

Kandy than K5tte had ever been. Faced with this^ disturbing proi^

pect, die Kandyan ruler did in the early 15408 what Bhuvanekabahu

had done in similar circumstances: he turned to the Portuguese, and
willingly accepted the status of a satellite state. The symbob of this

voluntary subordination were the presence ofa small Portuguese force

in Kandy, and the entry there of Roman Catholic priests. Hie two
parties—the Kandyan ruler and the Portuguese—fadled to gain the

objectives they had set out to attain, and thdr association led instead

to misunderstanding, mutual suspicions and complications. The Kan-
dyan ruler adopted another line ofapproach, a marriage alliance with

the ruling £unily of Kofte: the Kofte connection, like that with the

Portuguese, was later to cause immense difficulties for the Kandyan
Idiigdom. But neither singly nor in combination could these connec-

tioDS ensure the security d'the Udarata against Sitavaka.^

Portuguese interest in the Tamil areas in the north of the island

stemmed from two considerations. First, the Jaffiia peninsula was
strategically important in securing control ofthe seaborne traffic from
the Malabar coast to Sri Lanka; and secondly there was the pearl

fishery. The Portuguese intrusion in the aifairs of the Jaffna kingdom
began in the 1540s, as part ofthe process ofextending Roman CSatholic

missionary activity in the island. The missionaries had crossed over

from South India and by 1544 had made heavy inroads, especially

among the hsherfolk ofMannar and Jaffiia. The Hindu ruler of the

kingdom reacted angrily and violentiy, and killed a large number of
Roman Catholic converts. Hie Portuguese, especially the missionaries,

were anxious to avenge these killings, but it was only in 1560 that a

retaliatory expedition was despatched. Although at first this achieved

some success, the Portuguese were forced to retreat to Mannar in the

following year. But this setback was merely temporary, and very soon

Portuguese influence over the affiurs of the Jaffiia kingdom was so

solidly established that they were even able to levy tribute from the

ruler. The fact that another Portuguese attack on the Jaffiia kingdom
was launched in 1591 is evidence, however, that there was still some

* See bdow, pp. lo^sE,
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resistance to them. On this occasion the king ofJafiha waskilled, and
a Portugueseproi^iwas placed on the throne.

Thtwm ofUu KdtU succession

In the period 1521-39 Kotte and Bhuvanekabahu could not escape

the consequences of tlie Portuguese connection which had developed

under Vijayabahu and had contributed greatly to the latter's un-

popularity at the time of his assassination. Portuguese pressure at this

stage was economic rather than political, an attempt to gain a mono-
poly of the cinnamon trade of the country and the establishment ofa
fort in the vicinity of Colombo for trading purposes. This second

objective was regarded as being much less important than the first.*

Nevertheless they were both viewed with unconcealed distaste in

Kotte, and Bhuvanekabahu himselfwas not inclined to co-operate in

them. But he was powerless to sever the Portuguese connection which
circumstances were to drive him into strengthening.

The initiative in concerting action against the Portuguese in these

matters was taken by the Muslim traders resident in Kotte and their

co-religionists in Malabar, who resented the loss to the Portuguese of

their trade in the island. Although they were primarily interested in

defending their ovm trading interests, their initiatives evoked a sym-
pathetic response from among the people against the Portuguese.

Bhuvanekabahu himself was drawn into this conflict, but he was un-

willing to risk an open confrontation with the Portuguese and as a

result he responded eventually in a manner which only served to

underline his increasing subservience to them. He would not lend his

aid to the Muslims; worse still, in 1526 he was compelled under Por-

tuguese pressure to expel them from Kotte. This proved an unpopular

measure, and Mayadunne and the Rayigama ruler stepped in to

champion the cause of the Muslims. The ruler of Sitavaka was the

principal beneficiary of the hostility which was building up in Kotte

against the Portuguese connection. He secured a formidable ally in

in the Zamorin of Calicut, whose navy, though not the equal of the

Portuguese, was to be of great assistance to him over the next decade.

In the late 1530s Mayadunne stepped up the pressure on Kotte.

Bhuvanekabahu had no sons by his chief queen, and Mayadunne and
theRayigama ruler—his two brothers—had reason therefore to regard

themselves as heirs apparent to the K5tte throne. In 1538, when the

Rayigama ruler died, Mayadunne seized his territories. Bhuvaneka-

^ The fort built by the Portuguese at Colombo in 15 19 was dismantled in 1524.
Between 1520 and 1550 they had a great degree of control if notmonopoly over the

cinnamon trade without the need for a fort.
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bahu acquiesced in this and even gave it his formal approval in the

hope, no doubt, that this would mitigate Mayadunne's hostility to

him. However, Mayadunne had set his sights on control over KoUe
and wcNild not be distracted from this aim by his brother's calculated

gestures of appeasement. Where Bhuvanekabahu was conciliatory

Mayadunne was bellicoseand awkward. Repeated provocations even-

tually precipitated an armed conflict between them in which the

Portuguese backed the Kotfe ruler and Mayadunne secured the sup-

port of the Zamorin of Calicut.

Although in the early stages of the conflict the advantage was with
Mayadunne—^indeed, a decisive victory lay within his grasp—the

superior military technology of the Portuguese saved the day for

Kotte. Mayadunne was forced to sue tat peace. The terms imposed on
him were utterly humiliating and none more so than the requirement

that he execute the leaders ofthe Malabari forces whohad come to the

island to assist him and send their severed heads to the Portuguese.

Mayadunne complied with this demand to the disgust ofthe Zamorin,

and as a result the Sitavaka^Galicut entente was never to be revived.

The first war of the Kotte succession thus ended in a H^^mili^ring

setback for Mayadunne, but no sooner had the Portuguese expedi-

tionary forces departed than he began winning over many of the pro-

vincial chiefs of Kotte. His success was remarkably rapid and by 1541

large areas of the Kotte kingdom were under the de facto control of

Sitavaka,* although there was still a nominal allegiance to Bhuvaneka-

bahu. Nothing contributed more to the rapid erosion of Bhuvaneka-

bahu's hold over large parts of his kingdom than the conduct of his

Portuguese allies: contumacious Portuguese factors and overbearing

Portuguese setders undermined his authority and alienated him from
his subjects.

By this time Bhuvanekabahu, intent on excluding Mayadunne from

the Kotte throne, had taken a fateful decision. He had two sons by a

junior queen, but they were not entitled to the succession while his

only child by the chief queen was a daughter named Samudra devi

who had married Vidiyc Bandara and had a son by him. In 1540 an
embassy was sent to Lisbon to secure a guarantee of Portuguese sup-

port for a move to have this grandson—Dharmapala, Samudra dcvi's

son—declared Bhuvanekabahu's rightful heir and successor. By sol-

emnly crowning a golden statue of the young prince in 1543, Joao HI
of Portugal pledged support for this unusual enterprise. By doing

so he ensured that the struggle for the Kotte succession would embroil

his country in a bitter conflict with Mayadunne. The succession from

* The most comprehensive study of the Sltiivaka kingdom is C. R. de Silva,

The Rise and fall of the Kingdom of Sitavaka', QHSS, n.s., VII(i), pp. 1-43.
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grandfiither to grandflcm was atypical. The fiict that it vraa to be
i

effected under die auqnoes of die Portuguese made it evea more
unpalatable to Mayadunne, and to the people ofKotte.

Bhuvanekabahu's problons increased with the arrival in KoUe of

a group ofFranciscan missionaries. Theycame at his invitation as part

of the price exacted fer Portuguese recognidon of the right of suc-

cession ofDharmapala to the Kofte throne. The Sinhalese envoys had
eacceeded their brief in giving the inqnession that Bhuvanekabahu
himselfwould be a willing convert to Roman Gatholicisin. But while

the king readily welcomed die missionaries and gave them pennisskm
to build churdies and preach in K6ttc» he categK^ically repudiated

his envoys' promise ofUs own conversion. The Franciscans were not

put off: they aimed at converting the king himself in the certain

knowledge that if they succeeded they would pave the way for the

conversion ofa laige number ofhis subjects. Bhuvandoibahuy for his

part, realised that there was no nu»ne certain way of alienating the

afifectum of his people than by changing his rdigion. But dopite

his obvious opposition to the attenqpt to convert him, Franciscan pig»
sure continued. In time Bhuvanekabahu became less fevourable to

CSiristian missionary activity, and there was a nuttked detenoration

in relatimis between the Portuguese and the king ofKdtte as a result.

Nevertheless much of the resentment against the Portuguese settlers

and missionaries rubbed off on the king, and from this nobody i

benefited more than Mayaduime.
However, the relationship between the Kotte and Sitavaka rulers

was not always a straightforward one ofsworn enmity and consistent

hostility. In the early 1540s they forgot their diiTerenoes for kog
enough to pursue a common policy ofopposition to the pretensions of

the Udarata ruler, Jayavura (their erstwhile ally against their fother

in 1521), to the status of an independent ruler. Mayadunne was the

driving force in this campaign against the Udarata. An independent

Kandyan kingdom in alliance with the Portuguese would pose a
formidable threat to the Sitavaka kingdom, for it would mean that

two frontiers, the western as well as eastern, would be under pressure.

A joint l^tavaka-Kotte attack on the Udarata came in 1545, and the

Kandyans were compelled to accept peace terms imposed by the

victors. Portuguese assistance for the Kandyans came too late, and

once it did arrive the Kandyans had reason to regret it for their would-

be rescuers annoyed and irritated the people by their insolence, and
offended the ruler by their incessant demands £at rewards despite the

£ict that they were too few in number to assure him and his kingdoB
any security against its enemies. Thus the first attempt at an alliance

between the Portuguese and the Udarata ended unhappily.

This was a period of shifting loyaldes and rapidly changing al-
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lianoes, with an attempt first of all at restoring fiiendly relations

between KOfte and the Udarata; more surprising still, K^yadunnS^
fearing the isolation ofhis kingdom as a result ofsuch a move, sought

anaccommodation ifnot alliancewith the Portuguese, directed against

KStte. But before these could develop further, the old Portuguese-

Kdtte axu was revived—primarily against Sitavaka but, on the insis-

tence ofdie Portuguese^ and despite die obvious reluctance ofKdtte,

against the Udarata aswdL
The Portuguese-Kdtte invasion ofKandy in 1546 which followed

ended in disaster, and ted to great bitterness between the two defeated

parties. Although MayadunnC's attempt to Benefit fixxm this by allying

himself with the Portuguese did not succeed, Portuguese relations

withKOttewere severely strained. Nevertheless, when towards the end
of 1550 fighting between Kdfte and Sitavaka erupted again, the Por-

tuguese stepped in to support Koftc once more. In the course of this

campaign BhuvanekabShu died under very strange drcumstanoes: he
was killed by a shot fired by a Portuguese soldier. Although the Por-

tuguese claimed that this was an unfortunate accident, it is impossible

to exclude the suspicion that it was an assassinaticm of which the

Portuguese Viceroy, de Noronha, who had led the Portuguese ex-

peditionary force to Sri Lanka, had prior knowledge.'

Vfith the death of Bhuvanekabahu, the second war of the K5tte
succession began, infinitely more complicated than the first because of
Bhuvanekabahu's son-in-law \^diye Bandara. When Mayadunne pro-

claimed himself king of Kdtte and advanced down the Kalani river,

the Portuguese, supported by a section of the Kotte nobility, pro-

claimed Dharmap&la king, with his father Vidiye Bandara as regent.

Evidently there were reserves of popular support for Dharmapala
within Kdtte, but this would have been of little avail had Vidiye

Bandara not proved to be the energetic and dynamic man he was. The
credit for organising a successful resistance to Mayadunne must go to

him. The Sitavaka forces were driven back from the Kotte kingdom.

The Portuguese intervened at this stage—1551
—^with the largest army

they were ever to land in the island, and joined in the attack on
Satavaka. Mayadunne had hardly regrouped his forces after the initial

setback at the hands of Vidiye Bandara when the joint Portuguese-

Kotte army moved into Sitavaka itsel£ Mayadunne was forced to flee

to Ddraviyagala in the interior, leaving Sitavaka at the mercy of its

enemies. Surprisingly his adversaries returned to Kotte without admi-
nistering the coup de grdce. Partly thiswas because de Noronha realised

that it would have involved a hard campaign in mountainous territory,

but there were more sordid considerations as weU—the Portuguese

' At the time Bhuvenakabahu was killed, de Noroolui had left the tdand; he
returned on hearing of the king's death.
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seemedmore intent on plundering the Kd^te treasury in the aftermath

of Bhuvanekabahu's death than in punuing MlyadttmiS in vnldt

ofSabaragamuva.^

Hiough Mayadunne lived to fight another day, he had litde reason

to believe that the balaaoe ofpolitical forces in the island would shift

in his favour as quickly or as comprehensively as it did. In the b^in-
ning the odds seemed to faN oiir his rivals in Kotte and the Udarata. In

the Udarata, Karaliyadde Bandara, elder son of the ageing Jayavira,

raised a revolt once more, executed his step-brother and rival, and
expelled his father fiom Kandy. Jayavira now sought refuge in Sita-

vaka. The clash between Sitavaka and the Udarata which followed on
this was indecisive, but Sitavakanow had a hostile Udarata in its flank.

The main problem, however, was still Kotte and the redoubtable

Vidiye Bandara.

Fromxhe beginning of 1552 to the end of 1555, Vidiyd Bandara was
a volatile and wholly uiqnedictable factor in the island's politics. For
the Portuguese, intent on a swi£t transformation ofKotte into aRoman
Catholic client-state, he was a singularly inconvenient barrier between
them and their undisputed control over the youthful king. Moreover
his success against Mayadunne encouraged him to cherish the hope of

a less restricted role in Kot^e's affairs than that contrived for him by
the Portuguese, a stop-gap regent with little independent power. The
Portuguese treated him with considerable suspicion even though he

embraced Roman Cathohcism in late 1552. The suspicion soon

matured into hostiUty, and the Portuguese proceeded to imprison him.

Yet the resourceful Vidiye Bandara escaped from prison in 1553 and

raised a revolt against the Portuguese. Mayadunne, sensing the pros-

pect of advantage in this situation, came to Vidiye Bandara's assis-

tance, and between them they launched a vigorous onslaught against

the Portuguese in Kotte and pushed them back to the coast, confining

them to the area in the immediate vicinity of Kotte and Colombo.

The extent and speed of their success in this campaign owed much to

a shrewd exploitation of the powerful undercurrent of anti-Portuguese

feeling among the people, exasperated by a reaction against Roman
Catholicism.

Vidiye Bandara's daring escapades and military skill alarmed
Mayadunne no less than the Portuguese. As a result, by 1555 there

was a cynical realignment of forces with the two inveterate enemies^

® Perhaps tlic most importaxit of all, Noronha had news that some of the petty

rulen ofMalabar, who had control ofdie region's pepper supplies, were planning

ahoycott ofthe PortugucK. One of ihc Portogucie Viceroy*g prime responii'liilifiwa

was to see that a cargo of pepper was despatched annually to Lisbon. Noronha
xetiimed to his headquarters and with a show of force dyoled theM leoUcitcant

Maiabaris into supplying the Portuguese with pepper.
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Mayadunne and the Portuguese, coming together in a temporary
alllanffie against an tmusui^ gifted adversary. Each needed the

other's help against Vidiye Bandara; each no doubt gambled on
^vinning the larger share of the speak with the eliminatioa of Iheir

commoii enemy; but on any dispassionate assessment the odds dearly
£ivoured Mayadunne rather than the Portuguese. When VIdiyC

Bandara was defeated, l^tavaka emerged as the laigest and strongest

kingdom in the island.

With \^ye Bandara out of the way, the momentum of events

pushed l^tavaka to the threshold of a new era of dominance in the

south-west. The Portuguese contributed greatly to this by their single-

minded pursuit of souls to save, a policy that was intrinsically detri-

mental to their political interests. Their most memorable success—the

conversion of Dharmapala in early 1557—was politically a disaster.

With all the enthusiasm of the recent convert, he proceeded to the

unprecedented and gravely provocative step of confiscating all the

lands owned by the saAgha and the deoales (Hindu temples) in his king-

dom and gifting them to the Franciscans. From then on, Dharmapala
was nothing more than the creature of the Portuguese, and his main,

ifnot his only, indigenous support came from the Roman CathoUcs in

Kotte. And almost immediately Mayadunne marched against Kotte,

confident that the king's subjects, antagonised by his conversion to

Roman Catholicism and embittered by the confiscation of temple

properties, would rally to the side of the invading §itavaka armies. In
the prolonged fighting that now ensued, stretching into the early

1560s, Dharmapala and his Portuguese mentors were saved from

complete defeat because the Sitavaka forces lacked cannon sufficiently

powerful to demolish the fortifications of Kotte and Colombo ; and in

the first few years the presence ofstrong Portuguese forces in Colombo
was a deterrent against any attempt to storm the fort. Nevertheless the

Portuguese themselves took the decision, in 1565, to abandon Kotte

and concentrate their forces in Colombo. Dharmapala and his Sin-

halese followers deplored this decision, but the Portuguese were intent

on cutting their losses. Though damaging to Portuguese prestige, it was
a tactically wise move, for they were no longer burdened with the

defence of Kotte. Dharmapala was now a ruler without a kingdom, for

Colombo was in fact a Portuguese fort, no more, no less.

The (hmmanee ofSitdvaka

Over the next twenty-five years Sitavaka came into its own. In

Mayadunnc's son Rajasiriiha I the Portuguese confronted a more im-

placable enemy and one whose opposition to them was more con-

sistent. When barely sixteen years of age he had been tlie nominal
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head ofthe army that defeated VidiyS Band&ra at raa^da* and had
been known since then by the name Rlgaaihha. His reputatum as a
soldier had been gieady enhanced in the campaigns of 1557-65.

Althouj^IUyasiihha did notsucceed to the Stavaica throne till 15B1

—

on ^yadunn6's deatb-4ie more often than not led the Sitivaka

fixroes in batde during this interlude.

A determination to complete thdr mastery of the old kmgdom of

Kotte by expeUing the Portuguese from their stronghold ofCSobmbo
dominated die strategyand tactics ofthe SltSvaka rulers over the next
two decades. The Portuguese, for theirpart, were not content to accept

their reduced position without a struggle. They resorted to the

tactics—successfully used against them earlier by Sitavaka—of harry-

ing villages in the vicinity ofCkxbmbo which now owed allegiance to

Sitavaka. Above all else they spumed any suggestion of a truce with

Sitavaka, and used their naval power with great effect over the next

decade against the more vulnerable coastal regions under the control

of Sitavaka. In 1574, on the death of Dharmapala's queen, the Por-

tuguese took the initiative in obtaining a bride for him from the

Udarata. For Rajasirhha this was doubly provocative : it held out the

prospect ofa political link between Dharmapala and his Portuguese

mentors, on the one hand, and the Udarata, which could threaten

Sitavaka's eastern frontier; on a personal level, there was an element

of humiliation because Rajasimha himself had unsucoessfiilly sought

the hand of this very same Kandyan princess. In 1574 Sitavaka

launched an attack on Kandy, uponwhich the Portuguesemoved into

the offensive with destructive forays into the coastal rq^ioos of the

south-west in which, apart from the usual incendiarism, harassment

of the civil population, and destruction of crops and livestock, they

engaged in a calculated policy ofvandalism and iconoclasm directed

against the traditional religions: they destroyed the RIyamaha vihSra

at K&laniya near Ck}lombo, the Hindu temple at Munneswaram, as

well as vihdras elsewhere on the north-west coast and in the interior.

The key to Portuguese survival in the age of Sitavaka's dominance
in the affairs of Sri Lanka was naval power. It enabled them to

establish new centres of influence in the littoral, in Jaffna primarily

but in other areas as well. Thus they constructed a fort at Galle in the

south of the island bet^veen 1571 and 1582, and in this same period

obtained tribute from some of the Vanni chiefs—those of Trincomalee

and Batticaloa in the east and of Puttalam in the north-west. But for

Sitavaka the most ominous feature of this clever use by the Portuguese

of their one element of strength was the prospect of an Udarata-

Portuguese entente which the events of 1574-6 had foreshadowed.

Rajasiriiha's attack on the Udarata in 1574 had been more a puni-

tive raid than a concerted bid to bring that kingdom under Sitavaka
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rule. In 1578 Rajasimha decided to take the offensive against the

Kandyans to bring them securely under Sltavaka's control if not its

rule. Although he captured the strategically important Balana pass

which secured accen to the c^tal of the Udarata, his expedition

&iled in so&r as its main objective was concerned, and once again the

Udarata was saved by Portuguese intervention in the form of naval

forays on the south-west and north-west coasts which compelled the

Sitavaka forces to abandon theirKandyan venture and to ooiicentrate

their attention on the Portuguese.

This Rajasimha did with redoubled energy, and for over two years

firom 1579 the city ofColombo was under siege. The Portuguese were
driven to desperate straits in contriving to survive this relentless pres-

sure, but endure it they did, and naval power—^Rajasiiiihawas unable
to prevent the arrival of reinforcements from Goa,—was once more
the key to their survival. When the siege was raised in 158 1 there was
no Portuguese counter-offensive. Because of a severe shortage of Por-

tuguese manpower in the east, they could not afford to concentrate

large forces in Colombo. As for Sitavaka, they kept up the pressure by
establishing their military headquarters at Biyagama less than 10

miles from Colombo. The Portuguese were confined to the city and its

environs.

In 1580 at a time when his fortunes and that of the Portuguese in

Sri Lanka could scarcely have been at a lower ebb, Dharmapala took

the decision to bequeath his kingdom on his death to tlie Portuguese

monarch Dom Manuel. This was the final phase in the subservience

of the Kotte monarchy to the Portuguese. Dharmapala's grandfather

had been a protege of the Portuguese, a pliant ruler ofa satellite state;

he himself ended as a roifaineant.

Mayadunnc died in 15S1, and Rajasirhha succeeded to the throne

—

though not without opposition. For nearly two decades Sitavaka had
been engaged in almost continuous warfare, and there was naturally

a longing for a respite and for a reduction in the high taxation which

had been the inevitable result of these wars. If these campaigns had

brought glors'^ to Rajasimha and Sitavaka, inevitably he was identified

also with the burdens they imposed on the people. Significantly there

was considerable opposition from the sahgha as well. Whether this was
the cause or the result of his conversion to Hinduism we are in no
position to say. But Rajasiiiiha easily crushed this opposition.

Once he had consohdated his position—which he did quite swiftiy

—

he turned almost at once to another—and this time, successful

—

Kandyan campaign. The Udarata was absorbed in the Sitavaka king-

dom. Sitavaka was now relieved of anxieties about its eastern frontier,

and Rajasimha I was in direct control of a larger extent of territory in

Sri T.anka than any ruler had been since the days of Parakramabahu
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VI. More important^ lUgasiiiiha I gamed valuable additional re-

flomoes inmen and material fiv use against tlie Poirtuguese.

It was obvious to tiie Portuguese that this sucoeasfiil Kandyan
campaign would be the prelude to another attack on Colombo. They
expected this attack in 1582, and in anticipation ofit rdndlt the vraUs

ofthe CSolombo fort It was five yeaxs before the attack was launched.

Rqasidiha was making careful preparations for what was to be the

em^ de grdee against the Portuguese. But he also had to cope with
disturbances within his kingdom, in Sitavaka itself and a movement
against him in the Udarata in fiivour ofWeerasundera Bandara. This

latter Riyasimha crushed. Weerasundera was killed, and with it any
prospect^ for the time being, ofa prolonged uprising against Sitavaka.

But Weera8undera*8 soil Koofj^appa Bandara escaped to the Por^

tuguese and was later known asEkmiJoSo ofAustria.
Rajasiiiiha's last taegt of Gdombo, in 1587^ was also the best

known. Once again he came dose to victory, and was only thwarted

by his inability to prevent Portuguese reinforcements fiom coming in

&om India. In 1587-8 Sitavaka's power had reached its zenith: few

could have predicted that within five years Sitiyaka itsdf would be
destroyed beyond any hope ofrecovery.

The train ofevents which was to culminate in Sitavaka's uprooting

was precipitated by a rebellion in the Udarata, triggered off by his

levy ofmen and material for his siege of Cblombo. But the crucial

factor that led to loss of support for Rajasiihha I in the Udarata was
clearly the execution of Weerasimdera. The success of the Kandyan
revolt in 1590 encouraged Rajasiihha's enemies within Sitavaka. The
Seven Korales rose in rebellion, and when Rajasiihha withdrew his

men fix)m the Udarata to meet this threat the Portuguese moved in,

and destroyed the Sitavaka stockades at Biyagama and Kaduwda.
His immediate reaction of beheading the commanders of these two
stockades only aggravated the discontent in Sitavaka.

Rajasiihha I regarded the tumult in the Seven Korales as a minor
irritant compared to the Kandyan 'rebellion'. He led his army to the

Kandyan hills determined to crush this revolt. But his campaign
fsiiled, and on his way back to Sitavaka, he died ofa septic wound
caused by a bamboo splinter piercing his foot.

His death in 1593 left a power vacuum in Sitavaka. There were too

many contenders for power, none capable of bending the bow of

UK^ses. Within two years Sitavaka had caved in, destroyed by a

combination of self-inflicted wounds and Portuguese arms, and almost

the whole of the old kingdom ofKotte, as it existed in 152 1 prior to its

parution, acknowledged the sovereignty of Dharmapala and the

authority of the Portuguese.
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Sitavaka's achievement was considerable. Within two generatioDS,

despite a continued struggle against the superior manpower resources

ofKotte and the military technology ofthe Portuguese, to say nothing

ofthe Udarata, itwasmuch themost powerful ofthe kingdoms within*

the island. Portuguese forces, many times the size of those that freely

devastated the Kandyan kingdom in the seventeenth century, were

successfully confinedbyRiyasimha I within the fort ofCobmbo. More
than once Sitavaka nearly succeeded in driving the Portuguese out of

Sri Lanka, and only the lack ofa navy or naval support to match that

of the Portuguese prevented a complete success. Indeed during the

briefperiod of its existence of about seventy years, the Sitavaka kii^
dom established a record of resistance to foreign rule which has never

been matched in the history ofWestern rule in Sri Lanka.

Sitavaka's greatest legacy to Sri Lanka, then, was this tradidon of

resistance, to which the Kandyan kingdom became the legatee. But a
comparison between Sitavaka and the Kandyan kingdom as defenders

of Sinhalese independence would show that Sitavaka's achievement

was the more creditable of the two. For one thing Sitavaka did not

have the advantage of easily defensible frontiers; no mountain chains

protected it, and the Kalani river—unlike the Mahavali in the Kan-
dyan area—^was navigable almost up to the capital city of Sitavaka by
river craft which could transport men and arms for the Portuguese.

What the two kingdoms had in common were the forests, and the men
ofSitavaka were as skilled in guerrilla warfare as the people of Kandy
were to be. But the rulers of Sitavaka were also adept in the arts oi

conventional warfare, the open confrontation between armies on a

battlefield. Very early they had mastered the techniques of modern
warfare and militar}^ technology, and in conventional warfare they

proved to be a match, and often more than a match, for the Por-

tuguese. In this sense no Sinhalese rulers of the future bore comparison

as warriors with Mayadunne and Rajasiriiha, nor did they confront

the same heavy odds as those which faced the rulers of Sitavaka.

The rapidity with which the area controlled by Sitavaka expanded
from the late 1550s created formidable problems of administration,

especially in regard to the consolidation of control over the new
acquisitions. They were, of course, assessed for revenue purposes, and
efforts were made to develop areas depopulated as a result of the

prolonged warfare of this period ; but these wars left htUe time for

innovation in the machinery ofgovermnent.

Rajasiriiha of Sitavaka was remarkably attuned to the changes that

had occurred in the sixteenth century, especially in regard to the

economy and most especially in regard to the cinnamon trade. Most
if not all of the cinnamon lands of the littoral were under the control

of Sitavaka after 1565. The processed cinnamon was collected and
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stored in royal warehouses and sold to traders, at the market prke^ on
the king's authority. CSnnamon was a key source of state revenue

under^ Sitavaka kings, particularly during the rule ofRajasii^ha I

when some of the measures he adopted showed a radiczd departure

from the traditional pracdce of the Sinhalese kings. Thus to keep

prices high he emulated the Portuguese in burning excess stocks of

cinnamon, and as a result the rise in price was spectacular. It would
be true to say, however, that Mayadunne and Rajasirhha were more
adept in the martial arts than in the prosaic business of peacetime

administration. Prolonged warfare exacted a fearful price from the

people, and the niiUtary prowess of the Sitavaka kings was in the end '

a crushing burden on the economy.

The collapse of Sitavaka was even more dramatic and precipitate

than its rise and cxpanaan had been. Rajasimha, on whom it can

largely be blamed, was only about fifty yean old at the time of his

death in 1593. He had eliminated almost every potential rival so that

there was no successor capable of consolidating his achievements or

holding the kingdom together against its enemies. His intoleranoe of

opposition in the last years of his rule served to elevate a number of

self-seeking adventurers to key positions in the armed forces. When he
died he left his army almost intact, but there was no one to take his

place in inspiring its loyalty, and without his leadership its moralewas
easily undermined.'*

Within a few years of Rajasiihha's death, Portuguese control over

the south-west littoral was extended, consolidated and stabilised. And
the crisis of the sixteenth century, which began with the decline of

Kotte, culminated in the collapse of Sitavaka, and with Portuguese

dominance if not control over two of the three kingdoms that had
existed when the century began. In Kotte, Dharmapala was a mere
figurehead, and in Jaffna there was a protege of the Portuguese on the

throne. Only the Kandyan kingdom survived, the last of the indepen-

dent Sinhalese kingdoms. The dramatic collapse of Sitavaka with

Rajasirhha's death had enabled it to assert its independence once

more. But with the release from Sitavaka's domination came renewed
danger from an old enemy—the Portuguese.

lUyariiiilui't cwivpififfti to SQuduisni is xcigavded m liwiDif alieiiAted Uie

people from him, or at least weakened their enthusiasm for his cause. There is

reason to doubt this. A strong commitment to Hinduism was nothing unusual in

Sinhalese rulers. As wc have seen, some of the Kotte kings and the 61itc in Kofte
had been distinctly more favourable to Hinduism than to Buddhism.
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12. The ramparts of Galle, built by the Dutch.

13. The Dalada MaHgava (Temple of the Tooth), Kandy.

From John Davy, An Account of the Interior of Ceylon (London,
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9
PORTUGUESE RULE IN THE

MARITIME REGIONS
ca. 1 600- 1 658

At the close ofthe sixteenth century ihcEstado da India had reached the

zenith of its prosperity. The Portuguese had been absorbed in the

state system ofAsia where their naval power and their usefulness as

trading partners had enabled them to establish a seemingly stable

position. Then in 1595-6 there appeared in Asian waters an ominous

threat to the Portuguese in the shape of Dutch ships : indeed, fiwr the

Portuguese the effects oftheir arrival can only be described as catastro-

phic After 1585, when Philip II with increasing rigour banned their

trade with Iberian ports, the Dutch were better prepared than the

£Bglish to imdertake a hazardous sea voyage to the spice islands by
way of the Gape ofGood Hope. In financial strength, administrative

skill and naval experience they were well ahead of the Portuguese

and the English. The formation of the Vereenidge Oost-Indische

Gampagnie (V.O.G.) in 1602 co-ordinated the Dutch efforts and gave
them the backing of what, for over a century, was the greatest com-

company in the world. It received extensive state support and
BBOQopolist privil^es, and deliberately set out to challenge the Por-

tuguese position in the East. Despite initial reverses in attacks on Por-

tuguese forts and settlements, the Dutch had ousted the Portuguese

from the spice islands, besieged Mozambique and Malacca, and
blockaded Malacca and Goa all within four years of the foundation

of the V.O.G. Thereafter the V.O.G. steadily expanded its factories

and its influence firom the Red Sea toJapan. The establishment of the

Dutch headquarters at Batavia after 1619 meant that Portuguese

vessels could only use the neighbouring straits of Malacca at great

risk to themselves. In the wake of the Dutch came the English but the

Hollanders had done much of their work for them by breaking the

back of Portuguese seapower in the Far East. In the Persian Gulf and
off the west coast of India, however, it was the English who bore the

brunt of the attack, at any rate in the first quarter of the centur\\

Ironically, it was in this period, when Portuguese power was on the

decline in almost all parts ofAsia, that there was a notable extension of

their authority and influence in SriLanka: inKoUe andJaffiiapatam.

"3
8
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Portuguese control over theKd^e andJaffiia kingdoms, established

in the last decade of the sixteenth century, was consolidated over the

first third of the seventeenth century. Sri Lanka's maritime regions

and the Zambezi river valley in Afirica were the only two regions in

which the Portuguese extended their control beyond the range of
their coastal forts. The rapid collapse of Sitavaka and the fiidle

restoration of K5tte had shown the Portuguese that the military

resources available to them in the island were adequate for the ex-

pansion of their power there. The strategic value of Sri Lanka was
underlined with die arrival ofthe Dutch in Eastern waters, for Dutch
vesseb bound for the East Indies sailed round the southern coast ofdie

island. Besides, the growth of Mughal power in the Deocan under
Akbar in this same period posed a threat to the Portuguese in Goa.

The expansion qfPortuguesepower in Sri Lanka

Till 1597 the reality of Portuguese power in K5tte had been cam-
ouflaged somewhat. DharmapSla was still, nominally at least, its

ruler. But the aged and expendable Dharmapala never took up re-

sidence in his old capital, and seldom asserted his rights to his king-

dom; much less did he attempt to share its administralion with the

Portuguese. In 1580 he had bequeathed his kingdom to the Por-

tuguese monarch, and this bequest—confirmed and clarified by sub-

sequent documents—^furnished the Portuguese with a sufficient and
exclusive claim to the kingdom of Kotte. This l^al title they pro-

ceeded to proclaim within two days of Dharmapala's death on 27
May 1597* The proclamation was an occasion for much solenmity

and ceremonial. DomJeronimodeAzevedo, the Portuguese Captain-

General in SriLanka, sunmioned to C!olomboDharmapala's princqpal

officers, as well as representatives of the provinces, and delegates

chosen by those assembled there took an oath of allegiance to the

crown ofPortugal on behalfofthe people ofKotte.^

From the beginning, however, diere was resistance to Portuguese

mastery over Kotte. While Dharmapala was alive, there had been

two major revolts, one led by AkaragamaAppuhamy in 1 594, and the

other by Edirille rala in 1594-6. In the first two decades ofPortuguese
rule after Dharmapala's death there were four major revolts—^those of

Kangara arachchi in 1603, Kuruvita rala in 1603 and 1616-19, and
Nikapidye Bandara in 161 6-1 7.* There were minor revolts in the

Seven K5rales in 1616 and in the Matara disdvony in 1619.

In the last years of the sixteenth century the main centres of re-

^ See T. B. H. Abeyasinghe^ The Myth of the Mahrana Gonveation', CJUSS^
7(1), 1964, pp. 67-72.

"ThelastnuyorKbeUioiaagainittfaePortugueiewasin 1630 in Badiilla.
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beDioii were the KSlani and Kalu ganga basins, and in particular the

Siyanfl, Hevagam, Salpiti, Rayigam and Pasdun Kfin4&. By 1600

Fbrtuguese mastery over these regions had been consolidated, and
thereafter it was in the periphery^-^e border regions where their

authority was not yet secure—that Sinhalese resistance persisted.

Neverdidess once resistance erupted into rebdfion in these parts,

tfiere was a tendency fiir the rdbels to move into the Kahmi valky to

confront Portuguese power there. As the Portuguese tightened their

grip over the Kdtte kingdom, potential rebels &oed heavier odds, but
cooe a rebellion broke out, the insurgents were able to hold out

atiucfa longer than in the fibst decade.

Therewere two basic drivingforces in these resistancemovements

—

the desire to be rid ofthe foreigner, to which was connected a hostility

to the Roman Catholic religion. The second &ctQr had to do with

diKonteaft amcmg the people at large arising from the rigours of

Fbrtuguese land policy, the lawlessness of officials, and the govern-

ment's increased denumds for services and goods from the people.^

Resistancemovements against thePortuguese received aidprimarily

from the Elandyan kingdom. Jaffiiapatam aided the rebels once, but

thatwas in 161.7, a yearofacute crisbwhen the Portuguese were foced
wxtlia nuyor rdieillion in the lowlands ofthe south-west

The kingdom ofJa£Biiapatam was the weakest of the three major
units into which Sri Lanka was divided in the sixteenth century; it

was much the poorest and, because it was easily accessible by sea,

vulnerable in away that the Udarata and Sitavaka never were. More-
over, with the establishment ofPortuguese control over the lowlands

ofthe south-west, Sinhalese Usseam troopswere used against theJafiBoa

Tamil forces, without fear ofdesertion to the ranks ofthe enemy.
A Portuguese expeditionary force imder Andre Furtado de Men-

doga in 159 1 had consolidated the Portuguese hold inJaffiia. The new
king, Ethirimanna CSu^am, owed his throne to the Portuguese and
was pledged to favour Christianity. The disturbed poHtical situation

inJaffiiapatam during the three preceding decades had seen the power
and influence of theJafTna nobility increase at the expense of the king;

while some of these nobles became Christians and looked to the Por-

tuguese for advancement, the bulk of them remained steadfasdy

Hindu, and resented Portuguese interference with their cultural and
trade ties with Tanjore. The ruler's commitment to Christianity

alienated the majority ofhis subjects as well because oftheir fidelity to

the traditional religion.

The weakness ofthe king's position became evident within a year of

' The rdbdlioot ofKurarita rSk and NQcapitiyS BaiidSn
Seven Kdrales reapectnrdy.

*ThiaepcoblemiarediicuiMdbekiw,pp. tss-^.
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de Mendoga's c9q)editioa[iwhen disoontent in theJaffiiakingdom oom-
pelled EtfairimamiaOinlcftTn to abandon his palace

the Portuguese township ofJafiha. After a briefstruggle Ethiiimanna

Cinkam re-established his cootrol over the nordiem kingdom, but he
found it politic to move away fix>m his Portuguese mentors and to

make an ostentatious demonstration of his independence of them.

Pardy, this was a shrewd move to win the support ofhis subjects; but

there were other reasoos as welL Some of die Portuguese in Jaffim

scarcely concealed thdr contempt for him and openly insulted him
when he disagreed with them. He had suffered financial losses on
account ofvariations in the tribute demanded from him by the &ctor

ofMannar—elephants in one year and cash in another without prior

warning. Besides, the Pbrtuguese omndor or judge ofMannar sought

to extend his authority to theJaffim kingdom as welL Above all there

were die complications caused by die proselytising zeal of the mis-

siooanes.

The Portuguese tfaemsdves were dissatisfied with Ethiiimanna CSA-

kam—indeed they had begun to have doubts about his loyalty to

them as early as 1595—but while relations between the two parties

kept deteriorating, neither felt inclined to make a move against the

other. In 1614, however, the Portuguese king sent definito instructions

to deposeEthirimannaCSnkam, and only thelack ofmeansIbrthe task
prevented the Oaptain-General of Sri Lanka from embarking on this

enterprise. As it was, they were spared die necessity because of
|

Ediirimanna OinkamV deadi in 1615.

The Portuguese Viceroy at Goa soon found himselffiuxd with the

ocnnplications stemming from a disputed succession to the throne of

Ja£Baa, and a seizure ofpower by a faction led by Gaakili Kumara, a
nephew of Ethirimanna Cinkam, who killed all princes of the blood

save the legitimate heir—Ethirimanna Cinkam's three-year-old son

—

and GankiU's own brother-in-law. Then Gankili as well as a rival

sought recognition from the Portuguese as regent of JaffhapataUL

Faced with Nikapitiye Bandara's formidable rebellion, the Portuguese

had no aversion to Cankili acting as regent on condition that he gave
no assistance or refuge to Nikapitiye Bandara.

But Cankili had little popular support in Jaffnapatam, and his

position there soon became insecure. In August-September 1618 a
revolt was organised by a Christian group, and Cankili was driven to

seek refuge inKayts whenceheapplied to the Portuguese for assistance

but found them reluctant to support him against their co-religionists.

It was at this stage that Cankili appealed to the powerful Nayak of

Tanjore who promptly obliged him with a force of 5,000 men which
easily crushed the rebellion. Nevertheless his position remained as

unenviable as it had been previously. In Jaffiiapatam Cankili was
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dependent an troopci fiozn Tanjore, many ofwhom remained behind

under their comiiiaiider to serve in theJafha forces; on the otherhand
he could not break with the Portuguese. He continued to pay them
tribute and allowed fieedom ofmovement to their setders and priests

within the kingdom even while they were urging the authorities in

Goa to cooquerJaffiia.

It was uzider Filipe de Oliviera in 1619 that the Portuguese made
their move, for reasons which were defensive in intent They had
finmd that GaiUdliy despite assurances to the contrary, was per-

mitting mercenaries and sufqplics to move into territory hdd by anti-

Portuguese forces at a time of great danger to their position in Sri

Lanka. TheJafEaa rulerwas making efforts to get theKandyaU king

—

Senerat—into renewed opposition to the Portuguese, and had aheady
sought aid from the Dutdi at Paleacat In March 1619 de Sa, the

PortugueseCSaptain-General in the island, received newsfromMannar
that a cousin ofthe last Kunjali admiral of Calicut had appeared off

Jaffiiawithfivearmed vessel»--presumably at the request ofGai&kili

—

and that this fleet was attacking Portuguese shippng.

Although the Portuguese expedition was speedily successfid and
CiaiUdli captured and taken to Colombo as a prisoner, throughout

1620-1 thoe were pockets of opposition to the Portuguese in Jaffiia-

patam. The Portuguese had towage two major campaigns, eadi more
arduous than that by which the kingdom ofJaffiiapatam had been
conquered in 16 19, before they consolidated their position. In both

cases sizeable invading forces from Tanjore werejoined by local Tamil
recruits in an attempt to oust the Portuguese—who nonetheless held

out successfully.

One of the key footers in the success of the Portuguese in Jafiha-

patam in i6ig-2i was the presence of a pro-Portuguese Christian

minority at JafiSoa. During and after the conquest this minority pro-

vided a source of strength inJa£Qu^ which may well have tipped the

scales in fovour ofthe PortugueK on crucial occasions.

Two points about the conquest ofJafiha are worth noting. First, it

provided a useful accession of strength to the Portuguese at a time

when their fortimes were on the wane in the East. It strengthened

their continol over the pearl fishery and, by giving them greater in-

fluence over the supply of elephants from the Vanni, increased their

domination over the island's elephant trade. Jaffiia was the main
market for elephants captured in the island. There was the advantage
too that Portuguese soldiers could be rewarded with grants ofland in

Jaffiiapatam. But most important of all, at a time when their com-
mand of the sea was being challenged, Portuguese conununications

between the Malabar and Goromandel coasts were made safer than

before aoot they had control overJaffiia. Secondly, the subjugation of
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theJa£Bm Idngdom was one of the most lasting efifocts of Portuguese
rule. The Dutch and the British after them continued the polky of

treatingJaffiiapatam as a mere unit ofa laiger political entity.

For two decades after regaining its independence, the Kandyan
kingdom was confronted by a concerted Portuguese attenq>t to faring

itunder their rule^ and thus complete their domination over thewhole
island. As legatees of the K5||e kiogs, the Portuguese sought to re-

assert Kotte's overlordship over the Udarata. Moreover, through the

process of cooveiaion to Roman Catholicism, the Portuguese had
pliant prot6g^ whose claims to the Kandyan throne were as good as,

ifnot better than, those ofany other aspirant. These claims they now
advanced in support of an extension of Portuguese power to the

Udarata. Pedro Lopes de Sousa led a Portuguese expeditionary force

for this purpose in 1594 taking with them the iSinhalese princess,

Rusumasana devi, or D5na Gatherina as she was called, who had the

itrongest daims to the Kandyan throne. The aim quite ezplidtiywas
to install her there in the Portuguese interest But they were out-

witted by Konappu Bandara, an erstwhile prot^ of thdrs (he had
fled to them on the execution of his &ther Weerasuadera Bandara by
Rajasimha I) who was to be the legatee—quite unexpectedly, for the

Portuguese—of the successful guerrilla campaign directed against de

Souza's force. He captured the prized Kusumasana devi and married

her, thus securing solid claims to the Kandyan throne, even though
the Portuguese would not recognise them. Konappu BandSra reigned

in Kandy as Vimala Dharma Suriya till 1604.^ The Portuguese would
neither grant him recognition in this position nor abandon their

claims, as heirs to Kotte, to suzerainty over the Udarata. Indeed Por-

tuguese anxiety to subjugate Kandy increased with the arrival of the

Dutch in Asian waters.

Vimala Dhanna Suriya and his successor Senarat* (1604-35) be-

tween them re-established the kingdom of Kandy. Their aims were
modest and starkly limited: survival was all, and peace on any terms

which the Portuguese were prepared to grant. But the latter (especially

when de Azevedo was Captain-General) were not interested in peace

with the Kandyans and were intent on the systematic destruction of

parts of the Kandyan kingdom through regular forays.'^ The Kandyan
kingdom retained its independence only because the Portuguese could

not muster the manpower (in terms of Portuguese soldiers) necessary

to subjugate it But Kandyan policy towards the Portuguese did not

* T. B. H. Abeyasinghe, Portuguese Rule in C^lon 1^34-1612 (Colombo, 1966),

pp. ia-d8.
* Senarat married the widowed KunimSauia devi after the death of Vimala

Dharma Suriya.

't»«/.,pp.ax-68.
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change; it remained one oiditente. This they achieved to some extent

by the Treaty of 1617, under the terms ofwhich the Portuguese at last

recognised Senarat as ruler of the Kandyans. The latter in turn

acknowledged the authority of the Portuguese to rule over the mari-

time districts of the Sinhalese. The Kandyans agreed to pay tribute to

the Portuguese and promised to deny entry to any of their enemies.

The annexation ofJaffna in 16 19 worked to the disadvantage of the

Kandyans by depriving them of a potential ally and a bridgehead for

conununication with other rulers in South India. One result of the

annexation was that the only ports which the Portuguese did not

control in Sri Lanka were on the east coast, which was acknowledged

as being part of the Kandyan kingdom. Despite this, they soon set

about gaining control of the two major ports of fiatticaloa and

Tiinoomalee; the latter they captured quite easily, and in 1628 they

seized and fortified Batticaloa. Despite these blatant infringements of

Kandyan sovereignty, Senarat would do nothing to precipitate a
confrontation with the Portuguese.^

By 1628, however, the signs of a change in the Kandyan policy

towards the Portuguese were manifesting themselves. Senarat's son

Rajasiihha—the future Rajasimha II—^anxious to take on the mantie

of Sitavaka, and of his namesake Rajasimha I, in resolute opposition

to the Portuguese—was largely responsible for the change. The Kan-
dyans now resorted to a more aggressive policy, and organised in-

cursions deep into Portuguese-held territory. The Portuguese, in turn,

reverted to the old pohcy of attempting an armed invasion for the

subjugation of Kandy. In 1630 a Portuguese expedition under Con-
stantine de Sa set out for this purpose, but it was routed at the battle

of Randcnivela near Vallavaya. Once again, as under the Sitavaka

kings, the Portuguese ^vcre harried and pushed back to the security of

their forts. Once again, in imitation of Mayadunne and Rajasimha I,

the aim was to drive the Portuguese out of Sri Lanka.

The expulsion of the Portuguese

The change of policy from detente to vigorous resistance was sustained

over the next twenty-eight years. But in the meantime a respite came
in 1633—a temporary truce, a peace of exhaustion. A Luso-Kandyan
treaty signed in 1633 was, curiously, more favourable to the Por-

tuguese in that their control over the ports of the eastern province was
recognised. It required the threat of the renewal of war to get the

Kandyans to accept the treaty—as a disagreeable but temporary

necessity. And they began to look earnestly for foreign assistance

> C. R. de Silva, TJu Pwtuguut in Ctylon, i6iy-i6s8 (Colombo, I979}» chapten
II, III and IV.
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against the Portuguese, the objective being the prevention ofreinforce-
ments fix>m abroad for Portuguese forces in forts on the seafiront. Time
and again in the past naval power had been the decisive foctor in the

survival ofthe Portuguese in Sri Lanka.
N^tiations between Rajasiniha II and the Dutch were conducted

over a long period, butwere successfully concluded in 1638. Each side

hoped tousethe otherforitsownends. For Rlyasiiiiha the sole objective

was the e]q>u]8ion ofthe Portuguese, and hewas willing to pay a heavy
price for this. For the Dutch the primary interest; was in the cinnamon
trade which they desired to control, and if possible monopolise.

Rajasimha was prepared to assign them a monopoly <^the spice trade

of the island in return for aid against the Portuguese, as well as re-

imbursement of the costs of the campaign. This latter provision was
nothingmore than a trap for theKandyans, a sordid essay in chicanery
which was to poison relations between the two parties in the fiiture.*

The treaty came into effect immediately, and almost at once it led

to misunderstandings and bickering between the allies. In 1639 Trin-

comalee and Batticaloa were captured from the Portuguese and
handed back to the Kandyans, but when the ports of Galle and
Negombo were taken in 1640, the Dutch^® retained them under their

control on the grounds that the Kandyan ruler had not paid them the

expenses incurred in these expeditions.^ It is not without significance

that while the east coastwas not a cinnamon-producing area, the ports

of Galle and Negombo afforded control over some of the richest

cinnamon lands in the island.

Meanwhile the diplomatic and political af£urs of £urope also in-

truded into the conflict in Sri Lanka. At this time—1640—anative Por-
tuguese dynasty was raised to the throne (by a very popular rebellion)

after a period ofeighty years during which Portugal was under Habs-
burg rule. One of the immediate effects of this was to put an end to

hostiUdes between the Dutch and the Portuguese in Europe. However,
not till 1645 did this armistice apply to the conflict between them
in the eastern seas. For a period ofabout seven years there was a lull in

which the Portuguese in Sri Lanka were afforded a breathing space.

During the same period disagreements between Rajasimha and the
Dutch nearly broke up their alliance, and there seemed every prospect

of a triangular conflict in Sri Lanka, but when hostilities between the

Dutch and the Portuguese were resumed in 1652, Rajasiiiiha returned

* For discussion of this treaty see K. W. Goonewardane^ TluFoundaUoH qfDiOek
Power in Ceylon (Amsterdam, igsS^i, pp. 17-19, 32-6.

I" During the period 1629-36 Dutch cruisers destroyed nearly 150 Portuguese

ships, most of them in the straits of Malacca or off the Malabar coast. There were
also several blodcades of die principal Iberian naval bates at Goa, Malacca and
Manila. Goa was blockaded nme dmei between 1697 and 1644*
^ K. W. Goonevnudane, €p. dL, pp. 39-6.
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to support the Dutch in what proved to be the final phase in the

expulsion of the Portuguese. In Jvlay 1656 their fort of Colombo sur-

rendered after a long and heroic resistance. It took tlie Dutch t\vo

more years to eliminate the Portuguese presence from the i.shuid;

their capture ofJaffna, the last Portuguese stronghold in the island, in

1658 gave the coup de grace.

After the surrender ofJaffna in June 1658, the Dutch fleet crossed

over to the South Indian mainland to attack the Portuguese strong-

holds there. The capture of Tulicorin and Negapatam gave them
control over the narrow straits between Sri Lanka and the Indian

mainland, ensuring at the same time greater security for their forces

in Sri Lanka. The Dutch conquest of the Portuguese provinces in

Malabar was completed by 1663, and with that Portuguese rule in

Southern India was at an end.

The success of the Dutch over the Portuguese was a reflection of the

substantially superior resources available to them.^* Their economic

strength was so much greater than that of the Portuguese since the

Hollanders and Zeelanders had established a mastery amounting to a

near-monopoly over the carrying trade of Europe, and commanded
between them the largest mercantile fleet in the world at that time.

Besides, although the populations of the two countries were about the

same, the Dutch could draw on Germany and Scandinavia for as

much additional manpower as they needed, while the Portuguese,

who had no such external resources at their disposal, found them-

selves dragged into wars in Flanders, Italy and Catalonia in the wake
ofthe Habsburgs.^^ Native-bora Portuguese liable to military service

in the Estado da In£a never amounted to more than 6,000 to 7,000 at

any one time. The conquest of the Kandyan kingdom, for instance,

was attempted with less than 1,000 Portuguese troops. De Azevedo's

army, for instance, had only 800 Portuguese troops and 300 'topases'.^*

Indeed it is difficult to see how the Portuguese, with a population

of a little over one million, could have successfully vied for colonial

supremacy against the Netherlands, France and England, all ofwhich
had far greater resources. Besides, Portuguese reliance on 'gendemen

^* See C. R. Boxer, 'The Portugueie in the East 1500-1800' in H. V. livennore
(ed.)» Portugal and Brazil (London, 1953), pp. 232-44; and 'FkMrtuguese and Dutcli

Colonial Rivalry'', Studia, 2, July 1950, on which this discussion is based.

Nevertheless the indifi'erence or incompetence of the Spanish government in

Madrid was not the primary cause of the defeat of the Portuguese in Sri Lanka and
South India. The decUne cS the Portuguese Asian empire oontiniied apace tmder
the rule ofthe native dynasty ofBraganza whidi was restored in 1640 underJoao
IV. In brief, it was Portugal rather than Spain which must bear the req>onaibifity

for the debacle in Soutli Asia in the mid-seventeenth century.

There were attempts to cstabli-sh 'colonies' of Portuguese settlers in the island,

and tiiough they made some progress, they came nowhere near being a steady

source ofsupply ofmanpower for ^e Portuguese army.
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ofblood and coat armour' as military or naval leaders placed them at

a great disadvantagewith officers in the service oftheV.O.C, where
merit and not birth was the criterion for promotion.

Dutch resources in the way ofshipping, munitions and equipment
fiur superior to those of the Portuguese, were directed witib, greater

efiect and purpose. The Portuguese made a desperate bid to defend

their fiu>flung possessions without having adequate naval forces to

maintain communications between them, and by gra^nng at too

much they lost all, or nearly all, when they might have done better to

have concentrated their forces on a few places. Nevertheless when we
consider the fact that the Portuguese were also engaged in fighting a
bitter (and ultimately, largely successful) war against the Dutch West
India CSompany in Brazil and West Africa from 1624 until 1654, it is

in many ways remarkable that they were able to hold out in Asia for

as long they did.

Considerations of prestige militated against any policy of cutting

their losses. The Portuguese confronted desperate ea^pedienti and
agonising choices as they sought to defend the whole sprawling terri-

torial and commercial structure of the Estado, And when, at las^ a
choice had to be made, it was Brazil that was preferred to the posses-

sions in Sri Lanka and Malabar. As for Sri Lanka, it was of vital

significance that the shift of Portuguese interest from India and the

Indian Ocean to Brazil and the Atlantic took place in the mid-
seventeenth century and not merely after the discovery of Brazilian

gold in 1690. The CounciUois ofJoio IV accorded a clear priority to

the saving ofBrazil over saving i^Estado da India, a choice equivalent

to that of letting the Dutch overrun Sri Lanka and their possessions

on the Malabar coast. Moreover the local interests of those Por-

tuguese who identified themselves with Goa rather than Lisbon were

antithetical to the metropolitan interests of the crown of Portugal.

These Goan interests severely impaired the Portuguese effort to save

Ceylon after the renewal ofwar with the Dutch in 1652. Within sixty

years the Estado was destroyed as an imperial structure, and was
reduced to some East African footholds, Goa and the western Indian

settlements, Timor and Macao.^^

The impact ofPortuguese rule

Portuguese rule in Sri Lanka was limited in area and duration : in area

to the old Kotte kingdom and to the Jaffna kingdom, and in time to

nearly sixty years for KoUe and just under forty for Jaffna. Even in

these regions, but more especially along the border with the Udarata,

» See G. D. Winius, Tht Fatal History rfPortugimt Ctjflm (Ckmbridge, Mank,
passim.
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their control was not iinchallcnged by indigenous £)rces. But despite

these limitations their governance of the maritime region was signi-

ficant fiv the wide range ofchanges they initiated, and all in all their

imprint on Sri Lanka was more marked than that of the Dutch who
had a far logger period of control. We have very little infonnation on^ Portuguese in the Jaffiia kingdom, and for that reason—and

became Jaffiiapatam was a comparatively small area, of peripheral

importance to the Sri Lanka polity of this period—our main interest,

and the focus of attention, in this chapter will be on Portuguese rule

in K5tte, the Sinhalese areas of the littoraL

Under the Portuguese there was litdc or no interference with the
«M»mg administrative structure of the territories they controlled;

they used the native administrative hierarchy for their own purposes

and leSt it much as they found it. Even the high-ranking muddiydrs

were seldom displaced provided that they made the necessary change

in religious affiliation. Again, the Portuguese preferred to use revenue

fermers to collect taxes rather than relying entirely on ofHcials. The
renters were required to pay fixed sums of money to the government

for the right to collect the taxes. The Portuguese did make an attempt

to encourage fidalgos to settle in the island as landlord tax-collectors,

but not many were attracted there for tliis purpose. At the same time

ofiicials, whether Sinhalese or Portuguese, were given land grants

—

called accomodessans—in the traditional Sinhalese manner, instead of

salaries. There was also one notable contribution of the Portuguese in

the sphere of administration, the compilation of thombos^^ or registers

of agricultural holdings. The revenues due to tlie state were set out in

detail in the thombos. The Portuguese countenanced, continued and
sustained the caste system, using it for their own purposes, where
necessar^^ with subtle and significant modifications in its working such

as for instance in regard to the cinnamon peelers.

The first twenty years of Portuguese rule saw the introduction of

several important modifications in the traditional land tenure system,

the most significant being the trend towards the substitution of quit-

rents for service tenure at the village holders' level. This again was
not so much an innovation as the extension to the people at large of

what had been a privilege of the thin upper crust of the social structure

whose nindagam holdings were subject to such a payment.

A second departure from tradition—the entry of Portuguese settlers

to the ranks of village landholders, and the gradual ahenation of royal

villages {gabaddgam) to Roman Catholic missionaries and Portuguese

" The rulen of K&tte had xeveaue reoocdt of thdr own, and it would appear
that the first Portuguese thdmbo was based in part at least on these.

T. B. H. Abeyaaiogfae, Portugmst Rult in Ceylon ts$f'S'» (Colombo, 1966),

pp. Z20-I.
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settlers—had more far-reaching consequences, not indeed for the tra-

ditional society only but for the Portuguese themselves. The evidence

suggests that these changes in landholding did not, as a rule, result in

any displacement of cultivators, which however seems to have been

due to the chronic shortage ofagricultural labour in early seventeenth-

century Kotte rather than to any solicitude for the indigenous peas-

antry.^'^ On the other hand, when a gabaddgama was granted to an
individual/^ he became entitled to all payments and services from it,

and the treasun,- was left with only the quit-rent, which was fixed at

12 per cent of the assessed income of the landholder. The state thus

sustained a heavy loss of revenue from each village so alienated, a loss

which kept increasing with the number gabaddgam transferred to

Portuguese; the tendency to make such transfers was as marked in

Kotte as it was in Jaffna. The implications in terms of loss of revenue

of such transfers could be gauged from the fact that Portuguese-held

villages constituted one-fifth of the land area of Kotte. Vihardgam a.nd

devdlagam, when transferred to Roman Catholic missionaiieSy made no
payment to the state in cash or service.^

Tlie first phase of Portuguese rule saw a steady decline in the num-
ber of villages reserved for the state, and a corresponding contraction

in the revenue fi*om this source. As a result, the Portuguese admi-

nistraUon in the island was in great financial difficulty in the first two
decades of the seventeenth centun>', and was forced to adopt un-

popular and oppressive measures such as the compulsory purchase of

areca. Had the gabaddgam been left in the hands of the state, the Por-

tuguese would have had fewer financial worries.^*

By the 1630s, moreover, the Portuguese administration faced an
equally disturbing circumstance—village-holders were beginning to

buy and sell villages. Under the Kotte kings the sale of villages was
prohibited by royal decree, and this restriction had been adhered to

right up to the early 1620s. So long as the unit bought and sold was the

the village the peasant orpangukdraya was not seriously affected. By the

1 620s, however, the sale of individual holdings or pangus within the

village became a regular feature. Though this right to sell individual

holdings had existed in Sri Lanka since very early times, there had
been few such sales during the disturbed times of the sbcteenth century.

With the return of peace such land transactions had increased, and
by the 1630s there was, as a result, a small but growing class of land-

" T. B. H. Abeyasinglie, op. cit., p. 119.
^' NIany of the gabaddgam given out on quit-rent lost their character as villages

foerved finr the King. tnuufotmatioii wu partly the result ofland-gnbbing
in the chaotic conditioM ofthe kit decade ofthe tizteenth century, bat mostgnum

gabaddgam were made as a matter of policy as rewards for loyal supporters.

^ C. R.deSilva, 7iWPortt<fUiMtnC^^n/^/7-/^jd(Ck>lombo,i973),pp. 2t5-33«

ibid., pp. 82 iff.
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less peasants. The Portuguese sought to check these sales oipangus ibr

a more practical and sdfish reason: they found that even those who
held land on service tenure, and especially categories ofservice which
the state regarded as essential to its interests (cinnamon peelers, ele-

phant hunters, wood-cutters and carters), were selling their lands. In

1634 it was decreed that all lands bought finom these categories of

service-holders were to be restored to their previous owners, and by
the mid-seventeenth century the salag€tmas were forbidden to sell thdr

land."

During the years 1621-8 the Portuguese administration in Sri

Lanka (in both Koue and Jaffna) was at last able to meet all expenses

firom the revenue received firom local sources, and ceased to be a
financial burden on the Estado da India. The war with Kandy did lead

to a deficit once again over the next six years, but with the restoration

of peace in 1633-4, their financial position improved to the point

where local resources in fact provided a surplus over and above the

costs of administration, and this began to be used for FMuguese
ventures elsewhere in Asia." The solvency ofthe Portuguese regime in

Sri Lanka, after a long period of budgetary deficits, was in fact a
reflection of a fimdamental change in die economy of the Sinhalese

areas of the littoral, the increasing importance of cinnamon as a
source of state revenues, and fi:om the 1630s an unprecedented im-
provement in the prices this oonmiodity fetdied in intemadonal trade.

With the Portuguese hegemony began an era in which the sale of a
commerical product, cinnafnon, rather than dues firom land became
the chiefsource ofrevenue for the state.-*

Ciinnamon thrived in the forests of the Kalani Valley, and on the

coastal stretches of the Kotte kingdom from Ghilaw to the Valave

ganga. When the Portuguese obtained defacto control ofthe cinnamon
lands ofKotte in the early 1590s they also inherited the system ofopen

trade in this commodity that had prevailed previously.*^ There were

no restrictions on the production of cinnamon. The export of the

spice—excepting the quantity specifically delivered to the state—^vvas

in the hands of private individuals who had obtained licences for the

purpose.

Almost from the beginning, Portuguese officials urged that a closer

control of the cinnamon trade was desirable from both an economic

and a political point of view. For example there was the need to

prevent the loss ofrevenue incurred by the sale ofcinnamon through

" ibid., p. 224. ibid., pp. 326-35.

ibid., p. 235.
" On the cinnamon trade see particularly C. R. de Silva, op. cit., pp. 190-201

;

and his article 'Trade in Ceylon Cinnafnon in the Sixteenth Century', CJHSS,
n.s., 111(2), i973>PP- 14-27-
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ports outside Portuguese oontrol. Several measures designed to pro-

mote greater control overthecinnamon tradewerepromulgated in the

1590s ; Gblombo was declared the only port through which cinnamon
could be legally exported, and in 1595 its export was made a private

monopoly ofthe Captain ofColombo who was required to sell a fixed

proportion ofhis stocks at cost to the state. But while these measures

ensured more e£Bdent control over the trade, they fiuled to check the

fall in prices of the oomnoodity. This latter trend continued into the

first decade of the seventeenth century. In the hope ofreversing ibis,

the Portuguese resorted to various means of restricting the supply of

cinnamon, and when these proved unsatisfactory it was decided in

1614 to make the trade in cinnamon a royal monopoly. It was the

Portuguese who first established a state monopoly ofoverseas trade in
cinnamon. Not that this immediately had the desired eflfect; through-

out the period 1615-28 the main bbjecdve—that of raising prices

—

was not achieved. But fix)m 1629 prices began to rise and this lasted

over the next decade.

For the production ofcinnamon the Portuguese used the traditional

Sinhalese machinery—the caste systemr-<bat characteristically with

innovations which stopped well short of its transfisrmalKin in basic

structure^ habitual character or diapositkm. There was in fiict a pur-

poseBil restrictloii ofchange to meet the peculiar requirements ofthe

Portuguese. The demands ofthe state on the salSgamas (the cinnamon
peelers) grew inexorably; arguably a modification rather than the

metamorphosis which the recruitment in increasing numbers ofnon-

saldgama Sinhalcaie for cinnamon peeling in the first half of the seven-

teenth century would seem to signify. By 1650 these included people

of the karSvOy hum and padu castes. The change of occupation did not

either improve or detract &om their status viS'd^ the saldgamas.

Worse still, once this obligation was foisted on a group, there was little

or no hope of its being released from it. At the same time a funda-

mental change in the basis of the services due from the peelers was
introduced. Where earlier these were based on the extent and quality

of the land held by them, by the end of the period of Portuguese rule

they were associated with the person ratho* than the land. By the

middle ofthe seventeenth century ithad become the standard pracdce

to impose on every saldgama aged more than twelve years the obliga-

tion to supply a fixed quantity ofcinnamon, and the nature and extent

ofa land holding had little or nothing to do with the labour extracted

by the state fix>m him.

Areca nut, an article commercial value long before Portuguese

rule began, was a mainstay of local trade in the Kotte kingdom and
peasants had grown accustomed to bartering it for their cloth and salt.

When the Portuguese gained control over Ko(te, the state's endtle*
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mcnt to aieca was confined to the produce paid as dues in kind by
those who lived in the gabadSgam^ the levy known as the kotikaba44a*

Under the Portuguese every village in which the aieca pahn gnw>
and not merely thegabadSgami was obliged to contribute a share ofthe

produce from this source to the government; payment for it was at a
fixed rate generally well bdow the market price. The Sinhalese were
bitterly i^yposed to this unprecedented compulsory purchase ofareca,

and regularly urged on the government the need to abolish the system.

But these protests were futile. Not mcrdy that, but the fixed price at

which purchases were made was rig^y adhered to rq^azdless of

market conditions, and invariably to the detriment of the peasants.

The areca collected by the government very probably found its way
to South India to pay for the purchase of rice which was imported

fix)m there. Sri Lanka and South India still formed a trading unit,

and the trade with South India was indeed v ital to the economy ofthe

littoral under Portuguese control, for South India supplied lice and
cloth, and bought areca in exchange.

The coming of the Portuguese to Sri Lanka thus certainly led to

greater commercial activity, increasing monetisation of the economy
and higher prices for its products. Because commodity prices were
artificially but rigorously restrained after 1597, producers' share

of the sale value of these remained static whUe the benefits of higher

prices were retained by the state, or Portuguese officials, dvil and
military, and Portuguese residents engaged in trade.

Religion

Perhaps the most notable legacy of the Portuguese in the island was
the introduction of Roman Catholicism. In their zeal for proselytisa-

tion, they ruthlessly destroyed Buddhist and Hindu temples and
handed vihardgam and devdlagam over to the Roman Catholic orclers.

The policy of preventing the worship of religions other than Roman
CathoHcism had begun in the days of Dharmapala ; at the same time

various inducements were held out to potential converts to Roman
Catholicism by way of reward, honour and advantage. Thus converts

were assured of preferential treatment uiult^r the law, as well as ex-

emption from certain taxes; in brief, these con\Trts came to be
regarded and treated as a privileged group. As the religion of the

establishment, Roman Catholicism would have had a potent appeal

to those at the apex of the Sinhalese caste hierarchy (and probably

their counterparts among the Tamils as well) who aspired to high

office, or at least to the retention of their traditional position under the

new dispensation. For them adherence to the established church was
a necessary qualification. For the humble and lowly, Roman Catho-
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fidsm was a means of gaining the standing denied them xmder the

traditional religions.

The bonds ofthe traditional society, already strained by the move-
ment of refugees fiom the sottth-west coast to the highland regions,

were further weakened by the fanaticism and bigotry of the Por-

tuguese which deprived the people living in the regions under thdr

control of their religious mentors. Perhaps the Tamils of the north

suflfered more than the Sinhalese, since the bhikkkus found a convenient

and congenial refuge in the Kandyan kingdom. Bigotry, even fanati-

cism, had not been unknown in Sri Lanka's past—nor &r that matter

had persecution on grounds of religious beliefi. But instances cf this

had in general been rare^ and in the case ofBuddhism, not since the

distant past By the sixteenth century tolerance of other faiths was a
well-established Buddhist tradition. In Sri Lanka the Portuguese re-

cord of religious persecution, coercion and mindlfaw destruction of

places ofwordiip sacred to other faithswas unsurpasnd in its

virulence.*^ The establishment of Roman Catholicism was achieved

at the cost of tremendous sufifering and humiliation inqpoaed on the

adherents ofthe traditional religions and OD Idaai.

Yet the impact ofRoman Catholicism was not entirely destractive.

It is to the credit of the Portuguese that conversions to Roman
Catholicism stood the test of harassment and persecution under the

Dutch and the indifierence <^the British. In sharp contrast, Calvin-

ism, which the Dutch propagated with much the same zeal if not

quite the same means as the Portuguese did Roman Catholicism,

developed no strong roots among the people, and its influence eva-

poratedwith the collapse ofDutch power. Moreover, the conversion to
Roman Catholicism ofa large proportion of the people in the areas

under Portuguese control opened tiie way far the absorption ofnew
social conoqpts such as monogamy and the sanctity of marriage, and
certainly the disiq>pearance ofpolygamy and polyuidryfrom the low-

lands owes much to the influence ofthe newrdt^on.
Their period of rule was too short far the Portuguese to have left

any real maik on the island's architecture and sculpture. Their forts

and churches were either demolished or renovated by the Dutch. But

the Portuguese as the first builders in Sri Lanka ofdwelling-houses of

any substantial or permanent kind contributed most of the words

associated with the building craft to the Sinhalese language* The
rounded Sinhalese roofing tile of the coastal areas bears a stroQg

resemblance to that of Southern Europe. The possibiUty that this was

** On Portuguese mwmnnawy medioib see G. R. BooDer, XHmtldua and Spices:

Fortugueie Miationary Metfaodi in Ceylon, 1518-1658*, IBstorjf Todaj^^Vm, 1958b

346-54; 'A Note on Portuguese Misnonaiy Me^ods in the East: i6th-tMi
centuries', CHJ, X, 1960-1, 77-90.
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introduced to the island by the Portuguese is strengthened by the fiict

that the traditional roofing tile oftheKandyan areas is flat rather than

rounded.

A Portuguese dialect was spoken in Sri Lanka till well into the

twentieth century. Portuguese was indeed the linguaJranea ofmaritime

Asia, and many of its words have been absorbed into the Sinhalese

and Tamil languages. Portuguese influence on female dress survived

in the lowlands, especially among the Sinhalese, till the nineteenth

century. Indeed they left a greater cultural imprint on the people of
the lowlands than the Dutch who ruled for a much longer time. All

this is striking testimony to the remarkable foresight ofJoao de Barros

who predicted in 1540: *The Portuguese arms and pillais placed in

Afirica and in Asia, and in ooundess isles beyond the bounds of these

continents, are material things, and time may destroy them. But time

will not destroy the religion, customs and language which the Pon>

tuguese have implanted in those lands.'*'

«» Qjioted in C. R. Boxer, 'The Portuguttc in the East, 1500-1800' in H. V.
Livennore (od.), Portugal and Brazil (London, X953)> p. 844.
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THE KANDYAN KINGDOM AT BAY
1658-1687

The eliniination of Portuguese power in Sri Lanka aggravated rather

than soKed the problems that oonfix>nted Rajasiiiiha II oir-^-mr the

maritime regions ofthe island. He viewed the Dutch forces as mercen-

aries he had hired, and he hoped^ quite unrealisdcally as it turned out,

that after his aims had been achieved, the Dutch would return

whence they had come, leaving behind a few officers and stores for

trade purposes. As for the Dutch, their policy in the East was always

that ofgaining political control over spice-produdng areas, and where
possible securing a complete monopoly of trade. In Sri Lanka thdr

aim was nodiing less than the control of the dnnamon-producing
areas of the island, which they had no intention of handing over to

Rajasimha 11.^

The Dutch claimed that the lowlands were being held as collateral

security till the Kandyan ruler repaid the costs incurred in the expul-

sion of the Portuguese fiom Sri Lanka under the terms of the treaty

of 1638. When, after the fall of Jafiha in June 1658, the Dutch

presented their bill, it was evident that it had been computed with

cynical disregard for equity. For one thing the value ofthe cinnamom,
areca, elephants and land revenue they had obtained from the lands

they controlled was calculated, unilaterally, at &r below their true

commercial value. Once this artificially low valuation of benefits

derived was set against their expenses, the balance due was stated to

be 7,265460 guilders which, considering the Kandyan ruler's re-

sources, was a staggering sum far beyond his capacity to pay. Besides,

the king's liability kept increasing with every day the Dutch forces

were stationed in the island. Such, in brief, was the sum total of the

title which the Dutch could lay claim to, and realising its intrinsic

weakness they did not make much of it. And not surprisingly Raja*

sirhha II firmly refused to consider, much less recognise, the l^ality

ofDutch rule in the maritime r^ions of the island. However, excq>t

in regard to Jaffiiapatam where the Dutch took over the Portuguese

possessions in their entirety, their control in other parts of the island

1 The analysis in tbis secticm of the present chapter is based largely on S«

Arasaratnam, Duteh Pouter in C^fla% 2658-'1687 (Amsterdam, 1958).
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extended to about the half the land area which the Portuguese had
possessed*'

CSonfionted ivith overwhelming evidence ofDutch duplicity, Raja-

simha n retaliated by resorting to frequent and destructive raids on
the territories under their ccntroL The Wallalaviti, Pasdun, Rayigam,
Salpiti and Alutikuru KifiralGs were systematically devastated and
denuded oftheir population, thus creating a belt ofwastdand which
served as a ^natural' frontier between the king's dominions and those

of the Dutch. But this frontier was neverthdess an artificial one, for

the king's influence permeated the border regions under Dutch rule,

and was not withoutimportance in the other areas controlledbythem.
The loyalties ofthe Sinhalese to the Kandyan rulerwere k^t alive.

In the first two decades of Dutch rule in the maritime regions

of the island, the dominant influence in shaping their response to the

challenge posed by Rajasimha's militant hostilitywas Admiral Ry^dof

van Goens, who in 1656 had been given charge of the attack on the

Portuguese possessions in South Asia. After the expulsion of the Por^

tuguese fix)m the island, he was stationed in Colombo as Commissary
and Superintendent over Coromandel, Surat, Sri Lanka, Bengal and
Malacca. The immediate need in Sri Lanka as he saw it was to erect

a powerful defensive ring on the frontiers with the Kandyan kingdn'm»

especially on the more populated western and south-western sides.

Van Goens, no believer in defence per se, soon emerged as the most

forcefrd and consistent advocate ofa forward policy in Sri Lanka. His

first move was to seize, in 1659, the Kandyan port ofKalpitiya, which
fell after a brief assault. He viewed it as the first of a series of such

attacks devised for the purpose of encircling and weakening the

Kandyan kingdom, and compelling it to come to terms and recognise

Dutch sovereignty over the lowlands. In addition to a purposeful bid

to gain control over Sabaragamuva, the Seven and Four Kdra}es, van
Goens sought to occupy the Kandyan ports on the east coast and thus

impose an economic blockade on the Kandyan kingdom.

This forward policy did not receive the support of van Goens'

superiors in Batavia, who were quite content to leave Rajasirhha II in

occupation of the lands he controlled provided he left the Dutch in

peace to exploit the economic resources of the parts ofthe island which
they held. As a commercial organisation their primary concern was
the extraction of the maximum pwDssible profits from the lands under

their controL But to do this it was necessary to show the people that

• To the west and south-west Rajasirhha II had annexed large parts of the

territories under Portuguese control including the vitally important Seven Kdra]es,

the greater part ofthe Sabaragamuva and the eastern halfofthe Four KAra)£i« On
the east Rl^aiiihha obtained control over the pofti ofTrmooniale^ Kottijiir and
Batticaloa.
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the Dutch were there in Sri Lanka to stay, and to persuade them of

their good intentions. Above all, they had a reaUstic understanding of

the fact that the success of the seasonal cinnamon harvest, the trading

commodity that had been the original cause for Dutch involvement

in the affairs of the island, depended greatly on the goodwill of the

king and the people. The Dutch administration in the island was
expressly forbidden to embark on any territorial expansion at the

expense of the Kandyan ruler, and van Goens was directed to pursue

a conciliatory policy in order to restore good relations with Raja-

sirhha II. As a result Kalpitiya, where the trade had been closed to

the Kandyans after its occupation, was now opened to their traffic,

and routes to the Kandyan kingdom were re-opened in the hope that

commercial and other contacts would be re-established. This reluc-

tance to extend Dutch territors' in the island was part of a policy of

restraint involving South India as well. W'ith the conquest of the

Portuguese possessions in Malabar in 1663, Batavia felt that the limits

ofDutch territorial expansion on South Asia had been reached.

It was one thing for Batavia to formulate a policy of restraint but

quite another to get van Goens to implement it, especially in a situa-

tion where the initiative lay so much with the man on the spot. Van
Goens was a man of great influence (with the Directors of the V.O.C.
in the Netherlands, to whom he appealed over the heads of the

Batavian authorities) and vision. He was impressed by the island's

potential as a centre of Dutch interest in South Asia; he regarded

Sri Lanka as being superior to Java, and felt that Colombo and not

Batavia should be the chief seat of Dutch power in the East. What he
had in mind was the creation of a major sphere of Dutch interest in

South Asia based on Sri Lanka (as its core) and the South Indian

coast. For the moment, however, he gave in to Batavian pressure and
desisted from any significant moves to extend the land frontiers of the

Dutch possessions in the island. But these restraints did not extend to

plans to expand the V.O.C. 's influence along the sea. 1 he Dutch had

laid claim to the exclusive possession of the littoral of Sri Lanka, and
the right to keep out all other Europeans. Extensive tracts of the coast

however were under Kandyan control, and this was especially signi-

ficant as regards the east where Trincomalee and Batticaloa as well

as smaller ports served as centres of a thriving trade with India and
beyond.

The most menacing prospect for the Dutch lay in the trade con-

ducted by English and Danish merchants who fitim the 1650s were
sailing into the port ofKottiyar in Trincomalee Bay in their port-to-

port small-scale trading in the Bay ofBengal ; the Kandyan ruler, for

his part, actively encouraged this. The Dutch, on the other hand,

were apprehenswe about his control over ports on the east coast, not
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merely because it threatened their eoonomic and trading interests:

they realised that trade links could mature into political ones, and
that it was through these ports that these would be established. All

these questions assumed much greater urgency when the English East

India Ciompany began to show interest in acquiring a trading setde-

ment on the east coast ofSri Lanka. The English East India CSraipany

wanted a station in the island which would serve a dual purpose: it

would enable them both to break into the monopoly of the island's

cinnamon trade which the Dutch had established, and to participate

in dieflourishing Indo-Sri Lanka trade. Well aware ofthe rift between
the Dutch and the Kandyans, the English East India Company was
encouraged to open negotlatioQS widi Rajasimha II to acquire a
trading station and concession in or around Trincomalee. Beskks, in

1659/60 the crews of two English vessels which had touched on the

east coast had been captured by the Kandyans.* The English East

India Company's officials in Msulras were urged to establi^ contact

widi Rajasiihha II for the purpose of securing trade concessions and
also to obtain the release ofthese captives.

The Dutch soon came to know of these plans, and tightened their

navalwatchontheKandyan ports. Although both the Englishand the

Kandyans went ahead with their negotiations, eluding the Dutch
blockade as best they could, no official English embassy could be sent

to Kandy. And nothing came of these negotiations, largely because

the English were unable to give the Kandyan ruler the quid pro quo he
wanted most—the promise of armed support against the Dutch. The
Dutch used their superior naval power in Asian waters to keep English

vessels out of Kandyan ports. Nevertheless the English refused to

concede Dutch claims ofmonopoly, and sought to exercise the freedom

of the seas and ftee mutual rdations with Asian rulers. But their at-

tempt to gain entry on the east coast ofSri Lanka served to strengthen

the hands ofDutch officials like van Goens, whose advocacy offurther
territorial expansion in the island became more persuasive in con-

sequence. They now kept pressing for the occupation of the east coast

ports—for Trincomalee at least and, if pennitted, Batticaloa as well.

Batavia was at last persuaded of the danger ofliving the east coast

unoccupied, and convinced of the need to maintain a presence there

to keep out other European nations.

Then in 1664 there came quite unexpectedly an (qyportunity, which
van Goens grasped with alacrity, to embark on something much wider

in scope than this limited programme of expanding Dutch control

over the ports. A major rebellion broke out that year in the Kandyan

' One of these captives was Robert Knox who later wrote a celebrated book on
the Kandyan kingdom: An Historical RelaHen tfCt]^ (ist edn, London, 1681 ; ed.

James Ryan and publ. Glasgow, 191 1).
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kingdom against Rajasimha II, led by Ambanvalarala, and although

the king got the better of his adversaries, he nevertheless felt compelled

in 1665 to seek Dutch assistance against the rebels. He asked for a

detachment of Dutch troops in Kandy, and for naval patrols in east

coast waters. In making this appeal Rajasirhha II played right into

the hands of van Goens, who had come back in September 1664 to

assume the office of Governor for the second time. These unforeseen

developments in the Kandyan kingdom strengthened him in his con-

viction that he was dealing with a weak adversary, who was no match
for the Dutch.

In April 1665, three months after Rajasiiiiha's first appeal for

assistance, two Dutch companies marched into the Kandyan kingdom,

one from Colombo and the other from Galle, and occupied the t^vo

strategic strongholds of Ruvanvalla and Bibilcgama. The aim was not

to save Rajasiriiha but to expand Dutch power and this latter objective

they proceeded to accomplish; the territory held by the Dutch in the

western and south-western parts of the island was soon almost doubled

in area. A mass emigration of people was encouraged from the king's

lands to the Dutch possessions, to settle in and cultivate unoccupied

land; all the while the impression was sedulously created that this was
no aggrandisement at the expense of the king, nor a challenge to his

authority. By 1667 Dutch power extended to the Four Korales, and
then up to Alawwa on the Maha-Oya, which gave them a controlling

position over the Seven Korajes. There was at the same time an
infiltration of Dutch power on the east coast: in 1665 an expedition

occupied and fortified Trincomalee, and by 1668 Batticaloa and
Kottiyar were under their control. As in the west, these Dutch strong-

holds were used as nuclear areas to establish a dominance over the

surrounding countryside.

All in all, the Dutch position in the island improved immeasurably

in the period 1665-70. The area they now occupied was more than

double what they had held before 1665; they had established a firm

control over the entire coast line of the island, and this not only gave

them much greater security against the prospect of trespassing by
oilier European powers through the ports of the east coast, but also

gave the Dutch a position ofcomplete dominance over the trade and
traffic of the island. At the same time the &ct that they now had a

laiger population imder their control meant that the problem of

labour supply would be less acute than previously, just as the acquisi-

tion ofrice-produdng lands in the west improved the position regard-

ing food supply. The cinnamon resources under Dutch control were
substantially augmented by the expansion ofDutch power in the west

ofthe island.

Hie extension ofDutch control over all the ports ofthe island had
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an eodDomic motive which \yasjust as compdling as the political one
we have discussed so &r—to establish dominance over the mde ofthe

island. Aswe have seen, Kaljntiyawas oociqned and fortified in 1659,

and the ports ofthe east coast had been brought under Dutch oonttol

between 1666 and i668« With the oonstruction ofa lookout post in

Panama and Magama in the south-east^ the whole coastline was
dotted with strategic pdnts of control and inspection. And then in

1670 the decision was taken to establish a commanding positioa in

the island's trade. Cinnamon had been successfiilly and exclusively

controlled almost fixxm the very moment ofthe establishment ofDutch
rule. The export of elephants, areca, chanks and pearls was now
declared a monopoly of the Company, as was the import of cotton

goods, pepper, tin, zinc and other minerals. Rice was tiie only major
item of import left out. What they wanted above all was the control

ofthe import market in textiles, and the export trade in areca.

A series of regulations, was introduced to put this monopoly into

eSecL All vessels sailing to the island had to secure passes from the

nearest Dutch factory in India; these were given only to the laige

well-policed ports of Colombo^ GaUe and Jaffiia where the visitors

could be placed under surveillance. Boats were checked on the high
seas. Apart from these restrictive measures, efforts also were made to

keep the country supplied with textiles and to collect and export all

areca in Dutch vessels. Capital was released for investinent in cotton

goods for the Sri Lanka miurket inMadura and Taiyore.

These measures had consequences that were not entirely bcjieficial

to the Dutch. Within ten years they contributed to a sharp rise in

import prices, and led inevitably to the organisation of a flourishing

smuggling trade in textiles and areca. To combat this an expensive

cruising operation, with armed sloops, had to be mounted, and this

continued well into the eighteenth century.

These, however, were long-term effects. Meanwhile Batavia was

alarmed by van Goens's repeated requests for reinforcements to sup-

port the extension of Dutch control into the border districts of the

Kandyan kingdom on which he had embarked. These requests came
at a time when Dutch territorial expansion was proceeding apace in

many parts in South-East Asia. Again and again, Batavia sought to

restrain the Dutch administration in Sri Lanka; it was increas-

ingly critical of the expansion of Dutch power far into the interior,

and was always cautioning against arousing the Iiostility of

Rajasirhha II. Van Goens, on the other hand, worked on the

assumption that the Kandyan kingdom was crumbhng through in-

ternal discord, and was too weak to survive for long against deter-

mined Dutch pressure. He believed that the whole island could be

annexed if the Kandyans were defeated. But the crucial flaw in van
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Goens's policy was his ladle underestimatioii of Kandyan resilience

and stroigdi, and events were soon to demonstrate the sagacity of

Batavia's insistence on restraint

In September 1668 there came sporadic, localised uprisings against

the Dutch in the M&da, Kadawata and Atakalan Kdrales, which
compelled them to withdraw fixsm the interior military strongholds of

Sabaragamuva and Arandara, but resistance was not sustained and
they were able to reoccupy these places. This, however, was a tem-

porary respite, since the Kandyans were waking up to the perils of

acquiescence in the decisive shift in the balance ofpower in Sri Lanka
in &vour ofthe V.O.G. Theywere especially uneasy about the zealous

pursuit of a trade monopoly, and these economic pressures served to

aggravate Kandyan anxieties over the policy of territorial e3q)ansion

adopted by the Dutch since 1665. When the Kandyan counter-attack

came in August 1670, it was a massive one, with the heaviest blows

directed at the western and south-western fixmtiers, and simultaneous

attacks on Kotdyar, Batticaloa and Panama on the east as well.

More ominous, for the Dutch, was the appearance of a French

squadron under Admiral de la Haye off the east coast of the island,

with which the Kandyans soon sought an anti-Dutch alliance. This

French squadron had as its main objective the establishment of

a central base of French power in the East, preferably in Sri Lanka or

in Banca at the Bantam coast. Encouraged by the eager response they

had evoked from Rajashdiha the French sailed into Kottiyar near

the Dutch fort of Trincomalee and gradually entrenched themselves

there. Rajasiihha II for his part now increased his pressure on the

Dutch, and intensified his attacks on a number of fronts. Besides, the

Sinhalese under Dutch rule were incited to rebel against them, and

once resistance broke out into riot or rebellion, the Kandyans extended

their support to the rebels. The Kandyan army attacked the Dutch on
the east coast, doubtless in the hope that the French could be drawn
into the conflict. This the French refused to do—being still at peace

with the Dutch—to the great disappointment of the Kandyans, who
had ceded Kottiyar to the French in the hope of obtaining their

assistance against the Dutch. The Dutch, on the other hand, were not

inclined to tolerate the French presence in Kottiyar under any cir-

cumstances, however discreet the French might have been, for they

were deeply perturbed by Rajasirhha's bold diplomatic initiative in

negotiating with the French for assistance against them. The French

were easily driven out of Kottiyar, and not content with that, the

Dutch proceeded to Coromandel with a reinforced fleet and forced the

French to surrender at San Thome in September 1672.

The Dutch were less successful against the Kandyans. A vigorous

trade blockade of the Kandyan kingdom was essayed, but to no
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viable eflSsct Although by the end of 1673 the Kandyan offisDjDve

appeared to have been contained, guerrilla activitjr continued spoi»-

dkaUy, and Dutch control over the interior remained tenuous. And
then in 1675 the Dutch suffered a heavy blow to their prestige vihea

BilnlSgama, an important fortified stronghold in the south, iell to the

Kandyans. Once again this reverse was accompanied by massive

desertion of lascarins and increasing guenilla activity deep into the

Dutch lowlands.

Rajasimha II had demonstrated over the years 1670-5 that he was
not the ineffective ruler without resource as portrayed by the Dutch
officials in the island. He had shown great shrewdness in his choice of

targets for attack, and had been successful in eliminating Dutch
authority overmuch ofthe newly-conquered area. Nor had the Dutch
policy of expansion undertaken after 1665 brought the economic

benefits which had been anticipated. On the contrary it had burdened

its authors with recurring and growing annual deficits. Worse still, the

prolonged hostilities of these years had made it difficult for them to

meet the annual target for cmnamon collection, while other eco-

nomic activities were even more grievously curtailed. Nor, for the

same reason, had it been possible to oiganise the civil administratiop

in the interior. Moreover the wideqnead simultaneous uprisings

against them took their toll in manpower. Dutch military resources

were spread thin over several fix>nts. When Batavia received urgent

pleas for reinforcements, it was in no mood, or indeed in any position,

to supply them at a time when there were major miUtary involvements

in the Archipelago, and wlien the Netherlands itself was facing a

difficult war in Europe. Rajasimha II, in fact, compelled the Dutch to

re-appraise their policies in the island, for the events of 1670-5

served to convince the Batavian authorities of the wisdom of their

opposition to van Goens's forward policy in Sri Lanka. But Batavia's

review of the V.O.G.'s poUcy on Sri Lanka was nothing if not deli-

berate and long-drawn-out. At the end the Council finally decided as

late as August 1677 that the only way out of the impasse in the

island was to offer Rajasirhha II the return of all lands seized from

him since 1665 and to abandon all the fortifications that had been
erected there.* The Dutch administration in the island was asked to

make this offer in a letter to Rajasirhha II.

However, the implementaUon of this policy was resolutely and suc-

cessfully undermined. Ryklof van Goens was succeeded as Governor

of the Dutch possessions in the island in 1675 s^^' fully

in sympathy with his father's views. The father became Govemor-

* Ryklof van Goens participated in time delibeiations at Batavia as a member
of the Council there. But, strongly oppoted to thig radution, he did not ugjat the
instructions sent to Sri Ttankftr
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General at Batavia inJanuary 1678, and with his son as Governor in

the island was able to re-assert his influence over Sri Lanka policy.

Between them the two men saw to it that matters reverted to the

staUis quo anfe 1675. But not for long, for the younger van Goens
vacated his post in 1680 and was succeeded by Laurens Pyl (con-

firmed as Governor in 1681), who was much less enamoured of a
forward policy than his predecessors, and more realistic in his as-

sessment ofthe Kandyan problem.

The crux ofthe problem, as Pyl saw it, was that Rajasiiiiha II was
strong enough to paralyse economic activity in the lowlands ifhe so

wished, by preventing the peeling of cinnamon and threatening the

coastal towns. Indeed, he viewed the contest between die Dutch and
the Kandyans as an unequal one because the latter were able to field

much laiger forces. The cogency of his arguments strengtiiened the

position of R^of van Goois' critics on the Batavian council, and
a fiesh review ofSriLanka policywas initiated in 1681. The Governor-

General refiised to participate in these discussions, but hb influence

was now at an end. He retired fiom office in November 1681, a sick

and broken man. As the Goundl saw it, the raison d*Sire of Dutch
power in Sri Lanka lay in the island's cinnamon resources, and all

otiier consid^ations were not merely subordinate to this, but thiey

should emphatically not be aUowed to get in the way of the smooth

fimctioning of the cinnamon monopoly. Territorial control in the

island, and its attendant expenditure, were justified only in so far as

it was needed for the maintenance of this monopoly. The aims of

policy were pitched low in the hope that the basic minimum could be
achieved without much expenditure. The Council resolved to reiterate

the decision made in April 1677 to return to Rajasiihha II the lands

taken over since 1665. They took the precaution of naming in the

resolution the districts to be returned, which were identical to those

named in the 1677 resolution. At the same time, the CSouncil urged

upon its Sri Lanka officials the importance of coming to terms with

Rajasiihha II during his lifetime and if possible entering into a peace

treaty with the Kandyan ruler recognising the pre- 1664 frontiers.

If this resolution too was not implemented, it was because of the

changing political situation widiin the Kandyan kingdom. Rajasiiiiha

II was not inclined to begin negotiations with the Dutch for as Icmg

as they held lands captured from him and were thus in a position of

strength from which to drive a hard bargain. This was less important,

however, than the reports reaching the Dutch in Colombo of the

King's increasing debility, and these tempered their eagerness to

negotiate terms with him. For the King was now in his eighties, and
no longer active and vigorous in the pursuit ofa forceful policy against

the Dutch. It seemed sensible to watch events in the Kandyan king-
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dom, espedaUy with regard to the succession to the throne. Thus the

Dutch diemsdves lost interest in the attempt to remodel their relations

with the Kandyans^ and were

tolerable stalemate. Pyl and the CSoundl ofSriLankahad reached the

conclusion that the territorial skUus quo in the island should not be
upset. In the event ofa strong successor to Rajasixhha II emerging, the

Dutch would be in a formidable bargaining position with him. This

consideration also ruled out any change in the boundaries during the

last yean of Rajasimha II's rdgn. The Dutch preferred a policy of

inactivity, blended with constant vigilance. They were in &vour of

opening the ports for the trade of the Kandyans as a gesture <tfgood-

will to pacifythem;theBatavianauthorities were persuaded to endorse

this line ofaction.

In the meantime, while Rajasimha II lived they followed a policy

of tactful and prudent restraint, and of seeming submissivencss

firequent embassies were sent to Kandy with presents for the king, and
his permissioa was sought before the peelers were despatched to the

forests to collect dnnamon. This permission he generally granted, and
peeling of dnnamon was seldom obstructed. In the last years of his

reign, Rajasirhha II appears to have been anxious to foster good
relations with the Dutch so that he might leave behind a legacy of

goodwill to his successor.
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THE STRUGGLE FOR MASTERY IN
SRI LANKA, ca. 1680-1766

TTie Kandyan kingdom

Rajasiifaha II was something <^ an exception among Kandyan rulers

in his commitment to a policy ofresistance to the westerners in control

of the littoral. No Kandyan ruler before or after him pursued such

a policy so consistently. During the period reviewed in this chapter

resistance to the V.O.G. erupted widi remaitable persbtence in the

Sinhalese areas of the lowlands, owing litde to the initiative or en-

couragement ofthe Kandyan rulers. No doubt on many occasions the

rebels were aided by the Kandyan ruler, and no doubt too the rebeb
generally r^;arded themselves as his 'subjects* and the Kandyan king-

dom itsdfas the last bastion of Sinhalese independence. Neverthelos

the sporadic turbulence and spirited resistance ofthe low country was
a strUdng contrast to the quiescence ofthe Kandyan kingdom vis-a-w

the V.O.C. during these decades.

The internal politics of the Kandyan kingdom during this period

were surprisingly uneventful. Partly this was because the succession

to the throne was unusually orderly and peacefiil—so much so that

even the accession of the Nayakkar dynasty to the Kandyan throne in

1739 was accommodated with the minimum of adjustment. In that

year with the death of Narendrasiriiha, the last Sinhalese king of Sri

Lanka, the throne passed to his chief queen's brother, §ri Vijaya

Rajasimha, a Nayakkar. The Nayakkars belonged to the Vaduga
caste, a Telegu-speaking group originally hailing from Madurai in

South India. When their home territory was overrun by the Muslims
they had moved to the Coromandel coast, which formed part of the

Vijayanagar empire. In the seventeenth century they had established

marriage ties with the Kandyan royal family—the wives of both
Vimala Dharma Suriya II and Narendrasimha were Nayakkars—^and

these links certainly improved their position in South India, where
they themselves were of no great account. Their status as the ruling

dynasty in the Kandyan kingdom after 1739 would, no doubt, have
enhanced their standing considerably.^

^ L. S. Dewaraja, A Study of the Political, Administrative aid Soeud Struetun tkt

Kaadym Kingim <(fCfjflon, 1707-1760 (Colombo, 1972).
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The ease with which the Nayakkan established themsdves on the

Kandyan throne afibrds a sharp contrast to the earlier tmfaulent

succession disputes in the SinhaleseJdngdoms—Aniuadhapura, Polon-

naruva and Kdtte. It Is generaUy belBved that the acoesskni of die
Nayakkars led to increasing tension between the chiefi and the

Kandyan ruler, and that this represented the challenge ofindigenous

fixrces to a set offiireign kings. It is true that the Kandyan chieft were
an influential fiiclor in the internal politics of the Kandyan kingdom
under the Nayakkars, but this was not unusual and, more to the point,

they seldom seemed capable of concerted joint action sustained over

any great length of time. Family squabbles and factional disputes

kept them deeply divided and suspicious of each other. Nor is it

without significance that the one major rebellion against a Kandyan
ruler of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries occurred in 1664, in

the reign ofRajasimha II, long before the Nayakkar accession. Apart
from an abortive rebellion against Kirti iSri Rajasimha, the only

Nayakkar ruler to face serious opposition was the last of the dynasty,

and the last king in Sii Lanka's history, iSii Vikrama Rajasimha, in

the early nineteenth century. The fact, however, is that the Nayakkars
blended with the Kandyan background with remarkable ease, and
their success in this owed not a little to their calculated but enthusiastic

support of Buddhism, The 'aristocratic' opposition to the Nayakkars
was largely a matter ofwishful thinking on the part of the Dutch.

By its survival in the face ofheavy odds, the Kandyan kingdom pro-

vided a link, indeed a continuity, in political institutions, social struc-

ture and religion, if not in its economy, with the Sinhalese kingdoms
of the past from Anuradhapura to Kotte. In the Kandyan version of

a feudal polity all political and economic rights originated, theoreti-

cally, from the king whose authority extended to religion as well. He
was the *lay head' of the Erastian religious system of the Sinhalese,

and the chiefpatron and economic support of the sangha. In practice,

however, monarchical authority was considerably less pervasive than

it appeared to be, hedged in, as it was, by safeguards and softened by
sirit—tradition, custom, convention and the example of 'good princes'.

A third constraint on the operation of an efficient despotism was fear

of rebellion, no minor consideration in a situation where the king had
no standing army at his disposal.

Of the institutional checks on royal authority the most conspicuous

was the amdtya mandalaya or the royal council, to which important

matters of state were delegated from time to time. Its influence and
authority depended as much on subjective factors such as the per-

sonality and prestige of the councillors as on the skill with which their

advice reflected the collective wisdom of the community embodied in
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custom and tradition. This council consisted of tfae two aSgjSr^ or

Maha NiUxmis—^the chiefadministrative authorities ofthe Kingdom

—

the disdvas, the rate-rdlas and the maha mohottala or chief secretary. It

would appear that tfae king generally abided by the dedsiofis and
advice ofIhe cqumdl,^ especially when there was unanimity.

The nudeut of ^e kingdom consisted of tfae Kan^-uda-pas'-rata

wfaicfa during mucfa of tfais period was divided into nine* administra-

tive umtB or ratas all situated witfain tfae mountains and plateaux in

cloie proodmity to tfae capital. Tfaere were also tfae i&iiEwmcr,* more
exteniive in area, sloping away finom tfae central faills and i^teaux
towards the Dutdi border or the sea: tfae exceptions were Valapanfi

asd UdapaUUfaa wfaicfa lay witfain tfae mountainous core of tfae king-

dom. The nine ralaswere generally more populous and fertile tfaan tfae

disffoonus, but their administrators—^the nae-rSlas at ntU-mahatmayds

*-^iad less power and influence tfaan tfaeir counteqsarts in tfae

vomer, the dSsAur, fiir the ample reason that tfaeselatterwere dose to

the capital, and kings were generally very sendtive to the possibility

of tfae power and pomp of tfae disSoas encroaching on royal authority.

Of these administrative units the Four Kdra|es, the Seven K5ra|£8y

MUtale and Ova were tfae most important in terms ofpolitical status,

the most lucratwe to tfaeir iuSvaSy and tfae most prestigious as well.*

At the odier end of tfae scale were tfae Vanni districts of the north-

central and eastern parts of the dry zone generally ruled by Vanni
cfaiefi, tributaries of tfae Kandyan kings. Efiective autfaority in tfae

Vamd districts lay witfa tfae VannifSrs ra^er tfaan tfae disSvas appointed

Nimrakalfiviya, tfae faeartland of tfae hydraulic dvilisatbns of

ancient Sri Lanka, was a special case. There the village conmiunities

were to all intents and purposes accpfaaloQs administrative entities.

Control by the central government was minimal, and the office of

disaoa of Nuvarakal&viya was symbolic ofrank but conferred ndther

real power nor any considerable revenue. Tfae decay of tfae hydraulic

*Up to the time of Riyaaiiiilia II tbere had been only one a^Sgftt, He added a
second, and in die early yean of the nineteenth century, the last Kandyan kii^
appointed a third—perhaps as a means of dividing the authority of tfae aSgSn and
reducing their powers.

* Although bhikkhus had no official position in this council, tfae most *"ft*<*>*»«>

among them could be summoned when requiied to particqmte in its discussions.

* These were Udunuvara, Yatinuvara, Tumpane, HaxiqMttuva, Dumbara,
Hevahata, Kotmale, Uda Bulatgama, and Pata Bulatgama.

' By the end of the eighteenth century there were twelve tUsdvonies, The T(Uas

and disdvonies were generally of equal status.

*The only towns of note were Senkadagala (modem Kandy), raiaifabS,

Alutnuma, Badulfa and Hanguianketa, all ofwfaidi ¥^eie loyal residences at one
timeoraaodier.

lO
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civiliaation of the dry zone left some of the villagen—who remained

there—m oonditioiis ofappalling poverty; they had abandoned setded
cultivation, were increasingly dependent on the produce ofthejungle

for their sustenance, and were often ignorant ofthe techniques ofwet

rice cultivation. like Nuvarakalaviya, the remoter provinces 'bdow
the mountains*-—Vela»ay Bintftnna and Tamankaduva—situated on
the periphery of die Kandyan kingdom, were little subject to die

control of the central government and brought no considerable re-

venue ather to the king or to the minor SsSoas appointed over

them.
In their dUSooms^ the i&an» were virtual rulers: they were respon-

sible for the oollectbn ofrevenue, exactedthelabourservicedue to the

king, enjoyed judicial powers, communicated with the ruler thxou^
the adi^Srs—9Jidm gieneralsaw to thegoodgovernment ofthe territory

under their controL Themethod ofconscriptionwas such that military
authority too was concentrated in their hands. The SsSioas could, with

the hdp oflocal officials in the provinces, rally the peasants for war.

No kk^ i^Eier R&jasiihha II is known to have led the troops into

battle, and in thewan widi the Dutch it was the A^i^who
leadcnhip. In war and in ceremony the people followed the Ssdoa of

the province. The dbfiwnormatty resided in the captal as a pledge of

the fidelity ofthe people under his command, and visited his disSvoid

only when state business so demanded. Administrative authority and

the light to collect revenue were delegated to local officials, generally

members ofthe local 'aristocracy' ofthe ifisiMR^ selected fiKim among
the rate dffo, the equivalent ofa yeomanry.

A 4SsdV0Hy like a rata was divided into kitrafis (comprising a group of

contiguous villages) and a koraU into paffBs. The <tisdva had his sub-

ordinates all appointed by him from among the gpmhda in each of

these, a kordi (an office of trust and considerable remuneration) for a

paiiu, a muhandiram in charge of each caste group in a specified terri-

torial division, and under the muhandiram were the mdSnes responsible

for such caste groups in a village. Since almost every inhabitant

possessed some land, he had a tenurial obligation to make a contribu-

tion to the state in cash or kind and to render personal service. The
link between the cultivator and the state, in the collection of these

taxes and the performance of services (rajakdriya), was the viddne or

headman. There were also the baddas, formed on the basis of caste

groups, which cut vertically across the territorial system without

regard to regional boimdaries, and divided the population into func-

tional groups. The authority ofeach badda over the caste group and its

.services was all-embracing. During the eighteenth century the badda

system was highly centralised and functioned under separate depart-

mental heads. However, during the last &w years of the kingdom's
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eristence the ^otfi&tf tatided to com
Ckmcentration of authority in the hands of the tHsSoas—especially

those in cfaai^ge of the principal disSvome^—was always a potentud

danger to loyal autliarity» and for that reason a policy ofchecks and
balances was resorted to. There were ofcourse the obvious but crude

devices ofsetting aristocratic fiunilies against each other, and seddng
tovnn ii^yportbyrewarding loyal service with gifb in theIb^
grants. Ghreat carewas taken to see that the disdvaswere not appointed

to their home or ancestral territories, and in the remoter parts ofthe

country where the disdvah authority was potentially at its greatest, the

Basn&pake J^Rlamb of devdles (lay trustees of deoBli property) were a
powerfiil countervailing Ibrce^ espedaUy because some the more
important denSUs had very laige extents of land in these remote

legions.

Caste

Kandyan feudalism was an association of land tenure with a system

of endogamous occupational castes, which enabled a complex system

oflabour specialisation to operate without the use ofmoney. Through
the baddai caste services were channelled to the benefit of the state.

Each caste was economically privileged in the sense

the right to supply a particular kind of labour. Every separate craft

had its own headmen and all the craftsmen held land in return iot the

services they rendered so that the craftsmen, like everyone else, were
cultivators but provided the q)ecialised service demanded of their

caste.

Three points about the caste system ofthe Kandyan kingdom need

special emphasis. First, it was a more rigid, or rather, less flexible

system than that of the Sinhalese areas of the littoral. But this was not

always so. Early in the seventeenth century Antonio Barretto (Kuru-

vita Rala), a karava, was made disdoa ofCva. The eighteenth century

provides no such example of a non-goyigama in so exalted a position.

Similarly in later times there is greater strictness in regard to con-

cubinage ofwomen oflower castes. The evidence then is of increasing

stratification ofKandyan society in the eighteenth century, in contrast

to the greater mobility and social change within the caste system in the

Sinhalese areas apparent under Dutch rule.

Secondly, as in the caste system of the littoral the dominant clement

was the govikula or goyigama (which formed almost half the population).

Since the entire population lived in part by farming, and everyone had
a share of land, it was the goyigamas' exemption from 'professional'

services as craftsmen or artisans that set them off from other castes.

Besides, the gqyigamas in the higher administrative services did not till
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the soil at all, but derived their inoome fitxm die land by employing

otfaen.

Thegmhdoy like other castes^ was divided into sub-castes. Hie sub-

caste was stricdy endogamous, the organised unit with which indi-

viduals were mainly identified. Not all subdivisionswidun the govOada

could stricdy be called sub-castes, ho%vever, and there was consider-

able social mobility within the lower ranks ofthe^omiafs. Hie radala

and the mudaU were the highest ofthe sub-castes ofthe gooUada. They
were stricdy endogamous, and fisnned the real aristocracy of the

Kandyan kingdom, aldxnigh the rest ofdie goyigamas were also con-

sidered honourable. The raiala preserved its status by frequent inters

marriage within its own tanks. Secondary wives of the kings were
always selected fiom the nobility, and oollatend members ofthe royal

fiunily found spouses from amc^ng the nobles. Political power tendfd

to concentrate in their hands since they controlled the key posts in the

administration,manned die courtandhad conriderable socaal contn^
qpitomised in the personal rednue v^ich formed part of their pri-

vileges. Besides they had much land, whicfa gave them substantial

wealth. This landed wealth conferred not only eoonomic security-^n

the sense of its continuity from generation to generation—^but also

enormous prestige. Some of the posts in the administrative hierarchy

were hereditary in one family for 150 years: thus the Ahalepola family

were high in the king's service from the time of Rajasiihha II, if not

earlier. Among the other families of similar hereditary influence were
the Pilima Talaves, Leukes, Mampitiyas and Galagodas.

The selection of all administrative officers and the whole economic

structure had caste as its foundation. While the radala and rmidaH

fixrmed the apex of the administration, other subdivisions of the

govikula had distinctive official positions within the bureaucracy. All

official posts within the central government or in the provinces

depended on the rank of the officer within the govikula. All other castes

were regarded as humjdii. While the position of the^ooilbik at the top

of the caste hierarchy was never in doubt, there was no fixed order of

precedence among the non-goyigama castes of the Kandyan kingdom.

Their rank and status may have changed in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, but the process could not be compared with the

corresponding one in the maritime regions.

All social relationships between the various castes, and overt caste

symbols were fixed by custom (it was in regard to marriage that caste

rules were most rigidly observed). A person's caste was something

quite imalterable. His social life, his conductand his position in society,

as well as his legal rights and liabilities (including the taxes he paid

and the services he performed), were all determined by caste. In-

veterate custom, rather than religious sanctions, held the caste system
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together. And here we come to the third point: the ultimate con-

trolliog authority of the caste system was secular, and it continued as

a vigorous force in a Buddhist society because the state power was
vitally involved in maintaining it.' The sangha too was not averse to

upholding the caste system in its sphere of activity^ thus helping in its

own way to legitimise the social order.

The ecorum^

The economic basis of the Kandyan kingdom was subsistence agri-

culture, in which paddy cultivation was the central feature. Paddy
cultivation was at all times an enormously disciplined culture but
mare so in hilly terrain where terraces had to be constructed. It was
also generally a commimal activity around which the social and
economic life of the village revolved—the preparation of the iields for

sowing and the harvesting and threshing of the crop all required the

active support of the cultivator's neighbours in the village. A prime
requirement was a plentiful and well regulated supply ofwater, which
was provided by the heavy monsoonal and convectional rains of the

wet zone in which much of the Kandyan kingdom lay. In the drier

areas the water supply was supplemented by \dllage tanks. Shifting

agriculture

—

chena^ cultivation—was an integral part of the village

economy, its role being especially important in the dry zone. The
unique feature of chena cultivation in Sri Lanka was that it was
practised by a peasantry who were also engaged, sinuiltaneously or

Otherwise, in settled forms of cultivation. Because of the abundance of

forest land—the greater part of the Kandyan kingdom was clothed in

forest—and low- population density, chena culdvation, far from being a

wasteful form of agriculture® as the Dutch and later the British re-

garded it, was in fact 'an economically justifiable form ofland usage'. ^®

All paddy lands in the kingdom were subject to both compulsory

services^ ^—these scr\dces were attached to the land and not the indi-

vidual so that whoever enjoyed the use of a plot of paddy land had to

supply the labour due from it or provide a substitute for that purpose

* On the secularisation of caste in Sri Lanka, see R. Pieris, Sinhalese Social

Organuatum (Colombo, 1956), especially part V, and A. M. Hocart, Castt: a
Comparative Study (London, 1950).

Derived from the Sinhalese hen or hena.

* A plot of land cleared for chena cultivation was generally abandoned after two
crops were taken from it.

^ S. B. W. \^ndcremetekera (now Fernando), *The Social and Fblttical Oigaiip

isation ofdie Kandyan Kingdom* (unpublished iCA. thcsb, Univefrity of Lesion,
1961), p. 90.

Certain castes of people paid miscellaneous duties to the king in iron, steel,

salt, oil, ghee, betel and jaggery.
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—and taxes paid in kind {kada rdjakdriya), while some ofthem had in

addition the obligation of specialised services. These latter were
generally professional services organised under the baddas and per-

fixrmed by non-goytgama castes specially in various craftsi potters^ car~

penters, goldsmiths, painters, viood and ivwy carvers, and weavers."

Lands held by the govihda were not subject to services of this nature.

There was also an annual rate, which varied with the size of the hold-

ing, paid in grain at harvest time. The basis of all these imposts and

services was the mada bim^ the paddy field proper; neither the cul-

tivator's goda bim (garden) nor his hen {chena) were liable to any taxes.

The vmala or death duty^ was paid in kind, generally in grain, but in

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries more often in cattle* And the

king had the exclusive rights to precious stones.

The king obtained the services and ensured the loyalty of the higher

officers in his administration by generous grants of rights over land.

The disdvas were granted what were known as saramdru nindagam lands,

which they held during office. But such lands were not heritable.

When the king gave Agabiu^gama or royal village to a chief, it became
a nindagama, and the produce of the muttetpu or the proprietor's share

went to the gambadda or grantee. The rest of the village was divided

into pangus or shares, and the shareholders now performed services or

paid dues to the grantee instead of to the king. Thus as long as he held

office, the grantee of a saramdru nindagama had the usufruct of the

muttettu, and rights to enjoy services of its tenants, and certain dues from

them, to fine or eject them for non-performance of services, and finally

to settle disputes among them. Mndagam, given to disdvas in paraveni on
the basis ofa royal sannas, conferred the highest rights in land, amount-

ing in eflfect to hereditary estates, which in certain special cases were

declared free of all services to the crown. These paraveni nindagam^ as

they were called, gave a family a sense of identity from generation to

generation and greatly enhanced its prestige.

The king's cash income was very limited. Indeed specie was
scarce in the Kandyan kingdom and paddy was frequently resorted

to as a medium of exchange, while many economic transactions

were on the basis of barter. This was partly because considerations

of security—the threat of invasion from the littoral—hampered the

development of trade; since the kingdom's security depended on

its inaccessibility, the construction of roads and bridges was deli-

berately discouraged. Communications within the kingdom were at all

^The arganiiatum and nq>erinteiidenoe of these cominilaory aegvicci ivluch -

could include lervioe in dw militia—4By with the dtsioas, ividi the king setaining

the right to exempt anyone from these services.

1^ This tax was abolished by Kirti Sri Rajasirhha, but it was revived in the early

nineteenth century by the last king of Kandy, ^ri Vikrama Rajasimha.

I
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times vcr^ difficult on account ofthe forests, the mountainous terrain

and the heavy rains. Thus districts and, Ibr that matter, villages

developed as distinct economic entities with litde surplus production

and no means of disposing of any surplus—in brie( as congeries of

localeconomies rather than as a truly cohesive 'national' economy.
The V.O.C's economic activities contributed greatiy to this con-

traction of the Kandyan economy. For a long time there had been
considerable trading activity between the Kandyan kingdom and
Madura-Tanjore in South India. This trad^ a vitally important one
for the Kandyan economy, was disrupted fiom around 1665-70 when
thePutch annexedanumberofKandyan ports and established a trade

monopoly. As we have seen, Kandyan products had to be exported

through theV.O.G. or its agents, and at prices fixed by them well below

their real market value. The Kandyan villager suffered a heavy eco-

nomic loss, for the V.O.C. paid him a paltry sum for his arcca which

would have fetched considerably higher prices ifdirect sales had been

permitted. Again, once the V.O.G. became the sole importer ofcloth

the Kandyans were the losers. Thus throughout the greater part of

the eighteenth century the external trade of the Kandyan kingdom
was cr^pled, resulting inevitably in the •hriwlring of the Kandyan
eoQUQimy during this period.

The consolidation ofDutch power in Sri Lanka

The V.O.C's relations with the Kandyan kingdom in these decades

are reviewed here in terms of three themes: Dutch anxiety to gain

recognition oftheir sovereignty over ther^ons they controlled, which
the Kandyans steadfastly refused to concede but which they were

compelled to do by the treaty of 1766; Kandyan opposition to the

trade monopoly imposed by the Dutch; and, over most of this period,

the recognition by both the Kandyans and the Dutch of the limits of

their power and, stemming from this, the acceptance of their inter-

dependence in regard to certain key areas of activity.

After the death of Rajasimha II, the aim of Dutch jx)licy was to

revise the treaty of 1638 and to negotiate a new one which would
reflect more accurately the political situation that existed, and above

all, which would recognise Dutch sovereignty over the coast and seas

of the island. They ^vcre especially anxious to obtain secure title to

their possessions in order to guard against foreign intrusions. Pro-

tracted negotiations with Kandyan officials over the period 1688 to

1697 brought no results and this cooled the enthusiasm of the Dutch

for a new treaty.^^ For forty years thereafter they were less concerned

^ S. Arasaratnam, 'Vimala Dhanna Suriya II (1687-1707) and his Rdatkwn
With the Dutch', QJHSS, VI(x), 1963, 59-70.
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about securing reoogmtbnfitmi thekm oftfadrpcMMnioii

of the maritime lands. Instead the Dutch were content to base their

claims on a right of conquest fiom the Portuguese and the fiict of

effective possession since then. This the Kandyan rulers refused to

accept. Specific issues of conflicting interest arose and developed

around this question ofl^;al title, the most potent ofthese being ynAi

regard to Kandyan rxtfmal trade in the context ofDutch insistence on
monopoly rights.

Although most ofthe commodities oftrade which came within the

trade monopoly claimed by the Dutch originated in the coastal areas»

theKandyanregbnwasthe source ofareca» pepper and cardamoms

—

whichgrew abundantly there, and formed iic|xxrtant items in the once
flourishing trade between the Kandyan kingdom and the Indian

coast Sin^ilarly textiles and salt were essential items ofimport for the

Kandyans. Once the Dutch established their monopoly in trade, all

transactions in these commodities had to be conducted through the

Company or its approved 'agents' and at prices—fixed by the Dutch
authorities—generally disadvantageous to the Kandyan producerand
consumer. The monopoly resulted in a considerable loss ofrevenue to

the court as well as to the chiefs.

Under Vimala Dharma Suriya II, the successor of Rajasiiiiha II,

both court and chie& urged the Dutch to relax the rigours of their

monopoly by opening some of the ports to Kandyan trstde. Although

at first the Dutch were inclined to be conciliatory and to grant these

requests, the realisation that it would be detrimental to the economic
interests of the Company compelled them to stand firm against any
relaxation. The chiefs had tried unsuccessfully to send boats on their

behalf through Puttalam. Vimala Dharma Suriya II, a difhdent and
altogether pacific character, felt obliged to demonstrate his displeasure

at the conamercial policy of the Dutch by ordering the closure of the

lines of communication between his kingdom and the Dutch terri-

tories. The Dutch retaliated by tightening their monopoly after 1703.

Although the Kandyan kings did not follow a consistent policy of

hostility to the Dutch, nevertheless the closure of the 'roads' was one
option that was available to them and which was used to considerable

effect. It was not a positive act of aggression and the Dutch could

hardly regard it as such, but it did have an impact on them since it

often resulted in an inconvenient dislocation of the island's trade. This

pattern ofan onerous monopoly provoking the closure of the 'roads' in

retaliation was to be repeated throughout much of the dghteentb

century.

For discusrion ofthis see S. Anttaiatnam, 'Ihtiodiicti^

and South India, 1 700-1 750' in his edition of the Mmmr ^JtHas SlAi vm GW-
kmtsi, 1743-1751 (Ciolopibo, 1974), especially pp. t-36.
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Narendraslrhha, Vimala Dharma Suriya IPs son and successor, was
confronted with these problems almost from the time of his accession

in 1707. There was a considerable loss of revenue in areca and a

shortage of textiles on account of the Dutch trade monopoly. In

retaliation the 'roads' from Kandy were closed in 1716 and this

caused a noticeable shortage of arcca in the Dutch ports as well as a

reduction in the sale of cloth. The Dutch however were not to be

deflected from their policies. They would not consider any possibility

ofopening the ports. In 1720 the frontier gates were opened once more
and the trade between the Kandyan kingdom and the lowlands was
resumed. But the pressure for a relaxation of the monopoly and the

opening of the ports continued. Those most restive on this issue were

the Kandyan chiefs in their anxiety to get a better price for the areca

and pepper bought by the Dutch in Kandy. They took up the position

that there was no justification for the closure of the ports when there

was no threat ofa foreign attack. In 1 732 the pathways of the kingdom
were closed again, and this continued for two years, much longer than

on previous occasions. It caused a dearth of areca and cardamoms.

Nevertheless the Dutch decided to put an end to any expectation of

free trade, and the Batavian C'ouncil instructed Governor Pielat

(1732-4) to send a letter to the court, declaring firmly and pointedly

that the ports would not be re-opened for Kandyan trade in breach of

the Dutch monopoly under any circumstances.

Governor van ImhofTwas sent to the island in July 1736 to rebuild,

if possible, good relations with Kandy. He began on a conciliatory

note. There was a refreshing tone of moderation and realism in his

analysis of the situation in the island. The keynote was his emphasis

on the interdependence of the Kandyans and Dutch, and the need to

share the countr^^'s trade on a more equitable basis: the major share

would continue to remain with the Dutch, but he was willing to give

up the trade monopoly at least to the extent of granting the Kandyans
some limited benefits in trade on their own. In 1736 he attempted to

secure a peace treaty with the Kandyan kingdom, recognising the

legality of Dutch sovereignty over the lowlands in return for some
limited trading concessions—the Kandyans were to be offered the

right to send three vessels from Puttalam for purposes of trade (in

goods that were not monopolised by the Dutch) to the Indian coast.

He regarded such concessions as a means of binding the Kandyan
rulers to the Dutch in perpetual friendship. But when this compromise

was rejected by both the Kandyans and the Batavian government, van
Imhoff*8 thoughts quickly turned to a more rigorous and hostile line

of action

—

a. swift expedition to Kandy, a seizure of the king, and
enforcement of a peace treaty incorporating the terms desired by the

Dutch. Narendrasimha was ailing and not expected to live long, and
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since he had no male heir the Dutch rightly anticipated a disputed

succession and political instability on his deathj which conditions

could be exploited to their advantage. But Batavia recognised these

recommendations for what they were—a reversion to van Goens'

policies—and strongly opposed them. There was no objecdcm to ap-

peasement of the Kandyans provided van Imhoff could do it within

the framework ofexisting policy, and with the expedients available to

him. Pressure on the Dutch eased substantially with the breakdown in

the king's health in 1737, and his deadi in 1739.

A policy ofco-existence

For most of the period covered by this chapter the two parties—the

Kandyans and the Dutcb--preferred a policy ofco-existence to one of

prolonged tension. Neither was strong enough to gain a decisive

advantage over the otfaer^ while each in its own way needed the

other's support in some matters of vital importance. Tluis the Kan^
dyans, while fully aware of their own influence amoQg the Sinhalese

under the rule of the V.O.G., seldom resorted to incitement of tfacm

against the Dutch, and even when they did so there was a very

noticeable element of cautious restraint in such activities. And the

Dutch fixr their part, deqpite provocations, were circuniq)ect in dealing

with the court They todc care not to offend it in anyway. There was
in fiict a scrupulous and consistent adherence to fiirmalities and dvi-

even when it was
tediously eadiausting ifnot positivelydegrading. Above allboth parties

were keenlyaware oftheir mutual dependence.
Dutch assistance in the finrm ofboats and shq»was required by the

Kandyans in regard to two issues princ^Kdly—and regolaily—and
since ndther ofthese had to do with trade or poMticsi die Duldi wore
williiig to help. The ELandyan royal fiunily, as the only ruling house in

the island, li^ to look to Soutii India Sat its spouses. The Dutch
readily acconmiodated requests for aid in sending missions to South
India for this purpose, as well as in bringing the bridal party to the

island. The Kandyan monarchs, Narendrasirhha, iSri Vijaya Riga-

simha and Kirti sri Rajasiriiha were afforded this ^cility in 1710,

1739 and 1 75 1 respectively. Again, Dutch aid in the form ofships was
vital if not indispensable in helping Kandyan rulers to maintain

contact with the Buddhist states of South-East Asia—Burma and
Thailand principally—to revitalise Sinhalese Buddhism, and to re-

establish the upasampadd and the purity and strength of the ioi^Aa in

Sri Lanka.^* Indeed because of die distances to be covered and the

M See P. B. K Feniando, 'An Account ofdie Kandyan MiMoa sent to Sl^
1750 AD.', CJHSS, n, idsg, pp. 37^; D. B. Jayatilaika, 'Sinhakie Bmbawiei to
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hazards of the long voyages, these missions could never have been

undertaken without the active help of the Dutch. Three such missions

were sent. The first two in 1741 and 1747 both failed, though not for

the same reasons; while the third, which left in August 1750 and
returned to the island in the middle of 1753, was a pronounced suc-

cess and a landmark in the history ofBuddhism in Sri Lanka.^'

The Dutch, for their part, were equally dependent on Kandyan
goodwill in matters of vital importance to them—the successful col-

lection of cinnamon for export and the transport of elephants to

Jaffna. The lirst ofthe.se was by far the more important and as regards

this the King's permission was required for peeling cinnamon within

Kandyan territories. His influence was not confined to these regions.

He could, if he wished, impede the smooth functioning of the Dutch
machinery for cinnamon production in the lowlands under the control

of the V.O.C. by virtue of his leverage with the saldgamas. Generally,

the peeling of cinnamon in the Kandyan kingdom was permitted, as

well as the transport of elephants to Jaffna, except on occasions when
relations between the two parties were more than ordinarily strained.

At least up to the end ofthe 17208 the Kandyan king did not as a rule

seek to subvert the loyalty of the saiSgwnas and thus disorganise tiie

peeling ofcinnamon in the regions under Dutch control. Even during

the administratbn of Petrus Vuyst (1726-9), when the Dutch were
under severe stress on account of internal problems in the lowlands,

the Kandyans did not seek to turn these to thdr advantage. But this

reluctance disappeared over the next decade.

In the early 1 730s, the efforts of the V.O.C. administration to

extract a larger portion ofthe agricultural production ofthe peasants

for its coffers led to widespread discontent in the low-country." The
discontent ripened into unrest, and the Kandyans smarting under the

restraints ofthe Dutch trade monopoly were afforded an opportunity

for embarrasdng the Dutch by inciting the people ofthe low-country

to resistance, llie chiefi took the initiative in this. The Kandyan
kingdom served as a refiige for malcontents facing punishment, and
as a bridgehead fiom which they would sustain their opposition to the

Dutch. As we have seen, the 'roads' Unking the low-country with the

Kandyan kingdom were closed on the king's instructions in 1732. In

1733 tiie peeling ofcinnamon in the Seven Korales was forbidden on

the king's orders, as was the transport ofelephants through the king-'

dom. The situation in the low-country deteriorated forther under
Governor Domburg (1734-6). The V.O.C's demands on the service

Aiakan', JRAS{CS), XXXV, 1940, pp. 1-6; and P. E. Picris, 'Kirti Sri's Embassy
to Siam', JRAS\C&), XVIII, 1903, pp. 1 7-41

.

See below chapter 13 for discuiwon ofthis.

" Hie theme ofpeasant unrest in the lituural is reviewed in du^iter 12 bdovr.
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castea capcdally the saU(gflmas—kB^ incieaaiiigy and the Kandyam
gave the latter secret encouragement in their opposition to the Dutch
when not openly incitingthem to rebdlion. Disafiected dements in the
low-country used the king's name to rally support for themsdves
against the Dutch.The king's influencewasvery vividly demonstrated^
and in a manner most damaging to the Dutch, when the sali^tmas

were persuaded to desert or to slacken the pace ofcollection.

If the Kandyans anticipated that a policy offanning the flames of

discontent in the low-country would yield the result they most desired

—a relaxation of the trade monopoly and the opening of the ports

—

their hopes were quickly and resolutely dispelled by the Dutch. As we
have seen, neither in Sri Lanka nor in Batavia would the V.O.C.
make any concession on this. True, this continued manipulation of

agrarian discontent in the lowlands to the discomfiture of the V.O.G.
largely e^qplains the initiatives attempted by van Imhoff which were
discussed earlier in this chapter. But while Batavia would countenance
appeasement and conciliadon, it continued to insist on a maintenance
of the trade monopoly.

The pressure on the Dutch eased considerably in the early 1 7408.

This is explained to some extent by the internal politics of the Kan-
dyan kingdom—^the accession, in 1739, of the Nayakkar dynasty to the

Kandyan throne.^^ While their kinship ties with South Indian states

were to pose considerable dangers to the Dutch in later years because

of the potential these held of political links with their European rivals

and competitors in South India, the establishment of the Nayakkar
dynasty caused no immediate change in Kandyan-Dutch relations.

The 'roads' were opened once again, and internal trade between the

two regions was resumed. This respite did not last long. By the time

van Oollenesse took over as Governor in 1743, the Kandyans began
stepping up their pressure on the Dutch in the low-country. The
saldgamas, still very loyal to the Kandyan ruler, often took their

complaints to him, and time and again van Gollenesse had to appeal

to the Kandyan chiefs to use their influence with the saldgamas to

persuade them to fulfil their tcnurial obligations to the V.O.G. With
the accession of the Nayakkar dynasty to the Kandyan throne, the

chiefs began to play a greater role in policy-making.

Much more serious and ominous for the future were the incursions

being made regularly into Dutch territory by the Kandyans. In 1743,

for instance, there was a raid into Siyana Koraje, as well as sudden

attacks on Dutch outposts in the Trincomalee district. Although a
show of firmness by van Gollenesse sufficed to repulse most of these,

it was not possible to guard against all such forays. Van Gollenesse had

L. S. Dewaraja, A Study of the Political, Administratiot and Social StruOm tfthi

Kandjfon Kingdom qfQyUm, 1707-1760 (Colombo, 19712).
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a shrewd grasp of the intricacies of the political and power structure

of the Kandyan kingdom, and sought to exploit the divisions and

factions within the court by a mixture of flattery and bribery—the

disbursement of gifts to some of the factions—to the advantage of the

Dutch. But he was in no position to sustain this initiative because of a

succession of natural disasters—floods, crop failures and epidemics of

smallpox and 'pestilential fevers' (probably malaria) in 1747-8. The
advantage was now once more with the Kandyans, and van Gollenesse

found that their pressure for free trade continued unabated and was in

fact intensified with the settlement of increasing numbers ofNayakkar
relatives of the king in the Kandyan court.^ Some of the Kandyan
chiefs entered into partnerships with South Indian Muslim merchants

in a potentially profltable smuggling trade through the Kandyan
ports. It would appear that the Nayakkar kinsfolk of the king, with

their South Indian connections, took the initiative in this. Van
Gollenesse had to take rigorous measures to curb this smuggling trade.

But the pressure for free trade continued.

Kandyan incursions into Dutch-controlled territory in the lowlands

continued during the administraUons of van Gollenesse's successors,

Loten (1752-7) and Schreuder (1757-62). And since Dutch land

policies, especially under Schreuder, became even more rigorous in

their impact than those of the 1730s, in a single-minded effort to

extract an ever-increasing share of the produce of the land from the

peasants, opportunities for the Kandyans to meddle in the affairs of

the lowlands kept proliferating and were eagerly exploited. It became
increaaingly difficult to maintain tlie restraints observed by both

pailiii in tids war ofnerveat, and two decades ofintermittent tenaonsi

prenires and irritations led directly to open warfiure in the early

i76ot—during van Edc's administration (1762-5)—for the first time

ianore dian a century.*^

The English East India Compat^ enters thepicture

It was in 1762 that the Madras establishment of the En^ish East

India CSompany sent its first dq>lomatic mission to Sri Ladca under

John Pybus. Tbe English had long hesitated in seeking to devdop

** This was especially so with the accession of Kirti Sri Rajasiihha to the

Kandyan throne in 1 747. He sought and obtained a bride of the Nayakkar lineage

torn Soutfi India. Sulaequently he nuuiied two other N&yakkar princenes. There
were thm firam Ifait time anumber ofNXyakkar cfaieit in ctMurt inpo«i^^
and influence.

" On the Dutch wars with Kandy sec J. H. O. Paulusz, 'The Outbreak of the

Kandyan-Dutch War m 1761 and the Great Rebellion', ^/^^.^(GB), n.s., HI,
i953» PP- 29-52 ; J. H. O. Fnihin (ed.), Smtt Mbmtts tfAe IhOdk PoUHeat Com-
tUf lyGt (Ooiombo, 1954), prriaiUiriy pp. 1-19, PfeuhiK^ introduction; and
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OQOtacts with the Kandyan kingdom for &ar ofofiending the Dutch,

whose neutrality in the Seven YeaxB Wiuv whichwas then raging, was
advantageous to them. But the initiatEve on this occasion had come
firom the Kandyan ruler who was deq)eratdly seeking the firiendship

6[ European powers as a counterpoise to the Dutch. Although the

English were conscious of the island's strategic value in the Anglo-
French struggle fixr supremacy in India, they had no definite plans

with regard to Sri Lanka and no policy to apply. Thus the Pybus
mission was basically an intelligence project to gain an understanding

of the political situation in the island and to assess the military and
diplomatic problems that oonfionted the Kandyan rulers. The British

had no intention ofbdng drawn into a commitment to the Kandyans
which could in any way be interpreted as a formal ofifer ofassistance

against the Dutch.

In striking contrast, the Kandyans, &ced with the proq)ect ofwar
with the Dutch, expressed a podtive desire for British assistance, and
they hoped that the Pybus missionwould treat this as the central point

of ^e negotiatuHis it was to conduct in Kandy. But Pybus had ao
authority to make such an oflbr, and keei»ng to his instnictioi^

deliberately vague and hesitant whenever Uiis theme emerged in the

course of his discussions wi^ the Kandyans. He did produce the

articles of a draft treaty for discussion, but these were more in the

nature of a numoeuvre designed to extract information on what
potential benefits the Kandyans were inclined to oflfer to the British

than a serious attempt at negotiatingan agreement conferring benefits

on both parties. Thus Pybus's request for a territorial foothold for the
Rngliah £ast India Company on the king's territory on the coast, in

return for which nothing substantial was on offer, was flir from being

an optimistic attempt to get something for nothing. The offer was a
cynical device to test the Kandyan reaction to the prospect of a
British bridgehead in the island. It is important at this point to

emphasise that Pybus in his request for a territorial foothold on the

coast was not thinking exclusively of the port of Trincomalee, and
that it was not the primary aim ofhis mission to ask for British control

of that port. The British had a working arrangement with the Dutch
which allowed them to use the harbour as a refitting port for the

British Eastern fieet whenever necessary.

The discovery that the Pybus mission was in Sri Lanka and nego-

tiating with the Kandyans came as a great surprise to the Dutch. But

by the time the discovery was made they were already at war with

Kandy, and news of the Pybus mission served to harden the Dutch

R. Raven-Hart, The Dutch Wars in Kandy, 1764-176S, Geykm Katocical MuniS-
cxipU fiomminion. Bulletin No. 6 (Colombo^ X964)*
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attitude towards the Kandyan kmgdom, and to spur them on to a
total reversal oftheir tactics and pdides with r^aid to their position

in Sri Lanka. The kgal fictbn that they admiidstered the territories

they controlled as servants ofthe Kandyan king had been maintained
for too longpardy because the expense ofa protracted war against the

Kandyans, whidi was the only means of converting this fictitious

position into the hard reaHty of ejBTective sovereignty, acted as a
deterrent to the Dutch. In 1762 reluctance to embark on a war, even

a long one, against the Kandyans melted away, and an eiq>edition

was despatched to the Kandyan hills to bring the Kandyan kingdom
to heel. It was routed as comprehensively as Portuguese invading

forces had been in the past. But the Dutch were too perturbed by the

Pybus mission and its implications to let this defeat deter them from

renewing the efifort to compel the Kandyans to accept the &ct of

Dutch sovereignty over the island's maritime regions. A second ex-

pedition despatched In 1765 was successfol because it was better

planned, and the Dutch were able to extract fix>m the Kandyans a
settlement and a treaty which gave them all they desired.

The clauses ofthe treaty of 1766^^ spelled out the realisation ofwhat
had lately become the major objectives ofDutch power in Sri Lanka.

The Dutch were now the paramount power in Sri Lanka and the

Kandyan kingdom was reduced to the position of a landlocked state

dependent on the Dutch for supplies of some essential items of food

(such as salt and dry fish), with its external trade under Dutch control,

and with severe limitations on the conduct ofits foreign relations. Very
few concessions were made to Kandyan sensibilities demote the fisuct

that the Dutch success on the battlefield was more apparent than real

and that the treaty had been extracted by the use of prolonged dip-

kxmatic pressure and threats ofa renewal ofwar. In reality the treaty

was a hollow triumph for it did not represent an accurate expression
ofthe real balance ofpolitical forces in Sri Lanka. The Kandyanswere
too resentful and humiliated to reconcile themselves to the new
situation, and the Dutch lacked the power to compel the Kandyans to

a strict adherence to the essential features of the treaty if they were
minded to be recalcitrant. The rigorous terms imposed on the Kan-
dyans by the treaty of 1766 spurred them on to a feverish search for

foreign assistance in expelling the Dutch from Sri Lanka.

The Kandyans' passionate pursuit ofa policy of revenge against the

Dutch coincided with the eruption of the penultimate phase of the

Anglo-French conflict for the control of India. The British were
anxious to prevent the French from filling the power vacuum caused

by the waning of Dutch power in Asia. As a result, the Dutch were

2- On the treaty of 1766, see S. Arasaratnam, 'Dutch Sovereignty in Geyloii:

A Historical Analysis of its Problems'* GJHSS, I(x), I953> pp. I05-8X.
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soon embroiled in the Anglo-French stirugs^ Ibr the control ofSouth
Tndifti From tiiis cuei^gBd threat to thg Duti^ in die nuuntiBEie

regions of Sri TiflnVft anidi British interest in iSbc ftlOT^ i Since many of

the South Indian rulers were connected fay kinship and marriage ties

to the Nayakkars, they could easily act as broken in a Kandyan-
English East India CSompany alliance, and thus link Sri Lanka with

the politics ofthe Madras region. The link was attempted during the

Sevoi Years War. If the role of the South Indian states in this was
much less than dedsivei itwas because—aswe shall see—^the operadoii

of more powerilil forces, which pulled Sri Lanka into the power

struggle in South India, had made their mediatory role superfluous.
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TRADE AND AGRICULTURE
UNDER THE V.O.G.

The lure ofcinnamon brought the V.O.C. to Sri Lanka, and through-

out the period of its rule in the island's maritime regions, the protec-

tion of the cinnamon monopoly was its great passion. Occasionally it

showed some interest in other cash crops—coffee, pepper and car-

damoms, for instance—but this, as we shall see, was only for brief

periods when the supply from the traditional sources of these com-
modities within the ^-flung Eastern possessions of the V.O.C. was
inadequate to meet the demand for them in the markets of Europe

and Asia. In the wider perspective ofthe V.O.C. 's international trade

Sri Lanka's role was that ofits main producer ofcinnamon.

Cinnamon

As sole suppliers ofcumamcm in the European and Asian markets the

Dutch were in a position to dictate the price at which it was sdd and
with a fireedom diey sekbm had with regard to otiier commodities.

This was reflected in the extraordinary increase in the price of dn-
namcm in Europe as well as in the East finom the i66o8y when the

V.O.G. established its control over Sri Lanka's littoral and its dn-
nanaon trade. From an average of 1.50 guilders a pound in 1660, the

price moved up to 3 guilders over the rest ofthe seventeenth century.

In the mid-eighteenth century it reached 6 guilders and stood at a
quite excqptional 8 or 9 guilders a pound in the 1780s before returning

to an average of6 or 7 in the i7gos, the last years ofDutch rule in the

island. Sri Lanka's cinnamon was superior to that ofits overseas com-
petitors, but only three or four out of about ten types of the island's

dnnamon were of fine quality, and sufficient quantities of the finest

cmnamon required for the European market could never be found.

What was most remarkable was that Sri Lanka did not benefit fitmi

the oonsistendy high prices which its most valued export commodity
commanded in the markets ofthe world, nor for that matter did the

V.O.C. administration in the island, for the profits firom cinnamon
did not appear in its accounts.^ The profits fixim sales in Europe went

^ Saks in Asia were kept down to ooeSMi of tbat in the more lucntive

Euvopean market In this way prices were maintained at an artificiany high level
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direct to the Netherlands chamber ofthe oompanyx and those at Asian
ports remained there. The result was that neither the regions in Sri

Lankawhidipxiduced the spice nor the peoi^e engaged in its prodi^
don derived any substantial advantage fiom this trade.* The V.O.G.
monopolised both the trade and the profits fifom it.

The history ofSri Lanka's cinnamon trade during the period ofthe
V.O.C.'s rule of the island's maritime belt has three distinct phases,

with the administrations of Governors van Imhoffand Faick serving

as convenient dividing lines. Some aspects of this first phase have
been reviewed in earlier chapters, and therefore will not be dealt with

at any great length here. GSommon to all these phases are some
distinctive features. First, because the salagamas were under a service

obligation to deliver fixed quantities ofcinnamon gratis and were paid
a bare pittance for that which was supplied in excess of this quota, the

company's production cost was next to nothing. The cinnamon depart-
ment—the Mahabadda under a Dutch official (the captain of the

Mahabadda)—was entrusted with the administration ofthe very rigor-

ousplakaats designed to preserve cinnamon as a Dutch monopoly.* The
main function of the department was mobilisation of all able-bodied

salagamas to peel the cinnamon and make it ready for export. The
Alahabadda maintained lists ofsalagamas which were r^ularly scrutin-

ised and revised to check absenteeism and avoidance of this service

obligation.^ The peeling of cinnamon in the forests was inordinately

rigorous and unpleasant, and quite understandably the salagamas

resorted to all manner of ruses to avoid the service. Pressures, relent-

lessly maintained, on the salagamas to bring in ever-increasing quan-
tities ofcinnamon—^to exceed their quotas and not merely meet them
—imposed on them a crushing burden oftenurial obligations.

Secondly, despite their control of the major cinnamon-producing

areas of the south-west, the Dutch could never do without supplies

obtained from the Kandyan kingdom as well. In combination with the

influence the Kandyan ruler had with the saldgamaSy this dependence

on the Kandyankingdom for supplies ofcinnamon underlined the vul-

so that it would be unprofitable for the Company's competitors to buy cinnamon
in Asia for sale in £urope.

Becameoftliemoni^ly imposed by theV.O.C, the Kandyan kingdoin oould

not sell dnnamon through its ports to traden who called diere, and as a remit
its economy was deprived of a valuable item of exchange with which to finance

imports.

* The destruction of a cinnamon plant, the unauthorised peeling of its bari^

private ttadb in cinnamon, and the transport of cinnamon were all placed hi lha

category of ofienoes Ibr yiMdk die death penalty could be inqpond. To enfixoe

these draconian measures the jungles were systematically patroUed.
* In an attempt to protect their children from these oppressive tenurial ob-

ligations, the scddgamas often avoided registering their children with the Mahabaddom
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nerability ofthe V.O.G. to diplomatic and political pressure finom the

Kandyans. Therewas, thirdly, the central feature ofDutch land policy
in the littoral under their control: the protection of the cmnamon-
producing forests—they were content to leave potentially productive

land lie idle rather than allow it to be cultivated if there was the

slightest chance ofharm to the cinnamon plants that grew so luxuri-

antiy in the forests. This singularly restrictive land policy left extensive

tracts ofcultivable land beyond tiie reach of the people. The V.O.C.
justified these restraints by the arguments that slash and bum agricul-

ture would lead to scnl esdiaustion; that the clearing ofland for €hmas

would inevitably result in the destruction of cinnamon plants; and
indeed that cinnamon seeds scattered by winds and birds would not

take root in lands cleared ofthdr forest cover. In the nineteenth

century the British, who succeeded the Dutch in control ofthe island,

would bejust as rigid in thdr opposition to ch6m cultivation, although

the rationale in that instance was composed of a different set of
arguments, with the charge of soil exhaustion serving as the single

common factor. But this is to anticipate events.

Each in its own way, and in combination, these three factors Iccpt

the Sinhalese areas ofthe littoral in a state ofincipient tension during

much ofthe eighteenth century. In terms ofits rdative inqxatance in

provoking opposition to the V.O.G., the third was mudi the most
significant. The more perceptive of the Dutch officials were aware of

this, but till van Imhoff appeared on the scene nobody ofany import-

ance was willing to disturb this holy cow—the cardinal principle of

Dutch land policy ofleaving large areas ofland improductive in order

to protect the cinnamon that grew there—^much less to slaughter it.

Van Imhoff could see neither logic nor equity in this, and persuaded

the Company directors that some of this land could be put to better

use-^g. for the cultivation of coconut, which held out the prospect

that arrack—a product of the coconut palm—could become a major

source ofincome for theV.O.G. He took the initiative in granting land

for other 'secondary* crops as well, coffee among them, a line ofpolicy

which his successor van Gollenesse was inclined—initially, at least

—

to continue and expand by including pepper in the category of crops

for which such lands were available. Later van Gollenesse bef^an to

have reservations about this policy because the V.O.G. suffered a loss

ofrevenue when high land was converted to gardens; however, he did

not stop these land grants altogether, but made sure that full rights of

aUenation would be given only after the Company's share of revenue

had been paid.^

* D. A. Kotalawde, 'Agrarian Policies of the Dutch in South-West Geylon

1743-1 767', J^deUng Agrmiseh* (kschiedenis Bijdragen (hefcafter AAGB), XIV,
Wageningen, 1967, pp. 3-33, see particularly pp. i6ff.
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And thea in 1746 came a more notable dqtarture &cm establkhed

practice when van GoUcnesBe decided to permit Muslims and
Olietties to own and cultivate land. Hitherto aliens living in Dutch
territory—^Muslims and Ghetties were so regarded—had been pro-

hibited fiom land ownershq>. They appear to have been engaged in

occupations other than agriculturcy and were obliged to work for the

Company at its various establishments for three months of the year

(id^mn service), an obligation which they could conunute for a fixed

sum ofnM)neyeachyear iftheywidied. This liberalisationpt^^
short-lived; it did not sundve the sudden and pnxJigious increase in

the price ofcinnamon in the mid-eighteenth century—&om 3 guilders

to more than 6 a pound—a doubling in price stimulated by the up-

surge in the demand for cinnamon in Europe. There was now,

naturally, tremendous pressure to stq> up cinnamon production, and

in its wake came a sharp and deliberate reversal ofthe trends initiated

by van Imhoif and van Gollenesse and a return under Loten and
Schreuder to the conventional policy of rigorous restraints aa the use

ofunproductive lands for agriciilture in <»der to protect thednwamnn
plants that lay scattered in them.®

Loten re-imposed the V.O.C'a policy of restraining the extension

of traditional subsistence agriculture into forests and waste lands

which had potential for the extraction ofcinnamon bark.^ Schreuder

refined these restraints through a series ofaggressively stringent mea-

sures into a harsh, even iron-handed regime which heeded neither

equity nor custom; he ordered the destruction of peasant holdings

—

gardens, In particular—^if the cultivator could produce no legal tide;^

not even service teniue lands which people had held without disturb-

ance for generations were exempted, while long-established villages

were re-located in areas deemed unsuitable for cinnamon if the

original site contained cinnamon in commercially exploitable quan-

tities.

In the context of growing population pressure'* on existing agri-

cultural lands, the effects of Schreuder 's measures were disastrously

explosive. Agrarian discontent was normally synonymous with sold-

• ibid., pp. 19-32.
' In 1753 he placed a ban on chinas but this was lifted within a year, and in 1754

the clearing of land for chinas was permitted under rigorous controls though the

offiMitf into gaxdenswas strictly prohibited. This renuuned the badi of
Dutch land policy, such as it was, till 1767.

' Where they had legal title they were provided with title deeds which, apart

from other considerations, was viewed as a useful method of introducing the

indigenous population to the practice of land surveys previously attempted without

much success during the administration of van Gollenesse.

*We have little reliable infixnnation on the demographic tfendi of this period.

Hie Dutch records refer to an increase in population, and attribute tiiit vnthout

much explanation to an excess of births over deaths.
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gama rcsdyenos at tfadr service obligatioiis which kept them feriq) to

ejg^t months of the year in the feests peeling cinnamon. Now ex-

asperatiop and resdasness had a much wider base, although the

sal^gamas reacted most violently of all because they confronted bm>
geoning pressures in the form ofincreasing buideiisome quotas and
harsh pimitive measures ifthesewere not met They responded as they

usually did where pressures became intolerably severe, by deserting in

large numbers to the Kandyan kingdom. But this traditional escape

valve could no longer cope with the hostility generated by Schreuder's

harsh measures. The entire south-west of the island erupted in re-

bellion in 1 757, and this was not put down entirely till the early 1 760s.

The saldgamas figured prominentiy in sustaining the rebellions, but
there were other factors at work too. The Kandyans moved in to aid

the rebels, and set about doing it without the restraints they had
observed in the 1730s. For Governor Schreuder the villains of the

piece were the headmen between whose economic interests and those

of the V.O.G. there were now unmistakable signs of conflict Their

resentment at the reduction of their aeeomodessans was aggravated by
the losses, actual and potential, they sustained because of the land

polides ofLotenand Schreuder. Cinnamon grew best on land that was
also suitable for coconut cultivation in which the headmen and others

had an increasingly important stake. But neither their grievances nor
their machinations—in inciting the peasants to rebel—^were respon-

sible for the outbreak ofrebellicmon this occasion. Schreuder believed,

or chose to believe, that the peasants had been goaded to rebellion by
the misdeeds of the headmen rather than the policies of the V.O.G.
While there were indeed some complaints against the headmenon this

score during the Galle and Matara uprisings of 1 757-60, these weie a
peripheral rather than a fundamental issue and to focus attention on
them as Schreuder contrived to do was an exercise in explaining away
rather than explaining the causes of these upheavals. Schreuder's suc-

cessor van Eck (1762-5) took a more realistic attitude in 1762 by
relaxing some of the harsher aspects of the land policies which had
provoked resistance, and he did so because they could not be im-

plemented \Ndthout serious opposition from the people. No alternative

policy was immediately forthcoming. Indeed one did not appear till

1767 in the aftermath of the wars with Kandy in the 1760s and the

treaty of 1766.

Surprisingly, the last decades of the V.O.G. 's administration were

full of new—one might even say radical—innovations in the organ-

isation of export agriculture, and in ncvs^ initiatives with regard to

traditional agriculture. All this is hardly consistent with the reality of

an organisation facing a bleak and uncertain future in an international

situationwhich threatened its very existence, and confronting an acute

1
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economic crisis, at a time when retrenchment and paralysis in

administration would have seemed more natural than innovative

departures from established patterns. Two of these latter concern us

here, and both came with Governor Falck (1765-85).

The first of these was the experiment begun in 1769 of cinnamon
cultivation on a plantation basis. As late as 1768 Faldk himself had
gone on record as sharing the conventional belief that cinnamon could

not be cultivated in plantations and that it thrived only in the jungles.

The first experimental plantation was begun at Maradana near

Colombo, and by 1771 there was positive evidence of its economic

viability, with the result that within a short time cinnamon planta-

tions were established in other parts of the south-west littoral as well.

Besides, the principle of plantation production was extended to other

crops, to coffee, for instance, and during the administration of de
Graaf (1785-93) the Company turned to cotton and indigo planta-

tions when it became difficult to obtain cloth from the Coromandel
coast, the traditional source of import to the island.^^

Once Falck was firmly convinced that cinnamon could be promoted
as a successful plantation crop throughout the south and south-west,

the full rigour of Dutch land policy was at last relaxed. The decision

taken to grant lands to the inhabitants on the understanding that one-

third of it should be planted in cinnamon and the rest with any crops '

they wished

—

thunhavul lands—was significant both because it was a
|

positive attempt to meet the needs of the people on their own terms by
a liberalisation of land policy, as well as marking a real breakthrough

in cinnamon cultivation. The most liberal extension of thunhavul lands
'

occurred during the early years of de Graaf's term of office, and the
|

unbroken coconut belt from Matara to Chilaw is evidence of its

remarkable success on a long-term basis. Secondly, Falck was re-

sponsible for a reversal of the traditional attitude of exploiting the
^

labour of the saldgamas, without commensurate compensation in kind
|

or cash. This departure by Falck from Dutch practice was continued I

by de Graafthroughout the last years ofDutch rule, and survived well

into the early years ofBritish control in the nineteenth century.^

Falck gave saldgamas a wide range ofconcessions, most ofwhich were
not available to other castes: special consideration in the grant of
lands, exemptions from land dues and tolls at ferries; the right of
plying vessels without paying anchorage dues; free collectioii of salt

and the right to trade in it and, even more important, exemption from
juiisdictioa of the onSnary courts. As a result of these privileges the

last quarter ofthe eighteenth century marked the rise of the saldgamas

"V. Kanapathipillai, 'Dutch Rule in Maritime Ceylon, 1766-1796' (unpub*
lished PH.D. thesis, University oi London, 1969), pp. 250-3.
* ibid,, pp. 298-307.
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as a caste group-^diese concessioiis were available to all saUlgamas and
not merely to their caste headmen—in social and economic status to

the point where mm^sal^gamas were anxious to get their children, and
tfaemsdves if possible, lettered as saiSgamas to enjoy these benefits.

The privil^^ conceded to the solSgmiias provoked the envy ofother

castes, but from the point of view of the Dutch the new policy paid

rich dividends. There was now hardly any disruption ofpeeUng. The
seHS^mm became so attached to the CSompany diat they report on
the felling ofjungle for f^hem cultivation, served on the commissions

that reported on the suitalnlity of lands which could be converted into

cAAtor, and supervised the destruction of garden crops found in

cinnamon lands.

Ironically, while these changes were to have far-reaching con*

sequences, the Dutch found that they made no impact on the main
question that concerned them—^that ofincreased production ofquality

cinnamon. Between 1764 and 1792 there was actually a &11 in the

quantity obtained. In fact annual collections of cinnamon hardly

reached former levels, and it was with great difficulty that sufficient

quantities to meet the requirements of the Directors were found. Nor
did these two innovations confer any special immunity against agra-

rian unrest and rebellion in the Sinhalese areas ofthe littoraL

Subsidiary crops

There was ahvays the possibility of a flourishing trade in coflfee had

the V.O.C. not stifled its growth in its territories in Sri Lanka. The
CSompany decided to introduce coffee as a garden crop in its pos^

sessions in 1722, but cofifee culture did not catch on for some time and
its production was quite negligible till the 1730s, when Amsterdam
instructed the Sri Lanka administration to collect as much coflfee as

possible in the island. By the end of the decade substantial quantities

were gathered for export, and this trade became part ofthe Company's
general trade monopoly. Cofifee from Sri Lanka was shipped to Indian

and Persian ports where it competed successfully with Arabian coffee.

But soon Javanese coffee production increased enormously and the

Dutch were oversupplied, and from 1738 onwards the Company in-

structed its officials in Sri Lanka to discourage its production. These
instructions were adhered to over the next two decades.

Much the same outlook and policies governed the Dutch attitudes

towards pepper and cardamom. In regard to both these products how-
ever, there was a complicating factor: the main centre of production

was the Kandyan kingdom, and there were attempts therefore to

encourage cultivation of these crops in the Dutch territories in order

to be independent of Kandyan supplies. This was most evident with
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regard to pej^per, one of the uland's tradidoaal wmar craps. Evan
though the Dutch did not rpgaid the island as a major producer of
this oommodity, diey were nevertheless aUe to collect relatively large

quantities ofit and, v^ile therewere some doubts eaipressed about the
desirability of promoting its cultivation in the island, the official

policy ofthe Company during much ofthe eighteenth century was in

&vour of encouraging the expansion of pqoper culture, within the

Dutch territories, as a garden crop. During the early part of the

eighteenth century there wsm a steady increase in the deinand far Sri

Lanka cardamoms in Europe. It would appear that the Company
collected cardamoms for its Asian trade as welL Most were obtained

fixim the Kandyan kingdom, but some also grew in the Compan/s
lands in the Mitara disibfonL TVa^ers fiom the low-country travelUsd

to the Kandyan kingdom to collect the produce sold to the Company.
In the second halfofthe eighteenth century, with its pepper trade

in Malabar and cardamom trade in the Indonesian Archipelago

&dng difficult times, the Company showed much greater interest in

obtaining supplies of these fixHii Sri Lanka. But it continued to blow
hot and cold: thus in 1765 Dutch officials in the island received

instructions to promote the cultivation of coffee Qn lySo under

Schreuder the V.O.G. had declared itselfready to buy asmuch oofiee

as was available), pepper and cardamoms, but in the very next year

theywere ordered to restrain coffee production and to accept only the

coffee actually delivered to them. Dutch officials in the island were
hopeful that after the treaty of 1766 there would be an abundant

supply ofcardamoms from the Kandyan kingdom, thus obviating the

need to stimulate its cultivation in the Company's territories, but

characteristically the prices offered by the V.O.C. were niggardly,

and as a result the Kandyans were not interested. Rather than offer a
higher price, the Company preferred to incur the eacpense of pro-

moting its cultivation in its own territories on the littoral. As for

p^per, the decision was taken in 1770 to bring all lands alienated for

pepper cultivation under cinnamon.

By the 1780s, however, the Dutch had lost their hold on then: once-

flourishing Malabar trade, and with alternative sources of supply of

pepper and coffee urgently called for, the V.O.C. looked once more
to Sri Lanka. Its officials in the island were urged to give vigorous

supjx)rt to the production of coffee (the Directors hoped to obtain

from I million to 1,500,000 pounds), pepper (production was to be

stepped up until the quantity obtained from Sri Lankan sources could

replace that normally obtained from Malabar) and cardamom. De
Graaf enthusiastically supported this p>olicy, but the drive to boost

production of these commodities proved to be too vigorous. It pro-
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vdked a major rebellion in 1789-90 in the areas in which the cSortu

were concentrated. From Matara the rebellion spread to other parts

ofthe littoral (especially Ghilaw and Puttalam) and to the Hapitigam
and Alutkuru kSrajis. A chastened Batavian govemment soon urged

de Graaf to halt his energetic bid to stimulate production of coifee,

pepper and cardamom, and to return to the more amventional pri-

orities ofDutch agricultural policy in which cinnamon took pride of
place.

One important point about these subsidiary crops needs special

emphasis: they—coffee, pepper and cardamoms—were an important

source ofmoney income to the people of the littoral. Sinhalese officials

in the provincial administration and headmen of various castes often

had considerable cash incomes derived from their lands, as well as

firom trade in sul^sidiary crops such as cardamoms. (Sinhalese head-

men of the border districts and Muslim traders served as agents of the

V.O.C. for the purchase ofcardamoms from the Kandyan idngdom.)

As a result not only was monetisation of the economy accelerated but

also the greater familiarity of the Sinhalese with cash transactions, in

combination with the capital that had accumulated in the hands of

some of their number in the littoral under Dutch rule, gave them a
decided advantage in exploiting the opportunities in trade and planta-

tion agriculture that came their way in the early nineteenth century

under British rule.

TradiHtmal agriculture

As early as 1656 the Dutch in Batavia had issued a set of instructions—

the first of their kind—to the V.O.C. in Sri Lanka in which great em-
phasis was placed on the promotion of subsistence agriculture and rice

cultivation. The aim avowedly was the attainment of self-sufficiency in

food on the littoral. In the first few decades of Dutch rule, disturbed

political conditions and particularly the prolonged tension on the

border with the Kandyan kingdom were hardly conducive to the

attainment of this objective. One problem was the depopulation of

large tracts of territory, especially on the disptilcd borders. The Dutch
encouraged people to return to these regions in the knowledge that

this would certainly help increase productivity in traditional agricul-

ture within the Dutch territories. This was in any case a long-term

perspective dependent on political conditions beyond the control of

the V.O.C. The first Governor, van Goens, had resorted to a more
tmorthodox solution: he imported slaves from South India and settled

tlicm on the south-west littoral. This experiment did not increase the

production of rice in the Dutch territories; the focus of attention was
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and comtixiucd to be *^«nanirm almost to tlie cxdusioii ofall ^l**^-

encouragement of traditional agriculture was qxnradicy inadequate

and unsystematic.

In the drier parts of the littoral under the Cbmpan/s oontrolr-jn

the Batticaloa and M&tara districts, for instance—the expansion of
rice cultivation depended on the restoration of the irrigation woria
there. The compulsory services available to the CSompanywere seldom
used for this purpose^ or for the maintenance of village tanks, dams
and sluices; in short they were rarely directed to work likely to benefit

subsistence agriculture. Their one notable achievement in irrigation

was the construction of the Orubokka dam in the south. It was die

first new irrigation pngect in the island since the days of the Foion-

naruva kings. The tJrubokka dam was an impressive engineering fisat

which successfully surmounted the disadvantages ofa climatic barrier

which left one side ofa mountain range plentifiilly supplied with rain

and the other side subject to long periods ofdroughtA rcHaUe wappfy
ofwater was provided for several thousands ofacres ofpaddy lands as

&T as Ra^^a in the parched Giruve pattu plains. Apart from this one
successful project in Roha^a, the Dutch did more to restore irrigation

works at Akkarai-pattu cm the east coast than elsewhere in their

territories. There were plans for the restoration of the YSdavftva at

Mannar and the Kantalai tank, as well as irrigation woiks on the

Pattipola Aar (Gal-oya) in the east, but nothing came ofthese.
In fact, the very substantial achievement of the Dutch in canal-

building completely overshadowed their work in irrigation, and these

canals were among their most notable contributions to the island's

economic development We digress, at this point, for a brieflook at this

canal system. The first canal was the one from the Kalani river just

north of the fort of Colombo through the Muturajavala swamp to

Pamunugama. By the early eighteenth century this had been cxended

by way of lagoons, backwaters and rivers to the Maha-Oya on to

Puttalam and 15 miles across the Puttalam lake to Kalpitiya. The
development of inland river and canal communications over the low-

country south of the Kalani river was stepped up during the admi-

nistration of van Imhoff.^ A canal connecting Nadimala and Kotte
pro\'idcd a continuous waterway from the Kalani to the Kalu gai^ga,

while the latter was linked southwards to the Bentota gahga by a canal

joining the Moran ala and the Kaluvamodera &las Alternative inland

communication between the Kalu and Bentota rivers was provided

by a link between the Galvaka ala and the Palawatta ganga* The
suburbs ofGalle and Matara were also canalised to facilitate transport

ofagricultural produce and for floating timber down from the forests

" S. A. W. Mottau, 'Governor van Imhoff and his Scheme of Inland Rivtr
Communication in the Ciolombo tKsdmm/, UCR, V(i), I947» pp. 5A-^*
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of the hinterland. Further south, a canal system of about 30 miles was
based on the Polvatta ganga at Valigama and the Nilvalagahgawhich

flows past the Matara fort. The CSolombo rendezvous of aH canal

traffic was Grandpass, the old ferry on the bend of the Kalani north

of Colombo. Much the most valuable of these canals commercially

was the San Sebastian from Grandpass through Bloemendhal by the

base of Hulfbsdorp hill to the Beira lake and thence to Colombo's

waterfront.

The Dutch also developed a canal system north and south of

Batticaloa in the east, a region which afforded an excellent combina-

tion of advantages for water navigation. There was a 31-mile stretch

from Batticaloa to Samanthurai in the south, while in the north a
canal linked Batdcaloa with Vanderloos Bay 26 miles away, thus

making p)ossible a continuous line of inland water transport extending

to 57 miles. Parts of these canal systems served abo as llood-protection

schemes: on the east coast between Batticaloa and Kalmunai; the

Nilvala gariga in Matara; and northern suburbs of Colombo. The
Mullcriyava tank in the lower reaches of the Kalani gariga was an

example of a combined flood-protection and irrig-ation scheme. These

canals were not without some benefit to indigenous agriculture: the

Mulleriyava tank, for instance, was in part at least an irrigation pro-

ject; and most of the others provided easier facilities for the transport

of rice from areas which had a surplus to regions in need of it.

To return to the theme of traditional agriculture, the Dutch terri-

tories in the island, taken as a whole, needed to import rice. They
grew ever more dependent on external sources of supply for much of

their requirements of rice, a pattern of rehancc on imports which
continued throughout the period ofDutch rule and beyond it into the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The only way of expanding rice

production to the point of eliminating the need for imports from India

would have been by liberalising the V.O.C. 's land policy, but as we
have seen, during the first hundred years of their control over the

island's littoral there was, except for a brief period under van ImholT

and van Gollenesse, a reluctance to make any concessions in regard

to land for peasant agriculture. On the contrary there was an obsessive

interest in protecting land suitable for cultivation from encroachment

by the peasants, for fear of harm to cinnamon plants growing on such

lands.

With the treaty of 1766 the area imder Dutch rule was substanially

expanded. The new territories acquired—Puttalam and Chilaw in the

north-west, Magam pattu in the soutli, and nearly 2,000 square miles

from the Kumbukkan-Oya in the south-east to tiie MahavSH in the

east—were potentially rich rice-producing areas. Falck himselfrealised

that the development of diese regions could help cut imports oflice^
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and grasped diat an cawenrial prdinunaiy to thdr devdopment was
the restoration ofthe irrigationworks there. Had his energies not been
concentrated so intensely upon an attempt to drain die Mutur&javala

swamp dose to Gblombo, he might have achieved a significant break-

through in the revitalisadon ofirrigation in the parts ofthe dry zone
under Dutch control. But the draining of this swamp was beyond the

technokigical capacity of the day and the financial resources of the

V.O.C. Lack of success in this venture doomed other and possibly

more viable projects in which Falck was interested—such as the

restoration of the Yodav3.va in Mannar—to fiulure as well,^ for

neither capital nor administrative energies were available finr them on
a scale which would have ensured success.

In the 1 780s the need to make the Dutch territories in the island

self-sufficient in rice was more urgent than ever before; the price of

rice from Ck)romandel rose sharply on account ofdbturbed political

conditions there. From 1 780 the Company found increasing difficulty

in providing the foreign exdiange to finance imports of rice, and by
1785 other factors—a shortage of sailors to man the ships required to

import rice, and the higher prionty given to rice imports to Surat and
Malabar—made it even more difficult to obtain rice from abroad.

Within the Dutch territories in the island the need for imports of rice

was greater because of recent decisions to expand the culdvadon of

dnnaxnon, and to revitalise the production of coffee, pepper and

cardamom. Surprisingly Batavia, &r from encouraging the V.O.C
establishment in the island to pay greater attention to rice cultivation,

was inclined to regard capital expenditure—especially on irrigation

works—^for this purpose as a luxury beyond the capacity ofthe V.O.CL
in its parlous financial position. Its emphasis wason retrenchiytent and
reduction ofexpenditure.

Despite the obvious lack of encouragement firom Batavia, Falck's

successor de Graaf persisted in attempts to expand rice jxroduction in

the Dutch territories. One reason for his decision to impose the direct

rule of the V.O.C. on the Vanni territories^* was the belief that this

would permit the Company to exploit the agricultural resources of

this region more efficiendy. Although Batavia approved this move, it

did so, significantly, because of the political advantages anticipated

from this, rather than in the hope of potential economic benefits.

There was no support from Batavia for a more interesting proposal to

import Chinese agriculturalists to help improve techniques of rice

cultivation and productivity by training the local peasants in the art

of transplanting rice. The V.O.C. argued, not without justification,

that this was too radical a departure from the traditional agricultural

" See V. Kanapathipillai, cp. pp. 278-3.
^ See bdow, chapter 13.
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practices of the people and was likely to be a disturbing influence, if

not provocative in its impact^ rather than beneficial in terms of

improved output. Above all, de Graaf was anxious to eiqmnd the

irrigation &cilities of the Giruvc pattu—^the one success story in the

Dutch attempts to revitalise the disused and n^lected irrigation

worics ofRohana—and began woik there without Batavia's prior per-

mission. But when Batavia learned of these initiatives, it was scvmly
critical and ordered de Graafto stop work. Similarly, they rejected his

proposals for the restoration of the Yodav&va in Mannar, and the

Kantalai tank in the north-east of the island. And finally there were

his attempts to induce people from Matara to colonise the deserted

lands ofthe Magam pattu iurther south. What the people wanted was
land in the vidnity of their homes, not in Magam pattu, and they

reacted to this attempt to shift them there with a violence that sur-

prised de Graaf. A fierce outburst of peasant rebellion engulfed the

Matara dtsSom in the years 1783-go, and spread to other parts ofthe

Dutch territories in the island. It was indicative ofthe persistence of

agrarian discontent, desfute the liberalisation of land policy initiated

byFalck.
There were a number offectors which precipitated this outbreak of

violence against the Company. One has been referred to earlier in this

chapter—namely, that the peasantry w ere disturbed by the unusually

aggressive measures taken by de Graaf to boost production of coffee,

pepper and cardamom in the Dutch territories. The second has to do

witii one of the unforeseen consequences of the successful completicm

byFalck ofthe cadastral surveyofthe Dutch territories. When popula-

tion expanded beyond the capacity of a village to cope with it, the

traditional ronedies were the expansion of the village or the establish-

ment ofa new one in its vicinity. The thombos defined the boundaries

ofvillage holdings with a precision to which the local population was
not accustomed, and the opening ofnew holdings in the village or the

establishment ofnew villages became much more difficult as a result.^^

Thirdly, the speed with which de Graaf moved in seeking to imple-

ment this colonisation project appears to have upset the potential

beneficiaries of the scheme. Fourthly, the Kandyans, smarting under

the humiliation of the treaty of 1766, were more than ordinarily

diligent in inciting the peasants to rebellion and in their assistance to

the rebels once the rebellion broke out. The border was so porous that

rebels and Kandyan agents moved in and out with the utmost case.

The rebeUion of 1789-90 liad one significant consequence for de

Graaf. It discredited him in the eyes of his superiors in Batavia who
had a plausible excuse and good reason thereafter to distrust his

judgement in matters relating to agriculture and the peasantry. Thus

On the t/Ombos ace bdow, chapter 14.
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his Initiatives in traditional agriculture were thwarted as much by his

own inqiulsiveneas asby Batavia's oppondon and exccessive caution.^

The island's traditional overseas trade

The Dutch brought thewhole ialand-Haot merely the territories under

their contrdl^-^thin the wider network of international trade con-

ducted by the V.O.C's eastern trading enterprises.^^ Under the

V.O.C. the island's trade had a monopolistic sector and a competitive

sectcn*, distinct from each other and without many mutual Hnlo. Hie
monopoly sector, which was dominated by the Dutch, embraced all

the island's valuable cash crops, and the V.O.G. enjoyed the lion's

share ofthe profits from these. Sri Lanka became a unit in the wdl-
knit trade system ofthe V.O.C's eastern enterprises. Neverthdess the

traditicmal trade of the island showed remaricable resilieQce and
powers of survival, for two main reasons. There was, first of all, tfie

island's geographical position, and next the complementary nature of

the economy ofthe whole Indo-Sri Lanka region : the island produced

goods in greatdemand in the Incl ian mainland, and themost desirable

imports could easily be secured fixun there.

At the time of the Dutch conquest of the Portuguese possessions ia

the island, Sri Lanka had well-established trade links with three

Indian regions: the trade of the Bay of Bengal, of which Sri Lanka's

was a unit; the west coast of India; and the south (the entire coast of

the southernmost parts of India from Travancore through Madras to

Fort St. Geoige). This pattern of trade persisted throughout the

seventeenth and much of the eighteenth century. Sri Lanka, and
particularly the regions under Dutch control, inqxnted rice from all

these r^iions, but especially from Bengal and Coromandel since it was
cheaper there than elsewhere. The Bengali traders also brought in

textiles (silks and muslins), butter, sugar, vegetable oils and a few

other commodities, and in return they took in a wide assortment ofthe

island's produce. During the seventeenth century and the early

eighteenth century, this included a considerable number of elephants.

There was a brisk demand for those animals in that part of India. The
sale of elephants in fact provided much of the foreign exchange neces-

sary for the purchase of rice, leaving the trade with a balance in Sri

Lanka's favour. The other commodities bought by these traders were
areca, chanks, cowries, pearls and spices in controlled quantities. Rice

*• Kanapathipillai, op. cit., pp. 275-9.
" See S. Arasaratnam (ed.), Memoir of Julius van Gollenesse (Colombo, 1975),

pp. a&-35; S. Arasaratnam, 'Dutch Commercial Policy in Ceylon and its Effects on
tbe lodo-CSeylon IVade (1690-1750)', The MMmEcoipmk midSocialHbtay Review,

IV(2) and 'Baron van Imhoffand Dutch Poliqr in Gejdoti, 1736-1740* UkB^dn^gm
Tetde Tad', Lud' en VelkeHkmuk, ded ti8, 4C^pift. 454-^
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was one of the major items of import from the west coast of India, and
the main exports to it included areca, coir and ropes. The southern

trade was perhaps the most important of all, being the lifeline to the

peasant economy of the Kandyan kingdom. The major article of

import from this region was textiles, particularly the coarser varieties

within the reach of the peasant consumer, as well as rice, salt and
salted fish which were sent to those parts of the island which lacked

them. In exchange these traders took mainly areca, a commodity in

great demand in the whole ofSouth India. The regular trade between

Sri Lanka and the Maldive islands continued without interruption

throughout the whole period ofDutch rule In the maritime regions of

the island. The Maldives supplied Sri Lanka with kumhelamas and
cowries (these were used in Indian trade and also exported to Europe),

and took back in return, spices, areca and some rice. In recognition of

a traditional obligation, the Sultan of the Maldives sent the Dutch, as

sovereigns ofcoastal Sri Lanka, a tribute ofcowries. One other aspect

ofthe traditional trade of India needs mention—that between Jai&a
and Travancore in which a principal item was the tobacco grown in

Jaffiia for which the Raja ofTravancore held a monopoly.^^

The trade with India was in the hands, largely, offoreigners—some
Tamils, Malabari Muslims and Ghetties, with ^e Ghetties and other

Hindus perhaps the largest group numerically. Many of them had
hmg been setded in the ports ofColombo, Galle and Jaffna, and were
an important link with the Indian traders. Tamil Hindus in Jaffiia

also functioned as brokers and agents. Hie Malabari Muslim traders

had blood relations living in Mannar, Galle and Batticaloa, while

some ofthem had a dual domicile.

The political disturbances ofthe early and mid-seventeenth century

had not caused any interrupdons of this trade; indeed it had adjusted

to these conditions by avoiding the larger ports which were also die

centres ofmilitary and naval acdvity, ^id moving into smaller ports.

There was also a definite shifl ofoperations to the rdativdy peaceful

east coast—-the ports of Kottiyar and Batticaloa—where moreover
there was the advantage of easy communication with the Kandyan
kingdom. From the 16508 the V.O.G. had control of the major ports

of Goknnbo, Jaffiia and Galle, and in the period 1659-70 diey ex-

tended their authority to the ports in other parts ofthe island as well,

thus effectively reducing the Kandyan kingdom to the position of a
landlocked state. In 1670 the decision was taken to monopolise the

" The trade was conducted on his behalf by the merchants of Quilon. The
entire harvest in Jaffna was taken to Quilon and sold to the Raja, who in turn

ideBaed it for sale within his kingdom at a fixed price. He closely guarded this

monopoly, and neither the merchants ofJaffiia nor the Dutch had any share in

these tranaactkniB. This trade continued MPell into the nineteenth century.
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predominant part ofthe island's trade. Cinnamon was from the outset

a Dutch monopoly, but now all the important items, with the signi-

ficant exception ofthe import of rice, became CSompany monopolies.

The three items which it sought to dominate were the import of

textiles and the export ofareca and elephants, the first two ofwhich
direcdy affected the Kandyan kingdom and the third indirectly.^

The adverse effects ofthe trademonc^ly introducedby theV.O.G.
in the 1670s were seen within a decade, with a decline in trade

and a general shortage of fixxl and clothing in the oommimity at

laige, while rising prices encouraged the development ofa flourishing

smuggling trade, in textiles and areca. To combat this smuggling

trade an expensive cruising operation with armed tkxfps had to be
mounted, which went on well into the eighteenth century. From die

point ofview of the Dutch, the interruption of the largenBcale traffic

fiom Bengal and North Goromandel—these traders ceased to come as

regularly and in as lai^e numbers since their operations were ham«
pmd by the monopoly—had more drastic consequences in the form
of a shortage of rice, to relieve which the Dutch were compelled to

transport rice in their own vessels. A relaxation ofsome of the restric-

tions in 1694 marked the beginning ofa partial liberalisation. Most
important of all, the Bengal shqipers were encouraged to resume

sailing to Jaffiia and Galle, given greater freedom to deal with indi-

genous private traders, and were granted permission to bring m cer^

tain types of cloth. The requirement that these traders sailed only to

the major portswas set aside, and as a result trade at the smaller ports

was re-activated once again. These reforms had the desired effect : the

Bengal traffic was resumed, and the Coromandel and Madura boat-

men came back in larger numbers, although their freedom was still

restricted. Rice and textiles were more freely available than before.

From the experience gained in these years the Dutch adopted a
policy of selective restrictions and incentives affecting the Indian

traders. While the Bengal, Surat and North Malabar traders were

offered incentives as an encouragement to trade with the island,

restraints—though not as severe as those of 1670—^were imposed on
the South Ck)romandel traders. The V.O.G. regarded the boat traffic

with South India as being espedaliy harmful to its interests, and was
therefore intent on keeping it under control. These boatmen had an
expert knowledge ofthe coast ofthe island, and the Dutch cruisers had
virtually no success in hampering them in their efforts to beat the

restrictions. Above all they resorted to bribery, corruption being ende-

mic among Dutch officials. The collusion between them and the

traders enabled the latter to escape the full rigour of the Company's

trade monopoly, to say nothing of the duties due on their goods.

^ For farther disciurioa ofthis MC cb^ter 10 above.
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Governor Becker found that the flenior officials of the CSompany at

Galle had formed a partnership to engage in illegal private trade in

doth. Such corruption was the chief reason why the smuggling of
I doth continued until the end of the eighteenth century. Thus the

Cion^iany's profits fit>m teictiles never matched their true potential,

and dieir profits fix»n areca too k^t declining.

The policy of liberalisation was given greater emphasb under

Governor van Imhoffin an attempt to encourage Indian traders and
even other Eur(q)ean competitors of the Dutch. This trend was oon-

! tinned by van Gdlenesse, and led to some recovery of trade in Sri

Lanka. The liberalisation which van Imhoff introduced was indeed

minute in comparison with what he had proposed—the transfonna-

tion of the Dutch possessions in the island into a major emporium of

trade in South A^. He wanted fireedom to sell a wide variety of
merchandise in the ports ofSri Lanka so that traders finom all over the

sub-continent might be attracted there. The islandwould thus become
a centre for the exchange of goods fi*om many regions of Asia. Van
Imhoffeven envisaged a reduction ofthe Company's e9q>ensive estab-

lishments on the Indian mainland and in Persia, since dieir fimctions

could well be performed from Sri Lanka. But these proposals were too

for-reaching in that they implied a comprehensive re-structuring of

the V.O.G.'s Asian commercial policy, which the Directors scarcdy

considered, much less endorsed.

19
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THE V.O.G. IN SRI LANKA:
THE LAST PHASE

1767-1796

During much of the period covered by this chapter the Anglo-French

struggle for the control of India cast a long and ominous shadow
across Sri Lanka. The losses inflicted on France in the Seven Years

War had not put an end to her ambitions for the recovery of her

overseas empire; indeed, from about 1771 France entertained plans

for the invasion of India. As a result, Trincomalee became a matter of

vital interest to the two contenders for supremacy in peninsular India*

but more especially to the British.

The importance of Trincomalee in the days before the steamer was
that it satisfied the needs of naval power in two ways. During the

monsoons a squadron defending India had to lie to the windward of

the sub-continent; it required a safe harbour in which to shelter

during the violent weather occasioned by the inter-monsoonal storms

in October and to a lesser extent in April. Only Trincomalee could

fulfil these requirements adequately, hence its importance for the

defence of India—it commanded both the Malabar and Coromandel
coasts of India. The British Eastern Fleet faced the north-cast mon-
soon in Indian waters on forty occasions between 1746 and 1795. On
fifteen of them it used Trincomalee for this purpose, and eleven of

these were during April in the period of the south-west monsoon.

All these were apart from the frequent calls made at Trincomalee for

repairs, wood and water. ^ These statistics assume even greater signi-

ficance when one considers the question of the availability of these

facilities at Trincomalee during periods of war. During the closing

stages of the War ofAustrian Succession the Dutch had been Britain's

allies, and the British had been free to use the port. But they did so

even before the Dutch entered the war. During the Seven Years War
the Dutch had been neutral, but the British navy had continued to

visit Trincomalee and to use its facilities.

But what of the future? Would Trincomalee remain what it had
been up till that time, namely a neutral port readily accessible to the

^ See H. A. Colgate, 'The Royal Navy and Trincomalee—the History of Their

Ck>aacction, i750-i958',C^.&«S^, VI(i), 1964, pp. 1-6.
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British in time of peace and war? It was because events of the late

1 770s and early 1780s were to reveal that the answer to this question

was not a simple, straightforward 'yes' that the V.O.C. in Sri Lanka
became embroiled in the Anglo-French struggle in India. The treaty

of 176G was too much of an affront to their pride for the Kandyans to

accept it in anything other than a mood of deep resentment.^ Not un-

naturally, they showed no interest in co-operating in its implementa-
tion and this attitude was made cvich at fiom the time the treaty was

ratified. Thus the advantages of the treaty to the V.O.C, such as they

were, were bought dear in terms both ofthe increased cost ofdefending

the coasts and borders, and continued difficulty in collecting cinnamon
in the Kandyan kingdom. Nor did the treaty of 1766 do much to

ensure the security of the V.O.C. in Sri Lanka in relation to potential

threats from abroad. If in the first decade after its ratification such

threats seemed to have receded somewhat, the relief was temporary.

Once a breakdown on the European diplomaUc front occurred again,

the Dutch in Sri Lanka were wide open to attack from their European
rivals. They were no match for the French or the British.

Falck, the craftsman who fashioned the treaty of 1766, was nothing

if not circumspect in his handling of its implementation, no doubt

realising that it did not accurately reflect the relative strengths and
weaknesses of the two powers, the V.O.C. and Kandyans. What he

wanted most urgently was to bring under the V.O.C. 's control all the

coastal territories ceded to it, and to do this with the co-operation of
the Kandyans if possible. The alternative, he realised, was to do this

without their co-operation, which always carried the danger that it

would require the use of force—something which Falck was reluctant

to consider. Thus he resolved on a policy of winning the Kandyans

over to an acceptance of the treaty through a mixture of cajolery,

bluff and firm determination, always stopping well short of a resort to

arms or of provocative action which might compel the Kandyans to

do so. The latter, however, saw this as obvious evidence of weakness,

which gave them greater confidence in facing tip to the V.O.C. A
diplomatic mission was sent to Kandy in January 1767 as part of

Falck's campaign, and altiiough it did not achieve its purpose of

bringing the Kandyans to an acceptance of the consequences of the

treaty they had signed in 1 766, it set the tone in maintaining a sur-

prising cordiality in relations between the two estranged parties. A
Kandyan mission set out for Batavia later in 1767 in the hope that the

treaty might be rc-ncgotiatcd, but this mission was entirely fruitless.

The Dutch would make no such concession; they hoped that they

* On the impact of the treaty of 1766 on relations between the V.O.C. and the

Kandyans sec V. Kanapathipillai, 'Dutch Rule in Maritime CScylcm, 1766-1796*
(unpublished ph.d. thesis, London, 1969), pp. 74-138.
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wouldweardoim tlieKandyans fay refiadDg

ofa dquuture fiom the taMy.
For the V.O.G. in Sri Lanka tlie treaty of 1766 was a meaningles

ezerdse ifthe boundaries ofthe territories conceded to themwere not
demarcated. More to the point, the Kandyans had to be persuaded to

co-operate, and to acoqrt oompenaation Ibrthe loB diey1^
But this the Kandyan ruler icfiued to do. Falck took as much comfiirt

as he could from die fiict that the Dutch were in i$facto possearion of

these areas. In keeping with instructions from Batavia, he sent a
mission to Kandy every year thereafter, seeking the kiiog's fixrmai

approval for the cession of the coastal regions. These requests were

fomly rebuffed, and the Kandyan ruler, convinced that the Butch
penisted in this policy only because they were too weak to resort to

arms again, began to demand firom 1770 onwards that the coastal

lands be returned to the Kandyan kingdom. By 1773 Falck's—and
Batavia's—^patience had worn thin, and the decision was taken to

demarcate the boundaries unilaterally. In so doing the Company
allocated to itself more territory than it was allowed by the treaty

—

especially in the Eastern province—far beyond the limits oftheirown
definition of the extent ofa Sinhalese mile. This demarcation ofboun-

daries, without their participation or consent, deeply offended the

Kandyans.
The V.O.C. evidendy believed that its control ofthe island's littoral

would be sufficient guarantee against any possibility of Kandyan
rulers making contacts with European rivals of the Dutch. But it was
not too difficult to elude the Dutch coast patrols, and the Kandyans
sought the assistance of the French against the V.O.G.

France's intervention on the side of the beleaguered Americans in

their War of Independence may be viewed as a part ofan ambitious

plan to launch a concerted attack on the British overseas empire.*

This plan included a scheme for an onslaught to be delivered in Asia

in the fbnn of a joint military and naval offensive against British

possessions in India. Britain's defeat in America provided the op-

portiuiity to put it into operation. In the meantime prolonged trade

rivalries between the Dutch Republic and Britain, and British in-

sensitivity to Dutch interests, had placed the Dutch increasingly imder
the influence of France and moved them to join an armed neutrality

against Britain in 1778, and in 1780 into a declaration of war. Be-

cause these developments coincided with the loss ofBritain's American

empire and the preparations by France for the invasion of India,

* See V. L. B. Mendis, *The Adveat ofthe Britidi to Geylon, 1 766-1 796*, CHJ^
XVm, 1971; and CL R. Bookt, 71m Mel StAmm Ea^m (London, 19^); V.
Harlow, The Fotmding ofthe Second British Empire, 1763-J7g3 (2 voli.* London, I9i5a»

1964) ; A. Touaaiatb HiOoQ mfthe Jndum Oeean (London, 1965).

I
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Britain was fiiced with the lugent task of concerting plans fi»r the

security ofher eastern powesaions. M^th the outbreak ofwar between

the British and the Dutch in 1781, the latter's oveneas poswessions,

iaduding strategic pointi such as Trincomalee and the Gape ofGood
Hope, becaaie potential bases for the French for the prosecution of

thdr designs against the British possessicms in Asia.

By 1 781 the position ofTrincomalee in relation to British interests

had undergone a sharp change; fixxm being a neutral port accessible

to the Britbh it was converted overnight into a viable base for French
attacks on India. And once the British were denied the uae ofTrin-

comalee by the Dutch in 1781, the urgent need for a British base on
the eastern side of India was underlined. Flans were devised for the

capture ofTrincomalee for the purpose of preventing its use as a base

by the French for their projected invasion ofBritish India. The plan

ofoperation devised at this time had, in its original form, the liinited

otjjecdve of seizing Trincomalee and the Dutch possessions on the

Goromandel coast, but in October 1781 it was amplified into a
grandiose prqect for the capture of all Dutch setdements in Geylon.

Trincomalee remained the prime target, and the British captured it in

January 1782. Its subsequent loss to the French under Admiral
Suffien in August 1783 was a notable blow to British prestige; very

soon thereafter the British lost Madras, and their position in Asia

appeared to be seriously threatened. Qiily the failure of Bussy's ex-

pedilian and die dogged resistance oflfered by Admiral Sir Edward
Hughes to the dynamic and imaginative forays launched by Su£Bren

saved the British and foiled what was to be the last resolute eflfort of

the French to retrieve their declining fortunes in India. Trincomalee

in the meantimeremained underFrench control till the end ofthewar
in 1783.

A second diplomatic mission to Kandy despatched by the

East India Gompany coincided with the attack by the English on
Trincomalee early in 1782. The passage of time had done litde to

alleviate the resentment of the Kandyans over the Pybus fiasco, and
thus Hugh Boyd's task in 1782 was the unenviable one ofconducting

delicate negotiations against the background ofdeep-rooted suspicion.

Boyd's instructions were to negotiate with the Kandyan long, 'to

conciHate him to our interest', and to impress upon him the good
faith of the Company, and its desire to cultivate his friendship. This

thne the British were prepared to enter into a mutually beneficial

treaty of alliance with the Kandyans. In return for British miHtary

assistance against the Dutch, the Kandyans were asked to furnish

provisions for British troops lefl behind in the island (presumably afler

the capture ofTrincomalee) . These terms, whichwould have delighted
the Kandyans if Pybus had o&ned them in 17681 seemed much
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less attractive in the cbanged circumstances of 178a and the ofiferwas
not accq>ted ThenewKingRIgadid R&jasiiiiha had81^^
Kandyan throne on the death of his brother Kirti &A Riyasidiha in

December 1781 after a long reign of thirty-lbur years. In the years

1780^2 Britidi power in South Indtia seemed 10be totter^
of attacks by the French and Hyder AU; Suffiren's capture of Trin«

comalee in August 1782 and the &11 ofMadras would have provided

seemingly undeniable ngem of the decline of British power. Thus
Rajadhi Rajasiiiiha needed much more convincing proof of British

good faith and of the basic viability of British power before com-
mitting himself to a treaty which would have the inevitable effect of

precipitating war with the Dutch.^ Although the purpose ofthe Boyd
mission was to make a bid to have Trincomalee as a British-controUed

port, the British were generallymore interested in a political arrange-

ment that would deny its use to the French than in obtaining effective

control over it in their own rig^t. Thus at the peace negotiations of

1783-4 the British were content to let the Dutch retain Trincomalee.

By rejecting these overtures from the English £ast India GoB^Mmy
the new king was signalling his readiness to normalise relations with
the V.O.G. In permitting the peeling ofcinnamon in his territories he

gave further evidence of his friendly intentions. Falck was ready to

meet him halfway. Realising that die question of the coastal lands

was the key to good relations between the V.O.G. and Kandy, he
urged Batavia to make some concession to Kandyan sensibilities in

this regard. But he was baulked by Batavia's intransigence. Thus
when Falck died in early 1785 after an extraordinarily long tenure of

ofifice (twentyyears) he left the problemofrelations with the Kandyan
kingdom as intractable as ever. His successor de Graaf (1785-93) was
in every way a contrast to him.^ Where Falck had been conciliatory

and restrained, de Graaf was aggressive and expansionist. Falck's

'open diplomacy' with the Kandyans gave way to intrigues in the

Kandyan court directed by de Graaf's Mahd Mudaliydr with the

Governor's blessings, the hatching of plots with some of the courtiers

in the hope of using them to extend the influence if not dominance of

the V.O.C. over Kandy. When de Graaf took over the administration,

he had before him a Batavian directive that the return of the coastal

lands—so often requested by the Kandyan ruler—^was never to be

considered, much less conceded. In urging de Graaf to remain ada-

mant on this, Batavia was preaching to the converted. Yet in this both

Batavia and de Graaf were totally unrealistic and shortsighted. The
V.O.C. was attempting to do in its decline what would have taxed its

energies in its prime—not merely to hold the coastal territories without

* V. Kanapathipillai, op. cit.y pp. 144-9.
* V. Kanapathipillai^ Cjp. liL, pp. 158-S03.
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concessions to the Kandyans but to exterul the frontiers further inland.

De Graaf was the more culpable in thus misjudging the situation

within the island.

He first moved against the Vanniyars, the bulk of whom generally

acknowledged the ovcrlordship of the V.O.C. and paid tribute to it.

There had been frequent suggestions from Dutch officials in Trin-

comalee and Jaffna that the Company should absorb these Vanni
districts so that their agricultural potential could be better exploited,

but little heed had been paid to such proposals till de Graaf took office

as Governor. EarUer his predecessor Falck and the Batavian authori-

ties had refused to make any such move, Falck because he regarded

it as dishonourable and impolitic to abrogate the agreements entered

into with the Vanniyars, and Batavia—characteristically—for fear of

the heavy expenses likely to be involved in the extension of Dutch
control into these regions. De Graaf, unconcerned by such considera-

tions, moved with decisive effect, despite much opposition, to annex
these miniscule 'chiefdoms' and to bring much of the Vaxmi under the

direct control of the V.O.C.
All this was part ofa general policy of extending Dutch control well

beyond the limits established in 1 766. What de Graafhad in mind was
the annexation of all the low-lying territories of the Kandyan king-

dom, leaving a truncated state, consisting largely of mountainous

territory, without the resources to challenge the V.O.C. 's hold over

the rest of the island and unable to maintain contact with the outside

world except through the Dutch authorities. By 1 791-2 he was ready

for war against the Kandyans and prepared to provoke an incident to

precipitate a conflict. His Kandyan policy was an essay in gullibility

—

wrong-headed, unrestrained and unrealisdc. For the V.O.C. could

not have embarked on such a venture with the human and economic
resources at its disposal. Batavia awoke to the dangers inherent in de
Graaf 's 'forward policy', and ordered him to abandon all his plans for

a Kandyan expedition and to seek a reconciliation with Kandy. This

latter de Graaf was unwilling to do, and he resigned his post. The
expedition never set forth, but the damage done to Kandyan relations

under de Graaf was more or less irreparable—this at a time when the

V.O.C.'s position in the East was becoming increasingly and obviously

vulnerable.

The war of American Independence and the Anglo-French war in

Asia had underlined the importance of Trincomalee for the future of

Britain in Asia, and this too led to a decisive change in British policy

on Trincomalee. In the period 1788-95 the desire to gain possession of

Trincomalee became one of the dominant themes in Britain's relations

with the Dutch. There was no cordiality in the relations between the

two countries in this period. Britain's overbearing attitude contributed
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to the increase of French influence in Dutch affairs. The ascendancy

of the pro-French Patriot Party in Holland culminated in the con-

clusion in November 1795 of a defensive alliance between the French
and the Dutch Republic, which posed the distinct threat of a Franco-

Dutch attack on Britain's eastern possessions, especially those in India.

There was also the imminent prospect of the Dutch possessions in Sri

Lanka being a bridgehead for French support to Tipu Sahib in India,

the most formidable of the native rulers who opp>osed the British. No
wonder then that Sri Lanka and Trincomalee in particular'loomed

large in the calculations and schemes of British statesmen. Pitt himself

took the precaution of authorising Comwallis in 1 787 to occupy Trin-

comalee in case ofwar with the Dutch. At the same time, the British

persisted in diplomatic negotiations with the Dutch over the control

ofTrincomalee ; these negotiations had begun circa 1 784 and continued

intermittently till circa 1 791 when it became clear that no progress was
possible. They had the effect of aggravating the suspicion and mutual

recriminations which were the feature ofAnglo-Dutch relations at this

time. Nevertheless, when the British fleet returned to Lastem waters in
1789 it a<^ain used Trincomalee as a refitting port.

Witii the outbreak of revolution in France the ideological gulf be-

tween the Stadholdcratc and its adherents, on the one hand, and the

Patriot Party widened; while popular support for the Patriot Party

increased, there was a corresponding decline in the influence of the

Stadholder. For the British the most alarming feature of this develop-

ment was the subservience of the province of Holland—through the

Patriot Party—to revolutionary France. The occupation of Dutch
territory by the French revolutionary armies in January 1795 and the

establishment of the Batavian Republic brought the shape of the new
poUtics in the country into sharper and clearer focus, and under-

scored the threat which it posed to British interests, European and
colonial. What concerned Britain most were the Jacobin implications

of the French occupation of the Dutch Republic, the fear that with the

establishment of the Batavian Republic, Dutch overseas territories

would be stimulated to organise political insurrections on the same
ideological pattern. To forestall the danger of such insurrections,

which would have made the Dutch colonies an easy prey to the

French, the British were compelled to take precautionary measures.

Early in 1 795 the Dutch Stadholder sought asylum in England, where
he was installed in Kew Palace. A document (which came to be known
as the Kew Letter) was extracted from him in his capacity as Captain-

General and Admiral of Holland, enjoining all governors of colonies

and commanders to deliver possession of forts and installations under

their command to the British forthwith. An assurance was given that

these would be restored to the Dutch on the return of independence
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(presumably from the French) and of the country's ancient constitu-

tion and established forms ofgovernment. This letter was used by the

British as authority to mount a comprehenswe operation to gain

control of about a dozen Dutch territories. The occupation of the

Dutch possessions in Sri Lanka was the most protracted—it tookmore
than six months from July 1795 to February 1796—and the most

eventful ofthe operations underiteiken on the basis ofthe Kew Letter.

The Madras establisfacoent ofthe English East India Companywas
in immediate charge ofthe negotiations that preceded the conquest ci

the Dutch possessions in Sri Lanka. The Company made no secret of

its determination to use force in case the Stadholder's letter should not

be accepted by the Dutch authorities in Sri Lanka, and an ultimatum

to this effect was issued by Hobart in Madras. The Supreme Govern-

ment of the English East India Company, reflecting the views of the

Governor-General Sir John Shore, disapproved of the threat to use

force, and aiigued that Hobart should have employed conciliatory

methods at the outset Hobart's memorandum was nevertheless sent.

The Dutch authorities in Sri Lanka attempted nothing more than a

show ofresistance. They had neither the military (and naval) strength

nor the financial resources for such an undertaking. There were,

besides, sharp ideological divisions within the council and between

them and the rank and file, with many of those in positions of auth-

ority anxious to accede to British demands to hand over the Dutch
possessions to their control. At every stage they sought to prevent the

organisation of meaningful resistance to the British. When, after such

hesitiation, the decision was taken to offer resistance, influential

groups in the leadership made certain that it would be merely per-

functory. All this was in sorry contrast to the obstinate and prolonged

struggle which the Portuguese in Sri Lanka had fought against the

Dutch in the seventeenth century.

For the British, however, the Dutch resort to hostilities altered the

whole complexion of the enterprise because it violated the terms of

Hobart's letters (which accompanied the Stadholder's Kew Letter)

and freed them firom the obligation to treat the Dutch possessions in

Sri Lanka as protectorates taken on trust. Military action against the

Dutch had been preceded by the initiation of diplomatic negotiations

with Kandy, for which purpose the third of the Enp^lish East India

Company's missions to the Kandyan kingdom during this period was

despatched. A senior official, Robert Andrc\vs, was chosen for this

purpose. This time the Kandyans were far more receptive to British

requests and offers than they had been in 1782. Kandyan relations

with the Dutch had reached their nadir during the administration of

de Graaf, and there seemed little prospect of an improvement under

his successor (and father-in-law) van Angelbeek (1793-5). Andrews
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was instructed to explam to the Kandyans that British actions against

the Dutch in Sri Lanka in 1795-6 had been taken with a view to

averting a civil war in the Dutch posseasions and to prevent their

capture by the French. He was urged to impreas upon the Kandyan
monarch the dangers ofFrench revolutionary Ideology, espedaUy its

virulent antipathy to monarchical rule. This was apart finom instruc-

tions to obtain detailed information about Dutch-Kandyan relations,

along with copies of treaties between the Kandyans and the Dutch.

There was also a formal request fi)r the Kandyan king's permissioa fixr

the English East India Ck)mpany to erect a ^ctory in some convenient

part ofthe king's territories for purposes oftrade, and to erect fiirtifica-

tions for the factory's protection.

In his discussions with the Kandyans, Andrews found that they

sought guarantees against the return ofthe maritime regions to Dutch
control and treated this as the most vital feature ofany treaty to be
negotiated. The British, on the other hand, were more interested in the

short-term advantages of obtaining the kingr's assistance against the

Dutch and were not inclined to give the categorical undertaking

demanded by the Kandyans that the maritime regions dioukl not

revert to Dutch contrc^ Although these two positions were in a sense

irreconcilable, Andrews succeeded in persuading the Kandyans to

send ambassadors to Madras to continue the negotiations. In Madras
Hobart took up the position that the British were entitied to all the

Dutch possessions in Sri Lanka by virtue of conquest fix>m the Dutch,

and dismissed without reservation the claim, made in the fourth

clause of the draft treaty presented by the Kandyans, that the British

were entitled merdy to what the king of Kandy offered them 'out of

his gracious pleasure*. Hobart, nevertheless, offered the Kandyans
a trade outlet on the coast which they could use for obtaining an
adequate supply of salt and fish, with the right to employ ten ships for

this purpose. The Kandyan ambassadors, reluctant at first, were per-

suaded by Andrews to sign a draft treaty on these lines, and Andrews
himself returned to Sri Lanka in August 1 796 to secure the king's

ratification of the treaty, but there he was faced with demands for an
increase in the number of ports to be conceded to the Kandyans. He
had no authority to concede these demands, nor was he inclined to do

so. Thus the treaty was never ratified.

The draft treaty was far less rigorous than that imposed on the

Kandyans by the Dutch in 1766. Not only did it provide for a source

of supply for salt and fish under Kandyan control, but the Kandyans
were also offered a base and outlet for their external trade. Thus the

treaty was not without advantage to the Kandyans, although they

failed in their endeavour to get the British to concede—as the Dutch

had done till 1766—the principle, which was no more than a legal
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fiction, ofKandyan sovereignty over the maritime regions ofthe island

formerly under effective Dutch controL By the time n^otiations over

the treaty finally collapsed, the British were incommand ofthe former

Dutch possessions in Sii T^nlrfl^ without any substandal assistance

finom Kandy. And they soon came to know of the treaty of 1766 and
recognised the strength of their legal posidon as successors to the

Dutch by virtue of conquest to a coastal belt extending around the

entire island, in dq>th seldom stretching more than 20 miles into the

iBterior.

The tradidonal Kandyan policy ofseeking foreign assistance to oust

the European power established in the maritime regions had on this

occasion led to the substitution of a very powerful neighbour for a

weak one. Should this new neighbour ever decide that the independent

status of the Kandyan kingdom was in any way an obstacle, let alone

a threat to its territorial ambitions in South Asia, it had the resources

—

unlike its predecessors in control of the maritime regions of Sri Tj^nlrgj

the Portuguese and the Dutch—^to subjugate that kingdom.
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THE IMPACT OF DUTCH RULE

In tenns ofthe extent ofterritory and die number ofpeople direcdy

ruled, the Dutch poflseaaiomm Sri I^mka were the laigest

adnodnistrations of the V.O.C, that is to say, outside the Indonesian

archipelagowhkh fimned the core ofits overseas empire; and'it ruled

these r^ons of the island fijr a much longer period of time than the

Portuguese. Yet its impact on the country was seemiogiy much moire

limited than that ofthe Portuguesewhose languageand religion—espe-

cially religion—showed remarimble powers of survivaL In economic
policy, which we have reviewed here in earlier chapters, there was,

apart from one significant innovation which came in the last phase of

Dutch rule (the concept of plantation agriculture), a continuity be-

tween Dutch and Portuguese practice. And so too in other spheres of

acthdty such as the system of administration,^ to which we now turn,

where new departures, with the single exception of the Dutch con-

tribution in law, the introduction of Roman-Dutch Law, were over-

shadowed by this same element ofcontinuity.

Administrative structure

Like the Portuguese before them, the V.O.G. took over the indigenous

administrative structure, adapted it for its own piuposes and left it

much as found. Thus the traditional division of each disdvoni into

kdrale, patfu and village was maintained with Mudaliydrs, Koralis and
Atukorales as the chief administrative officials, and in each village

there was a viddiu inwhom was vested the day-to-day management of

village affairs.

The enforcement of service obUgations on behalf of the government

lay with the headmen. They enjoyed wide judicial authority at the

local level, and had a general superintendence of all agricultural

activity as well as the maintenance of irrigation facilities. From the

outset the Dutch sought to win over the native headmen, believing no
doubt that they would be invaluable as supports of the new regime.

Grcnerally these officials were Sinhalese Christians while in theJafiha

^On the V.O.C's administrative structure in Bd Lanka, see S. Anncatnam,
'The Administrative Organisation of the Dutch East India CSompaay in Gejtoi
QfHSS, VIII(a), 1965, PP* I-XS-
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wmmandement the mudaliyars and muhandirams were appointed from
wealthy Tamil Ghnstian families. Native headmen who had served

the Portiigueie were not displaced provided that their loyalty to the

Dutch was beyond doubt, aod they made the necessary change in

religious affiKati^ from Roman Catholicism to Calvinism, which, it

would appear, caused no great difficulty Ibr almost all ofthem.

Tbe disSva, a Dutch official, had supervisoty control over the in-

digenous administradve structure. There were three such officials in

the island, one each at Colombo, Jaffiaa and Matara. As head of this

adauaistrative structure the disdva was in constant touch with these

native officials and was the link between the Company and the people.

The range of administrative frmcdons poformed by the disdva was
remarkably comprehensive, and this made him a very powerful indi-

vidual in the eyes of the people. But not, it would seem, an efiecdve

check on the headmen.^ The Dutch in fact could never be sure of the

native chiefs and had to be constantly on their guard i^fainst them.

There were frequent complaints about the excessive influence and
authority these officials wielded at the local level, as well as charges of

corruption, oppression and illegal exactions. What was most disturb-

ing to the Dutch were the divided loyalties of the chiefs and their

collusion—^actual or potential—^with rebels in the Sinhalese areas of

the littoral and with the Kandyans at times of strained relations or

war between the Dutch and the Kandyan kins^dom.

Part of the problem lay in the fact that die native oilicials were

recompensed for their services by the traditional form of payment,

accomodessans—the grant of revenues of productive land in villages—

a

system which lent itself to a great deal of corruption and maladmi-
nistration, by powerful and unscrupulous officials who deprived the

Company ofmuch revenue to which it was entitled, quite apart from

abusing their authority over tenants on such lands. But above all it

enhanced the power and influence of the native chiefs, because ac-

comodessans, though originally attached to a particular office and
reverting to the state when the holder vacated his office, increasingly

became hereditary [accomodessan lands could not be sold by the re-

cipient) with the tendency for offices to pass from father to son. In the

eighteenth century the Dutch sought to restrict to a minimum the

extent of land given as accomodessans, as well as to put an end to the

hereditary nature of appointments to office. There were, at the same
time, attempts to reduce the number of these native officials.^ Van
Gollenesse, in particular, trimmed the indigenous administrative

cadre rigorously, but despite this it continued to remain top-heavy

and privileged in terms of rights to land through accomodessans.

The V.O.C. kept certain castes—whose services were of vital im-

* S. Aiasaratnam, up, cU,, p. 5. * ibid,, p. 1 1.
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portanoe to its Interests—directly under European officials rather than

the traditional supervisum of the goj^^ama dUaoas, The solution they

resorted to—caste headmen with ^tinct castejurisdictions—was kas

an innovation than a modification ofthe machinery ofadministration

then in existence. The consequence of its introduction was a distinct

diminution ofthe area ofauthority ofthe jojnj^oma SsSoas and kifnlit.

The sa^gamas, not surprisiagly, were the firat to be given caste head-

men of their own widi a jurisdiction extending well above a mere
village or locality. During the administration ofvan Gollencsae came
a toUdly new devebpment, the appointment of a muhaiuSram of the

durdvas.

The Sinhalese headman system was a very complex one^ and no
comprehensive study of it has yet been attempted, but from die

infbnnation now available it would appear that one ofits features was
that these officials, especially at the village level, generally had caste

rather than territorial jurisdictions. There were single-caste viUagei^

usually smallerand leas important than their multi-caste counterparts.

These latter appear to havehad several headmen, the number varying

with the distribution ofcastes, and theirjurisdiction limited to certain

areas and localities, especially in the ports where, apart from several

caste groups, ethnic minorities and aliens also lived. Thus these large

villages generally had many headmen, some ofthem with just a dozen

or even fewer families under their charge.^ The kmdva had their head-

men, and the salagamas their own viddnes (as they were organised in a
separate ba^). The Portuguese had tried to simplify this system and
to reduce the number ofheadmen; whether they succeeded in this we
do not know, but one point seems clear enough: the jurisdiction of

goyigama headmen at the village level (the lowest in the hierarchy)

seems to have been limited in Dutch times. Nevertheless all headmen,
irrespective of caste, were under the control of goyigama disdvas and
kHrajd viddnes. When the V.O.G. introduced casteheadmen with wider
powers and areas of authority than under the traditional system, the

seliff^unas, kardvas and durdvas no longer came imder thejurisdiction of

the goyigama disdoas and korald viddnes. It meant also that the gqyigamas

were excluded from a limited number ofhigher positions in the tradi-

tional hierarchy. To this extent the appointment of caste headmen
was consistent with the general policy of curbing the influence and
autiiority of the indigenous administrative hierarchy.

The headmen's influence was too pervasive and well-established to

be dislodged by anything short of a relentlessly pursued and pur-

poseful course ofaction extended over several decades. But the V.O.G.
did not display that sort of tenacity. On the contrary, changes intro-

duced by the Dutch actually strengthened the power ofthe headmen,

« See P. B. Fierii, Tkt C^ybn laUord^tsgs (Ckiilombo, 1949), pp. 87-8.
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while attempts to erode their influence led to the precisely opposite

effect. The entry ofheadmen as renters oftaxes was an example of the

first, and the consequence of preparing registers of dues obligations

(the thombos)—illustrates the second. The V.O.C. collected a wide
range of taxes, ofwhich those on paddy were the most lucrative. like

the Portuguese hdBm tliem liiey preferred to &nn these xmts. The
Oompany was abo entitled to a medley of dues which varied estea-

nvdynwdun the territories they administered. Variety in this instance

was goverMl by the pecdjUur economic resources of«idi area, as

as die caste composition ofthe population. These dues too M^ere farmed

annually. A scrutiny of the lists of renters in the eighteenth century

shows that the predominant group were the headmen, especially in

the most important and lucrative ofthem of all, the paddy rents. To
some extent tins was due to the fiict that an economically significant

section ofthe population ofthe south-west ofthe island, the Muslims^

were ddMurred horn appointment as renters during the period of

Dutch rule.*

The emphasis on the maintenance, without substantial change, of

iSbit traditional tenurial structure had one significant corollary—^the

need to liiMlerstand and keqpa recoid ofthe traditional service o1^
tions. But in regard to these latter the Dutch came up against a
feriii«iahteobrtacle-"tfaerductanceoftfac native headmen to provide

them with adequate, much less comprehensive, information on the

complicated system ofland tenure in the areas under Dutch controL

Hie headmen realised that their own personal power and influmfit

would be seriously undermined once Dutch officials obtained a fiur

understanding of the oomplenties of the system of land tenure. For
the V.0.G. tUs information was vital: without it they could not fiilly

exploit die revenues to which theywere entitled as the government oif

the day. Hicyfound a solution in a device the Portuguese had intro-

duGed—^the Mnbas or registers setting out systematically the labour

services and other dues fitnn the inhabitants of the territories they

controlled. The earliest Dutch Uambo, that ofJaffiiapatam, dates finom

1677. SoBie portions of the Galu kHrafi were registered, on a rather

makeshift basis, in i6g8. The systematic compilation of^AAit^ for all

Butch provinces of the south-west was only initiated during the ad-

ministration ofvan Lnhofl^ andmadeveryslow progress. The rpgutra-

tion of the Ckilombo dtsOoani was completed in August 1759, while in

the Gfilu kdr(Ui and Matara iKsdvoid this work was still unfinished as

late as 1767.* Governor Schreuder attributed the lack of progress in

* Vihea ihtat ratficdoat were set made by the Britiah we find a wgnififaint

number of MiisUm veoten entering the budneis of revenue fanning in tiie eariy

nineteenth century.

* D. A. Kotalawele, 'Agrarian Policies of the Dutch in South-west Ceylon, 1743-
1767', AAGB, XIV, VVageningcu, 1967, pp. 28-9.
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the wcnk ofr^gistratioii to the opfiontkm of the native headmen. No
doubt the project sufiEered greatfy fiom the lack ofoo-operatkm fiom
them, but that was not the only reason Ibr the delays. The turmoil in

the low-country in the late 1750s and early 17608 was hardly oon-

dudve to progress in ventures ofthis sort.

The cadastral survey of the V.O.C's territories in the south and
south-west ofthe island was resumed and brought to a sucoessfiil con-

clusion during Falck's long (1765-^5) administration. The exhaus-

tive details of the survey, coupled with the mode of registration

chosen, inevitably delayed its completion. Work on the survey of the

Colombo Ssawm was completed in 1770 and cm that the Galle

cmmmiBiy in the early 1780s. The succenfiil completion ofthis project

owed much to the victory in the war against the Kandyans in 1765
and their recognition of Dutch sovereignty in the littcnral with the

treaty of 1766, which had the long-term effect of a politic—and
reluctant—aocq^tanoe ofthe reality ofDutch authority by the native

headmen.
These thombos immeasurably strengthened the position of the Dutch

otf-d-oir the people by placing at the government's disposal com-
prehensive and reasonably accurate data on tenurial obligations, as

well as a precise definition of the extent of lands held under various

tenures within its territories. The V.O.G. believed that the thombos

would help reduce their dependence on the native headmen in regard

to administration. But this hope was not realised for the reason that

the efficient supervision ofheadmen by Dutch officials was not forth-

coming. The co-operation of the headmen at various levels of admi-
nistration was just as vital in collecting the revenues and dues, and
exacting the labour services due to the state in accordance with the

thembos^ as it had been in the compilation of these registers. Their co-

operation was indispensable also for the periodic revision of the

thdmbos to bring them up to date. Thus, far firom their power and
influence over the inhabitants being reduced in any way, both were
substantially enhanced as a result of a measure—the compilation of

the thombos—whichwas designed, in part at least, to have precisely the

opposite effect.

The aiimnistrathe maehineiy and legal system

The V.O.C's administrative machinery proved inefficient and, the

Company \\'ould have added, expensive, while its officials were corrupt

even by the standards ofthe day. The establishments in Sri Lanka and

Malabar were reputed to be the most expensive of all and were looked

upon as being responsible for bringing the Company to a state of

indebtedness by the end of the seventeenth century. In the case of die
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V.O.G/s establishment in Sri Lanka, there was an element of un-

reality in this cfaai^ge since the profits of the enonnously lucrative

cinnamon trade were excluded finom this computation.

The corruption ranged fix>m the alienation ofunoccupied land and
the assignment of revenues to high-ranking Dutch officials,^ to parti-

cipation by these officials in smuggling and the ill^al private trade;

the latter included the smuggling out of the island of cinnamon

—

despite the regulations introduced to protect the Company's monopoly
—and ofareca (to South India) and textiles (to Sri Lanka), in colla-

borationwith Indian traders. The textile trade was especially lucrative

in view ofthe Company's monopoly ofthe market in the island in the

eighteenth century. Illegal private trade was well entrenched in the

eighteenth century and survived all attempts to eradicate it These
abuses could hardly have survived iflater GoveraorSj especially those

of the early eighteenth century, had maintained the standsirds of

efficiency and integrity set by die earlier ones. Certainly by the end
of the seventeenth century the decline in efficiency and personal

integrity at the highest level ofthe administration in the island was a
serious cause for concern for the V.O.C. Ftoceedings were instituted

against Governor Becker (1707-16) after he left the island. Mal-
administration, even misrule, continued in the first three decades of
the eighteenth century, the nadir being reached under Petrus Vuyst

(1726-9) when the judiciary too was affected by the prevailing

malaise. At Vuyst's instigation, a number ofpersons, including Dutch
officials and 'firee* burghers (Dutch settlers), were sentenced to death

on trumped up charges and executed. Vuyst was dismissed finom office

in 1729 and summoned to Batavia, where he fiiced trial for these

'judicial* murders and on other serious chaiges, and was found guilty

and executed in 1732. Reforms introduced by van Imhoffin 1736-40
restored respect for the office of Governor, and the zest for effidency

in administration and probity in personal conduct demonstrated by
van Gollenesse, Loten and Schreuder was sustained over the rest of

the eighteenth century.

In the sphere of judicial administration the most constructive

achievement of the Dutch lay not so much in the courts they set up
as in the laws they introduced.^ Wherever possible these courts applied

the customary laws of the people. The position was made clear in a
mem<nr left for his successor by Ccmmmdeur A. Pavilioen Jaffiia-

patam in 1665: *The natives are governed according to the customs

' In die fint few decades after die establishment of Dutdi rule higb-ranldiig

officials of the VOC appropriated the best lands to their private use, and this

abuse was so widespread that Governor Fyl was obliged to step in and take back
the land so alienated.

^ T. Nadaraja, The Legal System of Ceylon in its Historical Setting (Leiden, 1972),
particularly pp. 3-56.
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of the country if these are dear and reasonable^ otherwise according

to our laws.'* While the laws and customs of the Tamils ofJafSuip
patam were codified for the first time in the TisaoaUmudy and the

Muslims had their own Islamic law, the position with r^aid to the

Sinhalese under Dutch rule is less clear. Significandy, no such code of

customary laws was compiled fiwr the Sinhalese who formed a clear

majorityofthe people in the territories imder the control oftheV.O.G.
Evidendy Sinhalese customarylawhadnot the resilience and cohesive-

ness ofthat oftheHindusand the Moors.Whywas thb so?Was it that

the link between customary law and religion was stronger and closer

among the latter than with the Sinhalese? Or could this be explained

onthe basb ctftwo small edmic-reiigious minorides safeguarding their

identity by a stronger oonunitment to their distinctive cultures, of

which their customary laws fanned an integral part? By the last

decade of the eighteenth century the obsolescence of Sinhalese cus-

tomarylawwas an established fact ; Roman-Dutch law had superseded

it^ In many ways Roman-Dutch Lawwas the most lasting contribu-

tion <^the Dutch to Sri Lanka.^
Tlie application ofRoman-DutchLawto the Sinhalese consolidated

social changes such as monogamy and emphasis on the sanctity of

marriage, which had their origins imder Portuguese rule. But its

strongest influence was on inheritance of property and indeed on the

concept of private property. Innovations in regard to the instruments

for transfer of property gave a legal stamp to private landholdings."

From the late seventeenth century onwards, the V.O.G. had en-

deavoured to bring the transfer ofproperty, movable and immovable^

under their direct supervision, and the manner in which such transfers

should be made was specified. Butno great success in this was achieved

till Schreuder's administration, when a more purposeful bid was made
to bring about the desired change, and the transfer of property by
sale, gift or inheritance had to be effected by means of official forms

provided by the secretariat and under the supervisum of authorised

ofHcers. By this time there was a greater readiness on the part of the

Sinhalese to accept this requirement. The r^;ulations devked by the

V.O.G. brought the instruments for the transfer of private property

in line with Roman-Dutch Law. Landed property acquired a new and
firmer legal status. The headmen benefited from this most of all for

it opened out opportunities to them for strengthening their claims to

' Cited in T. Nadaraja, op, eit., p. 13.

" T. Nadaraja, op. cit., pp. 12-16.

11 For discussion of this see T. Nadanya, *The Law', UCHC, 111, 1973, pp. 327-

42.

"See D. a: Kotdawele, *Natiiie of Glas Rdationi In tbe Soutfa-Weit of

GeyUm,c, i7oa-i%3:AReviewofLong-tennGhansei^ f^^f'oUnkaraFMdfifStiimur,

1974, series 3, pp. i-xs; see particularly p. 1 1.
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land. They became holders of laiige extents of landed property,

privately held. This in turn led to greater inequalities in landholding

as a result of^ivhich the dependence ofthe peasantry on the headmen
was substantially rein£)rced.

On Schrcudci's instructions a comprehensive survey the lands

belonging to theV.O.G. in the south-west ofthe island was conducted.

The main aim was to obtain as accurate a picture as possible of the

existing cinnamon resources in and around villages, and to locate sites

with potential for caqpansion in the fiiture. The data provided by the

survey—it eventually covered 1,197 villages in the Colombo £sSooni

and was published in August 1758—was used to establish a much
tighter government control over lands suitable for cinnamon, and as

a result even service tenure holdings which people enjoyed for genera-

tions came under attack. What followed from this was a fundamental

change in the pattern oflandholdings in the south-west ofthe island,

from one in which the dominant features were service tenure holdings,

which were not alienable by the holders and where ultimate rights of

deposition lay with the sovereign, to one in which freehold rights with

their owners enjoying full rights of alienation begins to be predom-

inant. This change with regard to the status of private land-

holdings was among the most for-reaching introduced by the Dutch.^

ReUgiauspolity

In the first few decades oftheV.O.C's administration in Sri Lanka's

littoral the Dutch Reformed CSiurch, having supplanted the Roman
GathoHc church in the role of the 'established' religion, embarked
enthusiastically on a policy of hostility to Roman Catholicism,^^ and
on a concerted bid to proselytise among the Sinhalese and Tamils.

Neither ofthe processes was maintained for long, especially the latter.

The V.O.C's hostility toRoman Catholicismwas motivated as much
by political considerations as by religious conviction, for Portuguese

power and the Roman Catholic church in the island had beoi so

doBely linked that the destruction of the one was impossible without

the elimination of otfaer^s influence. Roman Catholic worship was
now prohibited by law, with severe penalties for any breach; priests

were forbidden entry to the island, and all Roman Catholic churches

were taken over and converted into chapels. There were, not sur-

prisingly, many defections fromRoman Catholicism to Protestantism,

but a substantial number ofCatholics appear to have remained stead-

fast. They were ministered to by priests smuggled in at great risk fix>m

D. A. Kotalawele, 'Agrarian Policies of the Dutch in South-West Ceylon,

1743-1767', AAGB, XIV, 1967.
M See R. Boudens, Tim CaAoKe Oumh in Ceylon mAr DiOA ROt (Rome, 1957).
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India. The harried Roman Catholic clergy found a haven in the

Kandyan kingdom in much the same way that Muslim refugees from
Portuguese persecution had found a new home there in the past. By
the beginning of the eighteenth century this exercise in religious per-

secution was abandoned because it had proved so ineffective in

practiGe. Many of the anti-Catholic plakaats, although they remained
in llie statute books, were seldom ifever observed in practice.

The Dutch were rather more tolerant of the indigenous religions

than the Fbrtuguese had been. While they did not actually harry the

Buddhists (for fear of offending the Kandyan ruler, who regairded

himself as the trustee of Buddhist rights in the island) they did not

officially countenance Buddhism, and harassment of Hindus and
Muslims continued—^though not with the same virutenoe as under
the Portuguese. Buddhistand Hindu worship was prohibited in towns

but, it would appear, not in the villages. The extensive temple prop-

erties mnfisratfri by the Fdrtuguese were not letunied to those who
originally controlled them.

While the V.O.C. encouraged the people over whom they ruled to

adopt Calvinism," and membership ofthe Dutch Reformed Church
was a prerequisite for high office under the Dutch, this enthusiasm for

conversion was not sustained for long. As time went on their aim vras

'the narrow one ofholding together the native converts ofthe seven-

teenth century and ofkeeping the Dutch community on the straight

and narrow path ofgodly devotion'.^* The Dutch Reformed Church
in Sri Lanka was not particularly well equipped for anything mote
than that. All its ministers were oon^Mmy servants, and the church

itselfdid not enjoy the status ofan independent mission.To theV.O.C
religionwas a matter ofsecondary importance, and its officials sddom
gave their church much more than perfunctory assistance^ although

they kept a tight control over its activities. As a result the Dutch
Reformed Church had limited financial resources, and suffered fixim

a paucity ofministers. There was therefore scarcely any possibility of

a resolute campaign of proselytisation among the people at large;

moreover, fow of its ministers knew Sinhalese or Tamil. Neverthe-

less the Dutch Reformed Church did not lack converts. The material

benefits anticquited fix>m association with the established rdigioa

were a powerfid attractkm to £fite groups seeking continuation in higih

office. But convertswere bynomeans confined to the^te : in 1745 Stc

church had a membership of53,319 in GolomlxH and in 1758, 200,253
in Jaffioa (there were thhrty-seven churches in the consistory there).

The bulk of these, as the Dutch records admit, were Galvinists aiid

^* There was a measure of force used to see that baptised Christians though not

others conformed to and practised their fidth r^^ularly.

S. Anuaxatnam (ed.), Mtmtw^JvUasMtvmt GoUmmt^ 1975, p. 38.
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Christians only in nazne.^^ Calvinism in &ct did not develop any
strong roots among the people, and its influence—in sharp contrast to

that ofRoman Catholicism ois'i^vis the Portuguese—did not survive

the collapse ofDutch power.

The link between prosdytisation and education established by the

Portuguese was maintained by the Dutch. They took over the schools

begun by the Portuguese, revitalised them, and added to theirnumber
by their policy ofattaching schoob to each church. The schoohnaster

in charge maintained a register of students, and fines were imposed

to ensure pupils' regular attendance. Fines were also imposed on
Christian adults for not attending church. The rigours of these re-

quirements had been relaxed somewhat by the eighteenth century,

but the regulations were re-imposed during van GoUenesse's admi-

nistration."

The schools provided a simple system of instruction with reading

and writing in the vernaculars, and arithmetic. Regular inspectionsby
the local minister ofreligion and by civil officials ensured satis&ctcny

standards in the schools. The schoolmasters were paid by the state,

and they acted too as registrars of births, marriages and deaths. The
introduction of a r^^ular system of registration in the villages was a
major innovation of the V.O.C. Indeed the registration ofmarriages

re-emphasised the concept of monogamy which Roman Catholic

Christiaiiity had introduced under the Portuguese, and gave it greater

significance and formality. Two seminaries were established in Jaffiia

and Colombo for higher education, and the more talented pupik fiom

,

all over the island were sent there to be educated—and at the same
time maintained—at state expense. The first of these was established

at Nallur in 1690, and lasted till 1709 when it was closed down and its

studentsand tocherswere transferred to Colombo."These seminaries
trained students as teachers and catechists in the eiqsanding school

system, and as clergymen. Instruction was largely in liie vernaculars,

but some Latin and Dutch was also introduced. Towards the end c£
the eighteenth century the practice was hcgim of sending a few
studoits for higher education in the Netherlands.

In 1737, during van ImhofTs administration, a printing press was
established in Colombo with the avowed intention ofmaking Christian

literature available in the vernacular languages—a prayer-book in

Sinhalese (1737), translations of the Gospels (1739), and simple

catechisms—^for schoob, churches and other institutions. This was the

foundation for more sophisticated polemical work in the next decade,

and greater technical competence in printing and in the production of
books. Under van Gollenesse the translation of the New Testament

1* C. R. Boocer, The Duldt SttAorm Empin (Loodon, 1965), pp. 147-9.
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into Tamil was b^gun; this major undertaking was completed during

Schreuder's administration. The education programmes initiated by
the V.O.G. achieved only limited success in the intended aim of
spreading Galvinist Christianity among the youth of the country, but
it had the profoundly important consequence of helping the spread of

literacy in the lowlands—in the south-west and the north; an ad-

vantagewhich has been maintainedand indeed consolidated through-

out the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Galvinist pdemics against Roman GatholicSy and indeed Galvinist

tracts and other religious works were generally fewer in number than,

and inferior in literary skill to, Roman Gatholic literature ofthe same
gem« in the indigenous languages. In the seventeenth century the

Roman Gatholic propagandists had begun by using the island's tradi-

tional folk-drama finr their evangelical wodc witib translations into

Sinhalese ai|d Tamil from, and adaptation ofworks in, European
languages for this purpose.*^ Qpite obviously the visual impact ofthis

art form and tiie spoken word were regarded as being more eflfeclive

for proselytisation than tracts and pamphlets in a society in which
literacy was limited to a tiny dite. But by the end of die seventeenth

century dieRoman Gatholics had a subsumtial oeian ofliteraryworiGi

to their credit, largely due to the efforts ofFrJacome Gomcalves,*^ a
KiKibuu Bralunan frcmi Goa. Arriving in tte
minister to the Roman Gatholics in die littoral, Gongalves found a
convenient refuge in the Kandyankingdom from which to conduct his

operations. Very soon he mastered both Sinhalese and Tamil and,
during his stay in the island, made an outstanding contribution to

Ghristian literature in both languages. His works covered a wide
range of themes—scripture and thedogy, devotional hymns, lodoo-

graphy (Sinhalese-Portuguese, PortuguesiB-Sinhalese and Portugucse-

Sinhalese-Tamil dictionaries) and even anti-Buddhist polemics^ (a

curious way, this, of repaying the hospitality and tolerance of the

Kandyans). Gon^alves's Tamil writings—on the doctrines of the

Roman Gatholic church, and refotations ofheretical beliefs—were die

largest number, in that language, produced by a single author.

The introduction ofthe printing press no doubt gave the Galvinisis

The Rt Revd Bishop Edmund Pieris, 'Sinhalese Christian Literature of the

XVIIth and XVIIIth Centuries*, JRAS{CB), XXXV (1943), pp. 163-61 and
Tamil Catholic literature in GejHkm fiom the i6di to the i8th century*, Tm&
Culture, II, 1953, pp. 229-44.

» On Gkmcalves tee Fr S. G. Perera, Th*L^t qfFathtrJacom Gm^oIms(Madun»
1942).
" These anti-Buddhist polemics were among the main reasons why King Sri

Vijaya RSjastifilia cfdered the Roman Gatliolic priests out of the Kandyan king-

dom at the beginning ofhis reign.
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a considerabie advantage in thdr campaigns against Roman Gatlio-

lidsm and tlie indigenous religions, but this was not sustained fer long,

because towards the end of the eighteenth century the V.O.G.*s
religious policy was becoming less intolerant if not yet consisteatly

liboral. Even opposition to their traditional enemy—the Roman
Catholics—abated somewhat, and the latter were able to begin re-

suscitating the morale of their dwindling and demoralised flock. At
the same time the resuxgence ofBuddhism in the Kandyan kingdom
was to have a considerable impact. Although this was felt mainly

among the Buddhists, the Hindus themselves were inspired by it to a
revival oftheir religion after the long period of decline which had set

in with the struggle against the Portuguese. Indeed the Tamil king-

dom ofthe north had been a bastion ofHindu civilisation and Tamil
culture, with a library at Nallur and poets resident at the court The
rule ofthe Portuguese had been much more destructive in its impact
on Hinduism in the north ofthe island than on Buddhism in the areas

under their control even though they were harsh and intolerant

enough in regard to the latter. The decline of Hinduism had con-

tinued under the V.O.G., but now in the late eighteenth century one

sees at last the glimmer ofa revival.

Largely because they ruled the littoral fer much longer than the

Portuguese, the Dutch left a more substantial legacy in architecture.

Despite a proclivity (which they shared with all colonial powers) to

intioduce to their dependencies the styles and fiuhions in vogue in

the metropolitan country, the architecture^ of the V.O.G. in Sri

Lanka was a more succenfiil adaptation of European modes to the

requirements ofa warm climate than that of the British during their

rule in Sri Lanka. This was seen to the best advantage in the simple

and solid architecture they introduced in their forts and town plan-

ning.^ Of the castle-fiirt of Golombo few traces remain today. The
ramparts of the old Dutch fort of Galle, and part of the wall which
enclosed the town under the V.O.G., are stiU the dominant archi-

tectural features of this Southern town. Also in the south is the star

fort of Matara—its walls constructed in the shape of a six-pointed

star—^built by Baron van Eck in 1763-5. This structure is better

preserved than most. A i»cturesque gateway still exists, its pediment

decorated with themonogram oftheV.O.G. in an ornamental setting.

Over the arch (carved in wood) are the arms ofBaron van Eck. Few
monuments of Dutch rule in the island have weathered better than

An even more remarkable example of this were the canala constructed by
the V.O.G, in Sri Lanka. Sec above, chapter 12.

*^ See R. L. Brohier, 'Ceylon-Dutch Domestic Art*, Kalamanjari, 1(1), 1 950-1,

PP-75-9.
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the ranqparts, batdements and picturesque stone sentry-boaces of the

ca8t]e-&rtofJa£Bui;itwasa]aobyfiff thebestofthemiUtaiy of

the Dutch.

The churches built during the rule of the V.O.G. are beautifully

proportioned, yet simple in outline and plain ifnot severe in foim. A
closer look at them diows considerable variety in the ornamental

fanlights over die Hntds ofdoorways, and more important, the gables.

The gable was an inspiration of the Renaissance, which the Dutch
used in their homeland and in all their colonies with every possible

variation in detail. The Dutch architects relied on the gable to soBm
the oveqfKywering sternnessand solidity ofthe churches dieybuilt The
best examples ofsuch gables may be seen to this day in churches they

erected in their principal stations, Colombo (the Wolvendaal church),

Galle and Jaffna. From the date of its dedication up to the end of

Dutch rule in Sri Lanka the Wolvendaal church (built 1749-57) was
their principal place of worship. The most distinctly Dutch buildings

with the best example of the Dutch gable, is the church built by the

V.O.C. in Galle. One other feature ofthese churches merits mentioOr—
the pulpitwith its stairand hand-rail. The ribbons and tassels decorat-

ing the canopy over the pulpit are carved in wood with ezoqpdonal

skill and sensitivity in style.

This brings us to the point that the Dutch introduced to the island

a wealth offurniture in a variety ofdesigns then popular in the metro-

politan country, worked in ebony, nadun and calamander. Devoid of

the rococo embellishments inspired by Chinese decorative art which
the Dutch copied, this was the oldest European furniture style to be
introduced to the island.^

In the larger towns under Dutch control the settiement within the

walls sometimes overflowed out to the suburbs which came to be

called the pettah. Clean and shaded streets were laid out in a rectan-

gular grid and usually showed, in perspective, two long receding rows

of slender wooden pillars on either side. The pillars fronted deep

verandahs or steeps and one-storied buildings with low-pitched roofe.

A wooden trellis separated the verandahs from the road; the gardens

of the houses were at the back. Through these houses the Dutch left

a lasting impression on the domestic architecture of the Sinhalese,**

not to mention that of the British in the nineteenth century.

•* R. L. Brohier, Furniture of the Dutch Period in Ceylon (Colombo, 1969 [1970] ).

See abo the same author's 'European C!hain in Geykm in the 17th moA i8di

Oeatixc\cs\JRAS{CB), GLI(8i), 1938.

This is seen in the many Dutch words absQgfacd into the ^fnKnV*ff language
to describe parts ofa house and the luiniture in it*
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RELIGION, LITERATURE AND THE
ARTS IN THE KANDYAN KINGDOM

Religion

With the establuhmaat and consolidation of Portuguese rule in Sin-

halese azeas of the littoral, the Kandyan kingdom became the sole

surviviiig link in the age-long connection between Sinhalese power
and the Buddhist religion. It was the heir to the traditional relation-

flhip between state and religion. The two most treasured relics ofthe
Buddha, the tooth reUc and the alms bowl, always kept in the posses-

sion of die long at the chief administrative centre in the island and
associated with the continuity of Sinhalese kingship, passed into the

hands ofthe Kandyan rulers after the 1590s.

Throuj^iout much of the eighteenth century, however. Buddhism
was in a state ofdebility, worn out and almost moribund, to the extent

that valid ordination of bhikkhus was a perennial problem. Both
VimalaDharma Suriya I andVimalaDharma Suriya II made special

efforts to revive the sasana, and sent missions to Azakan in Burma to

obtain bhikkhus from there to help restore the upasampadd, the higher

oidinadon, in Sri Lanka. Any success achieved through this process

was no more than temporary, and by the end ofthe eighteenth century

it had become practically impossible to hold a valid ordination cere-

mony. The result was that those who entered the Buddhist order did

so without the prescribed rites. They came to be called gagitmSnstSy an
iodeterminate status, part-layman, part-monk; at best they were a

parody or caricature of tlie bhikkhus^ at worst a travesty. They retamed
their lay names, continued to enga.^e in secular activities, wore a
white or saffron-coloured cloth rather than the traditional saffinon

robes ofthe bhikkhu, and few ifany were celibates. Indeed the proq>ect

of a comfortable living on temple properties was very often the main
attraction for entry into the Buddhist order in the form gjBOgbmSnses,

Few of them had mastered the Buddhist texts, most were content to

indulge in magic, sorcery, astrology and divination and were in fact

priests or magicians rather than bhikkhus in the ideal and doctrinal

sense.^

^ On this theme see K. Malalgoda, AdUSUsm 8I SbMm Soeuty iyso-isoo
(Berkeley, Gaiifbmia, 1976), eipeciaUy pp. 57-8.
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The most remarkable and purposeful effort at Buddhist reform

came, surprisingly, firom within the saAgha itselfin the mid-eighteenth

century with the formation ofthe SUhhUSmnSgama (the brodierhood of

the pious) by V&Hvita Saranankara (i698-1 778), a samanera (un-

ordained monk).' The SUvat Samdgama called for a return to more
exacting standards of conduct for the safigha, where piety, devotion

and a sound knowledge ofthe scrqituies rather than &mi]y inflnenoe

and connectioiiswouldbe the qualifications for admisMon to theorder,

and where the ideal ofpoverty was juxtaposed with the reality ofthe

ganinnAtses* devotion to the afiairs ofa householder's life. Narendra-

suhha, the last Sinhalese king ofthe Kandyan kingdom, was less than

enthusiastic in fosteringaBuddhist revival ofthe sort thatSaranankara
had in mind ; the Kandyan radata, who had a vested interest in temple

property controlled by sdons oftheir fomilies in the role ofgai^mnSnsis^
did not view such a reformist movement with much kindness either.

But the situation changed dramatically v^en the Nayakkar dynasty

assumed theKandyanthrone. In theireagernesstocompensatefbrtheir

marginal political Status as a foreign dynasty, the Nayakkan csKtcndcd

the most lavish patronage to the regeneration ofthe authenlic religious

and cultural traditions ofthe people.'

The first priority, as the Buddhist reformers saw it, was the restora-

tion of the upasampada^ and Sii Vijaya Rajasuhha was persuaded to

take the initiative in this by sending a mission to Thailand for this

purpose under his auspices. Three missions were despatched, and the

third, sent in 1750 in the last year of his reign, was eventually suc-

cessfU. In 1753 a group ofThai monks reached Sri Lanka and in that

year the t^ampadd was restored. White the restoration of the upo'

sampadd was the greatest contribution of the Thai monks to the

Buddhist revival in Sri Lanka in the second half of the eifi^teenth

century, the monks were also instrumental in reasserting the primacy

ofBuddhist symbols and practices over those ofHinduism which had
gained ascendancy during Buddhism's period of decline. It would
appear that the annual AsaUi petahdra owes its present form to their

initiative. Under the Sinhalese rulers of the Kandyan kingdom this

festival was celebrated as an occasion for the ceremonial worship of

Hindu gods, and had no connection with the Temple ofthe Tootiiar

with any other Buddhist tempte. The Thai monks persuaded Kirti

Sii Riyasiiiiha to reorganise the/»raA<bu and to i^

(tooth-relic) perahSra into the general ritual comfdex of this annual

ceremony, with a position ofprimacy over all the otherperahSras in it.

TheAsdaperahSra in this form symbolically underlined die primacy of

Buddhism within the Sinhalese religious system, even if it did not

restore or re-establish it.^
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We turn next to the institutional aspects ofthis revival ofBuddhism.
There was first of all the establishment ofthe Siyam Ji/tkajfa, the most
important of the modem Buddhist sects; and next the development
within it ofthe Malvatta and A^giriya chapters, both adhering to the

same doctrinal tenets and each Oif equal status. When ^rti &ci

Rajasimha decreed in 1765 that the upasampadd ceremony could only

be performed at Malvatta and Asgiriya, they came to have exclusive

rights over the admission of novices to higher ordination, not merely

within the Kandyan kingdom but in the Sinhalese areas ofthe littoral

under the control of the V.O.G. The title qI[ sahgfmdja was conferred

on SaranaTikara, but was discontinued after his death. All this formed
part ofa process ofcentralising the afSeurs of the sSsana^ and the devel-

opment of a strong religious establishment with dose links with the

state.

The king appdnted the chief bhikkkus, and the latter in turn the in-

cumbents of smaller pansalas. He endowed the important temples,

as the disSms did, with land grants. (Since the bhUkkhuswere generally

recruited fix>m the govikula^ the endowment offamily temples by pious

nobles led to dose ties ofkinship between the chiefs and the bhUdchus,)

The inhabitants of villages attached to Buddhist temples {vihdragam)

came under the authority of its chief bhikkhu, while the devdles de-

dicated to Hindu ddties had a lay custodian {basaSj^aka nilanie) who
directed the services of, and collected dues from, the people resident in

villages attached to the devale (devdUgam). Apart from services due to

the vihdras or the basntyaka nilame, temple toiants were also liable to

unpaid public service, especially at the important national festivals in

the capital city. As in the past the king intervened in disputes regard-

ing incumbencies o£mhdras; he was in fact the Rnal arbiter in them.
Again the king appointed incumbents, at his discretion, to newly-

built vihdras and pansaku, as well as to restored and re-endowed

temples.*

The overriding authoi ity of the ruler in religious affairs was demon-
strated most starkly in Kirti §ri Rajasirhha's decree, promulgated

after the establishment of the Sijfom Mikdya, which restricted its mem-
bership to the gnrikula alone. Saranankara acquiesced in this, although

it went against i\\c SilvatSamagama^s well-established practice ofignor-

ing caste distinctions among its membership. With Kirti Sri Raja-

sixhha's decree, the non-goyigama bhikkhus were rigoioudy excluded

from the saiigha; indeed, a large number of them were exiled to the

Jaffna pensinsula, and noofgigngama bhikkhus were even prohibited

finom pecforming the ceremony of higher ordination. This caste ex-

dusiveness in the sai^ha was nothing new dther in the Kandyan
» L. Dewaraja, A Stu^jf the Political, Adminstn^ and Social Slnetwt qfike

KwuijfQn Kingdom <(fCeylon, tyof-i76o (Colombo, 1973), p. 130.
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Idngdom, or in the Sinhalcaw kmgdoms ofthe past; indeed it was well

established in the days of the Dambade^iya kings in the tfairteendi

century. What was significant in Kird Sri lUyasimha's decreewas that

it ostentatiously legitimised caste escclusiveness. Equally importanl^

the acquiescence of the Siyam Mkijw leadership in thb demonstrated

afiesh tiie strength oftraditional values in the Buddhist revival.

The reaction to this appeared within a generation^ not in the Kan-
dyan kingdom but in the low-country where^ in die last years <tf the

eighteentii century and the first decade of the nineteenth, a pre*

dominanUy noiDrgoy^iama firatemityofMtXiiUfatf, theAmarapuraJViib^,
wasestablishedon therefiisaloftheiSli)mJVt^^ i^asan^add

to xiOJOrfff^figmas,^ The authority of the exdnshrely gvjfigma Siyam

MkOya was still unchallenged within the Kandyan kingdom.

Literature and the arts

Saranankara's workwas as much a landmark in the world ofSinhalese

learning and literary activity as it was in the history of the sangha. It

arrested a decline that was well-nigh complete, and although the

vigour of the revival he initiated subsided considerably by the turn of

the eighteenth century, the resuscitated tradition was kept alive by a
system of pupilary succession, to undergo further refinement in a
second wave of revivalism in the latter half of the nineteenth century.

The last substantial figure in the classical literary tradition' of the

Sinhalese, which had reached its peak in the Kotte kingdom and the

reign of Parakramabahu VI, had been the sixteenth-century poet

Alagiyavanna. But his poetry revealed a decline in literary sldU;

control ofthe classicalidiom was poor, and the poetic idiom was forced

and artificial. The panegyrics of the seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries represented a further degeneration ofthe classical tradition.

A refi:eshing contrast was amore popular literary form : a balladic type

ofnarrative verse, its imagery drawn from the poet's environment and
its highly evocativelanguage based cm folk speech instead ofan archaic
poetic diction and conventional literary stereotypes. Among the signi-

ficant prose works of the mid-seventeenth century were the Mandaram
Pura Puoata^ which contains a wealth of information on the Kandyan
kingdom ; the Rdjaratnakdriym; and the Rdjavdliya^ a chronicle surveying

the story of Sri Lanka finom its earliest beginnings—from the time of

Vijaya—^to the accessbn of Vimala Dharma Suriya II. All these

• Malalgoda, op. cit., pp. 87-105.
* The basis of the classical tradition was a sound knowledge of Pali and Sanskrit.

Its poetry adhered to ibe teneti of die SanskritMM KSigftt, and its pcose worics

ivere based on the Buddhist scriptures, or important dements in Buddhirt wonhqi
such as the tooth-relic or the saoed bo-tree.
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works were a blend of myth and historical fact. More down-to-earth

are the Kadayim pot and vittipot—of which there were a large number
in this period—compendia of traditional lore depicting the history of

royal lineages and the prestigious Kandyan families, with descriptions

of important landmarks in the country and territorial boundaries.

Although these were generally prose works, they were sometimes

interspersed with verse. However the sum total of these literary works

did not amount to an outburst of creativity or originality; on the

contrary, they underlined the collapse of the classical literary tradition

of the Sinhalese.

The classical languages, PaU and Sanskrit, were essential ingredients

of traditional scholarship, and Pali in particular iiad a special signi-

ficance in the context of Saranankara's age; the revival of the study of

this,, the language of the Buddhist scriptures, was essential for the

revitalisation of that religion. Saranankara and his disciples rescued

the classical tradition from the demise to which it had seemed inevi-

tably destined. For all its vitality, this literary revival was intrinsically

atavistic in outlook, and its keynote was formalism. The prose and
poetry of this era were lacking in full control ofthe classical idiom, and
displayed little originality.

The literature of the period was not all in this classical mould, or

merely that ofa learned ^Ute.The tradition offolk literature, especially

folk poetry, was still alive and very active. Among its features were

attempts at biographies (including a eulogistic one of Saranankara)

in prose and verse, and some impressionistic and rather sterecityped

surveys of contemporary events. The erotic poetry of the period was
an offiihoot of llie panegyric—^panegyrics contamed among otiier

things descriptions &e erotic app«d and sexual prowess of the

hero—but there were modeb £>r imitation in Tamil literature as well.

Tliis new genre, for all its flaws,* had one outstanding quality: a
robust secularitywhich set it offfrom the classical tradition ofthe day,

inwhich the subject'^natter ofverse and prose was religious in content

and outlook.

The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries are a period of modest

achievement in architecture and the arts in general This partly

reflects the meagreness of the economic resources of the Kandyan
kingdom, to which the Portuguese forays of the early seventeenth

century, and the Dutch economic policy as well as their invasions of

the 1760S, contributed in no small measure.

The town of Senkadagala (modem Kandy), like most cities and
towns ofandent Sri Lanka, was more or less square in layout, with its

• This poetry was lacking in any fine sensibility; its language was coarse rather

than merely bawdy, and a good many of the verses were more pornographic than

dggantly Rahrhitisn.
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streets rmming north-south and east-west Senkadagala consisted in

fact oftwo square enclosureswidi the smallerone mnfaininganumber
of temples^ and the one on the east dominated by the kbg's palace

which faced east TheDaladS MaUgSoa or theTemple oftheToothwas
attached to the king's palace^ and the oomplex of shrines associated

with the former was in the same locality. Vimala Dharma Suriya I is

said to have built his palace in Senkadagala in the IVntuguese style.

After it was burnt down by deAzevedo, and the replacement built by
Scnarat had suffered a similar fate, not much attention was paid in

the lateryears to the embellishment ofthe royalpalace atKandy. The
Kandyamwereready to abandon it at short notice, or even to burn it

down in the face ofinvaders. Rajasiihha 11*8 position was altogether

stronger, and in the more settled political conditions of die day he
built a new palace in the capital, and another later at Hanguraqketa.

His palace at Kandy, more elegant and substantial than those of his

predecessors, was enlaiged by Kird iSii Rajasiihha, ironically to be
burnt down by die Du^ shisrtly afterwards. The rather unpreten-

tious structure that survives today is the palace as rebuilt by Kirti &I
Rajasiihha and renovated by his successors. The walls of its central

hall had originally been decorated in fine taste with stucco relieft and
terracotta plaques, of which little survives today. Of the palace at

Hangura^keta there is hardly a trace.

One important manifestation of the revivalist spirit of the second

half of the eighteenth century was the great interest shown in rehabi-

litating the andent temples and places ofworship neglected or aban-

doned in the past, such as those ofAnuradhapnra and Polonnaruva*

—

or vandalised by the Portuguese, such as the shrines on the littoral.

The reigns of Kirti ^ri Rajasimha and his successor Rajadhi Raja-

simha are especially distinguished in this regard. Ofthe former it has

been said that there was 'hardly a vihara of any importance in the

ELandydistrict which was not restored byhim or newly builtby him'.^

The ruined cities of Anuradhapura and Fdonnaruva were in the

grip of two immensely powerful forces—an impenetrable forest cover,

and malaria—^far beyond the capacity of the Kandyan rulers to over-

come, and as a result their efforts at restoring the shrines there were

futile exercises without any prospect of success. But the reconstruction

of shrines on the littoral destroyed by the Portuguese was easier to

accomplish. Indeed Rajasirhha II had shown how this could be done.

In 1588 Thome de Sousa had devastated the celebrated devdle at

Devundara. After the Portuguese had been forced to relax their grip

on the Matara district, Rajasimha II had erected a devdU there

* Ik^dalgoda, op, eit, p. 64.
^ Ananda K. Goomaraswamy, MedieoalSmhdtstArit snded. (NewYork, 19196)9

19, quoted in Malalgoda, 1^. cd., p. 64.
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dedicated to Vishnu; it was the precursor of a distinctive Kandyan
type of architecture. Kirti I§ri Rajasiihha restored the devdle at Alun-

nesvvaram near Salavata (Chilaw), which had suffered great damage
at die hands of the Portuguese.

The oldest of the temples in Kandy, as old as the town itself, is the

Natha devdle built by Narendrasiriiha, who also constructed the present

Temple ofthe Tooth; this tsvo-storied structure replaced an earlier one

of three stories, built by his fatlier, which had been for some time on

the verge of collapse. Kirti iSri Rajasiriiha renovated the Temple of the

Tooth in his day, and decorated its walls with paintings from the

jdtakas. No traces of these paintings remain today. Of the two major

Buddhist vihdras in Kandy, Malvatta was built by Kirti Sri Raja-

siriiha, while the Asgiriya complex was the work of the Pilima Talauve
family. Kirti Sri Rajasiriiha was responsible for the construction oftwo
temples in the outskirts of Kandy, the Gangarama and Degaldoruva,

the latter celebrated for its beautiful frescoes. Work on the audience

hall in Kandy began in 1 784 in the reign of Rajadhi Rajasiriiha, and
the project was completed early in the following century by
Vikrama Rajasiriiha, who also built the elegant pdttiruppuva of the

Daladd MdligdvOy and constructed the decorative lake in the heart of

the town.

The strongest influence on the architecture of the Kandyan king-

dom appears to have been South Indian—in particular, the Malabar
region, a natural development in view of the close links between it

and the Kandyan kingdom in this period. As in Malabar, wood rather

than stone was the basis of Kandyan architecture. The audience hall,

for example, was supported on either side by two rows ofrichly carved

wooden pillars. This design was adapted and worked in stone in the

Daladd Mdligdva. Secondly, one of the more interesting features of

Kandyan architecture—the long verandah supported on pillars of

wood, stone or masonry—^was also derived from the same South Indian

source. The peaked roofs of these structures rose one above the other

(as, for example, in the Larikalilaka vihdra), the walls protected from

the weather by overhanging caves. One of the distinctive Kandyan
contributions to Buddhist architecture was the Uimpath vihdrage, a

special type of image-house built on piles. Buddhist temples of this

period generedly had a pansala or residence for the bhikkhus, a vihdra or

image-house, and a stupa or ddgoba as well, although there were some
temples without ddgobas. Attached to almost every temple was a devdle

dedicated to a Hindu deity, and often an image of this god was housed

under the same roof as the statue of the Buddha. In some of the

Kandyan temples the stupa is replaced by the tdmpath vihdragiy a much
more indigenous structure which may have originated from the need
for protecdon from the weather and insect pests as well.
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We have more information on the domestic architecture of the

Kanclyans than on that of tlie people of previous centuries. The
houses of the people were very simple one-story structures—the

humblest had just one room—with walls ofmud beaten into a timber

framework, a thatched roof, and floors made smooth by a mixture of

mud and cowdung. The valauvaSy the houses of the elite, were more
elegant structures, but they too were generally dark with unglazcd

windows on the inside only, the rooms generally being arranged

around an inner courtyard (hatards midula) open to the sky.

The sculpture of these centuries was intrinsically imitative and,

when compared with that of the past, quite undistinguished. None of

the images or statues of this period bears comparison with the master-

pieces of Anuradhapura and Polonnaruva. The decline in artistic

standards is best seen in the moonstones : its symbolism was forgotten,

and it was treated merely as a piece of ornamentation, with a variety

of motifs and shapes. The moonstones of the Daladd Mdligdva are

typical of this development, with their elongated ends and rather

mechanical and highly conventionalised ornamentation.

There seems to have been no connecting link between the artistic

traditions of Sigiri, Polonnaruva and the Kandyan kingdom. Never-

theless, all aspects of Kandyan painting—measurement, proportions,

choice and arrangement of colours, composition of figures, and the

relative position of figures to one another—were based on tradition

formulated by generations of masters. Kandyan art is in fact stylised,

its motifs and subject are traditional, and its style is rather two-

dimensional with an emphasis on line—this does not disappear under

daubs of paint but remains visible—and colour. Although the palette

was limited, this had its advantages in the sense that the colours stand

out brilliant and unadulterated. The best examples oftraditional Kan-
dyan art are the frescoes at Degaldoruva, and at the Ridi vihdra at

Kurunagala, the work of an unordained monk Devaragampola Sil-

vatanna in the years 1 771-6. The Dambulla rock temple was re-

decorated in the eighteenth century in much the same style. The
paintings of the temple at Kaballalena in the Kurunagala district were

also the work of the school of painters of which Devaragampola
Silvatanna was the most distinguished exponent. On the littoral too,

in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, artists of this school

painted the shrines at Mulkirigala in the Hambantota district, the

Totagamuva Rajamahavihara atTelvatta and the Sailabimbaramaya

in Dodanduva, both in the Galle district. The difference in style in

these paintings suggests that they could have been the work of three

dififerent artists.

1^ R. D. MacDougall, 'Domestic Architecture among d>e Kandyan Sinhaloe*

(unpublished ph.d. thesis, Cornell University, 1971).
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Even the best work of this period—at D^galdoniva, and at

Dambulla—although interestiiig in terms ofcolour, pattern and religi-

ous fiseling, was rather naive and inferior in technique and sensitivity

compared to the works ofthe past. They are, very likely, offihoots ofa
school of Indian painting which flourished at Lepakshi near Vijaya-

nagar, and were thus of Dravidian derivatioii rather than cdf the

Deccan or Ganges basin.
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THE ENGLISH EAST INDIA
COMPANY IN SRI LANKA

I 796-1802

The uncertain political future of the territories in &i Tjinlra ^lat came
under the control of the English East India Company in 1795-6 was
reflected in the devices adopted for their admiiiistation. Although

Dundas was finim the outoet iodined towards permanent firitiah con-

trol, a dedsioa on this was pos^ned, and in the meantime the admi-
nistration was pteced under the Madras Gommnent of the English

East India CSoinpany, which proceeded to adopt a variety of ex-

pedients to recoup from these territories the costs of their oooqpiestand
military expenditure. The keynotewas improvisation.

With the &ilure of the peace negotiations at Lille, the British

government in November 1797 resolved to place the former Dutch
possessions in Sri Lanka more emphatically under the Grown than
befisre. Although it was at first intended that they should become a

Grown Ck>lony entirely independent of the East India Cbmpany, the

court of Directors, egged on by Lord Wellesley who had succeeded

SirJohn Shore as Governor-General, protested against it, urging the

necessity for preserving a united authority in India.^ The final decision

was left to Henry Dundas, President of the Board ofGontrol for India,

who settled upon a compromise imder which the Gompany shared the

administration of these territories with the Grown, and was in turn

guaranteed a monopoly of trade, the most coveted portion of which
was the cinnamon trade of Sri Lanka, once a flourishing enterprise but

now yielding merely a moderate profit. This system of Dual Control

lasted from 12 October 1798, with the appointment of the Honourable
I Vederick North as Governor, until i January 1802 when these terri-

tories became the British Grown Golony of Geylon. During these years

the most consistent advocate of the establishment ofpermanent British

control in the island was Wellesley, under whom British power in

India had emerged clearly beyond any possibility of successful chal-

^ See E. Brynn, Tbe Mftrqaeas Wdledey and Geylon, 179&-1803: a Plan fat

Imperial Consolidation', CJHSS, n.s.. Ill(a), 1973, 1-13; sec mls6 C.J. Adlcr,

'Britain and the Defence of India: the Oligillf of the Fiobkai, 179&-l8l5'« JtanMl
qfAsian HisUny^ 1, 1978.
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lenge from the French and, after the destruction of Tipu Sahib's

power, from any combination ofnative states.

This transformation of the British position in India had a curious

effect on Dundas, who came to believe that British power in India

could rely safely on naval supremacy to meet any possible future

threat from the French. The determination to keep the maritime

regions of Sri Lanka as a Grown Colony weakened considerably. What
Dundas wanted was consolidation, not expansion, of British power,

and Wellesley's initiatives and ambitions came to be viewed by him as

an irresponsible and expensive over-extension of resources. As a result

they were now at cross-purposes, Dundas being increasingly suspicious

of Wellesley's motives.^ He found it easier to thwart Wellesley in his

ambition to control the maritime regions of Sri Lanka from India, as

part of the process of establishing a unity of authority in India, than

over the more vital issue ofsecuring the confirmadon of Sri Lanka as a

British possession at the peace conference. Over the latter Dundas was
now lukewarm, but he was not influential enough to have his views

endorsed by the government.

When the English East India Company began its administration of

Sri Lanka's littoral, the continuity of British control over these terri-

tories was by no means assured. Nevertheless, not all its officials in the

island (or in India for that matter) believed that British rule had
necessarily to be temporary, and some very influential men worked
on the assumption that it need not be so. Following the British practice

in conquered territories, the laws, customs and insdtutions prevailing

in the former Dutch 'colony' were allowed to continue. There was no
reluctance to use the services ofV.O.G. officials who chose to remain

in Sri Lanka—the only displacement was of some who had held high

office under the V.O.C. there—or of native officials, especially the

headmen who had formed an integral part of the Dutch administra-

tive machinery; but some South Indian officials who belonged to the

indigenous section of the civil establishment at Fort St. George were

brought in too. The major premise in all these decisions was that there

was no certainty that British rule in the island's littoral would be

permanent. By their very nature these decisions were improvisaUons

designed for a situation in which long-term plans were impossible. But
at least two of them created problems for the new regime. The intro-

duction of the aumildars, the most important of these South Indian

officials, and their subordinates aroused the resentment of llieir Sri

Laakaa counterparts and eventually provoked their undiaguised op-

pottdxm. As fiir the V.O.G. officials who oontmued in service, thm
was always thehope—ifnot the expectation—ofa restoration ofDutch

'E. Brynn, op. cit. See also £. Ingram (ed.). Two Views of British India. Th§
frioak Comspondiou ofMr Dundas andLord WdUsUiy; lygS-iSoi (Bath, 1970).
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rule at a peace settlement As a result they demonstrated an under^

standable rductance to commit themsdves umeseivedly to theBr^^
cause.* In this uncertain situation the pcesence ofdiese Dutch 0
served to revive the flagging loyalty ofheadmen and schodmasters to

theV.O.CLy and to remind than that there was always the possibility

ofa restoration ofDutch rule.

There was, at the same time, another strand in the policies of the

new regime, baaed on the beliefthat Sri Lanka's littoral would not be
retunoed to die IXitch. This is seen in the effiirts talra to cultivate th^

friendship of groups in the local population whom the Dutch had
treatedwith suspicion or hostility. Themost notableamongthemwere
the Roman Catholics and the Muslims. Ibe restrictions imposed on
them by the V.O.G. were substantially moderated ifnot relaxed. The
concessions offisred to the Roman QathoEcs included the right to

marriage and burial services peribrmed by their own priests, and to

the burial of their dead in their own churcfayaids^ all of wldcfa had
been prohibited during die Dutch regime. Muslims had been suspect

to the V.O.G. on account of their religion, inAile their eqfiertise in

trade and commercehad made them feared and envied aswdL Thus
the disabilities imposed on them covered both flelds, the religious and
the economic. The English East India Goo^ianyreiazed the rdi^bus
laws affecting the Muslims, eliminated the curbs imposed on their

commercial activities, and gave them entry to the luoradve rents of
government revenue.*

Within a few months of the conquest Robert Andrews, one of the

senior officials in thenew administration, outlined a set offar-reaching

social and economic reforms which he intended to introduce. His
superiors in Sri Lanka and Madras had misgivings about them, those

in Sri Lanka apprehensive lest the reforms would provoke opposition

among the people, and those in Madras because they felt that rdforms

of this nature should not be attempted until these territories were

acknowledged as British possessions in law. Neither thought it neces-

sary to repudiate or countermand the reforms or to reprimand An-
drews when he went ahead with their introduction. In initiating

the reforms Andrews hoped to ensure that British rule in Sri Lanka's

littoral would not be a temporary episode between two periods of

Dutch rule.^ The reforms affected all strata ofsociety and every ethnic

group in the pqsulation. They provoked immediate and widespread

* Dutch judges refined to continue in sefvioe beyond the time itipulated in the

Articles of Capitulation, although they were urged to do ao by the new adminiitcSf*

tion. Dutch clergymen were even more reluctant.

* U. G. Wickremeratne, 'The English East India Company and Society in tlie

li^tinienravinoesofGeykn, 1796-1809%JiLf^(GB&I), 2, i97i,pp. 131-55.
* Aniixq)Oirtantaq>ectoftliii(,id«tions¥atfatlieKa^^ in

cbapter 17 bdovr.
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opposition. The native headmen were antagonised by the decision to

W'itlidraw their accomodessans. The aboUtion of rdjakdriya (and uliyam^

and capitation taxes') would not by themselves have had any disturb-

ing elTccls, had they not been accompanied by an ill-considered attempt

to introduce some uniformity into tlie fan ago of land taxes then in

force, which in practice meant, as it often does in matters of this

nature, an increase in the taxation level. To complicate and confuse

matters even further, there was also a series ofnew and irksome levies,

ranging from a vexatious one on personal ornaments to a potentially

productive but no less irritating tax on coconut palms and other trees.

A radical transformation of the traditional tax-structure of this

nature would, at the best of times, have caused some dissatisfaction

and grumbling. To attempt it at \ cry short notice and without the

support of the headmen—the intermediaries between the government

and the people—made this whole sequence of operations exasperating

and provocative. In December 1796 the rebellion which Colonel

(later General) James Stuart, Andrews' superior in the island, had
predicted as the likely outcome of introducing the reforms, erupted

and remained alive throughout 1 797 although the full range of the

armed forces available to the British in Sri Lanka were used to quell it.

Although the epicentre of the disturbances was the Colombo disdvoni,

and in particular Rayigam, Hevagam, Siyana and Salpiti kdrales,

tremors were also felt in Jaffna, Batticaloa and the Vanni. The Kan-
dyans lent the rebels their aid, and Dutch officials resident in Sri

Lanka and possibly some French agents helped to fan the flames. The
rebeUion bc^^ to peter out in the first quarter of 1798, but only after

dieMadras government in desperation gave an undertaking to revoke

Andrews' reforms and to restore the old system of taxes. Only once
thereafter were the British &ced with a rebellion equally formidable:

namelyin 1817-18. But the rebels of 1797-8, unlike those of 1817-18,

achieved their aims and were not defeated.*

In the meantime a Committee of Investigati<m consisting of

Brigadier-General de Meuron, Major Agnew and Robert Andrews
himself had been appointed, and granted extraordinary powers to

investigate the causes ofthe rebellion, recommend measures ofreform

and redress grievances. The Committee was given executive powers

as wdly and entrusted with responsibility for the administration ofthe

territories captured ficom the V.O.G. It administered these territories

from June 1797 to 12 November 1798. The investigations of the*

* lU^jfom: the residence taxes on Muslims and Chetties; aim the obUgatioa to
unremunerated service in Jaffna, as well as its partial or total commutation.

Capitation taxes were paid by the naUaoas and polios, two castes of slaves in

Jafiha.

• On the rebeUion of 1817-8 tee chapter 17.
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Committee revealed thatwhile thferehad indeedbeen abiacs and Baal-

practioes^ the inevitable oomsequence of the precipitate introduction

ofa series offer-reaching refixrms, the disoontent that ensued was not
due to any exceptional rapacity on the part ofthe pre-reform r6gime.

The critical flaws lay in the novelty ofthe taxes introduced, the admi-

nistrative devices adopted and, most important of all, the powers

conferred on the South Indian officials wldch encroached on those of

the nativeheadmen and extended tosome ofthemost sensitive aspects

ofthe lives ofthe people, such as caste. It was easy therefixre to aois-

constnie decisions taken in ignorance of custom and tradition as

evidence of studied insensitivity to these, and the native headmen,
riiafing at the presence of the aumildars and their South Indian sub-

ordinates, were able to exploit popular opposition to the taxes to

discredit thenew administration among the people at large.

In these drcumstanoes the Onmrnittee felt that it had no alternative

but to recommend the restoration of the status quo, wherever that was
possible^ as the most logical and practical solution to the problems

^t confronted it. There was virtual unanimity in the Gnnmittee
over rrimminendations to restore rdjakdriya and u/tyom,—on the flaore

important topics—^to reinstate the headmen in office, such posts

behig restricted to men from the gqyigama and vellala castes. In the

Committee's view, a restoration of the status quo included the con-

tinued employment of Dutch officials who had served the former

regime. TheseDutch officials, however, could not reconcile themselves

to British rule, and the belief which prevailed among them that the

Dutch would regain control of their possessions in the island appeared

to have been strengthened by the outbreak of this rebellion. The Com-
mittee had hardly b^;un the process of implementing its policies of

reconstruction and restoration when Governor North took over the

administration under the system of Dual Control.^ ^Vhen he reached

Colombo peace had been restored. He found that de Meuron's Com-
mittee had analysed the causes of the rebellion and recommended
remedial measures, and it was to the latter that North turned his

attention.

In the three years of his administration under the system of Dual
Control, North was intent on ensuring that British authority over the

former Dutch possessions in Sri Lanka should become permanent. On
this—but on little else—he was supported by the government at Fort

St. George, and by many of its officials in Sri Lanka. The restoration

of the old order which de Meuron's Committee had recommended
was entirely in accordance with North's own conservative instincts.

* The dednon to Cfldsliih tiie system of
rebellion of 1797-8. lllii had been decided vpoa befine news of die idbdQioii

reached Britain.
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His first act was to restore the headmen to ofTice, and in so doing he

implemented one of the Committee's principal recommendations, and
' one on which they had deferred a decision when they learnt of the new

arrangements for the administration of the maritime regions of Sri

Lanka. The re-establishment of rdjakdriya and uliyam was decisive in

the restoration of the old order; but this was complicated now by the

fact that after two years of fi-eedom from them the people were

reluctant to see them resumed, and once the restoration rdjakdriya

was attempted there was widespread evasion of such sen-ices. North

sought to resolve this by trying to make rdjakdriya acceptable, and this

proved to be more difficult than a straightforward abolition. He
began with an attempt to get all those holding land under rdjakdriya to

register themselves, with the family as the unit for registration. \Vhcn

this failed to yield the results he anticipated, he responded by embark-

ing on an even more ambitious project—registering title to holdings

on the basis of single-ownership. This more sophisticated venture in

registration began on 20 February 1800, and a special administrative

structure was created for this purpose with an improvised Survey

Department as its core. Two advantages were anticipated from this

radical departure from the traditional system: obscurity of title to land

would be eliminated, and single-ownership would be an incentive to

more efficient production in agriculture. Registration on a single-

owner basis became one of North's most cherished projects, but it

made little or no headway in the face of the people's reluctance to

cnlMuicon so radical a departurefiom custom and tradition*

Tbere were» however, aspects dri^akSnya which vmt more amen-
able to confioL Under a proclamation of 3 September idoi, all

ri|{aib&^ landf were made li^^
on low land and one-tenth on high land. This was in confimnity with

csustiBg practice. But tiiere. was also a new tax of one-tenth of the

produceon dry grain, in place ofamedleyofland taxeswhich had not
brought in much revenue and which generally varied from rq;ion to

region. It did not talce North long to realise that the restoration ofthe

old order and oM institutions wUch he was attempting benefited the

hradHMW more than the people or die government. He moved now to

reduce their powers. By a proclamation of 3 September 1801, they

wore deprived of their aeeomodtssans, and were to receive salaries

instead.A fresh limitation ofthe scope ofheadmen's duties was intro-
' duoedbyddiberatdyexdudingthemfrom the registration ofholdings
under ri^ASripa, North realised that tt^akSriya had to be enforced on^ basis of caste» and that the headmen had made themselves in-

dispensable in thk because of the information and local knowledge
which they had acaimulated. A solution of this problem was souj^t

in a codification ofcaste law, whichhoweverwas easier suggested than
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done; in fact, it was never done. North hoped that once a code ofcaste

law was compiled, the landraaden would adjudicate in caste disputes.

North's reforms in these spheres were less visionary and revolu-

tionary than those attempted by Andrews; besides, they were, to a

greater extent than Andrews', a continuation of trends initiated in the

last years of Dutch rule. Indeed most of the changes North attempted

to bring about in the Sinhalese areas had been in operation there

already; and they were not applicable in Jaffnapatam where the

headmen received one-tenth of the paddy collection as their remunera-

tion instead of accomodessans, and where, moreover, the uUyam obliga-

tion had already been dissociated from the land. North's conservatism

was best demonstrated in his policy on caste. He was in total agree-

ment with the de Meuron Committee and the Madras Government
on the necessity of upholding the caste system as it existed, and the

codification of caste la\v which he envisaged was designed with this

end in view. As part of his commitment to this same objective, he took

the unusual—and illogical—step of declaring himself head of the

saldgama caste, and making Robert Arbuthnot, a senior civil servant,

head ofthe kardva caste. Very soon, under North's instructions, govern-

ment institutions—mcluding schools and hospitals—began to pay
fastidious attention to the caste sensibilities of the people who came
within their purview. Similarly, within the administrative hierarchy

persons of inferior caste were prevented from assuming authority over

persons of *high' caste, which meant in effect the restriction of the

most influential posts within the reach of native officials to the

gqyigama and vellala castes. The privileges conferred upon the saldgama

caste by the Dutch at the vciy end of their rule in Sri Lanka were

rescinded. This meticulous sensitivity to the caste system and the

attempt to bolster it by administrative and legal means were clearly

intended to win the support of the people at large for the new regime.

At the same time, under North, conciliation of sections of the

population with a grievance against the Dutch was pursued with even

greater vigour than in the past. Once again the main beneficiaries of

this policy were the Muslims. The number ofMuslim renters increased

substantially due partly to the growth in the renting process, but also

pardy to Nordi's high regard for their enterprise in trade which was
believed to have augmented government revenues. He refused to re-

impose the uliyam tax on them, and evidence of its previous payment
was treated as a complete commutatkm of service obligations* This

exemption fiom all such burdens was an advantage and a privilege

denied to others. The &vours shown to the Muslims extended to other

areas ofacdvity as well. Thus themen appointed to recruit soldiers fi)r

the new native n^;imentB raised by Nordi were Muslims^ as were all

the suHdars zsAjamdan (the only commissioned grades to which the
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indigeiiouB population were e%ible). Also, North was anxious to set

up a special school for Muslim children in recognition of the fact that

tbcy regarded attendance at existing schools with distaste.^^

The generosity shown to the Muslims was in sharp contrast to the

treatment meted out to other religious groups, including the Roman
Catholics. Although the latterwere now in a much more advantageous

position than they had been under the Dutch, and the policy of

tolerance ofRoman Catholicism was continued under North, not all

the obnoxious regulations imposed on them by the Dutch were abo-

lished. The Buddhists and Hindus were not so fortunate. Their re-

quests for licences to erect temples and places of worship were not

granted as of light, and they certainly do not seem to have been
granted licences to establish schools, for North was anxious that their

children should attend govenmient schools. The rationale behind this

and behind North's religious policy was the belief that the great

majority ofthe people of the maritime xeffom were Protestant Chris-

tians. This was based on a ridiculously uncritical acceptance of the

opinions of Dutch officials resident in Sri Lanka and of the nadve
headmen and schoolmasters. Government schools established by the

V.O.G.—the curriculum was fundamentally religious in orientation,

and Sinhalese and Tamil were the media of instruction—were given

a new lease of life. North was keenly interested in the spread of

Christianity, and he treated the Dutch Reformed Church and the

Church of England as belonging alike to the government's religious

establishment. State funds were used for the repair of dilapidated

churches and the construction of new ones. Clergymen were en-

couraged to tour the countiy to minister to the spiritual needs of their

adherents and to propagate the faith among the people at large. The
requirement imposed by the Dutch that headmen in the government
service should be Protestant Cihristians was strictly enforced.

The keynotes of North's internal policy were stabilisation, pacifica-

tion and reconstruction after the turmoil of the lirst two years of

British rule. He realised that the re-establishment of peace and order

could not, by itself, convince the government in Britain that these

territories were worth keeping as a British possession. North sent

glowing accounts of the island's potential in trade and commerce in

order to remove any fears about the likelihood of its becoming a drain

. on British resources. When the decision was taken to convert the

former V.O.C. possessions in Sri Lanka into a British crown colony,

North's sanguine reports on its economic prospects carried much less

weight than a careful assessment of its strategic importance to the

British empire.

For disoission of North'4 attitude to the Muslims see U. G. Wickremeratn^
cU,, pp. 140-55.
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In October 1 798, when the system ofDual Control was establkhed,
Dundas still had doubts about the severance of the link between the

Rngliah £ast India Company and the administration of Sri Lanka's

maritime regions. Within a year these doubts had disappeared, and
he was inclined to see the former Dutch territories in the island as a
distinct political entity, independentofIndia. In reaching this dedaon
he was guided as much by a resolution to curb Wellesley's ambitions
as by moiremundane considerations—a desire to obtain another outlet

for patronage, as well as North's difficulties with the English East

India Company's dvil servants. North and Wellesley were agreed on
the retention of the maritime r^^ions of Sri Lanka as a British posses-

sion. Despite North's great admLration for \VeIIesley and the latter's

influence over him, the course of events in Sri Lanka drove him ir-

revocably to policies which amounted to an advocacy ofits separation

fitxm India. The crux ofthe problem lay in his relations with his civil

servants.

The Madras Presidency of the English East India Company re-

sented the loss of patronage which it suffcrrcd by the introduction of

the system ofDual Control. North, for his part, obliged by order ofthe

Directors of the East India Company to fill most of the vacancies in

the island's administration with Madras civil servants, protested

vigorously against this but to no avail. From the moment ofhis arrival

in the island he faced the unconcealed hostility of the Madras dvil

servants, and these strained relations continued throughout the period

ofDual Control, although there was some improvement when North's

own men (who had come with him from Britain) were found to bejust
as prone to corruption and inefficiency as the Madras men. Salaries

and prospects of promotion in Sri Lanka were so inferior to those in

Madras that no civil servant of ability or ambition sent to the island

from that Presidency was willing to remain there for long. Moreover,
the languages and customs ofthe people of Sri Lanka's littoral were so

totally difTerent from those of Madras that service in the one was
almost useless as preparation for the other. North strongly urged that

the only solution to this problem was the creation of a separate civil

service for Sri Lanka, but this was impossible for as long as the system

of Dual Control was in operation. Nor was he any more successful in

the measures ofadministrative reform which he initiated in this phase;

the Madras civil servants gave him little support.

In late 1800 Dundas informed Wellesley: *I have wrote [sic] a

private letter to Mr North to inform him of what is nearly decided in

my mind. I mean to take the government of Ceylon again [sic] into

the King's hands, and separate it from the government of the Com-
pany. The junction has done no good, and a good deal of mis-
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chief. . . Wellesley was adamantly opposed to it but his protests

were in vain, although the same communication would have given

him the satiafiiction ofIfaming that a crown colony ofCeylonwasnow
almost certainly a reality.

The formerDutch possessions in Sri Lankawere finally ceded to the

British at the Peace <^Amiens in March i8o2. The Amiens settlement

merely ratified the preliminary peace concluded in London on i

October i8oj. Dundas opposed die treaty and resigned office; thus

the retention ofBritish control over the maritime regions ofSri Lanka
at the Peace of Amiens owed more to Pitt and Lord Grenville, the

Foreign Secretary, than to him."A British crown colonywas estab-

lished in Sri Lanka, largdy, if not entirely, for reasons of imperial

stratc^.

From the brief but unfortunate association with Madras and the

East India CSompany, Sri Lanka gained one inestimable benefit. In
later years wheiMver it was su^^ted in die island, in India or in

Whitehall that far the sake ofeconomy or administrative convenience

the colony of Sri Lanka should be treated as an integral part of the

Indian empire, the memory of these unhappy years served as a
reminder ofthe attendant poils.

Dundas, private letter to WeUesley, ii Sqitember 1800, in E. Ingram (ed.)>

Two Views ofBritish India (Bath, 1970), pp. 297-8.
^* £. Bryxrn, tp, cit., pp. 4-13.
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THE FALL OF THE KANDYAN
KINGDOM*

The British conquest of the Dutch poasesnons in the maritime regions

of Sri Lanka shifted the balance of power in the island decisively

against the Kandyans, with the substitution of a very powerful

neighbour for a vttak one. The success of the Kandyan resistance to

repeated Portuguese and Dutch encroachments and the continued

survival of the Kandyan kingdom as an independent state in the face

of these threats engendered among the Kandyans a feeling of self^

confidence that bordered on a complacent asiumption ofinvincibility.

Yet the survival of the Kandyan kingdom asan independent statewas
due much more to the inadequacy of the rewurces of the Portuguese

and of their successors the Dutch for the purpose of subjugating the

Kandyan kingdom than to the inherent military strength ofthe latter*

The British were an altogether more formidable proposition. Under
Wellesley the process of expanding their power in the Indian sub-

continent at the expense of all rivals, indigenous and foreign, pro-

gressed with remarkable rapidity to the point where they emerged as

the dominant force in South Asia.

In the early years of their rule in Sri Lanka, the British had no real

anxiety to round off total control over the island. They were not

seriously alarmed even when they discovered that the Kandyans, in

pursuit of their traditional policy, were giving encouragement to

rebels in the lowlands during the rebellion of 1797. On the contrary,

Andrews had begun a policy ofrelaxing the rigid curbs on the external

trade of the Kandyans which the Dutch had imposed, and permitted

the Kandyans to develop trade contacts across the seas in the hope of

thus dcmonstratini:^ that British control over the island's littoral was
much less irksome to Kandyan interests than Dutch rule there had
been. Moreover, so long as there was the prospect that the maritime

regions of Sri Lanka might revert to the Dutch at a European peace

^Tl^kareviwd venifmofiiiy diipterof dietaiiK OtSK!, TEL For
further reading see P. E. Pieris, Tri SbAaU: Th§ Last Phast, t^Sg-tSis, snd ed.

(Colombo, 1939); SinhaU and the Patriots^ 1815-1818 (Colombo, 1950}; R. Kerii^

Smhaltti Sodal OrgamtaUen: th$ Kan^fan Period (Colombo, 1956}.

' 820
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conference it was politic to maintain a policy of non-interference in

Kandyan afiairs.

But the disputed succession to the Kandyan throne which followed

on the death ofRajadhi R^yasiiiiha inAugust 1798 offered opportuni-

ties for intrigue. Within three weeks ofhis arrival in Colombo, North
turned his attention to the Kandyan problem. When Sri Vikrama
Rajasiriiha ascended the Kandyan throne North sent the usual letter

of greeting in the conventional terms offormal flattery. One aspect of

the Kandyan policy ofthe British had already been determined before

North's arrival—that no encouragement would be given to the Kan-
dyans in their attempts to re-open the question of the treaty with tlie

British which the Kandyans had refused to ratify in 1 796. There was a

sense of relief that the Kandyan refusal to ratify the treaty had
rendered it void ; the British were thus spared the irksome disadvan-

tages to their interests in the island which would have followed had the

treaty been ratified. North needed httle encouragement to stand by
this decision, and all endeavours on the part of the Kandyans to re-

open this question were firmly rebuffed. At the same time the con-

cessions on external trade which Andrews had introduced were con-

tinued by North in the hope of persuading the Kandyans that British

rule in the littoral was likely to benefit the Kandyans more than
Dutch rule.

When Rajadhi Rajasiriiha died of a fever (like his predecessor he

was childless) there was no obvious successor to the throne. The most

powerful person at court was the First Adigdr, Pilima Talauve, a man
of supposed royal descent himself, who had signed the Preliminary

Treaty of 1795 and maintained the most cordial relations with the

British. He held several offices and had enjoyed enormous influence

which he now used with decisive effect to install a protege as king.

This latter was a youth of eighteen, without the benefit of a formal

education, a Sri Lanka-born Nayakkar named Konnasami, son of a

sister of one of the queens-dowager. At Rajadhi Rajasiriiha's death,

however, Muttusami, a brother-in-law (he was a brother of three of

the late monarch's queens), claimed to have been nominated by the

late king as his successor. He and his sisters were promptly placed by
Pilima Talauve in confinement. However, Muttusami was not the

only potential disputant. It has too easily been assumed that PiUma
Talauve's aim in placing I§ri Vikrama Rajasiriiha on the throne was
to eliminate him as soon as an opportunity offered, and to re-establish

a Sinhalese dynasty with himself as king. But his ambitions were more
limited and realistic. He had no personal ambition to gain the throne,

but merely the desire to control matters from behind the scene, to

wield influence and a measure ofpower without personal responsibi-
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lity, and without the odium which would inevitably follow upon
minrule. The N&yakkar dynasty, eqwdally under ^rd Sa R^a-
siiiihaand Rajadhi lUyashfaha, had identified itadfwith the ELandyan
national interest and blended the N&yakkar penonality into the Ksat'

dyan background with consummate skilL Its policy oftransforming it-

self into an indigenous dynasty whose dahns to that status were
aocqyted by the people had proved so successfid that a restoration of
a Sinhalese dynasty was not a viable policy even against the back-

ground of a disputed succession such as that of 1798. Besides, even
assuming that such a restoration was possible, there ii Httle reason to

believe that FSlima Talauve was an acceptable choice. An overt

attempt by him in this direction might well have set off a revolt of

other potential Kandyan claimants and torn the country apart
Filima TalauvS soon discovered that his prot^g^, fiir fitxm being

pliant as he had seemed, was adopting an attitude of independence

which the king-maker had not anticipated* PiUma TalauvS became
increasingly resentful of this, and b^;an afanost at once to plot Sa
Vikrama's down£dl. It is impossible to determine with any accuracy

what were Pilima TalauvS's plans when he b^an his intrigues with
North, apart Scorn the primary aim ofeliminating &i Vikrama RajaF

siihha firom the throne. That done, the next i^ase of the problem
would emerge—^who would succeed to the throne of Kandy, and on
what terms? The British claimed that Filima Talauve's objective was
to ascend the throne himself, but there was no convincing evidence of
this : he could well have been thinking of a more satisfactory and
pliable prot^e who would permit him to wield the power and in-

fluence he sought. This prot^^ too could have been a Nayakkar. But
if the British were brought in to help dethrone a recalcitrant Sri

Vikrama Rajasiriiha, this by itself could cQnq>licate the situation and
raise a number ofquestions for which the answer or answers would no
longerbewithin Pilima Talauve's power to fashion. Itwould certainly

involve a redefinition of the relationship between the new ruler and
the British. Would their relationship reflect the new balance of forces

in Sri Lanka and South Asia ; that is to say, would the Kandyan king-

dom be reduced to the level of a satellite state, its foreign policy con-

trolled by the British, its defence in British hands, and its independence

confined to matters of social and eoonondc policy? Pilima Talauve
would have known that British assistance would be fcrth^mmg only

on terms to be determined by them, and that the compensation or

advantages they sought in exchange for support in this venture would
have been anything but satisfactory to the Kandyans. What is more
likely is that he calculated that he could use British help for his im-
mediate purpose, and once this had been achieved, British influence

could be drastiodly reduced, or eliminated altogether, by the deactrous
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use of the traditional Kandyan policy of fomentiiig trouble for them
in the Sofon. ofspoiradic but planned acts ofharassment or through the

awitance ofyet another foreign power. Tbe effectiveness of this tradi-

tional Kandyan policy in the past must have encouraged hope in its

continued applicability now. Thus it seems likely that Pilima Talauve
had nothing more precise in mind beyond the elimination of Sri

Vikrama Rajasimha; beyond that he would trust to luck, and to his

undoubted skill as a master manq>ulator of persons and forces, to

devise solutions to each succeeding problem as it arose.

Like their predecessors in control of the island's littoral, the British

regarded the long and indistinctly defined frontier as an irritatingand
expensive item ofmilitary expenditure, while being at the same time

an irksome and formidable obstacle to trade. Besides, it was impossible

to develop plans for the economic regeneration of the British colony

in isolation from the larger island-wide framework; and the indepen-

dence and aloofness of the Kandyan kingdom Mwuld impede the

development ofthe British possessions in Sri Lanka, especially in their

administration and commimications. At the same time the island was
small enough for effective control without any serious drain ofhuman
and financial resources for the purpose, and there was the additional

advantage that the conquest oftheKandyan kingdomwould eliminate

a cumbrous internal frontier, leaving only the sea as a line ofdefence.
These, in brief, were the compelling reasons which a man on the

spot would have given in justification ofa poHcy of interference in the

affairs of the Kandyan kingdom. North saw in Pilima Talauve's

overtures an opportunity for the establishment ofa controlling British

interest in Kandy. Dundas himself was thinking on much the same
lines but with a greater awareness of the limits to be observed in the

implementation ofsuch a policy. Nothing should be done *by force or

concussion ofany kind'. On the other hand, 'if by conciliation and fair

treaty \vc obtain a substantial right of interference in the Gk)vemment
of Candia [sic] . . it would be important to see that *.

. . [the]

sword must be exclusively ours, and the civil government in all its

branches must be virtually ours—but throusrh the medium of its

ancient organs.' North kept Dundas informed of a scheme for getting

the Kandyan ruler to accept a treaty whereby his kingdom would
become a British protectorate.^ British troops would be guaranteed a

regular supply of victuals, and a road connecting Colombo widi

Trincomalee would run through the Kandyan territory. The inspira-

tion behind this policy was Wellesley himself and his subsidiary

alUance system which had been the means of establishing British

paramountcy over the whole of the sub-continent of India.

^ U. G. Wickrcmeratne, 'Lord Nordi and the Kandyan Kingdom', JRAS
{G£ & /), 1, 1973, pp. 30-43.
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Dundas's cautious endorsement ofa policy of 'limited'

in Kandyan affiurs, made in 1799 bdbre his disenchantment witk
Wellesley's ambitions had bc^^ to sufiuse his policy on South Asia,

could not be regarded asafinn sanction ofwhatNorthwas attempting

in regard to the Kandyan kingdom in 1800. Neither Dundas nor the

East India Company gave any oflBdal approval fin* North to embaik
on negotiations with the Kandyans, although Wellesley gave the pro-

ject hh warm approbation. Thus North had nothing to ofifer Piliiiia

Talauve or the king. Pilima Talauve, on the other hand, was an
opportunist playing a double rde with the ^tish and his own king,

and hoping to extract as much benefit as he could from the resulting

confusion. The king was the more difficult problem since he had no
enemies (save Pilima TalauvC) fromwhom he needed to be protected;

thus hewas hardly likely tojeopardise the independence ofIds country
by entering into a sort of treaty which a subsidiary alliance entailed.

Neverthdos he considered it politic to yield to North's entreaties, and
accepted an embassy under General MacDowall which was to bring

these proposals to Kandy. MacDowall's mission had two purposes in

view: it was undertaken in the hope of gathering HnteUigenoe' on the

Kandyan kingdom; and it sought to n^tiate the terms ofa treaty oa
the lines outlined above. The latter project was turned down by the

kingand his ministers, but the mismonwasmoro successful ingatfae^^
'intelligence*. But North's primary aim had been to obtain a treaty,

and the frilure in this venture made him more receptive than ever

before to the prospect of removing die king and his 'perfidious

ministers' as the only means by which he could have his way.
North's Kandyan policy had demonstrated fiom the beginning a

cynical disregard for the niceties of diplomatic conduct For he had
begun a complex plot with the obviously disaffected chiefminister of
a ruler whose tide he had recognised and who had givenhimno cause

for quarrel. Nor was the use ofan embassy for these purposes any less

repiehensible. North realised that Pilima Talauve's purpose was the

deposition and assassination of the Idug, yet he persisted in his in-

trigues confident that his intervention would be the means of pre-

serving the king's person and dignity, and believing that he could

avoid the hostilities which Pilima Talauve more than once hinted

were imminent. North was supremely confident that, whatever hap-

pened, he would be in control of the situation. Like Pilima Talauve he
was playing off one antagonist (the Chief Minister) against the other

(the King) in the hope that he would pick up the pieces. But North
had underestimated the personal influence imd power of the king,

and the degree ofsupport which he could generate among his people.

He chose to believe the stories sedulously spread by Pilima Talauve,

and corroborated by the host of spies whom the British employed.
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•bout iStut unpopularity ofthe king and the wideqxread disafifectbnm
i3bit kingdom. Thus North was confident that shoukl war break out,

a short deciswe campaign would ensue, and that to the chiefs and
people BritUi oontrol would be an acceptable alternative to &A
Vikrama Ri^ariAha't rule.

0Bce die banc dedskm to engage in hostilities had been taken, it

was not at all diflBcult to find a cause for war, especially with PQima
TalauvC more dian willing to provide one. By the end of 1803

MacBowall advanced with an c9q)editionary foice to Kandy.* He
reached the city to find it evacuated. A puppet ruler, Muttusami, was
feirmally installed as king, but itwas soon e^ent that the people hdd
him in contempt and were in no way inclined to rally to his support

Tlw Kaadyaa forces had merely withdrawn finom the capital to re-

group in preparation fin* the prolonged guerrilla campaign which was
ttwr customary tactic against invadiqg armies. They had not been

defeated. In a very short time the British fixroes were isolated among a

ndknly hostile population, and were already in difficulties about fixxi.

When tiie monsoon set in, the dements, oomlnned with disease^

brought about die destruction of the British troops in the Kandyan
Uagdom. With the loyalty of the Malay troops suspect and the

lainrins deserting in dreves, the Briti^ finces attempted to evacuate

the ci^tal they had occu^ned. MacDowall himselfrecommended this

course of action, but his own ill-health soon compelled him to retire

1^
to CkJombo,and thecommand fell toaMajorDavie, an officerlacking

&e eaqpfriencft or competence fixr an undertaking of this magnitude
and ddicacy. In May the British positkm was no longer tenable, and
Bavie decided to abamdon Kandy even befere North's finrnal order to

retire was received. On 24June 1803 the remnants ofdie British army
and the pretender Muttusami were intercepted by Kandyan finroes at

Vatapuhivaon the banks ofthe MahavSli. The pretenderwas handed
over to the Kandyan ruler and was speedily executed. As for the

British officers and men, they were almost all killed in the encounter

or executed subsequently. Some may even have killed themselves

radMT than fall into the hands of the Kandyans; even the sick left

behind at the hoqntal in Kandy were put to death. Only Davie and
three others escaped this fate.

The First Kandyan War had gone the way of earlier Portuguese

and Butch attempts to conquer Kandy. The Kandyan country, with

its rugged terrain, malarial climate and lack of roads, could not be

held by inadequately supplied European troops against Sinhalese

guerrilla tactics. North had not devised an efficient commissariat for

* his Kandyan expedition, the campaign was ill-planned and the

*On the Kandyan Wan of the nineteenth century lee G. FowcH, The Kamfyan
Wm: UrnBriM Asmsf » QgHen^ i$os-t8t6 (London, 1973).
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troops were ill-equipped hr the rigours ofa Kandyan war. Above all

the British had seriously miscalculated on a matter of the utaoit
importance—4fae support of the people. They had believed that the

people would co-operate against the seemingly unpopular and inex-

perienced ruler, but on the contrary they were confitmted with a
great reserve ofpopular8iq>portfi)r the long. North sou^^t to extricate

himself as wdl as possible fiom the consequences of the Kandyaa
disaster and found a convenient scapegoat in Pilima TalauviS. But the

real cause ofthe disaster was the inadequacy ofhis own pla«n«ng for

an esq)edition ofthis magnitude.

TheKamlyanwardraggedon fortwo years. North, likesome latter-

day de Azcvedo, persisted in a policy ofharassment, mnnmtiwgr regular

foiays into the border provinces with iUac sole purpose ofdestructioa

and pillage in an attempt to intimidate the Kandyan people. The
chiefiy in the meantime^ continued to intrigue with the British, ^dbile

the resources ofthe Idngdcmiwere thus being systematicallydestroy^
Indeed, within a dozen years ofwinning a victory over an invadiqg

force fiom the littoralwhuh was as notable ifnot as comprehensive as

any of their past victories over the Portuguese and the Dutch, the

Kandyan kingdom lost its independence. The fiJl ofthe last Sinhafcie

kingdom was a case of political suidde^ and the king and the <^ieft

share the blame in this essay in sdf-destructiaQ. Neither could see how
dose they had all come to disaster in 1803; on the contrary their

victcnry had made them—and particularly the king—dangerously
oonq>lacent about their powers of survival, and the continuing viafai*

lity ofthe kingdom as an independent political entity against pressure

fiom the coast. They were quite oblivious to the fact that the events of

1803 had not shifted the balance ofpower in the island in their fiivour.

As for the king it was natural that he should use the prestige

accruing to him fiom the defeat inflicted on the British to make him*
selfmaster of the country. Almost inmiediately he set about asserting

his authority within the kingdom, which in effect meant a con-

sistent attempt to curb the chiefi and restrict their privileges. Pilima

Talauve's career at court received a setback fiom the Kandyan cam-
paign of 1803, but he conUnved to salvage something fit>m the wreck,

and persisted in liis intrigues with the British. By 1810 the king was
strong enou^ to move against him and deprive him of all his ofifices,

which perhaps goaded him into the desperate course ofraising a revolt

against the Idng and plotting his murder. The plot failed and he paid

the penalty fiir fiulure. He was executed, and it b significant that his

execution did not result in any political convulsion in the country.

Nevertheless the impressicm this may have given of the king's tm»

disputed hold over the country was deceptive. His vigorous measures

against the nobles—of which the execution of Pilima Talauve was a
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very notable one—fumvoked a powerful aristocratic counter^xflEensive

which, within a fiw years, alienated him fix>m the msyority of ihe

chiefi who were now readier than ever before to accept Britiah inter-

vention. The processes of aristocratic opposition to the king were
given greater momentum with the alienation <^ some of the more
prominent bkUMtu. Whether this was due to disenchantment with the

king's religious policies or to the dose kinship ties of these bMkkhus

with the aristocracy cannot be determined with any certainty. The
execution of Pilima TalauvS had been followed by the appointment

of his nephew Ahfllgpola as First Adigdr, Soon Ah&l^x>la, like almost

all Kandyan noblemen, was intriguing against the khig and sounding

the Britidi about the prospects of intervendon. But the British were
now chary of being drawn into another Kandyan adventure on the

pn»nises ofany chie£
The alienation of the Kandyan aristocracy was soon to reach the

point ofno return. Open hostility developed between the king and his

first Ai^, AhSlepola, deprived of his disSomd and his honours in

early 1814 because he refiised to present himselfat court at the king's

command, tried to raise a rebellion in Sabaragamuva, and when this

fiuled crossed into British territory. He left his wife and children in the

king's power to suffer the penalty meted out by Kandyan law to

relatives oftraitors. The precise mode of the execution ofAhfilQpola's

wife and children has been transformed by legend into a story of

incredible horror. The defection of Ahfilepola marked a decisive

phase in the subversion ofthe Kandyan kingdom. The disaffection of
the nobles had given momentum to forces which were dearly beyond
the king's control. AhalSpola was followed into exile by other chiefi,

all ofwhom offered their aid to the British for the overthrow of the

king. But the Governor, Sir Robert Brownrigg, was wary of any
impulsive bid to intervene, especially because he had received no
instructions from Whitehall, and because he was not yet certain of

any substantial measure ofKandyan support against the king.

There had been a change in the British policy towards Kandy since

the arrival in 1805 of General Sir Thomas Maitland, Brownrigg's

predecessor as Governor ofthe British colony ofCeylon. The punitive

raids on the border districts, which North had initiated after the

debade ofthe invasion, were abandoned since theyhad accomplished

little more than devastation of oudying areas without in any way
inflicting a mortal wound. Besides, the Kandyans were for from being

defeated, and Maidand realised that the fiim^dal and military re*

sources for a conquest oftheKandyan kingdom were not yet available

to him. More important, he believed that a war with Kaody was not

only expensive but poindess, for the Kandyan forces were too weak
to pose any serious threat to the British possessions in the island.
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Maitland decided to remain stricdy on the defensive; but he was
willing to make peace on condition that the Bridsh survivors of the

Kandyan expedidon of 1803 were returned and the British were
allowed to retain everything they had iicld before the war. He would
not consent, however, to involving the British government in the

despatch ofan embassy to Kandy, and without this a formal treaty of

peace (and consequently, the release of Davie) could not be secured.

In any case, negotiations were unlikely to be successful. The Kandyan
terms for a formal treaty included the cession of a seaport, something

which the British regarded as not negotiable under any circumstances.

By tacit agreement hostilities between the two parties ceased, and the

British for their part lost nothing fixun letting things remain as they

were.

Nevertheless, as the opposition of the aristocracy to Sri Vikrama
Rftjafliifiha mounted, it became almost certain that the British would
seek to exploit the situation in theirown interest. By this time theyhad
inJohn D'Oylyan expert on Kandyan affairs. He had built an efficient

intelligence network and was in communication with the disaffected

chiefs; but he nevertheless viewed coldly and dispassionately any
'feelers' the Kandyan nobility made with regard to British intervendon

in the affiurs oftheKandyan kingdom. All such propositions were sub-
jected to a neaiTihifig and rigoious cmtninatinn. By 1814 D'Oyly had
come to the conclusicin that the alienation oftheKandyan aristocracy

fixRm &i Vikrama Rajasiiiiha had leaciied a point where the Biiddh

could intervene with dedaive eflfect With the airirtance of liis ^ies

and contacts, he vrau conducting negotiations widi tlie Kandyan
chiefty and by the end of 1814 all preparadons for an invaaioa had
been completed. Every chief of importance was in league with the

British, and most notably Mblligoda, AhSl^poIa's successor as First

Ji^.AU thatwas necessarynowwassome convenient pretext for the

British to move in, and there were many in the Kandyan kingdom
who would gladly contrive to provide one. Brownrigg would have
liked to use as a casm belU the punishment meted out to fn^ff traders

taken in Kandyan territory under suqudon ofbeing Bridsh

Whitehall was averse to punidve action unless British territory were
invaded.

Brownrigg, however, had already dedded to invade Kandy him-
self; his plan ofcampaign, prepared with Ahfil^pola's assistance, vras

ready, llie technical aqiects ofthe invasion plan bore the stan^
able staffofficer, Major William W^llerman.* As the man on the spot

the governor could d^iennine what cousdtuted an invasion ofBritish

territory. When the king's troops chased a band ofinsuigents acrosi

• See G. FofwelU The Fall ofKaody 1815: theWmaman Letters*, CJHSS, n.s.,

i(a),i97s>FP*it4^*
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the Sabaragamuva border into British territory, Brownrigg chose to

treat this as an invasion. No opportunity was given to the king to

apologise for the incident, and this 'violation of British territory' was
treated as a sufficient cause ofwar. The odds were in his favour, and
he moved against the king's forces with two British and five locally

recruited regiments which he commanded in person. In a proclama-

tion dated 10January 1815 (issued on 13 January), he announced that

the war was being undertaken on behalf of the oppressed Kandyan
people who were to be protected from the depredations of their ruler.

This prociamadon has been justly described as *a clever if self-

righteous and magniloquent piece ofpiopaganda'.

The second Kandyan war was over in forty days, without any
notable military engagements. The most distinguished performance

on the British side belonged to the military engineers for their technical

skill and ingenuity in transp>orting artillery through the forests and
mountains of the Balana pass to Kandy. The British army marched
unopposed to Kandy because the king's forces under Molligoda (who

was in communication with the British) showed little inclination to

resist. A semblance of opposition was maintained till MoUigoda could

safely cross over to the British, which he did once his wife and family

were secure from the king's wrath. The British forces reached the city

to find that the king had fled with his family, leaving the city open.

With the king's capture on 18 February 18 15 formal arrangements

had to be made for the administration ofhis kingdom.
The Kandyan chiefs, in their intrigues against the king, had failed

to realise that it was almost inevitable that the British should seek

complete control over the whole island, if not possession of it. With a

power as strong as the British in possession of the coast, the posiuon of

the isolated Kandyan kingdom was deUcate and precarious. And
whatever the reluctance in Whitehall to give formal encouragement

to a further augmentation of British territorial possessions in South

Asia, there was bound to be ready acquiescence in the face of a fait

accompli, especially where the territorial gains were made in response

to local pressure. The fate of the Kandyan kingdom was a case in

point. The contribution oftlir chiefs gave momentum to local pressure

for British interxentioii, and this was a factor ofvital importance in the

transfer of power to the l^i lti->h.

I§rl Vikrama Rajasiriiha himself was not without blame. Had he

shown greater flexibility in the pursuit ofhis prime objective ofkeeping

the chiefs under control, he might have achieved his aims without any
formidable opposition. But the ruthlessness with which he pursued liis

enemies was his own undoing. Crucial to the king's discomfiture,

however, was his failure to retain the support of at least one of the

factions of the aristocracy. The support ofthe people at large whom he
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sought to protect fiom the nobles was not an effective substitute for a
bloc ofaristocratic loyalists. Byexacting ri^dMjfa, witbout due rq;aid
to conventions and practices governing such labour, in oonstruc^ng

the Kandy Lake and improving the palace, he ended by alienating

the people as welL Despite this erosion ofsupport for the kingamong
the pec^e^ it is significant that they did not rise against him in sup-

port of either PilLma Talauve (in 1810/1 1) or AhSlepola (in 1814),

First AdigSrs both, when they sought to raise a rebellion against the

king. Bodi attempts &iled dismally, and this in a country where the

record ofresistance to unpopular ruters was almost as significant as^
long tradition of resistance to foreign invaders. 6ri Vikrama Raja-

siihha's rule was singularly and significantly &ec ofany such demon-
stration of the people's d^tisfaction. The people gave little or no
support to the aidvandng British army in 1815, and demonstrated no
enthusiasm at the ocssian to the British oftheKandyankingdom. Thus
the political turmoil in tfae kingdom in 1814-15 can by no stretch of

the imagination be called a rebellion of the people. Nor can it be
described as a civilwar. Itwas a conspiracyhatched by the aristocracy

against a ruler whose government was a threat to their interests as a
social group ; but the conspiracy achieved its purpose only because the

British saw in it an opportunity to achieve their own objectives.

There was no real decline ofthe Kandyan kingdom in the sense of

a deep-rooted crisis of society, nor an econoniic breakdown which
affected the people, but only a running-down of the political machi-

nery of the state in the face ofa prolonged confi:ontation between the

king and the chiefs in the ruling hierarchy. The pressures built up by
this confrontation led to an irreparable breakdown in the political

sphere, and the Kandyan kingdom, divided against itself, becaoie a
tempting prey to the Britishwho already had an iron grip on the coast

and were not disinclined to round off total control over the island now
that a suitable opportunity had presented itself. On 2 March 18 15 the

Kandyan kingdom was formally ceded to the British by its leaders,

secular and rdigious. The terms ofthe Convention signed on that date

by Brownrigg on behalf of the British, and on behalf of the Kandyans
by the chiefi, had been drafted largely byJohn D'Oyly. The document
was read to the assembled chiefs and to the headmen of the districts

gathered outside. The people took no part in the ceremony, and indeed
the townsfolk showed not the slightest interest in the proceedings.

The Kandyan Convention of 1815 reflected the political factm
operating at that time. The concessionsmade to Kandyan interests on
that occasion were granted because the political situation suggested

these as essential to the purpose of conciliating groups that had ren-

dered valuable assistance to the British. Thus the Kandyan Conven-

tion preserved intact the powers and privileges ofthe chiefi, the lawa^
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the customs and institutions ofthe country, and what in the eyes ofthe

Kand) ans was more important than all else—the Buddhist religion.

The fifth clause of the Convention, employing language described by
Brownrigg as being 'more emphatical than would have been my
choice', declared that 'the Religion ofBuddhoo, its rites, ministers and
places ofworship are to be maintained and protected.' When he sent

a copy of the Convention to the Colonial Office, Brownrigg explained

that he had been obliged to consent to *an article ofguarantee couched

in the most unqualified terms', because it was vitally important to

quiet the apprehensions ofthe Kandyans about their religion. Only by
making it clear that the fifth clause of the Convention would be
scrupulously observed could the British gain the adherence of the

bkikkhus and chiefs. The Convention was approved by the home
government with some reluctance, since the guarantees on religion

were considered too emphatic.

In the eyes of the Kandyans the connection between the state and
Buddhism in Geykm was hallowed by tradidon, and was diercfofc

worth maintaining as an end in itadf. Tkas connectionhad very seldom
been broken, and the Kandyans in 1815 hoped that their new alien

rulers would accept this responsibility as die Nayakkar dynasty had
done. One other point ofinqxutanoe regarding the Convention needs
mention here—its legal status became a controversial theme^ not least

in the twentieth century in view ofthe claims made by spokesmen for

Kandyan interests who came to regard it as fundamental law, im-

mutable and almost sacrosanct. But the British took their stand on
English Gonstitutkmal law and treated the CSonvention as litde more
than an ocdtnary treaty capable ofamendment by subsequent legis-

lation.

The rebellion of 1817-18 had its roots in the &ct that die Kandyans
had called in British help in 1815 for the sole purpose ofeliminatingan
unpopular ruler. They had not contemplated the prospect of the

establishment and continuation ofBritish rule, and when they awoke
to the reality offoreign control they found it esEtremely irksome and
unpalatable. Although the British established a separate adminbtra-

tive structure for the Kandyan provinces and maintained intact most
ofthe fundamental features ofthe traditional system, this did little to

reconcile the Kandyans. to British rule. The cession of the Kandyan
kingdom to the British stemmed not from some deep-rooted crisb of

confidence in the institutional and ideological structure ofKandyan
society but from a poHtical conflict which was in the main confined to

the khig and the aristocracy. Whatever gloss the British, or the Kan-
dyans for that matter, placed on the undertakings given and obtained

in 1815, the substitution ofBritish control for NSyakkar rule had the

effsct ofreinforcing and deepening the commitment to the old society
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and to the institutioiis, secular and idigums, associated with it All

strata ofKandyan sodety were iavohred. ^
monarchical fenns, the one element of the old system which the

British quite deUberatdy dfiminatedy a£Eected &r more dian merdy
the aristocracy. There was Htde popular enthuaiam
monarchy introduced by the Bri&di into the Kandyan provi^^
it required the rumblings ofrebellioa fi>r British offidak to understand

the strength ofthe Kandyan yearning for a monarchical restoration.

Yet this was predsdy die point on which the British could malce no
concession.

The passion for monarchical restoration rekindled the old Kan-
dyan tradition ofresistance to the liireigner, and the sense ofloss felt

by the Kandyans at the removal ofthe indigenoiu

—shortly after the establishment ofBritiA rule—a powerfuland com-
bustible political forcewhich needed only a spark or two to be ignited.

British administrators in the Kandyan provinces, though not deliber-

ately insensidve to Kandyan feelings, nevertheless gave adequate

cause for dissatisfection by not paying sufficient attention to tractitkm

and custom in the processes ofadministration. That the bhUAhus were
among the first to be alienated is not surprising, because the cate-

gorical undertaking given by the British to maintain and protect

Buddhism was difificult to implement given even the best of intentions.

It required an extraordinary sensitivity to the nuances oftradition and
custom, and with regard to these a British Resident was clearly no

substitute for aKandyan ruler in fostering and jnotecting the national

religion. At the same time a mood ofdisenchantment with British rule

affected a substantial number of the most influential nobles. By the

beginning of 1817 there was unmistakable evidence of popular dis^

content and the prospect ofa rebellion. At the centre ofthe gathering

storm were Cva and Vella^^a, sparsely populated and the most
isolated of the Kandyan provinces. Under Kandyan rule, their re-

moteness and the difficulty of communications had ensured them a

substantial measure of independence from the control of the king's

government. Although the British in 1815 had met with litde or no
resistance in this region, they had never properly subdued it, and the

people remained alooffrom and hostile to the new rulers. They found

litUe reason subsequently to reconcile themselves to the British, whose
soldiers and administrators were especially heedless of their sensidvi-

tics. Loyalty to the old regime was strongest here.

It was in this region that a pretender appeared in the middle of

181 7, in the guise of a Nayakkar prince. This was Vilbave, an ex-

bhikkhu posing as Doraisami, a member of the dep>osed royal family.

That the pretender claimed to be a Nayakkar prince is a point worth

noting, both as evidence of the Nayakkar dynasty's continuing popu-
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larity among the Kandyans and as an acknowledgement of their status

as indigenous rulers. VilbSve had made his entry at the shrine of

Kataragama inJuly 181 7 soon after the annual festival there had been

brought to a close : he made a declaration that he had been chosen by
the god ofKataragama to be king of Sri Lanka. A population discon-

tented with British rule was immediately receptive to his appeal. The
rebellion which broke out in Ova in September 1817 took the British

by surprise. It erupted at a time when their forces in Sri Lanka were

depleted, and when there was in addition a shortage of native auxili-

aries. Besides, this was the rainy season in Ova and commuriicdUons

were hampered by swollen rivers, while the interception of the mail

service by the rebels made co-ordinated action by the British forces

even more difficult. At the outset, the British took energedc measures

to locafiae the rebelHon and confine it to Ova.
If the outbreak ofrebelUon took the British by surprise, the chie&

too were caught unawares, but they soon seized the opportunity it

provided for a concerted attempt to drive the British out The first

influential chief to defect was K^ppiUpola, Disava ofOva, who went
over to the rebels in November 181 7. He was Ahal^la's brother-in-

law, and his &imly was connected with most of the important chiefi.

His defection was ominous in two ways: it marked the begimung of

an aristocratic commitment to the cause of the rebels, giving it a
leadership and more precisely defined sense ofpurpose; and it was a
sign that the rebellion could not be contained within the confines of

Ova. Kappi^ipola soon assumed the leadership of the rebellion. He
came to know the deception practised by the pretender in claiming

Nayakkar connections and princely statin, but he nevertheless chose

to conceal this both fixxm hb fisUow-aristocratic consfurators and fiom
the people, ifis intention was to use the pretender as a puppet, per-

haps to be subsequently discarded when he had served his purpose.

The solemn ceremony ofinitiation ofthe pretender which took place

in May 1818 at Vallavaya was under Kappitipola's auspices.

The British efforts to confine the rebdUon to its original centre in

Ova and VeUa^^a succeeded up to the end ofJanuary 1818. But there^

after it spread to the provinces in the vicinity ofKandy. Dumbara rose

under its Disava, Ma4ugall6 (who became one ofthe principal rebel

leaden) ; Hevah&ta followed suit, and in the same month the rebeb

reached Sabaragamuva, in some parts ofwhich they recdved enthu-

siastic support. The Seven Korales were next to go over to the rebels,

and soon die whole ofthe Kandyan provinces—with the ezceptitm of

lower Sabaragamuva, the Three and Four Kdra|&, Udunuvara and
Yatinuvara—hadjoined the resistance movement.ByApril-May 1818
British power In the Kandyan provinceswas so gravdy imperilled that
withdrawal fiom the interior, with the exceptkm of the few loyal
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western provinces, was contemplated. In Ova and Vellassa all posts,

save those required to preserve communication between Badulla and
Batticaloa, were abandoned. Every chief of any importance except

MoUigoda had eitherjoined the rebellion or was in custody. AhUlepola

was seized on 2 March 181 8 and sent down to Colombo where he was
kept in custody. There were no charges against him, no accusation

even of disloyal conduct, and it was not intended to charge him as

rebel ; nevertheless the British regarded him as a potential convert to

the rebels, and someone whose defection would be especially damaging
to their interests. Molligoda*s loyalty was ofcrucial importance to the

British because his influence kept the Four Korales loyal, and it was
through this district that the vital communications between CSolombo

and Kandy passed.

The rebellion assumed the propartkms of a truly *iiatioiial' up-

rising; the threat poied to the &itkh hf this traditional 'nationalism*

in t^ Kandyan areas sprang fixna the tremendous reserve of spon-

taneous support it evoked from all strata ofthe Kandyan people. In

the Kandyan provinces only the Moors, a small minority group, re-

mained staunchly loyal to the British. The rebellion was spasmodic,

irregular and local, and the scanty British forces were qpread too thin

to cope with it successfully. The only answer to the guerrilla tactics

adopted so skilfiiUy by the Kandyans was to starve into submission

those villages which harboured guerrilla bands, and to terrorise the

population in the hope ofcutting off support for the guerrillas. These

tactics were resorted to in the beginning not so much for strategic

reasons as because it seemed the only posdble retaliatory measure the

British could take given the scanty human resources at their disposal.

But even after reinforcements reached the island from India, these

scorched-earth tactics were continued and their scope widened. These

'search and destroy* missions caused dire privation among the people,

and their effect eventually was to sap their morale. Had the Kan-
dyans been able to inflict any telling losses on the British, any military

defeats of note, there might have been a means of sustaining their

hopes. But there were no such military victories, and the sheer super-

iority of British fire-power and military resources began to tell. The
tide had turned against the Kandyans by mid-i8i8, and with each
successive reverse the morale of the guerrilla bands cracked beyond
the hope of repair. By September Cva and VeUa^^a were subdued,

and therevoltwas coi^Sned to Matale, Dumbaraand Nuvarakalaviya.
The arrival ofa full complement ofreinforcementi from India enabled
the British to penetrate these provinces as well.

The rapid collapse of the rebellion which then set in was due as

much to shortcomings in the rebel leadership as to British tactics and
policies. The rebel leaders could never quite submeige their pemmal
differences and rivalries for the common cause. An influential section
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of the Kandyan aristocracy remained faithful to the British, and their

loyalty was rewarded by the grant of very substantial material bene-

fits. The British were able to expose Vilbave for the impostor he was,

and this had disastrous effects, not least because some of the rebel

leaders resented Kappitipola's influence over Vilbave and his con-

nivance in the imposture. But the demoralisation caused by the revela-

tion that Vilbave was an impostor was nothing in comparison to the

effect of the recapture of the Tooth Relic by the British—it had been

spirited away from the Daladd Mdligdva by certain bhikkhus at an

early stage of the revolt. Brownrigg reported that its recovery was
regarded by Kandyans of all classes as 'a sign of the destiny of the

British people to rule the Kandyans'. Molliiroda is reported to have
said that . . in his opinion, and in that of the people in general, the

taking of the relic was of infinitely more moment' than the capture of

Kappi^ipola and Madugalle.

The great rebellion of i8i 7-18 was the most formidable insurrection

during the whole period of British rule in Sri Lanka. When, after a

long and ruthless campaign, the resistance of the Kandyans was
broken, the British were masters of the whole of Sri Lanka at last. For

the first time in several centuries—since the days ofParakramabahu I

and Vijayabahu I in the eleventh century—the island was under the

control of a single power. From then until 18 18 only Parakramabahu
VI of Kotte (141 1-67) laid claim to a similar all-island control.

Between 181 5 and 1818 the British achieved that in which KoUe, the

Portuguese and the Dutch had so signally failed—the conquest of the

Kandyan kingdom. Thus the year 1818 marks a real turning-point in

the history of Sri Lanka. It took the British two decades or more from
18 1 8 to accomplish the absorption of the old Kandyan kingdom into

the crown colony ofCeylon. Although the proclamation of 21 Novem-
ber 1818 greatly reduced the privileges of the chiefs and slightly

changed the guarantees on religion given in 181 5, the unification

attempted in 181 8 was merely political. The British did not set up a

unified administrative system for the whole island till 1832, and two

administrative systems were maintained, one for the maritime regions

which had been subjected to the influence of western rule since the

sixteenth century, and another for the old Kandyan kingdom which
had preserved to a much greater extent the social and cultural pat-

tenis of the traditional Snhalese society* It was Governor Barnes's

system ofroads which first broke the isolaticm ofthe Kandyan region

and brought it securely under British control. The Golebrooke-Gam-
eron reforms of 1832 provided the l^iislative and administrative

(including judicial) fitmiework for Sri Lanka's unification. The suc-

cessful establishment and expansion of plantation agriculture in the

Kandyan provinces consolidated this unification by providing an eco-

nomic basis for it.
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN
THE EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY

1802-1832

Although its political powerwas eliminated when the maritime regioDS

ofSri Lanka became a crown colony in 1802, the English East India

Company still retained a monopoly of the trade of the new colony,

and, with the colonial government itself, was one of the two finnces

vdiich shaped the colony's economy. The East India Company's
influence operated through its control of the colony's external trade^

in particular the cinnamon trade. In the first three decades of the

nineteenth century, cinnamon was the staple ofthe colonial economy,
and revenue finom this source was the mainstay of the colonial

finances.^ In 1803 the East India Company was given the sole rig^t

to buy cinnamon from Sri Lanka for the European market, the

quantity being fixed beforehand. The terms ofthese contracts, which
^e colonial govenunent accepted under pressure &om Whitehall,

were more advantageous to the Company than to the colony. The
maricet in Europe for Sri Lanka cinnamon was buoyant throughout

these years, and the Company obtained quite substantial profits.

When the contractcameup for renewal in 1814 therewas considerable

pressure in the colony for the colonial government to become the

direct supplier ofcinnamon to the European maricet, and although it

did not succeed in this, thejudicious application ofpressure did result

in better terms for the colony,* while no great hardship was caused to

the Company which continued to enjoy substantial profits from the

trade. In 1822, when the contract expired, the colonial government
took up the position that it should not be renewed. The Colonial

Office was still hesitant to support such a stand, but the pressure fix>m

the colonial governmentwas too strong on. this occasion, and from 1822
the sale ofdnnamon overseas was brought direcdy under its oontroL

> See Vijaya Sanuumweeni, 'The CSnnamon Tksde ofGeykm in the eaxty Nine-
teenUi Century*, Indian Economic and Social History Review, 8(4), pp. 415-^. Qn the

economy of the colony in the early ninrtrmth century see the same audior**

chapter in UCHC, III, pp. 48-65.
* The new contract guaranteed the colony an income of ;{^ioi,ooo per annum.

In contrast, the contracts of 1809 and 1806 had brought the colony a return of
above £60,000 annually.
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Hie uland reputedly produced the finest-quality cinnamon in the

worlds and this enabled it to dominate the market and obtain a
'natural monopoly' in Europe. On the complacent assumption diat

there would be no difficulty in retaining these markets, the colonial

goveroment resorted to restricting production and maintaining arti-

ficially high prices. It soon became evident that Sri Lanka's .'natural

monopoly* was due as much to proper management as to the fine

quality of its cinnamon. High prices only stimulated severe competi-

tion, firomdnnanion grown in Java and in parts of India, eq[)ed^
I

the Goromandel coast and M^bar. Though coarnr than the Sii

Lanka product, these were substantially cheaper. An even more
fonmdable rival was cassia (cassia l^fiea) which grew widely in South

India, the Philippines, the Dutch East Indies and above all in

Southern China, bk the faceofincreasing compedtion, the price ofSri

Lanka cinnamon dropped sharply as did the quandty sold, althoiigh

the situation improved somewhat in ihe later 1890Bwhen the stocks of
the East India CSompany dwindled and cassia b^gan to lose its

attraction*

The economic relations between Sri Lanka and the East India

Company ranged over the whole field of the island's external com-
merce, for Sri Lanka lay within the area in which the Company's
chartered privilegeswere in operation. Besides, some ofthe Company's :

Indian territories were traditionally Sri Lanka's trading partners.
!

Thus the Company could, almost sin^e-handedly, determine the

pattern of the colony's external trade, a point clearly demonstrated

when—afler it had lost its monopoly status as the sole buyer of the

island's cinnamon—it introduced its own cinnamon as a conq>edtor

against the Sri Lanka product Cinnamon was perhaps a special case^

but the same pattern of activity may be observed in relatioa to other

products as well, particularly arrack and tobacco produced in the

island—and ifAuther proofwere needed one could turn to the coastal

trade between the south-west of Sri Lanka and the Malabar and
Coromandel coasts, which from early times had formed a component
part of the trade of the Indian sub-continent. This had siuvived, in a
clandestine form, despite all the V.O.C.'s efforts to eliminate it,^ and
in the early nineteenth century was an important element in the

colonial economy. It was mainly controlled by the South Indian

mercantile communities, who had long dominated the coastal trade

of the Indian Ocean. Since the capital investment involved was not

very substantial, Sri Lanka traders living in and around Jaffna and
Galle—^the main ports concerned with the trade—and Colombo were

* S. Annratnam, 'Dutch CSommerdal Folciei ia CSeykn and iti EBbcUb on tfae

Indo-Geykm Trade (1690-1750)', /ndSuBi £001101100 aid Social Hiskiiiy Rmm, 4(2),

pp. 109-30.
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T able to obtain a small share of this trade
;
Europeans settled in Madras,

Pondicherry and Cochin, as well as those in the colony, occasionally

invested their capital in it. The profits obtained were substantial, and

in terms of volume it was variously estimated at between two-thiids

and four-fifths of the entire foreign trade. Successive governors of the

colony recognised its importance in the colonial economy, and made
determined attempts to convert it from a clandestine to a regular trade

free of the discriminatory duties and restrictions which were the

inevitable consequence of the monopoly practices of the East India

Company; but in this they had little success, since opposition of the

East India Company to any relaxation of these restrictions was
unshakable.*

The island's trade with Europe and especially Britain was slow to

develop, and at first it was almost entirely in the hands of the govern-

ment, which exported cinnamon (through the East India Company),
arrack, coconut oil and other articles, and imported all articles of

necessity for its Eiu"opean servants and for the elite in Colombo. The
local merchants engaged in the coastal trade lacked capital and the

organisational resources to enter this trade. European agency houses

established in the island won a major breakthrough in this trade in

1824, when in response to their agitation, the Governor Sir Edward
Barnes decided to halt importing on account of the government. By
1830 the trade was well established if not flourishing, with eleven

firms engaged in it in Colombo, Galle and Trincomalee. But it soon

came up against the monopoly structure of the colonial government's

economic activides, and the East India Company's resolute defence of

its own interests.

The most valuable items ofexport were in the hands of the govern-

ment, and thus a two-way trade was almost impossible. Imports re-

quired for Sri Lanka were shipped first to Madras, Bombay or Cal-

cutta, which functioned as entrepots for the island. Since the customs

poHcy of the East India Company did not favour an entrepot trade,

re-exporters in India profited excessively at the expense of importers

in Sri Lanka. The situation within the colony was not much better:

high port dues and customs duties as well as unfavourable rates of

exchange hampered this trade. The one item of external trade in

which European firms established in the island had secured a foothold

was in the export of coffee, but here again the East India Company's
privileged position in Britain was a serious obstacle. Exports of coffee

to the English market from Sri Lanka faced discriminatory' duties;

exporters agitated to get these removed by the honic government.

They also sought markets elsewhere and found one in Mauritius,

but an Act of Parliament prohibited the importation tliere of coffee

* "Vijaysi Samaraweera, UCHC, 111, pp. 50-4.
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produced within the area where the East India CSonqMUiy's charter

operated, and ao exportoa turned their attention in the 18901 to

having this manifesdy unfiur proviaon repealed. But once again dicy

were thwarted by the influence exerted by the CSompany. Only one
area of the colony's external trade was una£fected by the interesCi

of the East India CSompany: the trade with countries in South-East

Asia, maudy the Malay Peninsula and the Dutch East Indies, but it

was not ofany great importance in terms ofvolume and value.

Hie claim was often made in public statements that the economy
was liberalised under the British administration, but &r from that

being true, the basic policies ofthe successor r6gime were very much
I

like thoseofthe Dutch; indeed themonopoly structurewas ifanything

much more thoroughgoing than that ofthe V.O.G. There was at the

same time a mutually incompatible and oAea conflicting pdicy of
fiwtering'private enteiprise. \^^ere such conflicts arose^ the monopoly
structure generally prevailed, the one exception being cofibe culture.

Also, although successive governors recognised that 9k qaiiit of indi-

vidualism was emerging among the indigenous population, a process

which they wished to encourage, yet diey refused to oome to terms

with similar developments, laigdy initiatedby Europeans in sector

oftheeconomy inwhich thegovernment held sway,with oofifee culture

once again the one notable exception to this pattern.

The contradictory nature of these polides is seen with regard to a
decision taken by Whitehall at the time when the former Dutch
possessions in the island became a British crown colony: it was not to

be modelled on the West Indian 'plantation' type. Europeans were
prohibited from holding land outeide the oodoboes of the town (tf

Colombo. While the early governors ofthe colony themselves viewed

the island as a military station with a mercantilist economic traditkm,

they were nevertheless unhappy with the decision to restrict European
landholding. They believed this to be detrimental to the economic

development in the colony, and by judicious application of pressure

succeeded in getting the CSobnial Office to resdnd the ruling. From
18 1 2 onwards, Europeans and their descendants were permitted to

purchase or receive as grants up to 4,000 acres ofland. Maitland, who
was largely instnunental in persuading Whitehall on this matter,

believed that it would help transform the colony's economy. This did

not mean that Maitland and his successors were intent on giving freer

rein to individual enterprise; the current ambivalence on this matter

continued to bedevil the government's economic policies.

The island was r^arded as a potentially attractive field for Eu-

ropean investment, if not settlement (several writers advocated

European colonisation), with cinnamon still the main attraction for

prospecdve European investors, but with the government insistent on

I
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the maintenance of its monopoly, the investors turned their energies

to other crops. Although many of these crops seemed to have real

promise, the one positive success, by the end ofthe i8aos, was ooScc,

which Ofwed much to the interest taken by the government, and in

particular by the Governor Sir Edward Barnes. Investors in coffee

were readily accommodated in regard to loans, and waste land (i.e.

jungle or scrub jungle). Coffee holdings were exempted from the

prevailing taxes on land, and the export duty on coffee was abolished

—all these measures originated from Barnes who deliberately devoted

the resources ofthe state to promote coffee culture. The government
itselfopened an experimental coffee plantation of200 acres attached

to the Botanical Gardens at Pgradeniya. While the success ofcoffee

—

isolated though it was—^pointed the way to a viable economic base for

the future, the statewas so firmly entrenched in the economy that few

envisaged the triumph of private enterprise over monopolies, even
though these monopolies were neither more efficiently run as enter-

prises nor less damaging to the economy as a whole than under the

Dutch.

The most conspicuous feature of this economic system was cinna-

mon, the base ofthe colony's mercantilist structure. A complex set of
regulations, largely inherited finom Dutch times, rigidly enforced the

monopoly, with little heed given to the adverse effects these had on
the economy. Two aspects of this require emphasis. The regulations

protected the cinnamon plant, but their effect was to depress the

value of land on which cinnamon was found growing, quite apart

from retarding the development of such lands. Secondly, in a con-

certed bid to obtain ever-increasing quantities of cinnamon, the

government drove the salagamas to the utmost limits oftheir capacity;

however, this proved economically wasteful, for the salSgamas gener-

ally deserted in large numbers while many died of fever contracted

when peelingcinnamon in thejungles, and thegovernmentwas forced

to depend more and more on less efficient labour. Besides, despite this

reliance on compulsory labour, the expenses ofthe cmuamon depart*

ment kept increasing, and the i»ofits from the monopoly were much
less than anticipated at the b^inning ofBritish rule.

To turn to another state monopoly, the high price of salt—the

government's margin of profit was estimated to be as high as 1,100

percent—not only caused hardship to the average consumer, but also

hindered the development of a potentially valuable fish-curing in-

dustry on the coastal belt Indeed the harsh enforcement of this

monc^poly was responsible for the desolation of the once thriving

. Magam-pat(u, the premier salt-producing area.

One ofthe crucial features of the colonial government's direct in-

tervention in the economy was the use it made of rdjakdriya. The Por-
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tuguese and theDutch had been content to maintain and exploit it fixr

their own purposes, and such changes as they saw fit to introduce did

not materially alter its character. The British adopted a strikingly

different course o£ action: although many offidab viewed rigMrijfa

as basically obnoxious to British piinciplei ofjustice, and deleterious

in its effects upon the people, they still continued to rely on it and to

make more efficientand pvofitable use ofit to fiurdier their policies, all

ofwhich changed its character and transformed it into the true com-
pulsory service system it became under the Brituh. Hiere were two
features of rl^akarija which British officials regarded as being of

crucial importance: the personal service rendered to the long' or his

agents by landholders who enjoyed lands granted by him; and the

liability of all landholders, irrespective of the nature of tbdr tenure^

to provide labour services on pubEc works. During the last phase of

Dutch rule, one saw the b^girmings of a 6end towards dissociating

service tenure from rigdkSnjfa, In Andrews' impulsive reform of
jakSriya during the early years of the Madras Adminisliation, this

trend was accelerated and taken to its logical conclusion, allbcNigh

Andrews himself did not see a continuity between his reforms and
anything that had happened under the Dutch. Despite thejaundiced

view North took of Andrews and his reforms, his own attempts at

improving the rijakariya system showed that, at bottom, his atdtude

towards it was much the same. This time, however, there were no
disturbances but there were other disconcerting consequences: the

monetary loss sustained by the state, and the difficulty which the

state faced in obtaining voluntary labour.

Maitland, although an unfiiendly cridc of North's reforms of rd-

jakdnjHh did not reject them in their entirety. He restored service

tenure, but as land continued to pay tax, rdjakariya was not placed on

its original footing. Significantly, he did not abrogate the right of the

state to extract service on the basis of caste, and the performance of

duties in connection with public works was made, as under the kings,

a gratuitous service. A significant modification ofthe system oflabour

services was developed, attuned to the peculiar requirements of the

colonial administradon—namely, compulsory services proper. After

the suppression of the Kandyan rebellion of 1817-18, a form of neo-

rajakdriya similar to that of the littoral was introduced there, without

its traditional sanction—expressed in the ancient adage, 'King's Duty
is greater than service to the Gods'—and this perhaps made com-
pulsory services doubly distasteful to the people. The colonial offidab

in feet acknowledged that theirs was a fimdamentally different system

—one in which the ideoJogical framewoik of the past was to a great

degree superseded by a newer and more pragmatic concept ofservice
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viewed as no niore than a personal tax owed by the individual to the

state.

With these changes, caste became finnly established as the basis of

personal service. Although this affected all castes, the most repressive

effect was upon the castes who were called upon to perform services

considered economically vital to the state. Of these the saU^jonm

suffered most because the cinnamon monopoly was the pivot o£ the

mercantilist system operated by the British.

One other point needs spedal mention: the extensive use of n^ifi-

karija in pubBc worio, which under the British meant roads to the

exclusion of almost all else. Their construction and maintenance in

the difficult terrain of the interior, especially in the Kandyan pro-

vinces, made for unusually heavy demands on the services of the

people. The colonial government, most nots^y under Barnes, found

rdjakdriya the cheapest and most effective means ofaccomplishing this.

To the people at large, however, this emphasis on the use of raja-

kSnya services for road construction was perhaps the most obnoxious

feature ofthe British administrative system.

Money and markets were of little significance in the Kandyan pro-

vinces. The economy ofthe maritime regionswas abo largely based on
subsistence agriculture, although trade was of greater significance

there. Most villages could only obtain many essential food items

—

especially salt—and textiles from outside, while many were not self-

sidfident in rice. A fair proportion of the population was dependent

fi)r rice on 'imports' (ie. from outside the village bpundaries) ; indeed

the whole coimtry was not self-sufficient in rice, and the colony's

customs returns showeda considerable import ofrice, principally from

South India. This reliance on imports was the continuation ofa trend

which began under the Dutch. Chinas formed an essential part of

village agriculture, and the dry grains produced in them were a
necessary supplement to, ifnot a substitute for, rice.

The peasants, on the whole, had only a precarious return for their

labours on their paddy fields at the best of times. They were often

compelled to fall back for their sustenance on other occupations as

well—not all of which were necessarily associated with a^icultural

work within the village. There is evidence of the increasing resort to

wage labour by the government (despite the existence of compulsory

services), by European capitalists and even by the local inhabitants

themselves. On the coast trade was, on a modest scale, another avenue

ofsustenance.

The general picture is one ofstagnaUon in agriculture, and this W2is

attributed to the scarcity of capital and the absence of industry.

In the early years of British rule various remedial measures were
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considered. There was the belief that capital formation would be sti-

mulated by compelling the people to pay their taxes in cash instead of

in kind. Others stressed the need for improvements in agricultural tech-

niques. In an age when so much hope was placed on the possibilities

of rapid development through colonisation and immigration, it was

inevitable that proposals should be made for the iniroducUon of

European colonists, and Indian and Chinese immigrants. The former,

it was argued, would invest their capital in agriculture while the latter

would set an example of industry to the proverbially indolent natives.

Again, there were demands for a more positive role by the government
in responding to the needs ofagriculture. The neglect ofirrigation was
highlighted, and it was argued that rdjakdriya should be utilised, as in

earlier times, for restoring and maintaining the country's irrigation

network, as much as it was used for road construction.

Barter was of great importance in the lives of the people, both

within a village and on a wider regional basis. The Kandyans, for

instance, bartered dry grains, areca and jaggery for salt, saltfish and
cloth, which they obtained from traders on the coast, while the

inhabitants of the Jaffna peninsula exchanged salt, tobacco and cloth

for areca, cotton and beeswax from the south-west coast. To some
extent the resort to barter was made necessary by the scarcity if not

absence ofcirculating sp>ecie, but, more important, it had behind it the

sanction of custom and tradition. There was, however, a slow but

quite perceptible departure from this system in the early years of

British rule, although once again this was a continuation of trends

which had their origins in the last phase of the Dutch administration

in the maritime regions of Sri Lanka. Trade was the main agency of

this transformation. The removal ofinternal trade barriers—especially

after the cession of the Kandyan kingdom—ako contributed sub-

stantially to the growth of trade, as did the poUtical stability which
followed upon the establishment and consolidation of British rule and
the new markets and economic opportunities which emerged from
liheae. By the 18208 die beginnings ofa maricet economy were clearly

disoemible.

The new economic opportunities were eicploited mainly by the

people ofthe maritime regions, not only in thdr own areas but also in

the Kandyan provinces. Men from the low-country established them-

selves as traders and engaged in wage labour—in the Botanical

Gardens at Peradeniya, for example; this pattern was to continue

throughout the nineteenth century. The Kandyans themselves were
not entirely insensitive to economic stimulation as was dcmonistifated

by the eager participation of the peasants in cultivating cofifee as a
garden crop. While these developments, and the network ofroads that

was built, had the effect of integrating the Kandyan provinces into
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the larger economy of the island, they were nevertheless not powerful

enough to prevent the Kandyans from continuing to maintain a

separate identity. Indeed the distinctions between the coast and the

Kandyan areas were given greater emphasis in the next few decades

by the economic and educational advances achieved by the people of

the Uttoral.

Economic stagnation continued to affect the country till the 1830s,

when the gradual success ofcoffee culture had a profound effect on the

economy. Moreover, by the 1830s the British, as undisputed masters

ofthe Indian seas, were in the process ofconsolidating their possessions

in India, and had more time to ponder the possibilities of profitably

developing the island's economy and settling its major internal poli-

tical problems. The appointment of the Commission of Eastern

Inquiry—the Colebrooke-Cameron Commission—was a clear indica-

tion that the Colonial Office had decided that a new phase in the

colony's development should begin. Once tlic value of the island as a

strategic station had begun to wane with the end of the Napoleonic

wars, Whitehall no longer viewed its financial difficulties—the per-

sistent failure of all eflbrts to equaUse revenue and expenditure—with

an indulgent eye. Indeed the recurrent deficit in the colony's finances

prompted Whitehall to inidate this searching scrutiny of Sri Lanka's

affairs. But the problem of the deficit could not be treated in isolation

from the wider issues of colonial administration. It was recognised tliat

the time had come for a thorough evaluation of economic jx)licy. The
choice was between the 'tropical system of compulsion' and the

principle of economic freedom. Reduced to the basic realities of the

situation in Sri Lanka in the 1830s, it meant a choice between the

continuation of the Dutch pattern of mercantilist restrictions and
monopolies and the use of native devices such as rdjakdriya^ or a clean

break from these in favour of what may be termed Imssez-faire eco-

nomics.

The Colebrooke-Cameron Commission introduced an integrated

and in many ways radical set of reforms^ designed to establish in Sri

Lanka the superstructure of the laissez-faire state. They had much in

common with Bentinck's reforms in India, but were more far-reaching

in their impact and more consistent in the application of current liber-

alism. As adherents of laissez-faire and free trade the commissioners

saw httle to commend in the pattern of economic activity then pre-

vailing in the colony with its mercantilist structure, discriminatory

* On the CSolebrooke-Cazneron reforms see Vijaya Samaraweera, 'Governor Sir

Robert Wllmot Horton and the Rdbnns of 1833 in Geykm', TheHislariealjfamid,

15(8)* 1979* PP.-SO9-98; see also the same author's chapter on the Colebrooke-

Cameron reforms in UCHC, III, pp. 77-88; K. M. de Silva, *Thc Colebrooke-

Cameron Reforms', CJHSS, 2(2), i959« pp. 245-56.
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administrative regulatioiifly and the overwhelming importance of the

state monopolies in the economy. Not surprisingly they gave very high

priority to the abolition of the cinnamon monopoly, which was by £ur

the most conspicuous of them all, and the embodiment—as they saw
it—cf all the deficiencies ofthe mercantilism which they portrayed as

the main obstacle to economic growth in the cokmy. In their view the

state should restrict itself to creating an environinent conducive to the

growth of private enterprise. It should encourage the entry offoreign

capital (mainly British) to invest in plantation agriculture—^primarily

cinnamon—and in the production of rice on a commercial basis.

Their sharpest criticisms were directed at the rdjakdriya system. CSole-

brooke and Cameron objected to it primarily on humanitarian

grounds—^they regarded it as an intoleiable and oppressive relic of

feudalism—^but these were by no means the only con^eradon in their

forthright insistence on its abolidon. RyakSriya was an obstacle to the

free movement of labouTi and to the creation of a land-market, both

of which were vitally xaqnirtant in the establishment of the imss9Z'

Economic improvement and the growth of educational opportuni-

ties were the most powerful stimuli of social change in the nineteenth

century, but in the period covered by this chapter it was the 61ite, those

in the higher rungs of the caste, social and administrative hierarchy

—

the headmen belonging to the goyigama caste—that profited most from

them. While this was especially so with regard to educational op-

portunities, it was equally true of economic ones. Thus the lists of

renters (of revenue) of both the Madras and crown governments con-

tained a substantial number of headmen, many of whom had ac-

cumulated wealth by the efficient manipulation of the system of

compulsory labour for personal ends. When shares in the newly-

opened stage coach service were available for purchase, many of the

headmen, including some who had made money by supervising com-
pulsory labour employed in the construction of the Colombo-Kandy
road, invested in them. Thus the new economic and educational op-

portunities were used by the headmen and their famihes to strengthen

their position in local society.

The entrenchment of caste in the compulsory services system, and
through the courts as well, protected the goyigama headmen from their

most likely competitors for these economic and educational oppor-

tunities—the emergent castes of the littoral, the saldgama, kardva and

durdva. In the last phase of their rule the Dutch had conferred great

and unprecedented privileges on the saldgamas in recognition of their

value in regard to the cinnamon monopoly. They were exempted from

certain land dues, tolls and taxes, and from rdjakdriya outside the

Cinnamon Department. Besides, the care and respect which the
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natives were taught to bear for the cinnamon plant had the effect of

raising among the saldgamas a pride in the caste and service. The
situation changed considerably under the British, beginning with

North. Calls on their labour, under service tenure, increased inexor-

ably within the Cinnamon Department and without, while the pri-

vileges they had received from the Dutch were gradually removed.

Indeed they had become so accustomed to these privileges that they

complained in a petition to London that the changes effected under

British rule reduced them *to the same equal footing with natives of

other castes'. The change in their status in the economy, and in

particular the loss of their privileges was reflected in attempts to avoid

service in the Cinnamon Department, when saldgamas once more
resorted to the tactic of registering their children under the names of

persons who were not attached to that department. This was in

marked contrast to the last phase of Dutch rule when attempte were
made by non-saldgama people to register themselves as salSgama to take

advantage ofthe privileges conferred on cinnamon peelers.

The struggle for caste mobility was diverted to the one fidd which

lay beyond the government's influence and pressure, namely indi-

genous religion. Here we need to turn to tlie revival ofBuddhism in

the maritime regions which derived its impetus finom the invigorating

inflnence of Vflfivita Saranankara's activities in the Kandyan king-

dom. One feature of the revivalr—Kirti Sn Rajasimha's dedsion to

restrict the t^asan^^add to the goyigama caste—was a great setback to

the aspirations ofthe tliree main non-goyigama c^es ofthe littoral, the

saldgamay kardoa and dumoa. The Kandyan hierarchy itselfrecognised

the strength ofthe processes ofsocial mdbility in the maritime regions

ofthe souih-west by a politic—and grudging—acceptance ofthe need

to make exceptions to this rule in the case of prominent bhUdshus o£

those casteswhen appointmentsweremade to temples in the maritime

regions under the control ofthe V.O.C. But these concessions proved

quite inadequate, and the growing dissatisfaction with the Siyam
JVSb^ sect on account ofits restrictive caste outlook in the matter of

ordination spurred saldgama bkikkhus in i8o2 to send a misskm to

Burma to obtain valid higher ordination there. In the first decade of

the nineteenth century, five del^ations fixan the saldgama, kardva and
duritoa castes travelled to Burma for this purpose. The Amarapura
Nikdya, which emerged finom these endeavours, was the only significant

devdqpment in Buddhism in the first halfofthe nineteenth century;

it was open to all castes, in defiance of the Kandyan practice which

restricted ordination to those of the goyigama caste.* The Amarapura
Att^ was to make considerable headway in the first half of the

nineteenth century; its influence spread into the Kandyan areas^

* See K. Mbdalgoda, BtMism in &KhaUs$ Sodtty, 1750-1^00, pp. 87-1 05.
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much to the chagrin and ocmstemation of the Kandyan bhUskhus. At
this time it appeared to possess a vitality that the more conservative

Kandyan Buddhism lacked, but it soon settled into a groove ofits own.
Nevertheless, it left its mark on the Buddhism of the littoral, which in

contrast to Kandyan Buddhism came to be distinguished by its greater

fientnlity and receptivity to the forces ofchange and social reform.

The recovery ofBuddhism, ofwhich the emergence of the Amara-
pura Mikaya was one of the most notable features, owed not a little to

the more relaxed religious attitudes of the British.' The great majority

ofthe people ofthe maritime regions shed their allegiance to the Dutch
Reformed Ghiu-ch and identified themselves as Buddhists. But Buddh-
ism was soon Sstccd with the problem of survival in the &cc of the

challenge offered by the British missionary societies. The struggle

mighthave been a moreunequalone had the new rulers shown greater

enthusiasm for the propagation of Christianity, but in the first two
decades of British rule the administration was always inhibited by a
fear that religious controversies might provoke political difficulties.

This was more nodceable with regard to the Kandyan region where»

apart from other problems, there was the treaty obligation under the

terms of the Kandyan Convention of 1815 to protect and maintain

Buddhism. The government's attitude to Buddhism was one of re-

luctant neutrality rather than open hostility; thus, lefl largely to their

own resources, the missionary organisations made slow progress in

their efforts to make inroads among the adherents of the traditional

religions of the country.

At the same time, firom the beginning of British rule there was an

attempt to alleviate the lot of the Roman Catholics. They obtained a
great measure of religious freedom, especially under a regulation of

27 May 1806 which removed the religious disabilities affecting them.

But in the early years of the nineteenth centiuy the Roman Catholic

Church in Ceylon was in no position to consolidate the gains it had
derived from this measure. There were, besides, limits to the liberalisa-

tion that followed on the establishment of British rule in the island.

British officials in Ceylon were not immune to the anti-CathoUcism
j

which influenced the behaviour of all classes in English society in the i

nineteenth century. Significantly, it was with the pzissage of the

Catholic Emancipation Act in Britain that the position of the Roman
Catholic Church in Sri Lanka improved. By the end of the period

surveyed in this chapter the resilience of Roman Catholicism in the

island had been demonstrated, and the recoven,' from its desperately

poor position under the Dutch appears to have been complete by

then.

^ K. M. de Silva, 'Rdigioii and^ State in the Early Nineteenlfa Gentury*,
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Neither the Buddhists nor the Roman Catholics could at this time

match the vigour and vitality of the British Protestant missions seeking

to establish themselves in the island. The Dutch Reformed Church,

deprived ofstate support (when most of its clergymen refused to swear

allegiance to the new rulers), lost the vast majority of its flock, thus

demonstrating the essential superficiaHty of conversions to Protestant

Christianity under the Dutch. Not that the scandal of 'Government

Christians' or 'Christian Buddhists' did not linger on in British times.

In the first two decades of British rule there \vas no consistent support

for British missionary societies from the state, although they were

welcomed by the colonial authorities with formal correciness. Apart

from Governor North, there was a general reluctance to encourage

their activities, especially in the Kandyan areas where mission work
was severely restricted. This was in keeping with the practice in

India where the East India Company discouraged missionary activity

for fear that the work of the missionaries might provoke religious strife

and thereby create embarrassing political problems for the Company.
Thus in Sri Lanka too during this period the colonial government

endeavoured to adopt and maintain an attitude of neutraUty in re-

Hgious affairs, but many of the most influential officials of the day were
sympathetic to the missionaries and assisted them in many ways.

In the first three decades of British rule the one consistent agent of

change was the missionary. Much more than the soldier and the

administrator, he was committed to the advocacy ofchange, the more
so because he had seldom to bear the consequences of impulsive

attempts at evangehsation, and was much less concerned than the

administrator and the soldier with the maintenance of political stabi-

lity. Despite the government's reluctance to commit itself to offering

them any support on a formal basis, British missionary organisations

m the island grew in strength and confidence during this period. Their

increasing influence as pressure groups in the metropolitan country

served to guarantee the successful establishment and expansion of

missionary activities in the colonies.

From the beginning of their activities in Sri Lanka the British

missions used the school system for evangelisation.^ The Dutch had left

behind a rudimentary network of parish schools in the maritime re-

gions, in which children were taught reading, writing and Christianity.

The Madras administration maintained these schools and did not

allow them to fall into ruin. North was more positive in his endeavours

to continue the ecclesiastical and education system of the Dutch, but

he received scant support either fi:om Whitehall or indeed from many

• Sec K. M. de Silva, 'Influence of the English Evangelical Mo\ cmcnt on

Education in Geykm*, EdueaHon m Ceylon (Ciolombo, 1969), part 2, chapter 3a»

pp.375-«5-
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of his suboidiziates in the IflancL As a result, despite North's eo-

thusiasm, the parish schoob made no substantial progress; thdrsur*

vival was due to the effi)rts of the Revd James CScndiner, North's

confidant and associate in the enterprise. The situation changed some-
what with the arrival of Governor Maitland. It was not that he was
enthusiastic fixr the propagation of Ghxistianitjr or for the siqpport^

much less expansion, ofthe system ofparish schools. But Evangelical

pressure on Whitehall was too strong to resist, and Gastkreagh, the

Secretary ofState for the Golonies» wrote to Maitland eiqplaining that

the government was being censured for discouraging Christianity;

he enjoined on Maitland the necessity of promoting education.

Thus it was that because ofEvangelical pressure the parish schoob in

Sri Lanka survived. They owed much to Sir Alexander Johnston,

then ChiefJustice ofCeylon, and to other officials, but above all else to

the missionary societies who imdertook theur management.
When the Kandyan provinces came under British control, Brown-

rigg was reluctant to permit evangelism there, and discouraged the

Wesleyan missionaiies who sought to establish a mission station in

Kandy. Butwith the expansion ofthe civil and military establishments

in Kandy, he appointed the Revd Samuel Lambrick as chaplain to

the forces there in 1818. Lambrick extended his activities to evangel-

istic work among the Kandyans and eventually opened a vernacular

school in the district. The Church Missionary Society moved in to

continue this work, and by 1823 the Kandy mission station controlled

five schools. Brownrigg's successor Barnes did notwish to maintain the

parish schools. He thought that the existing education system was
esqpensive, ineflSdent and far fixnn usefiil, and he imposed rigorous

cuts in expenditure on education. Nor was he at ease about teaching

children the tenets ofChristianity, believing as he did that an attempt

to force theseon othersmerely led to the thwarting ofone's own beliefs.

In his view the reading and writing ofthe native tongue should be the

first requirement.

In the years beibre 1 832 there was no coherent policy on education,

which was not regarded as a service normally provided by the state;

as the result, the government's contribution in this sphere was both

slight and sporadic. But if the state was lukewarm, if not actually

hostile, to the expansion of education, the missions became increas-

ingly well-equipped to continue their own educational \s'ork. Although

their financial resources were still meagre, their administrative skills

and their zeal for evangelisation more than made up for this. Since the

state lacked the administrative machinery for the purpose of running

and maintaining a school system, the missions that had a rudimentary

organisational structure which could be adapted for this purpose

stepped in. Indeed, the distinctive feature of the first phase of mis-
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uoDBxy activity in nineteenth-centuiy Sri Lanka is the single-minded

struggle ofthe missionaries to build up a school system at a time when
the government itselfwas disinclined to do so. Through the years they

devised the guiding principles that were to govern educatiooial devel-

opment in Sri Lanka for decades thereafter, and fix>m their experi-

ments emeiged the system ofdenominational schools which prevailed

in the island for more than a century.

The view that education was a legitimate sphere of state activity

was strongly endorsed byW. M. G. Golebrooke, the senior member of

a two-member CSonunisaon of Eastern Enquiry (the other member
being G. H. Gameron), whose reports and recommendations (1831)

were to be niajorlandmarks in British poUcy in Sri Lanka. Golebrooke

observed that the schools maintained by the government were 'ex-

tremely defective and ineflicient'. He acknowledged unhesitatingly the

superiority ofthe schools run by the missionaries, and was not inclined
to encourage the establishment ofgovernment schoob in areas served

by the missionary schools. To 'fedlitate the reform ofthe government

schools*, he recommended that they be placed 'under the immediate

direction' of a School Commission composed of the Archdeacon of

Colombo and the deigy ofthe island, as well as the government agents

ofthe provinces and other dvil andjudicial officials.A notable change

in government policy on education became evident with the imple-

mentation of Golebrooke's recommendations on education in 1832.

With the establishmentofthe School Commission the statehad indeed

acknowledged its respcmsibility £>r the supervision, ifnot oiganisaticm,

of education. State intervention in education now assumed a r^;ular

and definite fiirm.
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GROWN COLONY GOVERNMENT

I 802-1 832

The Administrative Framework}

British experience in North America m the last quarter of the

eighteenth century served to undarlinft the increasing disftnchanliiicafit

with representative institatioEis in colooial goveniBieot and set in

motion a trend towards oonoentratioii of power in the hands of

colonial governors. Since the British possessions in Sri Lanka were

regarded mainly as a strategic outpost, this pattern was evident tfaeve

as well. Indeed the pattern of cdonial administration which the

British had inherited from the Dutdn^ cnmhination with fija'

kSriycy which placed at his disposal a massive pool of labour—
strengthoied thegovernof's powersbeyond die limits setby\VhitehalL

In the advisory council established in 1802 was die germ of a
lq;islative authoity. But this council was clearly subordinate to the

governor, just as the colonial government was subordinated to the

inqierial government.A more ^ective check on the governor's auto«

cracy lay in the Supreme Court ofJudicatureand thenewI£g^ Court
of Appeal set up by the Judicial Charter of 1801. The Charter

establishing the Supreme Court prescribed its jurisdiction and laid

down rules governing its exenase; these were a close approximate
English law and legal practice, more liberal and humane in temper

than those established by the V.O.C. At the end ofNorth's tenure of

office there was an elaborate ifsomewhat expensive system ofcourts;

the use ofthe English language in the courts was well established; and
the process ofan^idsation ofthe system ofjudicial administratkmhad
been set in motion. More significant, however, was the emeigence of

a conflict between die judiciary and the military, the forerunner ofa
prolonged and bitter confrontation between the executive and the

judiciary under North's successor Maidand.
Faced with a challenge to his authorityby ChiefJustice Lnshington,

Maitland sought to bdster his own positimi by instituting a refivm of

the judicial structure. Ironically, the Charter of Justice of 1810

streugthened the position of die ChiefJustice vis-Ms the Governor,

^ For a reviewof the admixustratkm oftheoolooyindie eariy niwitinHUh ceuUuy»

see Vyaya Samaraweeriy VCBC, III, pp. 34-^7-

254
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and the instructions accompanying the CSharter enhanced it stUl

fiurther. And Sir Alexander Johnston (newly knighted), the guiding
ynfl^iiMfi^ behind the new Charter, returned to the island as CSiief

Justice. (There was one other notable feature ofthe reforms of 1810:

the introduction oftrialbyjury in the criminal sessions ofthe Supreme
Court, which also owed much to Johnston's persuasive advocacy.)

Maitland regarded the relegation ofthe Governor to a position which
in some ways was inferior to that ofthe ChiefJustice as an unaccept-

able devdopment, and although he was due to leave the island soon

and thus had no personal interest at stake, he nevertheless took it tqpon

himselfto make his objections to the scheme known in WhitehalL He
did thb with a vigour and cogency which yielded fruit in an almost

immediate re-appraisal of the situation. A new Charter issued on
30 October 181 1 was much more favourable to the executive, and
restored much of the Governor's power and influence in the'admi-
nistration ofjustice. But the conflict between the Supreme Court and
the Governor continued unabated till the introduction ofthe Charter

ofJustice of 1833, which established a more satis&ctory relationship

between die executive and thejudiciary.

Those conflicts emerged fixmi conditions inherent in the constitu-

tional structure of the colony, which gave the executive a d^;ree of
power and influence over the minor judiciary and the lower courts

which the judges of the Supreme Court, as the only members of the

judiciary who were really independent of the Governor, viewed with

displeasure. Nor was this resentment at what was regarded as un-

warranted interference by the executive in the administration of

justice confined to thejudges of the Supreme Court In the Kandyan
provinces the Governor established an even greater control over the

judicial authorities. The normal restraints on executive authority and
interference with the judiciary which existed in the littoral did not

operate in the Kandyan areas since the Supreme Court was denied

anyjurisdiction there. Every attempt by the Supreme Court to extend

its jurisdiction to the Kandyan provinces was successfully repelled by
the Governor. The Governors, for their part, werejust as resentful of

the independence of the judges of the Supreme Court, and showed

scant respect for their rights. All other ofiicials in the country were
very much under the Governor's control.

One ofthe most conspicuous features ofBritish administrative policy

in this p>eriod was the Europeanisation of the higher bureaucracy. In

this they departed from the Dutch and Portuguese practice whereby
much greater usewasmade ofthe traditional indigenous machinery of
administration. The new policy inevitably made for steqxly rising

administrative costs ; the structure regularly expanded deqnte sporadic

attempts at retrenchment. The revenue did not keep pace with the
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increaatng costs ofadministration, and coupled with the dear fiulure

reason for the recurrent deficits in the government's financial account.

Recruitment to the covenanted dvil service established in 1802 was
on the basis ofpatronageunder the controlofthe SecretaryofState Ibr
the Colonies, while the regulation and control ofthe service was very
much the purviewofthe Governors—a division ofreqxinsibilitywhich
did not always operate smoothly. Since patronage was the sole deter-

minant, and educational qualffications were not insisted iqxm, the

result was that the Svriters'—as these recruits were called—were
young and immature. The exercise ofthe Secretary ofState's patxon-

age had the eflfect of making the covenanted service an almost ez-

dusivdy European one. In maldng these iq)pointments the Secretaries

ofStatewererardyguidedby the needsofthe colony, as r^ards either

the number ofapprentices or their suitability.

After a period ofiqpprentioeship under a Collector in the provinces,

or at a govenunent dqiartment in Colombo^ these recndts were 1^
pointed to their substuitive posts. It was at tiiis point that the 61^
status ofthe covenanted service reaUy emerged.A number ofposts in
the establishment were reserved exchisivdy for them, and thdr basic 1

emoluments were fixed and maintained at a very high levd without

regard to the financial state ofthe colony. The sidary structure ofthe

Ceylon GSvil Service was the highest in tiie em|»re outside India, and
there was the additional inducement of liberal pensums obtainable

after a relativdy briefperiod ofservice. Deqnte these advantages and
attractions, the dvil service could hardly be described as an efficient

body. When Maitland sought in 1808, Ibr the first time^ to introduce

the piindple ofmerit in dvil service promotion, he met with strong

resistance fix)m a powerfiil lobby of dvil servants who were quite

happy with the existing system ofpromotionby seniority.

The Ceylon Civil Service was, firom the outset, prohibited from

engaging in private trade. This restraint was re-a£Brmed by Maitland

and Brownrigg, but it would appear that there was some laxity in its

enforcement; besides, it did not extend to agricultural pursuits, which
were separated &om trade by a very thin line indeed. It was also

stipulated that cadets should acquire a competent knowledge of the

local languages—Sinhalese and Tamil. This was seldxnn observed in

the spirit of the original regulation. The higher bureaucracy, with

their exclusive and privileged status in the official hierarchy, were an
administrative elite and a virtual ruling caste in the colony. It was the

heyday of the belief that a civil servant should be a jack of all trades,

and master ofall; of the view also that the technical ejqiert should be
subordinate to the administrator. Although the covenanted civil ser-

vants tended to think of their service as synonymous with the adm^
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Planter ofCeylon, facing p. 8i.
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i6. The satinwood bridge at Peradeniya (1833-1905). From P. G. Bingham,
History of the Public Works Department, \'ol. I (Coluinbo, facing p. 194.
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17. A tea factory and tea plantation in the hill country of Sri Lanka.
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nistration, there were other categories of oflfidals who were equally

vital for the working ofthe admiiustrative machinery. A considerable

body ofEuropeans ofvarious but supposedly inferior skills and quality

maxined the lower echelons of the official hierarchy. The clerical ser-

vicewhich assisted the dvil servants was composed largely ofBurghers
—^the descendants of the Dutch who elected to remain in the island

after the British conquest: clerical service became a tradition with

them.

More important, despite the hostility of the British towards them,

it was dear that the native headmen were an indispensable link be-

tween the rulers and the people. Thus they continued to perform

functbns which had tradidoaally foDoi within their purview; but the

government*! policy was one <^curlMng thdr pawen, redudng tfadr

privileges and bringing their activities under the supervision ofBritish

officials. Their duties were closely defined, they were paid a fixed

salary instead of being granted accomodessans as had been the former

pracdce; and some of the powers they had enjoyed in the past,

especially their judicial powers, were transferred to British offidab.

None of these measures really succeeded in meeting the twin alms of
the government, namdy of eroding the headmen's influence among
the people and ofintegrating them within the administrative structure

as a set of cogs in an increasingly complex machine. Their authority

rested on their influence and respect in local society rather than on

their legal or political position, and this influence and respect re»

maineH more or less stable.

North left much less ofa mark on the dvil service and the admi-

nistration than did his successor Maitland. The reorganisation ofthe

administration and the reforms initiated by Maitlandweresome ofthe
most constructive achievements of this period. They survived un-

changed till 1832 (and well beyond that date in some respects) but

the high standards of administrative effidency which he set fell con-

siderably after his departure firom the island. Perhaps his outstanding

contribution lay in his definition ofthe scope of the powers and ftmc-

tions ofthe official hierarchy in the provincial structure. It was in the

Collector that British rule was manifested at the local levd. Originally

appointed with the management of revenue in mind, he and his

assistants soon grew in power and prestige because they were often the

only British officials in the provinces. And in the Collector of the

province came to be concentrated the major administrative, financial

and revenue powers of the provincial administration. The Collector

exercised supervision over all officials in his district, including those

attached to departments with specialised duties. The mihtary was

beyond his control; and the emphasis on security often—and certainly

at the beginning ofthis period—-devated the commandants ofthe local

17
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garrisons into a special positiOD, with the result that there woe
numerous clashes between the dvil and military authorities in some
districts over thdr respective spheres of authority. Maitlandi tiie

soldier-administrator, devised a solution to this problem by defining

the spheres ofauthority ofthe two services.

Because ofa delibeiate policy ofcombining executive and judicial

authority in the hands of the GoUectors, the conflicts between the

executive and die judiciary which existed at the centre were largely

absent at the provincial level. The Collectors were responsible fixr

policing their districts through various grades ofheadmen; they acted

as Fiscals and Justices ofthe Peace, and fiom North's time they were
entrusted with powers of magistracy which conferred on them a
limitedjurisdiction in minor criminal offisnces. It was also a common
practice for the Collectors to hold die chiefjudicial office in the pro-

vince; this combination of executive and judicial authority was re-

peatedly criticised by thejudges ofthe Supreme Court, firm beSevers

in die theory of the separation of powers, but the government per-

sisted with this policy, pointing out, first, the overriding oonsideratioii

ofsecurity; secondly, that the primary duty ofrevenue collectiQn was
hampered by the absence ofjudicial authority in the collector; and
finally, that only the civil servants could acquire a sufficient under-

standing of the people's habits and customs to enable tiiem to deal

knowledgesibly with their litigatiQiL The Collector was the agent of

the executive in the provinces, but despite every effort to establish

regulatory and supervisory devices, the inadequacy of communica-

tions made tiiese ineflfective, and the greater the distance fimn Col-

ombo the more independent the Collectors were. There was clear

evidence too, in the fint halfofthe nineteenth century, that the admi-

nistrative structure was more efficient in the provinces than the central

establishment at Colombo.
Throughout this period the Chief Secretaryship—the principal

office in the official hierarchy—was held by the incompetent John
Rodney during whose long tenure ofoffice (180&-33) this crucial post

fell in importance, and did not function with the efficiency demanded
ofit as the nerve-centre ofthe colonial administration. That it did not

&re worse, and that it provided some measure of co-ordination at the

top, was due entirely to the efiEbrts of those who held the post of

Deputy Secretary. Rodney's successor Phil^ Anstruther, who held the

post from 1833 to 1845, was in every way a contrast to him. He re-

vitalised the office and demonstrated its efifectiveness as a co-ordinating

centre in the hands of a dynamic personality. The Gk>vemor was
Treasurer but the duties ofthat officewerehandled by others.

All government auditing and accounting were in the hands of the

Auditor-General and the Aocountant-Gcaieral, the latter office being
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often combined with the former or with that ofthe Vice-Treasmer.

From the beguming there was an attempt to differentiate revenue

ooJlection and disbursement from purely administrative woik at the

centre: this led to the growth of administrative departments with

specialised functions. Here again one notes the energy and initiative

ofMaidand. North had assigned the coUection of the inland revenue

to a board of senior officials. This was no more than a supervisory

body, the revenue collection proper being undertaken by the Col-

lectors. Maitland, who believed in centralised financial control, found

4iis board inefiSxdve for the purpose, and rq>laoed it with a Gom-
nrissioncr of Revenue with wide powers, to whom was also assigned

the duty of control and supervision over the Collectors and sub-

ordinate officials in their revenue duties. Initially the customs revenue

was collected by Customs Masters stationed at Colombo, Galle and
Jafiha, but with Maitland's reorganisation, the duties of these officials

were transferred to Collectors. The deep involvement of the govern-

ment in the colonial economy necessitated the creation ofa number of

sqiarate establishments to conduct specific economic activities. Chief

among these was the Cinnamon Department, closely modelled on the

Mahabadda ofold. Like the Portuguese and the Dutch, the British too

fimnd that they could not devise a better system for the collection of
omnamon than the traditional mechanism. Other establishments con-

oemed with economic activities did not develop into fidly-fledged

dqiartSMalB, although they generally functioned as separate bodies.

Several new departments were created in this period. Most notable

ofthesewas the Registrar-General's department, established byNorth
for the registration of lands afier the introduction of his tenurial re-

feims. Maitiand, however, preferred to revert to the Dutch practice

ofassigning this task to schoolmasters, who were also responsible for

registrations of births, baptisms, marriages and deaths. Another office

created by North, that of the Surveyor-General, was retained but

Maitiand combined it with the post of Civil Engineer, the official who
superintended public works. Neither this new department nor the

Land R^^trar's developed into key branches of the administrative

machinery in this period. So long as the economic environment dis-

couraged free enterprise and rajakdriya was utilised for the construction

and maintenance ofpublic works, this picture could hardly change.

The most complex administrative problem that confronted the

British was the absorption ofthe old Kandyan kingdom into the crown
colony of Ceylon. Under the terms of the Kandyan Convention, the

British consented to the continuation of the traditional administrative

system, without much change, 'according to the laws, institutions and
customs established and in force amongst them'. Nevertheless, the

traditional system was not unreservedly guaranteed, and the British
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retained the right and power to introduce changes as and when they

deemed fit. CuefuUy embodied in die Gmventioa was a declaration

of'the inherent Right ofGovernment to redress grievances and rcfimn
abuses in all instances whatever, whether particular or general, where
such intecxx»ition shall become necessary*. This latter clause of the
Convention became in eflfect *the source ofBritish jurisdiction' in the

Kandyan provinces and die means ofsuperseding Elandyan law and
judicial institutiom inmany req)ects.* While the customary law ofthe
Sinhalese had disappeared in the maritime regions, a version of.it

existed in the Kandyan pxovinoes as part ofa livLig tradition, and the

British themselves recognised it and continued to apply it thare. But a
process of superseding Kandyan law began very early and was well

established by 1830. Where the Kandyan law was siloit or not dear,
principles ofEnglish law considered relevant in the circumstances were
applied. By 1830 the legal principles and finrmalities prevailing in the

Sinhalese areas of the littoral came to be applied in the Kandyan pro-

vinces in the field of criminal law and procedure, civil procedure and
the law of evidence. The Kandyan law survived chiefly in regard to

inheritance, caste, marriage^ land tenure, and penonal service for

land.

At the time of the cession of the Kandyan kingdom to the British,

the traditional machinery ofjustice had come to a virtual standstilL

There was no noticeable improvement under D'Oyly in the first year

of British rule. The Board of Commissioners of Kandyan Affiurs was
established on 23 August 181 6, and among its fimcdons was the admi-
nistration ofjustice. While the principal and subordinate chiefi con-

tinued to exercisejudicial functions, the Board of Cbmmissioners as a
body was constituted as another court of law. The collective board

with the chiefs associated in its deliberations replaced the maha naduoa

ofold. More substantial changes were effected after the suppression of

the rebellion of 18
1
7- 1 8. Under the beliefthat English legal procedure

was superior to the Kandyan procedures, British officials were en-

trusted with an increasing penonal control and authority over the

judicature in the Kandyan provinces. The new machinery was still a
compromise between the indigenous and the foreign, and it became
increasingly evident that it was an unsatisfactory compromise with
some of the worst features of both systems. Unfamiliar formalities and
technicalities were enforced in an alien language, while traditional

institutions—such as the gamsabhdvas—and traditional laws and
customs were devalued.

The administrative machinery devised for the control of the Kan-
dyan provinces had the twofold efiect of buttressing the Governor's

' Vijaya Samaraweera, 'The Judicial AdniiiuitrAtioik of the Kandyan Pravinoei

of Ceylon, 1815-1833', QJJiSS, ha, 1(2), 1971, pp. 183-90.
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autocracy, and <if bringing it at the same time into sharper focus.

'Within this r^on therewereno restraintson the Governor's autocra-

tic powen: there was no advisory oound!, and the jurisdiction ofthe

Suprame Cknirt did not extend there. Instead the whole judicial

machinery was under his control, and for the Kandyan provinces he
was in efifect thecourt offinal appeaL He exercised his executivepower

throuiB^ his penooal rqncsentative, the Resident, and the Board of
CSoaamisBiooen. Within this structure the Resident had responsibifity

for political affiurs; the second CSommissioner was invested with

authority in judicial matters, while the diird was placed in charge of
revenue collection and allied matters. With the suppression of the

great rebellion of 1817-18, the Judicial and Revenue Commissioners

were now explicitly vested with the powers and responsibilities ofthe

high-ranking chiefi ofthe old order. The changes brought into efifect

aSber the rebellion and with the proclamation of 21 November 1818

did not alter the constitutional position of the Governor, who con-

tinued to wield supreme legislative, executive and judicial powers. If

there was some semblance of a separation of executive and judicial

autiiority in the Uttoral, this was ^^lolly absent in the interior. In the

Kandyan provinces mflitary and executive authority was combined
in the same official, and the security fiictor was emphasised with the

appointment of&e officer cmnmanding the forces in the interior to

the Board in 1819, and his elevation to die Presidency with the death

ofthe Resident SirJohn D'Oyly in 1824. ^ fix>ntier regions of

India^ the Kandyan region dinew the best administrative talent that

was Baade available in Geykm.
The two fundamental issues in the administration of the Kandyan

provinooB were: first, the positimi of the chiefi and, secondly, the

question ofsecurity. With tibe suppresaon ofthe rebellion of 1817-18

die Britishwere able to devise means ofreducing the power and status

ofthe chiefi by requiring them to fimction completely subordinate to

and under the direct supervision ofBritish officials. Itwas Brownrigg's
hope to reduce the chiefi to the status of stipendiaries charged with

carrying into effect the regulations and orders ofthe government, and
to establish British officials as 'the real organs of power*. Agenti of

government with wide executive and judicial authority were ap*

pointed in every outiying district, while those dose to Kandy were '

broui^tunder die control ofthe Board ofGonunissioners. But tiiis loss

oftheir former power and privileges did not result in any appreciable

decline in the hifluence of the chiefi over the people so Icmg as they

were and continued to be 'the only medium of communication he*

tween the Government and the people'. Secondly, the national con-

sciousness of the Kandyans was the most formidable problem that

confionted theBritish in Geylon in the three decades following the ces-
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tkm oftheKandyan kingdom. In the 1820s Barnes's network ofnMub,
built with the hdp of the traditiaiial rdjakSriya system, placed the
military oontrol oftheKandyan provinces finnlyin British hands. The
secret ofKand/s long and sucooifol survival in the fiioe ofover two
centuries ofWestern attempts at subjugation had lain in the &ct that

most of the oomitry was a wildemesi suited to guerrilla wax&re of

which the Kandyans were masters. Now guerrilla tactics could no
longer cut communications between garrisons or holcl up troop move-
ments. It is a measure ofthe success ofBarnes's policies that in 1831

a significant step in the establishment of a unifbrm administratwe

structure Ibr the islandwas taken. With the appointment of&Robert
Wilmot Horton as Governor in 1831, the Governor's constitutional

position changed somewhat The advisory council was formally estab"
lished and its powers were extended to the Kandyan provinces; dus
foreshadowed more far-reaching changes that came two years later

with the CSolebrooke-Gameron refenns.

Perhaps themostvaluable contributionofColebrookeand Cameron
to the island's fotuxe political developmentwas to give itamore liberal

form ofgovernment than that which had prevailed before 1833. This
latter bore the stamp of Dundas* concern for a strong executive.

Colebrooke sought to reverse this trend. In place k£ die advisory

council, he proposed the creation <^two coundb—^the Executive and
Legislative Councils—^to assist the Governor. The Legislative Council

was to serve a lunited purpose. The Colonial Office, like Colebrooke,

did not regard it as a rqiresentative assembly in embryo^ but looked

upon it as a check upon the Governor In the sense that it was an
independentand fairly reliable source ofmformation for die Secretary

ofStatewhowodd otherwise be dqpendent on the Govenor alone for

information with regard to the colony and its afiyrs.' In brie( it was
introduced to make Whitehall's control over the ookmial administrap

tion more effective. This concept ofthe role ofthe Legislative Council

was too restrictive. For the reallyremarkable feature dfthe Legislative
Council established in 1833 was not so much the existence of an
official majority within it as the presence of imoffidals. And the

presence of unoffidab served to underscore the validity of the com-
ment that the . . essential purpose of establishing a legislative body
has always been to give representation to the inhabitants of the

dependency. . .
.' Implicit in this was the assumption that the princqple

of representation necessarily involved acceptance also of the oonoqpt

of the L^islative Council as a representative legislature in embryo.

From the start the unoffidal members ofthe Legislative Council—and

• For Hinraiiiiimi of diis see K. M. de Silva, The Legidative Oofunca in the

raneteentli Gentnry*, UGHC^ m« FP- 88^-48.
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some of the local newspapers of the day—^tended to look upon the

Legislative Council as the local parliament.

The chief significance of Colebrooke's recommendations was not

merely that they reversed the trend towards concentration of author-

ity in the Cjovemor, but that as a measure of constitutional reform

they were far ahead ofanything prevalent at that time in India or the

non-white colonies. The British colony of Ceylon was very much 'the

constitutional pioneer' of the non-European dependencies of the Bri-

tish empire over the period from 1833 until about 1870. Hence this was
perhaps Colebrooke's most notable recommendation and the one by
which he deserves to be remembered. Cameron's contribution to this

process of liberalisation lay in the Charter ofJustice of 1833, based on
his report on the judiciary. James Steplien, the Permanent Under-

Secretary at the Colonial Office, described this Charter as . . a pure

invention . . . based on speculation (chiefly those of Bcntham)'. Cam-
eron was, in fact, a dogmatic Utilitarian—unlike Colcbrookc. One of

the flaws of the judicial system cstabhshed in 1833 was that it was not

rooted in the countiy's legal traditions. It did not give the people what
they needed most, a system that would 'investigate disputes and admi-

nisterjustice ... in a plain and summar)^ manner'. Nevertheless, it was
the foundation of the island's modern judicial system, and the most
lasting contribution of the Utilitarians to Sri Lanka.

Colebrooke's approach to the Kandyan problem resembles in some

ways that ofDurham to the comparable problem of French Canada.

In 1832 his proposals were accepted, and the separate administrative

system for the Kandyan provinces was abolished and amalgamated
with the territories on the littoral acquired from the V.O.C., in a

single unified administrative structure for the whole island. The exist-

ing provincial boundaries within the two administrative divisions

—

the Kandyan and maritime provinces—^were redrawn, and a new set

offive provincial units, ofwhich only one—the Central Province—was
Kandyan pure and simple, was established. The ne\v provincial boun-

daries cut across the traditional divisions and placed many Kandyan
regions under the administrative control of the old maritime pro-

vinces. An administrative (including judicial) and legislative unifica-

tion was imposed on Sri Lanka, and a poHcy ofabsorbing and assimi-

lating the old Kandyan kingdom w^ithin this structure was initiated as

a means of obUterating the sense of nationaUty among the Kandyans.

For all their earthiness and practicabihty these reforms possessed

more than a tinge of genuine idealism. At the Colonial Office some of

their more liberal and enlightened aspects were diluted if not eU-

minated altogether, while the civil serv'ants in the island who actually

implemented them had no sympathy for the hberalism which lay
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beneath the reforms. As a result the reforms became a much more
pedestrian business than they might have been if the recommendations

of the two Commissioners, accepted by the Colonial Office, had been
implemented in the spirit in which they were conceived. Nevertheless,

the Colebrooke Cameron reforms were the first well-integrated system

of reforms introduced after the establishment of British rule in the

island. They marked the first systematic and successful attempt to

break away from the Dutch pattern of colonial administration and to

reject its basic assumptioos in favour of a more enlightened form of

government.
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AN ERA OF REFORM AND
RECONSTRUCTION

I 833-1 850

Thereformist zealgenerated by the Gotebnx)JEe--Gameroii reformsand
a pankm for change affected every sphere ofactivity—political, eco-

nomic and social—for nearly two decades. Never b^ne, and sddom
thereafter under British rule, was there the same warm support in

ofifidal cirdes for poUdes designed to transform sodety.

Social reform

A peculiarfeature ofthe social policy ofthis periodwas theimportance

attached to religion. This was partly due to Evangelical influence

(mainly through James Stephen) at die Colonial Qffio^ and to men
like Governor Stewart Mackenzie (1837-41) and a host ofsubordinate
officials in Sri Lanka who believed in the urgency of converting the

'heathen' to Christianity; and partly to the agitation of misaonary
organisations for a redefinition ofthe relationship between Buddhism
and the colonial govenmient in the island.^ During his brieftenure of
office as Secretary of State for the Colonies in the late 1830s, Lord
Glenelg had laid it down that the conversion of the people to Chris-

tianity should be a vital aspect of state policy in Sri Lanka. His suc-

cessors during this period shared this beliefto a greater or lesser extent

The new poHcy naturally implied acdve state support of missionary
enterprise and it was significant that the state supported all Christian

missions in the island aBke. The determined application of this policy

resulted in bitter sectarian strife, because the Anglicans fought tena-

ciouslyin defence oftheir privileged position in education, the registra-

tion of births, marriages and deaths, and state-subsidised church
construction.

In Sri Lanka at this time missionary organisations were the domi-
nant influence in education. The medium of instruction in most
schoob was the English language, and with the 'filtration theory* very

^ For discussion of these themes see K. M. de Silva, Soeud Pel^jf and Misdonary
Ofgamsaikm m C^jfUm, §840^x835 (London^ >965), pp. 99-137.
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much in vogue« the aim was to educate the dite. It was accepted
without question that education shouldaimprtmaxUy atoonvenion to

Christianity. Not the least significant of Mackenzie's achievenients

was his success in brealdng the hold ofthe Anglican establishmenton
the School Commission. He was less sucoenfiil In hli attempts to have
the vernaculars used in instruction in schools, and to bring educatiQA

to the masses, both ofwhich aims challenged the current orthodoaaes

on education in the Eastern empire, and were for that reason re-

jected by the Colonial Office. But in the years 1843-8 one aspect of

Mackenzie's policies, vernacular educatian, was offidaUy adopted

mainly because of the tactical skill and administrative ability of a
Wesleyan missionary, theRevd D.J. Gogerly. Educationwasadhere
of state activity in which missionary infin^inr^ policy-making was
most marked. Had therebeen fewer sectarian squabbles that influence

would have been even stronger.

In Sri Lanka, unlike India, there were no glaring social evils as-

sociated v^ith the indigenous religions—^no saH, thagi, meriah sacrifices,

or rituals such as those ofthe temple ofJagannath. Therewas thus less

scope for the social reformer. The problems that attracted attention

were far less intractable than those in the Indian sub-continent. The
mild form of slavery then existing in the island was gradually abol-

ished, with the government taking the initiative in this; the state also

took a paternal interest in the aboriginal vaddas, protecting them,

'civilising' them and attempting to convert them to Christianity.

Although the missionaries had little influence on the actual formula-

tion of these policies (especially that on slavery), they sympathised

with and actively supported them, since they ocrincMcd with theirown
aims. They served as auxiliaries of the government m various projects

of social reform, the Vaddah (sic) Mission of the Wesleyans being the

most significant of them.

No policy of social reform could ignore the problems posed by the

caste system, for caste in a sense was the most awkward impediment
confironting the social reformer. Neither the administrators nor the

missionaries had a clear policy on caste excq>t a vague egalitarianism.

Had there been something as morally and socially repugnant as tm-
touchability, it might have been possible to focus attention on it and
thereby compel the adoption of a positive programme of action ; but
untouchability scarcely existed in Sri Lanka, where caste was too

amorphous to be tackled by a precise and deliberate policy. Never-

theless, at this stage the government was against caste without know-

ing very much about it except that it hampered their programmes of

reform. They were convinced that caste was both obnoxious and
intolerable, and were opposed to any positive recognition of caste

distinctions.
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Two dedaons ofthe giovemincnt, dieaboUtionoff^/aiknt^m 1833
and tibe rdbnn ofthejuxy system in 1843, fecussed attention as never

before on the state's attitude to caste. While the abolition oir^akdriya

was perhaps the most telling blow against the caste system in the first

halfof the nineteenth century, there was no positive declaration on
Aat occasion explicitly directed against caste discrimination as there

was in 1843-4 in the controversy over the reform ofthe jury system.

There was a third, and no less significant, development—the appoint-
sae&t of naorgoy^mas as mudaUySrs of the Governor's Gate.' These

posts had been the preserve of^e goyigama dite, and were the most

pces^gious positioiis available to a Sinhalese. In the 1840B theji^oma
monopoly ofthese coveted posts was breached for the first time with
theappointment in 184.5 ofGregory de Zoysa, a sdSgama. The second

to be appointed was Mathew Gomes—^he had been nmdalijf& of the

washers since 1814—who was appointed in 1847 but whose tenure of

office was short (he was dismissed for embezzlement m 1848). These
two appointments were a prelude to a more significant one—that in

1853 ofJeronis de Soysa^ the karSva caste, and the wealthiest Sin-

haloe of the day. The gjoyigma establishment opposed the appoint-

ment and endeavoured to get the government to give de Soysa a
position of lower status, namely that of mudaliydr of Moratuva, the

village fixxmwhich he hailed. But the Governor, Sir George Anderson,

stood firm. *

In no aspect of policy was the impact of Evangelicalism and mis-

sionary influence £^t more strongly than on the question ofthe sever-

ance ofthe connection ofthe state with Buddhism.' The connection of

the statewithBuddhismstemmed firam the terms ofthe Kandyan Con-
vention of 1815. Until 1840 this association with Buddhism had been
maintained without much protest, but thereafter the whole question

was reopened in the wake of the successfiil missionary campaign in

India against the connection ofthe East India Company with Hindu-

ism. When pressure fiom missionaries for a total dissociation of the

state from Buddhism emeiged, the Sri Lanka government, aware of

the unpopularity of any such move and fearing that this religious

agitation would result in civil strife, refused to be stampeded into hasty

and indiscreet action. The missionaries, however, succeeded in im-

posing their views on the Colonial Office, where James Stephen

became the ardent advocate of their contentions and where, under his

influence, successive Secretaries of State in the 18406 called upon the

colonial government to sever the state's connection with Buddhism.

The crucial policy decision with regard to this was taken by the

* Gate or Guard mudaliySrs were attadied to the Govemor^i office and served as

tnuulatan and iulsfpi'oten.

* K. de Silva, ij^. fit., pp. 61^137.
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Secretary ofState Lord Stanley in 1844, and ie-a£Brmedby Earl Grey
in 1847.

Des[nte these peremptory instructions from London, oflidab la

CSolombo were reluctant to implement this policy with the rigour and
precision which the despatches (written by Stephen) caUed for. They
had doubts about the morality ofabrogating the solemn undertaking

to protect Buddhism given in 1815 and reaffirmed (though less cate-

gorically) in 1818. Beddes» there was tiie vital question ofdeterminiqg

to whom the functions and traditional obUgations of the state in

regard to Buddhism should be transferred. Crucially important in this

regard was the question of temple lands and the protection of the

property rights ofthe viharSs and dtvaiasi should the severance ofthe

state's connection with Buddhism be eflfected without a settlement of

this question of temple lands, the whole lq;al position of the temples

over their lands and tenants would be undermined. Higher church
dignitaries in Europe had a corporate status; there was nothing

comparable to this in Sri Lankan Buddh^m, and l^[al enforcement of

the most elementary property rights of vihSras and dtoSlas v^uld be
impossible without some form, which the courts could recognise, of

accrediting an ecclesiastical dignitary or temple trustee. For a long

time, however, the Colonial Office, underJames Stephen's influence,

treated Buddhism as though it had a centrally organised structure

akin to Christianity, and did not see the need to establish such a body
to inherit the state's obligations and duties in rq;ard to the pro-

tection and maintenance of that religion. Nor were they conscious of
any moral obligation in this regard. Faced with this uncompromising

attitude of the Colonial Office, the Sri Lankan officials had no alter-

native but to proceed apace with the dissociationfrom Buddhism .They
took a more practical and pragmatic portion, however, and endea-

voured to evolve some administrative machinery to which the ec-

clesiastical responsibilities vested in the government by the Kandyan
Convention could be transferred. Their pleas for caution and modera-
tion fell on deaf ears; the Colonial Office under Stephen would not

yield an inch. Completely convinced of the justice of his policy, he
obstinately refosed to recommend any concessions to the Buddhists cm
this matter.

The tftmsfimnaiifm ofdie economy

Perhaps the most remarkable feature ofthe 1840s was the invigorating

effect which the success of plantation agriculture, especially coffee

culture, had on theeconomy of the colony. A p>eriod of experimenta-

tion in plantation crops began in the mid- 1830s, and within fifteen

years the success ofone ofthe crops, coffee, had radically changed the
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economy. There were, in the late 1830s, two centres of coffee cultiva-

tion in the island ; theUdugama hills about 16 milesfrom Galley where
several Colombo-based commercial houses had opened oofifee planta-

tions, and Gampola, Peradeniya and Dumbara in the Kandy dis-

trict. The Galle ventures feiled, but the Dumbara plantations were a
pronounced success, and even more ofa breakthrough to sound com-
mercial profitability than those at Gampola and Peradeniya. The
effect of the proven viability of the Kandyan plantations was the

suspension, to a laige extent, of planting operations in the Southern

Province. The Central Ptovince, the heardand of the old Kandyan
kingdom, was henceforth the fi>cus ofplantation activity.

la the six years fiom 1838 to 1843 no fewer than 130 plantations

were opened up in theCen^ Province, almost all ofthem in districts

within 30 miles ofKandy. By 1846 there were between 500 and 600
coffee plantations in the island, the great minority of them in the

Central Province. Indeed the acreage under coffee nearly doubled

between i January 1845 and 31 December 1847, from 25,198 acres to

50,071.* Knowledgeable contemporaries estimated that nearly £^
million was invested in co£fee, both by individuals (many ofwhcnn
operated on the proverbial shoestring) and by agency houses. Hie
stimulus to this unrestrained expansion of cultivation (*the coffee

mania', as it came to be called) was provided by a steep rise in the

consumption ofcofifee in Britain and Western Europe and, to a lesser

extent, the protection afforded to colonial as against foreign ooffise in

the British market.'

A fall in coffee prices in 1845 jolted the more perceptive investors

and planters into a morerealistic assessment ofthe industry'sprospects.

Nevertheless, it did seem as though economy and retrenchment could

stabilise the island's coffee industry. Commercial credit was still rela-

tively soimd and capital was still forthcoming to support coffee prop-

erties in this period of trial, although it was already apparent that

a large amount ofcapital was buried in the soil with little prospect of

recovery. The island's coffee industrymight have held its own, had not
the commercial crisis of 1847-8 in Britain intervened. The depression

in Britain set in motion a train of events which culminated in the

near-coUapse of the Island's coffee industry. A fall in the consumption

of coffee, accompanied by over-production, had the inevitable con*

sequence of a sharp drop in prices. This soon revealed the inherent

weakness of Sri Lanka's apparentiy booming coffee industry. The

* Nearly half these plantations were formed between 1844 and 1846.

• Successive reductions in the import duty on cofTce had seen an increeisc in its

consumption in Britain from i ounce per person per annum in 1801 to i lb 5^ oz in

1831. The oonsumption of ookmial oofiEee more than doubled between 1840 and
184a
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coffee disaster of 1847^ brought down the great agency house of

Ackland Boyd and Go. (which at the height ofthe mania con-

trolled as many as tfairty-five plantations in the CSentral Province),

smaller houses such as Hudson^ Chandler and Co., and scores of
individual proprietors and small investors.

The coffee industry vna nevertheless more resilient than gloomy
contemporary observers anticipated. Indeed, by 1849 signs ofrecovery

were already noticeable; in the early 1850s many of^ abandoned
plantations were made viable again, and then new plantations were

opened after confidence had been gained finom the rehabilitatioa of

the old ones. A shrewd observer of the contemporary scene pointed

out that sonieofthenewpioprietorshad started offwithanadvantage
of inestimable value—during the financial crisis of 1847^ soovcs of

estates had changed hands at very low prices and their new owners

were able to start without the crqspling burden of their predecessors'

debt. But the recovery ofcoffee in Sri Lanka owed almost as much to

improving maiket conditions in Britain. Although cofifee prices never

attained the heights reached in the spacious days befine 1845, they

nevertheless afiforded an adequate i£not substantial margin of profit,

so much so that although the protection enjoyed by colonial coffee in

the British maricet was entirely removed ini851, it did not in anyway
check the recovery ofthe island's cofTee industry.

The extraordinary success of coffee in this period should not divert

attention horn the fact that it did not establish a distinct ascendancy

till the mid-i840S, and that plantation activity in the two decades from

etu 1820 to 1840 was notable for experimentation in several plantation

crops in various parts ofthe island. In the 1820s indigo cultivation was
unsuccessfiilly attempted near Veyangoda in die wet zone lowlands.

Between 1833 and 1843, in fact, there was every prospect that the

island would have developed several agricultural industries^ instead

of relying exclusively on cinnamon or coffee. An attempt was made,
whether consciously or not, to recreate in Sri Lanka the economic

pattern of the West Indies with its emphasis on sugar and coffee as

major industries and cotton and tobacco as subsidiaries. Until the end

of1845 there were as high hopes ofsugaras therewere ofcoffee. In the

wet zone lowlands sugar plantations were opened at Negombo, Kalu-

tara and in the Galle District at Baddegama and Udugama; in the

Kandyan provinces there were two centres ofsugar production, one at

Perade^iya and the other in Dumbara. These ventures had all fiuled

by the mid-1840s, which contemporaries attributed to factors such as

cUmate, soil and location. A few experimental ventures in cotton cul*

tivation were attempted in the £astem Province, and on a com-
|

paratively large scale in the Jafi&ia peninsula; but neither of these

ventures attracted the attention of European capitalists at this tim^ •
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and cotton culture never really got going. There was in fact a very

limited amount of capital available for investment in Sri Lanka's

plantations, and this capital tended to concentrate on the one suc-

cessful enterprise, coffee.

Contemporary with this there was a parallel development— the

decline of the cinnamon industry, till then the staple of the island's

export economy. The speed with which the abolition of the cinnamon
monopoly was effected in the early 1B30S introduced an clement of

uncertainty and insiability into an already declining industiy. Be-

sides, the British Treasury, calculating that the implemcntauon of

Colebrooke's recommendations would result in a fall in government

revenues, insisted on the imposition of an export duty of 3 shiUings a
pound of cinnamon, which had the most disastrous consequences, for

it quickly made the island's cinnamon practically uncompetitive in

foreign markets. Pressure from the Colonial government and the

cinnamon trade led to reductions of this duty in 1841 (to 2 shillings a

pound), 1843 (to I shilling) and 1848 (to four pence), and the duty was
finally abolished in 1855. But every reduction in duty had failed to

make cinnamon competitive with cassia {cassia lignea), a cheap sub-

sdtute which was capturing an increasing share of the market. Every
reduction of duty had come too late. Had more capital been pumped
in and more scientific techniques of production been used, the cin-

namon industry might have recovered much earlier than it eventually

did. Colebrooke, however, even as late as 1840, was convinced that

cinnamon could remain the staple of the island's economy and con-

tinue to yield a substantial revenue to the state. But in the early 1840s

few were inclined to invest in an obviously dechning cinnamon in-

dustry when coffee yielded such higli proiits. Cinnamon never re-

covered the position it enjoyed in the years before 1833; it suivived as

a minor crop controlled by Sri Lanka plantation owners and small-

holders, and subject to widely fluctuating market conditions.'

Thus by the mid-nineteenth century there was every appearance

that the island's economic development in the immediate future would

be characterised by monoculture in its plantation sector, for only

coffee had survived and only coffee gave promise of permanent suc-

cess* But the overwhelming predominance of coffee as a plantation

product did not survive for long. By the 1860s coconut had emerged as

a plantation crop with a great potential for expansion. Indeed Eu-
ropean planters had begun to cultivate coconut on a conunercial scale

* DisiQg the secQDd half of the nineteenth century the volume of cinnamon
annually exported was actually larj^er than the avcrai^e annual export in the first

half, but since the quality was markedly inferior and tlic prices generally low,

increased production did not yield a corresponding increase in revenue to the state

or to the producer.
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Scorn the early 18405; the early plantations were located in theJaffiia

peninsula and on the east ooast near Batdcaloa, with a few properies
in the south-west as welL However the depression ofthe late 18408 put
a severe brake on the extension ofcoconut cultivation, and it was not
till the early 18608 that productionb^an to expaad again.

One other feature ofdie economic develapment of tibe island in the

18308 and 1840S did not survive into the mid-century. Prominent
among the pioneers of planting enterprise were British civil servants

(and military oflScials) stationed in tfaie island. These men were there

on the plantations because Golebrooke^withamazing lack offeresight,

had reduced their salaries, curtailed many oftheir financial privilqpes

(including their right to an attractive pension), and ^Kwimati^ many
avenues of normal promotion, while encouraging them to engage in

plantation activity. And very soon they were pursuing their planting

careers to the neglect oftheir official duties, llie decline in civilserv^
standards and morale became a persistent theme in official despatches

to and from Cblombo in the early 18408. But purdy from the point of

view ofeconomic development, the dvil servants ofthis period served

a useful ifsomewhat unusual function as pioneer planters, at a time

when there were few entrepreneurs either among the small band of

Europeans resident in the idand or among the load inhabitants. The
dvil service reforms of 1844-5, in which Anstruther, Colonial Sec-

retary of the Sii Lanka government and a pioneer coffee planter

himself played an important role, put an end to the dvil servants'

involvement in trade and plantation agriculture.

But several features of this phase ofplantation activity survived into

the second halfof the nineteenth century. There was, for instance, the

dose redprocal relationship between the expansion of plantations and
the growth of communications. One of the vital preliminary steps in

this relationship was the development of the road linking Colombo to

Kandy; this was open to rough cart traffic by 1823 bridged

and conq>leted by 1832. Although undertaken primarily for admi-

nistrative and strategic (Le. political) reasons, this vital link came to

have great economic advantage. Several roads were undertaken or

sponsored by the government in response to the needs of the planta-

tions, and these roads in turn enabled the extension ofcofifee cultiva-

tion into new regions. Next there was the crucially important role of
|

the agency houses, both in their managerial function and as credit

institutions. The early planting enterprises, whether individual pro-

prietors or partnerships, had litde capital of their own and were

dependent on outside sources ofcapital to a remarkable extent. Many
of the small capitalists who purchased land in the early 1840s were

only able to carry on by borrowing money from England or Goi^
through agency houses.

i
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The period for which working capital was required in cofifee pro-

duction was governed by the long time-lag between the expenditure

ofmoney and the realisation of the proceeds firom sales of the crop-
it took nearly a year between the luuvesting ofthe crop and its sale in

London. Again» despite the low wages of plantation labour, the ab-

solute volume of current escpenditure in coffee estates was laige, and
claimed a significant portion of the funds available. Abo, because of

the great vuMerabiUty of coffee crops to variations in rainfall, coffee

cultivation involved extraordinary risks: the coffee crop for the whole

year was often dependent on the weather during a single month; a
week's—or a day's—untimely or unseasonal rain might well destroy

thechance ofan adequate return £ir awhole year's labour. Apartfiom
these hazards, fluctuating exchange rates and delays and difficulties

in shipping posed formidable difficulties for those engaged in planta- >

tion agriculture at this time. Before direct financing by the capital

maiket became tiie rule, the agricultural and ooaamerdal risks in-

volved in early plantation investment strengthened the well-known

reluctance ofBritish commercial banks to purchase long-term securi-

ties, or to advancemoneyon land or fixed equipment, in the beliefthat

foidgn plantationswere *the most objectioiuJale ofaU fixed securities'.

Thus the i^ency house became practically the only source of liquid

capital fimds for the plantations. Despite initial discouragement from

their principals in London, the agency houses r^arded i^antations as

good investments. Because of their knowledge of every circumstance

connected with the markets and the power ofsuperintendence which

they often retained, their loans to planters on the security of planta-

tions, foctories and even crops were relatively safe ventures whereas

they would have been quite unsafe for a bank.

Nothingwas more exasperating to the British planters in Sri Lanka
at this time than the &ct that with the great majority ofthdr planta-

tions established in the old Kandyan kingdom, they were still as

dependent on immigrant Indian labour as thdr contemporaries in

the West Indies or Mauritius. A pkmeer coffee planter eiq)lained that

the Kandyans had no incentive to work on the plantations:

They have, as a rule, their own paddy fields, their own cows, bullocks, their

own fruit-gardens; and the tending and managing of these occupy all their

attention. Their wants are easily sui^ilied, and unless they wish to present

their wives with a new doth, or to procure a gun or powder and shot for

themselves, they really have no inducement to work on the coffee planta-

tions.

There were other reasons. A more perceptive observer commented:

The [Kandyan] has such a reverence for his patrimonial lands, thatwere his

gain to be quadrupled, he would not abandtm their culture. . . . Besides,

18
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working fyt hire is repulsive to their national lediogi, and is looked upon as
almoit slavery. The being obliged to obey ocden and to do jiiit what they
are cQmniaiided is galling to them.

The substantial immigration of Indian labourers to work on the

coffee plantations of Sri Lanka began in the 1830s and increased to a
regular flow in the early 1840s. These immigrant workers formed part

of the general movement of Indians across the seas to man the planta-

tions ofthe second British empire. In many wa>'^—and largely because

ofthe close proximity of the island to India—the movement of planta-

tion workers to Sri Lanka differed considerably from that to the other

tropical colonies, in that it was seasonal. The coffee plantations, unlike

the tea and rubber plantations of the future, did not require a large

permanent labour force. The demand for labour reached its peak
during the coffee-picking season, generally mid-August to November.
Since this coincided with the slack season on the rice fields of South
India, peasants from there were able to make an annual trip to Sri

Lanka to work on the plantations, and return to their homes in time

for the next har\^est.

At every stage the immigration from India to the West Indies and
Mauritius was rigidly controlled and carefully supervised by the im-

perial government, the East India Company in India and the receiv-

ing territories. To a large extent this close supervision was the result

of agitation in England and India by Evangelical groups.' The
gravity of the problems involved in the transition from slave to

free labour compelled these governments to intervene in a sphere of

activity which the conventional wisdom of the day placed outside the

scope ofthe state's Intimate fiinctioiis.

Faced vnldi agitationfiom theplanten in the island for the adoption

of a poUcy of state-sponsored and statOHrabsidised inmugratiosi of
plantaticm labour on tiiemodd ofMauritius and theWest Lulics, the

government ui^ged that there ivas a agmficant difference between
those examples and the immigratioii of Indian labour to Sri Lanka.
The latter, they insisted, was more aldn to the seasonal immigration

of Irish agricultufal labourers to England. The govetmnent's poHqr
was to leave the importation oflabour to the planters tfaemsehres, who
in their turn left the business in tiie csq[>abtebutunscnq^
Indian recruiting agent»^-^die kangSiiis—wben&om a system of pri-

vate enterprise in the provision ofinmiigrant labour, generally on a
seasonal basis, developed. It was inefficient and above all led to a
heavy death toll, not indeed fixxm any unusual rapacity on the part of
planters and recruiting agents but largely because ofthe j^erib ofthe

' H. Tinker, A New ^jfstm ^SUmiyi thi Export qf£idim Labour Oatrmu, tBsO"
(London, 1974}.
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trek from the coast to the plantations through malaria-infested

country.

The rapid expansion of plantation agriculture created an unpre-

cedented demand far waste lands. With several senior dvil servants

actively engaged In plantation agriculture and predisposed to help the

planters, the uigency ofthe need to provide land for the expannon of

capitalist agriculture was appreciated with greater alacrity than it

othenvise may have been. Up to 1832 waste lands at the disposal of

the crown were allotted on the land grant system, the practioe pre-

vailingin all parts ofthe empire at this time.^ The crown lands in each

colony were virtually at the disposal of the Governor and through him
of the administration in the colony. This system was inefficient and
economically wastefiil, and it had in addition the disadvantage of

breeding local vested interests which, in many colonies, resisted all

attempts at reform. The Ck>lonial Office was at this time intent on
amplifyingand systematising land sales procedure in the colonies, and
on imposing a measure of uniformity in these matters in all parts of
the empire. The guiding principles behind this uniformity were pro-

vided by the theories of Edward Gibbon Wakefield. In Sri Lanka,
however, the appUcability of Wakefieldian theory was limited by the

iact that the island was never looked upon as a settlement colony

proper; nevertheless, on the initiative of the Colonial Office, Wake-
fieldian dogma was introduced into the island in the more limited

sphere ofland sales policy, and by 1833 the prsnctple of sellii^ crown
lands by auction, as well as the idea ofa minimum upset price, were
introduced, and the land grant system was abolished. The minimum
upset price was 5 shillings an acre as in the Australian colonies. The
adherence to a predseiy defined upset price generally applicable to all

lands in the colony was prompted by faith in one of the cardinal tenets

of Wakefieldian dieory, namely that the price of land should be a
restriction sufficient to adjust the supply of land to the supply of

labour. The minimum upset price was expected also to deter specu-

lators and to afford encouragement to capitalists, usually with limited

means, who were intent on inmiediate development.

Land sales policy in Sri Lanka was motivated by the need to create

a land market for the purpose ofplantation agriculture. But while the

planters wanted land as cheaply as possible, they also wanted clarity

of tide, fixity of tenure and a precise definition of the rights of owner-

ship, all of which were essential requirements for their commercial

transactions, but which were alien to the traditional practice of the

local population, who only understood the age-old 'rights' and

* See K. M. de Silva, The Third Earl Grey and the Maintenance of an Im-
perial Foliqr on the Sale of Qown Lands in Oer^tm, e» 1839-1858*, JJLS^ S7(i)»

i9^pp.5r-80.
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practices of land use. Ordinance 13 of 1840 sought to provide some
at least of those requirements ofmodem oommeroe and land tenure,

above all to establish the point that the Grown had *a cathoUc

light to all the lands not proved to have been granted at an eailkr

period'. This was no more than a projection into an oriental situation

ofcontemporary European concepts of feudal society in general and
crown-ovegproprictorship of land. That this theory was rather coor

venient—and profitableH-^as another of its attractions, for it must
not be foigotten that every single official involved in the actual pre-

paration and amendment of tltis Ordinance had a stake in the co£fee

industry, and some of them earned a measure of notoriety as land-

speculators. Ordinance 12 of 1840 was clumsily drafted, and required

amendment almost immediately. But the amending ordinance 9 of

184 1 did not succeed in clarifying all the ambiguities, and by admi-
nistrative order (which was not embodied in legislative enactment)

the intefpretation of the ordinance was modified to the benefit of

inhabitants of the Kandyan districts, thus softening to some extent

the impact of the original ordinance in which the advantages were
overwhelmingly with the Grown in the definition of tide to land.

However defective it may have been as a legal instrument for the

purposes which it was introduced to serve, this ordinance still did not

prove an obstacle to the creation ofa land market adequate for the

purpose ofa rapidly expanding jdantation system. And this, fixr the

planters, was the main point.

By 1843 the revitalising effect ofthe co&e boom was evident in the

marked improvement in the government's revenue. The increase in

the receipts from customs dues,^ though notable in itself, was clearly

overshadowed by a phenomenal rise in the revenue derived from the

sale of waste lands for plantation agriculture. With the colony fast

outgrowing its revenue system, the Colonial Office by 1845 ^ ^®
mood for reforms in this sphere. But it was not till the end of 1846, and

in the shadow ofa devastating slump, that the first substantial changes

in the revenue system after the extraordinary success of coffee culture

in the island were planned by J. E. Tennent, the Colonial Secretary

of British Ceylon, in his pathbreaking Report on the Finances and Com-

merce ofCeylon. These were altogether more radical and systematic than

those conceived in 1845 by the Colonial Office, or indeed by Cole-

brooke in 1833. They reflected also the new mood in Whitehall where

Earl Grey, as Sccrctar)^ of State for the Colonies (1846-52), was intent

on removing 'restrictions from industry' and 'securely establishing a

system of iree trade throughout the empire . . The island's revenue

*T1ie customs revenue xose from £yQ,ooo in 1843 to ;^iio^ooo in 1845; the

revenue from land sales increased firom £19,914 in 1840 (beiiig more tlwn double

that of 1839) to i^94»ooo in 1845.
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system was dominated by indirect taxes (export and import duties)

;

and, in sharp contrast to the position in British India, land taxeswere
ofperipheral significance. What Tennent recommended was in effect

a version of the British Indian revenue system with a land tax as its

mainstay. Export and import dudes were to be either totally abolished

or sharply reduced, and fi>reign imports were to come in on the same
terms as British goods.

Tennent's report, however, could hardly have appeared at a worse
possible time. The reoessbn of 1846 was by 1847 a severe depression.

With the coffee industryfacing a grave crisis, and cinnamon seemingly

irretrievably ruined, the new Governor of the colony, Geoiige Byng,

\%x)unt Torrington, chose more caudous and conventional measures

than the introduction of a land-tax. The government proceeded to

impose a series ofnew taxes which bore heavily on the peasants and
the rest ofthe local population. Ofthesemuch the most significantwas
the Road Ordinance which became what Tennent's land-tax was to

have been, the pivot of the colony's new revenue system. All these

taxes were vexatious and irritating in their impact on the people, and
save in the case of the Road Ordinance, did not even have the ad-

vantage of yielding a substantial income. The latter however was
viewed by the people of the Kandyan areas as an attempt to revive

ri^akSnya in a most obnoxious form—compulsory labour for road

construction—£>r the benefit ofthe planters.

A blend of the visionary and the practical, Tennent's reform pro-

posalswere formulated on the basis c^a critical evaluation ofavaikble

data, and on the basis also of a coherent theoretical firamework.

Torrington's measures, on the other hand, were ad hoe devices con-

trived not so much to reform the revenue system as to cope with the

urgent problem ofbridging a budget deficit. Ifone sees this change of

focus and reordering of priorities as evidence of flagging refi»mist

enorgies, these latter were totally exhausted in the political crisb <^

the minor rebellion that erupted in 1848. The parliamentary com-
mittee ofinquiry that followed the 1848 rebellion saw the end ofan
era ofreform which began with the Golebrooke-CSameron reforms.

The ^rebellion' oj 1848

There were two centres ofdisturbance in 1848, one-—on a minor scale

—in Ck>lombo and the other in the Kandyan provinces at Mata]6 and
KurunSgala. The fact that in the Kandyan provinces the 'rdbel-

lion' occurred in regions where plantation activity was widespread

prompted many contemporary observers to suggest a causal connec-

tion between the spread ofplantation agriculture and the outbreak of

the 'rebellion'. As a result, the impact of the plantations on the
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Kandyan region (athemewhichhad hitherto been ^;nored)becaime—
in the wake of ihe 'rebeilion'—a matter of serious concern among
officials, as also did the innovative tendencies inherent in a policy that

placed so much emphasis on plantation agriculture to tiie npg^iect of

peasant agriculture.

However, the stresses created by die raind development ofplanta-

tion agriculture could not by themselves have caused the eruption of

1848. It has been argued that the plantations and British land legisia-

tion ofthe 18408 resulted in the equivalent ofan enclosure movement^
and their consequences—the disintegration of the peasant economy
and landlessness among the peasantry—cuhninated in the events of

1848. This hypothesis has a &cile plausibilitywhich up to very recent

times has given it a currency and standing which it hardly deserves.

The impact of the plantations was less destructive of the traditional

economy at this time than the 'orthodooc* theorywould have us believe,

when the land legislation did not lead to any great e^qnopriation of
peasant landholdings, and landlessness was not a serious problem.

Ifcoflfee had thrived on the mud lands required for paddy cultiva-

tion, and if plantation agriculture had succeeded in establishing itself

in the lowlands of the densely-populated Southern and Western pro-

vinces, the confrontation between the planters and the peasantsm^t
well have been both prolonged and violent. But coffee failed in the

latter regions, and established itselfeventually in the hiUs of the more
sparsely populated regions of the Central Province, where it was
planted on the hillsides away £rom the mud lands in the valleys.

It is not that there was no friction between the peasants and the

planters in theKandyan region, especially with regard to village catde

trespassing on plantations and the use and sale of waste land in the

periphery of villages. Perceptive observers had noted the gradual

disintegration of the traditional society in many parts of the old

Kandyan kingdom after the consolidation of British rule there, and
undoubtedly the breakdown was accelerated after the 18308 with the

juxtaposition of the conunercial economy of the plantations and the

traditicmal subsisteooe economy ofthe peasants. Ooe ofthe symptoms
of the resultant malaise was an increase in crime; equally significant

was the fact that much of the crime and lawlessness was due to low-

country settlers (and to a much smaller extent, Indian immigrant
labourers) who had been drawn there by the economic opportunities

provided by the plantations. A contributory factor, and one which
attracted considerable notice, was the policy of the British

government which encouraged the opening oftaverns in the Kandyan
areas, especially in the planting districts, a region noted for the social

disapproval accorded to drunkenness. But the plantations did no more
than aggravate more material grievances which accounts foe the very
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significant fact that few plantations were attacked by the Kandyans
in 1848 although they offered such tempting and vulnerable targets.

Ofthese more substantial grievances the Buddhist policy of the British

government—the attempt to dissociate the state from its formal con-

necdon with Buddhism—served to alienate the aristocracy and the

saAgha, the two most influential groups in Kandyan society. As the

natural leaders ofKandyan opinion they looked upon this as a gross

betrayal ofa solemn undertaking given at the cession of the Kandyan
kingdom. The estrangement of the ^lite might have been less harmful

to British interests at a time of crisis if the people at large had been

satisfied with British rule; but the British had done Utde or nothing

for the peasants in the Kandyan areas, a neglect which stemmed from
an excessive concentration on plantation agriculture. The result was

that every segment of the Kandyan population either nursed a sense

of grievance against the British administraUon, or had no posidve

reason to give it their support.

A scare of rebellion in 1842-3 had brought these issues, and the

Kandyan problem in general, into the limelight. A pretender (or

pretenders) to the Kandyan throne had appeared on that occasion,

but as a result of leakage of information the threatened outbreak was

nipped in the bud. These incidents should have provided ample

e^ence of a widening gap between the administration and the

people, but even if the alarming implications of this dawned on the

more intelligent civil servants, Jitde heed was paid to these symptons.

For one thing, the officials concentrated their attention too exclusively

on the beneficial effects anticipated from the success of coffee cultiva-

tion. This was much more than a matter of self-interest on the part of

dvil servants with plantation investments to protect. 1 he common
assumption, even among those who had no such investments, was that

the plantations would be the catalyst of modernisation, the basis of

a buoyant economy, and that these advantages far outweighed any

unpleasant side-effects. That the state had a reciprocal obligation to

give some minimal protection to the interests of the peasants on the

issue of land sales was not accepted, and this would have served to

create the impression among theKandyans that the civil servants were

hardly likely to be impartial arbiters in any confrontation that may
have developed between the planters and the peasants.

The government had done little for the peasants. Peasant agricul-

ture was on the decline, and the bulk of the irrigation works, not

merely in tlie Kandyan ai eas but in the Southern Province too, were

in a sad state of neglect and disrepair till the end of the 1850s. It was

natural therefore for the peasants to conclude that they were faced with

a most unsympathetic administration and one totally unconcerned

with their weliare. It is important, however, to remember that the
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blame for the neglect ofpeasant interests in the question ofland sales

does not lie widi the jdanters or witk thjc government only. The
Kandyan headmen were equally to blame. Without their conmvaao^
if not support, land in the per^hery ofvillages could not have been
declared crown property. The evidence suggests that the Kandyan
peasants suffsred asmudi firom the machinatians ofcorrupt Kandyan
headmen, whowere in the best position to understand and manipulate
the new aituatioiiy as they did from the indifference and neglect of
British officials.

The opportunity afforded by the events of 1842-3 for reappraisal

and reassessment of current policies and atdtudes was thus missed.

When, in July and August 1848, widespread opposition emerged to

Torrington*s taxes, the administration was caught unawares. It con-

fronted much the same combination offoirces thathad been atwods i^
1842-3. But now these forces were stronger and better oiganised and
intent on channelling this widespread discontent into a foolhardy

attempt to rid theKandyan regions oftheBritish presence. The leaders

did not belong to the traditional dite but were ofpeasant stock, some
ofthem hailing from the low-country. Their aim was a return to the

traditional Kandyan pattern oflifo^ which they asfnred to resuscitate
bymakingone oftheirnumber king. The force that insinred thesemen
was the traditionalist nationalismofthe Kandyans, a form ofnational-

ism pdes apartfrom that ofthe twentieth centurybut still nationalism

for that.

Two points concerning the rebellion of 1848 need emphasis. One of

these is the contrast with the Great Rebellion of 1817-1 8. This earlier

rising was the nearest approach to a 'post-pacification' revolt that

developed, a great crisis ofcommitment which affected thecommunity
at large. The 'rebellion' of 1848, on the other hand, was confined to a
much narrower r^on of the country and never involved the com-
munity at large to anywhere near the same extent as the Great

Rebellion. This might be explained partly at least by the swiflness

with which it was put down, and this in turn to the roads which had
been originally built for precisely such a contingency as this. The
second point is even more interesting. The riots of 1848 were by no
means confined to the Kandyan r^on. There was an urban dis-

turbance in Colombo, and here occurred for the first time a deliberate

attempt to introduce to Sri Lanka society the current ideas of Eu-
ropean radicalism. It is curious, however, that precisely such a fusion—'Sinhalese traditionalism' and radical ideology borrowed from

Europe—made the mass nationalism of the years around 1956 so

potent a force. A century was to pass before the fusion was attempted,

and when it succeeded few turned back to memories of 1848,wh^ the
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two forces had appeared together for the first time» as movements with
some likeness but with no mutual ooinniiCtion.

One ofthe main immediate consequences of the Rebellion' of 1848
was the reiq[ypraisal by the British government of its Buddhist policy*

largely because it was recognised as having contributed to the aliena-

tion of the Kandyan aristocracy and the bhikkkus, the natural and
traditional leaders of Kandyan opinion: their fears for the safety of

Buddhism had affected other classes of Kandyan society. After the

rebellion there was a reluctance to proceed further with that policy for

fear of aggravating the sense of grievance that prevailed among the

Kaodyans. Further, the departure of Stephen no doubt faciUtated the

conversion of the Colonial Office to the view that the policy of

complete dissociation from Buddhism was *not consistent with the

spirit ofour engagements to the people ofCeylon. . . .* Thus after 1848

the Buddhist policy of the Colonial Office became noticeably less

rigid and Evangelical than it had been before. Although still insisting

on a dissociation of the state from Buddhism, it conceded that there

was an obligation to initiate and supervise the performance ofspecified

legal functions, especially with regard to the Buddhist tcmporaUties.

The missionaries were dissatisfied with this compromise, but the

Colonial Office backed the Governor, Sir George Anderson, in his

poHcy of moderation.

Although the compromise settlement of 1852-3 was unsatisfactory

from the missionaries' point of view, it was nevertheless true that they

had won a significant victory for they had, through the controlled

appHcation of pressure, brought the age-long connection ofBuddhism
with the rulers of Sri Lanka to an end. Their triumph was the more
significant for having been won in spite of the resolute opposition of

the Sri Lanka government. It was also the only issue on which the

missionary groups showed any sort ofunity.
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A PLANTATION ECONOMY
1850-1910

The consolidation and expansion of the plantation sector is the central

theme of the economic history of Sri Lanka in the second half of the

nineteenth century.^ In the mid-nineteenth century the ascendancy of

the coffee industry—fully recovered from the depression of 1847-8

—

seemed to be so conspicuous as to present convincing evidence of a

trend towards monoculture (either the cultivation or the export ofone

crop exclusively) in the plantation sector of the island's economy. But

this was not to be. The coffee industry went through the normal suc-

cession ofpeaks and troughs to which any plantation product is subject

over a period offour decades, but more dramatically it withered away
never again to recover. Moreover, throughout these decades there was
the unobtrusive but steady expansion of coconut cultivation to the

point where it offered a potential challenge to the pre-eminence of

coffee in terms of the area covered by coconut plantations, if not in

regard to the volume of revenue and profits from the industry\ At the

same time, from the late 1860s tea and cinchona established footholds

in the plantation districts and soon ceased to be merely experimental

crops. Throughout this period they remained in the shadow of the

giant coffee industry, but both demonstrated their viabiHty as com-
mercial ventures and their potential for future development. Never-

theless, in the period from 1850 to 1880 the coffee industry had such a

preponderant position in the economy that thb chapter is best intro-

duced by a review of the main phases in the development of that .

industry in these decades. This is all the more necessary because the

coffee industiy was always the pace-setter in plantation agriculture,

and during the period of its ascendancy it was the catalyst ofmodern-
isation. Almost every saUent feature of modem Sri Lanka may be
traced back to the coffee era.

In the course of the early 1850s coffee culture became once more a
profitable commercial venture. We have seen in the previous chapter

how scores of plantations had changed hands during the crisis of

1847-8 at very low prices, and their new owners were able to start

offwithout the crippling burden oftheir predecessors' debts.Although

^ See Michael Roberts and L. A. Wickremeratne, UCHC, 111, pp. 89-x 18.
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oofifee prices never attained the heights they had reached in the early

l&IMy there was an adequate if not substantial nuugin of profit be-

cause of unproved techniques of producdon and management The
expanirion setm motion by the stimulus ofrising prices and increased

demand might have been swifter in the five years (1850-5) of Sir

Greorge Anderson's administradon, ifhe had not been so inhibited by
his instructions to establish *an equilibrium in the island finances*.

There were three things that the planters sought from any colonial

govwBor: first,*generousgovernment eiqienditure on the improvement
of ooanaunications; secondly, state-sponsored immigration of Indian

laboorara and, along with this, increased welfare measures for these

immigrants; and finally, the ready availability of crown land for

plantations. The order ofpriority they attached to these requirements

dq^onded on the circumstances ofthe day. Anderson's cautious finan-

cial policy was anathema to them. Backed by the unanimous support

of the press, the planters launched a vigorous campaign against the

stringent economies in government expenditure which were the key-

note of his administration.' Anderson's prudence, however distastefiil

to the planters, was not entirely without benefit to the colony's eco-

nomy^ &xc the surpluses he accumulated enabled Sir Henry Ward,
whose appointment as Governor in 1855 marks the start ofa period of
remarkable prosperity and expansion in the coffee industry, to adopt
a more confident note than had been possible for Anderson. It could

also be said that *the coffee industry' was in need of a period of quiet

consolidation afier the trauma of the depression of 1847-8, before

bemg able to cope with another phase of expansion; Anderson's
restraints on government expenditure on roads and bridges were oon«
ducive to this process of oonsolidadon, even if the planting com*
munity was in no mood to appreciate its benefits.

The crux of the problem in the planters' view was that communica-
don between the interior and the coast had become uncertain, cosdy

and inadequate. The existing roads formed part of the lines of com-
munication developed by Barnes in the 1820s for strategic and security

purposes. To these there had been a few haphazardly-made additions,

but there had been no attempt ata major overhaul ofthe roads—much
less the construction ofnew roads into the more inaccessible plantation

distzicts. Anderson himself had made one of the few noteworthy

additions to the system—the road from the Ginigathena gap to

Yatiyantota, constructed in the hope of facilitating the transport of

coffee from Ambagamuva and Kotniale to the Kalani river and thence

by boat to Colombo. The road system as it then existed was totally

inadequate to meet the needs ofthe plantations, and a cofiee industry

* In 18I54 they fbnned the Gq^loa Frinten* AMociation. Its motto wai 'Agttat^
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pcHied on the veige ofanother period ofcxpainion was in danger of

being stifled as a result This Ward understood. Taking advantage of
an expanding revenue and the surpluses accumulated by his pre-

decessory he adopted eneigetic measures fyc the extension of tibe

eadsdng roads and the oonstrucdon of new roads fixr the spcdSc
purpose of serving the plantations. Between 1855 and i860 he spent

over £1 million on the construction of roads and bridges. On hb
departure from the island he left 3,000 miles ofroads in good rqiair,

and all the major roads were adequately bridged. Neverthdcss the

roads could bardy keep pace with the pressures imposed on them in

transporting increasingly larger quantities of oofifee produced by a
rapdlyexpanding cofifee industry.A railwaywas clearly necessary. As
early as 1845 diore had been plans for a private company to finance

the construction ofa railway ficom the coast to the plantation districts,

but this venture proved to be beyond the capacity ofprivate investors

in the island and was not suffidendy attractive to fbrdgn (Le. British)

capital. Ward took stqps to make the railway a reaHty, as a state

enterprise; much ofthe essential preliminary woric—the surveyi^ esd-

mates and contracts—^was in the process of preparatioDy if not com-
pletion, before he left the island.

In 1858 there occurred, under Ward's direction, a radical departure

&am the established policy on Indian immigration. The principle of

state supervision c£ the inmiigration of Indian labourers was at last

accepted. The new policy was not the success it was eacpected to be

—

it did not end the seasonal shortages oflabour on the estates—^but to

some extent this may be explained by the entry ofa new factor which
tended to upset all calculations: the laying of the railway line from

Ck)lombo to Kandy which offered another source of employment to

the immigrant labourers. Again, under Ward the Surveyor-General's

department was able to secure its quota ofcompetent surveyors at long

last, with the result that crown lands suitable for plantation agriculture

were made more readily available to the plzmters than had been the

practice in the past. Nevertheless a cadastral survey of the island, the

lack ofwhich had greatly hamj>ered the efficient sale of crown lands

in the previous decades, \vas still beyond the capacity' of the Surveyor-

General's department to provide despite the increase in its cadre of

sur\^eyors (indeed this cadastral survey remained an aspiration which
never materialised during the whole period of British rule in the

island)

.

During Ward's administration the coffee industry enjoyed a period

of expansion comparable to that in the years 1845-7. ^^57

acreage under plantation coffee had increased to 80,950 (it was 50,000

in 1847) while there were over 48,000 acres owned by peasant cul-

tivators. Besides, culdvation was expanding into the forest-clad moun-
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taxDS ofDunbula, the xc^aa around Adam's and into the forests

ofHaputal6 (in Ova). Although the coffee boom contmued into the

early years of the administration of Ward's suooessor. Sir Charles

MacCiurthy, there was a reversion to the strinigent economies that

characterised Anderson's regime, and road constnictioa and main-
tenancewas reduced to a minimum, while a succession ofdroughts and
niq^feoedented floods contributed to a swift deterioradon of the roads

serving the plantations. All the whilemider the stimulus offered by the

consolidation ofcoffee prices at about 54 shillings a hundredweight for

plantation coffee, and 40 shillings for peasant ooSke, the area mider

ooifee culdvadon kept advancing steadily, thus increaang pressure on
the essting roads and areating the need for further inves

construction.

But MacGarthy's sights were set on the construction of the railway

to Kandy, and he would not be diverted from this to what he r^^arded

as matters of lesser importance, such as investment on roads. He set

about piling up surpluses to pay off the debts incurred in constructing

the raiOway, and the Cblonial Office for its part was mainly interested

in msiiring that the colony paid an enhanced military contribution.

Accustomed to the spacious days ofWard's administration, the plant*

m were eaasperated by MacGarthy's policies, and their firustration

was aggravated by the CSolonial Office's single-minded pursuit of an

ilfcrease in the military contribution. A campaign was launched under

the aegis of the planting community, both within the Lcgisladve

Council and outside it, for enhanced government expenditure on roads,

la the Legislative Coimcil they dramatised their dissatisfaction by
strenuously opposii^ the military payment to the imperial exchequer,

and by raising a demand for the control of the colony's finances by
tfie unofficial members ofthe Legislative Council.

This review of the recovery and e9q)ansion of coffee cultivation in

the two decades after 1847-8 has emphasised the importance of the

development of transport facilities as a foctor in the process. The
setback which occurred in 1866 drew attention to another vital ele-

ment in plantation agriculture—capitaL Techniques of cultivation

had improved markedly since the first experimental phase of the early

1840s, but the financing ofcoffee cultivation and production was still

as haphazard and speculative as it had ever been. Although very

little foreign capital was invested in the island's plantations, the events

of 1866 showed that it could nevertheless make the difference between
viabiUty and failure in lean years. In 1866 the plantations in the island

suffered losses because of their dependence on the London money
market at a time when investors were increasingly wary of plantation

agriculture in the Indian sub-continent; and by the failure of banks

whose losses elsewhere brought down their branches in the island.
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However^ the dqiresnon of 1866 wasmuch milder In

ecQDomy than lliat of 1847-B, and mthin a year the damage was
repaired, to the extent that between 1867 and 1871 the area under
coffee increased by 35,000 acres, chiefly in Ova and Sabaragamuva
but in other regions as welL Ckx^e planters turned once more to the

Southern Province, but this time to die mountainous Moravak KoralS
within easy reach ofOva and Sabaragamuva. Because rail transport

had led to a striking reduction in transport costs a price generally -

around 54 shillings a hundredwdght was sufficient to sustain the

momentum for expansion.

In the last years ofSir Hercules Robinson's administration, and in

the whole period ofSir William Gr^r/s, coffee cultivatioa enjoyed

its lastand longest speHofunbroken prosperity. In the 1870s itreached

its zenith. The area under plantation oofifee rose from about 196,000

acres in 1871-2 to about 273,000 in 1878 and dropped to around

256,000 in 1881. The eaqport crop had reached i miUkm cwt Ibr the

&rst time in 1868. Similarly prices reached unprecedented heights in

this decade. In 1875-9^ annual average was around 109 shilMngi

per cwt Increased exports swelled the coffers ofthe state, and budget
surpluses were used to eaqpand the network ofroads and railways. In

1871 the railway was extended from Kandy to Navalapitiya diroug^
PMdeniya, and in the late 18708 its continuation to Nanu-cyya was
planned, as well as the construction ofa branch tine from Kaoidy to

Matale. On the coast a southward expansion to Kalutara was pro-

posed. With the opening of the Suez Canal there was a noticeable

increase in the number of ships calling at Galle and CSolombo, and
faced with the choice of developing one of these as the island's main
port, Gregory decided on Colombo. The development of the harbour
there was the last link in the comprehensive communications netwodc

of the coffee era, but it is ironical that before work on Colombo har-

bour was completed the ooffee age had come to an end.

A leafdisease

—

hemileia vasbratrix—was the undoing ofcoffee culture

in the island. It had first appeared at Madulsima as early as 1869;

over the next decade it spread rapidly and relentlessly into every other

cofifee district. Soaring coffee prices encouraged planters to expand
production even when it was obvious that the leafdisease had led to a
perceptible reduction of production per acre. Coffee planters felt no
appr^ension that the industry was stricken by a mortal ailment.

There was abundant faith in its resilience, and hope that improved

techniques of pruning and manuring, and the introduction of more
disease-resbtant varieties of coffee, would save the day. But these

expectations proved too sanguine. From the beginning ofthe 18808 the

decline was swift and almost totaL The cofifee plantations in Ov%
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seemingly more resistant to the disease than those elsewhere, survived

into the 18908 but these too eventually succumbed.

The last quarter of the nineteenth century saw an astonishing re-

covery ofthe plantation economy firom the near-bankruptcy to which
it seoned destined when the coffee industry collapsed. The three

decades finom 1880 to 1910 maik a period of sustained growth in the

plantation sector ofthe economy which matched if it did not surpass

that achieved in the coffee era. It is in these years that the pattern of
an overwhelming dominance of three major plantation crops (tea,

rubber and coconut in descending order ofimportance) in the island's

economy was established and which has survived in the face of all

efforts to diversify the economyand to reduce its dq)endenceon them.
Ofthese crops tea and rubber (butmore especially die latter) emeiged
into faSL bloom after the collapse ofcoffee. Coconut on the other hand
has a kmger history as a plantation crop in British times.

Statistical infi)rmation on all aspects ofthe island's economy in the

nineteenth century is scanty and often unreliable as well. Those
rdating to the coconut industry are scantier and more unreliable than
most others. Nevertheless itwould appear that in the second halfofthe
nineteenth century the escpansion of the area under coconut was as

noteworthy as the establishment of the tea industry. Hie rapid ex-

pansion of the coconut industry had begun in the late 18508, but the

pace had been acoderated in the i86os; the acreage went up from

about 350,000 in the i86os to about 850,000 in the first decade ofthe
twentieth century. Much of the expansion had occurred befbi^e the

collapse of coffee, although the ruin of the coffise industry may well

have contributed to this esctensbn of the area under coconut. It is a
point worth noting that the sale of crown lands to Sri Lankans Sat

coconut cultivation increased by over 200 to 300 per cent in the North-

western Province during the 1880s, in complete contrast to trends

elsewhere in the island. The acreage under coconut constituted 37
per cent of the total area under cultivation in 1871 (more than the

area under coffee which accounted for about 21-33 per cent); it

increased to 41 per cent ofthe total cultivated area in igoo (when tea

was 20 per cent and paddy 32 per cent) . The main centre ci"coconut

cultivation was the south-west littoral, especially the coconut triangle

CSolombo-Kurunflgala and Chilaw; coconut cultivation was of im-

portance in the economies of all coastal districts, including the Jaffna

peninsula in the north and Batticaloa in the east. It was much the

largest single agricultural product in the ^\ csicrn and North-Westem
Provinces, and a major crop in the Southern Province.

There are four noteworthy points with r^;ard to the coconut in-

dustry. Ofthese the first and most important was the dominance in it
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oflocal capitalists, mamty kw-oountry Sinhalesey vnik a qninkling of
indigenous Tamib. In the early 1880B only about 30,000 acres were
under European ownership; and while European planters becaflie

interested in coconut in^ mid-iBgos, thdr investment seldom rose

above 5 per cent ofthe total. As with other plantation products, how-
ever, iLe processing and shipping of coconut pioducts was largely

controlled by British commercial houses. The predominance of the

local capitalists in coconut cultivation is partly explained fay the fiict

that it required much less capital investment than cofiee or tea, and
the maintenance ofcoconut plantations was also simplerand cheaper.

As a result—and this is the second pdnt—the greater part of the

area under coconut was under smallholdings, otoi at the expeaaat of

paddy. Thirdly, coconut cultivation required much less labour than
cofifee, and &r less than tea (about one labourer for each to acres of

coconut on the larger plantations,whereas for tea the requirementwas
as much as one per acre). Besides, this labour was often indigenous

—

the coconut plantations were more closely intertwined with the eco-

nomies of neighbouring villages tihan co^ or tea plantatioBS. Both
plantations ami smallholdings—in coconut—affiirded villagers part-

time enq>loyment which could be conveniently fitted into the cultiva-

tion patterns on thetr paddy fields and ekAias, Fourthly, as with other
plantation crops, coconut culdvation abo provided a stimulus to the

extension ofroad and railway communications. The constructkm of

the southern railway to Matara between 1877 and 1895, the line to

N^mbo (1907-9) and beyond to Ghilaw and Puttalam later on,

and the railway to Jaf&a through KurunSgala (i894-1905) owed a
great deal to agitation fix>m coconut producers—this was especially so

with regard to the N^gombo-CSiilaw-Puttalam extensions.

The planters turned to tea and cinchona to fill the void in the

plantation sector caused by the collapse of coffee. Of these dnchoaia

appeared to prosper for a while but failed within a short time. Tea, on
the other hand, survived to become the bedrock of the island's eco-

nomy by the last decade of the nineteenth century,' a position which
it still holds. It is important to note that neither the origin nor the

early popularity of tea and cinchona had much connection with the

demise ci'coffee culture. Tea cultivation in Sri Iianka, as distinguished

from amateurish experimentation, had begun in the 1860s after the

widespread impression that tea could not be grown in the island bo-

cause of its proximity to the equator had been dispelled. The interest

in tea cultivation was part of a wider attempt by coffee planters to

introduce a variety ofother crops which could be conveniently grown

On the early yean of tibe tea industry lee L. A. Widoanentne^ The ertab*

Eshment of the tea industry in Geyloa: the fint phaw^ e. 1870 to c 1900*, QUfHSS,

nA, VI(2), 197a, pp. 131-59*
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aknignde coffee at no great additional cost. Interest in cinchona had
much in common with that in tea, and in contemporary eyes its fiiture

potential was virtually on a level with that oftea.

In the 18708 the prospects for cofifee appeared to be so bright that

conditions were not conducive to amajor shift ofenterprise fixnn coffee

to tea« And yet there was an extension ofthe acreage under tea at this

time, so that by the 18808 there were 14,000 acres under tea, ofwhich
6,000 were in the Central Province. Economic conditions were rather

more fitvourable for cinchona cultivation. Traditionally cinchona was

inteiplanted with coffee; it cost less to produce than cofifee and so did

not tax the capital resources of the planter unduly. Moreover, cin-

chonawas a scarce conunodity in the world marlcet, where the idand's
product enjoyed a reputation for quality. By 1878, when the coffee

disease had spread very extensively, the pxice of i ounce of cinchona

had risen to 12;. 6^. By 1883 the acreage under cinchona rose (fiom

a mere 500 in the 18708) to 65,000. But its potential for expansion was
limited by two fiictors: the demand for it was inelastic; and the tree

grew best at elevations over 4,000 feet. The first of these was a much
more formidable constraint than the second, as was demonstrated

when increased production in Sri Lanka and Java precipitated a
.disastrous drop in prices fiom 125. 6</. in 1878 to I shilling through

the 1890S. The planters turned to other and more profitable crops.

By 1900 cinchona was a minor crop with only 4,000 acres standing.

(It had been reduced to an even lower status than cocoa which was
also tried in this period, unsuccessfully, as a substitute fiir coffee.)

Tea survived and pnMpered. Unlike cinchona and cocoa, it could

be cultivated at a greater range of altitudes than coffee (from about

1,000 to 6000 feet, with the best growing at around 4,000), while the

heavy tropical rainfall, which constandy endangered the coffee crop

at critical stages of its growth, actually increased production of tea.

Until about 1800 nearly four-fifths of the tea sold on the London
market was obtained from a traditional source, China. Indian sup-

pliers provided the rest. At this time there was an increasing demand
for tea in the British markets as a stimulating non-alcoholic drink, and
its price kept risiiii^ in response. Within a decade China's share of the

tea market had dropped to what India's supply had once been, and
Sri Lanka benefited from this astonishing reversal of fortunes as much
as India herself. In both Sri Lanka and India there was a notable

increase in the area planted in lea. The expansion in Sri Lanka was as

much as 20,000 acres a year up to about 1897. By 1890 the value of tea

exports was far greater than that ofany other crop; at the turn of the

century tea accounted for Rs 53.7 million (and coconut products

Rs 16.3 millionj of the island's total export earnings ofaround Rs 90.8

million.

19
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Test vna the plantation crop par utedUaee. Its effide&t production

and processing called fixr heavy capital investment in laige factories

and expensive machinery. As a mult smaHholdeis ^yed a mmch
more restricted role in the cultivation oftea llian in ooflfee or coconut,

and none at all in the processing oftea. The pattern oflabour utilisa-

tion on tea plantations was also notably different jfrom that on co&x
and coconut estates. On theco^ estates the demand for labour was
seasonal, and so the maintenance ofa large permanent labour finroe

was not warranted, and the vast majority ofthe seasonal immigrants
returned to their homes each year after the coflfee harvest In contrast

the labour requirements on tea plantations were more exacting and
were continuous throug^iout the year. The maintenance of a per-

manent supply oflabour was now a prime necessity. Since Sinhalese

labourwasjust as averse to work on the tea plantations (perhs^moro
so in view of the year-round demand) as on die ooflfee - estates, the

reliance on immigrant Indian labour continued and was rejaforoed.

More important, there was now a change in the pattern ofimmigra-
tion. In the two decades 1880-1900 (during which teawas sucoessfiilly

established as a commercial crop) migration increase &r exceeded
natural increase in the iBland's population. The plantation wodkecs

were becoming permanent residents rather than seasonal migrants,

thus introducing a new dement of plurality into the island's multi-

racial society, and one which was to have i^tolbund consequences finr

the future.

By the early 1890s profit margins in tea had begun to decline, and
prices as well. This latter was a reflection ofa fall in theper capita con-

sumption of tea in the United Kingdom at a time of world-wide

dqiression. The decline in prices was accelerated by a rapid increase

in tea production outside Sri Lanka. The fall in prices continued till

1905, but a crisis was reached by about 1897, in which year the

planting of new acreagqi ceased altogether. The depression in prfees

was to have far-reaching consequences for the plantation economy in

Sri Lanka. Of these consequences the first concerns the tea industry

itself, in the organisation of planting activity. In the late 1890s indi-

vidual ownership ofplantations was quite common ifnot the rule. But
as a result of the slump, there was greater emphasis on better manage-
ment of production to improve quality, as well as a significant increase

in mechanisation, all ofwhich compelled an aggregation of individual

plantations into units of large combinations controlled by companies.

The number of individual estate proprietors was quite small by the

end of the second decade of the twentieth century. The tea industry

was better able to respond to the increase in prices after 1905. The
market for tea remained buoyant till the outbreak of the First World

War, as part of the general upward movement of coumiodity prices.
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The acreage under tea was reduoed> and the output too, but the

emphasis was on quality teas for which prices were high. Thus the

recovery of the tea industry was due to two &ctQr8: the emphasis on
quality in production, and the economies of scale inherent in large

plantations servedbydSdentmanagementand increasing mechanisa-

tion.

The second of the consequences of the depression in prices in the

last decade of the nineteendi century was the search alternative

crops. Coconut was conveniently at hand, and attracted British and
European planters and investors to a much greater extent than in the

past But the most striking development in this search for alternative

crops was the emeigence ofrubber as the third of the island's major

plantation products. Rubber had been introduced into the island in

1877, and survived as an experimental crop, mainly on small plantar

tkms. By the iSgos many British planters as well as enterprising Sri

Lankans were impressed with the possibilities ofgrowing rubber on a
commercial basis. The area ofcultivation, which was at first confined

to the Kalutara district, began to spread in other parts of the low-

country (mainly below tiie i500-ft. contour) in the Western, Central

and Southern Provinces. The swift rise in prices served as an incentive

to expansion of cultivation, and with the development of the motor

industry the rapid growth of the rubber plantations was clearly

assured.

Smallholders took to rubber production from the beginning, and
by 1910 controlled about one^fiitii ofthe acreage. The net effect ofthe

introduction of rubber production was to briqg large parts of the

traditional sector in the Western, Southern and Central Provinces into

the export economy. The rubber booms of 1905-10 induced many
smallholders to convert their properties into rubber plantations. Very

little foreign captal was involved in the developtnent of the island's

rubber industry, and the major participants in the establishment

rubber plantations were the tea companies and the indigenous capi-

talist dass. Like the tea plantations, the rubber estates required a larjge

permanent labour force, although tiiey were not so labour-intensive as

, the former. But in contrast to the tea plantations, rubber estates were

able to attract local, village labour to a considerable extent.

While the expansum ofthe rubber industry in the period covered

by this chapter and its capacity to attract capital helped to mitigate

the effects of the slump in the tea industry, its real significance lay

elsewhere and was not confined to a mere gn>wth in volume. By 1910

rubber had rqilaced coconut as the largest export product of the

island after tea. This change became a permanent feature of the

economy.
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Transfomation ofike ecommjf

Looking back from 1910 over the sixty years covered by this chapter,

one is struck by the remarkable transformation in the island's eco-

nomy. One aspect of this has been mentioned earlier, namely that the

pattern of the island's economic development, with three major prod-

ucts dominating the modern plantation sector and the economy as a
whole, was established. This has survived to the present day, despite

all attempts at changing it. There is little doubt that the development
of the plantations enabled the coimtry to achieve a modest break-

through towards prosperity in the nineteenth century, and while this

prosperity was not evenly distributed either geographically or through

all strata of society, some of it did seep through to nearly all classes of

the people. We have no reliable statistics for computing the growth-

rate over much of the period, especially in the coffee era, but all the

evidence available indicates that economic growth was sustained at a
substantial level throughout the period. The growth of the economy
in the years 1 880-1910 was probably much more soHd. The specta-

cular advance in communications by sea in the late nineteenth century
broui^ht down transport costs while at the same time speeding up the

process of transport. The railway within the country had much the

same effect. It hsis been shown that some of the tropical countries must
undoubtedly have matched the per capita growth of the gross domesdc
product in Western Eiu^ope (i.o to 1.5 per cent) over these years, and
SriLanka was certainly one ofthese because ofthe rapidity with which
the plantation sector expanded in the three decades after the collapse

of the pioneering coffee industry. The modem sector of its economy
was much larger in relation to the traditional sector than was the case

in many other tropical colonies. Despite the rapid growth of popula-

tion, both by natural increase and immigration (the rate ofpopulation

growth was one of the highest in Asia in the nineteenth century), the

ratio ofpopulation to available and potential land resources was more
&vourab]e than in British India or Egypt. The expansion of eaqxxrli

raised the national inoome per head of population between 1880 and
1910; it was a solid foundation which might have led to sd^sustaining

growth if tropical trade did not suffisr a thirty-year depression after

the First World War.* It was hi^ enough at this stage to give Sri

Lanka a standard ofliving well ahead ofthat in the rest ofSouth Asia
and most ofSouth-East Asia, with the possible caccq>tion ofSingapore

and parts ofthe Federated Malay States.

Iftheplantation sectorofSri Lanka'seconomywas larger inrdallon

to the traditional sector than in most tropical ccdonies, the inters

^W. Arthur Lewis (ed.). Tropical development^ 1880-1^13: Studies in Ecorunm -

frognm (London, 1970) ; see particularly tfie edilor't introductioii.
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ooonecttoii betwieen the two sectors was also much stronger. At every

stage segments ofdie mdjgenoiis population particqaated in plantatioh

agriculture. Local aqpitalists had a share in coffeeand tea, were rather
more were predominant In coconut. Small-

holders (largely peasants) controlled up to one^third of the acreage

under cofifee at any given phase of that industry's devebpment.
Although their oontiilmtion to thegrowth and expansion oft»
a more modest scale, theywere influential in rubber and evenmm so

in coconut. The point to be emphasised is that the indigenous planters

—capitalists, smallholders and peasants—^played a much more pro-

minent role in plantation agriculture than their counterparts in most
other tropical colonies in South-East Asia. While labour on the planta-

tions was predominantly Indian, it was never exclusively so; indi-

genous labour on the plantations varied with the nature of the crop

produced and the locality in which the plantation lay, being much
greater in coconut and rubber than in coffee, and far less in tea than

in coSbCj and much more in the low-country and parts of Sabaraga-

muva than in the Central Province and Ova. Again, some of the

services on the plantations and specialised functions were performed

almost entirely by the Sinhalese. These included clearing of the forests

for plantations and the transport of produce fiom the plantations to

the ports. Till the introduction of the railway, transport was a
Sinhalese monopoly, both as regards the workers and the ownership

of the carts. The planters made several efforts to bring the transp>ort

ofcoffee under thdr own controland to break the hold ofthe Sinhalese

in this enterprise, but none of their ventures so much as got off to a
start. (Sinhalese expertise in transport, developed through the carts

in the coffee era, flourished in the first half of the twentieth century

in the form of domination of road transport, both motor buses and
lorries.) Grovemment expenditure on roads, ports and railways was
intended to benefit the planters mainly, but by their very nature

these component elements of a modern transport network served to

strengthen the connection between the plantation sector and the

traditional sector of the economy.

Economic growth was steady and noticeable. But it was also lop-

sided. British agency houses and banks had a dominant interest in the

economy. Their control over the processing and export of plantation

crops was all but total, even if they did not liave a similarly com-
prehensive hold on production in the plantations, especially in coffee,

rubber and coconut. The trend towards the increasing control of the

agency houses over the plantation industry was accelerated with the

extension of tea production, and became even more pronounced in

the years after the First World War. From the beginning, an intimate

connection was established between the colonial government in the
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island, and the Bridsh-oontroUed aqxnt sector of the economy. The
corollary of this was a comparative n^lect of the traditional sector,

a theme which will be treated bdow in a 8q>arate chapter.

One aspect ofthis lopHndeddevelopment has been rdorred toearto
—the dependence ofthe plantations on Indian labour. We have seen

how the special labour requirements of the tea plantations led to a
qualitative change in the natureofIndian immigration. Buthereagain
diis was an acceleration of a trend which had emerged in the last

phase ofthe coffise industry. In 1871 and 1881 there were respec^vdy

123,000 and 195,000 'resident* workers on the plantations. By 1891

this had increased to 235,000. Many of these were now pennanent
settlers, that is to say they had ceased to be merely seasonal im-
migrants. It was not die plantations alone which rdied on immigrant
Indian labour. Theywere employed in road-building, in the construe^

tion ofthe railways, and in the harbour, as wdl as in much hard, un-

pleasant and tedious woik in the towns. An urban and plantation

proletariat had emerged, but one confined to plantation 'gfaettos' and
the less desirabte areas ofthe towns, and cut offfitmi the localpop^^
tion by language and culture. Sri Lanka's Indian problem in its

modem form had emerged.

And finally there is die complex question of land and population.

The plantations and British land l^slation 6[ the coffise era are

believed to have resulted in the equivalent ofan enclosure movement,
with its predictable consequences—^the disintegration of the peasant

economy, landlessness among the peasants and social discontent,

especially in the Kandyan areas. The soUdsmdies in depthofthe eco-
nomic history of Sri Lanka in the nineteenth century, through which
these theories and hypotheses could be tested, have only just begun.

The statistical infinmation is meagre and fiur firom reliable. Never-

theless, our knowledge of these processes has increased considerably

in recent times. Up to the dqrasion of 1847^, 250,000 acres ofland

had been sold, mosdy to European coffee planters, in the Central

Province, the heartland ofthedd Kandyan kingdom. Although a few
Sinhalese did obtain some of this land, the vast bulk of it ended in

British hands. Many ofthese British purchasers were qieculators. But
the crisis of 1847-^ put an end to this phase ofdevdopment and land

speculation. Speculative purchases of crown lands were much less

after 1850, since much of the expansion ofcofifee culture was on lands

thathad been sokl earlier. In thesecond halfofthe nineteenth century,
there was a remaricable change in regard to the purchase of waste

lands fixmi the crown. During the period 1868-1906 *non-£uropeans'

bought 72 per cent of the crown lands sold in Sri Lanka. Althou^
these 'non-Europeans* were not necessarily all Sinhalese or indigenous

Tamils, these two groups—and especially the Sinhalcae^Hwe the
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main buyers.'^ Secondly, the laigest number of sales were of small

allotments. Thirdly, sales of crown lands were not confined to the

Kandyan areas but covered all parts of the island. The Central Pro-

vince and Cva apart, most ofthe crown lands in other areas were sold

to 'non-Europeans*. In this thrivuig land maiket planterswere not the
only buyers. Smallholders were a key elemenl^ even if they did not

dominate the market. Norwere sales confined to crown lands ; peasant

holdings in villages and the partition and sale of j&eehold property

{paraom pangu) became increasingly important Indeed, a good deal

of the expansifln of plantations occurred on lands junvately owned,
and fipeely sold for the purpose.

To what extent did land sales of plantations act as a constraint on
peasant agriculture? Ifone were to confine one's answer to the coffee

era proper, and the Kandyan area and especially the CSentral Pro-

vince, it would appear that there was an adequate supply ofland in

the periphery of the villages for the potential cidtivation needs of the

immediate fiiture. The population ofthe CSentral Province in the mid-
1850S has been estimated at 150,000, and on this computation the

peasants ofthe Central Province had quite adequate resources ofland

fiir paddy cultivation and for chinas during the coffee era, Le. e. 1830

to e, 1880, despite the fiu;t that the population more than doubled

in the same period and despite the conversion ofat least 50,000 acres

ofdOm into 'native* coffee.* Nor must it be forgotten that much ofthe

cacpsatsaion ofcultivation In coffee in the years fiom 1880 to 1880 was
away finom the Central Province^ into Ova and Sabaragamuva where
vast unbroken tracts ofvirgin forests (as in Haputale and the Wilder-

ness ofthe Peak^ inmountainous regions, with littie or no population,

were brought into cultivation. When the ooflfee industry collapsed in

these areas, tea and cinchona took its place.

It was with rubber and coconut that a new trend emerged, the

exjpsamm of plantation agrculture into the low-country, relatively

more densely populated than the Kandyan areas—into the Kalutara

district, the south-west and north-west littoral, and parts <xf the in-

terior bordering on Sabaragamuva. If at the end of the nineteenth

century the land-population ratio was becoming unfavourable in any
part ofthe country, it was not in the Central Ftovince and Ova but in

the plantation districts of the low-country. One must remember too

that Sri Lanka's population explosion is not a twentieth-century

* P. Ptebles, *The IWuisfonnation of a Golonial BKte-^e Mudafiyais of

Nineteendi CSentury Ge^on* (luqnibUahed raj>. thesis, Univemty of Chicago^

1973). See particularly Qiapter VI, pp. 236-8.
• L. R. U. Jayawardcna, 'The Supply of Sinhalese Labour to Ceylon Planta-

tions, 1830—1930' (unpublished ph.d. thesis, University of Cambridge, 1963).
^ Named after the extensive hilly area in Derbyshire, England, which it was

tiqppowd to resemble.
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phenomenon. It had its beginnings in the middle of the nineteenth

century. In 1824 the pK>pulation was a mere 851,940; by 191 1 it had
reached 4,106,300. Undoubtedly the immigration of Indian labourers

was one clement in this increase, but the rate of natural increase was
among the highest in Asia. This natural increase was greater in the

low-country than in the Kandyan areas. The increase by itselfwould
have led to greater pressure on land resoiuces, but these were gener-

ally adequate to absorb it without resort to any substantial move-
ments ofinternal migration. Not that there was no internal migration:

the plantations attracted not merely immigrant plantation workers

from South India, but local people as well—traders, craftsmen, tech-

nicians of various sorts, and carters to townships and market centres

serving the plantations, not to mention others who came into newly-

opened plantation regions to secure a modest niche in traditional sub-

sistence agriculture in the periphery of the plantations. In the Chilaw

district in the late nineteenth century the success of coconut cultiva-

tion led to a movement ofpopulation there, and an internal migration

took place away from Harispattuva, in the Central Province, to the

adjacent district in the North-Wcstcra Province with the opening up
ofland for coconut cultivation.

Thus the problems of land sales and population growth in the

plantation districts arc infinitely more complicated than the con-

ventional xdews on these themes would have us believe. But much
more research is necessary before we can come to firmer conclusions

on these processes of social and economic change than the tentative

ones outlined here.
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PEASANT AGRICULTURE
1850-1910

Till the beginning ofWard's administration the colonial govenunent
in Sri Lanka had shown little concern for the welfare of the peasant

population, and the focus ofinterest and attention had always been the

developount of the plantations (a regrettable but understandable

litiiation, given the fact that the higher bureaucracy itselfhad been so

deeply involved in plantation agriculture). Unfortunately this neglect

ofpeasant agriculture has not been confined to the British administra-

tors; it has affected the island's scholars as well. Their interest too has

been concentrated on the plantations, and peasant agriculture is one

ofthe relatively unexplored fields in the social and economic history of

nineteenth-century Sri Lanka. The present chapter does not pretend

to redress the balance or to provide a comprehensive treatment of the

subject in all its complexity, but it aims instead at concentrating on
some broad themes, at posing a few questions, and at fi-aming answers

to some of those questions. The state of our knowledge of many of
these problems being what it is, the conclusions reached can be no
more than tentative, provisional and conditional. Our three main
themes will be irrigation policy, chena cultivation and the grain taxes.

All of them form part of the problem of peasant agriculture in oiu*

period. Other issues related to this main subject are discussed, but
more briefly.

One distinguishing feature of this period is the sustained, though
not unbroken, effort to rehabilitate the dry zone through a revival of

the ancient irrigation network there. For the first time in several

centuries a \ ic;orous effort was made to repair and restore the dry

zone's irrigation facilities.^ But it is necessary to point out that in the

first sixty years of British rule the irrigation network in the island had
suffered a further deterioration. First of all, the scorched earth tactics

adopted during the Great Rebellion of 1817-18 destroyed the irriga-

tion complexes in Dva, then a relatively prosperous region of the old

^ On irrigation in this period see Michael Roberts, 'Aspects of CeyUsB^t Agra-
rian Eoonomy in the IGneteentfa Gentury*, XXsHC, III, pp. 146-66; and 'Iixigatkm

Fdlky in BrbJih CSeyloii dining the Nineteenth CSenttny', in SmA Asia, IX, 19^2,

«97
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Kandyan kingdom. Secondly, as a result of the collapse of the Ura*
bokka and Ejrama dams in the iSgos, nearly one-third of the xioe

lands of the Magam-paftu in the Southern Province went out of
cultivation, and die damage was not repaired finr decades. Thirdly,

even the abolition ofr^oibdir^had its destructive aspect, for itinvoived

the sudden demolition ofthe traditional communal machinery wfaidi
had kept the village irrigation facilities, and such ofthe major tanks as

were slill in use, functioning and in a state ofrepair. The 'rebellion' of

1848 did shake the lethargy ofthe Britisb administration, and brought
home to it the neglect of the peasants in general and irrigation in

particular. Tennent tried to amend the Road Ordinance of 1848^ to

permit the use oflabour organised under it for irrigation works aswell,

but the Secretary ofState for the Colonies, Earl Grey, althou^^ sym-

pathetic to the object inview, nevertheless refiised toalW theai^^
ment which Tennent sou^t

All this emphasised the value ofWard's initiatives in attempting to

revive the ancient network ofinigatioa channels and tanks in the dry
zone. His irrigation policy was characterised by a blend of humani-
tarianism and realism. If he regarded the restoration of irrigatioQ

facilities as a duty that the state owed to the people ofthe dryzone—

a

genuine humanitarian concern for the condition of the peasantry

—

there was beneath it a hard-headed realisation that it was in the

interest of the government to provide these facilities: it would con-

tribute enormously to making die government popularand respected,

and-Hio less important—it would increase the government's grain

revenues and make these a major source ofincome for the state, as they

were in all parts of British India. Besides, the rehabilitation of the

andent irrigation network might be the means of making the island

less dependent on imports of rioe. The drive and vigour which alone

made an irrigation programme of this nature possible was provided

by Ward. His personal example served as a stimulus to the dvil service

which, fartunately, was at last an efficient instrument of government

action. Men of the calibre of Bailey, Rawdon Power and Birch pro-

vided him with the data (and ideas) essential far the task, supplement-

ing what he had gathered far Imnself on his numerous tours in the

provinces.

The first venture imdertaken was the restoration, under Bailey's

direction, of the Uma £la in Upper Ova. By July 1856, this had
proved itself a financial success, and it had also demonstrably been of

benefit to the people of that area. The Uma Ela project served as

unambiguous evidence of the industry of the peasants and their will-

inrrness to co-operate in ventures of this kind. As for the government,

the success ofthis pioneering project helped to strengthen the conviction

that such restorative schemeswere practicable. One ofthe striking fea-
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tures ofWard's irrigation policy lay in the lingering influence on it of

thetheoriesofEdward GibbonWakefield.^Theprerequisites ofa ooher-
eot irrigation policy, in Ward's view, were land, capital, water and
labour; land and water were fireely available in the island, and it

needed only govenuncnt aid (in lieu ofcapital) £or these resources to

be utilised; but there was another, equally important consideration,

namely the availability oflabour. The existence ofa reasonably large

population, in short, made the projects viable. Most parts of the dry

zone, however, were sparsely populated, and largely because of this,

Ward was compelled to abandon his efforts to develop the Kantalai

tank (in 1856-7) and the Yodav&va (in 1858-9), along with his plans

for the regeneration ofthe Tamankaduva district The main impedi-

ments to the development of this latter r^;ion were sparseness of

population, the prevalence ofmalaria andparangi (yaws), and the lack

of roads, but the sparseness of population was considered the most
formidable of these obstacles. As a solution to this, the idea of the

colonisation of the dry zone was revived. In 1847-8 Tennent had
hopes of establishing colonies of Indian inmiigrant labourers in the

present North-CSentral Province. Ward, in contrast, thought in terms

ofsetdements ofpeasants from the more densely-populated regions of

the Eastern Province (ofwhichTamankaduva was a part at this time)

.

Kantalai was chosen as the site ofthe first such experiment in colonisa-

tion, but the venture never really got started. Thus the focus of

attention in the regeneration ofirrigation facilities was shifted to the

region around Batticaloa in the Eastern Province, and the Magam-
pattu ofthe Southern Province, where the financial prospects seoned

brighter than in other parts of the dry zone, and the general benefits

anticipated fix>m investments in irrigation appeared more promising
than in the Anuridhapura and Polonnaruva districts, on the rehabi-

litation ofwhich Ward had at first set his sights.

Ward's contribution to irrigation activity in nineteenth-century

Sri Lanka was nevertheless of for-reaching significance. First, the

indifference towards the peasantry and irrigation which had prevailed

for so long was at last reversed. Secondly, the combination offinancial

assistance and technical supervision from the state with voluntary

local labour at the grass roots level (the 'grant-in-aid' system, as itwas
called), which was introduced in the restoration and improvement of

minor irrigation vroAs during his administration, was widely used by
his successors in the eaqpansion of the irrigation programme which hie

had poneered. During his administration, no water-rate was levied

* Henry Ward had been one of the earliest converts to these theories. In 1836

he had served as chainnan of a House of Commons Committee on colonial land

whidi had given Wakefield a respectful hearing even though it would not commit
itadfto aocqpting his theories in thdr entirety.
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cm the landowners who profited finom such worics. The government
hoped to recoup most ofits investment firom the anticipated augmen-
tation of the paddy tax and land sales. Thirdly, there was the out-

standing contribution made fay his Lrrigatioii Ordinance (Ordinance

9 of 1856) 'to &cilitate the revival and enforcement of the ancient

customs r^arding the irrigation and cultivatuin ofpaddy lands'. This

Ordinance revived the traditional customs relating to jMuidy cultiva-

tion, in particular those relating to the peasants' access to water fiom
irrigation channels^ and the communal machinery for the settling of

disputes relating to the use of this water. Up to this time redress fixr

infiringements of these customs could only be obtained in the chdl

courts (the traditional machinwy for the enforcement ofthese customs

havii^follen into disuse under British rule) at the cost ofconsiderable

delay and the near-certainty ofthe financial ruin ofboth plaintiffand
defendant. Ward's Irrigation Ordinance was devised with certain in-

terrdated otjects in view; elimination ofthe protracted and eatpensive

process ofUtigationwith rpgard to disputes ofthis nature; and lestora*

tion of the traditional customs fay means ofcommunal machinery

—

generally thegansabhavM-^aodet the direct supervisionofthe Govern-

ment Agents and their Assistants. This Ordinance was mtroduoed as

an experimental measure in a few places. The reqxmse fimm the

people of these areas was so enthusiastic that it was regarded as

sufficient justification for its extension to other parts of the dry zooe^

and for its re-enactment in 1861 and 1867 (i^en its operation was
made permanent) with an expansion of its scope. Originally the

powers ofenforcement under this legislation were largely in the hands

ofBritish officials; in 1861 and 1867 provision was made for a greater

use ofnative officials and gemsabhSoas. The success of this measure led

to its extension by the Governor,^ Hercules Robinson, in 187 1 in the

Village Communities Ordinance of that year, to include other phases

ofvillage hfe^ particularly the trial ofminor offiences through thesame
machinery.

One consequence of the renewal of interest in irrigation during

Ward's administration was that there were exaggerated hopes of

quick financial returns on investment in these projects. After Ward's
departure from the island, his successor Sir Charles MacCarthy called,

for a searching examination of the financial implications of the irriga-

tion works in the Batticaloa district. The review was initiated much
too early (within three years of the inception of these projects) for a
realistic assessment of their benefits to the country. MacCarthy in the

meantime suspended fiirther investment in irrigation, and when the

results of the review proved unfavourable, as might have been ex-

pected in the circumstances, this was treated as solid evidence in

support ofhis decision to call a halt to fiirther investment on inigatioa
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projects. The years 1860-5 were a pcnod ofretrendiiiim^ ofstnn^jent
cuts in government expenditure even though the economy was still

buoyant. The Colonial Officewas bent on using the surpluses obtained
by these economies to extract a higher military contributioii fixim the

i^and, while MacGarthy gave the highest priority to financing the

railway fiom Gdombo to the coffee-pfodudng regions.

Tliere was a renewal ofinterest in irrigation during the administra-

tion ofSir Hercules Robinson, and this was maintained over the next

decade. At this stage the Colonial Office was keenly interested in the

restoration of irrigation woria, and two Secretaries of State, Lord
Kimberley (1870-4) and Lord Carnarvon (1874-8) but especially the

latter, consdous of the neglect of irrigation in the past, encouraged

Robinson and later Gregory to resume large-scale investment in irri-

gation projects. Robinson began on a more modest scale and more
cautious note thanWard. In the irrigation projects which he initiated,

the benefidaries were called on to repay the outlay to the government
in ten annual instalments through a water-rate. Thus the principle of

direcdyrecoupingexpenditurewas introduced andbecamean integral

part ofBritish irrigatbn policy in Sri Lanka. But his successors did not
apply this prindpjie to minor irrigation works.

Itwas under Gregory that the renewal ofinterest in irrigationb^;an
to gather greatermomentum, and eventuallyhad its most&r-reacfaing
efifects in the regeneration of the heartland of the ancient irrigation

civilisation of the Sinhalese^ the Anuradhapura and Poloimaruva

r^ions. At the tim^ this huge territory was, as Gregory himself

described it, in a ^wretched state' and 'totally neglected*. A full half-

century earlier the ruiiis ofthese dties had been rediscovered,* but the
massive tropical Ibrests which covered these regkms, and the malaria

mosquitoes which found such congenial breeding-grounds in the

ruined tanks and channels, were insuperable obstades to the regenera-

tion of the old Rajarata. Appallingly poor communications accen-

tuated their isolation fix>m the rest of^e country. The populatkxiwas
scattered, ill-nouiished, disease-ridden and declining in numbers.

These ooiiditions had defeated Ward's endeavours to restore some of
the main irrigation works in the region. Gregory resumed this effort

with the full backing ofthe Colonial Office, which now gave higher

priority to eaqianding the irrigation progranune than to the improve-

ment transport fadlities in the island. His approach to the problems

of this region was characteristically decisive and innovative. The
initiation of large-scale irrigation works and the repair of irrigation

channels there were preceded by a 'political' decision of the first im-

* Anuradhapura was visited for the first time by a British official (Thomas
KiJipk Bliickhome, Collector of MBimir 1880-3) in 1893, and Bolonnamva by a
young loldier, lieutenant Fagan, in t^to*
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portance—the creation ofa new provincial unit incorporating Nuva^
rakaiaviya (from the Northern Province), Tamankaduva (from the

Eastern Province) and the Demala Hatpattu (firom the North-Westeni
Province) . This was the North-Central Province,the firstnew province

established since 1845, and the first departure from the p>oIitical prin-

ciples which guided the demarcation of provincial boundaries since

Colebrooke's days.

The first phase of Gregory's irrigation programme for the North-
CSentral Province was the repairing of village tanks. For this purpose

he made extensive use of a practice initiated by Ward, of the villagers

shifting the earth and the government providing the sluice and
masonry without charge. The gansabb&oas provided the administrative

machinery required for this purpose at the grass-roots level, and in

accordance with custom the villagers were called upon to co-operate

in the r^alr and upkeqp of tanks. In 1878 Gregory reported that

Vork is nowgoing on vigoroudyupon hundreds oftanks in theNorth-
Central Province where the esperiment was begun at the suggortioB of
Mr Dickson [the first Govenmient Agent of the new province] and
now applications for similar assistance are coming in from the Western,

North-Western and Northern Provinces.'* Emboldened by the success

that had attended the village tank project Gregory moved on to the

restoration of the great tanks, the Kantalai tank at the meagre cost

oi^&yOOO, and—a far greater undertaking—the Kalavava, which was
expected to irrigate 23,000 acres of land. At the same time, improved
communications—the completion of the northern road connecting

JafTna with Kandy, and the road to Trincomalee through Taman-
kaduva—reduced the isolation of that region. Only one obstacle re-

mained, the most formidable of all: malaria.

Gregory was justifiably proud of the improvement that these pro-

jects had effected in the North-Central Province. When he returned to

the Kalavava region, he was impressed by the remarkable change
there. The 'wretched half-starved, dying-out population' was now
*plump, well-fed, sleek, healthy and well-to-do from the spread of

irrigation. . .
.'^ Looking back on this project, he remarked with under-

standable pride : 'Never was a great social experiment more speedily

and entirely successful.'® Gregory's administration was indeed the

high-water mark of British achievement in irrigation activity in the

nineteenth century.

While the direct financial recouping of investment had gained ac-

ceptance as the guiding principle of British irrigation poHcy, it became
evident by the late 1870s that the state could not recover most of its

* S[essional] P[apcr] XXIV of 1878. Papers relating to the Grain Tax, p. ID.

' W. Gregory, Autobii^prpplff (ed. Lady Gregory, London, 1894)1 P* 3>9*
* ibi<Lf pp, 311-18.
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eiqpenditure on these ventures. But this did not put an end to uxvest-

ment on village irrigation projects as wdl as major schemes. Loans

were occasionally employed to finance irrigation projects, although

the genml revalue was nonnally adequate for the purpose. Sbr

ArthiirGoKdoiv GomnorfiKim 1883 to 1890, finaiiced^
ofratXKmlioii wotk on the Kalav&va through a loan, and in 1893 the

IjcguSBJ&n CSoundl st^yulated that loans should be resorted to for all

undertaldogs uivolving Rs 300,000 or more in estimated expenditure.

The fiurt is that while government was not reluctant to use general

revenues for investment in irrigation therewas undisguised hostility to

this from European planters, whose representatives often gave expres-

sion to this disapproval in the Lc^;is]ative Council when the votes on
irrigation, which were part ofthe annual budget, came up for debate.

This spurred Gordon into devising an important innovation in the

financing ofirrigation worio. In 1887 an Irrigation Fund was estab-

lished by annually setting aside a quarter ofthe proceeds ofthe grain

taxes for expenditure on irrigation projects.When the taxeswere abol-

ished in 1892, the money for the Irrigation Fund was obtained fixxm

the kapoart duties on rice and paddy, and Rs 200,000 was set aside

annually for this purpose. With the abolition ofthe paddy tax much
greateremphasb was placed on the collection ofthe water-rate.

Tlie establishment of a separate Irrigation Department in 1900
seemed to indicate that an even greater emphasis would be placed on
the extension ofirrigation fodlities in the first decade ofthe twentieth

century. But by 1905 investment ofgovernment revenues on irrigation

pngects declined or ceased altogether. Although the annual expendi-

ture varied with the state of the export trade, it was seldom less than

1 .5 per cent ofthe total revenue in the twenty years 1885-1904. In the

period 1855-1904 the total amount spent by government on irrigation

was aroundRs 13.5 million.The principalachievement—and object

—

ofthis programme ofirrigation activitywas the conversion ofirregular

into regular cultivation. Hiere was nevertheless an expansion of the

area under cultivation, moderate and modest in comparison to the

investment, but in historical perspective the first such eaqpansion in the

dry zone for several centuries.

It is convenient to discuss the impact ofirrigation activity on peasant

agriculture under two headings, village works and large-scale projects.

As for the first of these categories it would appear that the North-

Central and North-Westem Provinces benefited most from the re-

storation of village tanks; undoubtedly these village irrigation works

contributed to an extension of the area under paddy cultivation in

these two provinces. In general, since many of the village tanks had
not yet been linked to major irrigation schemes and were dependent

on rainfall for their water supply, their restoration did not necessarily
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affovd an absolute insurance against crop fiulures. But such occasions

of Ibod scarcity were much len fiequent than befine^ although they

did not disappear altogether. As &r the laige-scale irrigation projectSy

their greatest impact was on the Batticaba district of the Eastern

Province, and the Matara district and Magam-pattu in the Southern

Province. In both these regions therewasa notable increase in popula-

tum and an inquesdve improvement in rice production, although

not soldy due to the irrigation worio. There were other fiustors too*

The Batticaloa district became an area with a rice surplus, cixporring
its excess production to the adjoining Ova Province by land, and to

Jaffiia and other regions by sea. Population increase in die MSgam^
pattu was 46.5 and 48.5 per cent respectwety in the decades 1881-90,

and 1891-1901. In die decade 1871-80 it had been a meagre 3.9 per

cent Therewas a substantial increase in the area under paddy and^
the vahie ofpaddy hmds, after the completion of the Kirindi Oya in

1876. LaigeMle infgatian woiks benefited the Nortfa-Geatal and
Northern Provinces as well, but not to the same extent as the other

regions mentioned above.

On thebash ofthemeagre stastical infbnnatkmavailably it appears

that between 1850 and 1900 the acreage under paddy expanded by
about 200,000 in the whole island; most of this expansion was stimu-

lated by the irrigation progranune described above, but therewas also

a substantial expansion of rice cultivation in the wet zone where
irrigation was uninqxHrtant or uimeoessary^-in the Western Province

alone it was as much as 70,000 acres.

Two important points in regard to peasant agriculture at this time

need enq>hasis. First, the increase in the area under paddy and in die

actual production ofpaddy in the latter halfofthe nineteenth century

was not a response to market forces or a commercialisation ofpaddy
culture on an island-wide basis. Except in the Batticaloa district and
a few other areas, very Utde paddy was produced for sale. Subsistence

agriculture was the norm. Secondly, given the increase in population

during this period, theper o^tte acreage under paddy remained more
or less constant deiq>ite the extension of the area imder cultivation.

But the expansion of cultivation kept in step with the growth of

population. Nevertheless the apparent increase in the area imder

paddy represents a not insignificant achievement considering the fiict

that at the same time there was an expansion of the area under cash

crops—coffee, coconut and tea mainly, but also rubber.

These problems can be viewed in a more realistic perspective ifwe
ask the question in a difiierentform : why was expansion ofrice cultiva-

tion or production not more rapid in the island generally, especially

in the dry zone, during this period ? Paddyproducers in all parts ofthe

island, whether laige landowners or peasant cultivaton^ made no
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attempt to change the traditional techniques of cultivation, and few

technical innovations were attempted, much less adopted, in the

course of the nineteenth century. Crop rotation was not resorted to,

and cultivators sowed their seed paddy by broadcasting rather than

the more productive technique of transplanting. It is true that capital

resources for innovations in production techniques were limited (in

the case ofsmall landowners) or non-existent (in the case ofpeasants),

but even the richer landowners who oonunanded capital were not

more venturesome than these others. As a rule paddy production did

not attract the big capitalist or large commercial firms, since the

profits seemed so much more limited than in the island's main com-
mercial crops. No European or Indian entrepreneur sought to make
a fortune through paddy cultivation—Ck)lebroQke's hopes in this

regard expressed in 183 1-2 proved to have been visionary. A few

Sri Lankans did make the attempt. There was the Jaffna and Batti-

caloa Agricultural and Commercial Company launched by a group of

Sri Lankans and Chetties in the late 1870s and early 1880s. It i^ed
badly, as did ventures launched by other Sri Lankans in the early

twentieth century. Low yields per acrewere a general feature ofpaddy
production in Sri Lanka regardless ofvariations in tenurial practices.

Productivity of rice lands in the island was among the lowest in Asia,

and this persisted till the late nineteen-thirties at least.

In the whole of the dry zone only one region—^theJafiha peninsula

—supported an efficient and intensive system ofagriculture, but it had
certain natural and other advantages which serve to delineate the

&ctors operating as constraints on ef&cient agriculture in other parts of

the dry zone. There was, first, a dependable water supply through

wells sunk into the limestone which underlay much of the peninsula.

Neither malaria (which was endemic in most parts of the dry zone

and singularly debilitating in its effects on the health of the people)

nor yaws—these were the two principal health hazards of the dry zone

—was much of a problem in Jaffna. The peasants of the Jaffiia

peninsula were vigorous and resourceful, their techniques of cultiva-

tion painstaking and scientific (heavy manuring of the soil was re-

sorted to), and the yields there were much greater than in the rest of

the dry zone. While rice was the main crop, tobacco (a coarse variety

exported mainly to South India) and garden crops supplemented

increases in agriculture, and hshing was an important source of addi-

tional earnings.

In the wet zone there were other constraints on rice production.

Paddy culti\'ation came into direct competition with export crops for

the available labour resources, and there was no question that the

latter were regarded as being more profitable. There agricuhin-alists

and peasant cultivators had a wide range of more prohtabie

so
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alteraatives befive them.They—and particularly the agriculturists

—

did invest in paddy lands as well, but these uivesLuients yttrc oltcQ §ot

personal prestige, and profitwas seldom the main consideration. The
easy availability ofinesqpensive and high-quality ricefiom abioadwas
hanUy oonducwe to the expansioia oflocal production at a time when
the govenmientwas not inclined to in^xMe protective tariffi. But die

depqidcnce on imports had other causes as well. The immigrant
plantation workers from India had a marked preference for imported

rice, and would not touch the local varieties; so too did the upper
daues among the local population, who had developed a taste fixr

inqiorted ike. Moreover the local rice was inefficiently produced*
variable in quality, and not always available because ofpoor market-
ing facilities. In contrast Burmese rice was cheap, uniform in quality,

effidenUy marketed and obtainable throughout the island.

The upshot of this was that the island was not self-sufficient in rice.

More important, the increasing demand for rice, both from the local

population and from the immigrant workers from India, did not—as

it diould have done—change the peasant firoma subsistence cultivator

into a producer for the market, and transform—^i.e. modernise—rice

production; in short, it brought the paddy cultivator into the modem
sector of the economy without resort to die discipline and rigours of

plantation life which the Sinhalese peasant loathed. Some of the

reasons for this have been discussed above, but one other point needs

to be mentioned : had the colonial administration in Sri Lanka taken

a more positive attitude towards peasant agriculture* such a transfor-

mation might have been possible. The revival of interest in irrigation

did not amount to a formulation ofa comprehensive policy on peasant

agriculture. This irrigation progranmie, as has been pointed out, arose

firom a mixture ofmotives--^umanitarian, political and economic. It

did not touch the wet zone, the most productive region in the island,

where peasant agriculture and plantation production were in unequal

competition.Therewere sporadic attempts at a more emphatic attitude
ofsupport for peasant landholdings, but at no stage were the implica-

tions of this fully realised, nor was there any sustained attempt to

weave a comprehentive policy on peasant agriculture.

One ofthe peculiarities ofpeasant agriculture in Sri Lankawas that,

in contrast to several other coimtries, dry farming or swidden agri-

culture was generally practised by peasants who also participated in

the cultivation of rice and garden crops on a perennial basis. China

cultivation (hen or kena in Sinhala) was economically more important

in the dry zone than in the wet zone ; in both it was a subsidiary source

ofincome to the peasants, although it might well have been the main

source in parts of the dry zone. The British viewed this slash-and-bum

cultivation as a primitive, economically wastefol, destructive (of
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valuable timber rescnirccs) and demoralising form ofagriculturewhich
produced the seemingly less nutritious dry grains rather than paddy.

As a general rule the British were no more sympathetic to and tolerant

of chena cultivation than the V.O.G. Their attempts at restraining it

were pursued more rigorously and effectively in the wet zone than in

the dry zone. In the maritime provinces all land which was not

recognised as private property was treated as belonging to the crown,

and all chma and forest (potential chena) was regarded as crown land.

It was thus easier to impose controls on china cultivation there than in

other parts of the wet zone and in the dry zone. In the Kandyan
provinces, on the other hand, the British accq>ted the possibility of
private or village ownership ofchena. But there were regional variatioiis

in the legal status accorded to chena lands within the Kandyan pro-

vinces : thus in the dry zone lowland districts ofNuvarakalaviya, forest

or scrub land which villagers used for ehaia cultivation was regarded as

crown property.

In the years 1850-80 one sees a hardening of the official prejudice

against chena culuvation. In general chena cultivators required a special

permit from the government; from the 1860s onwards the conditions

on which such permits were granted became progressively more
rigorous, and in the 1870s very few permits were issued for china cul-

tivation on crown lands in the wet zone districts of the maritime pro-

vinces, also in the Kandyan region. At times the issue of china permits

was entirely prohibited. (These controls only applied to lands which
were deemed crown lands.) The conventional wisdom of the day
accorded very high priority to the convci sion ofcliinas into paddy helds

and other forms of regular cultivation. Since population was expand-

ing much more rapidly in the wet zone districts of the south-west

littoral and the adjacent Kandyan regions than elsewhere in the

island, the restraints on china were perhaps justified by economic neces-

sity. The wet zone chinas were increasingly converted into paddy fields

and garden lands, and used for cash crop production on smallholdings

and plantations for the cultivation of coffee and coconut during this

period and, later, rubber. As a result, chenas in their traditional form
became much less important in the economy of the wet zone village.

But even within the wet zone, china was not totally eclipsed. Some
proprietors ofprivately-owned land preferred to continue the practice.

Controls over chena cultivation, which the government began to impose

in the latter part of the nineteenth century, only applied to lands

which were deemed crown lands. Todav much of the china land in the

wet zone of the hill country (a small proportion of the cultivated area

anyway) is privately owned.

In the dry zone, on the other hand, the peasants' dependence on

china was greater, and for this reason china permits were issued on less
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stringent oonditioiis, eq>eciaUy during periods of drought and food

scaidty (not infrequent during the latter half of the nineteeath

century), when ekkia culdvation was the sole barrier against fiunine

conditi(»i8. In parts of the Badulla district in Ova, dro^g^ were so

frequent during the 18606 that sometimes not a single crop of paddy
could be sown for anything up to nine years. The interior regions of

the North-Westem Fkovince were notably susceptible to frequent

crop fruluresy especially in the 18708. The situationwas not dianinilar

in die Mannar and Mullaitiyu divisions ofthe Northern Fcovince in

the same decade. Throughout the last quarter of the nineteenth

century, there was great distress from frequent crop fiulures in Lower
Ova—Vallavaya, BibilS, Buttala and Alutnuvar»--«nd theValapan£
division ofthe Nuvara Eliya district

The most generous interpretation one can place on this opposition

to cAte cultivation was diat It sprang from a misplaced benevoleno^

a desire to wean the peasants awayfroma WBStefrdfona ofagriculture
bdieved to be converting them into fr^V^ftw and iBsprovident indi-

viduals—to more settled, productive and socially beneficial types of
cultivation. There was at the same time an uige to protect the forests

from encroachment. While china policy was on the whole unimaginap

tive in conception and inefiEectual in application, its one redeemmg
feature was diat it led to the establishment of cUmatic reserves and
village fbrestB or pasture resources, primarily to check soil erosion but
also to meet friture requirements of lands for village expansion. E]^-

duding the Northern, North-Central and Eastern Provinces, 345,102
acres of reserved frireat, 11,776 of village frurest and 100,147 of com-
munal reserves and pasture were demarcated in the rest ofthe island

in the forty years after 1885. In many areas the reserves canoe too late

to check soil erosion, and even in their other role of a reserve for

potential agricultural land for the needs of the fiiture, their impact

was severely limited.

China cultivaticm in the dry zone was a vydse oonccsBion to the natural

limitations of that region, and its prohibition was a harsh exercise in

bureaucradc rigidity so long as the peasants were not offered a feasible

alternadve. This alternative came only with the provision ofirrigation

facilities in the dry zone despite the limitatitMis of the latter pro-

gramme.

The grain taxes

The grain taxes,^ the last major theme in this review of peasant agri-

culture in SriLanka in this period, were among themost controvern^

* See D. Wenmqtenniia, The Hiitory of the Grain Tbx in Bdtiih Ceylon mdi
Spedal Referaice to tbe Fteiod fiom 1876 to 1892' (unpuUiihed kju thed^
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issues in the administratbn ofthe colony in the last quarterofthe nine-
teenth century. Their discussion needs to be introduced with a brief

historical outline without which it would be difficult to understand

nmch that happened.
The first -pcmt to note is that the British did not inherit a land-tax

fix>m either the V.O.G. or the Kandyan kings. Land revenue in the

island took the form oftaxes on grain, both paddy and dry grains. The
grain taxes in operation tinder the British were a perpetuation of a
system of which the roots went back to the times of the SinhaW
Idngs, and which had been continued with modifications to suit their

own purposes by the Portuguese and the Dutch. In the sameway the

nature, incidence and meSiods of imposition and collection of the

taxes underwent change under the British. In the Kandyan provinces

the grain taxes were limited to lands sown with paddy. The headmen
in the Kandyan provinces and the vUuarSgam and divSUgam were ex-

empt fiom these taxes; exemptions were also granted to individuals for

loyalty to the British during the Great Rebellion, and the taxwas also

Hghter (one-fourteenth of the produce) in those regions which had
remained loyal during the RebeUion—the KSgalla and Ratnapura
districts benefited substantially firom this lighter tax—while the dis-

tricts in ^^^lich resistance was strongest paid a heavier tax (one-fifth of
the produce). These exemptions, concessions and penalties apart, the

tax was nonnaUy one-tenth of the gross produce. In the maritime
provinces the grain taxes were also imposed on lands sown with grains

other than paddy; these taxes on dry grains were limited to the

littoral, and withhi this region were ofimportance only in the Tamil
districts ofthe north. As for the paddy tax, the crown share ranged at

first firom one-fourteenth to a hal( but the trend was to convert to

one-tenth. Thirdly, there was the import duty on rice and paddy
introduced in 1810 for revenue purposes rather than protection. The
tendency was to link these duties to the paddy taxes as part of a
common system oftaxes. By 1840 the imports ofrice had increased to

such an extent that the revenue fcom imp(»t duties grew progressively

larger than that fixxm the gram tax.

Originally there were two methods of collecting the taxes: the

aumani syston, which prevailed under the Sinhalese kings, whereby
the taxes were collected directiy by state officials; and the renting

system, the most widespread method ofcollection at the end ofDutch
rule^ where the right of collecting the tax was formed out to the

his^iest bidder. The British, while continuing these, introduced a

Vidyodaya University, 1968)-. See also Michael Roberts, 'Grain Taxes in British

Ceylon, 1832-1878. Problems in the Field', ^-45", 27(4), 1968, pp. 809-34, and
'Grain Tax in British Ceylon, 1833-1878: theories, prejudices and controversies',

Mlodtni^ C\fflm£\ S\Utiks\t 1(1), 1970, pp. 115-46.
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thiid method in the i8308» the oommutatioii system wider which the

paddy grower had the option ofpaying the tax in cash at a rate fixed

for each district by a commutation setdement.

The grain taxes in the period surveyed here were notby thcmsehres

particularly onerous—the land tax was so much higher in other parts

ofSouthern Asia—but the renting system, whichwas the predominant
mode ofcollection^ was widely regarded as harsh and expressive, and
this brought the grain taxes as a whole under criticism. Golebrooke

had urged the redemption of the grain tax by annual instalments

spread over twenty years; this recommendation was accqpted and
owners were g^ven the option ofredemption either at a fixed rate in

money or in kind, but the instalments were to be spread over eight

and not twenty years. It would appear that &om 1832 to 1842 re-

demption of the tax proceeded apace particularly in the CSentral

Province, till in the early 18408, at a time when the goveramentfs

coffers were depleted, it was realised that redemption tended to

diminish the state's resources, and from 1842 it was discouraged ifnot
altogether prohibited. At the same time the practices and regulations

pertaining to the renting system were consolidated in Ordinance 14 of

1840,which sought to define and standardise the methods ofcollection,

and to establish some administrative machinery throughwhich renters

could use legal processes to recover taxes due finom cultivators and
producers, and thus make tax evasion difficult.

'

In the late 1840s Tennent excoriated the grain taxes in his Btpori

on the Finance and Commerce ofCeylon and urged their abolition as part

ofhis scheme ofintroducing an acreable land tax; the Colonial Office

itself accepted this recommendation, and the comments of a White-

hall committee who reviewed Tennent's principal recommendations
were as strongly critical of the grain taxes as Tennent himself had
been. But when the proposal to introduce a land-tax was
all hopes of abolishing the grain taxes disappeared. Commutation,
however, continued imevenly and sporadically. The discouragement

ofredemption from 1842 does not appear to have checked commuta-
tion. Indeed, if there was any consistency over the next four decades
in the official attitude to the grain taxes, apart fi*om a determination

to maintain them, it lay in the marked preference for commutation
as against the renting system. Despite the adverse effect it had on
government revenues, commutation was free finom the criticismswhich
were peraistentiy levelled against the renting system—that it was op*
pressive and extortionate; it had the positive advantage ofeliminating
the middlemen—the renters—^who were looked upon as the main
beneficiaries of the renting system. Officials believed that the share of
the tax which eventually reached the Treasury did not form half the

actual amount paid to the renters by the peasantry. Nevertheless,
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despite this official preference for oommutatioii settlements, the rent-

ing system held its own in several districts.An island-wide commuta-
tion remained an objective beyond the capacity ofdie administration

to achieve. The commutation system was not without its own dis-

advantages—ofwhich a lack of flexibility was the most prominent'"'

and these were aggravated by Ordinance 5 of 1866, which empowered
government to seize the lands of those who defaulted on their pay-
ments of the commuted paddy tax, and to sell the lands to recover

arrears oftax. For about ten years these powers were seldom used, but

they were then employed widi deadly effect, as we shall presendysee.

How was it that these taxes survived for so long when their aboli-

tion or supersession had been reoonunended at regular intervals?

There are Uiree main reasons. The first and most important was the

purely economic reason, viz. that the colonial administration feared

that dieir abolition would severely strain the government's financial

strength. Between 1845 and 1868 the revenue fix>m the inqxnrt duty

on rice and the yield ofthe grain tax together constituted a quarter oi

the government's revenue. In the 1870s the proportion was slightly

lower, around one-fifth. Secondly, the tendency was to connect the

Import duty with the paddy tax in computing the loss of revenue

anticipated finom the potentbl abolition of the grain taxes, altiiough

theone-^e importduty-4iad little or nothing todowidi the other

—

die paddy tax. Thus when the CSobnial Office in the late 1860s sug*

gested a reduction ofthe import duty on rice, Governor Sir Hercules

Robinson rgected thb advice on the grounds that 'the state of the

revenue would not admit ofthe loss.' It was the same argument that

Gregoryhad used fixr the retention ofthe grain tax. The government's

renewed interest in irrigation at this time served to strengthen its

resolve to maintain this tax, both because—as Gr^^ory urged—

a

permanent supply of water was the best of all available means for

weaning the peasants fix)m the renting system, and because ofthe fear

that investment in irrigation would need to be curtailed, if not aban-

doned altogether, if the government's revenues were reduced by the

abolition of the tax. Thirdly, there was powerful support fiv the staliis

quo &om an influential section of the Sinhalese ^lite who feared that

the probable alternative—a land tax—^would be much more un-
favourable to their interests. James Alwis, as Sinhalese representative

in the Legislative Council, lent his support to the administration in

their efforts to retain the grain taxes.

Critics of the grain taxes made skiliul use of the contemporary

distaste for food taxes in general to bring the former into disrepute.

They were encouraged in this by the &LCt that even those who urged

the maintenance of the status quo conceded that the grain taxes were
abhorrent in princq>le; secondly, these critics focussed attention on the
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renting system and its abuses ; and thirdly, they argued that the paddy
tax as a whole was a formidable restraint on the OEtensum ofpaddy
cultivation and the reclamation ofwaste land. Pressures for the modi-

fication if not abolitioa of the grain taxes became too strong for the

government to ignore, and a Gomxnission was appointed in 1878 to

examine these questions. By posing the question whether the people

would prefer a land tax to one on paddy and dry grain, the Com-
mission only succeeded in obscuring and confusing the issues it was
appointed to clarify. The answer to the question was inevitable—no
one, not least the Sinhalese 61ite, wdcomed the substitution of a land

tax for the grain taxes. However, the recommendations of the Com-
mismon did at least lead to one significant change. Through Ordinance
1 1 of 1878, a new system ofcompulsory commutation was introduced,

superseding the prevailing system of commutation: under the new
scheme not only was commutation compulsory but assessments were
to be supervised by the British civil servants and not by native officials.

One unforeseen but inescapable consequence of this latter change was
that a shortage of personnel prevented the introduction of the new
system to all parts of the island simultaneously. The old system was
thus superseded in stages; it survived in Ova till 1887 and in the

Central Province till 1888.

In 1888 a startling disclosure by G. J. R. Lc Mcsurier, Assistant

Government Agent ofNuvara Eliya, in his annual administration re-

port that *.
. . [1048] villagers . . . died of starvation . . . vvithin sight

of [Nuvara Eliya,] the sanatorium where our go\'ernors and high

officials resort for health and lawn tennis . . focussed attention once

more on the grain taxes. Le Mesiirier alleged that these deaths had
occurred between 1882 and 1885 as the culmination of the process of

enforcing the payment of the grain tax and implementing Ordinance

5 of 1866 with the utmost stringency to seize the lands of those in

arrears of tax, to evict such persons and to sell their land to recover

the arrears of tax. He pointed out that at this time the peasants did not

have the means ofpaying the tax.

Inevitably the establishment closed ranks, and Le Mesurier came
under attack. His arguments, his statistics and his judgment were
alike ridiculed or severely criticised. But even if the statistical informa-

tion may have been flawed, his analysis has stood the test of critical

examination by scholars.^ It would appear that in the i88os land-

owners and peasants had defaulted in the payment of the paddy tax,

and arrears of tax had accumulated on a large scale at Ratnapura,

" D. Wcnimpcruma, 'The Evicdom under the Paddy Tax, and their JmpBtX oa
the Peasantry ofWalapane [sic], 1882-1885*, CJHSS, X (i & 2), 1967, pp. 131-48,

and 'Land Sales under the Paddy Tax in British Ceylon', Kai^miEgu J^pivno/ Arts,

Scimu and LtUers, 2(1), 1969, pp. 19-35.
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Galle, Batticaloa and the Kandyan region. The problem ^vas most

acute in some of the Kandyan areas where the collapse of the coffee

industry had deprived the people of a ready source of money with
which to pay these taxes, especially when, as often happened at this

I time, the paddy and china crops £uled. At the same time there had also

been a sharp fall in the govenament revenues, and as in similar cir-

cumstances in the past, the government turned its attention to the

peasants as a source of taxation. No new tax was devised, but Or-

dinance 5 of 1866, which had been httle used in the past, was im-
plemented to the very letter. This caused acute distress, especially in

the ValapanS division of the Nuvara Eliya district and in Udakinda
in Ova.
When these matters were ventilated in the House of Commons,

Governor Gordon made a mild and half-hearted defence of the grain

taxes. But privately he conceded the basic accuracy of Le Mesurier's

disclosures; he informed Gregor)', living in retirement in England, that

*as to the Grain Tax, I would only add between ourselves, that the

harsh enforcement of the payment of arrears in parts of the Central

Pirovince and Uva was unquestionably the direct cause of a large

number of deaths £rom want.'^ The Valapane evictions and Le
Mesurier's disclosures discredited the entire system of grain taxes,

created an atmosphere adverse to their omtinuation, and eventually

helped Sir Arthur Havclock (Gordon's successor as Governor) in 189a

to convince the Colonial Office of the need to abohsh them altogether.

In this final phase oftheir campaign, the abolitionists found Gordon's

administration—and especially Gordon himself—in a hesitant, defen-

sive mood, and they made the most of this. Critics of the grain taxes

gained an ally with the appointment ofT. B. Panabokke as Kandyan
member in the enlarged Legislative Council in 1889. Together with

Ponnambalam Ramanathan, the Tamil representative, he used the

Legislature as a forum for outspoken criticism of the taxes. In the past,

Sinhalese representatives in the Gouncil had either supported the

maintenance of these taxes or had remained silent when iheat issues

came up for discussion. Besides, the campaign against the taxes was
taken up by the newly-formed Ceylon National Association, and its

contribution to the abolition was its most constructive achievement in

the whole of its existence. The campaign for abolition owed much to

the press over the years, to George Wall and The Ceylon Independent

within the island, and to the Cobden Club and radical opinion in

Britain with the support of the Manchester Guardian. Ranged against

them had been the Fergusons (A. M. and John) and their newspaper

The Ceylon Observer^ with the assistance of the Ceylon Patriot.

It is perhaps appropriate that this survey of peasant agriculture

* Gregory MSS. Goidoin*s private letter to GieBory, 9June 1893.
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ihould end with this discussion ofagiarian distnsB and rural poverty

in theKandyan rq^Son. Throughout die last quarterofthe nineteenth

century, and in the first decade of the twentieth, there are firequenc

references in published oflidal documents to (kminfis, condidons of
near-fiunine, chronk: nnal poverty, desdtudofi ani^

don m many parts of the country, especially the dry zone. After a
century ofnile^ the British colonial administration had not succeeded

in impniving the living standards ofthe ruralpopulatim
of the country.^® Peace and stability they certainly had brought^ but

they had alleviated fittk ofthe harddups ofthe Sinhalese

andfamine conditioni in late mnetcwiA century Geyion', CjfHSS, nj., 1973, 8(s),
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THE CONSOLIDATION OF

BRITISH RULE
The Triumph ofCanservaHsm

Tlie oominitment to social change and the reformist attitudes which
%vere so marked in the second quarter of the nineteenth century had
given way to a more conservative mood by the beginning of the 1870s.

This persisted till the end of the centwy, and be\ ond it into the

twentieth century. After the events of 184B there developed, slowly at

first but quite emphatically in time, a suspicion of social change; and
what began as a keener—and politic—appreciation of the religious

sensibilities of the people, especially integard to the Kandyan areas,

now also became evident in other aspects of social policy. Except in

education, therewas a notable lack of innovation in all fields, and the

retreat from innovation, which had started in social policy, tended to

aHect administrative policies and emeiging political attitudes as well.

There had been a far-reaching reappraisal of policy on Buddhism
almost immediately after the 'rebellion' of 1848, and the British

government recoiled &om the Evangelical zeal which had pervaded
its Buddhist policy in the years preceding its outbreak, and paid more
heed to the sensibilities of the Kandyans when legislation affecting

themwas prepared. Thus the Colonial Office reacdon to an Ordinance
of 1852, which sought to assimilate the law of the Kandyan provinces

*so far as regards the persons and properties of all persons other than

Kandyans' to that ofthe maritime regions, is wortii noting. Sir John
Pakington, the Secretary of State for the Colonies, gave his approval

to this with a word of caution; he informed Governor Sir George
Anderson that T have advised this confirmation in reliance on your

judgement and that of the Legislative Coimdl in not hastily intro-

ducing legal changes which might shake the confidence of the people

of the Kandyan provinces in the intention of the Government to

maintain their rights and usages; and I have no doubt that you will

attentively consider this point in undertaking such reforms as may
affect them.'^ The sensitivity to Kandyan feelings was further illus-

trated in the manner in which the abolition of Kandyan polyandry

1 C[olomal] 0[fEce] despatches, series 54, voL S91 (hcEeafier GLO. 54/99iff}»

Pakingrnn to Andenon, 9 of6Jan. 1853.
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was handled. Despite the loathing in which British officials hdd il^

great pains were taken to show that the initiative in preparing Or^
dinance 13 of 1859 'to amend the laws of marriage in the Kandyan
province'came notfrom thegovernmentbutfromagroup ofKandyan
chiefs.

When innovation was attempted, quite often it took the form of

restoration of institutions the value and utility of which had been

disregarded in the earlier reformist era. The revival tdihtgansabhdoas

illustrates this. The Irrigation Ordinance of 1856 made provision for

the establishment of gmsabhavas with powers to make rules for the

control of cultivation and the use ofwater in villages dependent on
irrigation. In 1871 these powers were extended to cover oUier aspects

of village life, and the regulations framed for these purposes were

enforceable by the gansabhdvas by effective legal sanctions. These
tribunals also exercised a limited criminal and civiljurisdiction locally.

This resusdtaticm of an indigenous institution, one of the most con-

structive achievements of this period, also marked the one notable

—

though far from decisive—deviation from the general trend towardi

'anglicisation' of the administration of justice. The reluctance to

initiate change and reform became more pronounced in the 1860Sand
1870s. Thus when the question of service tenures within vihdragam and
devdlagam became a matter of public discussion again in 186^-70^

Sir Hercules Robinson would agree to nothing more drastic than a
purely permissive measurei despite the cogendy argued case made
mainly on humanitarian grounds by £. L. Mitford, for the immediate

and compulsory abolition of these tenures.^ And the memory of 1848

lingered on even in matters relating to taxation policy : as late as 1877

Governor Gregory urged, as a serious objection to the introduction of

a land tax, that it would be imposing a direct tax on the people—*a

very serious matter the consequences ofwhich no one can foretell'.

It will be shown below that by the 1870s the retreatfrom innovation

began to have its impact on administrative policy as well, especially

in relation to the role of native headmen in the administration.

Although there is evidence of a change in the government's attitude

to the native chiefs within a decade of the 'rebellion' of 1848, it was
Gregory who boldly reversed the trend, discernible since the Great

Rebellion of 18 17-18, of being warv' of the Kandyan chiefs. He began

a policy of resuscitation of aristocratic influence in the administration,

continued by men like Gordon and McCallum and given added
impetus in an attempt to build up a bloc ofloyalists as a counterweight

to the more assertive sections of the emerging elite, who were brashly

demanding a share of political power in the country.

* See SP XVIII of 1869, containing E. L. XCtford's memoranda on leriidoni, I
(Dec 1868) and II (Jan. 1869), and Robinion's minute of 84 Aug. 18^.
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There was one other notable development under Gregory. Revision

ofprovincial boundaries, hitherto used as an administrative device to

keep Kandyan 'nationality in check, was now utilised for the exacdy
opposite purpose. His reasons for the establishment of the North-
Central Province seem in retrospect a damning condenmation of the

principles behind Golebrooke's re-drawing of provincial boundaries

in 1833. These reasons were :

' [The] wretched state ofthis huge extent

of territory; its totally n^lected condition; the impossibility of a
Government Agent reading at Jaffna, the northern part of the island

being able to supervise the immediate inqnovement necessary; and
last, but not least, that this pordon of the Northern Province was
Kandyan in its population whereas in the North it was Tamil, and
generally ruled by a Government Agent who was more conversant

with Tamik than with Singhalese Istcl" • Two more Kandyan pro-

vinces were carved out in the 18808: Uva in 1886 and Sabaragamuva
in 1889. "^cse changes in provincial boundaries stretching over the

years 1873-89 marked a distinct change of attitude to the Kandyan
problem. The policy which had prevailed since 1833 was abandoned
because the political fector on which it was based—^the fear that a
'traditional' nationalism guided by an aristocratic leadership was a
threat to British rule—had lost its validity. It indicated a shrewd grasp

of the realities of a changed political situation. Between the 18808

and the attainment of independence in the twentieth century, the

Kandyans mostiy took satis&ction in a new role—that ofassociates of

the British and a counterweight to the reform and nationalist move-
ments dominated by the emerging dite of the maritime districts. The
leaders ofKandyan opinion seldom showed much sympathy for the

political as{»rations of these movements; when not positively hostile,

they stood aloofand suqudous.

This discussion of the re-drawing of provincial boundaries is an
appropriate point of dq>arture for a brief review of an important

aspect ofthe process ofconsolidation ofBritish rule in the last quarter

of tiie nineteenth century—the increasingly effective control of the

Secretariat in Colombo over the provincial administration. During
nuich of tiie nineteenth century the main strength ofBritish colonial

administration in the island lay in its provincial organisation. The
provinces were divided into a varying number of districts, the total

number being twenty-one, of which fourteen were administered by
Assistant Government Agents while the Govemmoit Agent who was
in overall control of the province had sole charge of the principal

district of his province. The Government Agent, as the chiefgovern-

ment representative in his province^ was vested with the executive

authority ofthe state. The ftirth^ away from the centre and the more
* Gregory, Autobugn^, pp. 309-10.
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difficult the comiminicatiom, the gceater was the power wielded by
the Govemment Agent and his subocdinatei. Althoiig^ officials ofthe

higher bureaucracy heldjudicial appointments too, tfieirjudicial and
executive powers were separated except in some of the rcsooter dis-

tricts—Anurfidhapura, Trinoomalee, Vavuniya and MannSr—where

the Assistant Government Agents were also DistrictJudges.

The net«voric ofroads constructed during the second quarter ofthe
nineteenth century, and oqpanded thereafter to keep pace with the

growth ofthe plantations, facilitated communications between Col-

ombo and the provinces. The td^n^ and, later, the railway

brought the provincial administation under doser supervision from
Colombo. A decision taken by Gregory In 1873 was a Ibretaste ofthe

future: in that year the fint oifwhat was to be a series ofannual con*

foences of Govenunent Agents was held under his auspices. Its pur-

pose was to promote uniformity in pfovindal administration. At this

annual *durbar' the Govemment .^;ents vrere 'eiyoined to bring a
list ofworia [they] required, and each had fiill time to give all neces-

sary cxplanatioiis . •
.' It was *a general meetisg to discus various

sulijects of public intereit on whidi the Agents had been invited to

prepare themselves*. This annual 'durbar* marked the beginning of
the decline ofthe Govemment Agents' powersms^m the Secretariat

in CSolombo.

The consolidadon of British rule has so iar been discussed in terms

of two problems—^the Kandyan question, and the relationship be-

tween the Secretariat in Colombo and the provincial administration.

The processes of consolidation comprised other fieatures as well, and
all these latter had one conmion element—a conservative outlook.

Three of these salient features are reviewed below: the erection of

barriers to the entry of Sri Lankans to positions of influence in the

higher bureaucracy; the reconciliation between the British and the

traditional ^lite; and a retreat from the policy of even-handed treat-

ment of caste problems. In all these there was a distinct reversal of

enlightened policies enunciated during the age ofreforms inthe decade
following the publication of the Golebrooke-Cameron reports and the

introduction of reforms based on them. To turn to the first of these

problems, it was natural that appointment to the higher bureaucracy

should become an object of ambition among educated Sri Lankans.

Entry to the higher bureaucracywas cherished because it amounted to

admission into the charmed circle of the ruling 61ite. The early policy

of educating mostiy young men from among the traditional dite

tended to reduce considerably both the pressure for govemment em-
ployment and competition between different social groups, but the

expansion of educational opportunitfts increased competition.

Appointment to the dvil service—as the closed division ofthe higher
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bureaucracy was called—was in the patronagejointly oftheSecretary

ofState for the Colonies and the Governor of the Gokmy; from 1852

this patronage was equally divided. Since 1845 nominees of the

Secretary ofState had been required to pass theI^eybury Entrance

Examination, and from 1856 the open competitive examination in-

stituted by the Macaulay CSommittee was applied to Sri Lanka. No
such examination, however, was required for candidates nominated

by the Governor. Ward successfully resisted moves to establish a com-
pedtive examination for the Governor's nominees, believing that itwas
possible to obtain more suitable men through the prevailing system of

personal sdection. In 1863 his successor G.J. MacCarthymodified the
policy, and thereafter the Governor's candidates were required to pass

a non-competitive examination on 'general attainments'. For a few
years this examination was ofa lower standard than that set by the

British Civil Service Commission, but from 1870 they were requinsd to

sit thesame examination in Colombo as did the candidates in London,
This system of simultaneous examinations for entry to the civil

service was abolished in 1880, and thereafter all candidates were re-

quired to vie in open competition in London. The purpose of this

change was quite ejqplicitiy to compel candidates to obtain their

education in London. Governor Lon^ien himself aigued that *it was
impossible for any young man without leaving the island to shake

himself free of local ties and local feelings of caste prejudice and in^

sular narrowness as to acquire any independence of thought'* The
injustice of this requirement was hardly mitigated by the award

—

b^gun in 1870—of Queen's Scholarships for study in British univer-

sities. Within three years of makuig the comment quoted above,

Longden was complaining that the unintentional eflfect of throwing

open the cadetships to conqietition by public examination in England
was the virtual exclusion ofnatives ofthe island fit»n the dvil service

premier. Li 1868 (wdl before Longden's administration) there had
been seventy-four Britons and ten &i Tiankans including Buighers in

the higher bureaucracy; by 1881 the proportion was reduced, the

numbors being eighty-four to seven respectively.

This virtual exdusion of Sii Tiankans from the higher bureaucracy

was resented all the more because the public pronouncements in the

1870S and 1880S of successive Governors of the Colony, who had
repeatedly and emphatically raised e3q)ectations regarding increased

opportunities for Sri Lankans to enter the dvil service, vrere so much
at variance with the actual policy followed. These gubernatorial

declarations were reduced to vacuous good intentions by the higher

bureaucracy who justified their resistance to any large-scale addition

of Sii Tiankans to their ranks with the argument that it would lead

« CO. 54/598, Longden to Kimberky, 15 Oct x88o.
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to a lowering of standards and efficiency in administration. The
rationale behind this virtual exclusion of Sri Lankans from the civil

service was the contention that expatriate British officials were and
would be more responsible and jealous trustees of the people's in-

terests than their potential replacements from among the educated

Sri Lankans. Total exclusion from the civil service was impK)ssible, but

those who secured admission were quickly diverted to the judicial side

of the administration. In the 1870s all the Sri Lankans in the higher

bureaucracy were in judicial posts, a trend which continued un-

changed till well into the twentieth century. Whereas in India civil

servants were entitled to a choice between the executive and judicial

Une, in Sri Lanka there was no choice, and it was the less able—or

those less socially acceptable—who were most often appointed judges.

These judicial appointments were much less prestigious and desirable

than administrative and revenue posts; judges had less chance to

show initiative and to influence policy. It was precisely these latter

posts to which nationally conscious or socially sensitive Sri Lankans
aspired, but which they did not get. In this period no Sri Lankans
attained the status of Assistant Government Agent, much less that of

Government Agent. The rationale for this restriction of Sri Lankans
to judicial appointments was the argument that while they might

have gained distinction in the fields oflaw and medicine, they had yet

to demonstrate the quaUties which were necessary in the more prag-

matic field of administration where the ability to direct and control

people was the key requirement.

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century and the first decade of

the twentieth, it was the specialised 'technicar depgirtments—such as

the Medical, Education and Public Works Departments—which pro-

vided Sri Lankans with the widest choice and greatest opportunities

for responsible ifnot remunerative employment. Even so appointments

in some technical departments such as the Railway,^ Irrigation^ and

Survey Departments were for long the exclusive preserve of Europeans,

Moreover, within the 'technical' departments which were open to

Sri Lankans, the positions available to them were less influential and
prestigious, and were the least important in decision-making. As a sop

to the Sri Lankans who continuously agitated for entry to the civil

sei-vice, a local division of the civil service was created—as in India—
with allegedly similar prospects but undeniably inferior status. This

was done in 189 1, and six civil service positions were reserved for

Sri Lankans in this local or subordinate division. Needless to say, it

* In the railway, for instance, nearly all the locomotive drivers, nearly all the

guards, and all the mcidmniral and track eogineen were recruited firom Britain till

the 1 9208.

* The Irrigation Department was established in igoo.
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did not satisfy educated Sri Lankans, who continued to press for

equality of treatment with Europeans in dvil service appointments.

There was scant sympathy for these aspirations fiom Governors
Gordon and Havelock. On the contrary ihcy urged that appointments

to the subordinate civil service should be by Governor's nomination

and not through compedtive examination. Gordon argued that the

examination system 'shut out finom all hope ofhigher employmentjust
thosemen most fitted fixr it, and entitled to it; thosewho have already

served well as Preadents [of Village Tribunals], MvdaliyarSi Rate

MahaiaugmSi Acting Magistrates, or Acting Cadets . . . but who are

too old to enter by competitive examination even ifthey would. .

.

In writing thus in a private letter to his successor Havelock, Gordon
was preaching to the converted. Havelock contended that the Sin-

halese and Burghers best suited for service were the young men who
had had a gentieman's education butwho would be beaten in a com-
petitive examination by those who were not gentlemen and were less

fitted for the service than those whom they would have beaten. In a
confidential deqiatch to Joseph CSiamberlain, Secretary of State for

the Colonies, Havelock eaquuided on this theme: 'If the Governor

could exercise suchapower ofappointment in favourofthede Sarams,
de Liveras, Bandaranaikes and de Soysas^ etc, a much better dass <^

oflScer would be obtained than the present system [ofexaminations]

is likely to procure. I confess that I look to the fiiture result of the

present system with extreme apfurehension . •

At the turn of the century Governor Sir Josqih West Ridgeway
sought to reverse these trends. He believed that the entry of Sri

LaiTJcans to the higher bureaucracy in increasing numbers was inevit-

able^ and that it was desirable to encourage it. Indeed he foresaw the

time when Europeans would be confined to a few key and sensitive

posts in the dvil service and would serve laigely in a supervisory

capadty. Once again, expectations were raised only to disappoint

those who hoped for change. By the first decade of the twentieth

century the exdusion ofSri Lankans fiom the more important posts in

the higher bureaucracy was maintained with renewed vigour. For

examine, an attempt was made to exdude them fiom employment in

the higher ranks of the Police. More significantiy, Walter Pereira, a
leading Sri Tiankan lawyer, was not confirmed in the post ofAttorney

General for which he was eminentiy qualified, although he had acted

as Attorney General with aplomb and distinction. In contrast, two

Sri Tiankans (both Burghers) had served as Attorney General in the

'Stanmore MSS, scries A, vol. IX (49207), Gordon to Havelock, 6 May 1892.

* A curious inclusion tliis, for the de Soysas did not belong to the gqyigama

wuuk^j/Sf establishment the others in the list.

* G.0. 54/695, Havdock to Chamhrrlain, confidential, 90 Oct 1895.
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seoomd half of the nineteenth oeatury: Sir Richard Mbigan and Sir

Samud Grenier. An official in WhitehaUjustified the dedsio^
look Walter Perdra's daims by aiguing that the man chosen to be
Attorney General 'must be a good lawyer and ought to be pure
white. .

.

Muddiydrs

A paralld devdopment to the successful resistance ofthe British dvil

servants to a large-scale entry ofeducated Sri T^ankans to the higher

bureaucracywas amore sympathetic view ofthe native diiefi. De^te
an avowed poEcy—ipursued with greater conviction if not with any
dogged persistence nnoe the Ooilebrooke-CiaiTieitm reCbrms—ofunder*
mining their influence in Sri Lankan society, the chie& were still

indispensable in the administrative structure at district levd^ and
bdow. Many ofthese positions carried no remunerationandwere held
on a loose hereditary basis. They owed their survival within theadmi-
nistrative structure to a combination of factors—^most of all, inertia:

it was convenient to have them around in these subordinate poiti, and
in any case British officials felt more comfortable with them than with
more educated Sri Lankans fiom lower strata of society. Secondly,

they were indispensable because the altemadve to their eliminadon

was an increase in the number of British officials down to the chief

headmen's division and even bdow, and this was prohibitively ex-

pensive even ifso large a number ofofficials could have been found.

In the Kandyan areas the British had, on the whole, fiuled in such
attempts as they made—^not that there was any consistent effort—^to

build up a group ofloyal collaborators who could have been used as a
countervailing force to the detriment ofthe chiefs. But in the maritime
districts the tradidonal 61ite—the mudaliySrs themadves—were evolv-

ing, by the middle of the nineteenth century, into precisely such a
group of loyalists. By the 18508 one sees clear evidence ofa tendency

to rdy on them as an auxiliary force ofcollaborators. The i^lication

of a similar policy to the Kandyan areas took longer, but with the

revitalising of the village communities and the creation of the village

tribunals, there was a restoration ofsome of the powers lost by the

chiefs in earlier decades. In 187 1 the powers of the gansabhdvas, which
originally had to do mainly with rules for the control of cultivation

and the use ofwater in villages dependent on irrigation, were extended

R. E. Stubbs' minute on MacCallum to Crewe telegram of 37 Jan. 1911, in

CO. 54/741.
u Districti were divided into cbiefheadmen't diviiion (no in all); and tlMK in

turn into 613 wib-divirioM under lupcrior hradmm and 4,000 or 10 viHagei under
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to cover other aspects ofvilla.£Te life. The members of these bodies were
chosen from among the principal landowners of the area. They were

presided over by the chief headmen luidcr the supervision of the

Government Agents, and had power to make rules for the regulation

of village facilities. The village tribunals, it has been seen, were in fact

local courts which not only tried breaches of village rules but also had
jurisdiction in minor criminal and certain civil cases. These courts

were at first presided over by the chief headmen, although presidents

ofvillage tribunals with some legal training were later appointed.

Under Gregory the growing reconciliation between the British and
the Kandyan chiefs blossomed into a relationship of trust and mutual
dependence. With Gordon this policy was extended to the low-country

as well. Where Gregory was impelled by sentiment, Gordon was pur-

poseful in his policy of aristocratic resuscitation; he was after all the

pioneer—while in Fiji—of the .system of Indirect Rule in which the

tradiuonal elite were the key element. He extended the use of the

*durbar' by associating in it—for ceremonial purposes—the chief

native headmen. This trend was continued and strengthened in the

first decade of the twentieth century by Sir Henry MacCallum, who
had the advantage of experience of similar gatherings of chiefs in

Malaya, Nigeria and Natal, in a more formal, consultative and deli-

berative capacity. MacCallum modelled his *durbars' on the indabas

of Natal, at which the chiefs discussed the vital issues of the day with

the Governor and his principal officials. Thus MacCallum took the

policy of aristocratic resuscitaUon a stage further, and once again the

reasons behind it were political, the anxiety to build a counterweight

to the more assertive sections of the educated elite who were demand-
ing a share of power in the colony. Gordon himself had explained the

advantages of this line of policy: 'It is my desire to preserve as long as

possible a system which enlists all native local inliucnces in support of

authority, instead of arranging them against it; and which shields the

government to a great degree from direct friction with those it

governs . .
.'^^ 'The [office of] Ratcmahatmaya,' Sir James Robert

Longden (Gordon's predecessor) declared, 'is one which demands for

the efficient performance of its duties, not so much efficient training as

that the occupant should have among the natives the sort of influence

that pertains to high birth, landed property and experience in af-

fairs. '^'^ I'hc hallmarks of the system were wealth, influence and social

status. By the end of the nineteenth century, all posts of President of

Village Tribunal were in the hands of the Kandyan chiefs and the

mudaliydrs in the low-country. There were six Sinhalese police magis-

trates in 190 1, all members of the same traditional elite families.

^* CO. 54/584, Gordon to Knutsford, 426 of 31 Oct. 1889.

^ G.0. 54/541, LoQgdea to Kimberley, 456 of 26 Oct. 1882.
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The bond betweea the government and the traditional dite was
destined to have fiur-reaching political consequences on account ofthe

caste problem. The policy ofaristocratic resuscitation brought with i^

almost inevitably^ a reversal of the commitment to discourage caste

privilege which had been a striking feature ofthe era ofrefinms that

followed the introduction ofthe Golebnx3tke-C!ameron reforms.

App(»ntment dftoftxaf and sal4gamas to posts o£nmdalyfSro£k9nlis

was not infiequent in the early and mid-nineteenth century. Non-
gqyigamas had even been raised to the status otMahdMiidaUjSrm early

British times. Adrian de Abrew Rajapakse, a saUSgjoma scholar, was
made MahSMudalij^ and he held the postjointly with CSonrad Peter

Dias, a member of the gou^gma establishment. At this time more
mudaUySn ofthese castes secured appointment as kdrafimudoHjfdrs than

in previous decades, and the greater frequency of their entry to these

posts maitei a recognition of their equsdity with the gtsngamas^ even
though the latter never entirely lost ihetr advantage Sat office or rank.

Thus, till about the i88os the policy ofadministering the country with

the co-operation of the traditional goyigama establishment haid not
necessarily implied the exclusion of other caste groups from fimur.

Indeed by the third quarter of the nineteenth century, the non-

gifjngama dlite, increasingly self-assured and affluent, were not indinerl

to accept the claims oi^tutgajngama 6\itc—^'the first-class' gqjfiganias, as

they called themselves—to superiority in caste status over others. The
most aggressive critics and the most formidable challengers of the

establishment were the kardvas. The government stayed aloof

from these contests, and its neutrality, ifnot ostentatious, was sddom
in doubt.

Achange in policycame with Gordon, who intervened decisively in

support of the claims to caste privilege advanced by standard-bearers

of the goyiffuna establishment, the Diases and Dia»-Bandaranaikes. He
refused to appoint a successor to Louis de Zoysa as Mahd MudaliySt

when he died in 1884, even though the local press, English and Sin-

halese, strongly backed the claims of Gate-Mudaliyar Samson Rajap

pakse {saldgama) and C. H. de Soysdi{kardva) to the post. Contemporary
critics attributed Gordon's discrimination against the non-gjoyigama

castes to the influence ofhis Mahd Mudaliydr (a Dias-Bandaranaike),

whose IdnsfoUc he favoured over better-qualified applicants. Gordon's

actionsprovoked acrimonious pamphleteering campaigns in whichthe
goyigama claims to superiority were challenged, and similar and con-

flicting claims on behalfofother casteswere advanced. The recrimina-

tion directed at Gordon by the xioiirgoyigama castes, in particular by
the kardvas, was a reflection oftheir bitter disappcuntment that he had
succeeded in emphasising once more the relevance ofcaste as a deter^
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xninant of 6]ite status. Moreover, because of the feeling that govern-

ment recognised caste dbtinctions, even minor <yffidals began to

discriminate against non-goyigamas eq>eciaUy in selection to govern-

ment posts. As for Gordon himself, his associations and instincts were
essentially feudal; he reverenced the past and aspired to rule the

Sinhalese in the spirit ofthe old rulers. But therewere other reasons too
for the decision to support the goyigama establishment: the goyigamas

were by &r the largest caste groups oonsdtuting nearly half the Sin>

halese population, and were much the most contented section of the

community. These more pragmatic considerations would have ap-

pealed to Gordon's successors, fer the exacerbation of caste rivalries

undoubtedly impeded the growth of a sense of unity and nationality

among the Sinhalese. Goyigama support was essential for any political

movement to make an impact; laddng it, minority castes could make
little headway in their political agitation. When these minority castes

led a demand for reform, it could always be dismissed as the agitation

ofa small clique not representative ofthe country at large.

Revival ofBuddhism

An interesting aspect of the link between the consolidation ofBritish
rule and triumph of conservatism was the attempt to devetop a more
accommodating attitude towards Buddhism. In the 1870s Buddhism
was, ifnot on the crest ofawave ofrecovery, at least verymuchon the

up-grade. A Buddhist revival had been gaining ground steadily in an
atmosphere ofcovert and overt hostility from missionary organisations

and government officials (the neutrality ofthe state did not ensure the

neutrality of its officials). The Buddhist revival proved a spur to the

growtii of national consciousness and the recovery of natumal pride.

But before any attempt could be made to direct this stream of re-

ligious 'nationalism' into 'political' channeb—indeed, before anyone
thought of such a possibility—Gregory and Gordon sought to guide

it into a conservative mould. Gregory, the Frotestant and Liberal

Irish landlord, initiated a policy ofactive interest in and sympathy for

the Buddhist movement. This he did by according a measure of

judicious patronage to the movement as well as by consciously seeking

to emphasise the government's neutrality in religious afiairs. The foct

that hewas at the same time engaged in the attempt to disestablish the

Anglican church appeared to demonstrate this neutrality in a manner
which was at once vigorous and open (the disestablishment was actu«

ally achieved under Longden) . Gordon not only continued this policy

but also endeavoured to underscore the principle of a special obliga-

tion towards Buddhism: he hoped thereby to make the Buddhist
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movement a ooiuervative Ibrce, aometfaiiig wludb nvould he^ to

revitalise the traditional society in the &ce of the eroding effects of

education and social change.

Both Gtegory and Goidon viewed Buddhism as essentially oon^

servative in the sense of being tlie bedrock of the traditional way of

life. They valued it fer its potential as a countervailing force agadnst

movements fixr change and reform which raised the prospect of dis-

turbing the political balance which the British were g^l""g to mam*
tain. But the forces behind the Buddhist revival were not necessarily

conservative in a political sense. Gordon's assumption that religious

revivalism and political conservatism were twin forces which would
blend harmoniously was too focile and simplistic. The Buddhist re-

vival could not be thus contained. By the turn of the century a
sustained temperance agitation with which it was inevitably linloed

gave it added momentum. This temperance agitation became, as we
shall see, at once an integral element in religious revival, and an
introduction—tentative but astutely restrained—to political activity

which, for from helping to consolidate the forces of conservatism in

Sinhalese sodety, actually helped to undermine thenu
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EDUCATION AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN
THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY

Even for many who have not found it possible personally to visit Europe,

education ofa purely European type has become more eaisily accessible and
has been sought with eagerness. This had led, in my opinion, not to the

working ofany marked transformation in the bulk ofthe population, but to

the creation of, or, at any rate, to a great extension in the matter of numer-
ical strength of, a dass of natives which formerly was almost a negligible

quanity.

[It] is precisely the acquisition of European ideas and the adoption of

European in preference to Geylonese civilization that differentiates this

class of Ceylonese from their countrymen . . . [and separates them] by a
wide gulf from the majority of the native inhabitants of the Colony. Their

ideas, their aspirations, their interests arc distinctively their own, are all

moulded upon European models, and are no longer those of the majority of

their countrymen.

Thus the Governor, Sir Henry MacCallum, writing in 191 o, focussed

attention on a very significant aspect ofa half-century ofrapid change,

coinciding with the second half of the nineteenth century: the emer-

gence of a new elite. He refers here to two of its most distinctive char-

acteristics—that it was western-educated and anG;Hcised. and hence

alienated from the people. As an avowedly hostile critic of this ^lite,

he caricatured it rather than drawing a true-to-life picture. It would
have surprised him immensely to know that the three points he made
about the elite—that it was a new elite, anglicised and western-

educated, and alienated from the people should have formed for

decades the stock-in-trade of social scientists in their analysis of social

and political change in Sri Lanka in the late nineteenth century and
the first half of the twentieth. (Not that these social scientists drew
their inspiration from MacCallum

;
they came to these conclusions on

their own.) Yet each of the points in this analysis was at best a half-

truth.

In the years Ijefore 1832, the processes of social and economic

change generated by the establishment of British rule had resulted in

a renewal of the strength of the traditional elite as it adapted itself to

the new environment. But in the second halfof the nineteenth century,

these same forces of change led, if not to the displacement of the
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traditional 6\itc, then at least to the emergesce ofchallengers to their

pofiitioii who were mostly sel£>made men, eager to grasp the new eco-

nomic opportunities open to Sri Lankans, and much more adept at

doing so. If these self-made men emerged as challengers to the tradi*

donal 61ite, the British themselves attempted purposefully to dispense

%rith the traditional ^te. The establishment ofa more bureaucratic

form of government after the Golebrooke-Caineron reforms ivas

motivated pardy at least by a desire to reduce the influence and
prestige of the nmdaliydrs and the Kandyan aristocracy in the admi-

nistrative structure; but, as we have seen, they continued to be an

integral element in the administration and an essential channel of
conmiunication between the British government and the people.

Their inherited advantages survived despite a deliberate reduction of

their powers, and there appears to have been no falling-oif in the

deference shown to them by the people, or in their influence over the

people. Eventually, by the 1870s, the British theoudves leverKd this

policy, and introduced the diametrically opposite one of aristocratic

resuscitation.

The traditional ^te found it more difficult to maintain an eco-

nomic superiority over other segments of the local population. This

had largely been a function of their advantageous position as the

principal landholders. With the remarkable success of coffee culture,

local entrepreneurs began to accumulate wealth on an unprecedented

scale, but here too the traditional elite was not entirely displaced ; how-
ever, its challengers could compete effectually in all spheres of social

and economic activity which the traditional elite had hitherto domi-

nated. This was especially so in regard to ownership of lands in which

it was soon left far behind. This happened also, though not to the same

extent, in education and professional training. As in most societies, the

traditional elite resented the new men most of all for their ostentatious

emulation of the life-style which had hitherto been an attribute of

hereditary status. But the new men could not be denied their place in

the ranks of the elite. The established men still formed part, though

very much a subordinate part, of the 'governing elite' ; their chal-

lengers, grudgingly accommodated in the 'non-governing' sector of the

elite, were aspirants for entry and acceptance in the lower rungs of the

'governing eUte'. Together, both groups formed a tiny segment of

indigenous society which claimed or aspired to a position ofsuperiority

and a measure of inlluencc over the rest of the community. They all

shared, in a greater or lesser degree, the three main nodons com-
monly associated with elite status: superiority, prestige and power.

Although the established men were compelled to accommodate them-

selves to an expansion of the elite by the absorption of the new rich,

the latter were very soon the dominant section in terms of numbers,
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wealth and education, and were in effect a new (?lite in which hered-
itary status was only one, and not necessarily the most significant,

attribute of elite ranking.

It has \o\-\^ been usual to treat education as the key factor in the

development of this new <51ite. But the starting-point of an under-

Standing of these processes of social change is the realisation that the

role of education in it was as complex as it was basically limited.^ It is

important to remember that secondary ethication in Sri Lanka was a

phenomenon of the late nineteenth century, beginning in 1869-70

with the implementation of some of the recommendations of the

Morgan Committee's report. ^ From 1870 the formulation and, to a

lesser extent, implementation of education policy was in the hands of

the Department of Public Instruction and its administrative head.

Government resources were devoted largely to the spread of ver-

nacular education, English education being left almost entirely to the

missionaries. Elementary education itself was interpreted narrowly,

on the lines envisaged for England by Lowe's Revised Education Code
of 1862, as something suited to the rural child whose horizon was
limited to the confines of the village. In the 1880s Charles Bruce, who
drafted the Revised Education Code for the island at that time, argued

that government policy should be directed at the extension of primary

educaUon to equip the village child for the 'humble career which
ordinarily lies before him'. Tlie government's interest in EngHsh edu-

cation was confined to the maintenance of a few superior English

schools—the Central Schools—^which the Central School Commission
had set up. The English and Anglo-Vernacular schools run by the

government were closed down wherever there were missionar\- schools

teaching in English in close proximity to them. The aim quite clearly

was to restrict if not discourage entry to these scliools—Brucc's Re-

vised Education Code made this quite explicit; the fees cliaigcd in

these English schools were high enough to serv^ as an efi'ective barrier

to easy entry for most of those who aspired to such an education.

These English secondary schools were nevertheless given pride of

place in the island's education system.

The last quarter of the nineteenth century \vas the heyday of

denominational missionary education in the island. While the Depart-

ment of Public Instruction directed schools through its codes, the

missionary interests were undoubtedly the detennining influence In

educatioiial expansion. The introducdon of the grants-in-aid system

had the effect of strengthening the influence of these interests, for, in

^ Michael Roberts, 'A New Marriage, an Old Dichotomy: the "Middle Class"

in British Ceylon?' in J'. T. Rutnam Felicitation Volume (Jaflna, 1980), pp. 32-63.
* L. A. Wickrenientne^ '1865 and the Ghanget in Educatioa PoUdes*, MCS,

1970, pp. 84-93.
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deference to tfadr wishes, the requiranent dTa ooosdeoce clause was
omitted and grants were given for secular instructioii, while litde or
nothiDg was done to curb the use of the educational pfooeas by mis-

sionaries prosdytisation and fiir sectarian purposes. As in Britain

after the Fonter Act in 187O) the practice adopted by the Department
ofPublic Instruction was one ofsupplementing the educational enter-

prise ofreligbus bodies» in this instance the missionaries.

Despite diese restrictive tendencies and despite the retrenchment

adopted after the ooflfee crash in the late 1870s and early 1880s, there

was sustained progress in the extension of educational fiicilities, and
the increase in the number of schools was tbe largest seen since the

establishment ofBritish rule. In 1 869, the last year ofthe School Com-
mission, there were 140 schools with 8,751 pupils; by 1874 di^cre were

838 schools and 1,178 in 1878, and the number ofpupils increased cor-

respondingly to 47,278 and 67,750respecdveLy. Nevertheless the devel-

opment was lop-sided. In teraos ofnumbers, the increase was largely

in vernacular schools. The quality of education in these schools was
generally poor, and the teachers were incompetent. The situation was
worst in the more remote and backward areas. In 1883, for instance,

two-thirds of the boys and five-siscths of the girls in the island had no
education at all. As for attendance at school, the average for the

island was one in thirty, but the range was from one in twenty-one

in the Western Province to one in 222 in the North-Central Province.

In the coastal districts of the south-west, the North-Western Pro-

vince and the Northern Province there was a lively interest in educa-

tion.

The government and the missionaries were by no means the only

school-builders; wealthy philanthropists, especially the new rich, vied

with each other in building schools. Most of these were established in

the low-country—in both Sinhalese and Tamil areas—^where there

was already a comprehensive and expanding network of schools run

by the missionaries and the government. As a result of this pattern of

growth, the low-country Sinhalese and the Tamils left the Kandyans
far behind in education. The number of educated KLandyans in pro-

portion to the Kandyan population was a fraction ofthe corresponding

figure for the low-country Sinhalese and the Tamils. It is hardly sur-

prising that the dominance of the missionaries in the field ofeducation

should have been reflected in the disproportionate number of Chris-

tians among the elite groups. In the late nineteenth and early twenti-

eth centuries, the Christians were well ahead of all other religious

groups in literacy.

Despite the increase in the number of schools and pupils in the last

quarter of the nineteenth century those who had had the benefits of

an English education remained very small. Nevertheless their im-

I

I

I
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portance in society was far from n^ligible: by the middle of the nine-

teenth century there was abeady a small group of Sri Lankan civil

servants and professional men, who came to enjoy higher salaries (and
earnings) and greater prestige, and be accorded higher precedence in

oiBcial rankings than the rmMiySfS or the Kandyan aristocracy.'

Within this group the Burghers were disproportionate in their large

numbers but by the last quarter of the nineteenth century they had
begun to lose their predominance and were in the process of being

overshadowed by the Sinhalese and Tamils.

As under the traditional Sinhalese system, government service

carried status, prestige and authority, and for this reason the civil

service—^the higher bureaucracy—as the apex of the administrative

structure was the object ofambition among the educated classes. Only
slightly lower in terms of the status and the prestige they conferred

were the professions—law, medicine and the (church) ministry, in that

Oirder. The greatest economic and social rewards were provided by the

l^al profession. At first it was the traditional elite—or the Sinhalese

establishment—which came to dominate it; a legal career became an
attracdve alternauve for the sons of mudatiydrs who could not be ac-

commodated in the ranks ofthe lower bureaucracy. But pcedsely be-

cause it was the only route to the highest posts in government service

(as illustrated by the careers ofseveral scions oimudaliyar families, but
more appropriately by the success of the Burgher elite in the persons

of Moigan and Grenier), the monopoly enjoyed by the mudaHydr

families soon ended. The children of the rising affluent men worked

their way into this charmed circle. For them wealth had opened the

way to better educational facilities within the island, and to higher

education, mainly in British universities, and professional qualifica-

tions in law at the Inns ofCourt. Many also obtained university educa-

tion in Calcutta and Madras.

The attractions of a legal career were, no doubt, enhanced by the

stringent restrictions on the employment of Sri Lankans in the higher

bureaucracy. The unbending zeal with which the Ceylon Civil Service

was maintained as a British and European preserve was the most
persistent grievance of educated Sri Lankans. But the colonial admi-

nistration in the island, as we have seen, resisted all pressures from the

Colonial Office as well as from Sri Lankans to widen opportunities for

the latter in the higher bureaucracy. It could be argued tliat these

curbs on entr^^ of Sri Lankans into the civil ser\dce, and the pattern of

economic development in the island called for very limited facilities

for higher and technical education; but, more important, both the

' On elite formation in nineteenth-century Sri Lanka, sec Michael Roberts,

'Problems of Social Stratification and the Demarcatioii of Natioaal and Local

£lites in British Ceylon',JAS, 33(4), pp. 549-77*
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coloiiial admimstratioii and the traditional dite viewed the expanmaa
of educational facilities with little sympathy. If the Biitiah goivem-

ment's antipathy was laigely to English education and post-secondary

institutions, the traditional dite's opposition was much more com-
prehensive in scope. Thus J. P. Obe^ekere, Sinhalese representative

in the Legislative Coimcil, who belonged to the hard core of the

traditional dite, was among the strongest supporters of Bnioe*s Re*
vised Education CodewhenitcameupfiirdisciHsionin the Legislative

Council. He castigated ignorant villagers who, in his opinion, got

into debt because of the fastidious notions of their Engliaii-educated

children. And he argued forcefully for the imposition of the severest

restrictions for entry to all schools, so that the children ofthe rural poor

would be forced 'to follow such avocations as they are fitted for by
nature'. Obeysekere was giving candid expression to the views of his

own social group and its fear that education, by widening intellectual

horizons, would stimulate processes of social change which would
almost certainly undermine their own privileged position in the

country. The traditional 61ite realised that its challengers among the

new rich had an enthusiasm for education which infected the rest of
society. Moreover, the anglicised life-style of its members became
an ideal of 6lhe behaviour and one which was easily and readily

emulated. The English schools were the nurseries of the anglicisa-

tion process. The curricula of the public and grammar schools of

nineteenth-century England were the models for the Colombo Acad-
emy and the prestigious English schools run by the missionaries^

which concentrated mainly on the academic courses which were the

prerequisite for higher education and entry to the professions. Thus,

while access to English education was limited, it was nevertheless an
important hallmark of 61ite status, although by no means its sole

determinant. And as in all societies, the establishment was not inclined

to welcome a broadening of the basis of the dite through an increase

in its numbers.

From the point ofview of the traditional elite and the government,

the fact that there were only limited facilities for post-secondary and
vocational education within the island had at least the advantage of

keeping the numbers of aspirants to educated elite status small enough
for them to be accommodated within the existing framework without

much strain. Unemployment or even underemployment among men
with a university or professional training was unheard of in late

nineteenth-century Sri Lanka, and as we have seen, those who aspired

to a university education needed to go to Britain or to India unless

they were satisfied with the less attractive but less expensive alternative

of an external degree of London University. The establishment of the

Medical and Law Colleges (in 1870 and 1874 respecUvely) helped to

i
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fill the gap somewhat, but there were no technical institutes in the

island tUl well into the twentieth century. Thus, in striking contrast to

the three Pudencies in British India, education was not the prime
determining fiictor in 61ite fiurmation. The acquisition of an English

education had the obvious advantage not only of enhancing an indi-

vidual*! status and bolstering his self-confidence, but also of giving

him easier access to the rulers ofthe day. The values inculcated by this

process ofeducation included a critical interest in political issues, even
though this did not then extend to organised political activity directed

against the colonial government. The homogeneity of the 61ite, such

as it was, was based partiy at least on its anglicised life-style, ofwhich
English education was a fiindamental characteristic. The 'insatiable

anxiety to attain everything that is English* did give the 61ite a com-
mon outiook on many matters, but the adoption ofEnglish ways and
'luxuries and refinement of living* which were previously unknown
did not cut them offcompletely fi^om the local ndlieu.

British administrators believed that a huge gulf separated the edu-

cated few from the illiterate many; they failed to see the personal and
social ties that enabled the 61ite to bridge it. An ^te group is, by
any standard of assessment, exclusive, but—as its critics among Bri-

tish oflidaldom seldom realised—^the social influence of members of
this £lite, by which they set so much store, depended largely on the

establishment and maintenance of close pers<Mial relations between

them, asmembers ofthe dite, and the people amongwhom they Uved,

and their readiness or wish to conununicate their values to them. The
stronger such links, the greater the influence of the dite and the

greater its alnlity to initiate—or thwart—change, and to make new
ideas accq>table to the community at large. Nor was communication

ofvalues always a one-way process, from the dite to die masses. On
the contrary the 61ite provedjust as rec^tive to the pressure oftradi-
tional values immanent among the people as the latter themselves.

Thus an English education and an anglicised life-style conferred no
immunity against the virus ofcaste prejudice endemic in the country;

indeed, the English-educated were in the forefront of the acrimo-

nious caste disputes that broke out among the Sinhalese in the late

nineteenth century. Again, the leadership of the religious revival

—

Buddhist, Hindu and Muslim—in the same period was largely in the

hands of a section of the English-educated and the wealthy if not

affluent.

£liteformation and economic growth

Much the most potent force in 61ite formation in nineteenth-century

Sri Lanka was the rapid economic growth which followed upon the
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successful establishment and etpansum ofcoffee culture. The planta-

tion sector of the Sri Lanka eoonomy was larger in relation to the

traditional sector than in most tropical colonies; at every stage in the

development of plantation agriculture segments of the indigenous

population participated in it. Local capitalists, as we have seen, had a
share in coffee and tea, were rather better represented in rubber, and
were predominant in coconut and (overwhelming^ so) in cinnamon,

which survived as a minor crop; and Sii Iiankans obtained a fitf

larger share in the export trade than hitherto. In short, the indigenous

planters, capitalists, smallholders and peasants played a much more
prominent role in plantation agriculture than did their counterparts

in most tropical colonies in Asia.

Again some ofthe services on the plantations and specialised func-

tions were pexfiirmed almost entirdyby the Sinhalese. These induded
the clearing ofthe forests for the establishment ofplantations, and the

transport ofproduce fiom the plantations to the ports, lill the intro-

duction of the railway, transpcnrt was very much a Sinhalese mono-
poly as regards both the labour and the ownership ofthe carts. British

planters and agency houses made serveral efforts to bring the transport

ofcoffee under thdr control and to break the hold ofthe Sinhalese on
this enterprise^ but none oftheir ventures so much as got off to a start.

Sinhalese expertise in transport, developed through the buUock carts

in the coffee era, flourished in the first halfofthe twentieth century in

a domination of road transport—both motor-buses and lorries.

Several Sinhalese families made large fortunes in the mining, pro-

cessing and export of graphite in the late nineteenth century. Two
other profitable fields of investment were toll rents of bridges and
ferries on the main highways (these rents declined in in^xirtance after

die railway was built) and, much the most important, the arrack

monopoly: entrepreneurship in the arrack trade was by far the most

profitable of these ventures. Urban property was greatly sought aflcr,

and must have helped consolidate the economic foundations ofseveral

fiuniUes. John Ferguson, a perceptive observer of the contemporary

scene, was struck by the increasing prosperity ofthe small and influen-

tial class of Geylonese capitalists, and the compicuous oonsumptioa

in which they indulged:

There are a considerable number of wealthy native gentlemen enriched by

trade and agriculture within British times and nearly all the property in

large towns aswen as extensive planted areas belong to them. . . In nothing

is the increase of wealth among the natives more seen in the Western,

Central and Southern Provinces than in the number of horses and carriages

now owned by them. Thirty or forty yean ago, to see a Geylonese own a
conveyance of his own was rare indeed; now the number of Buigfaeis^
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Sinhalese and Tamib driving their own carriages in the towns especially,

is very remarkable.*

There existed neither income tax, land tax nor death diuies,^ so

that fortunes could be amassed without any effective fiscal restraints.

The economic base expanded ; the number of Ceylonese capitalists

increased ; and the more affluent among them were eager and aggres-

sive aspirants to elite status. As the result, the traditional elite's

primacy as the most affluent group in indigenous society was at stake.

The first area of competition was land-ownership, and in this the

traditional elite was able to hold its own for a while. In the years after

1832, with the abolition of the land grant system and the introducdon

ofthe sale ofwaste lands by the state through a system ofauctions, land

became accessible to all classes in society, thus effectively removing

land-ownership as an exclusive attribute of elite status. In the early

stages a section of the goyigama mudaliydrs emerged as the main bene-

ficiaries of the new system when they converted their landholdings

into commercially viable plantations and kept increasing the acreages

they controlled. But their dominance in this sphere was shortlived, for

the kardva of Moratuva soon overtook them, and they—the goyigama

mudaliydrs—were left far behind by other Sri Lankan landowners as

well, as the acquisition of land became a channel of upward social

mobility for the new rich. British crown land policy affected all land

in the island and not merely the plantations and the villages in their

immediate neighbourhood. And for Sri Lanka as a whole, during

much of the second half of the nineteenth century, a greater propor-

tion of crown land was purchased by Sri Lankans or non-Europeans
than by European planters.

Within a decade or two of the successful establishment of coffee

culture, the really extensive tracts of plantations in the hands of Sri

Lankans were controlled by the new rich, among whom the kardvas

of Moratuva were the pacesetters.® To a great extent the fortunes of

Moratuva could be traced directly to a single family group closely

related to pioneers who had established themselves in the early years

of the coffee industry. By the middle of the century the de Soysas of

Moratuva were clearly the most affluent Sri Lankan family, and over

the next few decades their fortunes continued to expand. Even the

collapse of the coffee industry hardly affected them, for tlieir invest-

*J. Ferguson, Cry/on in 1883 (Colombo, 1883), p. 64.
• Elstate duty was first introduced in Sri I-anka iu 1919 (ordinance no. 8 of 1919).

It was not in force for a few years and was reintroduced with slight modifications

in 1938 (ordinance no. i of 1938).
* Midiael Roberts, The l^se of tiie Kaiavas', Ctylon iSKwIwf SmniMr, 1968-9

Mfiesy 5*
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meats were spread over a wide range ofinterests, including the liquor

trade and urban property. The Revd R. S. Spenoe-Hardy, writing in

1864, described the development ofMoratuva thus:

The description of tiie place given fifty years ago, 'wretchedly poor', is no
longer applicable. A young bride married a few months ago, was dowered
with a richer portion than ever princess ofCeylon carried over to any ofdie
courts ofthe continent. There is flcarody an estate in the island that has not

contributed to the wealth ofMocotto [Moratuva]. • • . The profits of anacfc

fiums have been greater, but more questionable sources of revenue; and
much wealth has been gained by farming tolls and ferries.*

It has been estimated that in the period 1877-97 the profits fix>m the

arrack trade in the hands of the Moratuva kardoas, who dominated

this trade, was asmuch asRs 30 million, unequally distributed among
the renters.^ Thus by the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the

karioas were what the sal^gamas had been in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries, the most dynamic and asKrive oftheixm-
gqyigama castes, excqit that the affluence ofthe karioa leadership was
on a scale that had no paraUd in the past.

Three non-gojigama castes, the karSoa, saldgama and i&rslta, provided

a disproportionate number ofmen whose success in plantation agri-

culture, trade and commerce had left them fiv richer than the

generality of the traditional 61ite. Unlike the latter, they had no
contempt for trade but, on the contrary, took it up %rith zest More
significandy, land was to them potential plantation property, or real

estate—^a commodity of trade to be bought and sold dispassionatdy

like any other. They had no sentimental attachment to paddy cul-

tivation, which carried status but brought very little in terms of eoo-.

nomic returns on investment Since the most assertive and affluent

segments ofthe new capitalist class were members ofthese castes, and
in particular of the karSoa caste, dite competition also became very

much a matter of caste rivalry. The karSnHu^ as the most affluent of

them all and the largest non-^o^^oma group numerically in the low-

country, grew suffidentiy sdfconfident to set out a daim for the top

porition in the caste hierarchy diq>lacing the^o^f^^

supported with elaborate and fimdfiil ^eories ofcaste cnigin based on
mytii and distorted historical tradition. They were fi)Uowed in this by
the saiagamas and others, with equally extravagant claims to pride of

place in the caste hierarchy. When this happened, diejo^nigisma^both

the traditional dite as well as the risingmen ofwealth imd educatipo—

^ R. S. Spence-Hardy, The Jubilee Memorials <(f the Wesleyan Mission {&futh

Ceylon) (Colombo, 1864), p. 192.

• P. Peebles, *T1ie Tnnuformatioaofa Goloiual Elite: The Mudaliyan ofNine-

teenth Century Geyion' (unpuUiahed ph.d. tfaedi^ Univcnity of Ghicago^ I973)«

pp. 185-300.
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closed ranks to defend their long-accepted status as the most *lionour-

able' of the castes (just as paddy cultivation was the most 'honourable'

vocation) and their position at the apex of the caste structiu^.

In the last quarter of the century, the gqyigama elite received un-
expected support from the colonial admiiiistration in Sri Lanka in the

person of Governor Gordon. Although die latter was primarily in-

terested in buttressing the traditional 61ite, he was not averse to ex-

tending this assistance on a caste basis to goyigamas of all categories

whenever they were challenged by competitors from other castes. This

policy was continued by his successors, over the next two decades at

least. One result of this, it must be emphasised, was the reassertion of

caste as an element in elite status, but this succeeded only in preventing

the elimination of the traditional elite in the administrative structure,

particularly in its lower rungs, but its displacement in terms of wealth

and education could not be checked by gubernatorial fiat; it was
impossible to rebut a claim to elite status earned by wealth or educa-

tion (or a combination of these) even when it was not based on caste

privilege and hereditary position. Among the traditional eUte, it was

the Kandyaii group whose displacement was almost total. They
were far behind in education, and very few extended their modest

landholdings substantially or converted them into plantations. Tradi-

tional agriculture was theirforte, but there were no fortunes to be made
in it, and the returns on investment in this sphere were meagre. To a

greater extent than the mudaliydrs of the low-country, the Kand\ an
elite hankered after headmen's posts and the trappin<^s of the past.

Gregory did them more harm tlian good by bringing them in from the

cold and into a junior partnership in tlie colonial administration, for

in the long run this proved a dead-end. Kandyan representation

within the capitalist class was miniscule if not non-existent.

The fact that the colonial administration threw the wci^rht of its

influence into helping the traditional elite, in what appeared to be an
unequal battle with more resourceful newcomers, did not put an end

to caste-based elite competition in public life, but served to intensify

this competition as the kardvas campaigned to gain a position in public

Ufe connnensurate with their remarkable, if new-found, affluence.

There was still competition in education and philanthropy; and for

mudaliydrships—the title of mudaliydr divorced from the traditional

system was used as an official 'honour' for other groups as well—and
for places in the higher bureaucracy as well as for all posts in govern-

ment service. But the struggle was keenest in the periodic campaigns

to catch the Governor's eye for nomination to the Legislative Council.

By the 1890s, on each occasion when the Sinhalese seat was vacant,

the kardvas would organise public campaigns to get their man nom-
inated, but to no avail.

82
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Thus by the end ofthe niiieteeath oeatury the dlite had esquuided

in numboB, but while still quite heterogeneous, neither the cmfnnwm
oudobk nurtured by an En^^ish education nor its angliristH life-st^

gave itmuchmore than a superficial cohesion. Never&desSy whatever
thdr origins, oncemembers ofthedite had consolidated tfadrfortunes

as such, theybecame members ofa single class, an dite rqpresentative

of but not synonymous with the capitalist class. This class situatioD,

much more than education or an anglicised life-style, fttovided Ibr a
degree of homogeneity in the dite. But the community of interest

was shattered by the divisive effects of caste

lo^ties. In the next chapter another point of conflict, though not

such an intense or deep-rooted one at this time as caste^ will be
discussed—namely religion. One divisive force hail not yet emeiged

—

ethnicity—and there were few signs ofit. £]ite conflict on a caste basis

absorbed energies which might have been more profitably engaged in

poKticaloiganisation and poJitical activity on a national level.

I

i

i
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RELIGION AND THE RISE OF
NATIONALISM, c. 1870-1900

By the last quarter ofthe nineteenth century the long Imtory ofKan-
dyan resistance had come to an end. It was now the turn of the

Maritime regions—and in particular the Western Province, where the

resistance of the indigenous society to the impact of British rule took

the form of religious revival, formation of political associations, and
incipient trade union activity. Together these constituted a pnocess

of holding off the intrusive pressures of British rule, and of accom-

modating to change and absorbing it in forms seldom anticipated by
thosewho initiated it in the first place; above all, itwas a complexand
sophisticated response to Western rule which formed a half-way house
between the traditionalist nationalism of the Kandyans and the ideo-

logically coherent nationalism of the twentieth century. These 'secon-

dary' resistance movements developed into a force of no little political

significance. But they had no support from the Kandyans who, be-

tween the 18808 and the attainment of independence, mostly took

satisfaction in a new role, that of associates of the British, and a

counter-weight to the reform and nationalist movements dominated

by <£lite groups from the Maritime provinces. The leaders ofKandyan
opinion seldom showed much sympathy for the political aspirations

of these movements. They stood aloof and suspicious when not posi-

tively hostile. Nevertheless the memory ofKandyan resistance, and of

the Kandyan kingdom as the last independent Sinhalese kingdom,
perasted in providing some inspiration for the more forward-looking

'reformers' and for those among the latter who came to form the

nucleus ofa genuine *nadonalist' movement.
It was in the form ofa revival of Buddhism, and a rejection of the

efforts of missionary organisadons to convert people to Christianity,

that the secondary resistance movement manifested itself as its first

and, in retrospect, most profoundly effective expression. Initially the

response of the people to evangelisation had been one of polite indif-

ference. By the late 1840s there were signs that a more marked re-

sistance to it was emerging—qxxradic and localised^ but resistance

nevertheless. This resistance was originally more pronounced in the

Kandyan region, where the miasionarics had in lact made little head-
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way. There the people demonstrated a more positiveoommitmeat to

the traditional fiddly and die 'rebellioa' of 1848 had its rdigioiis over-

tones to the extent thatsome ofthe rebel leadenarticulated the resent-
ment of the Kandyans at attempts by the British to abrogate their

undertaking to tnatSi^t^w t]ie traditional link between Buddhism
the state. More important, resistance to the spread ofCShristianitywas
discernible in the south-west, finom thevicinityofColombo toKahitara

and beyond, in ttifffsm that had not been affected by the 'rebdlion'.

The leadership in opposition to evangelisation came laigdy from
bhikklms. Whether tUs resistance was systematically organised, and
how widespread itwas, are matters on which there is no firmevidence^
but there was a perceptible change in the people's attitude to mis-

sionary entetxxrise from courteous indifoence to positive though still

somewhat muted opposition, and a more eaqdicit commitment to

their traditional fidth.^ Certainly the indigenous religions, particularly

Buddhism, had not declined to tiie point of becoming moribund, as

some of the more sanguine prognostications of the missionaries and
effusively hopeful Sinhalese Christians of the 1850s and 1860s would
have had us believe; the more intelligent and realistic of the mis-

sionaries neither shared this belief nor underestimated the very real

strength of the resistance to the missions.

By the 1860s the Buddhists' opposition to Christianity was much
more self<xmfident and vocal than it had been before, and nothing

illustrated the change in mood and tempo better than their resp>onse

to challenges from missionaries to public debates—verbal confronta-

tions in which the tenets ofBuddhism and Chiistiantty were critically

examined with a view to demonstrating to the audience gathered for

the occasion the superiority of Christianity. Such disputations had
been staged from the mid- 1840s, and in general the missionaries had
used their debating skills to the obvious discomfiture of some di&

fident and not very erudite representatives of the traditional religions.

In the 1 860s the technique ofthe public debate which the missionaries

had used so effectively in the past only succeeded in providing Bud-

dhist spokesmen with a platform fiv a vigorous re-assertion of the

virtues of their own faith. Between 1865 and 1873 there were five

debates between Christians and Buddhists, and on every occasion the

Buddhists faced up to their opponents with a verve and assurance that

had seldom been evident before.* The Panadura debate of 1873 vnm
the most notable of them all; there the Revd Migeftuvatte Gupa-
nanda fnoved himselfa debater ofaveryhighorder, mettlesome, witty

^ K. M. de Silva, 'The Government and Religion: problems and policies c, 1832

to e. 1910*, UCHC, pp. 187-S12, particularly pp. 197-^.

*K.M.deSava,i^at.,pp. iggSl; K. Mdalgoda,MOtm
iTJO-isoo, pp. 191-SSI.
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and eloquent ifnot especially erudite. The emotions generated by this

debate and die impact of Mige^tuvatte Gu^ananda's personality

deeply affected the next generation of Buddhist activitsts. A con-

temporary described him as 'the terror of the misdonaries . . . more
wrangler than ascetic ... the boldest, most brilliant and most power-

ful champion of Sinhalese Buddhism ... the leader of the present

revivaP.'

Migettuvatte Gu^ananda's triumph at Panadura set the seal on a
decade of quiet recovery of Buddhist confidence. In retrospect the

establishment of the 'Society for the Propagation of Buddhism' at

Kotahena and of the Lankopakara Press at Galle (both in 1862)

would seem to mark the first phase in this recovery. There was at the

same time a parallel development which, while independent of the

theme of Buddhist-Christian confixmtation, neverthdiess contributed

gready to sustaining the self-assurance of Buddhists. This was the

establishment in 1865 of the Raman^a Nikdya^ an of&hoot of the

Amarapura Nikdya, and the foundation ofthe two centres of Oriental

learning: the Vidyodaya Pirivena in 1872 and the Vidyalankara

Pirivena in 1876. The Ramanna Nikdya Isdd even greater stress than

the Amarapura on vows of poverty and humility; its establishment

was in fact a conscious attempt to cleanse the saiigha and to return to

a purer form ofBuddhism fim fix>m the influence ofHinduism.

Newspaper reports of the Panadura debate reached the United

States of America, where they attracted the attention of Cobnel

H. S. Olcott, the founder (in 1875) of the Theosophical Society.

Olcott began a regular correspondence with Mige^uvattS Gu^a-
nanda, and sent him a mass ofpamphlets and tracts all deeply critical

of Christianity. Gu^ananda in turn translated tiiese letters, as well

as esttracts fix>m the books, pamphlets and tracts, into Sinhalese and

distributed them throughout the island. Through these translations

the names of Olcott and his Russian associate Madame Blavatsky

became ^Ttiiii^r to Buddhists; their arrival in the island in 1880

caused great excitement, and they were received amid extraordinary

scenes^ religious fervour. By this time the Buddhist revival was well

under way. Because of their familiarity with the rationalbt and
'scientific* critique ofChristianity, the Theosophists gave a more posi-

tive intellectual content to the movement against the Christian forces

in Sri Lanka. Above all, they gave the Buddhists what they lacked

most—a lesson in the techniques ofmodem organisation tomatch the

expertise in this sphere of the missionaries—^and in doing so they

contributed enormously to the self-confidence and morale of the

Buddhists. With the help of leading bhikkhus and laymen, Olcott

started the Buddhist education movement; an education fund and a
* K. S. Otoott, Old Diary Leaves^ and loks (Madras, 1928), p. 157.
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Buddhist national fund (later, and significantly, merged into one)

wereestablished; the celdbratioaofthe Vtsak festival (commcfnaradng

the birth, attainment of entightenment^ and death of the Buddha)
was ]«vived andan agitatiofiwas begun (fixHni88i) to have Vesakday

declared an official holiday; and he was instrumental also in the

design and adoption (in 1885) ofa distinctive Buddhist flag.

The presence in Sri Lanka of a group <rfWesterners openly cham-
pioning Buddhism had a deeply significant psychologicai effect on the

Buddhist movement. It was not force alone but the acceptance ofthe

total superiority of European culture that hdd the non-European in

awe and psychological subjection to Western rule—and the prestigious

position of Christianity was an aspect of this. For the Buddhist move-
ment of this period, reliance on the 'charisma* ofa Westerner counter-

balanced the limited visionand diffidence ofthe indigenous leadcnhip

ofthe day.

Disestablishment of the Anglican Church

The missionary campaign ofthe 18406 for the dissociation of the state

fixun Buddhism had attracted support finom quarters which wouM
nonnally have been rq)eUed by the bigotry and intolerance demon-
strated in it, because it could be viewed as an aspect of a wider

struggle for the principle ofseparation of church and state. Thosewho
ehecished this principle as an integralpartofthe Liberal ideologygave
the missionaries a degree ofguarded support in their campaign.'

However, the Liberal insistence on the separation of church and
state was a double-edged weapon. If it could be used against the

association of the state with Buddhism, it could also be directed

against a similar connection with other religious organisations. Among
the first to feel its keen edge was the Anglican establishment; in the

eyes of the colonial government, the Christian missions in the island

were equal and the Anglicans possessed no special privileges. The
Colonial Office also let it be understood, without actually making an
explicit statement of policy, that it would not defend Anglican pri-

vileges in the colony, and that the position of the Anglican establish-

ment there was in no way analogous to that of the parent-body in

England. By the 1850s the one privilege which the Anglicans con-

tinued to possess, despite occasional but increasingly vociferous pro-

tests, was their connection with the state. How^ever, neither the

Colonial Office nor the Ceylon government would attempt the dis-

establishment of the local Anglican church, although it was clearly the

logical consequence of their own policies, and even though infiuential

voices urged that this next step be taken.

* K. M. de Silva, aL^ pp. i9i-3«
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Over the next two decades the defence of Anglican piivil^ies be-

came steadily more difiScult, and resentment ofan established church
i grew increasingly vocal, especiallybecauseAnglicans, although power-
I fill and influential, were neverth^ess a tiny minority ofthe population

.

The expenditure of state funds on the At^lican establishment could

not be justified either on the basis ofthe size of its flock (they were too

few in number) or equity (they were generally among the richest and

most powerful in the land). Beudes, by the 1870s the Anglican church

had been disestablished in many ofthe West Indian colonies. Gregory
lent his gubernatorial support to the campaign for disestablishment in

the years 1876-7. But his impetuosity and tactlessness nullified his

eflbrts, and it was left to SirJames Longden to effect the disestablish-

ment in 188 1, by which time even the AngUcans seemed to have

realised the futility of resisting it. Bishop R. S. Copleston on their

behalf did not *on principle* oppose the withdrawal of subsidies, hut

only urged that it be done gradually. This dignified acceptance of a

painful decision was in strong contrast to the truculence with which
Anglicans, particularly High Churchmen, were inclined to defend the

Anglican position in the 1840s.

With the withdrawal of ecclesiastical subsidies in 1881 the separa-

tion ofchurch and state was very nearly complete. But it soon became
clear that a total separation could not be made, if for no more pressing

reason than the fact that the revival ofBuddhism in the late nineteenth

century brought with it a persistent demand for state assistance in the

maintenance and supervision ofBuddhist temporalities.

The Buddhist revival

The Buddhist revival of the second halfof the nineteenth century was

the first phase In the recovery of national pride in the island, the first

step in the long process which culminated in the growth ofnationalism
in the twentieth century. Its massive and historic achievement becomes
all the more astounding in the context ofthe limitations, most ofthem
in a sense self-inflicted, within which it operated. The first of these was
that the Buddhist revival of the late nineteenth century was basically

a low-country (Western and Southern Provinces) movement. It liad

little influence and made little inipi ession on the Buddhism of the

Kandyan areas, which was under the tutelage of the Malvatta and
As<^iri) a chapters of the Sijam Nikdya: at issue was the weaUh of the

prestigious Kand\-an vihnras and devdlas, with the low-country activists

urging that some of thc;>e revenues be used for the establishment of

schools.* Secondly, the leadersiiip of the movement was largely in die

* See Malalgoda, op. cit., and P. V. J. Jayasekera, 'Social and Political Change
in Ceylon 1900-1919* (unpublished phj>. the$is. University of London, 1969).
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hands of laymen—wealthy entrepreneurs and traders and men of
property ofaverage means generally—many ifnot most ofwhom were
members ofthe karaooy saldgama and durdoa castes. Indeed the Buddhist

movement was, in part at least, the religious expression of the im-

proved economic and social status ofthe major non-gqyigama castes of
the Maritime districts.* Thirdly, as regards parddpatioin by the

saAghOf support came finom the Amarapura Mkqjfa rather than the

Stj^Mkij^ Even in the low-country areas, the powerfiil Spam^fikS|fa

was inclined to stay aloof from this religious revival partly because

of its mistrust of the enthusiasm of the Amarapura JVSb^. This

brings us to the fourth limitatkm, the sectarianism of the sai^ka: all

attempts to bring the rival MtkSyas together proved futile.

Two factors worioed to the advantage of the Buddhist movement
The first of these was a change in the attitude of the government
towards Buddhism which began with Gregory displaying an active

interest in Buddhism and Oriental learning. This new condlialory

attitude also had a political motive: because the Buddhist movement
did not formulate any precise demands on constitutional or admini-

strative reform—the two main points of interestin the incipient formal

political activity of the day—men like Gregory and Gordon felt they

could acccnnmodate its objectives in so far as those involved the

government and its attitude to religious issues. They believed they

could guide the movement into serving as a buttress for the traditional

society in the transformation that was taking place, that in the Sri

Lanka context religious—Buddhist—revival could be the precursor of

a national resurgence.

Whatever the motive there was no mistaking the advantage to the

Buddhist movement. The first breakthrough came over establishing

the crucial principle of the state's neutrality in religion. Itcame, seem-

ingly, with studied deliberation, and moved from one precedent to

another. First there was a symbolic gesture: a contributkm from the

state for the repair of the Ruvanvali ddgoha at Anuradhapura; thiswas
followed by the gift of two lamps to the Dalada Maiigam, These ap-

peared to demonstrate more than a courteous r^ard for Buddhism,

for Gregory was, at the same time, actively engaged in the attempt to

disestablish the Anglican church, which gave credibility to the prin-

ciple he was seeking to establish—^the state's neutrality in religion.

This principle Gordon underscored even though he balked at the idea

of a formal declaration making explicit the state's neutrality in

religious affairs, a declaration which, he felt, carried the insidious

implication that the government had been partisan in the past. More
important, it would stultify the other related principle in which

* L. A. WickrctnenUne, 'Religion, Nationalism and Social Change in CSqdon,

1865-1885', JiLiS: (GJ. & I.}, No^ a (1969), pp. i93-50» especially pp. 137-^
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Gordon believed—^that the state had a special obligation towards

Buddhism. With this the breakthrough was consolidated. Gordon
warmly concurred in Olcott's opinion that the British government had
too hastily severed the state's association with Buddhism. He eagerly

accepted Olcott's proposal that Vesak day should be made a public

holiday. It was on the basis of this principle of a special obligation

towards Buddhism that Gordon endorsed the view that the state

shouM interest itself in taking in hand the problem of Buddhist

temporalities.

Tlie second factor which worked to the advantage of the Buddhist

movement was what happened on Easter day 1883, although it is

doubtful if Buddhist activists of the period would have regsuxled it

as such. But its effect—as a review of the events of that day will

show—was to give a powerful boost to the Buddhist revival If these

events helped to concentrate the minds of officials powerfully on the

Buddhist revival, their aftermathwas even more important—^they led

to a revitalisation ofthe organisational structure ofthe Buddhist move-

ment, and a clearer definition of its objectives. Above all they formed

the background against which Gordon's reappraisal of government

policy on Buddhism was effected.

On Easter Sunday 1883 came the first outbreak ofphysical violence

directed against the Buddhist movement—the Kotahena riots. Kota-

hena, a suburb of Colombo, had for long been a Roman Catholic

Stronghold, but it had also become the scene ofconsiderable Buddhist

activity after Migettuvatte Gunananda took charge ofthe vihdra there.

The riots were precipitated by a pinkama (religious ceremony) 'oigan-

ised by him on a scale of unusual significance in honour of the com-
pletion ofa large reclining figure of [the] Buddha, as well as ofother

important additions and embellishments'. Because ofthe proximity of

the vihdra to the Roman Catholic cathedral, 'the anger andjealousy of
the Roman Catholics was gradually aroused by the long continuance

of the festival, extending as it did to Easter week.'

The government's response to these events exasperated the Bud-

dhist activists. A number ofRoman Catholics were arrested on charges

of complicity in the riots, but when it was realised that the evidence

available was too unreliable to sustain a conviction in the courts they

were released. Governor Longden appointed a Commission ofEnquiry

into the incident but its report was unsatisfactory to the Buddhists, for

although it held that the Roman Catholics had indeed attacked the

Buddhists, Gunananda's fiery speeches and 'the fervour with which

the Buddhists were coiiducdng llieir activities' were described as

factors that had contributed to provoking the riots. Worse still, one

result of these events was that government sought to place restrictions

on ail religious processions. This was especially hard on the Buddliists
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for whom perahtras and pmkamas accompanied by music were an
esBendal feature ofreligious practice.

The Buddhists now set their sights on an official inquiry; to be ooa-

ducted under the aegis of the CSolonial Office. Oloott and Madame
Blavatsky returned to the island on a second visit at the special invi-

tation of the Buddhists to help organise the presentation of their case

to be placed before Whitehall. Olcott arrived on 27January 1884, and
the following day a Buddhist Defence Gonunittee was formed ; it was
decided that Oloott should make representations on behalf of the

Ceylon Buddhists at the Colonial OJOfice. But Oloott^s visit to the

Colonial Office accomplished very litde in the way ofredressbg Bud-
dhist grievances over the riots, although it was fruitfiil in other ways.

When Olcott returned to the island in 1886 (accompanied on this

. occasion by G. W. Leadbeater) he came to organise support for the

cause ofBuddhist education, and to augment the financial resources of

the Buddhist educational fund. The energies of the Buddhist move-
ment were now diverted to a sustained effort to build up a network of

schools. Education at this time was a minefield of administrative re-

gulations devised to protect vested interests—^mainly those of the

Protestant missions—and the Buddhists could expect no consistent

support from government offidab in overcoming tiiese obstacles (the

neutrality ofthe state did not guarantee the neutrality of its officials)

.

The first and most efficacious challenge to the superiority of the

Protestant missions in the field of educatson came from the Roman
Catholics under the leadership of Monsignor C. A. Bonjean. If the

Roman Catholics found the administrative regulations governing the

registration ofschools irksome but not insuperable obstacles, Buddhists

could justifiably complain that they were a positive hindrance to the

progress of their educational activities. The result was that education,

without quite ceasing to be the battleground of rival Christian groups,

became one of the focal points of the growing 'nationalist' opposition

to the missions. Indeed the revival of the indigenous religions—and of

Roman Catholicism—was inextricably bound up with the expansion

of their own educational programmes. Apart from obstruction from

officials and missionaries, the most formidable obstacles that Buddhist

activists in the field ofeducation had to contend with were the paucity

of financial resources, skilled administrators and teachers, and above
all the apathy of the vast mass of Buddhists. By organising a series

of lecture tours throughout the country Olcott aroused genuine en-

thusiasm among the people for the establishment of a network of

schools, but it was difficult to sustain this enthusiasm for long or to

channel it to some constructive purpose without a more permanent

administrative structure. This was provided largely by the Theo-

sophical Society. By 1890 the society had established forty Buddhist
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schools, the efficient rumuDg of which—if not their continued ex-

istence—was due to the administrative skills and leadership of men
like Leadbeater, A. R. Buultjens and Bowles Daly, the Manager of

Buddhist schools, and the financial support of a group of Sinhalese

philanthropists.

The work of the pioneer Buddhist educationists proved to be more
solidly perfinmed dian had previously seemed possible. The schoob

they left to their successors in the early twentieth century fulfilled an
important historic fimction by breaking the monopoly ofdie Christian

missions in the sphere ofeducation. Thisby itselfwasnomean achieve-

ment, but, more important, the schools built up an enviable tradition

and record of service. Their alumni made their influence felt in the

twentieth century in politics and education, helping to quicken the

pace of political agitation, generating more enlightened attitudes in

social and economic issues, and engendering a pride in Buddhism, the

Sinhalese language and the cultural heritage associated with these.

Buddhist temporalities

Ofthe issues which agitated the Buddhists at this time none was more
complex than the vexed one oftemple lands—Buddhist temporalities.

In the aftennath of the Kotahena riots, the government's attention

was drawn to this issue, and once more Gordon, reviving an initiative

attempted by Gr^;«»ry, broke through a barrier ofbureaucratic inertia

and missionary opposition to give the Buddhists some satis&ction

with regard to a long-standing grievance. But first the background

needs to be briefly dcetched.^ l^e crux of the problem lay in the

government's failure to live up to the promise held out in 1852—as

the price ofthe severance ofthe state's link with Buddhism—^thatsome
administrative machinery would be devised for the protection of

Buddhist temporalities. In 1856Ward hadmade a startby introducing

legislation for the r^istration of temple lands. A Ciommission was
appointed to examine claims to land made by temples and to register

those re^;arded as well-founded. But registration of temple lands was
only one feature (though an essential one) ofthe intricate problem of

the administration of Buddhist temporalities. Although Ward had
intended to legislate on other aspects ofthe question, nothing was done

during his administration, and its consideration was laid aside for

twenty years until it was taken up again in the time ofGregory.

Buddhist activists were appalled by the steady deterioration in the

condition ofthese temporalities brought about by a mixture ofineffi-

ciency in administration and corrupt diversion of revenue to the

pockets of those entrusted with the control of these properties. There

' K. M. de Silva, 9p, cU,, pp. 205-7.
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%vere insistent demands for state intervention as the only possible

remedy for this relentlessly vrorsening situation; but missionary organ-

isations made clever use of the prevailing sentiment in fovour of
cutting all links between the state and religious establishments to stop

the government from conadering any such move. The difficulties were
compounded by the foct that charges ofmaladministration and pecu-

lation came largely from Buddhist activists ofthe low-country regions,

where temples seldom had any extensive estates or wealth to admin-
ister. Those who controlled the wealthy Kandyan uUOns and inSlas

had a vested interest in the maintenance of the sUOits quo^ and there

were no conq)lainls from them. On the amtrary, they were perturbed

by the proposals made by Buddhist activists that some ofthe revenues

of these temples should be used to establish Buddhist schools. (This

demand had a parallel in the 18408) when missionaries and some in-

fluential officials had uigied that part ofthe revenues ofthe mhdnsand
deifSlas should be used to support schools run by the missionaries.)

Not surprisin^y. Ward's successors were rductant to intervene in

this question; there was» above siXL, a fear ofrousing the oppodtion of
the missionaries. However, Gregory was willing to gra^ the nettle.

He prepared an ordinance for the purpose of establishing administra-

tive machinery for the control of Buddhist temporalities, but the

Colonial Office ol^ected to some ofits features, especially the provision
allowing the use of any surplus revenues, left over ahet the costs of

maintaining the temples had been met, for purposes related to Bud-
dhist educational programmes. This the Colonial Office termed an
'arbitrary transfer' oftemple endowment income for educational pur-

poses, and refused to approve the ordinance, Gregory's successor

Longden shared this outlook; indeed he was convinced that the

government should confine itself to the establishment of an organisa-

tion for the control ofBuddhist temporalities, and merely frame such

laws and regulations as would enable the Buddhists themselves to

check the evils that existed in the administration of those temporalities.

Again, while he acknowledge the obligation to legislate for the main-

tenance of Buddhist endowments in the Kandyan region, he was
opposed to extending the same principle to cover the lowlands where
there \\'as no such treaty obligation. Above all else, liongden was
inhibited by the fear that intervention in these matters would be
tantamount to official recognition of a continued connection with

Buddhism: for the man who carried through the 'disestablishment' of

the AngUcan church in the island, this was an overwhelmingly im-

portant consideration. NeverthelesSy he did prepare legislation for the

better administration of Buddhist temporalities, but it was not intro-

duced in the Legislative Council.

Gordon, as Longden's successor, preferred to make a £resh start.
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For Longden legislatbn on Buddhist temporaHdes was a somewhat
disagreeable concessicm to agitation, whereas Gordon viewed it as a
matter ofconscience and as the fulfihnent ofan obligation which the

British government owed to the Buddhists of the island^ who con-

stituted over two-thirds ofthe population. He took care, however, not

to be diverted, as Gregory had been, to legislating for the use of

revenues finom temple endowments for education. The solution he out-

lined in 1888 was an ordinance ofconsiderable complexity: the control

of Buddhist temporalities in each district was transferred to a com-
mittee ofBuddhist laymen, elected by the hMkkhus and by their own
number in a particular area; the committee was in turn to elect the

trustees of vihSras and deoSlas within its own area of authority. These

district committees came under the supervision of larger provin-

cial committees, with the further check of a strict audit of accounts

under the direction of the courts. There was considerable opposition

to this bill both within and outside the Legislative Council, but

Gordon steered it through to Colonial Office approval in 1889, though

not without some concessions to his critics.

The ordinance of 1889 was important because of the principles it

embodied rather than for any impact it had on the problems it was
devised to remedy. It proved too complicated and cumbersome in its

working, and it did not eliminate or fixr that matter even agnificantiy

reduce corruption and peculation among the trustees of these tem-

poralities, especially in tiie Kandyan provinces. The Buddhist move-
ment rqpurded this state of affairs as an intolerable scandal, a blot

on the reputation ofBuddhists in general, and continued the agitation

for stronger measures to eradicate it. In response to this pressure and
in recognition of the validity of the charges levelled by Buddhbt
activists, the colonial government in the early years of the twentieth

century took a carefiil look at Gordon's legislative enactment and
decided that it should be replaced by a fresh bill, 'to prevent more
effectively than in the past misappropriation of trust property*. Ordi-

nance 8 of 1905 was introduced to consolidate and amend the

law relating to Buddhist temporalities, and was brought into opera-

tion in February 1907. The ineffectual provincial conunittees were

abolished, and the powers of the district committees were enlarged

and strengthened; they were entrusted with the appointment and
disciplinary control of trustees of vikaras and basrusfake nUamis of

deoiUas. These district committees too were elected bodies like those

established under Gordon's ordinance.

By this time, however, the Buddhist movement was pitching its

deniands higher. What it wanted was that the state should assume

direct responsibility for the administration of Buddhist temporalities.

But the British government was reluctant to go so £ur.
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Religion and natiotialism

By the turn of the century the Buddhist movement had gained great

sdf-Gonfidence. Its leaders turned their attention towhatwasregarded
as one ofthe great social evik ofthe day, and one associated with the

process ofwesternisation—^intemperance. To the Buddhists the draw-
ing, distilling and sale of arrack and toddy^in short, the use of
spirituous Uquors-^was contrary to the precepts ofthdr religioa and
die traditional usages of Sinhalese society. Nevertheless the mani^
&cture and distribution of arrack and toddy were controlled by
Sinhalese capitalists, many ifnotmost ofwhomwere karSoa Christians^

although there were also Buddhists ofthe same and other castes who
had lajqge investments in the liquor industry. To the British govern-

ment, excise dudes were a legitimate source of state revenue, and
while there was an increasing awareness of the evib attendant oa
excessive alcohol consumption, there was a reluctance to endaqger a
valuable source ofrevenueby thewhole-hearted pursuit oftemperance
objectives. The Buddhist movement, on the other hand, had no such
inhibitions, and by the turn of the century temperance activity was a
vitally important facet ofthe religious revival. Some ofthemoney that

went into the support of temperance agitation came from wealth

amassed in the liquor trade;, conscience-money from Buddhists who
thus rq>udiated a lucrative source ofincome—^therewere many prom-
inent Buddhists in this category—or, as was more often the case,

fiom those who had inherited fortunes wholly or pardy based on the

arrack trade.

By the first decade of the twentieth century, temperance agitation

had spread far and wide espedally in the Sinhalese areas of the

Western and Southern Provinces, and the response it evoked had
siifTicient passionate zeal in it to sustain the hope that it had potential

for development into a political movement.* On occasions, temperance

agitators indulged in criticism of the government by associating it

with the evils of intemperance; and diatribes against foreign vices

and Christian values were cleverly scaled down into more restrained

and subtle criticisms of a 'Christian' government. But while the tem-
perance agitation gave added momentum to the Buddhist movement,
it afforded only a tentative and astutely restrained introduction to

formal political activity. It is significant that no attempt was made to

channel the mass emotion it generated into a sustained and organised

political movement. The politicisation of the movement, once its

appeal to the people became evident, seemed the logical and inevitable

* On the temperance movement lee P. V. J. Jayasdsera, op. cit., chapter III;

Kumari Jayawardena, Tht Rist ^ IxAour Mamnmi m Ojflon, tB^iS33 (Du^
ham, N.G., 1979).
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next step, but this was never taken. Equally significant was the &ct
that the mass grassroots support which the temperance agitation

generated was achieved widiout the assistance much less the associa-

tion ofsuch political organisations as existed.

The ooloi^ authorities in the island instincdvely got their prior-

ities right. They dther ignored these political oiganisations, or where
their aspirations were regarded as an af&ont or a mild threat to the

British position in the isla^, they were treated with studied contempt.

But many British administrators in Sri Lanka were perturbed fi:om

the beginningby temperance agitation, and they viewed the prolifera-

tion oftemperance societies with the utmost suspicion, in recognition

of tiie fact that tiie Buddhist revival and the temperance movement
had generated a feeling ofhostility to the colonial regime which could,

potentially, disturb the hitherto placid political life of the island.

Christian missbnaries had come to much the same conclusion. 'The

political consciousness', they declared in 19 10, 'is almost inevitably

anti-British and pro-Hindu [in India], and in Ceylon pro-Buddhist.

The anti-British feeling becomes anti-Christian feeling: the pro-

Hindu or pro-Buddhist feding develops into a determination to up-

hold all that passes imder the name of Hinduism or Buddhism .

.

With specific reference to the situation in the island the missionaries

noted tiiat 'one ofthe most serious aspects ofthe Buddhist revival is the

attempt to identify Buddhism with patriotism, and to urge upon
people that loyalty to the country implies loyalty to the religion . .

.

[The Buddhist revival] is hostile to Christianity, representing it as

alien, and Buddhism as national and patriotic .

.

The recovery of Hinduism in nineteenth-century Sri Lanka pre-

dated that ofBuddhism by a whole generation. The Hindus were in

a more advantageous position in relation to resbtance to the intrusion

of the Christian missions: it was possible to draw on the tremendous

resources of Hinduism in India; and the Tamil dite, despite thdr

eager acceptance of English education, eschewed the anglicised life-

style which their Sinhalese counterparts ofsimilar educational attain-

ments adopted so enthusiastically. Hindu customs and culture per-

meated Tamil society and were kept aUve in the iace of the encroach-

ments of Christianity and anglidsation. Neverthdess, in the first half-

century ofBritish rule in the island—^and fer that matter even later

—

the missionary societies were much stronger in JafiBda and its environs

than in most other parts of the island; and their network of schools

was run far more effidentiy

.

• 'An extract from the reports of the World Missionary Concrress of 1910

quoted in M. T. Price, Christian Alissions and Oriental Civilizations (Siiangiiai, 1924),

PP- i5a-3-

I

" ibid*, pp. 159-3.

I
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The Hindu recovery ofthe nineteenth century was dominated by a
sing^ penonality, the remaricableArumuga Navalar, a man ofenoi^
mous erudition and massive eneigy who left an indelible mark on
the Hinduism ofthe indigenous Tamils ofSri Lanka.^ Its strength as

well as its flaws flow fivnn his pioneering wosic, especially fiom his

greatest contribution—the systematic compilation ofan authoritative

re-statement ofSaivite doctrine. The basis ofhis success as a religious

reformer was his profound knowledge ofthe classica! Tamil texts; the

publication of his critical editions these texts enabled Hinduism in

Northern and Eastern Sri Lanka to meet and repel the pressures of

Protestant CSiristianity. Through these texts his influence spread

across the Palk Straits to South India as welL He had woiked for well

over a decade with CSiristian missionaries, and althou^ never a
convert to CShristianity, he had he^)ed to translate the Bible into

Tamil. From his assodation with the «ri»MM*nari<»« he absorbed much
oftheir skill in organisation and in the propagation oftheir &itii» and
used these to great effisct in the resistance to Christian encroacfaaaeat.

For the first and by no means the last time in the Sri Lanka context

the missionaries found that techniques of proselytisation which they

had developed could be used with equal facility by their critics and
opponents.

Navalar demonstrated the value of schools and cducadon as in-

'

struments of religious recovery. In 1849-50, long before the first

Buddhist schools were started, he founded the Vannarponnai Saiva

Phigasa Vidyasalai. He was intent on establishing Saivite schools in

every village, in which education would be imparted in a Hindu
environment with the aid of school textbooks specially prepared far

the purpose. At the same time he was not unmindful of the value ofan
English education, and the Saivangala Vidyasalai which he launched

in 1872 was later to become the JaflBia Hindu GoUege, the premier

Hindu English school in the island.

This emphasis on education, for all its importance, would have been

no more than the stock response of a conservative mind to the chal-

lenge of a dynamic alien religion, had Navalar's activities not gooe
well beyond this. He was a protean figure, a man of amazing ver-

satility whose achie\'ement in any one of the fields in which he per*

formed so creatively would have placed him in the first rank among
the unusual talents of his time. But he excelled in a number of fields.

In 1849 he established a i»inting press at Vannarponnai and finom

this there poured forth a succession of tracts and pamphlets expound-

ing Hindu doctrines—and defending them against the strictures of

u Apart from a Ihfy effusive essays there is stiU no seri^
the Hindu revival of the nmeteentfa century. See A. M. A. Aseei, Tim Wiui

Ric^pnistd (Colombo, 1964)* pp. 51-60.
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tbe missioiiaries—^in lucid Tamil piose designed to be understood by
the conmion people. This was a remarkable departure from conven-

tion for a man as steeped in the Tamil classics as he was, yet Navalar

the pamphleteer and propagandist was also a great figure in modem
Tamil literature both in Sri Lanka and in South India. At the same
time he was equally gifted in the art of platform speaking; here he

modelled himself on the missionaries with their open-air lectures

deUvered in simple language. His lectures on Hinduism delivered on
Fridays at the assembly hall of the Siva temple at Vannarponnai

attracted huge crowds. One other facet of Navalar's achievement

deserves meniion: his initiative in the fonnation of secular orizanisa-

tions devoted to the propagation of Hindu ideals—most notably the

Saiva Pragasa Sabhai, which he estabUshed in 1853. He was instru-

mental also in the formation in 1 888 of the Saiva Paripala Sabhai

which, along with the Hindu College Board of Management, even-

tually came to control more than 150 schools, both primary and
secondary.

If the positive achievements of the Hindu revival of the nineteenth

century owed so much to Navalar's influence, so unfortunately did its

shortcomings. Navalar was no social reformer; the Hindu revivalist

movement strengthened orthodoxy and did little to soften the rigours

of the caste system among the Tamils. The latter had much less

flexibility than the Sinhalese counterpart, because caste distincdons

among the Tamils had as their basis the religious sanction of the

Hindu religion, which made them all the more rigid as a result. The
consequence was that the hierarchical dominance of the velldlas (the

Tamil counterpart of the goyigama), who also held a commanding
numerical superiority over other Tamil castes, was never effectively

challenged by those other castes. As it turned out, the velldla proved to

be the main beneficiary of the new opportunities opened up by the

British. The velldlas used the sanctions of Saivite orthodoxy to maintain

their caste privileges at ihc expense of those in the lower rungs of

the caste hierarchy. UntouchabiUty, which was almost non-existent

among the Sinhalese, was and still is very much a problem in Hindu
sodety inJa£5m. Temple entrywas forbidden to some castes, themost
conspicuous act ofreligious discrimination in Hindu society.

The recovery ofIslam forms an interesting parallel development to

that ofHinduism, which it followed a generation later." The Muslims
of Sri Lanka had been notable for their refosal to succumb to the

blandishments of Christianity. The resistance to conversion had per-

sisted throughout the nineteenth century, but the survival of Isdam

On the Islamic recovery of this period, see A. M. A. Azeez, The West

Reappraised (Colombo, 1964}, and Vijaya Sainaraweera, 'Arabi Pasha in Ceylon,

Z883-1901*, LkameOdiun, XLDC, Oct. 1976, pp. 219-27.

as
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in Sri Lanka had, in a aense^ been secured at the expense of the social

and economic advancement of the Muslims. Since the educaticm pro-

vided in the schools was primarily Rnglish, there was amonig the

Muslims an attitude (natural to a conservative and cohesive com-
munity) tending to reject it because of the presimied danger of the

impact on Islam ofa foreign culture. Besides, education was not only

in English but was also largely Christian in content^ and for that

reason many Muslims were prepared to sacrifice the material benefits

ofan English education because it supposedly endangered the faith of

their children. This manifestation of zeal for their ancestral faith had
some r^ettable consequences, and by the third quarter of the nine-

teenth century the more enlightened Muslim leaders were profiMmdly
disturbed to find their community sunk in ignorance and apathy,

parochial in outlook and grossly materialistic.

The arresting of the decline in vitality of the Muslim community
has long been associated with the 'charisma' ofArabi Pasha (Ahmed
Arabi),^ who is believed to have jolted it out of its conservative

seclusion. Much more important, however, were the fbresigfat and
tactical skill ofa local Muslim leader, M. G. Siddi Lebbe, a lawyer by
profession and a socied worker by inclination, who helped to bring his

community to accept the need for a change ofoutiook. Like Arumuga
Navalar, Siddi Lebbe saw the supreme importance of education as a
means for the regeneration of his conamunity. The revitalising process

initiated during this phase continued during the first half of the

twentieth century. Despite the apathy ofhis co-religionists, he persisted

in his campaigns for educational progress, and prevailed upon Arabi

Pasha to use his influence and prestige in the cause of MusKm educa-

tion. I'hc latter spent the rest of his days in Sri Lanka (even after

Siddi Lebbe's death in 1898) in the cause of English education for the

Muslims, and in the advocacy and initiation of reforms in religious

practice. Siddi Lebbe for his part established and organised the

MusHm Educational Society, which endeavoured to create an elite,

educated on modern Hnes, thatwould provide the leadership which the

Muslims so badly needed.

Men like Siddi Lebbe faced tasks which were in every way more
formidable than those which confronted Arumuga Navalar, but they

adopted methods remarkably similar to those of Navalar—the estab-

lishment of schools and the improvisation of techniques of popular

education for the community as a whole. One method adopted was

" Arabi Pasha, tlie leader of the abortive Egyptian uprising of 1882, was exiled

to Sri Lanka, and vpeaat nineteen yean there (1883-1901). The Mudlms of die

island welcomed him with great enthiudasm. His role in Egyptian politics is

reviewed in Abef Latif al-Sayyid, Egypt md Ormmrs a Stad;^ m Angh-EgjpUm
ReUUions (London, 1968).
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the establishment of a Tamil-language^^ newspaper MusUm Naism^
which appeared from. 1882 to 1887. Through this newspaper he
campaigned for the abandonment of customs which, though not in-

herently connected with Islam, were yet intimately associated in the

minds ofthe people with their &ith; and against the parochial outlook

ofhis co-reli|^onists. One ofthemost noteworthy aspects ofhis popular

teaching was his emphasis on the worldwide interests ofthe Muslims,

and every development in the Muslim world found itsway to the pages

ofthis newspaper.

Although the stirrings in these indigenous religions had much in

oonmion with the processes ofBuddhist resurgence, therewere features

in themwhich set them apart £nom the Buddhist experience. While the

Islamic revival benefited gready fipom the presence in the island of

the charismatic figure ofArabi Pasha, the Hindu recovery was much
more self'reliant and self^niffident than the recovery of either Bud-
dhism or Islam. Much more important was the &ct that neither the

Hindu nor the Islamic revival in Sri Lanka developed any political

overtones in the sense of a potential anti-British or anti-imperialist

atdtude. There was an obvious contrast to the Buddhist recovery,

which was never wholly without political overtones. Before the end
of the century there were men who saw the possibilities of exploit-

ing (Buddhist) religious sentiment for political purposes.

" The Mualima ofSri Lanka were a Tamil-«peaking cmniniiiiity.
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POLITICS AND
CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM IN

THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY

In striktng oontrast to the vigorous icaBtanoe offered by the Buddhist

movement to the encroachments ofChristianity in the last quarter of

the nineteenth century, die island's formal politics lacked any sense of

purpose and animation. The present chapter will review the charac-

teristic featuresofthe politicsofthisphasein the oountr/s history, and
seek to analyse the causes ofits tqndity. It is necessary firsts however,

to lookbrieflyat theLegislativeCoundP in the secondhalfofthe nine*

teenth century, since itwas die local point ofpolitical activity.

Fromitsincqytionin 1833, there were two conflicting points ofvieir
on the essential purposes of the Ceylon L^islative GoundL The
Colonial Office looked upon it as a check on the Govenior, in the sense

that it was an independent and fairly reliable source ofinformation on
the afiGsirs ofthe colony to the Secretary ofState,whowould otherwise

have been dependent for this on the Governor alone; thus it served as

a means ofmaking Whitehall's control over the colonial administra-

tion more efiecdve. This indeed was what Oolebrooke himsdfhad in

mind, but not what the Council was content to be. In retrospect it

would seem that Colebrooke's conoqpt ofthe Legislative Council's role

was toorestrictive ; for the really remarkable feature ofthe Council was
not so much the existence of an official majority as the presence of

unofficials. The latter served to underline the validity of the conmient

that the 'essential purpose ofestablishing a legislature has always been

to give representation to the inhabitants ofthe dependency'. Implicit

in this was the assumption that the acceptance of the principle ofre-

presentation necessarily involved the acknowledgement also of the

concept of the legislature as a representative legislature in embryo.

In the period 1833-70 the crown ookmy of Ceylon was the 'con-

stitutional pioneer' of the non-European dependencies of the British

empire;' ithad amoreadvanced constitution than all the others. From

^ On this theme see K. M. de Silva, 'The Legislative Ck>uncil in the Nineteenth

CSentury*, VCHC, III, pp. a36n|8.

* M. Wight, TktDtiiaimmtqtAtUgiddmC^^ mM-mi^ (London, 1946),

p. 14.
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the outset the unofficial members of the Legislative Council and some
of the newspapers of the day tended to look upon the Legislative

Council as the local Parliament. The rapid development ofrepresenta-

tive institutions and, later, ofresponsible government in the settlement

colonics seemed to indicate the future trend of events for Sri Lanka.

The Colonial Office would not fundamentally change its view of the

essential function of the Legislative Council; nevertheless this did not

stop the sporadic agitation within the Colony for the transformation

of the Legislative Council into a more representative body. During this

period its powers were enlarged on three separate occasions, but,

neither singly nor together, did this amount to anything significant.

There was no increase in the Council membership, nor was there

a change in the mode of representation from nomination by the

Governor to decdon, direct ormdirect. Unofficial representativeswere
appointed by the Governor on a communal basis. This seemed bodi
naturaland logicalbecause the whole pdnt ofthe Council was to elicit

knowledge of local conditions. The ratio was fixed by ccmvention as

three Europeans and one each fixim among the Sinhalese, Tamils and
Burghers, although the nomination ofSriLankans quite often deviated

firom this precise proportion.

The constitutional practice in the emfarewas that as bodies capable

of serving as electorates or constituencies developed, the system of

sending unofficial members to the L^;islative Council changed hom
nomination to election. This did not happen in Sri Lanka in the nine-

teenth century, but for the Europeans Uiere was a limited advance in

this direction with the Governor consulting the Chamber of Gcnn-

merce (established in 1839) and the Planters Association (established

in 1854) in selecting unofficial members for nomination (it is not clear

when tiiis practice began). Among the Sri Lankans it became the

practice to send petitions to the Governor recommending nominations,

but even this does not appear to have had much effect since nomina-
tion to the Sinhalese and TamU seats was so often made from among
the members ofthe same families. In the 1840s Dr Christopher Elliott,

who combined the practice of medicine with some remarkably out-

spokenjoumaKsm, led the agitation for a reform ofthe Council to make
it genuinely representative of the people at large^—but the radicalism

of his demands ensured their speedy rejection by the colonial author-

ities. Not till well into the twentieth century do we see again an>i;hing

like the radical and democratic tones that Elliott so fearlessly demon-
strated in the 1 840s.

When pressure for a reform of the Legislative Council was revived

in the 1850s, it came from the European merchants and planters in

the island and from the Burghers—descendants ofDutch settlers and
* See K. M. de Silva, cp. eit,, p. 337.
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V.O.C officials who had made Sri Lanka their home. "What they

wanted above all else was an increase in m
the Legislative Council. There was no enthusiasm for elected

sentation except on the basis of a very restricted franchise; in a
Legislative Council reformed on this basis the planters and European
mochants would gain an influential voice in die disbursement cdTthe

government's contingent esqxsiditure, ifnot control over it.

Earl Grey in the early 1850s had stated the case against the estab-

lishment of representative institutions in a colony like Sri Lanka:
'Ifthey were to be established in such a form as to confer power upon
the great body ofthe people, it must be obvious that the experiment

would be attoided with great danger, or rather with the certainty of

failure.'^ This, no doubt, was his answer to the demands ofmen like

Elliott. But his rejection ofthe claims of the planters was ifanything

more forthright:

If . . . the system of representation were so contrived as to exclude the bulk

ofthe native population from real power, in order to vest it in the hands of
the European minority, an exceedingly nanowdligafdiyMrauld be created.

• • • Were a representative Assembly constituted in Ceylon, which should

posseai the powers usually entrusted to such a body, and in which the
European merchants and planters and their agents had the ascendancy, it

can hardly be supposed that narrow views of class interests would not

exercise greater influence on the legislation of the colony than a comprehen-

sive consideration of the general good . . .*

Successive Secretaries of State merely expanded on these themes,

and particularly the second one, when demands were made in the

18608 and 18708 for a refonn of the Legislative Council. Nor were

the ookmy's governors more receptive to demands for constitutional

reform: they made much of the foct that there was no agitation fi"om

the people at large for an elective system ofrepresentatum, and argued
that since it was impossible to establish any legislature representative

ofthe mass ofthe population, the prevailing pattern ofadministradon
should remain unchanged. Governor Gregory, for example, despite

his strong Liberal inclinations and his initiation of reform in every

other sphere, remained unenthusiastic over the liberalisation of the

constitution. He was in fact an unabashed advocate of the view that

the powers of the gcn crnor needed to be conserved as they were and,

if possible, strengthened. The implication was that these powers would
be used not for the protection of any merely sectional interests but for

the welfare of the people at large. There was, besides, the presumption

that any political concessions by way of a reform of the constitution

«The sid Bail Gfcjr, Tkt Cdeidal PtU^ Lord Jekn RusselTs JdnUsMim
(3 vols., 2nd edn, London, 1853), I, p. 14.
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must be preceded by—and could only be justified by—a substantial

improvement in education and literacy in the island's population.

The rationale for masterly inactivity in regard to the constitutional

structure came under purposeful attack in two pamphlets published

in 1876-7 in which the author William Digby, a British journalist

resident in the island, made a cogently argued case for the introduction

of representative institutions in Sri Lanka.® For the first time since the

days of Elliott, the case for constitutional reform was securely based on

Liberal ideology, but without the radical flourishes which Elliott had
engaged in. Digby's pamphlets proved enormously influential—not

indeed for any immediate consequences in the way of extracting con-

cessions from the government, but because the main arginnents he

advanced were to be used again and again over the next four decades

by political activists in the island in their agitation for constitutional

reform. The point he made was that since 1833 when the constitution

had been introduced there had been a transformation of the economy
through the astonishing success of coffee culture; this was reflected in

the flourishing state of the island's revenue, in rapid and far-reaching

social change—especially in the expansion of the education system

and literacy, and indeed in every sphere except the constitutional and

political. The case for reform was thus the simple one of harmonising

the island's constitution with the advances achieved in its economy
and revenue system and in education and literacy. Whitehall's in-

sensitivity to a reform of Sri Lanka's constitution became even more
illogical when some of Britain's tropical colonies, smaller than Sri

Lanka in area and population, and far behind it in regard to economy,
revenue, and education and literacy, were granted constitutions well

in ad\'ance of hers. Had Digby's arguments been set out by a Sri

Lankan it would have marked the beginning of a new era; as it was,

the fatal flaw was precisely the fact that they were not. There was no
demand from Sri Lankans themselves for representative government,

and the colonial govcimnent of the day made the most of this.

Constitutional development

Sri Lanka's role as the constitutional pioneer of the non-European
dependencies lasted less than fifty years after 1833. By the end of the

nineteenth century colonies like Jamaica, Mauritius and Trinidad

were far ahead in constitutional development.

In the non-wliite dependencies a constitutional problem had emer-
ged : the b^inning ofa conflict between Britain's willingness to meet

* [W. Digby] Representative Government, Elective and Broad, not Nominated and

J^arrow (Calcutta, 1876); An Oriental Crown Colony Ripefor Representative Government

(Galcutta, 1877}.
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local demands for greater poEtical influence, and her detenmnatkm
to retain poUtical control; to have fldly oooceded th^

for representative g^ovemment iwould have seriously weakened crown
control, yet the complete rejection ofsuch demandswas difficult ifnot

impossible. Jamaica was the pioneer in constitutional growth and by

.

the early 1880s three concessions had been made there: the introduc-

tion of elected members into the Legislative CSoundl; the grant ofa
provisicmal elected majority; and a veto on financial proponls which
could be exercised by any six of the elected members, subject to the

overriding power ofthe Governor. Concessions based on theJamaica
model were introduced in Mauritius, but over a much lomser period.

The reforms inJamaica had a more
where changes were introduced in the period 1887-93.

These changeswere nota steadyapplication ofcan&llythought-out
principles, nor were they part of a long-term progress towards re-

sponsible government. The Colonial Office favoured constitutional

reform <m the grounds of administrative expediency as a response to

the strength of local demand and agitation. In its preoccupation with

immediate administrative problems, it tended to underestimate the

foil implications of these changes and their effect on other colonies.

Despite the fact that in ail these changes the basic principle (one of

C9q)ediency) ofthe crown retaining the ultimatepower not only to veto

but to pass legislation was maintained intact, politicians in other

colonies saw only the advances made, and in the context of the crown
colony system in the tropical colonies ofthe period, these seemed sub-

stantial indeed. The prevalent view was that the reforms introduced in

Jamaica and Mauritius had made the grant of similar concessions

elsewhere inevitable, but after 1886 attitudes at the C!olonial Office

hardened against constitutional reform. When the plantocracy of

Trinidad succeeded in extracting similsu: reforms, Lord Selbome,

Joseph Chamberlain's Parliamentary Under-Secretary at the Colonial

Office, declared in 1895 that these would not be an escample to 'the

empire at large'. He had been told that 'mutterings of a similar

agitation [had] been heard from Hong Kong and Ceylon', and he
hastened to warn that there were 'very grave objections to any di-

vergence from the pure Grown Colony in the case of [these two
Colonies]'.'

The contrast between Sri Lanka's static constitution and the re-

forms introduced in Jamaica, Mauritius and Trinidad led some con-

temporary observers of its poUticai scene to attribute the difierence to

* Sdbonie*! mmute of 3 August 1895, in CO. 295/5^, Broom to Ripon, 186,

of 15 May 1899, quoted in H. A. Will, *FrofaleBii of CaoutitulioiHa RefiHm in

Jamaica, Mniritiiis and TUnidad, 1880-1895', BngjSA HbltHeal IMm, 391, Oct
ig66, pp. 693-716; we p, 714.
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the absence there ofthe class ofwealthy European settlers which had
led the successful agitation in the West Indies and Mauritius. But this

explanation is too facile, even though it was true that die European

planters and merdiants in Sri Lanka were aU birds ofpassage and n^

permanent setders withan abiding interest, i.e. not a true plantocracy.

More important, it overlooks some important distinctions between

Mauritius and the West Indian islands ofJamaica and Trinidad, on
the one hand, and British Sri Lanka on the other; the first three were

plantation colonies proper, and the last was not, even though its eco-

nomy was dominated by the plantations; and the situation in Sri

Lanka was &r more complex because of its lai^ indigenous popula-

tion and its indigenous dite. Thus the comparative quiescence ofthe

island's public life in the last quarter ofthe nineteenth centuryand the

lack of a persistent agitation for reform of the constitution is to be
explained by the diffidence of the indigenous dlite, and in particular

the Sinhalese.

The Sinhalese representathres in the Legislative Council, far fix>m

taking the lead in the pressure for refiirm ofthe constitution, showed

litde interest in it, when they were not adamantly opposed to any
change at all. Buddhist activistsmayhave filled this vend in leadership,

but apart fiK>m a somewhat hesitant daim for a member to represent

Buddhist interests—the Sinhalese members in the L^islative CSouncil

had invariably been Protestant Christians—^they did not attach much
importance to the wider problem of constitutional reform. They
showed very littie interest in the active opposition led by sections of

the Sinhalese ^te against the objectionable features of the system of

representation for the Sinhalese in the legislative Council—namely,

that nominees to die Sinhalese seat came, with one exception, finom

one fomily group. In 1878 the first challenge to this 'family compact*

appeared when it became necessary to fill the vacancy caused by the

death ofJames Alwis. The contender on thb occasion was \>^lliam

Goonetildce, a gqyigama scholar and lawyer, who made no claims to

'first-class' status, but the vacancy was filled by J. P. Obeysekere, yet

another member ofthe family to whichJames Ahvis belonged. When
the position fell vacant again in 1881 the competition assumed a new
dimension, a non-,go^^ai»0 challenge to the 'first-class' gqyigama mono-
poly ofthe Sinhalese seat. From now on, political activity became an
aspect of the caste rivalry which was such a prominent feature in

Sinhalese society at thb time.

In 1882 die Ceylon Agricultural Association was formed at the

instance ofC. H. de Soysa, the wealthiest ofthe karawi entrepreneurs,

primarily to safeguard the interests of tiie indigenous planters, and
in 1888, when the Sinhalese seat was vacant once again, it was con-

verted into the Ceylon National Association. Political activity on this
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occasion was much more than the conventional and decorousjostling
to catch the Governor's eye for nomination. It was altogether more
purposeful, with the emaging 61ite, spearheaded fay the affluent

karSoas, seddng to give greater momentum to their pressure for r^
cognition fay institutionalising it in a distinctly political oiganisation

which was something more than a merely temporary platform for ad-

vancing an individual's claims. The formation ofthe Geykm National

Association—and the agitationwhich it ledfor coostitutioiial rcfonn

—

appeared to herald the beginnings of political initiatives of a fiuv

rcaching nature. Gordon was suffidendy perturbed to set afaout

devising a scheme to foil the activists. Two additional unofficial seats

in the Legislative Goundl were created in 1889, thus seeming to

acknowledge the strength and reasonableness of the pressure for en-

laigement of the Legislative Council, but these were allotted for tiie

representation of the Kandyans and Muslims—"two groups that had
shown no serious interest in the agitation for oonstitutkinal reform.

The non-gqyigama Sinhalese, under the leadership of the karSoas who
had led the agitation, got nothing from it, but Gordon, anxious to con-

ciliate another set ofactivists (the Buddhist movement), expressed the

hope that the Kandyan member should be a Buddhist and a spoiKS-

man for Buddhist opinion.

Gordon's reforms of 1889 incorporated another innovation—all

unoffidals were henceforth to be nominated for a five-year term.

Hitherto nomination had been for an undefined period, with the

Governor retaining the right ofsuspension or dismissal. This rightwas
never exercised, and nomination was effectively for life. The innova-

tion of a fixed term was bound—and perhaps intended—to curb the

independence of imofficial members, especially because there was the

prospect of renomination for another term. What it did indicate was
that the hostility to constitutional reforms was not confined to a
desire to thwart the ambitions of the kardvas. Nomination for a five-

year term had one unexpected consequence. Aspirants to nomination

had more—and regular—opportunities to advance their claims, and
a five-year cycle of political activity developed, rising to a crescendo

just when a member's term of office was due to end. But there was no
change in the nature of the agitation so far as the Sinhalese were con-

cerned, for these regular campaigns to catch the Governor's eye for

nomination to the legislature were no more than exercises in caste

rivalry.

Rut these campaigns too made little impression on the colonial

administration. Nor was there a more favourable outcome when the

candidate whose claims were sponsored had very impressive cre-

dentials. Ever since his return from Cambridge and Lincolns Inn in

1887,James Pieris had been regarded as a young man marked out by
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Virtue ofa brilliant academic career (a double-first and the Freadency

ofthe Union at CSambridge) and marriage to an heiress (the daughter

ofJacob de Mel) for a pathbrealdng career in politics. In 1900 his

ck^QQS to represent the Sinhalese in the L^islature were advocated

through petitions and well-attended public meetings in many parts of

the island; similar public meetings were held in support of the claims

of S. G. Obeysekere, who was nominated. The same process ofagita-

tion was repeated in 1905 when the seat fell vacant again, and again
Pieris was a candidate, but S. C. Obeysekere was renominated. Both

in 1900 and 1905, James Heris had been sponsored by katdtoa interests

as tiieir candidate. By 1905 the karSoa challenge was not limited to an
attempt to repudiate the claims ofthe 'first-class'gi^amas to represent

the Sinhalese in the Legislative Ciouncil; the conspicuous affluence of

a wide and powerfiil section of the karSoa community made them
sufficientiy sdf^xmfident to call in question the claims of the goyigama

caste to superior status. They went on to stake a claim for a separate

seat for the karSoa caste in the Legislative CSoundL Although numeri-

cally they were much smaller than the goyigamas, they could see no
basic contradiction between the pursuit oftheir sectional interests as a
caste group, and the identification of these interests with broadly

democratic principles ; and they saw no irony in the attempt to equate

the advancement ofkarSoa caste interests with the progress and wel&re
ofthe wider Sri Lankan community. From 1905 onwards theybecame
the driving fierce behind demands for the introduction ofthe elective

principle to the colony. They must have realised that the karSoa lead

in education and wealth could be converted into political influence of
a substantial order if the elective principle were accepted with prop-

erty and educatbnal qualifications.* They could thus put an end to

the domination of Sri Tiankan public life by the 'first<K:lass' gojngama,

and yet at the same time lend an air of respectability to the pursuit dt

their own sectional interests by parading as the champions cfpolitical

reform and enlightened sodal progress. Nevertheless their political

ambitions were almost as narrowly limited as those of the 'first-dass'

fftyigama establishment whom they sought to displace.

This diversion of political energies to caste competition was self-

defeating. At a time when the British administration in the colony had
embarked on a deliberate policy of propping up the goyigama estab-

lishment, the karaoas were ei^aged in a futile exercise. The passion

and zeal their campaigns aroused were all to no purpose, and worse:

for the effect of their campaigns was to divide the Sinhalese ^lite

rather than unite it in a common struggle against the British. It would

' The strength of their case lay in the fact that a fairly high qualification was
iMwumccI to be esKntial by the &itish, wito had not quite done away with property

qualificatioii fi)r thetr own voters at borne.
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have been evident that goyigama support was essential for any con-

certed politicalmovement to makean impact; without it the minority

castes on their own could make Utde headway in their political agita-

tion, and their demands for reform could always be dismissed as the

agitation of a small clique not representative of the people. The
karSoa challengers of the goyigama establishment were men of some
achievement ifnot distinction, most being lawyers, but the Colonial

government in the island would not dqpart from its practice of ap-

pdnting 'first-class' goyigamas to represent the Sinhalese. No doubtt^
practice had hardened almost to a convention, but there was move to

it than that: what counted was a fomily tradition of loyal service to

the British in the office of princq|>al mudaliydr, notwithstanding me-
diocre intellectual talents. The traditional 61ite, because of greater

willingness to serve as collaborators, would have its uses to the colonial

administration as a counterweight to the brash and affluent karibMh

dominated capitalist groups organised in the Geykm Agricultural

Association and its successor the CSeykm National Association.
In the last decade ofdie nineteenth century, and the opening years

ofthe twentieth, formal politics in SriLankawere remarkably passive^

even stagnant or immobile—ofwhich the transformation which took

place in the Geylon National Association is an excellent illustration.

By 1885 the early promise of political initiatives had withered away,

.

and the controlfing influence within it was with men who had no
interest in political or constitutional reform.When some ofitsyounger
men sought to convert it into an organisation modelled on the Imfian
National Ckmgress, and indeed to adopt the title of CSeylon National

Congress, they were thwarted with consummate ease by those in

control of it. The Ceylon National Association, in foct, scrupulously

avoided involvement in political activity; nor would it associate itself

with the temperance movement. However, it had one solid achieve-

ment to its credit: its notable contribution to the successful ^^Tnpaign

for the aixditkm of the grain taxes. One may cite even more striking

evidence ofthe quiescence of tiie 61ite and in particular the Sinhalese

61ite. In 1902, on the occasion of King Edward Vll's coronation,

John Ferguson, owner-editor of TTu Ceylon Obsenm* and one of the

unofficial European reprcscntalives in the Legislative Council, took

the lead in seeking to organise a public meeting or a conference to

secure the adoption ofa resolution or memorial on the reform of the

constitution. He received little support from the prominent public

•John Ferguson's interest in constitutional reform went back at least to 1893. 1^
his book Ceylon in i8g3 he made a plea for a reform of the island's constitution, and
especially for an increase in the number of unofficial representatives with some of

them to be elected an. the basis of a muicled firanchise. His appeal drew no
wjpoiiiB froin the govcmmcDt.
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figures of the day. The Sinhalese are our great difficulty*, he 00m-
plamed. *[S. C] Obeysekere objects to electiom and James Fieris (as

D^trict] J[udge] in embryo) has not replied at all . . . They would
not trust power to their countrymen . . In 1904 he moved a re»

solution in theL^idadve CSoundl urging the creation ofan additicmal

seat lor the kw-oountry Sinhalese, but this motion lapsed for want of
a seconder. The Sinhalese representative at this time was S. G.

Obeysdcere and his hostility to this proposal was as implacable as it

was undisguised.

Obeysekere at least was consbtent. The reluctance ofJames Pieris

to support Fei^guson's initiadve in 1902 seems inexplicable in view of

the fkct that just two years earlier he had staked a claim to the nomi-

nation to the Sinhalese seatWhat his reasonswerewe do not, andmay
never, know but Ferguson was apparendy convinced that the dif-

fidence sprang fiom Us aspiratbn to an important post in the judi-

ciar)'. Ifthat was indeed true, Pieris was typical ofthe ^te ofhis day
which showed greater interest in pressing for CSeylonisation of the

higher bureaucracy and the judiciary than in constitutional reform

as such. This was not a case of distorted priorities, as it would seem
at first, for the l%her bureaucracy was stiU very much the efifective

government of the island. James Fieris, the reluctant politician,

typified the Sinhalese ^te ofhis day in odier ways as well, especially

in the preference &t commerce and plantation agriculture over poli-

tics.By the last quarterofthe nineteenth century its stake in plantation

agriculture, trade and commerce was becoming increasingly sub-

stantial; Sinhalese entrepreneurs were making fortunes in liquor,

plumbago, coconut and rubber. The wealthy and educated Sinhalese

—those whose educational and social bad^^nnd fitted them for a
role ofleadership in politics (andwho, in fact, resented the dominance
of public life by the 'first-dass' gqjngamas)—were engrossed in com-
mercial ventures, often to the neglect of their professional activities.

James Fieris, for instance, practised as a lawyer, but his heart at this

time was in business and plantation agriculture. There was also the

case ofDr H. M. (later Sir Marcus) Fernando, who was to be in the

forefit)nt of political activity in the early twentieth century. His

academic record as a medical student at London University was ex-

ceptionally distinguished, but on his return to the island his medical

practice took second place to plantation agricultiu'e, before beiiiG^

abandoned altogether. No wonder then that there was a lack of 'real

downright earnestoess in political agitation', and that the more com-

mitted advocates of reform should have deplored the fact that the

potential leadei^ of the elite preferred their economic interests to

political activity. Indeed a British newspaper of the day commented:
*Ceyion is one of those happy possessions of the British crown . . •
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While other countries make a noise in the world> Ceylon makes
money.
At this time, moreover, the economic interests of these weaUhy

Sinhalese entrepreneurs were not in competition with those of British

commercial interests in the island, and certainly much less so than was
the case with their Indian counterparts in most parts of that sub-

contioeiit In fdantation agriculture, Sri Lankan and European in-

terests were oonqilementary rather than competitive. There were no
influential andwealthy indigenous groups withinvestmenti inbanking

or shipping, nor were there any laige industries oontroilled by Sin-

halese entrepreneurs. As for commerce, although the Sri Tiankan

share was on the increase, it was still very modi in the shadow of

British and Indian business houses, and was never in strong comped-
tion with them. The result was that when (in the iirst decade of the

twentieth century] these entrepreneurs did eventually make their way
into the political arena, they showed themselves to be very conserva-

tive in outlook, deeply appreciative of the British oonnectkui, and
quite concerned not to stir up the sort of agitation that had erupted in

parts ofBritish India.
The only venturesome and articulate politicai oxganisation among

the Sinhalese was a regional body, the CSiilaw Association, comiKMed
largely of wealthy landowners organised and led by the CSorea

brothers. The impetus to its fiirmation stemmed fiom an agitation to

have the west coast raihvay link extended fiom Negombo to Oiilaw

and Puttalam in the north-west, the heart of the coconut triang^,

where plantation agriculture was dominated by the Sn Lanka dite.

The Association speariieaded the opposition to the Waste Lands
Ordinance of 1897—the avowed purpose in this campaign being the

defimce of the interests of the Sinhalese peasants against what were
regarded as the reprehensible features oftiiis item oflegislation. More
important—unlike the moribund Ceylon National Association—it

made political agitatbn the central fixture of its activities in its at-

tempt to fecus attention on the need to introduce the elective principle

fiir tiie representationofnative interests in the L^islative GoimdL But
even this agitation was restrained and narrowly ditist in concept, and
bore no comparison to the broadbased temperance movement which
derived its remarkable vitality fix>m its appeal to the people at large.

With the disinclination of the Sinhalese to take the lead in fixrmal

political agitation, it was left to men like Ferguson and, more sgnifi-

cantly, the Tamils to assume the initiative. The energyand enteiprise

displayed by the Tamil dlite was a sharp contrast to the political

inertia of their Sinhalese counterparts. 'The intellectual and political

activity noticeable among the Tamils', a local newspaper commented
" TksDaify Gnathic, 10Jan. 1905.

Cc,
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in 1889, 'is a favourable sign ofthe times . . . The intellectual activity

ofTamils ofthe rising generatidn has reacted on those ofother comr
munities ... In matters political it is gratifying to notice their ac-

tivity . . .'^ The Tamils had been adn^rably served by their repre-

sentatives in the Legislative Council since the days of Sir Muttu
Ckx>mara8wamy, who was succeeded in the seat by his nephews, the

brothers Ramanathan and CiOomaraswamy, while a thin! brother,

Arunachalam, was a distinguished career civil servant who kept up a
lively interest in political issues, though this posidon prevented him
fiom giving public expression to these views or taking an initiative

in politics. Itwas atArunachalam's urging thatFeiguson endeavoured
to call a meeting or conference ofpublic men to adopt a memorial on
constitutional reform in 1902, utiUsing the occasion ofEdward VII's

conmation. Ferguson accommodated Arunachalambypublishing two
pseudonymous letters written by him in his newspaper The Ceylon

Observer in early June 1902, making out a clearly axgued case fer

political reform; in an editorial note Ferguson strongly supported the

claims made in these letters. Arunachalam's letters were in a sense an
expansion of the aiguments Digby had set out in his pamphlets in

1876-7. Digb/s influence on Arunachalam was unmistakable and
strong—^theywere dose friends, and maintained a longand interesting

cofxespondence on political reforms.

None of the Sinhalese representatives of this period—^the last

quarter of the nineteenth century—^matched the intellectual dyna-

mism, independence ofoutlook and political maturity ofRamanathan
and Itis brother CSoomaraswamy. The one exception wasJames Alwis,

but even he lacked vision in many spheres of activity, most notably

religion.As a staimchAnglican hewould do nothing for the Buddhists

;

this task fell by defoult on Ramanathan, and his services to the

Buddhist cause elicited a fulsome tribute £xim the leading Buddhist

journal of the day, the Sarasaoi Sandardsa, in 1899. '[Ramanathan]',

it asserted, 'not onlylooks after the welfore ofhis own constituents, but
also all matters connected with various interests on the island. ... It

might well be said, judging fix>m the active part he has taken, and the

amount of time and labour he has devoted to questions in Council

affecting the Sinhalese alone, that hewas their representative. . . . The
Buddhists oweMrRamanathan a deep debt ofgratitude. His interest

in the question ofthe Wesak holiday and the Buddhist Temporalities

Bill . . . and a host ofother services towards Buddhism have endeared
him immensely to the Buddhists of Ceylon.*" Then again there was
the question of the grain taxes. James AJwis gave unstinted support in

the Legislative Council to the perpetuation of these taxes. It required

^ The CeyUm Standard, 14 Sept. 1899.
" Tht Sanuad SandariUa, aS May 1899.
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the entry ofthe first Kandyan member Panabokke to give expression

I

to the views of the Sinhalese peasantry on this issue. But all aloqg

Patn^wftthaw had becti critical ofthese taxeSy and he played a l^^^pg
' role in the successful agitation for their abolition.

I

Coomaraswamy, his elder brother, and successor to the Tamil seat,

had neither Ramanathan's flair Ibr the dramatic gesttu^ nor his

eloquence, but he was nevertheless a man of strong convictions and
sturdy indqiendence, qualities which the government of the day did

not always appreciate. Cioomaraswamy was the first of the nominees

under the new system offixed-term appcuntments to feel the sting of
the gubernatorial whip. When his term ofoffice ended in 1889,^
not renominated. Instead his place in the Council went to W. G.
Rockwoody a nxxOrveUalOf and lest this be regarded as a change ofheart

by the government on caste, the old fiimily compact retained its hc^
on the Sinhalese seat. As we have seen, S. G. Obeysekere was nom-
inated in 1900 and then renominated in 1905 (and again thereafter

as well!). What Rockwood's nomination signified was that the es-

sential condition for renomination was imstinlfid support for the

status quo as seen by the British, and that any hint of independence

merited a reprooE With the appointment of Rockwood and sub-

sequendy of Kanagasabhai as Tamil representadves, the Sri Lankan
unofficials in the Legislative Council all reached a comfortably even

level ofmediocrity in intellectand conservatism in outlook ; all ofthem
were unimaginative men who showed not the slightest interest in

political reform. But until 1898 the Tamil representatives had taken

an independent line within the Legislative Council, and quite oflen

the lead in national politics as well. The Tamils' penchant for poli-

tical activism attracted unfriendly criticism at the Colonial Office as

we]] ; a senior official gave expression to this attitude by commenting
that 'the Tamils in Ceylon are the most intriguing section of the

population.*^'

The economic resotuces of the Tamil areas were much more limited

than those of the wet zone, and although there were Tamils with

investments in plantations and trade, in this they hardly matched the

low-country Sinhalese. The educated Tamils turned to the professions

and to service in the bureaucracy, especially in the lower clerical

grades. Literacy in English was higher in Jafiha than elsewhere in the

island, and educated Tamils found that positions in the bureaucracy

were outnumbered by those who aspired to them. Emigration to

Colombo for employment was an estabfished feature of life in Jaffna, as

too was the brain drain—the steady flow of educated Tamils to the

^ G.O. 54il6S2, Lucai't minute on Ridgeway to Chamberlain, 941 of 17 June
1903; see aho hit nunute on Rklgeway to Chamhwrlain, 8 May 1898 in G.O.

54/626.
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Federated Malay States, and the trickle to East Afiica in search of

clerical posts and teaching assignments. But by the end of the nine-

teenth century this emigration was drawing to a close because such
opportunities were becoming increasingly scarce. What remained was
internal migration to the Sinhalese areas where the competition £br

clerical posts intensified the rivalry between the Tamils and tiie

Burghers, who had for so long been dominant in this fi>rm ofemploy-

ment. Here there was no competition between the Tamils and the

Sinhalese—unemployment among the educated was not yet a serious

problem for the latter.

Tamil studentshad longbeen accustomed to going across to India

—

particularly the Madras Presidency—for their University education.

They absorbed the political influences at work in India, and on their

return sought to stimulate political activity in the island on the lines

ofIndian political movements.^ The receptivity ofthe Tamils to the

stimulus ofIndian nationalism was strei^^ened by the &ct that the

Tamil dite, despite its passion for an English education, wasmuch less

anglicised than its Sinhalese counterparts. This held true for Tamil

Quistians as much as for the Hindus. Besides, theTamO lead in poli-

tics was sustained over the first two decades ofthe twentieth century.

One last point. At this stage in the island's development ethnicity

was not a divisive foctor. A local journal commented in 1899 that

'among the different races to be found in Ceylon, the existing relations

are perhaps far more cordial than ... in any other British dependency
in the East.'^'^ The divisive forces were religion and caste, especially

the latter, and these caused divisions among the Sinhalese themselves

rather than dividing the Sinhalese from the other ethnic and religious

groups in the island.

u xhis point is made in N. N. La Brooy, *Tlie Movement Towards Gkmsdtu-

tional Rdbrm in CSeylon, 1880-1910' (mkpubUshed d.pbil. tbesis, Univenity of

Oxford, 1973), pp. 192 ff.

^* Th» Gfjflott Skmdard, 8June 1899.
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27
POLITICAL CHANGE IN THE EARLY

TWENTIETH CENTURY

In the first decade of the twentieth century there was a perceptible

quickening in the pace of poUtical activity in the island after the ncar-

immobiUty in formal politics in the last quarter of the nineteenth. This

owed much to events outside the island. First, there was Japan's

victor}' over tsarist Russia, hailed with almost as much enthusiasm by
sections of the elite in Sri Lanka (especially the Buddhist activists) as

it was in other parts of Asia. Secondly—and perhaps more important

in a practical sense—there was the great Liberal victory in the British

general election of 1906, marking the end of nearly twenty years of

Tory rule and arousing hopes of colonial reform, largely because of

the 'pro-Boer' stand taken by an influential section of the Liberal

party. And, thirdly, there was the example of the Morley-Minto
reforms in India. As a result of these devclo]:)nicnts, the years from
around 1905 to 1919 were characterised by the growth of secondary

resistance movements in the low-country—in such forms as political

associations (both regional and national), trade unions and welfare

associations. The concept of secondary resistance was demonstrated

most acutely in the resurgence ofBuddhism and the sustained temper-

ance agitation closely associated with it. One sees the Buddhist revival

and this ancillary movement in retrospect as an integral part of the

recovery ofnational pride; they too had their main centres of activity

in the low-country, and within these confines they demonstrated some
of the characteristics ofmodem mass nationalism.

While nationalist sentiment was deeply intertwined with the re-

assertion of Buddhist values, and despite a persistently anti-Christian

tone, one ofthe most interesting features ofthe Buddhist revival in the

early twentieth century was the extent to which the* Buddhut move-
ment in the hands ofmen like the Anaganka Dharmapalawas almost
the mintnvimage of Protestant Ghristlamty in its ofganisational ap-

paratus,^ never more than in its propaganda techniques and the

mores it upheld as an integral part of the current Buddhist culture.*

^ G. Obeysekera, 'Religious symbolism and political change in Ceylon*, MCS,
i(0» 1970, pp. 43-63*

'This was espedatty 10 with regard to attitudes on monogiany, divocoe and
sexual morality in genetaL
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The new Buddhist revivalist was indeed old misriooary writ laige.

Dhannapala grasped, as few of his oontemporaries did, the political

implicatioiis ofthe Buddhist resurgence, and he never lost sight ofthe

need to set this within the wider framewoik ofthe rise ofnationalisni
in Asia. But he was at the same time an unabashed advocate of a
Sinhalese-Buddhist domination of the island. His propaganda bore a
remarkable similarity to that of the great champion of the fiBndu

resurgence in Western India, Tilak. In this blend ofreligious fervour

and national pride, ofa sophisticated intemarionaliam with a coarse

insularity—Dhannapala was a model for the Buddhist activirts of
post-independence Ski Lanka. Forfew parts ofthe cx-coIonialworld is

Anthony Low's comment that 'Enqure was as much a religious as a
political or eoonomic or ideok)gical problem'* more valid than it isfor

Sri Lanka.

The Temperance movemmt

The first attacks on the reprehensible features of the government's

policy—^the proliferation of taverns in all parts ofthe country in

a sordid pursuit ofrevenue without heed to the social evil ofdruntai*

ness, which spread even more rapidly than the taverns—had come
from the missionaries and other Christian organisations in the last

quarter of the nineteenth century. They werejoined in this enterprise

by Buddhists, who by the be^^nning of the twentieth century were the

most vocal if not the most enthusiastic advocates of temperance;

within a decade they had succeeded in taking over the leadership of

the movement and, more significantiy, in giving it a distinct Buddhist

identity. Although Christian groups continued their association with

temperance agitation, their role was now clearly that of a junior

partner whose moral position in the campaign was being cleverly

undermined by the success with which Buddhist temperance en-*

thusiasts linked consumption ofliquorwith westernisation and *Ghris-

tianisation'.^

The temperance agitation of the first two decades of the twentieth

century—^it reached two distinct peaks, one in 1903-5 and a more
important one in 191 1-14—linked the elite, and particularly its Bud-
dhist segment, with the masses in a common purpose which, though
primarily religious in form and content, was never without political

overtones. Disparagement of Christianity and attacks on Christian

' D. A. Low, Lien Rampant: Esstgft in Ikt Stud^ ^ Britisk LnpmaUm (Londoo,

i973)>P-"4-
• Sec R. D. Gunawardena, 'The Reform Movement and Political Organisations

in Ceylon with special reference to the Temperance Movement and Regional

AwociatkMM, igoo-1930' Xunpablished fb.d. tliesii^ Univenity of Sri Lanka,
^'eradeniya, 1976), pp. 14-73.
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values could be, and were, adroidy extended to cover the British

government as well ; the fact that some influential officials were arti-

culate Christians was defdy used to biing the government itself—as a
*Christian' administration—within the scope of these criticisms.^ For
the elite who moved into the leadership of the temperance agitation

in the first decade of the twentieth century this was a consoladon prize,

a surrogate for participation in the government of the country for

which they yearned but which lay beyond their g^asp; it introduced

tliem to the mechanics of organising public opinion through the net-

work oftemperance societies which sprang up in and aroimd Colombo
and other parts of the country. Again, ^vith this temperance activity a

stratum ofsociety which had hitherto been quiescent ifnot inarticulate

—^namely the lower rungs of the rural dlite consisting largely of no-

taries, schoolteachers and small traders—made its presence felt as an
indispensable link between the rural masses and the leadership of the

movement. The Hapitigam complex of temperance societies springs

to mind as perhaps the most efficient and efTcctive in the network
built up in 1903-5. It drew crowds of 20,000 or more to its meetings

in this rural area at a time when the population of the Colombo
district (excluding the mimicipality of Colombo) was a little over

600,000. The man behind it was Don Spater Senanayake who had
made his fortune in plumbago among other things, and who was the

father of F. R., D. S., and D. C. Senanayake, all ofwhom made their

entry into pubhc hfe through the temperance movement. It provided

the take-off point into national politics for the Senanayake family.

When this first phase in temperance agitation petered out after

1905, its organisational apparatus was not dismantled but survived to

be used for other purposes, mainly religious ones. With the revival

—

British administrators would have used the word recrudescence—of

temperance agitation in 1911, this network of village and urban units

was revamped and extended to cover most parts of the lo\v-country,

and beyond temperance work narrowly defined (which continued to

be the main focus of activity) it spread to the wider aspects of rural

regeneration and welfare. Between the temperance agitation of 1903-5
and that of 191 1-14 there were substantial difTcrcnccs. The campaigns

of 191 1-14 covered a much wider area, and the response they evoked

at the grass-roots level \vas, if anything, even more enthusiastic. There

was greater sopliistication in the organisational techniques adopted,

and above all it came as near as ever in the early twentieth century to

a politicised movement. With the formation of the Total Abstinence

Central Union, the temperance agitation grew in strength in 1913
and 1 91 4, and assumed the proportions of a popular movement with

distinct potential for transformation into a political struggle with wide

• ibid; pp. 14-73.
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mass support. Some temperanoe leaders, among lliem F. R. and D. S.

SenaimyalK^ visualised die netwodc o^
basis fiir a mitiouwide political otganisatinn. But diis promise, as we
shall see, was to remain unfulfilled.

The temperance agitation of191 i->i4had one other special feature.
It ht^gan primarily as a movement ofresistance to reforms which the

government proposed to make in the excise laws. Directed at protect-

ing the government's revenuefrom this source, these reformswere also

designed to break the hold ^^lich small dite groups (mainly capitaBste

ofthe karSoa caste) had on the liquor industry. Consequently, amoqg
the most vocifoous critics ofdie goveniment's pitgected reform ofthe

excise laws were those who stood to lose financially ifand when these

reforms were introduced. One needs therefore to distinguish between
the strident opposition ofthe vested interests to excise reforms, and the

more disinterested tenqperanoe agitation of the Buddhists. Between

them there existed merdy a oooomon objective 6f opposition to the

new excise policy, but no identity o£ interests or indeed a common
purpose. These vested interests were as suqncious o^ and perturbed

by, the Buddhist temperance agitation as die government itself,'

whose response to the temperance movement was one ofunconcealed

hostility. In the rural areas this agitation poseda threat to the positioa

and authority ofthe chiefheadmen, the government'smen on the spot

in the lower rungs of the administradon, who were regarded as the

natural leaders of the people. The confirontation that followed be-

tween the temperance leaders and these chief headmen, showed that

the latter had lost their touch in grass-roots 'polities'. The government
^vas apprehensive of this for fear that it would also affect the position

of British civil servants, and reacted to the presumed dangers pre-

sented by die movement to its own position and interests with an ill-

advised attempt to contain the infection by discouraging native

officials in the administration, particularly the village4evel headmen,
fi^om association with temperance activity. This was espedaUy so in

191 1-14 when the government viewed the revival of temperance

societies with the utmost suspicion, especially because of the ten-

dency to use temperance platforms for criticisms-sardonic more thaa

trenchant—ofgovernment policies on other issues as welL In the hope
ofcheddogthe esqiansion—and exuberance—oftemperance societies,

an orderwas issued prohibiting village headmenfiomjoining temper-
ance sodeties; other public servants wishing tojoin sudi societies were

required to obtain prior permissioa firam the govecnment. These

*For diBcunkm of tfaoe pointi lee P. V. J. Jayaaekera, 'Sodal and Folitied

CSiange in Ceylon, 1900-1919* (impuUilhed PBJ>. tiioii, Univenitjr of T^nmdoB,

1969), chapter III.
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directives proved a costiy blunder. They provoked public critidsm

both in the island and in Britain, and especially because ofthe latter

the government was compelled to rescind them. The withdrawal
the orders was hailed as a notable success for the temperance move-
ment and contributed greatly to boosting its leaders' morale and self*

confidence.

It is remarkable, however, that such a powerilil movement, which
affected not merely the dite but the people at large, should not have

had an invigorating influence on the formal political activities of the

dite at this time. No consistent attempt—much less a systematic one

—was made to channel the enthusiasm and discontent it generated

into a political force ofreal significance. To eaq^lain this development

by the &ct that the most militant and charismatic ofthe 'nationalist*

leaders, the Anagarika Dharmapala, was out of tiie island for con-

siderable periods, is to leave many questions unanswered. It docs not

explainwhy, evenwhen he was in the island, the 'nationalists' difiused

their energies over a whole range of religious, social, cultural and
educational issues and made littie eflfort to focus llieir attention

consistentiy on any dearly-defined political objective or objectives.

Although Dharmapala and.some of his close associates saw die poli-

tical implications and potential of the forces that were emerging-^

Dharmapala was among the first to advocate 'swan^* or national

independence—they received no encouragement finom those who
played a prominent role in Buddhist activity in these attempts to

politicise the Buddhist revival and the temperance movement The
temperance movement itself was not a monolith, and despite his

missionary zeal in its support, Dharmapala was suspect to many of

the Buddhist temperance leaders and they refiised to accept his leader-

ship. While the moves to outline a political objective for the Buddhist

revival and the temperance movement had so little support finom the

Buddhists themselves, they were anathema to the bulk of the 61ite,

especially the Christians and Burghers who dominated the poUtical

life ofthe country. They would have no truck with a political move-
ment which showed so much jratential for development into a vehicle

for religious—Buddhist— nationalism'.

TheTheosophical movement,' with its cosmopolitan outiook and
comparative fireedom fix>m sectarian loyalties, coidd well have become
the driving force behind the development of a Buddhist political

organisation to channel religious enthusiasm into more secular fields,

had it not lost a great deal ofits influence with the Buddhist movement

* Relations between the Theosophists and the indigenous Buddhist leadcrsliip

bad never been conmtently friendly even in the bite nineteenth century. See
K. Malalgoda, BudtUimm iSahaku Soat^ lyso^igoo, pp. 950-5.
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by the beguuung ofthe twentieth centuiy.
efforts made to establish an ideological link between religion and
political nationalismwere doomed to fidlure.

Nationalists and reformers

Buddhist activism, as we have seen, was distinctly more vigorous and
volatile than the formal political movements of the day, not however
that they were separated from each other by any sharp distinction.

Nor is it possible to divide the politicians ofthe age meaningfully into

'radicals' and 'conservatives'. There is, however, a more valid distinc-

tion and its basis was largely religio-cultural—the distinction between
'nationalists' and 'constitutionalists'. One needs to remember, how-
ever, that while these are useful ideal types, the actions of all indivi-

duals or groups reveal a mixture ofboth. While the 'constitutionalists*

stood for a limited programme of political action which would leave

undisturbed the constitutional and political Structures introduced by
the British, the 'nationalists' sought to givemore coherence to political

activity by according greater emphasis to the country's cultural

patterns and rel^ous traditions. Some ofthe more articuUite 'nation-

albts' like Dharmapala demonstrated a precocious commitment to the

cause of swaraj, but they were not many and not representative even

of the 'nationalists' in general. The temperance movement, for ex-

ample, brought 'nationalists' and 'constitutionalists' together in a
common cause, but large sections of the latter either stood aloof or

gave very lukewarm support to the former in their campaigns against

the missionary movement. Moreover the bulk of the 'constitutionalist'

^te, in strikuig contrast to the 'nationalists' and the temperance

agitators, were suspicious of large public meetings and of demonstra-

tions of zeal in political activity. They had nothing to compare with

the network of temperance societies in the villages of the low-country.

Formal political activity had to do mainly with the reform of the

Legislative Council and the entry of Sri Lankans to the higher bu-

reaucracy. Where these were concerned, the attitude of the Colonial

Office and the colonial administration in the island was of decisive

significance. Most Colonial Office officials in Whitehall were not

averse to the grant of limited political concessions to Sri Lankans, but

the absence of sustained agitation for reforms, and the divisions in the

ranks of the Sri Lankans on these issues, had the effect of convincing

the Colonial Office that there was no serious dissatisfaction with the

existing system, and they were therefore reluctant to launch reforms

on their own initiative, especially when there was the prospect that

these might have a disquieting effect. With the Liberal victory of 1906

there was a feeling in the Colonial Office that some reform measures
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wcfe imperative in Sri Lanka to prevent such dissatisfection as existed

fitun iqaturing into disaffection. Many ofthe more influential ofthese

officials sympathised with the aspirations ofthe Sri Lankan reformers.

But in the cokmy the Governor, Sir Henry MacGallum, was an
arch-conservative whose credo was firm opposition to the grant of
any constitutional reform.

That the CSolonial Office was not opposed to a reform of the con-

stitution was well known in the island. It was also clear that the first

moves would have to come from within the colony, and in the form
of agitation for reform. *It is useless to hope to get political privileges

without our first agitating for them,' a local newspaper, die Cejflon

Morning Leader, dedared in its issue of 13 June 1908. It added: *Even

in Bngland the people did not earn their enviable privileges by sitting

quiet' A Sri Lankan who had pressed the subject of constitutional

reform on an official inWhitehall had received the blunt reply 'Why
don't you agitate for it? The political history ofEngland has been one
long series of agitations.' But the only national political organisation,

the Geylon National Association, was by this time nearly moribund.

Nothing at all in the form of political agitation was possible with it,

yet at the same time nothmg could be achieved widiout it unless a
newer and more energetic association were to emerge to fill the gap.

The only other political bodies were either communal (i.e. ethnic)

ones like the Dutch Bui:gher Unionand theJaffim Association—^^lich

was also a regional one like the Ghilaw Association—or commercial

groups like the Low-Country Products Association and the Plumbago
Merchants Union. Most ofdiese were politically conservative and not

inclined to leadan agitationforreform. TheJaffiia Associationand the
Ghilaw Association, especially the latter, were more liberal in outlook

and not afiiaid to venture into political agitation, but theywere hardly
a substitute for a genuine national organisation. The reformers, more*

over, foced the obdurate hostility of the traditional dite, who denied

the need for any reform at all. This dite was small in nmnbers but

influential with the colonial administration, and it had the advantage
of representation within the Legislative Council—a convenient plat-

form for the expression ofits conservative views.

Caste rivalry continued to divide the Sinhalese, and was regarded as

the main reason for the lack of unity and co-operation among them.

Nevertheless when political agitation did emerge^ the main driving

force behind it once again consisted of kardoa interests seeking poli-

tical influence commensurate with their economic strength. At long

lastJames Pieris took the lead. The main political demand was a claim

for a greater but still very modest share for the educated eUte in the

administration ofthe colony.^ But the British administration in Ceylon

* See F. J. de Md, 'Refixmi of the Geykm Legislative Gouncil*, Gpiibn Aitfiomrf
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responded to tbese proposals for reCbnn with heavy-handed oppoai-

tion. Not only did it deny the need for any basb change In the con-

stitution, but it also refused to acknowledge the dauns die educated

dite to speak on behalfofthe people. British admimstratorB saw only
the gulf that divided the educated few from the illiterate masses, and
disregarded the dose personal and sodal ties that enabled them to

bridge it Thus they neither acknowledged the daim of the dite to

speak on behalfofthe masses, nor did they see the need to make oon-

structive use of those membm of the dite who were not part of the

administrative machinery (and they were by &r the greater part

numerically) in a mediatory role between the administration and the

people*

Indeed the argument was advanced—by the Governor Sir Henry
MacGallum*—that the Veal representatives* of the people in the

Legislative Council were the senior and ff^iwi'iBfM?ff^ crvil servants

'[whose] woilc for years at a time has brought them into daily and
intimate touch with the peasantry. . . . Their advocacy of the daims
of the native population are \sic\ at once fearless and disinterested.*

There were^ too, the 'durbars ofNative chiefs . . . [which] also afford

to the native population, through their chiefi, an additioaal means
of making their wishes and opinions known to the government.'

MacGallum did concede that the educated dite was 'a new factor in

the political situation, [and] inasmuch as no special provision for its

representation is oontempiated by the existing constitution, in so

much and in no other respect . . . the constitution is antiquated.'

Despite this tardy recognition of the special position of the educated

^lite, MacCallum was totally opposed to the concession to them of the

principle of elected representation. When the elective principle, in a
very Ihnited form, was conceded to the educated Sri Lankans in 1910,

it was on the initiative ofLord Crewe, then Secretary of State for the

Colonies, and his Parliamentary Under-Secretary Colonel Seely, and
in the face of the disapproval ofthe permanent officials at the Colonial

Office and the stubborn hostility of the colonial administration in

Colombo. £ven aiker the concession was announced, MacCallum and
his advisers persisted in their oppositiim in the hope that it would be
withdrawn under pressure fiom them; but it was not^^

^1"^* 44» July i907> PP- 39-8; see also S.P. II of 1910, Despatches, Rdatiog to

the Constttutbii ofthe Ceylon Leg^slativo Counca, Crewe to Officer Administering

Ceylon Goiveninient^ 9 Feb* 1909^ cnrlnsingmemovandum byJames Fierii^ is Dee.
1908.

* S.P. II of 19 10, MacCaiium's despatch to the Earl of Crewe, 346 of 26 May
1909-

K. M. de Silva, The Reform and Nationalist Movemenis in the Eariy
Twentieth Gentury*, UCHC, III, pp. 981-^.
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The fianchise was confiiied to a tiny augment of the people, the

educated 61ite, and in pardcular the English-educated dite.Whenthe

reSbrm proponls of1910 were announced, the Buddhist press deplored

the injustice of esccluding literacy and education in Sinhalese fiom
condderation in determining qualification fixr the firanchise. Most of

the 'constitutionalist* dite, however, soon pronounced themselves

gratified with the gains achieved in 19x0-19, in particular the con-

cessioa ofthe elective principle. They had a deep commitment to the

proprieties ofcobnial agitation, a fiuth in the sc^ tone and the sober

memorandum, a refiisal to be attracted by what they thought were
merely rhetorical gestures, and behind it all there was a deep and
abiding faith in the basic justice ofBritish rule. It is a measure ofthe

fervid hostility ofBritishoffidab in the island to political and constitu-

tional reform at tiiis time that even the movement fer constitutional

reform led bymen likeJames Pieris, H.J. G. Pereira and £.W. Perera,

who were deeply attadied by sentiment and political inclination to

British institutions and the British empire, was only slightiy lesssuspect
in their eyes than the 'nationalist* agitation linked with the temperance

movementand Buddhism. Every concession, even themostminor, was
viewed as a diminution of the authority of the government and its

oflidals, and was resisted for that reason. As for the elective pnndpic
in regard to entry to the legislature, the hostility to it sprang fiom a
recognition of its real and immediate threat to the position of the

nativeheadmen, and the likelihood ofelected representatives enjoying

a higherstanding in public life than thefonner.Farfix>m complaoaitiy
watching the displacement of the traditional dite, MacGallum (and

his Gokmial Secretary Hugh Clifford) gave renewed strength to the

policy of propping them up as a conservative countervalUii^ force

against the refinrm movement, an exercise thatwas as fiit^

run—^the influence of the chiefheadmen had been too badly eroded

for that—^as it was self-defeating in view ofthe prodigious moderation

ofthe bulk ofthose who sought entry to the Legislature.

The riots ofigi^

In the first quarter of 1915 the two strands of agitatbn discussed

above, the Buddhist and the 'constitutionalist', showed every sign ofa
firuitfiil convergence. British officials in the island, who only a few
months earlier were basking in the genuine warmth of public support

for Britain's cause with the declaration ofwar against Germany, were
taken aback by the upsurge of nationalist sentiment in March and
April 1915. The central event in this surprising transformation was
the commemoration in March of the centenary of the Kandyan con-

vention. The emotions it generated were sustained by the National

Cc,
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Day celebrations in April, which on this occasioii octended ibr the

first time over the whole istand. There was every indicatioii at this

p(Mnt that 1915 would be a year of destiny^ a turning-point in the

island's political evolution. But within a £tw weeks—by the end of
May—the outbreak of communal disturbances shattered all these

hopes.

The riots of 1915^ were directed against the Musfims, but more
especially at a secticm of the Muslim community called the Coast

Moors who were mainly recent immigrants fiom the Malabar coast

in South India. The ubiquitous activities ofthe Ck>ast Moors in retail

trading broughtthem in contactwith tiiepeople at theirmost indigent
levels—^they were reputed to be readier than their competitors to ex-

tend credit, but they also sold at higher prices. This earned them the

hostility alike ofthe people at laigeand oftheir competitors among the

Sinhalese traders (mainly low-country Sinhalese), who had no com-
punctions about exploiting religious and racial sentiments to the

detriment of their well-established rivals. Since the low-country Sin-

halese traders were an influential group within the Buddhist move-
ment, religious sentiment often gave a sharp ideological focus and a
cloak ofrespectability to sordid commercial rivalry. The Coast Moors
were not only tenacious in the protection of their trading interests^

but they were also more vociferous than the indigenous Muslim com-
munity in the dogged and truculent assertion of their civic rights,

which stemmed no doubt from their familiarity with such matters in

India. This streak of obduracy and their insensitivity to traditional

rites and customs of other religious groups brought them, at a time

when there was a resurgence of Buddhism, incaoorably into conflict

with the Sinhalese Buddhist masses.

It was only when the British authorities in Sri Lanka, after initially •

treating the riots as communal disturbances pure and simple, came to

regard them as part ofan organised conspiracy against the British by
the Sinhalese that these events began to take on a different com-
plexion. Although there was little or no evidence to support the sedi-

tion or conspiracy theory about the origins and nature of the riots, it

nevertheless gained wide currency among British officials and trig-

gered off a series of panic measures of inexplicable harshness against

the alleged leaders ofthe conspiracy—Sinhalese Buddhists. A situation

which could easily have been handled by the bureaucracy and the

police was dealt with by the military, who acted in a way which

" The effective peak period of the riots was 28 May-5 Jxine 19 15. For discussion

ofthe riots of 1915 and didr histodcal significance, see "The 1915 Riots in Ceylon:

a Symponum*, JAS, XXIX(9), 1970, pp. 919-^; and Geylaii Studia Sendiiar«

19^70 series, A l^jfmposium on the 1915 Communal Riots. There is a more oonqudienf*

live leview ofthcM events in P. V. J. Jayaaekexa, op, eiL, pp. 847H194.
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showed that they did not undexstand the distincdon between dvil

commotion and war.

The British authorities came down hard on three sets ofpeople, all

of them Sinhalese and Buddhists. First of all the dose connection

between temperance activity and nationalist sentiment had always

aroused the government's suspicions. All the prominent temperance

leaders were airested and jailed, notwithstanding the fact that many
ofthem had used their influence towards the restoring oforder and in

protecting the lives and property of Cbast Moors. The detainees in-

cluded the Senanayake brothers—^F. R., D. S., and D. C; D. B.

Jayatilaka, W. A. de Silva, G. Batuwantudawe, and Edmund and
Dr G. A. Hewavitharane (brothers oftheAnagarika Dharmapala^.
Secondly, a new and youtfajul political oiganisation, theYoungLanka
League, also came iinder suspicion and its active members^ among
whom A. £. Goonesinha was the most prominent, were arrested and
detained. This organisation had been established in 1915, the first

'radical' and 'nationalist* political association to be formed in Sri

Lanka with a political programme which was overtly and defiandy

opposed to the continuation of British rule in the island. It chose the

centenary commemoration of the cession of the Kandyan kingdom to

pledge themselves to securing national independence for Sri Lanka.

Its formation was also significant because it was intended to demon-
strate a lack ofconfidence in the political leadership oftheir day—the

'constitutionalists'—and its overwhelming conservatism. Instead they

pieferred to emulate the militant and radical wing of the Indian

nationalist movement
The third set were a group of railway workers, particularly some

trade union activists in the lo<x>motive workshops in Colombo.
Twenty-eight of them (including nineteen from the locomotive work-

shops) were arrested and, at the end ofJune, 'deported' to the Eastern

Province, then very much the 'Siberia' of the island. The first signs of

'trade union consciousness'^'^ and agitation liad appeared in the last

decade of the nineteenth century. A spectacular carters' strike in 1906

had been regarded in official circles as presaging the transference of
'Indian sedition' to the island. (At that time bullock-carts were, apart

from the railway s, the most popular means of commercial transport

in the island, and within the city of Colombo the only means of

When the First World War broke out, Dharmapala was in Calcutta. He was
accused of being engaged in intrigues with disaffected Indians—the close ties

between him and the Bengali nationalists did not pass unnoticed by the police—
and the Sri Lanka government refuted to let him return home. He was not allowed

back till 1920.

See Michael Roberts, 'Labour and the Politics of Labour in the late Nine-

teenth and I'.arly Twentieth Century', AfCS, 5(2), 1974, PP* 179-208, for a very
perceptive and solidly researched study of this problem.
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commercial transport.) By the beginning of the second decade of the

twentieth century there was considerable unrest and discontent among
skilled workers in Colombo and its suburbs, a reaction to deplorably

bad working conditions and poor living standards buffeted by infla-

tionary pressures. This discontent and unrest irae most pronounced

on tlie railways, and especially the looomotive workshops in Colombo.
British ofljcwK accustomed to dodlity among workers, were alarmed

by the fiequency withwhidi they now resorted to strike action in sup-

port of tlidr dsdms. There were, besides, dose links between the 61ite

and these vmrkm on such occasions; the leadership in diese labour

disputes was taken by the ^lite, especially those most active in the tem-

perance movement and political agitation.

In the Legislative Council Ponnambalam Ramanathan, with all the

moral authority of the elected representative of^ educated Sri

Lankans," rose to the defence of the Sinhaleie leaders in a aeries of
impawoned speeches notable aKfce far their feariew comdemnatian of

the excesses committed by the British fixroes in siqqprasing the riots,

and the cogently argued re&tfttion of the conqaracy theory. He
opposed both the Act of Indemnity, which placed the. civil and
military authorities beyond the reach of the law, and the Riots

Damages Ordinance which imposed collective retribution in the fbnn
ofa levy ofcompeiisation on all Sinhalese residents of specified locali-

ties, with no r4;aid to whether or not they were implicated in the

riots. More xaqportantyfiMr two years or more he persisted inafruitless

agitation to secure the appointment of a Select Committee of the

Lq;isladve Council to investigate chaiges—of grave miscarriages of

justice, and needlessly harsh punitive measures laid against British

officials, military and dvil, as well as others, such as planters as-

sociated with them, by Sinhalese leaders. Ramanathan received

strong support finom Harry Greasy, one ofthe most reflected English

residents in die island, also theEuropean rqnresentative in the Legisla-

tive Council, but thdr eflfints to obtain redress for these grievances

were undermined, ifnot totally nullified, by the intemperate opposi-

tion ofthenominated Sinhalese representative, S.C Obeysdnre,who
preferred to revel in the discomfiture ofmenwhom he despised as his

social inferiors, and whose aqpiratkms to political leadoshqi were
anathema to hi™ .

In the meantime E. W. Perera, a Sinhalese Christian, lefl for Eng-
land immediately after the riots to attempt to rouse British public

opinion in sympathy with the grievances of the Sinhalese, and to

secure the appointment of a body of commissioners fiom Britain to

^He was elected to the 'Educated GeyUmese* constituency in a contest with

Dr Marcus Fernando ia igii.
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inquire into the incidents connected with the riots. For four years he
(and D. B. Jayatilaka for three years) remained in England on this

ndaaoa,^'^ but they were no more successiid than Ramanathan had
been in his enterprise of securing the appointment ofa Select Com-
mittee ofthe Lcgisladve Council.

The Ceylon Aational Congress

Surprisingly the immediate effects ofthe riots of 1915 was to fieeze an
evolving political situation before its potential was ftiBy realised, and
to postpone any fresh developments for some years. This change of
mood reflected accurately the balance offorces among the dite, with

the 'constitutionalists* emerging as more powerful than ever before and
determined to dampen all enthusiasm for any political agitation other

than their own decornus but futile though long-sustained campaign
for a commission of inquiry into the riots.

Before the riots, the temperance movement was potentially the

basis of a popular political movement with a genuine grass-roots

appeal. The politicisation of the movement app^ired to be the next

and most lo^cal step. But the riots proved to be a setback to the

temperance movement. This was partly the necessary consequence of
the riots, as the 61ite leadership was bending over backwards to show
the British government—and public opinion in Britain—^that the

movement was essentially a religious one. After the suppression ofthe

riots, t^ere wasno serious attempt to revive the temperancemovement
on the scale and style of 191 1-14.

The prevailing mood of restraint and excessive caution in poUtics

affected other issues as well. The distrust ofenthusiasm, which was one
of its most notable characteristics, spilled over into the sphere of

religious activity as well; the brand of militant Buddhism associated

with Dharmapala receded into the background for over a generation,

and 'the constitutionalists' took charge of the Buddhist movement as

well. F. R. Senanayake and D. B. Jayatilaka between them kept a
tight rein on religious enthusiasm. Their approach to the religious

problems of the day was in every way a contrast to Dharmapala's,

and they set the tone from about 1918 up to Jayatilaka's retirement

&om active politics in 1942.

With the Ceylon NaUonal Association still paralysed by its resolute

respectability, there was greater need than ever before for a larger and
more effective political organisation. But the riots and their aftermath

were a setback, if only a temporary one, to the movement—^ifsuch it

" See P. T. M. Fernando^ Hie Bo8t*Riots GBmpeigii for Justioe', JAS,
XXIX(2), 1970, pp. 255-66.
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could be called—fiir estaUiahing a Sri Tiankan counterpart to the

Indian National Googren." Not that this movement or restrained

agitation had any strong support, even before the riots, firom tlw 'con-

stitutionalist' leadershq) incontrdof Geykm NationalAnodation,
who were so deqply suspicious ofthe political techniques and political

outlook of the Indian Natioiial CSongress that many ofdiem rcsutod

the formation ofa siniilarbody in Sri Lanka. This lesistancestemmed
both fix>m the conservatism of the 'constitutionaUst' 61tte who were
perturbed by the potential consequences ofagitation poHtics and fear-

ful ofthe radicalism inherent in the broadening ofthe bases ofcxistii^
political associations, and from the fears of minorilies-Hsdal,

gious and caste—at the proqpect ofa strong challenge to tfadr posi-

tion and privileges which a National CSongress, as the vehicle of
Sinhalese Buddhist nationalism, held out.

. As a spur to the formation ofa larger and more politically effective

organisation than the Ceylon National Association^ developments in

India—beginning with Edwin Montagu's (Secretary of State for

India) celebrated declaration ofSO August 191 7 on the future course

ofconstitutional development there, his well-publidsed visit to India,

and the publication of the Mdntagu-Chelmsford report—were more
significant than the riots of 191 5. Their effect on politics in the island

was immediate and dramatic; they seemed to give new meaning and
spirit to political agitation in the island. The impact on Sri Lanka of

Montagu's pronouncement on India's political evolution and his visit

there was apparent at once in the 'constitutionalists' redefining the

goals of political advancement as they envisaged them; but it was
more important in that it broke down opposition to the creation ofa

larger national political organisation than any which eadsted. For it

became obvious that an organisation of this sort was an essential pre-

requisite for any purposeful pressure for the grant of a substantial

measure of constitutional reform. The strength of opposition to the

creation of such an organisation is shown by the fact that two more
years were to pass before a Ceylon National Congress was established,

and this despite the stimulus of those Indian developments.

The first president of the Ceylon Reform League was Sir Pon-

nambalam Arunachalam, whose standing in the country made him
the obvious choice for the post ; the intention clearly was to give the

post of president a prestige which only he could have conferred on it.

Indeed in the years 191 7 to 192 1 the leadership in the agitation for

constitutional reform was in Arunachalam's hands, as was the move-

ment for the formation of a Ceylon National Congress. During this

uOn the ibcntttiaa of the Ceylon National Cbngi^
fbimation and dnncter of llie Geyloa Natkuial CkngreM, 1917-1919% C^^BSSt 3^
1967* FP* T^'es*
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period his prestige was at its height; his leadership was ungrudgingly

acknowledged by the most prominent Sinhalese of the day, and was
not seriously challenged till 1921.

What distinguished dite politics in Ceylon in the first two decades

of the twentiedi century fiom succeeding decades was the harmony
that prevailed between the Sinhalese and Tamil leadership. In the

politicaljargon ofthe day there were two majcxrity communities, the

Sinhalese and Tamils, and the minorities were the smaller racial

groups. The situation changed fundamentally after 1922 when instead

oftwo majority communities and the minorities, there was one major-
ity conununity^the Sinhalese—the Tamils now r^[ardmg them*
sdves increasingly as a minority community. It has remained so ever

smce.

ToAnmadialam the inauguration ofthe Ceylon National Qmgress
was the fulfilment ofdreams cherished fiom the time he was an wider'
graduate at Cambridge. It was also the culmination of a resolute

campaign conducted by him^-ifnot single-handed, then at most wtdi

verylit^ supportfrommost ofthe leadershq) ofthe 'constitutionalist*

6Iite, Sinhalese and Tamil alike. The task ofovercoming the political

myopia of his colleagues in the 'constitutionalist* leadership, and of

reocmdling the conflicting claims ofadvocates ofterritorialrepresenta-

tion and those who stood in defence ofsectional interests, would have
been beyond the capacity ofanyone lacking Arunachalam*s personal

prestige and political vision. Those who shared his political outlook

saw in the newly-formed Ceylon National Congress a symbol of

national unity and racial harmony. But there were many among the

leaders of the 'constitutionalist' elite who had deep reservations about

the Ceylcm National Congress. Despite the efforts ofits more forward-

looking members—and they were very few—it converted itselfalmost

fixmi the outset into an exclusive organisation dominated by a con-

servative 61ite, although the Young Lanka League played the role ofa
radical gadfly within it. In its exuberance this small group had hopes

of converting the laiger organisation into the vehicle of a genuine

nationalist movement on the lines of the Indian National Congress,

which at this time was coming increasingly under the influence of

Gandhi; they hoped to compel the 'constitutionalists' who dominated
the Congress to come to grips with the issue of national independence.

Thusfrom thevery inception ofthe Congress therewere two sharply

opposed points of views within it. Much the more influential of the

two was that of the 'constitutionalists' who believed in negotiation

along properly constituted channeb; their methods of agitation were
the memorialand the deputati<Mi, and their political objective was *to

secure for the people of Ceylon responsible government and the status

of a self-governing member of the British Empire'. This was to be
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achieved by 'oonstitutioiial methods' and by 'a refiinn ofthe eristing

system ofgovermnent and administration*."The second point ofview
was represented by the radical nationalism ofA. E. Goonennha and
the Young Lanka League, M^iose goal was the Gandhian ideal of

*suHanQ*\ they advocated more fixrcefiil expresstons of opposition to

British rule in imitation of the Indian National Gongress. Their oon-

tribution to the development ofthe nationalistmovement in Sri Lanka
was the introduction to the country of the technique ofmass politics

and the tactics of agitation based on the poUtidsation of the urban
working class ofColombo.

It is from this time onwards that it becomes possible to look at

politics in the island in terms of 'conservatives* and 'radicals'. But the

conservatism of the 'constitutionalists' in the Ceylon National Con-
gress lay less in the declared polidcal objectives which they adopted as

the Gongress platfi)rm than in their techniques of agitation, their

greater reluctance to countenance the politicisation of the masses,

their neglect of the deeper social problons of the country, and the

economic problems which affected the people; and in

ofthe membership ofthe Congress.

^' Article i of the Coiutitution of the Ceylon National CSragrets.
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ELITE CONFLICT AND THE CEYLON
NATIONAL CONGRESS

1921-1928

Elite competition in the late nineteenth century and early twentieth

had been a matter of caste rivalry among the Sinhalese rather than a
conflict between the Sinhalese and the ethnic minorities^ in particular

the Tamils. In the years covered in this chapter, these divisions among
the Sinhalese persisted, and caste was indeed as divisive a force in the

early 1920s as it had been earlier.^ It was a factor in the general elec-

tions to the Legislative Council in 1921 and 1924, and a rather em-
barrassed Ceylon National Congress leadership adopted a resolution

urging its members to desist from raising caste issues at election time.

The increase in the number ofvoters in the 1920s was sufficiendy large

to cause a momentous shift in the balance of caste influence. The
goyigamas were able to assert, for the first time, their majority status

(it was not the 'first-class' goyigamas of old who emerged as the domi-

nant factor, but risingmen ofwealth, education and achievement) , and
the karava influence in politics and pubUc life was reduced from a
position ofdominance to one merely of significance.

But two other problems manifested themselves. The first was a fresh

point of division among the Sinhalese, with competition between the

Kandyans and low-country Sinhalese revealed as a noteworthy in-

gredient in politics. Even more important, ethnicity became a decisive

factor in elite competition—in the form of rivalry and conflict be-

tween die Sinhalese and the Tamils. The present chapter surveys the

unfolding of these various problems and issues in the poUtical arena

and nauonai lite.

The Ceylon JiaHorud Congress in disomy

The hopes ofmen like Arunachalam that the foundation of the Ceylon

National Congress would mark a turning-point in Sri Lanka's politics,

were never fulfilled. There were two reasons for this. First, the 'con-

stitutionalist' leadership who gained control committed the Congress

^ It had been in fact a major factor in the celebrated contest for the 'Educated

Ceylonese' seat in 191 1 between Ramanathan and Dr Marcus Fernando.
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to a narrow and unimagmative ooune of action, oantriving that the

Gongress did notaqnie to the rote ofa poMtical paity¥ddianian
This was no more than a tactical adjustment ofattitudes to political

realitiesy but associated with it was a mixture of rigidity and over-

caution which exasperated the more venturesome spirits—Aruna-
chalam, for example—and alienated the younger radicab both within

the Congress and outside it.

The second fiu^ had to do with the arrival in 1919 ofSirWilliam

Manning, one of the most masterful British governors of the island.

Despite d^e self-imposed limits on its political methods and amlntionSy

Manning regarded the Ceylon National Congress as an intoterabte

challenge and set about jashioning its discomfiture with a grim deter-

mination befitting a more fonnidabte adversary. He was totally in-

sensitive to the need for any substantial measure of constitutional

refisnns ;indeedhe believed thatanyreadjustment ofthe constitutional
structure was dedimental to the British position in Sri Lanka and
should therefore be resisted at all costs. At the time of Manning's

arrival, the Ceylon National Congress was in the throes offorniation

»

He watched those proceedings with a jaundiced eye. The vistas of
political change which the newly-established OKganisation seemed to

presage jarred his conservative instincts, and even as the 'constitu-

tionalists' were cetebrating the success of their endeavours he was
devising plans to upset them. That these plans bore fruit within two
years owed as much to the instrinsic britdeness of the Ceylon National

Congress as a political structure as to the skill withwhiclf Manning ex-

ploited its potential points of weakness.' It is most unlikely that it

would have come apart so soon had he not stepped in with such zest

to speed it on its way to self-destruction.

Very early he had decided that Congress was more vulnerabte on
its right flank than its left, that is to say there was more to gain by
pandering to the fears ofthe conservative groups to its righl^ who had
suspicions about the Congress as an instrument of low-OQimtry Sin-

halese domination of the island's politics, than by hoping for ad-

vantages fiom the vocal criticisms of the 'constitutionalist' leadership

firam radicalson its left. He turned to the Kandyans.^ The appearance

early in igao ofa pamphlet cadiiodFresmtPolUics and the Rights ofthe

>For ducunion of Hiu see K. M. de SilvB, The CSeykii Natknal Coogittm
in Disarray, I, 1930-1: Sit PnniMiTnlwilMin Anmachakun leaves the ClongrHi*»

CJHSS, 11.S., 11(2), 1972, pp. 97-117; and 'The Ceylon National Congress in

Disarray, II: the triumph of Sir William Manning, 1931-1924', CJHSS, ua.,

III(i), 1973, pp. 16-35.
' For a detailed discussion of Manning's relations with the Kandyans see R. A*

Ariyaratne, 'Communal Conflict in Geylon Politics and the Advance tonvards

Self-Government, 1917-1938* (mnwihlished raA. theni, Unlvtfaitjr of GamhrMge^
i973)>PP«7o-5»9«-"0'
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Kandyans should have given the 'constitutionalist' leadership warning
of the potentially divisive effect of Kandyan aspirations as embodied
in that document. There the tradition of Kandyan 'resistance' was
invoked—^not against the British but against the 'constitutionalist'

leadership. The crux of the argument was that the 'lawful and just

aspirations of the Kandyans' were threatened by the demands of the

'consdtuUonalists'. '[Where] the Kandyan heritage begins,' the author

of the pamphlet asserted, 'there the low-country Sinhalese claim for it

ends.* The Kandyans were urged to regard the British as 'trustees of

Kandyan nationality' under whose guidance and tutelage there

should be a separate administrative structure for the Kandyan pro-

vinces with 'full control over internal management*.
The author of this pamphlet, J. A. Halangoda, was soon to be a

member of a three-man delegation of Kandyan representatives (the

others being T. B. L. Moonemalle and G. E. Madawala), lawyers all,

who appeared in London and were received by the Secretary of State

for the Colonies, Viscount Milner, on 22 June 1920. It was a command
performance with Manning as the impresario.* This delegation urged

that the Kandyans be allowed to elect their representatives through

communal electorates. At the outset Milner wiis not inclined to extend

the communal principle to the Kandyans, but eventually he con-

ceded it in the face of unremitting pressure from Manning, who
wanted it as part of a scheme of checks and balances in the readjust-

ment of the constitutional structure in Sri Lanka. It was indeed far

more than a matter of checks and balances, for Manning had suc-

ceeded in extending the principle ofcommunal electorates to a section

of the Sinhalese, and in gaining Colonial Office endorsement of his

extraordinary contention that the Kandyans w-ere a minority com-
munity. The Kandyan delegation had done their work extremely well

and [greatly impressed Milner. Their charge that the Congress poli-

ticians aimed at conserving 'the whole of the administrative power in

their hands and [at] dominat[ing] the weaker minorides' seemed suf-

ficiently convincing, and this undoubtedly queered the pitch for the

Congress delegates led by Arunachalamwho met Milner the next day.

There were many reasons why the Kandyans took shelter under the

colonial umbrella, and offered collaboration in return for certain

minimum requirements being met. The most important of these, it

would appear, were the economic ones. Although the Kandyan region

was the main centre of the plantation indugtry, fewer benefits fiom
this process of economic development had accrued to the Kandyans

* Manning candidly stated that he had encouraged the Kandyans to go to

London to make representations; and the Kandyan deIe£!:ation in their evidence

before Milner confirmed this. See K. M. de Silva, 'The Ceylon National Congress

in Disarray, I', CJHSS, n.s., 11(2), 1972, pp. 99-100.
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tfacmsdves than to anyothergroupamong the Sri Tinnkaim. Ingeneral
the Kandyans had been left &r behind by the low-country Sinhaleae

and the Tanuls in the oploitaMon of the avenues of advancement
available after the consolidation of British rule in the nineteenth

century—in trade, commerce and planting activity, and in education

and the professions. When a high level of education and property
qualifications were laid down as conditions for the exercise ofthe vote

under the reforms <^igiiHi^, theKandyans had seen the low-coun^
Sinhalese and Tamil kad in these qpheres converted into the hard
reality ofpolitical advantagein the electorate (the educated Geylonese

electorate). They felt incapable ofmeeting unaided the challenge of
the more enterprising segments of the Sri Lanka community, and
were willing to assist Manning in frustrating the expectations of the
'constitutionalist' dlite.

Although he had won a section of the Kandyans over to his side in

1920^ Manning had no intention of felling captive to a single col-

laborating group. When a rift between the Sinhalese and Tamils

developed after the elections to the reformed Legislative Council in

early 192 1, he was presented with an opportunity for detaching the

Tamils in the Ceylon National Congress from that organisation and
from their association with the low-country Sinhalese in the common
purpose of agitating for constitutional reform. The potential ad-

vantages of such a course of action were enormous: for the Tamils,

though numbering fewer than the Kandyans, were politically more
sophisticated and articulate; and besides were regarded, not least by
Manning himself, as a majority community.

As with the Kandyans, it was the mechanism of representation that

provided Manning with an exploitable opening. The first elections to

the reformed Legislative Ciouncil had returned thirteen Sinhalese to

territorial constituencies as against three Tamils, whereas in the old

Legislative Council there had been a near equality in representation

between the Sinhalese and Tamil unofficial members. Soon after the

new Legislative Council met, influential Tamils began to campaign
for the restoration of the proportion of Tamil to Sinhalese representa-

tion that had existed before 1920. It was against the background of

this demand that a written undertaking given in December 1918 by
James Pieris and E. J. Samarawickreme, in their respective capacities

as Presidents of the Ceylon National Association and Ceylon Reform
Leag^e,^ regarding the creation of a special scat for the Tamils in the

Western Province, was revived. Surprisingly, Pieris and Samara-
wickreme asserted that their pledge involved no precise commitment
to this particular concession^ but was merely an agreement 'to accept

> For discussion of thai see EL M. de Silva, Tormation and Chnnictier of the

Ceylon National GoogceM, I9i7-i9i9'» QJHSS, X, I967> pp. 93SI
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any scheme which the Jaffiia Association may put forward so long as

it is not inconsistent with the various principles contained in the re-

solutions [adopted at the constitutional conference ofDecember 19 18]

the most important of which was that of territorial representation*.

In a few months this seemingly trivial issue assumed the proportions

ofa major controversy both within the Ck)ngress and without Man-
ning in &ct had litde to do but watch tiie 'constit^itiooalist' leader-

ship shuffling fit>m one oostiy blunder to another in coping with

this problem. The dAimiement—Aiuaadxakan*s departure from the

Ck>ngres»—was as shattering in its impact on that organisation as it

was imexpected.

Arunachalam indeed had been at odds, since the middle of 1920
and even earlier, with his colleagues in the Congress leadership on
tactics—how to respond to Manning's initiatives—and objectives. It

was ironical, however, that he left the Ckmgress in a dbpute over the

special communal seat for the Tamib in the Western Province. The
written undertaking <hi this given by Pieris and Samarawickreme in

December 1918 to dieJaffim Association had been crucial in winning
the latter over to supporting die formation of the Ceylon National

Congress. More to the point, Arunachalam had negotiated this settle-

mentand thrown the fidlweight ofhis prestige behind it. It would thus

seem that die public disavowal of this pledge shattered his ouifidence

in die leadership of die Ceylon National Congress irretrievably. By
the end of 1921 he was, if not an aUy, at least the co-belligerent of
his brother Rftiina<^j^tl^f^*i and men like Ambalavanar KanagasabhaL*
Their narrow oudook and conservative politics would have appalled

him before he b^gan his drift to their camp; aman with a radical out-

look and a strong social conscience, he had remained a Gladstonian

liberal throughout his public career. In contrast Ramanathan had
shed his liberalism well before die dawn of the century; his defiant

condemnation ofthe repressive measures taken by the British author-

ities in Sri Lanka in the wake of the riots of 1915 was a spontaneous

visceral reaction against injustice and not a political campaign ^th
wider objectives. Shordy thereafter he made it dear that he was
opposed toanyicu>reaching reform ofthe constitutioa—^hewas against

the princq>le of an elected majority in the L^;islative GoundL'
Arunachalam had been rductant to associate himsdf too dosdy in

political activity with his brother, and yet the pressures of 61ite con-

flict drove him in the twilight of his distinguished public career into

the camp of *commimar politics—though he was never comfortable

in its ranks. The Tamils had by now b^un to think of themselves as

• Sec K. M. de Silva, 'The Ceylon National Congress in Disarray, I', CJHSS,
n.!., 11(9}, 1979, p. 1 14.

* See 77^ Mommg Lfodtr, 88 Oct. 1916.
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a minority cammnnity, and Aniiiachalam faunsdf was indined to

share this view. When, however, the Tamib in their new role of a
minority oonmninity looked fi)r leadership, they turned to Ramana-
than rather than to Arunachalam. It was an astute choice, since

Arunachalam did not relish the tzanslliaafioin national to oonmnmal
kadershq), and could nothave filled the latter rolewidi the oonvictioti

and panache which Bamanathan was to demonstrate.

The prime beneficiary of the shifis and changes in the political

scene was Manning. The initiative was now unmistakably with him
and he seized it with unconcealed pleasure to fashion the complete
discomfiture of the Congress. In this he had Ramanathan as his

collaborator. In mid-November 1921 two conferences were held in a
desperate bid at reconciliation between the Sinhalese and Tamil
leadership, but these broke down because of one crucial issue—the

Tamils were not prepared to relinquish their claim to a special re-

served seat in the Western Province. Manning^s political instincti

were as sharp as ever, and throughout 1922 and 1923 he contrived to

keqp this issue alive with occasional but well-^ed public ex-

pressions of support for the Tamils on it.^ The support of other

minority groups was more easily obtained. Their pdlitical survival

depended on the continuation of communal representation, and they

viewed the Congress demand Ibr a Legislature in which a clear

majority ofmemberswere to be representative ofterritorial electorates
as a threat to their interests.

Despite Manning's fimnidable skills as a political manipulator he
would scarcely have achieved all he eventually did had the Sinhalese

leaders of the Ceylon National Congress not contributed to their own
discomfiture. Their tactics and strategy alike were woefiilly inadequate

in this contest with a man ofManning's resourcefiilness. For one thing,

they allowed themselves to be embroiled in a needless conflict on an
intrinsically unin^Kirtant issue—the reserved seat for the Tamib in

the Western Province—^when a timely concession generously made
would have removed it from the arena of political controversy.

Secondly, they rejected the appeal of radicals like A. E. CJoonesinha

within their organisation that Congress should adopt more forceful

techniques of agitation to demonstrate their antipathy to Manning's
policies. Instead they persisted with their conventional mode of

agitation—which, without in any way distiu"bing Manning's com-
posure, only drove the radicals to despair. Thus although the con-

stitutions introduced in 1920 and 1923 fell far short of their demands,
Congress leaders would not resort to a policy of boycott and non-

co-operation but preferred to help in working the new constitutional

* For Manning's admit handling of this issue see K. M. de Sllvay The Gq^on
Nadooal Gongren in Diiairay, II', QjfHSS, no,, III(i)» 1973* pp. 1&-35.
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machinery, and in so doing enabled Manning to retain die inidadve.

It would be easy to argue that all this is evidence that they were more
afraid of their radical critics than of Manning—except that Congress

leaders believed that the adoption of the tactics advocated by the

radicals would be self-defeating because they would have contributed

to the irrevocable alienation of the minorides. In this mood the *con-

stitutionalist' leadership in the Congress were easily outwitted by
Manning.
By the beginning of 1925 Manning's triumph was complete when,

in the aftermath ofthe elections of 19249 the rapprochement between the

CSongress leadership and the Kandyans was shattered. Under the 1920

OMOsdtution, the Kandyans had been given separate communal elec-

torates; but in 1923 this concession was rescinded. Kandyan opinion

acquiesced in this because of assurances given by the Congress leader-

ship that *seats in the Kandyan provinces would not be contested by
kiw-coimtry Sinhalese'. This was an undertaking which could never

have been honoured, for Congress leaders had neither the party

machinery nor party discipline which could have enforced this deci-

sion on their supporters. In the 1924 elections only three Kandyan
seats returned Kandyans to the Legislative Council. To explain the

defeat ofthe Kandyans as beii^ the result oftheir lack ofsophisticatian

in political matters, a consequence oftheir resistance to the liberalising

influences of western rule, as many did at that time,® afforded them
little consolation. Indeed after the elections of 1924 the prominent
Kandyan members of the Congress—most notably A. F. Molamur6,
Dr T. 6. Kobbakaduva, and P. B. Ratnayake—joined in the demand
that 'the Kandyan race should be separately represented in our

Legislative Assembly, and that our entity as a separate and distinct

community should otherwise too be recognised and maintained'.

A

Kandyan communal oiganisation, the Kandyan National Assembly,

was finrned in 1923 in opposition to the Congress, and at its inaugural

sessions, held in December that year, the Kandyan demand for

separate representation was affirmed. By November 1927 the Kandyan
National Assembly put forward a demand for a federal state with

regional autonomy for the Kandyans.^ The faith in federalism as the

solution to the Kandyan problem remained a keynote oftheir demands
for more than a decade thereafter. They found Manning and his suc-

cessor Sir Hugh Clifford very sympathetic to their demands, and
indeed quite eager to support their claims to a special status, in the

hope of using the Kandvans as a conservative buffer against the forces

ofpolitical agitation and reform.

* Ggifai InApmdmt, editorial of 13 Nor. 1904.
" Ceylon Independent, 28 Feb. 1935*
" See Ceylon Jnd^endmt, 7 Dec 1935, 31 Jan. igay, 17 Nov. 1997.
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There were at this time other advocates of the Federal solution:

S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike, a GongressmaB lumaelf and then in the

earliest phase ofhis remarkable political career, came out in &vour of

a federal governmental structure as a means ofbringing about better

understanding among the several ethnic groups in the island. It was
for a time the main plank in the political platform of the youthful and

far from influential political group, the Piogressive Nationalist Party,

which he headed at this time. But the more influential political leaders

of the day, Sinhalese as well as Tamil, were not at all receptive to

these demands Sat a federal constitutional structure fixr the island.

The mah&jana sabhSs

One feature of the political life of this period has not received the

attention it richly deserves. This was the Sinhala Mahajana Sabha,

established in 19 19 under the auspices of the Ceylon National Con-
gress with the prime objective of reaching the \great masses of the

people'. It soon established a network of local sabhds or associations,^^

a notable feature of whose membership was the presence in them of

peasant cultivators* who formed a majority of the membership in

many.
The aims of these societies were social reform and rural regenera-

tion. There was in general an emphasis on religious and cultural

activities, including temperance agitation. We have seen in the pre-

vious chapter how the temperance movement did not recover its

original vitality after the riots of 19 15, but interest in temperance

activity survived, and more important than that the network of tem-

perance societies established prior to 1915 did not become extinct. It

remained dormant for a while, and many of its component units were
transformed into mahajana sabhds.

The link with the pre-1915 temperance movement was evident also

in the leadership of the Sinhala Mahajana Sabha: the Senanayake
brothers—F. R., D. C. and D. S.—and D. B. Jayatilaka were in

control. I'\ R. Senanayake was the undisputed leader and he gave
lavishly of his wealth to keep the movement going. He served as its

president from its inception in 19 19 to his untimely death in December

^ Sec a series of six articles by S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike on Federation in the

Ceylon Morning Leader, 19 May to 30 June 1926. The federal structure he outlined

was based on the existing provincial administrative divisions in the country, and
was more elaborate than the three units the Kandyans had in mind.

On the mdblMa sablOs and thdr rale in the politics of thii period see R. D.
Gunawardena, The Reform Movementand Politick Organisations in Ceyknwidi
ipecial reference to the Temp>erance Movement and Regional Associations, 1900-

1930' (unpublished phj>. thesis, University of Sri Lanka, Peradeniya, 197^9
pp. 74-156.
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1 925 when D. G. Senanayake took his place at the hefan of afiaks in

the movement.

In regard to the main political objective of the movement

—

attainment of self-government for Sri Lanka—the Sinliala Mahajana
Sabha and its provincial units were affiliated to the Ceylon National

Congress, within which it and these local sabhds retained their dis-

tinctive identity and considerable freedom of action. In the other

spheres ofactivity the quite explicit aim was for the mahajana sabhds to

pursue an independent role. Although it was originally intended that

the political activities ofthese assodations should be secofidaxy to the

social ones^ graduallymore emphasis was given to the former thanwas
antidpated at fhe time ofthe movement's inauguration, and political

activity gained greater momentum with the rapid increase in the

number ofbranches in the island.

Through the sabhds the 'constitutionalists' sought to bring the rural

population into pKDlitics as auxiliaries of the elite. Characteristically

they refused to face up to the implications of this restrained exercise in

politicisation. In retrospect it would seem that these sabhds existed not

so much to mobilise popular support for the political objectives of the

Ceylon National Congress as to demonstrate that such supf>ort was
avaflable ifnecessary, evidence once again of the rockhewn modera-
tioii ofthe 'constitutionalists'. It was politicisation without enthusiasm

or a sense of conmiitment. The relationship between the leadership

and the rank and file was basically deferential on the partofthe latter.

From the start, the mahajana sabkSs conducted their proceedings in

Sinhalese, and thdr rules and regulations were printed in that langu-

age. This emphanson Sinhalesehad the inevitable eSect ofstrengthen-

ing ethnicity as a cohesive force within the sabhSs, and fix>m this itwas
but a short step to emphasising ethnicity as a point of distinction or

sqMuration fiom rival groups. During the political squabbles of 1923
the Tamils accused F. R. Senanayake of rousing communal feelings

against them (he had threatened a boycotting campaign) through the

mahajana sabhd movement. Similarly the mahi^ana sabhSs emphasised

a second point of distinction, religion: they sponsored the cause of
Buddhist candidates, and stocxi opposed to Christians. In this sense

they were, under F. H. Scnanayake, very much in the tradition ofthe

religious nationalism of men like the Anagarika Dharmapala, and
precursors ofthe SinhalaMaha Sabha ofthe 1 930s and 1940s, and the

Mahajana Eksath Peramuna (MEP) ofthe mid- and late 1950s. The
same ferces were at \fork: Buddhist activists (laymen^* and bhikkhtts)^

the rural sub-^te of ajnirootHe physicians, traders, teachers and cul-

tivators, and the Sinhalese-speaking intelligentsia. The di£ference

M F. R. Senanayake and D. B. Jayatilaka were the lay leaden of the Buddhist

movement at this time.
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between the nuAig^ma sMSs and their suocessofs lay in the tight rein

that F. R. Senanayake and D. B. Jayatilaka had on the movement
dampeniqg cxoeasive enthusiaam and zeal, and hecping the incipient

'populist* tendencies very much under oontroL It was this popufism

and mass enthusiasm wUchdistioguished the MEP ofthe igsosfrom
the mahSjana sabhas and laigdy also fiom the Sinhala Maha Sabha.

ThepoKticaIinitiative--suchasitwaB dfmoniitrntfd in the waAg-

jana sabhS movement received a serious setback with the untimely

death, at the age of fisrty-fiiur, of F. R. Senanayake. Deprived of his

leadership, the movement survived fitfiiUy for a few more years with-

out a sense of purpose or direction. Hie strata of society to which it

appealed did not lose their interest in politics, but it took another ten

years befoie a similar organisation was setup to give them leadership.

Thbwas the SinhalaMaha Sabha ofS. W. R. D. Bandaranaike, who
in the mid-igaosserved his apprenticeship in the mahiSima sabha move-
ment in the Veyangoda area (the country home and subsequent

political base ofthe Bandaranaikes) under the Senanayakes.

Radicalism

While the mahdjana sabhSs were seeking to revitalise the rural areas

and to politicise the peasantry, the Young Lanka League under the

leadership ofA. E. Goonesinha was engaged in an enterprising bid to

politicise the urban working class of Colombo. Infinitely smaUer in

numbers than the peasantry who formed the natural constituency of

the mahdjana sabhas, the urban working class had a more restricted

geographical base, but it was also much more cohesive and volatile as

a political force. The most significant difference between the two lay

in the fact that the radicalism of the YoungLanka League challenged

—no doubt ineffectively but challenged nevertheless—the 'constitu-

tionalist' leadership by setting out viable alternatives in terms ofpoli*

tical objectives and methods ofaction.

The keynote ofthe new radicalism was an interest in trade unionism

and labour acdvity. During the years following the end of the First

World War, there was widespread unrest among the urban working

class ofColombo asa result ofthe eoooomic dislocatiosiofthat time; ia

particular, there was a shortage of rice and a consequent increase in

its price, when there w£is no corresponding rise in wages. In 1920

these conditions sparked off a series of industrial disputes, first among
the railway workers and then the first major strike in the Colombo
harbour. The existing workmen's organisations, sponsored if not run

by the 'constitutionalists' in the Congress, proved to be totally in-

capable ofmeeting the situation created by this wave oflabour unrest,

and significantly the workers themselves, particularly the dockers.
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prefenped to rdy on their own resources. The 'constitutioiiaHsts' had
clearly failed, and into the void created by their failure Stepped the

radicals led by A. £. Goonesinhay who supplied a new and more
fiimfiil leadership.^

The first major polidcal initiative of the Young Lanka League in

the post-war poriod was their organisationoftqipodtion to the poll-tax
under which all adult males were required to pay Rs. 2 annually, or

woric six days on road construction in lieu, llie really irksome and
onerous part—road construction work—fell only on the very poor

who could not a£foid the money payment There was thus great

resentment against this tax» whidi ran deep and strong among the
urban poor ofColombo. Its abolition in 1922, largely as a result of a

sustained campaign against it by Goonesinha and his associates in the

Young Lanka League, was a triumph for the radicals and a demon-
strable vindication of the techniques of agitation which they had
devised for the purpose.

They turned next to trade union activity. Clearly there was need for

a trade union organisation which would be something more than a

mechanism for conciliation between employers and their workers in

the event of labour disputes-^the function performed by the Ceylon

Workers Federation controlled by the 'constitutionalists'. Goone-
sinha's Ceylon Labour Union, formed on 10 September 19229 was the

new modd trade union. Its establishment was timely for in February
and March 1923 it led Colombo's working class in a spectacular show
ofsolidarity and strength—a general strike which dislocated the eco-

nomic life of the city. Although the strike eventually collapsed, its

message rang out clear: therewas a newmood ofmilitancyamong the

workers, who therefore would not tolerate a return to labour practices

of the past to which the employers were accustomed. There was a
political dimension to this message, directed at the ^constitutionalist'

leadership of the Congress no less than at the colonial administration:

the working class was making its entry into the political arena, bring-

ing with it new styles ofaction, making novel demands, and introduc-

ing a new and less deferential tone into politics.

By 1923 Grooncsinha was already a popular iigure, a folk hero, and
a politician of great promise who had emerged from the ordeal of

these strikes with a keener appreciation of the political potential of the

masses. The Ceylon Labour Union was by then at once the leading

trade union in the country-—seeking to consolidate its position as the

" For the comprehemivc study of Goonesinha's impact on the politics of the

ninetccn-twcnties see Kumari Jayawardena, The Rise of the Labour Movement in

Ceylon, pp. 1 91-310. See also Michael Roberts, 'Fissures and Solidarities: Weak-
nesses within the Working Class Ivlovcment in the Early Twentietli Century',

MCS, 5(1), 1974, pp. 1-31, and Ijaboiir and the Poiitks of Labour in the late
Nineteenth and Early Twentietfa Gentury*, MCSf 5(a), 1974, pp. 179-906.
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dominant iofluenoe on the urban woiking populatkm—and tbe most
radical fiirce in politics. In 1922 it affiliated with the CSongren: the

hope was that, with the Young Lanka League, it could influence the

Congress' policies and transform its outlook to the point where its

political objectives would take on a sharper and more radical focus

by greater responsiveness to the social and economic problems ofthe

masses. In short it would oversee the transfonnation of the CSeykm
National CSongress into a dynamic mass organisation on the lines of

its Indian prototype. On the other hand, the enei:gies of the *oon^

stitutionalists' who effectively controlled the Congress were aimed at

preventingjust such a transformation.

When Goonestnha urged his colleagues in the Congress to adopt
Gandhian tactics in their forlorn struggle against Manning's ad-

ministration* he was recommending an extension of the scale and
scope of political activity which would have undennined their own
position even more than Manning's. More dinpassioiiatdy be was
thinking in terms ofthe success the radicals had achieved in the agita-

tion against the pdl-tax, and no doubt hoping that similar tactia in

national politics would bring better results than had been achieved

so for by the indestructible moderation and respectability ofdie *con-

stitutionalists'. But they would not be shifted from the cosy ortho-

doxies of dlitist politics. Certainly few among them wdoomed'^-es the

radicab did—^the politidsation of the urban working class, or were

anxious to channel its energies into the national political struggle. On
the contrary they were perturbed by the militancy ofthe labourmove-
ment as reflected in the strikes a£ 1920 and 1923. They regarded

Gooncsinha as a trouble-maker and irresponsible agitator, and lent

him no support during the general strike of 1923. (Significandy, the

menwho were most consistent in their support ofGk)onesinha and the

strikers were C. E. Victor Corea, a militant nationalist at this 8tage»

and the Anagarika Dharmapala, now in the last phase of his career,

who consistently looked upon strikes by Sri Lankan workers as a
manifestation ofa spirit ofnationalism.) The 'constitutionalist' leader-

ship in the Congress demonstrated very little interest in the problems

of the urban working class, although the industrial disputes of the

192O8 had brought these increasingly to public attention. There was
substantial justice in the charge laid against Congress members ofthe

Legislative Council by radical critics that they had shown no initiative

in securing the introduction and adoption ofl^islationon issueswhich
vitally affected the working class—the right to form trade unions,

the principle of a statutory minimum wage, unemployment relief,

and workmen's compensation through insurance against industrial

An even more significant point of divergence between the radicals
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and the 'constitutioiialists* related to the suffrage. The 'coiistitution-

alist' leadership in the CSongress had ahvays been notably unenthu-

siastic aboutthe extension ofthefranchise. Anmachalamhad beenone
ofthe early advocates ofmanhood suffirage,^* as early as 20 September

1919 in his address (in Sinhalese) at the inauguration of the Lankan
Mdbajana Sabha,^^and then--evenmore pointedly and emphatically

—fi)ur days later at a public lecture in Colombo. But in this he had no
support from the 'constitutionalists',whomhewas at this point seeking

to coax into establishing the Ceylon National Congress.

From 1923 onwards Goonesinha took up the cry for representative

government based on manhood suffrage, and repeatedly urged the

Congress to accept that principle. But he found its leaders—now that

Anmachalam was no longer one of their number—coldly unsympa-

thetic on this issue. No doubt Goonesinha's advocacy of manhood
suffrage stemmed from his realisation of the political potential of the

urban working class. Manhood suffrage would be the means for con-

verting his influence and prestige in that quarter into a substantial

base for his own political advancement and for an efiective challenge

to the position ofthe educated dite in the public life ofthe country—

a

consideration which must have made manhood suffrage all the more
unpalatable to 'constitutionalists*. The differences between Goone-
sinlia and the Congress leadership were brought into even sharper

focus, before the public's gaze, in 1925-6. In June 1925 he had em-
barrassed them greatly by his vociferous opposition to a move, spon-

sored by them, to raise fonds from the public to commemorate the

award of a KCMG to the Mahd Mudal^r^ Sir Solomon Dias Ban-
daranaike. Late in 1926 they struck back by supporting the Mahd
Mudaliydr'*s son, S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike, in a contest with him for

election to the Maradana ward of the Colombo Municipal Council.

Goonesinha's defeat on this occasion was a stunning but only tempor-

ary setback to his political career. It did Httle to detract from the

substance of his achievement in pohtics in the dozen years from the

foundation of the Young Lanka League. He had made a notable con-

tribution to the growth of nationalism in Sri Lanka, first by giving

leadership in the process of politicising the working class and then by

demonstrating the dynamic role of social and economic reform, both

as essential ingredients in national regeneration.

On 24-25 April 19 19, the Revd A. G. Fraaer, the dynamic Principal of

Trinity College, Kandy, had made what was in efTcct tlic first call for manhood
sufTragc. This was an article in Ttie Times ofCeylon making out a case for resp>onsibIe

government for Sri Lanka (he was struck by the 'moderation of the proposals of the

CSeyloaae Rdbtmei^ In tibe ooune ofwUch he argued that an fwential prdude
was 'to hawe a broad firanduae. PenooaUy I would like to see manhood sufiBrage.*

IT Anmachalam was in &ct endontng Kaser*! view on this occaaaon.

&6
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHANGE IN
THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY

1910-1928

FiankOion agneuUure

The two decades sui-v-^cycd in this chapter were years of economic

stagnation. This was tlic result of a contraction in world trade because

of the World War of 1914-19 and then the economic dislocation in

Europe in the 1 920s, followed by the Great Depression of the late 1920s

and early 1930s. Tropical trade, in general, had expanded in volume
at an average annual rate of 3.6 per cent in the period 1883-1913;
between 191 3 and 1929 it dropped to 3.1 per cent (thereafter falling

sharply to i .5 per cent) . Thus the whole ofthe inter-war period was an
unusually prolonged recession for the tropical colonies. The growth

rate of their national income, as well that of the productive capacity

of their economies, noticeably declined. The plantation sector of Sri

Lanka's economy reflected this trend.^

Rubber fared better, with the outbreak ofwar and in wartime con-

ditions, than tea and coconttt.' Although die boom conditions of

1904-10 did not cantmue and prices fiU from 55. 6d. a pound in X910

to 4J. 6^ in 1911 and 15. iid. at the outbreak ofwar, they were suf-

ficiently remunerative tokeqp the industrybuoyant Indeed therewas
a subsUmtial increase in exports, which actually doubled between

191 2 and 1914. Moreover the restrictions on shipping, which ad-

versely affected coconut and tea, did not affect rubber, and there was
no serious dislocatiofi ofmaiket arrangements. As lor tea, the nudket
ceased to be buoyant with the outbreak ofwar, and in wartime con-

ditions, especially because the British government imposed controls on
tea oqports from India and Sri Lanka, as well as fixing prices. But
peace brought problems for both tea and rubber.

When the British government released the reserve stocks of tea

^W. Arthur Lewis (ed.). Tropical Development tUBo-tpls: Skiditt h Bcmmk
Progress (London, 1970) ; see the editor's introductory essay.

^ On Sri Lanka's plantation industry in the early twentieth century, see L. A.

Wickrcmcratnc, 'Economic Development in the Plantation Sector, 1900-1947*,
UWQ 111, pp. 428-45.

40a
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which had been built up during the war, hopes that impro\-ed shipping

conditions and removal ofwartime restraints would result in a return

ofthe prosperity the tea industry in Sri Lanka had enjoyed just before

the war, were shown to have been too sanguine: by 1920 the prices of
the commoner varieties of tea had dropped sharply. Similarly, while

the rubber industry began to adjust itself to normal demand condi-

tions, the stocks ofrubber which had accumulated in the producing

countries tended to depress prices. Under the stimulus ofwartime con-

ditions, the acreage under rubber had expanded between 19 14 and
19 18 by 25,000 acres, and this was sustained over the years 1918-20

when a further 32,000 acres were added. Prices fell by 1921 to yd. a

pound, which was well below the costs of produciiou for most rubber
producers. Worse still, as a result of the expansion in the area under
rubber, production increased in the next decade, thus accentuating

the fall in prices.

Tea producers in India and Sri Lanka, the main areas of tea pro-

duction, responded to the hard times with voluntary restrictions on
production and this almost immediately had the desired effect. Prices

improved, and indeed these new schemes ofrestricticm worked so well

that by 1926 the principle of restriction itselfwas abandoned. In the

period 1920-30 the area under tea production expanded by 53,000
acres, but this recovery proved to be shortlived. Teas from India and
Sri Lanka lost the preferential duty they had enjoyed over competitors

in the Lond(m maxket, to the great and inmiediate advantage ofteas

fixun the Dutch East Indies. The tea industry had hardly adjusted

itself to this loss of its competitive edge when the Great Depression

reduced demand and prices even more drastically; the situation was
aggravated in the early 1930s when the new plantations that had been
opened in the previous decade came into production. At this time the

supply ofteawas &r outstripping demand.
Voluntary restriction of output in the rubber industry was less

effective than the cognate process in tea. Only the bigger and more
commercially viable producers were anxious for restrictions, and the

smaller firms and smallholders were reluctant tojoin in such schemes.

Although the Colonial Office would not yield to insistent demands
from the larger producers to have restrictions on production imposed
on the whole industry, the British government nevertheless stirred

itselfto some action with regard to the formulation ofa comprehensive
scheme to restrict production, but the obstacle this time was that the

Netherlands would not join in it Eventually a scheme applicable to

British Malaya and Sri Lanka, the principal sources from which the

Empire obtained its siq[q)lies ofrubber, was devised—the *Stevenson

Scheme'—^and was in fbrce from 1922 till 1928. This was the first

attempt to regulate the production and supfdy ofrubber; its flexibility
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contributed to its success^ and it certainly led to an increase in prices.

By 1924-5 the price ofapound ofrubber had risen to S5.^ But these

inq»0ved prices did not survive theondau^t oftheGreatDepression,
wUch had a more severe impact on rubber than on tea. (It would
appear that under the stimulus of rdativdy attractive prices in the

mid- and late 1920s there had been an extension of the area under
rubber by 38 per cent, most of it in the Dutch East Indies.) By 1930
the price ofrubberwas a mere 5AdL In 1932 it luul sunk even lower

—

to2^
The coconut industry was, if anything, worse off than either tea

or rubber in these decades.

Peasant agriculture and colonisation

If die inter-war decades were a period of stagnatkm in plantatinn

agriculture, they marked a revival of interest in peasant agriculture

and irrigation. There was no link between tiiese two developmentB;

indeed, at the beginning of the period of our survey it seemed as

though stagnation would affect the peasant sector as weU. The estab-

lishment of the Irrigation Department in 1900 was not the break-

through to greater investment ofresources in iirigatioa which it was
expected to be; instead, within a few years all investment in major
new irrigation prefects was suspended and the department restricted

itselfto the servicing ofexisting projects. Even the inauguration ofthe

Department of Agriculture in 1912—established with the primary

objective of introducing the peasant to more scientific agricultural

practices—did not at first, or indeed for a long time^ mark a signi-

ficant new departure in the government's attitude to peasant agri-

culture. The wartime disruption offood imports and the massive Ibod

production drive organised as a result changed all that. There was
now a distinct revival ofinterest in peasant agriculture and irrigation.

It coincided too with a greater interest in peasant agriculture on the

part ofindigenous politicians.^

Inextricably linked with this was a renewal of interest in the devel-

opment ofdie dry zone. For Sri Lankan politicians of the day the dry
zone conjured up visions of a revival of past glories, and—at a more
practical and realistic level—of achieving *a more even balance of

population'. British officials had fewer illusions. They were all too

aware ofthe enormous problems involved in developing the dry zoBe»

but in the years after 1914, with food supplies fiom traditional sources

drastically curtailed, they turned to the dry zone for an immediate

solution to an urgent problem—an increased supply of food fiom
' For disousion of these problems in greater detail, sec- \"jaya Samaraween^

'Land Policy and Peasant Colonisation, 1914-1948', UCHCt lU, pp. 446-60^
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within the island. One interesting feature of this renewed interest in

the dry zone was the attempt to force the pace of development by
resorting to commercial firms using techniques of production per-

fected in wet zone plantation agriculture. Proprietors and managers

ofwet zone plantations regarded increased production of rice through

capitalist agriculture in the dry zone as a practical solution to the

problem of breaking away from dependence on imported rice to feed

their workers. They sought to use immigrant Indian labour on these

projects, both as hired hands and prospective settlers. (Sri Lankan
politicians were greatly perturbed by this, and deeply resented it, for

they looked upon the dry zone as the birthright of the Sinhalese.) In

191 9 a group of Sri Lankan capitalists established the Minneriya

Development Company in an effort to begin food production in the

Polormaruva district in the rci^ion served bv the Minneriva tank.

\Vhen this venture collapsed, it was taken over by the Sinhala Maha-
jana Sabha which sought to establish a colony at Nachchadiiva. This

latter project was as idealistic in outlook as it was practical in its

ol^jectivcs. but the resources available in terms of finance and of

technical and mana^^crial skills were totally inadequate for a pioneer-

ing venture of this size. None of these capitalist ventures, indigenous

or British, showed any signs of success, and once conditions returned

to normal, i.e. when imports came in without difficulty, the interest of

British capitalists in the dry zone evaporated. Not that indigenous

capitalists persisted either.

This revival of interest in the dry zone did have some immediate

beneficial effects. First, after nearly two decades there was an expan-

sion ofthe area under irrigation in the dry zone by about 20,000 acres.

Had the government of the day not pointedly ignored some of the

more innovative recommendations of the Food Supply Committee of

1920, much more would have been achieved. This committee had
recommended that the Irrigadon Department should not in future be
regarded as being primarily a revenue-earning branch of the admi-
nistration and, more important, that its operations should no longer

be assessed on the baas ofcommercial profit; and that improvement
of means of oonununication should precede rather than follow the

development ofa district. (The most formidable obstacle to the devel-

opment ofthe dry zone was malaria, and the North Central Plrovince,

for instance, consuted of isolated malaria-stricken villages with very

litde in the way of road or rail communication.) None of these pro-

posals was adopted. Secondly, the wartime disruption offood imports

and the post-war inflation (andfood scarcities) concentrated the minds
ofpoliticians and officials as never before on the need to develop the

island's food resources so as to make it sel^suffident in rice. From this

stemmed an increasing willingness on the part of the government to
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liberalise the system ofalienating crown lands in order to accommodate
the peasants : the prevailing land legislation and regulations governing

the sale ofcrown lands had been under regular attack from Sri Lankan
politicians on the grounds that they benefited the capitalist developer

at the expense of the peasantry. It is against this background that one

needs to view the work of C. V. Brayne, an extraordinarily imagina-

tive British official who began experimenting, in the 1920s, with a new
tenurial system in the Batticaloa district. Under this scheme—the

peasant proprietor system, as it was called—allottees of crown lands

were carefully selected and were granted a leasehold tenure. The
crucial restriction on the right of ownership was the prohibition on
alienation by sale or mortgage without official authority. This re-

stricted tenure gave the leaseholder most of the advantages of owner-

ship, but government retained the right to eject those who proved

imsatisfactory. Once its viability was successfully demonstrated in the

Batticaloa district, it was introduced into the Matara district in 1925
and thereafter into the Hambantota district as well.

In 1927 came the most important decision ofall—^tfae appointment

ofan important Land Gonmiission by the then governor ofthe colony.

Sir Hugh Clifford. It was recognition that the time had come for a
oomprdieimve reappraisal of land poilky. Among its memben were
some ofthe more prominent unoflSdal elected Legislative Coundllora,

the most notalile being D. S. Senanayake, now a rising star of the

island's political leadership and beginning his assodaticm with a
sphere ofactivity which he was to dominate from 1931 until his death

in 1952. Brayne himselfwas a member of the Commission. It sat for

two years, and afteran exhaustive study ofthe subject, made detailed

and &r-reacfaing rffcx>mmmdations in a series of reports. It strongly

endorsed Brayne's initiative in the new tenurial arrangements whkh
formed the basis o£ the peasant proprietor system. It unhesitatingly

adopted the then current notion^-«upported by Clififoid and D. S.

Senanayake alike—^that the preservation of the peasantry as a social

group should ionn the basis ofthenew land poUcy. Among the major

recy>mmendations was ibat in fiiture the alienation of crown lands

should be centralised and regulated through a q>ecial officer, the

Commissioner of Lands, and that allocations should be made ac-

cording to the needs of the government and the people, with the

peasants having priority. Perhaps the most &r-reaching recommenda-
tions concerned the tenure of lands alienated by the government:
outright grants, leases under the peasant proprietor system (whichhad
already proved its worth), and a new tenurial system uiider which
alienation by the grantee by sale or mortgage would be severely

restricted, with lands passing on the death of the original grantee to

a nominated successor or heir-at-law.

«

%
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As for colonisation, the ComtnisMon reoominendcd that prospective

colonists should be carefully selected, and while some fonn offinancial

assistance would be provided, self-help should be made the guiding

&ctQr. Reflecting the views of the government, the Commission con-

cluded that *on the whole the problem ofland hunger and congestion

could be solved within the wet zone in close proximity to the problem

areas/ The almost total &ilure ofattempts at colcmisation in the dry

zone in this period appeared tojustify the low priority which offidab

attached to the dry zone in their calculations. All in all, the recom-

mendations of the Land Commission constituted a fimdamental

change in British land policy in Sri Lanka, and a calculated reversal

oftrends that had been in force since the mid-nineteenth century.

Population and immigration

Between the reappraisal of land policy and the question of popular

tion pressure on existing resources ofland there was a very close link.

In 1927 Sir Hugh Clifford had quoted with relish Bacon's aphorism

The true greatness ofa state consisteth essentially in pqpulation and
breed ofmen', to which he coupled a line ofmore recent provenance

:

*An increasing population is one of the most certain signs of the well-

being of a community.'* He went on to show that between the mid-
nineteenth century and the census of 1921 there had been *a truly

phenomenal increase ofpopulation ... in the space of seventy years'

fix>m 1.73 to 4.50 million. The point he was making was that 'nothing

approaching it could conceivably have occurred had not the indigen-

ous inhabitants of this Island enjoyed during that period—which

synchronizes, be it noted, with the greatest e3q)ansion of its agricul-

tural enterprises in its history—^not only peace and security, but a very
large measure ofmaterial prosperity.'*A truly extraordinary increase

of population there had indeed been, even if one would not endorse

Cliflbrd's contention that there had been 'a very large measure of

material prosperity' as well. According to the census of 190 1 the

island's population had reached 3.56 million. The rate ofincrease over

the first decade ofthe century was thus 15.2 per cent (to 4. 1 1 million)

;

in the next decade it dropped to 9.6 per cent (4.50 million in 1921);

but between 192 1 and 1931 it accelerated again to 18 per cent (5.31

million). As a result there were throughout these years expressions of

concern (from Sri Lankan poUticians and British officials alike, in-

cluding Clifford himself) at over-population in parts of thewet zone,

especially on the south-west coast.

* See Sir Hugh Cliiford, Some R^ectunu on the Ceyion Land (^ustion (Ciolombo^

1987), p. 87, for an authoritative statement ofUiit view.
* Caiffiird, op, eiL, p. 23. * CSiiibrd, op, oU., p. s.
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That coast (Le. the Western and Southern provmoes without the

Hambantota district) retained its position as the most densely popu-

lated area containing, during mudi of this period, at least two-fifths

of the countr/s whole population. Within that region, population

dendty was greatest in the strip^ extending about 7 miles into the

interior, that covered the coasdine firom Negombo to Matara. The
Colombo district proper accounted for nearly one-fifth and Colombo
dty one-twentieth ofthe island's population. The hill country planta-

tion districts (the Central, Ova and Sabaragamuva Provinces) showed
pealg and tnwghs in populatkm growth corre^Kwding to

ofthe tea and rubber industries.^ Hie Central Province, for instance,

showed a growth rate of 33.8 per cent between 1921 and 19319 the

highest since the decade 1891-1901 when it had been 31.3 per cent.

Dva and Sabaragamuva recorded h|gh growth rates throu^^ut the

period, generally over so per cent per decade, with only a sl^t drop

in 191 The dry zone (excluding the JafiQut peninsula and the

narrow east coast) , coveriqgmore than halftheland area ofthe island^
was relatively sparsely populated. It contamed less than one-fifth of

the population, and this did not significantly change in the eariy

twentieth century. The Northern and Eastern Provinces recorded a
growth rate of less than 10 per cent up to 1931, while the lowest rate

was in the North-Central province, less than i per cent in the period

1921-3 1. The Kurunfigala district of the North-Westem Province

accounted for nearly 40 per cent of the populatkm of the entire dry
zone, and the proportion was maintained ifnot increased duringmuch
of this period. This reflected its importance as one of the main
coconut-producing areas of the island. In much of the dry zone the

most formidable constraint on economic development and population

growth was malaria, especially in the North-Central Province and the

Vanni areas of the North-Westem and Northern Provinces.

With increasing population growth, overall density of population

rose from 141 per square mile in 1901 to 263 in the mid-i940S» with

marked regional variations in density, which ranged in 1901 finom

over 500 in the Colombo district to less than 50 in most ofthe dry zone

areas. There was no significant change in this pattern in the early

twentieth century. Despite this rapid growth in population it

remained predominantly rural in all parts ofthe island, including the

south-west coast and the Colombo district

One important facet of this process ofpopulation growth attracted

more attention than others at this time—population pressure had
reached the point where the land resources of the wet zone were

' One notable fixture in the pattern ofpopulation giowtfa in the early t

century wai that m^mtKin increafle (throus^ Indian plantatKm laboiv) was oot
an mqxnrtantfiKtor in it.
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incapable of sustaining peasant agriculture against the competition of

the plantations for land. This was most acutely felt in the rubber- and
coconut-producing areas of the ^\ cstern and Southern Provinces. The
coconut-producing areas of the Kuruniigala district in the intermedi-

ate and dry zones were also beginning to feel the pressure, as indeed

were the tea- and rubber-producing areas of the hill country. By this

time the plantations were spreading in regions above the 3,500-foot

contour where there was either no village population or only a very

sparse and scattered one. But within a decade or so after the estabUsh-

ment of plantations there, pressure on land resources followed, on

account of both the need for expansion of the plantations, and the

requirements of the villagers in the periphery of the plantations—some

at least of whom were attracted to these remote areas because of the

opportunities for work available on the estates.

One other feature of population growth needs to be mentioned. By
the beginning of the twentieth century there was, in and around the

city of Goloniljo, a mainly Sinhalese and Buddhist working class,

small in comparison with the plantation proletariat (of Indian

workers) but growing in numbers. Most of its members were employed
in the transport industry and in the port of Colombo, and among them
the most vocal and best-organised group consisted of the railway

workers, especially those in the railway workshop in Colombo. There

was also an important Indian element, but these Indian workers were

largely unskilled, and performed the menial and unpleasant tasks of

street-cleaning, garbage collection and sanitation.^ All of them

—

Sinhalese and Indian, skilled and unskilled—faced poor wages and
hard working conditions without the benefit of the labour legislation

which afibrded a modicum ofprotection and security to the plantation

workers. The rates ofpay varied with the skills involved, but they were

generally low, hours of work were long, and conditions of work v\ ere

hard and unpleasant, with little or no job security. The living stan-

dards of the working population, which were already deplorably poor,

deteriorated still further with the steadily increasing inflationary pres-

sures of the first decade of the twentieth century.

The clamour for better wages and improved working conditions

which ensued provided a powerful stimulus to trade union acii\ity

and was the decisive breakthrough to the organisation of a trade union

movement and the politicisation of Colombo's working class. The focal

point of this agitation and discontent was the railway, with its solid

' Another section recruited from India consisted of the 'coal coohes' in the port

(the coal wharves of Mutwal in Colombo), who handled loads heavier than the

Snhalese were inclined to shoulder^-quite apart&cm the griminess, they regarded

such work with distaste. The coal wharf in due course forced the ^lite Anglican
secondary school situated there—St. Thomas' College—to seek aTwthcr and more
salubrious site in Mount Lavinia.
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core of skilled workers in its main workshops in the city, who could

be organised for agitation and strike action with comparative ease,

unlike the more dispersed and smaller groups elsewhere who were
generally less well paid and whomore often than notendured woridng
conditions no less rigorous than those ofthe railway workers. Neveiv

theless the unprecedented labour unrest of this period and the agita-

tion for betterment of the working p>opulation'8 conditions of life

reflected a heightening of trade imion consciousness more than an
awakening ofany cohesive sense ofclass identity.*

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century the CSotonial govern-

menthad taken the initiative in adopting avariety ofwel&re measures
on behalfofimmigrant workers directed at improving working con^

ditions <m the plantations as well as facilitating their travel to the

estates on their way from India and back after their spell ofwork was
over for the year. One reason for these welfare measures was the need

to conciliate the Indian government with regard to the wellbeing of

these workers; in any case it was politic to adopt them to ensure a
regular supply oflabour and encourage the immigrants to remain on
the plantations as more or less permanent settlers. Among the rudi-

mentary welfiure measures adopted were free housing (nevermore than
shacks, however) and medical facilities. Not that working conditions

on the plantations were anything other than hard or wages much
above subtistence level, but by the beginning of the twentieth century

this trend towards welfare measures for the Indian plantation workers

was well established, and it continued and was expanded in the early

twentieth century. On the best estates the Indian workers and their

femilies received free medical treatment and hospitalisation, schools

were established for their children, and at these schools firee meals

were provided for the pupils.

In 191 2 the Legislative Council approved an ordinance which per-

mitted a greater degree of inspection, by government ofTicials, of

sanitary conditions on the plantations. At the same time, the process

ofrecruiting Indian labour was made more efficient. A Ceylon Labour
Commission had been established in 1904 to tap the labour potential

of the districts of South India which traditionally supplied Sri Lanka
with plantation workers. In 1923 provision was made through an

ordinance for a common fund to meet the costs of recruiting unskilled

labour. Moreover immigrant plantation workers had been exempted
from the unpopular and irksome poll-tax, to which the local popula-

tion was subject. Then in 1927 came a Minimum Wage Ordinance,

the most notable of these welfare measures of the early twentieth

* Mkhad Rofaertt, 'F»ure> and Solidarides: WeakneMei vdthin the Woridng
Class Movement in the Early Twentieth Century', MCS, 5(1), 1974, pp. 1-31;

'Labour and the Politics of Labour in the Late Nineteenth and Eaily Twentieth

Geatur/, MCS, 5(2}, 1974, pp. 177-208.
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century. Under its terms, the wages payable to the various categories

of Indian plantation workers were set out and wages boards were
established for that purpose. It was also made obligatory for planters

to make specified quantities of rice available at subsidised rates to

their Indian workers, thus converting an established practice into a
statutory requirement.^**

The colonial government's labour legislation was in fact exclusively

concerned with immigrant Indian workers, and in particular those on

plantations, who in consequence received statutory benefits denied to

their indigenous counterparts. One important trend in the agitation

of the Sri Lankan working class in the 1920s was pressure to win for

themselves the statutory benefits enjoyed by immigrant labour but

from which they had been excluded. Sri Lankan politicians, 'con-

stitutionalist' and radical alike, \vcrc resentful of the privileged posi-

tion ofIndian plantation workers in regard to the rudimentary welfare

benefits that existed at that time. Thus in the debate on the Nfinimum
Wage Ordinance in the Legislative Council, some of Sri Lanka's

leading poliddans, including D. S. Senanayake, pointedly referred to

this and expressed their disappointment at l^ie fact that the indigenous

wofking class was deprived ofthe benefits of this measure. Faced with

this charge of discrimination the Controller of Indian Immigrant
Labour stated that this ordinance had been introduced at the request

of, and under pressure from, the Indian government. He added—^and

here he was either surprisingly oblivious to developments in and
around Colombo, or cynically disingenuous—that the special treat-

ment accorded to Indian plantation workers was because this sector of

the wofking population alone was 'organised'.

Although in the early 1920s immigrant workersjoined the indigen-

ous working class in trade imion agitation under Gkxmesinha's leader-

ship, this linkage was limited to Indian workers in and around
Colombo, and no consistent attempt wasmade to unionise the planta-

tion workers, much less to mobilise them in support of strike action by
the more militant urban workers. Indeed even this limited alliance

between inmiigrant and indigenous urban labour groups did not

blossom into unity of action sustained over any great length of time,

for when conditions became harder in the late 1920s, the temptation

to treat the former as competitors of the latter was too strong to

resist, and the working class in the island remained divided into two
separate and mutually suspicious ifnot hostile groups.^

In K. Natesa Iyer, an erstwhile colleague of Goonesinha's in trade

See L. A. Wickremeratne, 'Emergence of a Welfare Bolky*, UCSXJ, III,

P.477-
Ck>onesinha himself came to share the outlook of his more consen^ative con-

temporaries in national politics in regard to the apparently privileged position of

Indian plantatioa workos.
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union activity, the Indian workers soon found an effective leader.

From organising the Indian workers in Colombo, Natesa Iyer ex-

tended his activities into the much wider field of the plantations,

where he played a pioneering role in organising the plantation

workers. But his success in both these areas of activity was achieved at

the expense of widening the gulf between the indigenous and im-
migrant sectors of tlie working class.

Education

Finally in this chapter, education needs to be reviewed. By the first

decade of the twentieth century the denominational system, still very

much the dominant influence in education, was facing strong criticism

from the Buddhist movement, from which there was now a demand
that in education the state should assume the main responsibility.

There was also agitation for the introduction of a 'conscience clause'

to prevent Christian organisations from using schools as a convenient

machinery for proselytisation. The Wace Commission of 1905 did

recommend a 'conscience clause', but missionary interests succeeded

in weakening its effect when it was introduced by throwing the re-

sponsibility for invoking it on the individual student (and parent).

Thus the 'conscience clause' became a negative measure rather than

the posidve one which critics of the missionaries demanded and about

the merits ofwhich the Wace Commission had been convinced.

However, among the missionaries themselves there was a percep-

tible weakening of support for the denominational system. The Me-
thodists and Anglicans were lukewarm and were inclined to accept a
less influential role for the state in education, but there was no general

support for this from all missionary groups and especially firom the

Roman Gathofics. They realised that the alternative to the denomina-
tional system would be state control of educatkni and tins they

objected to most vehemently. Thus from the 1900s the Roman
Catholics took the lead in the defence ofthe status quo in education.

For a briefperiod in the early 19208 the denominational system and
the missionary interests in education seemed to be in danger from a
most unlikely source—the colonialgovernment under GovernorMan-
ning. First of ally the Education Ordinance of 1990 extended the

negative conscience clause to English-medium schools. At the same
time Manning announced hu intention of witiidrawing grants &am
any denominational school in which the majority of studoits did not

belong to the denomination that ran it. But thu change ofpolicy did

not survive the end ofManning's tenure ofoffice. However, Buddhists

See Swarna Jayaweera, 'Education Policy in the Early Twentieth Century',

UCHC, III, pp. 461-75.
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and Hindus, now better represented in the Legislative Council than

before, continued their agitation for a positive conscience clause; in

1929 the MacRae Commission recommended its adoption but once

more missionary organisations successfully resisted its implementation.

Thus by 1931 the denominational system had survived without much
change and the missionaries were still very much in control of educa-
tion.

Nevertheless there had been a significant increase in the number of
government schools in the decade 1920-30: from 919 to 1,490, while

proportionately the increase in the number of mission schools was
much less—up to 2,502 from 2,122. This latter was an indication of

a definite check to the expansion of the missionary school system and
the beginning of a policy of consolidation in which the missionary

interest concentrated on improvements to existing schools rather than

building new ones.

The division between a privileged minority of English-medium

schools and a mass of vernacular schools was perpetuated throughout

this period. There were three types of schools: vernacular, Anglo-

vernacular (bi-lingual) and English schools. The government's policy

was one of promoting mass vernacular education—education was
compulsory between the ages of five and fourteen—and with this

in view the vernacular schools levied no fees. Vernacular education

aimed at imparting 'basic instruction for living in a community with

very limited horizons' and any curricular innovations were directed

towards this end. The number of students in schools increased to

441,372 in 1925 and 539,755 in 1930 or nearly half the school-age

population. There was, as a result, a noticeable improvement in the

rate of literacy in general,^^ and the gap in this regard between the

Christian minority and the adherents ofother religions narrowed quite

considerably. At the same time the proportion of chikh en in school to

the total population increased in each province. Ho\vcver, vernacular

education was very much the poor relation : the abler and better-off

students escaped from vernacular schools at the earliest opportunity,

for social mobility and economic advancement were alike dependent

on the acquisition ofan English education.

The Anglo-vernacular schools sought to occupy the no-manVland
between the much sought after English-medium schools and the rather

utilitarian vernacular ones. They taught in the local languages in the

mornings, and in English in the afternoons. These schools were no
great success, as was evident from the very slow increase in their

number—^from twenty-eight schools in 1900 to forty-six in 1930.

" In igoo the overall rate of literacy in the island was 21.7 per cent; by 1921 it

had reached 34.2 per cent. Female literacy rose from 6.9 to 18 per cent in the same
pcncMl*
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The English-medium schools—the sector of the educational system

with most presage—^were organised at two not very clearly demar-

cated levels—elementary and secondary. The former was rather re-

stricted in scope and catered mainly to those in search of white-collar

employment, while the latter offered a varied and much more
sophisticated curriculum aimed at preparing students for higher edu-

cation in British universities and for the professions. The English-

medium schools were few in number and all of them levied fees. The
content of education in almost ail schools, but more particularly the

English-medium ones, had a fltrong literary bias, the natural result on
the one hand of the transfer of British educational practice to the

colonies—^and emulation of the British grammar school tradition

—

and on the other, of the more mundane business of finance. It was
much cheaper to provide such an education than a technical or

sdeotific training.

In the late nineteenth century little or no progreas had been made
with regard to agricultural, technical and commercial education.

Institutions established to tesich these subjects had either all fidled by
die end of the century or barely survived, while attempts made to

bring these subjects into the regular school curricula had fiuled too.

In 1901 a school garden scheme was introduced into the vernacular

schools in an avowed bid to give a more practical bias to teaching in

them; these school gardens recdved a govenunent grant in I9ii,and

elementary textbooks in agriculture were published. Yet at the end of

our period, less than a third of the vernacular schools had school

fifardens. and asricultural training had not been integrated into the

general curriculumofthe schools.The results ofthe eflKvts tointroduce

industrial training in some primary schoob after 1916 were even more
limited.

When a School ofTropicalAgriculture was established at the Royal
Botanical Gardens at PerSde^iya in 1916, there were high hc^ies ofa
real breakthrough in tertiary education. But within sue yean this

institution was downgraded and two Farm Schools were established,

one at Perideniya, as a successor to the School ofTropical Agriculture^

and another inJaffiia: these provideda two-year agriculture oounein
English, and a <»ie-year course in Sinhalese and TimiiL The Technical

School (later, the Geykm Technical Ckdlege) established in Gblombo
in 1894 offered traiiting in engineering and surveying to technical

officers in government departments. Private firms gave practical in-

service technical and craft training schemes on their own. But all

these together did not amount to anything like a sound basis for a
successful departure into a scheme of tertiary education, even in the

restricted field of technical instruction; nor did they provide a really
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satis&ctory counterweight to the predominantly literary bias of the

general school curricula.

Projects £or a general overhaul ofthe education system figured pro-

minently in the early twentieth century. Before the First World War
there were two notable reports on education, the Bridge and the

Madeod reports. The first ofthese was the more aoant-garde in outlook

and in its recommendations, which were that the mother-tongue be
the medium of education in elementary grades in all schook; that a
local examination should replace the Cambridge eicaminations and a
local university should be the apex of the educational system; that a
departure fiK>m the overwhelming literary bias in curricula should be
made; and that there should be very strict restrictions on entry to

secondary education. Not all these recommendations were novel but

those that were tended to arouse the suspicion and opposition ofboth

the missionary interests and the leadership of the reform movement,
finr diiferent reasons. Each of these sets of critics had, in its own way,
much greater influence on the MacLeod report, which came out

. against both local languages and local examinations; its commitment

to a university was less than wholehearted. The upshot was that the

. Education Goide of 19 14 reorganised education on more efficient lines

but with as litde disturbance as possible to the status quo; there were
no major refenns in education over the next fifteen years.

One of the more constructive achievements of this period was in

regard to higher education. In contrast to British India, SriLanka had
no university, and students needed to go abroad for a university

education or to sit the external examinations conducted by the

University of London. By the last quarter of the nineteenth century

there was pressure from the island's dite for the establishment of a
university and by the 1900s this agitation had developed into what
came to be known as the 'university movement*. The early *national-

ists* regarded a university as essential to 'national existence* and vital

for the purpose of arresting the 'process of denationalisation*. The
two outstanding figures in tiie 'university movement* were the great

Orientalist, Ananda CSoomaraswamy, and Sir Ponnambalam Aruna^
chalam. The major premise of their case for a Sri Lankan university

was that external examinations conducted by British universities were
a poor substitute for a real university education in an indigenous

university.

It was taken for granted that the initiative for the establishment of

a university in the i^and should come firom the state, which would also

provide all or most of the finances, but the attitude of the British

government to a university in Sri Lanka was lukewarm when it was
not ambivalent. In the early stages it regarded the project as some-
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thing which should be 'cautiously but finnly encouraged*.^ However,
when the pressures for the establishment of a university increased^

there were second thoughts: ^e must avoid the dictates of noisy

impetuosity and rhetorical exaggeration, and guard above all things

against flooding the country with ''fiuled BAs".'^ But itwas impolitic

to oppose it openly, and when a sub-committee of the Lq;|slative

Council—appointed to consider this question—recommended in 191s

that a university be established in the new building of the Royal
CSollege in Golcmbo, the country's premier government secondary

school, the r^'ryimmwurlarinin received the endorsement of the govern-

ment. Only in 192 1, however, was it implemented. Pardy these delays

were the inevitable consequences of the outbreak ofthewar; questions

relating to the nature of the university and its site needed to be re-

solved ; but in any case this was not treated as something warranting

high priority. Whatemeiged in 1921 was much less than the university

for which Coomaraswamy and Arunachalam had agitated; it was a
'University CSollege' affiliated to the University of London and pre-

paring students for the examinations of that university. From the

b^;inning the University CSollege in Colombo was treated as no more
than a half-way house to a national university. The legtslation neces-

sary for this transfimnation was ready by 1925, when it was caught up
in a prolonged controversy over the best possible site for the univernty,

which was eventually resolved only in 1938. The choice was between
a site (or sites) in Colombo and one in or near Kandy.^* By 1927 the

Legislative Council had decided in favour of a site in Kandy, and
resolved too that the university should be 'unitary and residential*. A
draft constitution for it was ready by 1930, but a dozen more years

were to pass before the University of Ceylon was established and
nearly ten years after that till it was moved to Peradeniya near Kandy.
Li the meantime the existence of the University CSollege, established

in 192 1, was artificially prokxDged till 1942.

^ Admiiuitnitioii Report, Director of Public Imtructioii (1900), cited in R«
Pieris, 'Universities, Politics and Public Opinioo in Geyloa*, AUmna (Summer,

1964), p. 442.

Administraiion Report, Director of Public Instruction (1903), quoted in

Pieris, op. cit., p. 443.
M On the establishment of^ Univcaity cfOejtoi, see the autbodtiUive artide

by Sir Ivor Jennings (its first Vice-ChanceUor), Hie FoimdatiQa of the Univenity

of Ceylon', UCR^ IX, 1951, pp. 147-67.
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THE DONOUGHMORE COMMISSION
AND ITS RECOMMENDATIONS

1927-1931

The Donoughmre Commission

In late November 1926, Sir Hi^h GOffiinl sent home a monumental
despatch^ outlining the defects of the island's constitution^ as he saw
than, and prescribing some rather radical remedies. The UU^ijfof
the despatdi was that the 1923-4 constitution should be regarded as

no more than a transitional one, and that a greater measure of

responsible government was the logical and almost inevitable next

8tq>. At the Colonial OflBoe this despatch at first created a &vourable
impression, and was considered a masterly analysis of the political

and constitutional problems ofthe island, but this impression did not

survive closer scrutiny, and the despatch soon became something of

an embarrassment hu-gely because of what were then perceived as

Indiscreet and unsympathetic comments on the island's politiciansand
ethnic groups. Nevertheless it must have prepared the Colonial Office

fi)r a doser look at the island's constitution and to devise ways and
means ofreforming such defects as Clifford had delineated.

Many of the senior officials at the Colonial Office would not

endorse Cliiford's views on the referm ofthe constitution, but William

Ormsby-Gore, the Under-Secretary ofState for the Colonies, adopted

amore conciliatoryattitude. He saw QifTord's despatch asa 'masterly*

document, a 'skilful diagnosis of the diseases of all democracies as

illustrated in Ceylon', and Svorthy of study by all liberals of all

countries'.* He took the view that 'a Royal or Parliamentary Com-
mission appointed by the S[ecretary] ofS[tate] b^e the next general

dection in this country is clearly the line.' This indeed was die line of
policy eventually adopted. Thus the decision to appoint the Donough-
more Commission to review the constitution of the colony of Sri

Lanka affords an exact parallel to the appointment ofthe Simon Com-
mission for India—^to make a gesture to Sri Lankan aspirations and to

forestall the appdntment of such a Commission bywhat might turn

^ CO. 537/692, ClifTord to Amcry, secret despatch of20 Nov. 1926.
* ibkL, W. Qnnsby-Goie*! miimte ofa8 Feb. 1927.
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out to be a Labour government after the general elections scheduled

for 1929.

Clifford's announcement on the appointment of a Special CSom-

mission on constitutional reform in Sri Lanka, which was made early

in April 1927, had the eflfect ofgalvanising the island's politicians into

action. £. W. Perera, then President ofthe Ceylon National Congress,

called for the publication of Cli£R»xi's secret despatch ofNovember
1926 to fodlitate discussion of the problems ofconstitutional reform,

but by this time the Colonial Office had decided tiiat thb long and
rambling document would not be published. However, the Sri Lanka
government on its own initiative revealed brief extracts from it in

an official communication to tiie Ceylon National Congress.** The
Governor's categorical assertion that *the present position |is] • * •

eminently unsatisfoctory' must no doubt have given Congress poll-

tidans a great deal ofencouragement The extracts that followed this

were evenmore encouraging to Congress politicians, since theyseemed
to endorse their own line ofthinking;

It is reasonable to assume that His Majesty's Government in granting

during the past fifteen years successive measures of constitutional reform

and holding out hopes of still further reforms in 1929, has entertained the

intentioii of conrrrting to Ceylonese politiciaiis sooner or later some form
ofself-government and is persuaded that the adaption of this coui^
future date at any rate is not only desirable but practicable.

From these premises the conclusion was reached that

A radical revision of the existing Government machinery in this iskmd is

urgently demanded in the interests of all concerned . . . designed as to place

real and direct responsibiUty upon the imofficial members of the Legisladve

Council and strengthen and not weaken the Executive Government . . .

[The] new measures [should be] designed to train the Ceylonese for eventual

self-government which is the object that all the reforms granted up to now
have conspicuously failed to achieve.

The news of the appointment of a Special CSommission on CSon-

stitutional Reform^—with the Earl of Donoughmore as Chairman

—

fiom Britain almost exactly a century after the arrival of the last such

CSommission—the Golebrooke-Gameron Commission—^had the effect

of exacerbating communal and political tensions in the island, with

individuals and groups making exaggerated claims and demands in

the hope of influencing the Commission's work and the political-

constitutional structure it would recommend. The stresses set off by
these pressures and counter-pressures led toa further weakening ofthe
Congress as a political body. First, there was the acrimonious ter-

* CO. 54/889* file 53966, letter of W. L. Murphy (for Golonial Secretary,

Ceylon), 39 ^pril 1937, to £. W. Ftatoa, Fresiideiit, Geykm National GooigieM.
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minalioii of tlic increasingly uneasy association of A. E. Goonesinha
and the radicals with the Congress, and secondly, sharp difibrences of

opinion erupted among Congress leaders on the objectives of the next

stage in constitutional reform. The final break bet%veen Goonesinha

and the Ceylon National Congress came in 1927 over a fundamental

difference in the response to the process of radicahsation in pohtics.

There was little doubt now that with the appointment of the Donough-
more Commission, a further and substantial measure of constitu-

tional reform was about to be conceded. But while Goonesinha was

just as anxious as the Congress leadership for the attainment of self-

government, he recognised—as they or most ofthem did not—the need

for far-reaching social and economic changes as the concomitant of

political reform. Congress leaders set their sights on constitudonal re-

form per se; Goonesinha raised the issue of universal suiTrage.

With the arrival of the Donouglimore Commission the question of

the suffrage became an important—and divisive—issue in Sri Lankan
politics. From 1923 Goonesinha had urged the Congress to accept the

principle ofmanhood suffrage, but the Congress leadership was coldly

unsympathetic on this issue. As late as 5 November 1927, when the

Congress delegation was preparing its brief for presentation and argu-

ment before the Donoughmore Commissioners, he exhorted them to

accepL rnai ihood suffrage as part of the *party' platform, but in this he

was defeated. Congress politicians did not give it any high priority in

their programme of constitudonal advance. On 22 and 23 November
1927 the Congress deputation led by its President E. W. Perera, a

seasoned campaigner, with two of the bright yoimg men of the day,

S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike and R. S. S. Gunawardane, as its joint-

secretaries, appeared before llie Qommissbn to outHne their demands
&ft constitutional reform. In its written memorandum to the CkKii-

misdon the Cbngress had taken the view that Sve advisedly refirain

from making any suggestion on the question ofthe franchise or on the

mode ofaUocating or distributing seats in the Legislative Council. We
are concerned not so much with the details as with the principles of

the constitution we want to see remodelled.' In its oral evidence, when
the question ofthe franchise inevitably came up, the Congress deputa-

tion was quite emphatic that the franchise should be restricted to

those earning at least Rs. 50 a month, arguing that almost the entire

adult population who were fitted for the exercise of the vote would
thus be enfranchised. If they went a grade lower, the delegation

asserted^ there was the danger that they might get a class of person

who would not use the vote with any sense ofresponsibilityand whose
votes might be at the disposal of the highest bidder. One concession

the deputation was prepared to make was to extend the franchise to

women over twenty-five years of age^ but with either a rigid literacy
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test or a property qualificatioii. The ddegatkm went on to add, Kvith

disanning candour, that although its opposition to any further cxte^
sion ofthe franchise nug^tweU lead to aocnjsatkins that

to establish an oligarchy, it was not inclined to change its views»

feeling thatany precipitate extension <^the franchise mightjeopardise
the gains the country had achieved so fiur. In strildng contrast,

Goonesinha was the one prominent political figure to advocate uni-

versal suffrage beCbre theDonoughmm Goi^^
The insensitivity of the official Congress delegation over universal

suffiage served to alienate the Gommission (in particular its most
active and efifective member Dr Drummond Shieb) and to confirm

itsimpression ofdie Ciongress as arigidlyconservative^ oligarchic body
determined to maintain die sectional interests ofagroup oflandowners

and capitalists in preference to the larger interests of the people as a
whole. Shieb soon developed a close association with Goonesinha,

whom he regarded as the representative ofthe democratic and radical

forces in the country, and a politician whose views were all the moce
valuable on that account.

Equally embarrassing to the Ck)ngress was the revelalian that an
influentiai section of its leadership would not endorse the official

Gongress call for responsible government as the next stage in the

country's political evolution. While men like E. W. Perera, D. B.

Jayatilaka and Francis de Zoysa insisted that the Gongress must
demand responsible government without a further transitianal phase,

the *old guard'—James Pieris and E. J. Samarawidoeme in particular

—argued that, on the contrary, Sri Lanka was not yet ready ibr so

dedave a step forward . Support for this latter point of view also came
from, other quarters. Thus the newly-formed Ceylon Unionist Associa-

tion^—a small group of Colombo-based native pukka sahiis with little

orno connection with the political groups then in existence and much
less with the people, but which was nevertheless influential through

the esteem which some ofits members enjoyed in official circles—came
outwith the opinion that Sri Lankawas not ready for self-government^

eqpedally because elected members of the Legislature had little orno
e3q)erience in the art ofgovernment. The Ceylon Unionist Association

advocated a furtherperiod oftrainingfor SriLankaprqmratory to the

grant ofself-government.

The demand for self-government received no support from minor-

ities, or for that matter from the Kandyans.^ The most influential

Kandyan political organisation, the Kandyan National Association,

* Miucui Femsndo, Donald ObeyBdcen and l^idor Rajapaloe were among ils

leading lights.

• On the Kandyan attitudes of this period see L. A. Wickremeratne, *Kandyans

and Nationalism in Sri Lanka: Some ReflectioDS*, QJHSS, nA., V, I975> pp* 4gr68.
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intent on keeping its distance from the Ceylon National Congress,

pressed for a federal political structure for Sri Lanka^ and urged in

support of it the contention that: 'Most of the grievances under which

[the Kandyans] labour at the present day are directly due to the

amalgamation of Government in 1833 . . .*'They argued further that

*the fundamental error of British statesmanship has been to treat the

subject ofpolitical advancement of the peoples of Ceylon as one of the

homogeneous Ceylonese race.'

The Donmighmore report

The Donoughmore report has been described as *the most remarkable

state paper on Colonial affairs of the twentieth century'.® In the acuity

of its analysis of the constitutional problems of the colony, and its

singular readiness to depart from convention and tradition in the

solutions recommended, it has been compared to that path-breaking

nineteenth-century document on colonial administration, the Durham
report on the Canadas, with the significant difference that while the

latter *found the solution of the problems of the Canadas in the model
of the British Consdtution, [the former] was remarking that western

parliamentary systems are irrelevant to non-western communities . .

Like the Durham report in its day, the Donoughmore report found

the basic issue in Sri Lanka to be the divorce of power from responsibi-

lity,^® and while rejecting the demands of the Ceylon National Con-
gress for full responsible government, it nevertheless recommended
semi-responsible government, and conceded a very substantial meas-

ure of responsibility to the colonial politicians with—and this is the

significant point—commensurate power. The central feature of the

constitutional structure recommended for the colony was the depar-

ture from the conventional mode of advance to semi-responsible

government: instead of the familiar cabinet or quasi-cabinet there

was to be a system of executive committees modelled on those of the

League of Nations and the London County Council. As a device in

colonial constitutional practice, the executive committee system was
at once novel and unusually complex. The members ofthe unicameral

legislature, the State Council, were grouped into seven executive

oommittees. The aim, quite explicitly, was to give the members not

merely responsibility but administrative experience and political edu-

* The Rights and Claims of the Kandjfon People (Kandy, Kandyan National As-
sembly), n.d. (1928?), p. 37.

»tMi/., p. 34.
* M. Vn^t, The DeMkjpmem tfihe L^isUOae Comeil iSoS-tgig (bamSoa, 1946),

p.94-
* ibid., p. 95.

*• The Donoughmore Report, pp. i8-23.
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cation as well.The constitutional structurewas not only one based on
committees, it was fundamentally dyarchical as weU. While it was
intended that the elected members should have a large measure of

administrative responsibility for internal affidrs, there were clearly-

marked limits to their power, and three ofthe most important execu-

tive departments were assigned to Officers ofState with responsibility

for these to theGovernor alone. In addition, therewere the Governor's
reserve powers: these powers had been a feature of the constitutions

devised in 1920-4, but now they were more precisely defined and
strengthened. The Governor had at his disposal a larger variety of

courses ofaction in matters ofparamount importance and in periods

ofemergency.

The DoQOug^imore Commissioners were quite unwilling to oofnsidcr

the conferment of semi-responsible status on the island without in-

troducing at the same time a drastic widening ofthe franchise (under

the constitution of 1923-4 only 4 per cent ofthe population had the

vote) toavoid thetraiasferofpowertoa sniaUoligMxhyattheexpen
ofthe poorer classes. They recommended that aU males over twenty-

oneand females over thirtyshould be eligible to vote ; in implementing

this recommendation in 1931, the Colonial Office went furdier and
brought the age limit for females down to twenty-one. SriLanka ^us
became the first British colony in Asia—and indeed the first Asian
country—to enjoy the privily ofuniversal suffrage.

Just as radical in approach was the Commissioners* attitude to the

question ofcommunal representation. Q^ite deliberately no provisioa

was made for communal representation, although the minorities were

almost unanimous in urging that it be retained. ^It is our opinion', the

report stated, *that only by its abolition will it be possible for the

diverse communities to develop together a true national unity . .

.

Communal representation in Ceylon has no great antiquity to com-
mend it, and its introduction into the constitutionwithgood intentions

has had unfortunate results. .

.

Responses to the Donoughmore report

Despite all its attractive features, the Donoughmore report satisfied

none of the important political groups in Sri Lanka. The leadership of

the Ceylon National Congresswas irked by the device ofthe Executive

Committes, and the maintenance and strengthening ofthe Governor's

reserve powers. Indeed, for them the Donoughmore scheme was not

*2l natural stage in the political evolution of the country'. At best it

represented *an outsider's view of what was good for Ceylon'. They
had envisaged the grant of fiiU-fledged parliamentary institutions

—

" Tht Dcnoughmort Rtport, pp. 99-100.
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the orthodox cabinet form of government—as the logical goal of the

slow process of constitutional evolution that had begun in 19 10. They
did not expect, and were unwilling to accept, a new model which

appeared *by reason of its very modifications, to be a counterfeit

especially designed for their benefit'.

Another point gave the leaders of the Ceylon National Congress

cause for concern—namely, the extension of the franchise to tiie im-

migrant Indian plantation workers on almost the same terms as for

the indigenous population. Sinhalese politicians feared that this would

lead to a potentially harmful increase in the poliUcal influence of
the Eiu-opean planters, the employers ofIndian labour. But these fears

were nothing compared to the alarm they felt over the prospect of a

poUdcal threat to the interests of the Sinhalese population in the

plantation districts. The Indians were present in some districts in such

large numbers that the Sinhalese, especially the Kandyans, were

thoroughly disturbed at the possibiUty ofan Indian domination of the

central highlands of the island if permanent citizenship rights were
conferred on the Indian population there without adequate safeguards

for the interests of the indigenous population. The opposition to the

unrestricted extension of the franchise to the Indians in Sri Lanka
became one of the major political issues in the country in the aftermath

of the Donoughmore report, an issue on which there was an identity

ofinterests between the Congress leadership and the Kandyan leaders.

On the other hand, the minorities were bitterly hostile to the

Donouglmiore report on account of its forthright condemnation of

commimal electorates. Unlike the Montagu-Chelmsford report on
Indian constitutional reform, the Donoughmore report took rejection

of 'communalism' to its logical conclusion by devialDg an electoral

structure which made no ooncesdon to 'communal' interests. Repre-

sentatives of minority opinion complained that while a significant

measure of political power had been transferred to Sri Lankans, safe-

guards for protecting tiie interests of minorities were surprisingly

inadequate. Moreover the minorities found universal suffrage just as

unpalatable as the Sinhalese, who took a stand against it, and indeed

even more so: for universal suffrage would result not only in the

democratisation of the electorates but it would guarantee the per-

manent Sinhalese domination of politics. Sir Ponnambalam Rama-
nathan, for instance, came out istrongly against it on behalf of the

Tamils: he made a well-publicised but totally fruitless visit to White-

hall, seeking to persuade the CSolonial Office to reject the Donough-
more proposals, while on behalf of the Muslims, T. B. Jayah (the

Muslim representative in the Legislative Council) sentamemorandum
entitied 'Muslims and Proposed Constitutional Changes in Ceylon' to

the Colonial Office, complaining that the Muslims were 'aggrieved
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that they were forced to submit to a scheme wholly unacceptable to

them'."

Only two political groups in the island supported the Donoughmore
proposads unreservedly, Goonesinha'sLabour Union, and the Unionist
Association, a curious combination ofradicals and arch-conservatives.

In the Legislative Council they were adopted by the slimmest of
margins—19 to 1 7 (the vote was quite ddiberatdy restricted fay the

GovemoTy Sir Herbert Stanley, to the unofficial members^—after a
long and acrimonious debate, and they were only adopted at all be-

cause the CSolonial Office, at the instance of the Ceylon government
and in the &ce ofvigorous opposition from the Inctian government,

imposed restrictions on the franchise for Indians resident in Ceylon in

modification of the Donoughmore proposals. All the minority repre-

sentatives in the Legislative Council voted against acceptance of the

Donoughmore proposals, as did two low-country ffinhalcse, but the

reasons which caused the latter to cast their votes against acceptance

were totally diflferent from those which guided the representatives of
minority communities. E. W. Perera and the other ^Sinhalese who
voted against theDonoughmm proposals did so because they ftlt that

these did not go far enough in the direction ofself-government.

What was the immediate effect ofthe Donoughmore report on the

politics ofCeylon? Undoubtedlyone ofthemoststriking developments

was A. E. Gooncsinha's colourful prominence in national politics. His

Labour Union had left the Congress before the Donoughmore teport

was published, and the breach between him and hu erstwhile col-

leagues widened with its publication. The way seemed open for the

labourmovement in Ceylon to assume an independent role in politics.

From being merelya dose associate ofDnimmond Shids, Goonesinha
became a 'prot^' of the British Labour Party. He returned from a
visit to Britain, where he had made a careftd study ofthe political and
trade union activity of the British Labour Party, to form the Ceylon

Labour Party and the All-Ceylon Trade Union Congress. The three

years from 1928—the year of the foundation of the Ceylon Labour
P^urty—to 1931, when the Donoughmore reforms were implemented,

were the high-watermark of his influence in the country's politics and
in the trade union movement. The latter was effectively demonstrated
in the spate of major strikes that occurred between 1927 and 1929,

beginning with one in Colombo harbour in 1927 and culminating in

^> CO. 54/900, file 73930/10, T. B. Jayah's memoranduin of87July 1930.
There was for some time considerable doubt about the outcome of the vote in

the Legislative Council. The Ceylon government and the Colonial Office were

imder great pressiire from two sources—^A. E. Goonesinha and the Unionist

Association—^to have the Governor use the official bloc to carry tlie Donoughmore
proposab throus^ the Lqpalative GoimdL Btit the Governor was firmlyoppoied to
tfalf—in yrtadb. heww supported by the Oolonial OflBce.
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the Colombo tramways strike m 1929 and its sequel the Maradana
riot, a clash between the strikers and their sympathisers on one side

and the police on the other, when the Colombo woridng class came
out into the streets in support ofGoonesinha and to demonstrate their

defiance ofthe Colonial administration. Faced with this unparalleled

exhibition of working class solidarity and militancy, the employers,

who in the pasthad refused recognition oftrade unions led by Goone-
sinha, came to terms with the unions. One result of this outbreak of

industrial unrest was die formation ofthe Employers' Federation, and
the signing inJune 1929 ofthe first collective agreement between this

body and Goonesinha's CcyUm Trade Union Congress. For the first

time, official recognition was given to the existing trade unions, and
to the rig^t ofwcnkers to organise trade unions. The colonial admi-
nistration in Sri Lanka was much less inclined to yield to militant

trade unionism, and attempted to introduce into the island the main
restrictive provisions ofthe British TradeVmom and Trades Disputes
Act of 1927—^to which, however. Lord Passfield (Sidney Webb),
Secretary of State for the Colonies in Ramsay MacDonald's Labour
Government of 1929-31, refiised to give his approval.

For Goonesinha die most encouraging feature of the arrival of the

Labour Party to power in Britain was the appointment ofBrummond
Shiels as Passfield's Under-Secretary.^^ From this vantage point Shiels

kq>t a protective watch over the interests of Sri Lanka's adolescent

labour movement. It was confidentiy expected that with the inq^ile-

mentation ofthe Donoughmorc reforms the labour movement led by
Goonesinha would achieve political influence on a scale never before

seen in Sri Lanka. But the story ofthe years 1931-7, in part at least,

is the story ofhow this did not happen.

Congress politicians were no doubt apprehensive of their position

with the introduction of the new constitutional structure. But they

found that the widening of the franchise made little immediate dif-

ference to their political fortunes, despite the fact that they fought the

first general election to the State Council in 1931 as individuals and
not as a group or political party. Their strength lay in the rural con-

stituencies, and the rural vote easily swamped the worlung daas vote

in the urban areas.

The confirontation between the official Congress delegation and the

Donoughmore Commission had been, for the former, a chastening

experience, and its members emerged from it disheartened and more
than a little embarrassed. Despite their mi^vings about the recom-

Drummond Shiels came to the Colonial Office on i Dec. 1929 and terved in

this capacity till the fonnatioa ofRamsay MseDonald*! Nstioiial Gkyvemment on
$1 Aug. 1931 when he went into oppositbm. For a briefperiod fipom zi June 1999
to 30 Nov. 1^ he had been Under-Secretary at the India Office.
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moKlatkMU oftheDoiiouc^miore Cboi]^
to indulge in qxictaculardcmoDStiatw

oflBdal memorandum to the Gommiasion the honorary secretaries of
the CSongressy S. W. R. D. Bandanmafke and R. S. S. Gunawardane,
had emphasised the point diat ^CSeykm is one of the &w British pos»

sessions in which the demand for political reform has never passed

from constitutional agitation to hostile demonstration. Our appeal has

always been to reason andjustice.'^ More important, not only did the

Congress have no support from other political groups and the minor-
ities, but its leadership was sharply divided on the objectives to be
aimed at in constitutional reform. After some initial hesitation Con-
gress opted to accept the Donoughmore scheme. At the annual

sessions of the CSongrcss held on 20 and 21 December 1929 the follow-

ing resolution was adopted: *This Congress re-affirms its demand for

full Responsible Government at the next revision of the Constitution,

but pending such revision recommends the acceptance for a short

period of the proposed Donoughmore Scheme of Constitutional Re-
forms as modified by the Secretary ofState for the Colonies.'

The decision to 00-operate in tiie implementation of these reforms

led to tlic departure ofyet another section from the ranks of the Con-
gress. 1 he most notable of the new dissidents was the redoubtable

£. W. Perera who, as President of the Congress, had led tiie official

delegation to the Donoughmore Commission. Among the senior Sin-

halese political figures, he had been periiaps the most trenchant and
outspoken critic of the Donoughmore scheme—on the groimd that it

did not go far enough in the way ofresponsible government. Indeed he
had voted against it in the Legislative Council. He now broke away
from the Congress on this and other issues and, as was to become
customary with dissident (and disgruntled) poUticians in Sri Lanka,

formed his own political organisation, the All-Ceylon Liberal League.

For a year or two it attracted to its ranks a remarkable array ofpoli-

tical and legal talent, and gave every impression (to the Governor,

Sir Graeme Thomson,**among others) ofdeveloping intoa formidable

challenge to the Congress. Among the young politicians it attracted

were S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike and G. G. Ponnambalam, the two
outstanding orators of their day, soon to distinguish themselves as the

most notable exponents of the divisive politics of ethnicity. But the All-

Ceylon Liberal League, formed to agitate for a more significant ad-

vance to responsible government, was soon deflected, by the lawyers

who came to dominate it, from this political objective to a con-

" S. W. R. D. Bimdaninafhr (compiler), TTu HmOook of the Ceylon Natimd
Oamgrmt t$ig-t^ (Ooloaibo, igiiB), hereafter Hau&ookGnMC, p. 814.

^' CO. 54/911* file 9301 1» Thomioa to Gunliflfo-Iiiter, confidcntfaJ deqiatdi

ofa4 May 193a.
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centrated opposition to the introduction of income tax, and to the

advocacy of the classical (and doctrinaire) laissez-faire attitudes in

matters of econoniic policy.^^ Thus its early promise ofnew departures

in political activity was never fulfilled.

In the Northern Province too the conservative leadership in politics

seemed to be losing ground. The situation there was more complex
and interesting than in the Sinhalese areas. The more prominent

Tamil politicians had seen little to commend in the Donoughmore
scheme—indeed the Commissioners' unequivocal rejection of com-
munal representation made them especially apprehensive ofthe future,

since it involved the rejection of one of the basic principles of Tamil
politics, the insistence on wcightage for the minorities to compensate

for the numerical superiority of tlie Sinhalese. But after the failure of

Sir Ponnambalam Ramanathan's mission to the Colonial Office,

Jaffna's pohtical leaders acquiesced in the decision to give the new
constitution a trial despite their initial misgivings. It was at this point

that the Jaffna Youth League, composed 'chiefly of teachers and
students', entered the picture. The League was opposed to the Don-
oughmore scheme because it fell short of self-government, and as an
advocate of the immediate grant o{ swaraj to the island it resolved on
organising a boycott of the elections to the State Council as the most

eflfecUve expression of their dissatisfaction. This decision was taken

just after the annual meeting of theJaffna Youth League in April 1931,

presided over by the Indian poliUcian Kamaladevi Chattopadhaya.

The League soon outmanoeuvred the senior politicians of their region.

The move to boycott the elections in the Jaffna region and the

Northern Province was in the nature of an amazingly successful coup

d^itat staged at almost the eleventh hour on 4 May 1 93 1 , the last day
for nominations, in the context of a situation where candidates had
been nursing electorates in anticipation of keen contests in every con-

stituency in the Northern Province. The only contest in the Northern

Provmcc was for the Mannar-Mullaidvu seat which the League
was quite unable to prevent. The League was much less success-

ful when it turned to organising in Jaffna a boycott of imported

necessities of life—such as sugar, kerosene and cigarettes. What
mattered more, however, were the purely political aspects of its activi-

ties, and here, for the moment at least, it was stunningly successful.**

At every stage the 'moderate' politicians ofJaffna sought to beat

the boycott. They called a meeting at Manipay to repudiate it but

See paiticidarly Tht Uberal Gazette (organ ofthe All-Geylcm Liberal League),

vol. I, nos. 1-3, Dec. 1931.

"On the Jaffna boycott see J. E. D. Russell, 'The Ceylon Tamils under the

Donoughmore Constitution' (unpublished PHJ>. thesis. University of Sri Tj^nlca>

Peradeniya, 1976), pp. 57-80.
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had to concede defeat Again, a mooaber ofchainnen ofvillage com*
mittees attempted to pas resolutions against it but tfaey eithor fiuled

to secure a discussion of the resolution or, in many instances, the

resolutions were rejected. The fiulure of the 'moderates' to beat tiie

boycott may be attributed to two £au:tors. One was the matter of

penonalLties. The death ofSir Ponnambalam Ramanathan (in igjo)

had d^nived them of the only charismatic figure in the Tamil com-
mumt)^the one man who, ifso minded, might have stood up to the

Youth Leaguers and persuaded Jaffna to give the new constitution a
trial. WaitialingamDuraiswamy's decision to endorse the action ofthe

Youth League was just as important, fi>r he was nearly as influmtial

asRamanathanhad been in his last years. WhileJaffiia may not have
endorsed theYouthLeaguers' decision to boycott the elections because

the Donoughmoare constitution did not grant sweng, a gesture of this

sort was not without its attractions for others who ol^ected to the

Donoughmore constitution for less enlightened reasons.

Some sectians ofSinhalese opinion^-especially those desiring a more
positive advance towards self-government than that conceded by the

Donoughmore Commission^'—warmly applauded the political initia-

tive of the Jaifiia Youth Leaguers. Their example also served as a
fillip to the Youth League movement in other parts of the country.

The Jaffiia Youth League sought to establish an understanding with

political groups in Colombo who shared the same outlook on the

Donoughmore reforms, and it is significant that their approach was
made to the Liberal League rather than to the Congress leadership

or the Labour Party.Jaffna seemed once more to be setting the pace in

politics. But this favourable impression of the Jaffna boycott did not

last very long. None of the major Sinhalese poUtical figures supported

it. What the politically-conscious Sinhalese remembered were Sir

Ponnambalam Ramanathan's well-publicised mission to Whitehall

and the opposition of the more prominent Tamil leaders to any
significant political advance for Sri Lanka which did not preserve the

exisdng privileges of the minorities. H. A. P. Sandarasagara, for

instance, made the melodramatic claim that 'I'll make Jaffna an

Ulster and I'll be its Lord Carson.'^^ Thus when the Jaffna Youth
League initiated the boycott in imitation of the left wing of the Indian

National Congress, most Sinhalese politicians preferred to look upon
it as a parody of Ulster sectionalism rather than an emulation of

Indian nationaUsm. Nor did the British officials in the island take a
more generous view. An official telegram sent to Whitehall by the

Governor on 6 May 1931 stated that the 'ostensible reason [for

^ Sec, for instance, the editorial in the Ceylon Dai^ JVmtf, 5 May 1931 ; alio the

Ceylon Independent, 12 May 1931, saidCkjflmDa^JUm, 13, 18, 9$ and a6 May 1931.
C^Um jDaify Mates, 17 May 1931.
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the boycott] is that new Ckmstitution is no advance towards self-

government. Real reason is no doubt dissatisfaction at what Tamils

consider their inadequate representatum.' Most of the candidates in

the northern constituencies had not been in sympathy with the boy-

cott, and within a few months-respite the immediately favourable

response it evoked among certain sections ofthe Tamil intelligentsia

—

the complaints against it became audible in theJaffiia peninsula itself.

But the Governor was convinced that it Svould be a great mistake to

make overtures to them% an attitude inwhich hewas supportedby the

Colonial Office.

It took nearly two years for Tamil politicians to persuade the

Governor and tiie Colonial Office to rdax their opposition to the

holding ofelections to the vacant seats. When they eventually relented

theywere no doubt impressed by the Tamil Conference held inJaffiia

on 2 January 1933 with representatives from all parts of the Jaffiia

District^ which condemned the boycott movement in unequivocal

terms.AsregardsJaffiia this conference, atwhich some ofthe principal

boycott leadersmadean open confession ofthe blunder theyhad com-
mitted, gave the final blow to the boycott movement. At the Colonial

Office it was argued that 'now that theJaffiia Tamils are anxious to

secure representation in the State Council we should be well advised

to meet their wishes and to involve them in a tadt acceptance ofthe

provisions of the constitution. Further, the addition of four Tamil
members to the State Council will be a valuable counterpdse to the

cxbtQig Sinhalese majority.'*^

The elections to tiie Jaffiia constituencies held in 1934 marked the

entry into the State Council of G. G. Ponnambalam (elected to the

Pcnnt Pedro constituency) who was soon to assume leadership of the

Tamils in their political campaigns.

^ CO. 54/9i6» file 14933, H. R. Gowdl's minute of30 May 1933.
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THE POLITICS OF THE TRANSFER
OF POWER: THE FIRST PHASE

1931-1942

Congress politicians gained an easy domination over the new admi-
nistration established under the Donoughmore coosdtution^ although

they had fought the first general dections to the State Council as

individuals and not as a group or party. A duumvirate consisting of

D. B. Jayatilaka and D. S. Senanayake were soon calling the tune.

While Jayatilaka, as Vice-Chairman of the Board of Ministers and
licader ofthe State Council, was the official leader, there was at his

side the imposing ifnot yet dominant personality ofD. S. Senanayake,
whose influence on the members of the State Council was perhaps

greater than Jayatilaka's. Both were prison-graduates of the class of

19 15 (see Chapter 27, above) , butJayatilakawas at this time thebetter

known, and his position within the administration was strengdimed

by two fectois. First, he enjoyed the confidence ofBritish officialdom

in Sri Lanka, to say nothing of the Colonial Office, and received

unstinted support firom them. This was partly at least because ofthe

suspicion among British offidab that D. S. Senanayake was anti-

British and the feeling that he would not be quite so malleable as

Jayatilaka. Secondly,Jayatilaka's prestige as a politicianwasenhanced
by his position as the undisputed lay leader ofthe Buddhistmovement
whereas D. S. Senanayake^ unlike his elder brother F. R., was rather

less interested thanJayatilaka in Buddhist activity. ButJayatilaka, as

early as 1931, was already an dder statesman and D. S. Senanayake^

though still somewhat in his shadow, was regarded as his inevitable

successor. As a result the leadership in the State Council was shared

between them. In most matters their policies and priorities weremuch
the same, and indeed there was no sphere of activity in which they

tended to come into conffict

During the period covered by this chapter, 1931^^, D. B. Jaya-
tilaka was leader dejun and, at least till around 1939, defacto as wdl,
but by 1940 his power, ifnot his influence, was distincdy waning and
it came as no great surprise when, in 1949, he decided to retire fix>m

national politics and accepted the less demanding position ofCeylon's

430
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Representative in New Delhi. The posts of Vice-Ghairman of the

Board of^^Bnisters and Leader ofthe State Goundl which he vacated
went as ofright to D. S. Senanayake. There are other reasons too for

treating 1942 as a convenient terminal point ofthe review ofevents ui

this chapter—^ politics of the island in the first decade of the

Donoughmore system—and these all relate to a single and over-

whelmingly important theme: the Second World War and its effects

on the island's politics and ocmstitutuxnal structure. The economic and
social problems ofthe period, which form the essential backdrop to the

political and constitutional problems analysed here, are treated in

detail in a separate chapter.^

Thefirst State Council, 1^31-3

The new administration, in which several prominent Congressmen
secured election to the Board of Ministers, took office at a time when
the countrywas in the throes ofthe Great Depresaon of 1929-3 1 . And
just when it seemed that the worst was over, an epidemic ofmalaria

devastated the Kurunfigala and Kftgalla districts. This epidemic had
been preceded by an unusually severe drought in most of the island.

The economic depression and the malaria epidemic were so cata-

clysmic in their impact that they baffled the conventional wisdom of

the day—and the normal machinery ofgovernment—in coping with
the mass ofmisery they created.*

In the economic crisis, the Board ofMinisters was no more imagina-
tive in the solutions it offered than the more eacperienced politicians of
democratic regimes in more advanced societies. The Donoughmore
constitution placed the Treasury under the Financial Secretary^ one

ofthe three British Officers ofState, and he was intent on die conven-

tional exercise of balancing the budget by a vigorous policy of re-

trenchment. The &ct, however^ is that elected ministers did not show
themselves ready to adopt more radical measures or unorthodox solu-

tions; so it was easy for their critics to describe their response as one of
helplessness borderingon indifference. This chaige appeared to derive

sudi validity as it may have had from the higher priority they gave to

constitutional refiirm.

The immediate effect of the introduction of universal suffirage,

as demonstrated in the general election of 193 1, had been to help the

'constitutionalists' consolidate their hold on power within the national

Legislature. A. £. Goonesinha, for instance, entered the State Goundl

1 Chapter 34.
* E. Meyer, *L'impact de la ddpreanoa des annto 1930 sur r^conomie et la

Soci6t£ rurale de Sri Lanka', PunuarUia, 2, 1975, pp. 31-^.
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with great hopes of establishing himself and the Labour Party as a
powerful influence within the Legislature, but his role turned out to be

altogether less distinguished than what he had in mind. To a large

extent this was a reflection of the steady erosion of his power in the

trade union field in the wake of the massive unemployment that

followed on the Depression. Besides, younger rivals, more doctrinaire

in their radicalism, were in the process of replacing him in the leader-

ship of the trade union movement and the politics of the urban work-

ing class. Fortunately for the ^constitutionalists', these radical forces

had as yet no base in the State Ck)uncil, and so did not affect the

balance of power within it. Moreover, because of the Jaffiia boycott

of elections, the Tamils were under-represented in the State Council

and had no articulate spokesman till 1934 when G. G. Poniiambalam
entered the Legislature.

Although their sights were set on securing a revision ofthe Donough-
more constitution as early as possible—within a year or two of its

introduction, in fact—the ^constitutionalist' leadership and their as-

sociates entered the State Council and secured election to the Board of

Muusten not so much to show how flawed the new apparatus of
govenunent was or deliberately to wreck it, but to demonstrate tlieir

fitness for a further measure of self-government by making a system

that they believed to be unusually complex, and with built-in defi-

denciesy woik as well as possible. Their tactics and stratqpes had die

same sdf-imposed restraints as those of their predecessors in the

Legislative Council of the igsos in their stiong commitment to con-

stitutional methods ofagitation.

Agitation for refi>rm of the constitutioii had bcgm as early as July

1932, and it had been initiated by E. W. Perera^ a senior politician

and the leading spokesman of the Liberal League (though not a
member ofthe Boaoid ofMinisters) with the intioduction ofa series of
seven resolutions fiir debate in the State Council. These resolutions

sought a reduction ofthe Governor's reserve powers; the abolitioa of

the crown's power to legislate by Qrder-in-Goundl; and die replace-

ment of the novel machinery of Executive Committees by a form of
cabinet government—in shorty the orthodox constitutional machinery
devised for colonies in transitimi to self-government. Of these resolu-

tions only one, that on Executive Committees, ^ed to secure the

endorsement ofthe State Council. In 1933 the Board ofMinisters took

the initiative in the negotiations for constitutional reform, and there*

after kept these under their own control; they sou^t the support of

the State Council when this was thou^t necessary to strengthen their

position in negotiations with the Governor and the Colonial Office.

Their demands were set within the framework established through the

resolutions of 1932, but drafted with greater predsioD, and therewas
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a renewed emphasis on the need to replace the Executive CSommittees

by a cabinet or quasi-cabinet ofministers.'

Closely linked vdth the agitation for constitutional reform—Indeed
itwasan integralpart ofit—wasthe continuing pressure for Geylonisa-
tion of the higher bureaucracy. By 193 1 the gains made were so

substantial that the main issue was more or less settled. The ministers

were now bent on achieving a drastic reduction, ifnot entire elimina-

tion, ofthe recruitmoat ofEuropean 'cadets' to the dlite Geybn Civil

Service, and on the abolition ofprivileges enjoyed by members ofthe
higher bureaucracy by way ofhome leave with their passages paid by
the government. The Colonial Office was mflexible in its opposition to

both demands. Although the Governor (Sir Edward Stubbs) himself

supported the Board of Ministers in 1934 in seeking an end to the

recruitment of European cadets to the Ceylon Civil Service, the

Colonial Office refused to sanction such a change, on the grounds that

*the maintenance of a European element [in the higher bureaucracy

was] essential to the proper exercise by the Governor of the powers

reserved to him by the constitution'.^Norwould they countenance any

measure which could be regarded as curtailing existing emoluments

and privileges ofthe Ceylon Civil Service.

As for a reform of the constitution, the Board of Ministers came up
against the reluctance of the Colonial Office to consider amendments
to a constitution which had taken nearly three years to devise, and
which by 1934 had been in operation for barely three years. They
might have achieved greater success if they had won the support of

the minorities for their proposals. This they did not have, and it

weakened their case substantially. Curiously, there was greater readi-

ness to consider a change in the system of Executive Committees

where the appointment of Ministers was concerned, but this soon

vanished in the face of persistent claims by the minorities that their

position vis-a-vis the Sinhalese, weak as it was, would deteriorate

further should the Executive Committees be abolished. The minorities

had by now the same strong faith in the Executive Committee system

as a buttress of their inherently weak political position as they once
had in communal (and weighted) representation, and were quite'

determined to resist any constitutional advance without a consolida-

tion ofsuch advantages as had accrued to them from the introduction

of the Executive Committee system. And so the decision was made to

postpone any consideration ofa reform ofthe constitution till after the

general elections of 1935-6, especially because there was the feeling in

* CO. 54/916, file 14264/2, memorandum ofdie Board ofMinisters to Thomson,

agJuly i933-
* CO. 54/960, file 34237/2, Gimlifife-Lister's secret despatch to Stubbs, 14 Dec

1934*
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the Ciolonial Office that while there was indeed agitation among the

political leadership for constitutional refonn, there was no great ur-

gency about it even among them. Ifthis lack ofurgencywere a fiict

—

there is no evidence to support it—it was because the State CSouncil

elected in 1931 had long since ceased to reflect the changes in the

island's poHtics which occurred in the wake ofthe Dq)re88ion, and tl^

increasing radicalisation ofthe trade union movement and militancy

ofthe woddng class, because Goonesinha and his I^abour Party were
losing ground to the Marxists.

The entry ofMarxists into politics had come through theifirpw nurf

movement which had its origins in the dissatisfaction of some Sri

Tiflnkan war veterans over the proportion ofthe funds collected by the

sale of poppies on Remembrance Day which was to be retained fixr

local use. With the suf^iort of the Youth Leagues in the dty of
Colombo^ a CSeylon Ex-servicemen's Association was formed in 19069

and set about establishing a campaign to rival the sale ofpoppies. The
sSnya flower was chosen for this purpose, and it was used to collect

funds for Sri Lankan ex-servicemen. In the early 1930s the Youth
Leagues came under the control of Marxists who proceeded to take

the leadership in the sUriya mal campziign as well. The latter was ooo^

tinned up till the outbreak of the Second World War as an anti-

imperialist campaign, pure and simple, with no reference any longer

to the island's war veteransand disabled soldiers. Furthermore, during

the malaria epidemic of 1934-5 the Marxists organised reliefwork in

some of the most severely affected areas, and their vigorous response

to the shattering effects of this great calamity, together with the

medical and material aid they rendered, has been one of the enduring

folk memories of the region (Kagalla district) in which they worked.

There was the added bonus, in future years, ofa secure pdi^cal base

(the Ruvanvalla constituency) for one of the most prominent of the
Marxist leaders, Dr N. M. Perera. But that was still to come.

In the wake of the Great Depression they made their presence felt

in the trade unions in and around Ck>lombo (their advances here were
made—over several years—at the eiq;>ense of Goonesinha and his

Labour Party). In doing so they gave the process of poliridsation of

the urban working class greater cohesion by infusing it with a sense of

class idendty in place of Goonesinha's hazy populism. Despite all this

they made no greater headway against the ^constitutionalists' than

Goonesinhahimself. Up till then theyhad no political base from which
to operate save the trade unions in Colombo and the indigenous

working class which, despite its increasing militancy, was much the

smaller section of the island's working population. The message they

preached—theneed fora sternercommitment to nationalist goals than
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the 'constitutioiialists' demonstrated, with objectives clearly set out
and deriving their validity fiom an ideological framework and from a
keener sensitivity to the problems of the people—^had a limited

audience compared with what they would have had if there had been
afewarticulate qx)kesmea in the State Council to exploit the publicity

attaching to speeches there to disseminate these views.

Not surprisingly, Congress politicians were more concerned with
the political agitation of communal organisations—the poUtics of
ethnicity—rather than with the politics of radical Marxism. For the

former, unlike the latter, the arena for confrontation with the *con*

stitutionalists' was the State Council, and this conferred on it a Inti-
macy, so far as the 'constitutionalists' were concerned, which tiiey

were loath to concede to the fledgling Marxist movement.

The second State Council, to 1^42

The results of the general elections to the second State Coimdl did

not, at first glance, mark any significant shifi: ofpower away fi:x>m the

'constitutionalists'. Both Jayatilaka and Senanayake were returned

uncontested as they had been in 193 1 , and most ifnot all oftheir dose
associates had retained their seats while some of their most persistent

critics, £. W. Perera for instance, had been defeated. For politicians

who had fiiced the hustings as individuab and not as candidates ofa
party. Congressmen had done well—remarkably so considering that

they had been part of a political establishment which shared power
and responsibility at a time ofacute economic distress.

There Mfere also changes in the air, evidence that universal suffirage

and the pressures ofa democratic electorate were beginnii^^ to have
some effect on the country's politics. For one thing the small group of
aristocratic backwoodsmen who had won seats in the first State

Council, some of them without the inconvenience of a contest, had
almost all been defeated or had retired from the scene. To one ofthese
constituencies, Ruvanvftlla, a leading light ofthe newly-fonned Marx-
ist Lanka Sama Samaj Party (L.S.S.P.), established on the eve of
the general election of 1936®—Dr N. M. Perera-^-was elected. In
the neighbouring constituency of Avissavalla, the most dynamic of
the L.S.S.P. stalwarts, Philip Gunawardane, defeated a leading Con-
gressman, a sdon of the Obeysekere family. This was a significant if

numerically meagre reward for an intelligent and vigorously con-

• On the formation of the L.S.S.P. see G. Lerski, Origins of Trotskyism in Ceylon

(Stanford, 1968). See also Leslie Goonewardane, A Short History of the Lanka Sama
Sanuya Party (Golombo, i960), and V. Jayawardena, 'Origfins of the Left Move-
ment in Gqrkm*, MCS, 11(9), 1971, pp. sgj^-osi.
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ducted canqjaigQ in which they had come out stron|^y against the

policies, methods and objectives ofthe Geykm National CSoi^sress and
the Labour Party.

Apart fiom the Mandst challenge to the 'oonsdtutioDaHst' leader^

ship in the State CSoimdl, there were two other notewordiy con-

sequences of the impact of universal sufiftage on the politics of the
country. Universal suf&age was among the main determining &ctQEB

in the revival of 'religious* nationalism, that is to say nationalism

intertwined with Buddhist resurgence and the cultural heritage as>

sociated withBuddhism. In the perspective ofthe island's long history,

thiswas a more significant development than the entry of the Marxists

into national politics. The leadership in this was taken by S. W. R. D.

Bandaranaike's Sinhala Maha Sabha, the lineal descendant of F. R.

Senanayake's Sinhala Mahajana Sabha and—^in the politics of ethni-

city, ofreligion and language—the progenitor of the Sri Lanka Free-

dom Paity of today. Thus it was inherently divisive in its impact, but

no less democratic for that Thirdly, and on a different level, universal

suffrage was largely responsible fiv a broad impulse towards social

welfare in the Donoughmore era, especially in the period ofthe second

State CSouncil (1936-47) when the 'constitutionalist' leadership be-

came more responsive to the social and economic fiicets of the ro-

surgence ofnationalism.*

When Cbngress politicians and their sympathisers retained control

of the State Council at the general elections ofJanuary 1936, they

scarcely revealed any perception ofa change in the political system.

On the contrary their first act was significant in underlining their

belief that nothing had changed—this was the election of a homo-
geneous Sinhalese Board of Ministers by the device of disposing their

supporters in the various Executive Committees according to plan.

The 'Pan-Sinhalese' ministry established through these manoeuvres

secured a show ofunanimity for the demands ofthe Board ofMinisters,

but the immediate effect of this not too subtle move was to aggravate

communal feelings in the island without the compensation of im-

pressing on the Colonial Oiiice the urgency of the need for a reform

of the constitution or the genuineness of the new unanimity of views

of the Board of Ministers.

The Board ofMinisters treated its return to office as an endorsement

of its demand for a further measure ofconstitutional reform, and soon

set about the business of outlining its proposals. In a memorandum
which it eventually submitted to the Governor, Sir Edward Stubbs, in

March 1937,' it set out its priorities on constitutional reform: the

curtailment of the Governor's reserve powers, and the abolition of the

posts of Officers of State; and the replacement of the executive com-

* See chapter 34. ' S.P. XI of 1937.
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mittees by 'the ordinary form' of cabinet government *with a Chief

Minister cither invited by the Governor to form a government or

elected by the State Council itself. This memorandum was issued by
the Pan-Sinhalcsc ministry without consulting the State Council.

While there was general support for the proposals regarding the

Officers of State and the Governor's powers, the minorities expressed

their fears that the cabinet system would deprive them of any chance

of participating in the government. Although Stubbs himself felt con-

strained to agree that the Donoughmore constitution was now *a

proved failure', he was far from certain about what should take its

place; he would not support the demand for a reduction of the

Governor's powers, at any rate for a long time to come; nor would he

agree to abolish the posts of Officers of State, since he believed that it

was too soon to transfer their functions to elected ministers. He sug-

gested that the only practicable course of action would be to appoint

a Commission to take a fresh look at the island's problems and deter-

mine whether a more satisfactory constitution could be devised.

The tempo of these exchanges on constitutional reform quickened

with remarkable suddenness in the first quarter of 1937, the last

months of Stubbs's term of office as Governor. The change was
precipitated by the intrusion of Marxist agitation into an issue relating

to the balance of power in the constitution, through what came to be

called the Bracegirdle incident. Mark Antony Bracegirdle, a young
Commimist from Australia (and a recent immigrant there from

Britain), had arrived in Sri Lanka in 1936 as an employee of a tea

esiaic company. He outraged the planting community by taking an
interest in trade union activity among the plantation workers, and
even more by appearing on L.S.S.P. platforms in planting districts.

He was dismissed from his post, and his deportation from Sri Lanka
was arranged mainly between the Inspector-General of PoUce and

the Chief Secretary on the basis of powers conferred on the govern-

ment by an Order-in-Council of 1896.® The order of deportation was
served on him on 22 April 1937, but before he could be deported he
was successfully spirited away by the L.S.S.P. In the meantime l^al
action was taken against the Police by the issue of a writ of habeas

corpus. The validityofthe deportation <ntier was challenged before the

CihiefJustice and the Senior PuisneJustice, who held that Bracegirdle

could not be deported £ot exerdsing his right offree speech, which in

&ct was all he had done.*

* These powers should have lapsed widi the termination of hostilities in 1919,

but they were renewed in 1924 by a secret despatch firom L. S. Amery to Manning
of 10 Nov. 192.} (CO. 54/872).

" On the Bracegirdle question see S.P. XVIII of 1938. For the relative ofiicial

correspondence, see CO. 54/948, files 55878 and 55878/1.
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The Bracegirdle inddeiit provoked a constitutional crisis ofthe first

magnitude.^ The basic issue, in brie( was that of the relations be-

tween ministers and heads of government departments within their

ministries, and more i|>ecifical!y, fixim the point ofview ofmembers of

the State Council, ever sus^ndous ofthe Officers of State, one of the

latter—the ChiefSecretary—^was seen to be encroaching on the func-

tions of an elected minister, the Minister of Home Affiurs, Vioe-

Ghairman of the Board of Ministers and Leader of the State Council^

D. B. Jayatilaka, no less. The uproar that ensued surprised Stubbs,

and he saw it, quite correctly, as the direct result of the interventum

ofthe L.S.S.P., who had ensured that tempers would remain at fever

heat for as long as possible by taking the issue to the wider public

beyond the walls of the State Coundl, within which debates on such

issues had been confined in the past. By doing so and securing the

support of the Board of Ministers, of A. £. Goonesinha and the

majority of the members of the State Council, on this issue, the

L.S.S.P. demonstrated that negotiations on the constitution conducted
at the official level between Whitehall, the Governor and the Board

of Ministers were strangely remote firam the realities of the political

situation in the island.

The most notable political and constitudonal crisis of the Donough-
more era, the Bracegirdle incident brought the L.S.S.P. into the

limelight on a national scale, and gave it substanUal publicity and
increased p>opularity. But there was more to it than met the eye in the

support the Party received firom the established poUtidans of the day,

who would normally not have associated themselves with a political

move intiated by the L.S.S.P. Stubbs was personally unpopular with

the Sinhalese leaders (with D. S. Senanayake for one) for his role in

• 1915. He had never succeeded in erasing the bitter memories which
this had left, and therefore many of them enjoyed the prospect of

embarrassing him by giving their covert support to the L.S.S.P. on
this issue. S. VV. R. D. Bandaranaike, Minister for Local Government,

appeared on the platform at a mass meeting organised by the L.S.S.P.

to demonstrate popular feeling against the action of the Colonial

authorities. His Sinhala Maha Sabha was seeking its distinct identity

as a political force, and although it had little in common with the

L.S.S.P., it no doubt relished this opportunity of showing that it was
no less anti-imperialist in outlook and political attitude than the

Marxists. But there was no doubt that the main beneficiary in terms

of the presti[re and publicity derived from this imbroglio was the

L.S.S.P. Stubbs had received a decisive rebuff, and Sir Baron Jaya-
tilaka emerged with his reputation considerably tarnished as a result

On the constitutional questions at issue the best source isGovenMUrCaldeoott'l

secret minute of 26 Oct. 1937 in CO. 54/948, file 55878.
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ofhis maladroit handling of this constitutional issue.

Significandy, however, neither die ^consdtudonalist' leadership in

die State Council nor the Colonial Office grasped the full significance

ofthe Bracegirdle mddent. The former did not see the need to change

its polidcal style to cope with the new dimension in the island's politics

which the events relating to this crisis had revealed. The Golcmial

Office did not miderstand the point that the Board of Ministers was

under attack in an altoge^er more systemadc manner than before

finom a younger generation ofpoliticians, for otherwise itwould hardly

have gone ahead as it did with a constitutionalamendment strengthen-

ing the Governor's reserve powers.

Constitutional reform, i^JJ-g

On 10 November 1937 the British Cabinet approved an Order-in-

Gouncil aTi|*^Hjy<g the Donoughmore Constitution and bringing it, so

far as the Governor's reserve powers of legislation and the control of

the civil service was concerned, more in line with the Government of

India Act of 1935. The Order-in-Council was introduced in the island

in January 1938. The Governor was now authorised to legislate

independendy of the State Council in all matters that concerned

'public fiuth, public order, and the essentials ofgood government', in

amanner vitally different fix>m the practice ofthe past in regard to the

exercise ofhis limited powers of 'certification'. He could proclaim his

ordinances direct, and needed only to communicate them to the Clerk

of the State Council; the Council's right to discuss or delay such

measures was thus removed. The Order-in-Council caused considerable

public agitation, and coming as it did in the wake of the Brac^;irdle

crisis, it was assumed that there was a connection between the two.

But there was no such connection. Indeed the permanent officials at

the Colonial Office were very critical of Stubbs's actions on the

Bracegirdle issue, arguing that he had precipitated the crisis by
acting without due regard to constimtional practice and plain good

sense.

But the political situation in Sri Lanka did affect the Colonial OfHce

thinking on the amendment to Article 22. On 5 July 1937, the Colonial

Office *expert' on Sri Lanka, H. R. Cowell, noted : *It must be borne

in mind that Sir B. Jayatilaka is not physically strong, and if he is

succeeded—as seems possible—by Mr Senanayake as Leader of the

Council we must expect these attacks on the Governor's reserve powers

to be intensified.'^^ Stubl^s. who was personally hostile to D. S.

Senanayake, had succeeded in comnncing the Colonial Office that

Senanayake was 'a great danger' to British interests, and a man who
^ CO. 54/943* file 55541* H. R. Gowell's minute of31 Aug. 1937.
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was 'entudy anti-British'.^A constitutionalamendmenton these lines

had been thought ofas early as 1932 when there were fears (laigely in

the CSoloaial CM&x) ofa potential breakdown ofthe ooosdtution over

a budgetary crisis. Such a bieakdown had not occurred. Indeed fay

the end of 1933 the Cblonial Office was satisfied that the constitute

was woridng as smoothly as could have been expected in a period of
acute economic crisis, and so the proposed amendment was shdved.

By the middle c£ 1935, however, this proposal was revived. Not diat

therehad been any constitudonal crisis, nmch less a breakdown: there

were few oocasiom when the Governor resorted to the use of his re-

serve powers, and most ifnot all such instances related to salaries and
leave privileges ofmembers ofthe Ceylon CSvil Service, about which,

as we have seen, Whitehall was especially sensitive. One of the dis-

advantages, as they saw it, ofthe machinery devised under Article 22

ofthe Donougliraore CSonstitution for the use ofthe Governor's reserve

powers was that it permitted a debate in the State Cbundl, inevitably

long and acrimonious, on every occasion when the Governor did use

such powers. As most such ddiates related to conditions of service of

public officers, this procedure was regarded with increasing distaste for

its presumed demoralising effecton the higher bureaucracy (especially

the British and European element in it). The decision to proceed with

the amendment to Article 22 was hastened by the delaying tactici

adopted by the State Council, with the connivance of the Deputy
Speaker, in 1936-7, over an increase in the salaries ofpolice officers.

The exp>erience of the years 1936-7 would seem to indicate that

while the ministerial group in the island—especially the representa-

tives of the Sinhalese—believed in the inevitability of progress fi*om

semi-responsible status to self-government on the model of the white

dominions, the permanent officials in Whitehall held a diametrically

opposed view. For them there was no such inevitability in constitu-

tional development. They could point to the examples ofJamaica,

British Guiana and, most recently and prominently, Malta, where
semi-responsible status had not led to responsible government but to

political crisis, constitutional breakdown and a reversion, if only

temporarily, to colonial status. The concurrent constitutional crisis in

Malta must, no doubt, have weighed heavily with the permanent

officials in the Colonial Office as they viewed the situation in Sri

Lanka, and affected to notice signs of incipient crisis by focussing

attention on one theme alone, the annual ritual demonstrations of the

legislators* pique over the firmge benefits of the higher bureaucracy.

But the starting point ofa clear understanding ofevents in the transfer

of power in Sri Lanka is a realisation of the breakthrough that came
in 1937-8 when two men of liberal instincts, Malcolm MacDonald as
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Secretary of State and Sir Andrew Caldecott as Governor, l^rought

fresh and unorthodox minds to bear on the problems of constitutional

reform in the island.

Within days of his arrival in the island Caldecott had to cope with

the political fall-out from the Bracegirdle incident, an unusually dif-

ficult if not inauspicious start. He found to his advantage that the

island's political establishment was intent on bringing the dispute to

an end in the certain knowledge that the only beneficiary of its pro-

longation would be the L.S.S.P. Besides, there was the expectation

that with a new Governor there would be a fresh start in the *estabUsh-

ment's' campaign for constitutional reform. For once its attitude coin-

cided with that of the Colonial Office, except that they were unaware

of the price they were expected to pay for it—the amendment to

Article 22 of the Donoughmore constitution. Once the Order-in-

Council embodying this amendment had been approved by the Colo-

nial Office, a draft despatch was prepared informing the Governor

that the constitution of the Colony would be amended *in certain

directions more acceptable to Ministers after examination by the

Governor and possibly by a further Commission of Enquiry'. This it

believed would 'lessen the criticism of tlie immediate amendment'.

A despatch from W. Ormsby-Gore (Secretary of State for the

Colonies) dated 25 November 1937 made no reference to a Com-
mission, but asked Caldecott to review the constitutional problems of

the island, to obtain the views of all sections of opinion there, and to

make a rep>ort as soon as he had time to form his own conclusions.

Caldecott himselfwas not in favour of a Commission of Enquiry sent

from Britain. He felt that the Governor of the colony was in a much
better position than such a Commission to conduct the preliminary

negotiations on the reform of the constitution. He spent his first six

months in the island studying memoranda from the Board ofMinisters,

from State Councillors representing minority interests, and from

numerous political and communal associations.

The initial response to the publication of the Order-in-Council on
the change in the machinery of the Governor's reserve powers had
ranged from pained surprise on the part of the Board of Ministers to

vociferous protests from the L.S.S.P., but once the political establish-

ment decided to treat it as a peripheral issue that could be conceded

without too much protest, in the greater interest of a comprehensive

reform of the constituiic^n on which Caldecott was intent, the original

tempo of the discussions initiated by him was sustained without any
serious interruption. This Order-in-Council was regarded as a minor
inconvenience rather than a serious setback by all except the L.S.S.P.

Between January and May 1938 Caldecott received eleven formal

delegations which placed before him a bewildering array of views,
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and proposals for, inter alia, a limitation of the franchise, the establish-

ment of a second chamber, and the 'fifty-fifty' demand, then voci-

ferously advanced by G. G. Ponnambalam, which envisaged the equal

apportionment of seats in the State Council between the majority

community and the minorities collectively.^^ Caldecott was firmly

opposed to all these schemes and indeed to any attempt to deal with

communal representation by a mathematical formula of whatever

kind. He did, however, advise that a new Committee be set up to

revise the boundaries of electoral districts in order to create more seats,

especially in parts ofthe country where there were large concentrations

of minorities. But the distinguishing feature of his Reforms Despatch

of 13 June 1938 to the new Secretary of State for the Colonies,

Malcolm MacDonald, was his forthright but carefully considered re-

jection of the executive committee system.^* He recommended that

it be replaced by a cabinet form of government, headed by a chief

minister chosen by the Governor as the person most likely in his

opinion to command the support ofa majority in the Legislature. The
Officers of State would not be members of such a cabinet, and many
of their functions would be transferred to the appropriate ministries.

Indeed Caldecott came to attacli as much importance to the introduc-

tion ofa Cabinet system as the Board of Ministers themselves; he went
on to argue that the success ofdemocracy in Sri Lanka would depend
greatly on the discipline and drive which party loyalties alone could

infuse into a democratic political system, and that the development of

a healthy party system could only be fostered by cabinet government.

One link in the reforms he advocated placed him at odds with most
sections ofopinion in the State Council. This was his insistence that the

advance to responsible government would have to be accompanied,

as a temporary measure, by an increase instead ofa substantial reduc-

tion in the Governor's reserve powers.

On 10 November 1938 Malcolm MacDonald sent Caldecott a short

formal reply to his reforms despatch and expressed general agreement

with the principal recommendation it embodied, namely the replace-

ment of the Executive Committee system by a cabinet form of govern-

ment. Caldecott was instructed to publish his reforms proposals and to

submit them for discussion in the State Council. The next phase came
when a series of resolutions embodying Caldecott's proposals was in-

troduced in the State Council in 1939. These were all adopted after

prolonged discussion but without substantial niodilicaiion. Thus a

consensus on consUtutional reform had been successfully negotiated

by Caldecott in 1939, a decisive breakthrough had been achieved, and
the stage was set for one more step forward in the island's constitu-

" S.P. XXVII of 1938, pp. 3-16.

" Uiid,, pp. 5-6, particularly paras. 13-15.
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tional evolution to responsible government. But very soon thereafter,

with the outbreak of the Second World War, Britain's energies began

to be concentrated on Europe; the constitutional problems of a small

Asian colony took veiy low priority. How die Second World War
affected the transfer of power in Sri Lanka forms the central theme in

a separate chapter of this book. And for the present w c turn to some
of the critics of the 'constitutionalist' leadership, beginning with the

most vocal of tliem, the L.S.S.P.

Membership of tlie State Council, and the 'parliamentary' im-

munity it conferred, enabled the two L.S.S.P. members to exploit the

publicity automatically attaching to speeches in the State Council for

the propagation of their views, to set out in opposition to llie political

establishment of the day an alternative programme and techniques of

action for the achievement of independence, and to affirm their com-
mitment to a more virile brand of nationalism than that of the 'con-

stitutionalists' and their associates such as the Sinhala Maha Sabha.

From the Bracegirdle incident to the incarceration of the L.S.S.P.

leaders shortly after the outbreak of the war, the Samasamajists

sought to establish themselves in the vanguard ofmilitant nationalism,

the Sri Lanka counterpart of the socialist wing of the Indian National

Congress. Their objective was national independence, 'puma swaraj\

rather than the seemingly inferior Dominion Status, with its implica-

tions of a constitutional link with the Crown, which was what the

political leadership in the Board of Ministers aspired to. In the State

Council the L.S.S.P. members used every opportunity they had—and
they had a great many—to proclaim their opposition to the link with

the Crown and all its manifestations in the public life of the country:

the eager acceptance by Sri Lankans of imperial honours, the en-

thusiastic celebration of royal birthdays and tiie coronation ofGeoi^
VI, and the votes of loyalty to the King.

Within the State C'ouncil, the Executive Committee system gave

the L.S.S.P. members a disproportionate effectiveness by letting them
in at the initial stage of policy-making. It is certainly significant that

they (and S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike later) always continued to see

merits in the device of the Executive Committees wlien the bulk of the

Congress leadership saw only its (very real) drawbacks.

Had the elections schedided for 1 940-1 been held, the new radical-

ism of the L.S.S.P. might have loomed larger than it did, at least to

the extent that they may have captured a few more seats. But the

outbreak of the war put an end to all that. For the L.S.S.P. 1940,

which might well have been a year of solid political achievement,

proved to be one of anguish and reverses. First, there was the split,

on ideological grounds, which occurred when the hard core of Stalin-

ists was expelled from die party, and the L.S.S.P. proclaimed itscll a
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IVotskyist party aligned to the Fourth International. Then in June
1940 came the arrest, under the Defence Regulations, of the L.S.S.P.

leaders and their detention without trial. The party went underground

for the duration ofthe war, although its trade union activity continued

till March 1942 when it was declared an illegal organisation.

Before the incarceration of its leaders the L.S.S.P. had created con-

siderable apprehension in planting districts by sponsoring a series of

strikes (accompanied by sporadic acts of violence) in the tea planta-

tions ofOva. This was part ofan attempt to break into the trade union
monopoly in the plantations enjoyed by K. Natesa Iyer. Although they

made Etde headway against Natesa Iyer's union, they nevertheless

succeeded in disturbing the planters to a greater degree than the

traditioiial Luiiaii leadership because of the nature of their pro-

paganda and their techniques of agitation—^theur anti-imperialist

slogans, their advocacy ofdass conflict and violence, and the specta-

cular shows ofstrength they organised such as the May Day rally in

BaduHa in 1940. The planters and the British officials alike were per^

turbed, and fiom the finrmer came insistent demands for pre-emptive

punitive action against the L.S.S.P. before it could fsraMish a bridge-

head in the plantation districts.

The Mool-oya incident,^ nvith its attendant threat of a constitu-

tional crisis, was the direct result ofthese developments. The L.S.S^.
moved in once more to seize the initiative in a bid to repeat its suc-

cessful stage-managing of the Bracegirdle affiur, but the Board of
Ministers, with D. S. Senanayake assimiing the leadership, handled
die situation more astutely than it had done over the Bracegirdle

affiur, capitaliring on the intervention ofthe L.S.S.P. to extract con-

cessions finom the Governor. These took the form of an interpreta-

tion of the rules regardiog the working of the executive committee
system^ which greatiy strengthened the position of the Ghainnan (as

against the body of the ccnnmittee), particulariy in the vitally im-
portant sphere cfinitiating actum in directing administrative policy.

In retrospect, themost notable achievement ofthe L.S.SJP. in tiiese

years was to have compelled its opponents and critics to focus atten-

tion on issues which the latter would have preferred to ignore or to

confinont on their own terms and at moments of their own choosing.

This was all the more remaritable when one considers the limited (in

terms ofboth geographical area and social composition) political base
they operated fiom—^the urban areas ofthe south-west, the Sinhalese

For the Mool-oya incident see S.P. XV of 1940; for discussion of its constitu-

tional implications see S. Namasivayam, The Legislatures of Ceylon (London, 1951),

pp. 35-6j 85, 106 and 127. The incident arose out of the shooting of a plantation

woir]on>--«n lodiaiif—by a policmnan, one of a small YGrce* sent to queU a dis-

turbanoe at Mooitoya estate in HBvahtta near Kandy.
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working dass, and a section of the intelligentsia. Their links with the

peasantry were tenuous at best, and at no stage in this period did they

have a mass organisation to back their political initiatives. The failure

to build up a mass oiganisation could be explained, partly at least,

bv the political immaturity ofa largely illiterate^ recently enfranchised

and quite unorganised rural population. But, equally important, they

did not offer—as Bandaranaike's Sinhala Maha Sabha sought to do

—

anything that was intelligible to the peasantry such as, for example,

a social programme couched in the language of religio-linguistic

nationalism.

There were at the same time attempts to give more orthodox fixrms

ofnationalism renewed vigour, as was evident in the establishment of

S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike's Sinhala Maha Sabha, and not less signi-

ficandy in the positive effort made to infuse new life into the Ceylon
National Cbngress and to make it what it had never been before,

namely a real political party with a well-defined political objective.

The establishment in 1937 of the Sinhala Maha Sabha showed that

within the Congress fold thereweremanywho were quite as responsive

as the Marxists to the forces of social and economic change in die

country, and who posed solutions in terms no less radical than theirs

but rooted more securely in the traditional cultural and religious

patterns ofthe people. The policies ofthe Sinhala Maha Sabha were
directed at building a political progranmie out ofthe religio-linguistic

nationalism ofthe early twentieth century, at a time when the Marx-
ists remained dogmatically unrespondve to the attractions of this

brand of nationalism, ciSixssk dismiaaing it as mere chauvinism. There
was no doubt about tiie viability ofreligio-linguistic nationalism as a
political force en* the validity of its appeal to a democratic electorate,

but its potentially divisive effect in a plural society such as Sri Lanka
deterred themoderate leadership in the Board ofMinisters from giving
it their support with any enthusiasm. For the members ofthe Sinhala

Maha Sabha could not conceive of a Sri Lanka polity that was not

essentially Sinhalese or Buddhist in character. As a result every at-

tempt at a precise definition of its political programme provoked
charges of 'communalism*, especially—^but by no means only—from
the Tamil politicians who followed G. G. Ponnambalam's lead in the

resistance to the grant ofself-government without adequate safeguards
for minority interests.

Such strength as the Sinhala Maha Sabha had within the State

Council and among members of the Ceylon National Congress was
because of its presumed utility as a platform for opposing the activities

of G. G. Ponnambalam and his associates in the latter's own idiom,

that of ethnic politics. Indeed Bandaranaike and Ponnambalam had
much more in common than either would have liked to admit. They
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were the outstanding orators of their day, but the language in which
they eaqpressed themselves with such fluencywas English and not their

own. In the early years of the DanoughmoKe-era they had served an
apprenticeship in the Liberal League but had gone their separate

ways, especially after Ponnanibalam entered the State Gmmcil in

1934. Both had their critics on the left ofthe political qpectrum wfto

despised their progranunes but conceded a grudging admiration for

thdr political skills. They were alike in rgecting the orthodoaes of
ImssfZ'faire economics and were advocates of social and economic
reform. But for Bandaranaike, unlike Ponnambalam, religion was an
intrinsic element in political activity as it was in his socUl and eco-

nomic programmes; indeed these latter programmes were vital to

Bandaianaike's political initiatives. They did not have a similar im-

portance in Ponnambalam's. More sigpuficantly, Ponnambalam

—

unlike Bandaranaike—represented the mainstream of the political

activity of the ethnic group to which he bekmged.
Indeed Ba,ndaranaike*s politics were as suspect to Jayatilaka and

D. S. Senanayake as they were to the Marxist left. The political pro-

grammes of Bandaranaike and Ponnambalam were intrinsically divi-

sive in their impact, fed the worst fears of their opponents, and thus

helped consolidate each other's appeal to their own respective poUtical

bases just as they served to emphasise the dififerences among the

ethnic (and, to a lesser extent, religious) groups in the island when
the duumvirate of Jayatilaka and Senanayake, not to mention the

L.S.S.P., were intent on forging links between them in a nationalism

which transcended ethnic and religious distinctions. Jayatilaka's in-

fluence was decisive in the reluctance ifnot refusal to countenance the

policies advocated by the Sinhala Maha Sabha. His dual role ofelder

statesman in political and religious affairs gave him added prestige in

both spheres, which he used to damp down excessive zeal and en-

thusiasm, and to curb what he regarded as extremism. It required his

retirement from the political scene and his death shortly thereafter to

open the way for a new generation of militant nationalists (many of

whom were members of the Sinhala Maha Sabha and the Buddhist

Theosophical Society) to make their distincdve but divisive impact on
the life of the country.

Ponnambalam's political programme was much more limited in

scope than Bandaranaike's. His basic aim was to win political con-

cessions for the Tamils as the price of their acquiescence in the grant

of responsible government to Sri Lanka ; his associates in these cam-
paigns were the British business community in the island and the

smaller minority groups, including the Mushms. The fatal flaws in his

political campaign were the breadth of his demands—nothing less

than an equal divisioQ ofseats in the legislature in a situationwhere the
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main ethnicgroup representedjust over two-tfairds ofthe population

—

and the doggedness with which he pursued it. For all his eloquence,

his adroitness came through as perverse rather than skilfiil; and he
alienated the oneman whose sympathy, ifnot support, was vital to the

success of his cause, the Governor of the island. Without Galdecott's

support, Ponnambalam's occasional visits to England to lobby parlia-

mentarians and officials in Whitehall were ineffective exercises in

personal diplomacy. Unfortunately for him, his main opponents were

men like Jayatiiaka and Senanayake. He would have evoked a more
sympathetic response from these sources had it been Bandaranaike

and his associates in the Sinhala Maha Sabha.

In the course of 1939 a group of younger members of the Ceylon
National Congress led byJ. R. Jayewardene and Dudley Senanayake

succeeded in formulating a party programme, comprehensive and
forward-looking in content and ouUook, and securing its adoption by
the 'party*. At last the Congress had a distinctive social and economic

programme. At the same time an attempt was made to revamp its

apparatus of party organisation and to extend it to cover the whole

country. The Congress had been for too long a Colombo-based organ-

isation with only the most rudimentary political structure in the pro-

vinces. As part of the effort at reorganisation, an attempt was made
to build up interest in the Congress in other parts of the country.^^

Thus in December 1940 the annual sessions of the Congress were held

at Mirigama ina deliberate attempt at creating an interest in Congress

in rural areas. The next two annual sessions were held at Dum-
maladeniya (a village in the Chilaw district) in December 1941 and at

Kalaniya in December 1942. After the Dummaladeniya sessions the

Tunes ofCeylon^ a persistently hostile critic of the Congress, conceded

in a political review that the Congress had 'Mass Appeal at last'.^^ An
editorial in the journal Toung Lanka (December 1941) made much the

same point. It declared

:

The Dummaladeniya sessions of the Ceylon National Congress was a
remarkable success both from a spectacular point ofview and also from the

standpoint of the tremendous support it is receiving from the masses . .

.

The Congress is at a turning point in its history . . . [and] a distinct change
has come over the Congress. It is seeking ideas not policies, it is pursuing

the public good not sectional welfare, it is evolving a national consciousness

not lor the party or community but for the nation and tlie people.

The third feature of the revival of the Congress was the attempt

made to impose party discipline on its members. It had remained £or

On the reorganisation of the Congress, see particvilarly the manuscript

minutes of the Executive Cknmnittee of the Geykm National CSongress, 37 Jan.

1940 and 25 July 19.J0.

" Times^C^jtion, 30 Dec.
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long a mm oollectloii of Individuals without any semblaiice of the

disdpline and organisation ofa political party, and dual membcnh^
of CSongress and other—even rival—oiganisations was looked upon
with a tolerant eye. But now an attempt was made to refiise mem-
bership ofthe Congress to those belonging to communal organisations,

eight such bodies being named. Although the Sinhala Maha Sabha
was not included among them» there was nevertheless a bid to ban its

members fiom holding membenhq> and positions ofresponsilnlity in

the CSeylon National Congress. As a result, the attempt to imposeparty
discipline brought the Ceylon National Congress into a coUisicm

course with the Sinhala Maha Sabha.

The confrontation was averted because neither the new Congress

leadership nor the SinhalaMaha Sabha was stiong enough to impHDse

its will on the other. Too many influential Congressmen had links with

the Sinhala Maha Sabha^^ which they were not inclined to sever,

while the latter £or its own part lacked the confidence to branch out

on its own in opposition to the Congress. The Sinhala Maha Sabha
remained within the Congress, while retaining more than a «wmKlanr^

of its separate identity, and insisting all the while that it was not a

communal organisation. The evidence it advanced in sum>ort of this

last assertion was distincdy disingenuous—that it did not advocate the

representation ofcommunal and apedal interests in the Legislature

—

but even if it was not very convincing, it was adequate for the

purpose of patching up a quarrel which could have ended in yet

another rift within the Geykni National Congress.

w In Deoeniber 1938 itwi cttinuitcd that apart from Randaranaifcr, two other

mcmbefi of the Board of llifiniiini, G. W. W. Kammgaca andJ. h, Kotalawala,

and thirteen members of the State Council bdonged to the Sinhala Maba Sabha
(see Hu Toms, London, 10 Dec 1938).
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D. S. SENANAYAKE AND THE PASSAGE

TO DOMINION STATUS
I 942-

I 947

In the context of the British colonial experience in Asia and Africa,

the transfer of power in Sri Lanka was unusual for a number of

reasons. For one thing, it was a peaceful process, in striking contrast to

what happened in the Indian sub-continent and Burma. Secondly, it

provides a rare (indeed, till the Indian elections of 1977, unique)

example ofpower being transferred through the electoral process, and
completely democratically and constitutionally, from the original

legatee of the British to a successor.^ Thirdly, the final phase in the

transfer of power, 1942-7, was dominated, so far as Sri Lanka was
concerned, by one man, D. S. Senanayake.

In all his negotiations with Britain Senanayake was guided by a

strong belief in ordered constitutional evolution to Dominion Status

on the analogy of the white dominions. In insisting that Dominion

Status should remain the primary objective and that this should be

attained in association with rather than in opposition to the BriUsh, he

stood against the prevailing current of opinion in the Ceylon National

Congress—that independence rather than Dominion Status should be

the goal for Sri Lanka's leaders. Secondly, to a much greater extent

than the majority of his colleagues and associates in the national

leadership, he understood the implications of the fact that Sri Lanka

was a plural society, and his policies for the transfer of power—and in

the early years of independence—were framed on that realistic basis.

The guiding principles were: his conception of Sri Lanka as a multi-

racial democracy, and a multi-racial state without any special or

exclusive association with any ethnic group, or any section of an

ethnic group ; and his commitment to the ideal of a secular state in

which the lines between state and rehgion were scrupulously demar-

cated. Here again he placed himself in opposition to an increasingly

influential current of opinion—represented by Bandaranaike and his

Sinhala Maha Sabha—which viewed the Sri Lanka polity as being

essentially Sinhalese and Buddhist in character and which rejected

the concepts of a secular state and a multi-racial pohty,

^ See below, chapter 36.
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But first we need to go back to 1942 fin* a brief look at the back-
ground at the tune when D. S. Senanayake took over as leader ofthe
Ministerial group in the island. A robust personality and an astute

politician, Senanayake came to dominate the State Coimcil and the

Board of Ministers, unlike his predecessor, the scholarly and ageing

D. B. Jayatilaka. He took over at a time when the consensus on con-

sdtutional reform, negotiated in 1938-9 by Sir Andrew Galdeoott, the

Governor of the island, and Malcolm MacDonald, Secretary ofState

for the Colonies, was undermined by the force of events in the island

and in the world at laige. The most important of these was ofcourse

the outbreakofthe SecondWorldWar,which led tothe decision at the

CSokmial Office late in 1940 to postpone till after thewar the considera-

tion ofconstitutional reform in the island. Galdecott was unwilling to

accept this decision and protested strongly against it, but to no avail;

the decision was confirmed and announced aa official policy at the end
of 1941 . At the beginning of 1942 the moderate wing—by far the most
influential—of the nationalist movement no longer regarded itself as

bound by the compromise of 1938-9, and ¥ras set on Dominion Status

as its objective. Within a year the younger policy-makers, who were
increasingly influential vdthin the Ceylon National Congress, suc-

ceeded in getting that oiganisation to reject Dominion Status for the

more emotionally satisfying concept ofindependence.'

Senanayake's n^;otiations with Caldecott and through him with

Whitehall began against the background of a deteriorating military

situation in South and South-East Asia. Japan had overrun Burma,
Malaya, Singapore, the Dutch East Indies and the Philippines, and
was threatening the north-east frontier of India. When in 1944 the

headquarters ofLord Louis Mountbatten's South-East Asia command
was established in Kandy, Sri Lanka's strategic importance in the

Allies* war effort was underscored; she became the bridgehead for the

destruction ofJapanese power, and a vital link in the supply line to the

Soviet Union via the Persian Gulf.

On 5 March 1942, Admiral Sir Geoffrey Layton was appointed

Commander-in-Chief of the British forces in the island. His authority

was not restricted to the armed forces but extended to the civil govern-

ment as well—he was authorised to use the Governor's reserve powci^s

under the constitution to any extent he desired or thought fit. Indeed,

Layton's p)owers were so wide-ranging that clashes with the civil

government—the Governor and the Board of Ministers—seemed

inevitable, and there were fears that friction beUveen the Board of

Ministers and the Commander-in-Chief could lead to a constitutional

breakdown. For Senanayake, the powers conferred on Layton, and the

' K. M. de Siiva, 'The Transfer of Power in Sri Lanka—«. leview of Bridih

penpectives', QJHSS, ua, IV(x &, 2), 1974, pp. 8-19.
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establishment ofaWar Council in the islandon Layton's initiative and
under his control, werenewand unpredictable complications that con-

fixmted him in his campaign for constitutional reform. There were
fears, too, that the island's stratc^gic importance in the struggle against

Japan would be a further constraint What happened, however, was
that Senanayake sooii established a cordial workxog relatiMiship with

Layton and Galdecott. Hie Board of Ministers gave its unstinting

support to the war eflfort, and as a result Senanayake found that the

island's strategic importance strengthened his bargaining powers.

Early in 1942 Galdecott and Layton between them took the initia-

tive in reopening the question of constitutional reform for Sri Lanka
by urging Whitehall to respond to the spirit of co-operation demon-
strated by the Board ofMinuters with a new declaration ofpolicy on
constitutional reforms that would 'meet the desires and aspirations of

the more moderate elements in Ceylon'. The British government re-

ciprocated in December 1942 with a finesh statement ofviews on the

rdform ofthe island's constitution, but Caldecott and Layton regarded
it as falling well short of what was required to meet the wi^es of
Senanayake and the Board of Minbters. They warned the War
Cabinet that, unless amore positive declarationwas forthcomings they

e]q>ected "immediate and progressive loss ofco-operation and decrease

ofwar effort, coupled with the deflection of now moderate opinion

towards intransigent nationalism and the demand for the right of

secession'.* At the same time, they sent home a very carefully drafted

document setting out a declaration ofpolicy on constitutional reform

in Ceykm, for Whitehall's appraval, wliich they hoped would be sub-

stituted for that sent by the Colonial Office in December 1942. The
principles enunciated in this document were eventually endorsed by
the Cdooial Office and the War Cabinet and published in the idand
on 26 May 1943, using much the same phraseology used by Caldecott

and Layton.

A comparison ofthe two declarations, that ofDecember 1942 and
that of26 May 1943, is very revealing. In both, no hope is hdd out

about any changes during die war* But the second dedaration 'defi-

nitely committed [Great Britain] to a fiuHreaching reform after the

war'. Where the first merely promised 'the fuUest possible development

of self-governing institutions within the Commonwealth', the second

offered 'full responsibility for government under the Crown in all

matters ofcivil administration'. The only matters to be reserved would
be external relations and defence, 'while ofcourse the proposals [did]

not include the right ofsecession. Thus constitutionally, Ceylon while

*G.O. 54/980, file 55541 /5> Caldeoott's 'pexsonal and secret' despatches to

Oliver Stanley, Secretary of State for the GoJonies, 97 Jan. 1943 and 17 Feb.

1943*
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not attaining full Dominion Status, would be very much in the position

. . . occupied [then] by Southern Rhodesia.'*

In external affairs, a major concession had been made by 1943. This

was with regard to the Indian question, the status of Indian workers in

the Sri Lanka polity, specifically their right to the &anchise. The
original recommendations of the Donoughmore commission on this

point had led to a public outcry in Sri Lanka, and Governor Sir

Herbert Stanley had taken llie initiative in modifying these sub-

stantially in order to gain acceptance ofthe main recommendations of

the Commission. But Sinhalese politicians were unwilling to regard

Stanley's compromise as a permanent settlement of this crucial issue.

In November 1940 D.S.Saianayake led an oflidalSnLanka gqpv<eni-

ment delegation (tbe otiier members induded S. W. R. D. Ban-
daianaike, G. G. S. Ooreaand theFinancial Secretary, H.J. Huzham)
to Neiv Ddhi to discuss these questions—especially dial of the fianp

chise ofthe Ladian plantation woikers—with the Indian government
But litde headway towards a setdementwasmade on this occasion^ or

in 1941 when a senior Indian offidal. Sir Girja Bajpai, led an Indian

delegation to CSok>mbo on the same issues.

An important aspectofD. S. Senanayake's mission to India needs to

be mentioned at this stage. Under the Donougbmore constitution,

external afiairs came under the purview of the CShief Secretary. But
the despatch ofan oflSdal mission to India under D. S. Senanayake's

leadership meant that, with regard to the crudalJquestiQn of the

Indians in Sri Lanka, the Board of Ministers was given the rig^t to

negotiateon behalfofthe country. Thiswas takena stagefurtherwhen
a Sri Lanka Government representative to New Delhi was appointed

in the person ofD. B. Jayatilaka, who took up the post early in 1943.
Thus, at the time whoi D. S. Senanayake assumed the leadership in

the negotiations on the transfer ofpower, the Board ofMinisters had
been conceded the right to speak on behalf of the country on one of

the most crucial aspects ofits external relations.

While a reform ofdie constitution was postponed till after the war
and the Donoughmore structure was maintained formally intact,

therewas neverthdess a transformationm practiceandby convention.

The Board ofMinisters became in all but name a quasi-cabinet, and
D. S. Senanayake himsdfvery much a chiefminister. There was cor*

respondingly a reduction in the power and influence of the State

Council and Executive Committees. The latter were soon dominated

by their chairmen, who became ministers dt fatto^ the committees

being reduced to the status of advisory standing committees. If die

exigencies of the war compelled this transformation, it Mras eased by

^G.O. 54/9^> 55541/5* Stanley, secret Cabinet p^per on The Ceylon
Constitution', W.P. (43)199 of«7 March 1943.
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the more ready availability offinances to support the welfare measures

which became a feature of the last years of the second State Council.

The Board of Minislers. in control of the finances, were able to reward

their supporters by making provision for projects and ventures in

which the latter were interested.

D. S. Senanayake's resignation from the Ceylon National Cons^rcss

in 1943, although no doubt precipitated by the entry of the Com-
munists into that body,^ was also a carefully calculated move, first, it

was an attempt to demonstrate his severance of ties with an organisa-

tion which had still not regained the confidence of the minorities.

Earlier, the election (masterminded by D. S. Senanayake) of a Tamil,

A. Mahadeva (son of Sir Ponnambalam Arunachalam), as Minister

of Home Affairs in place of Sir D. B. Jayatilaka heralded a well-

publicised abandonment of the principle of a pan-Sinhalese ministry.

Besides, he wanted as free a hand as possible in the negotiations on
' constitutional reform and to keep these under his personal control,

although he would of course consult his colleagues in the Board of

Ministers and seek the support, when necessary, of the State Council.

But, beyond this, he did not feel himself called upon to consult any
political organisations, including the Congress, especially when he

knew that their policies would run counter to those he advocated.

The first task that confronted him was to formulate a draft con-

stitution on the basis of the conditions laid down in the Secretary of

State's declaration of 26 May 1943, clarification of this given

on II July 1943.^ There were three points of importance in this

declaration. First, that the Donoughmorc system would be abandoned
and there would be a return to the Westminster model in Sri Lanka's

constitutional structure. Secondly, the semi-responsible status con-

ferred in 1 93 1 would be further strengthened although it would fall

short of responsible government. The internal control of the imperial

government—the Governor's reserve powers, and the Officers of

State—would be abandoned, and there would be full responsible

status in internal civil matters, while the Crown's reserve powers

• From 1942 the Communist Party was following a policy of close association

with the Ceylon National Congress as the 'official' nationalist party in the island.

In 1943 the Communists working through the Congress branch organisations

urged the r^ectkm ofthe dedaratioii ofMay 1943 and advocated instead a demand
for the attainment ofindq>endence without the intervening stage envisaged in that
declaration.

They had the sympathy and support of the great bulk of the younger Congress-

men, who succeeded at the annual sessions of December 1943 in changing the

pfovirion in the Congress constitution which forbade political parties to join the

Congress, and admitted the Communist Fiurty to membership. The old guard of
Congress leaders were greatly agitated at the admission of die Communists to
membership, and D. S. Senanayalce resigned in protest.

•S.P.XVUofi943.
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would be retained as the basis of the external control of the imperial

government. Three important features of the Crown's reser\'e powers

would be: the limitations set upon the scope of the Sri Lanka legisla-

ture in regard to lep^islation discriminating against religious or com-

munal minorities; the Crown's constituent powers; and finally—most
important of all—control of defence and external affairs. The new
constitutional structure would guarantee the attainment of internal

sovereignty, while external sovereignty would lag behind. The third

important Ibature of the declaration was the requirement that a con-

stitution framed on these lines had to be approved by a three-quarters

majority of all members of the State Council, excluding the three

British Officers of State and the Speaker, or any other presiding

officer—a degree of support which was well beyond the reach of any

draft constitution which did not incorporate meaningful concessions

and guarantees to the minorities.

The Ministers* Dteft ConsHttttim of ig44

and the Smdbuty Commission

The preparation of a draft constitution that would meet the require-

ments of the declaration of 1943 was a challenge to the statesmanship

and polidcal acumen ofScnanayake and the Board of Ministers. They
—and his advisers'—worked with remarkable speed, and by the

beginning of 1944 a draft—the Ministers' Draft Constitution,^ as it

came to be called—was ready for submission to Whitehall. On the

whole it bore the stamp of Senanayake's influence, especially in the

concessions made to the minorities. The speed with which they had
completed their work was due largely to the fact that nobody outside

the Board of Ministers, not even members of the State Council, had
been invited to participate in the preparation of the draft constitution.

While this was not contrary to the terms of the declaration of 1943, it

was nevertheless one of the criticisms of the draft constitution raised

by the more vocal representatives of Tamil opinion and by British

business interests in the island.

Under the terms ofthe dedaratkm oiMay 1943, it was envisaged

that tills draft oonstitaticm would be examlnfid by a 'suitable 00m-
musion or oonference* after victory over the Axis powers had been

achieved. Once the draft was ready, Senanayake and the Board of

Ministers pressed for an inamediate consideration of their scheme.

Senanayake argued that uigent local circumstances made an early

decision on the constitution a matter of vital necessity. He was sup-

^ His principal adviser on constitutional affairs was W. I. (later Sir Ivor)

Jennings, then Vice-Chancellor of the University of Ceylon.

•S.P.XIVof 1944.
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ported in this by Galdeoott and Layton, but the most convincing case

for the appointment ofa constitutional commission before the ending

of hostilities was made by Lord Loms Mountbatten who, as Supreme
Allied Commander, South-East Asia CSommand, was consulted, and
whose views were largely responsible for overcoming the original

reluctance of the CSolonial Office and the War Cabinet to concede

Senanayake's request* This reluctance was so strong that the decision

could well have gone against Senanayake had Mountbatten not

intervened.

The official announcement on the appointment ofa Commission to

visit the island was made on 5 July 1944, but far from being received

with cordiality and a sense of satisd^tion at the extraction of an
important concession, it was greeted in ministerial circles in Colombo
with undisguised dismay. The point at issue was the widening ofthe

scope ofthe Commission's terms ofreference well beyond that set out

in the declaration ofNfay 1 943, from an examination ofthe draft con-

stitution prepared by the BcmuxI of Nfinisters imder the terms of that
declaration, to include consultations with Various interests, including

the minoritycommunities, concerned with the subject ofconstitutional

reform in Ceylon'. Senanayake and his colleagues in the Board of
Ministers aigued that this amounted to an abrogation of one of the

terms ofthe declaration of 1943, and uiged that the terms ofreference

of the Commission should be restricted to the scope set out in that

declaration which meant in effect that the Commission's work would
be limited to an examination ofthe Ministers' draft constitution. They
added that the requirement ofa three-quarters majority in the State

Council was quite adequate as protection for the minorities.

The Ministers' protests were overruled and the terms ofreference
of the Commission were not changed when the appointment of a
Chairman (Lord Soulbury) and members of the 0:>mmission was
announced on 20 September 1944. In view of the anxieties of the

minorities over the fwotection of their Intimate rights in any new
constitutional arrangements, Whitehall could hardly have come to

any other decision. Contrary to the impression created in Sri Lanka
.that the widenii^ of the Commission's terms of reference was due
mainly to pressure from Caldecott and his British advisers in the

island, the initiative in this came from Whitehall, apparently in re-

sponse to criticisms made by minority representatives (mostiy Tamils)

about the way in which the Ministers' constitutional propiDsals had
been prepared.

Senanayake believed that over this Caldecott had let him down,

* See Motmtbatteii'i telegram of 99 May 1944 (marked 'top secret*) to the
Ghie& of Staff, CO. 54/96^ 5954i/5* Gabinet 77(44}, condinions of
meetiiig of 13June 1944.
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and as a result rdations between them were rather strained in the last

few months of Galdecott's tour ofduty as Governor. Senanayake and
the Board of Ministers resolved on an official boycott of the CSom-

mission, as an expression of their disapproval at die widening of its

terms oficfoenoe.*® In practice, tins meant merely that they did not

appear before the Commission at its public sittings. Intermedi-

aries conveyed their views to the CSommission; Senanayake and the

Ministers had private meetings with the Commissioners, whom they

met at public gatherings at which the Commissioners were guests of
honour. Above all, although the Ministers did not present their draft

constitution before the Commission, the latter regarded the examma-
tion ofthat document as its main task during its stay in the island.

Once the Commissioa had left, Senanayake decided on his own
course of actioor—to be in Lcmdon in time for the publication of its

report Ifthat documentwere favourable, he Mrould ask formore—for

Dominicm Status in &ct; but if it was imsatisfactory, he would re-

pudiate it and refose to be bound any longer by the declaration of

1943) which theBritishGovernment itselfhad disowned, regarding the

CommisBion's terms of reference. In a concOiatory gesture, the then

Secretary of State, Oliver Stanley, readily consented to estead an
invitation to Senanayake to visit London.

Senanayake^s Mission to WfdUkall, August-September ig45

When Senanayake reached London in midjuly, he found that events

were moving with remarkable rapidity. He met Stanleyon i6July for

the first time, and was promised a copy of the Soulbury report, but on
the 25th the Conservatives were swept out of power at the General

Election. This inevitably meant that no immediate response was likely

from the new government to the Soulbury proposals. Senanayake met
G. H* Hall, the new Secretary of State for the Colonies, on 9 August
and was then given a copy ofthe Soulbury report.

On the international scene, the war in the East was over with

dramatic suddenness, and this too contributed to the delay in the

Cabinet review of the Soulbury proposals, for its energies were now
concentrated on the urgent task offormulatiiig its policy in the face

of the diplomatic and political consequences ofJapan's defeat. The
change in the international situation also affected Senanayake's atti-

tude to the Soulbury proposals. Had drciunstances been different-^

that is to say, had the war withJapan not come to so sudden an end

—

Senanayake would have been elated to find that the Soulbury oom-

^ In September 1944 the Geyloa Natioiial Gongress, rejecting the July 1944
declaration, came out in support ofan all-pttrty confiaenoe, and rexilvcd to boycott
the Soulbury Cfwrnniwinn.
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missioners had endorsed the main principles of the Ministers' draft

constitution of 1944* But thewar was over, and there was therefixre no
reason for accepting anything short ofDominion Status.

When Senanayake had met Hall on 16 August and been given a

proof copy of the Souibury report, it was expected that the two sides

would meet again soon to outline their respective attitudes to its pro-

posals. They next met on 4 September. The Cabinet was too pre>

occupied with the problems stemming fromJapan's surrender to have

much time for the comparatively unimix>rtant issue of constitutional

reform in Sri Lanka. When it met on 3 September, it instructed Hall to

inform Senanayake that the Labour government was not committed

to the conclusions in the Souibury report, and that these were to be
regarded as merely the basis for discussion. Senanayake took a com-
pletely different Une. Hall summarised Senanayake's views to the

Cabinet Cobnial Afiiurs Committee thus:

His principal pica was that Ceylon Ministers had originally accepted the

1943 Declaration as a basis for interim reforms which would enable them
to increase the war eifort ofCSeykm, but now that the war Is over> they were
no longer prepared to proceed on the basis of the 1943 Dedaration, but
wished to press for the grant to Geylon ofDominion Status.^

Senanayake explained to his colleagues in the Board of ^finisters

that:

The recommendations of the Souibury Commission are without doubt an

advance on the existing constitution, but they cannot satisfy us now. The
Commissioners' terms of reference confmcd it to the 1943 Declaration but

the conditions on which wc Ministers were prepared to frame and work a

constitution within the Declaration no longer exist . . . the 1943 Declaration

had been accepted ... as adequate only in respect of war conditions then

prevailing, and the conditions had now changed; opinion in Ceylon had
hardened in favour ofDominion Status.^

In his discussions with Hall, he seized on the remaining obstacle to

the attainment of Dominion Status by Sri Lanka: the limits on her

external sovereignty in regard to defence and external affairs laid

down in the 1943 Declaration, and adhered to by both the Souibury
Commission and the Ministers themselves in their draft constitution

of 1944. The restrictions in these spheres incorporated in the Ministers'

draft constituUon were elaborated in the Souibury report in a way

" CO. 54/986, file 55541/5, 'secret', Cabinet meeting 27(45), 3 Sept 1^5.
CO. 54/986, file 55541/5, 'secret', Cabinet €(45)3, memorandum by the

Secretary of State for the Colonies, subtitled 'Ceylon Constitution', dated 12 Oct.

1945. This document was prepared for the Cabinet Colonial Affairs Committee.
^ Senanayake's report to the Board of Ministers, on his disawsions with the

Secretary of State for the Colonies, 9 Oct. 1945. A copy of this piqper is available

in the Bernard Aluviliara MSS. at the Unxveisity of Pecadeniya.
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which made them unworkable in practice, and this became one ofthe
main arguments in Senanayake's case for the immediate grant of

Dominion Status without the intermediate stage envisaged in the

Soulbury report. Cioupled with this was his most remarkable proposal:

he urged that, if the l^pslation required to confer Dominion Status

was likely to be time-consuming» the British government could resort to

an Order-in-Ck)uncil for the puxpose of granting self-government im-

mediately, together with an agreement for thepurpose ofsafeguarding

the defence of the island and providing the same relations in external

affairs as in the case of a Dominion. When he met Ck)lonial Office

officials on 7 and 10 September for a detailed review of the Soulbur^*

report, he produced a 'coii4>rehensive draft ofa consdtudon . . . based

on the fundamental assumption that, pending the conferment ofDom-
inion Status on Ceylon by the amendment of the Statute of Westmin-

ster, full self-government would be established by Order-in-Counc.il

subject to an agreement about Defence and External Affairs and
the general relations between the United Kingdom and Ceylon . .

.'^^

I£s advisers prepared a draft of an Order-in-Council, and had it

delivered to Hall on 12 September, together with an eaq>lanatQry

letter on the 14th.

The conferment ofDominion Status through an Order-in-Council,

and the insistence on Agreements on Defence and External Affaii'S as

a prior condition, were the most controversial features of the transfer

of power in Sri Lanka, and a good deal of the controversy arose from

the belief that these had been devised by the Colonial Office and
imposed on Sri Lanka in 1947. In fact, the proposals first came from

Senanayake in September 1945, were devised by his own advisers as

a pragmatic solution to a complex problem, and the Colonial Office

did not evince much interest in them when they were first pro-

posed.

What, in the meantime, of the Labour government's response to the

Soulbury proposals? On 11 September the Cabinet decided that it

would accept the Soulbury repjort as the basis on which the island's

new constitution would be framed. But it was firmly opposed to the

immediate grant of Dominion Status. Hall conveyed the gist of these

decisions to Senanayake on 1 7 September. The latter returned home,
disappointed that his main objective had not been attained, but con-

vinced that it would not take long for the island to achieve self-

government. Both he and his adviser A. G. (later Sir Arthur) Rana-
sinha believed that they had succeeded in extracting an oral promise

of Dominion Status from Hail, who had been overruled by the

The minutes of the discussions he had with HaU, and vndi die Ckihinial Office

oflidals, arc in CO. 54/986, file 55541/5.
^ Senanayake's report to the Board of Ministers, 9 Oct. 1945.
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Cabinet.^® They would have been surprised to learn that Hall was no

more sympathetic to this proposal than his Cabinet colleagues. In a

memorandum to the Cabinet Colonial Affairs Committee on 12

October, Hall explained that there could be no possibility of Sri Lanka
reaching self-government before India or Burma, but, realising that

Senanayake's support was essential to get the Soulbury proposals

approved by the State Council by as large a majority as possible, he

was willing to make one concession: to review this question once more

and to consider the possibility of granting a form of Dominion Status

six years after the adoption ofthe new constitution, i.e. around 1953-4.

A similar promise had been made to Burma, and this Hall advanced

as one more argument for a revision of the new constitution based on

the Soulbury report after a period of six years.

This reference to a revision after six years was contained in the

original draft of the British Government's White Paper on the Soul-

bury constitution. It was eventually deleted by the Cabinet in the final

version of the White Paper but not because it was regarded as too long

a period; rather it was felt to be impolitic to lay down a specific

period of time.^^ (The new Governor of the colony, Sir Henry Monck-
Mason-Moore, understood the position perfectly when he explained

that he 'appreciated that His Majesty's Government may not be

prepared to give Ceylon a blank cheque for self-government in six

years' time*).*® Instead, at the suggestion ofClement Attlee, the Prime

Minister, a reference was made to the evolutionary character of con-

stitutional development. The people of Sri Lanka were assured that

the British Government were in sympathy with their desire 'to advance

towards Dominion Status and they are anxious to co-operate with

them to that end'. It was added, even more reassuringly:

It is, therefore, the hope of His Miycst/s Government that the new con-

stitution will be acoqpted by the people of Geylon with a determination so

to work it that in a comparatively short space oftime such Dominion Status

will be evolved. The actual length of time occupied by this evolutionary

process must depend upon the experience gained under the new con-

stitution by the people of Ceylon,"

Senanayake and the Board ofMinisters wdcomed the White Paper
as a claiificadon of the British government's attitude to the question

10 A. G. Ranasinha, Aimorus and Mtumgs (Colombo, 197a), pp. 187-939; see

particularly p. 230.
" CO. 54/986, lile 55541/5, minutes of Cabinet Colonial Affairs Gomnuttee,

15 Oct. 0(45); minutes of Gabtnet meetiiig of 96 Oct. (CM[45]46), and
99 Oct. (GEN 99/ 1 St meeting).

^* CO. 54/986, iile 55541/5, secret and penonal telegram fimn Mcmck-Maaoo-
Moore to Hall, 17 Oct, 1945.

^* CO. 54/986, file 55541/5, minutes of Cabinet meeting of 29 Oct,
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of constitutional reform in Sri Lanka, and were relieved to find that,

while there was to be no immediate grant of Dominion Status, it was
merely postponed pending the successful working of the new constitu-

tion. They would have been appalled to know that by 'a comparatively

short space of time' the British Cabinet meant 'not less than six yeare',

and that the British Prime Minister held the view that, even if Sri

Lanka 'emerged successfully from the test', it could not be taken for

granted that 'she would automatically attain full Dominion Status'.

This they did not know. As it was, the White Paper strengthened

Senanayakc's position to the point where the State Council on 8-9

November 1945 endorsed his motion for the acceptance of the White
Paper on Constitutional Reform by an overwhelming majority of 51

votes to 3, far above the three-quarters majority which the British

government was reluctant to insist upon for fear that it could not be
achieved.

In less than two years after this Senanayake's objective was ach-

ieved. In early 1947, with general elections to the new parliament

scheduled for August-September 1947, Senanayake pressed Whitehall

for a more precise statement of policy on the attainment ofDominion
Status. India's independence was announced by the British Cabinet

cm 20 February 1947, and with the partition of the Indian sub-

.

continent into the states of India and Pakistan, and the grant of

independence to Burma, the way was clear for Dominion Status for

Sri Lanka. Arthur Creech-Jones, Hall's successor at the Colonial

Office, was much more receptive to the request for Dominion Status

from Senanayake. The negotiations with Whitehall were handled by
O. E. (later Sir Oliver) Goonctileke on Senanayake's behalf.** At
Whitehall, there was a clear understanding that Senanayake and the

moderates were facing increasing pressure from left-wing forces, apart

from other critics, and that the immediate grant of Dominion Status

was now an urgent necessity as a means of ensuring their political

survival. In recognition of this, the British government made the

official announcement on 18 June 1947 that the island would receive

*fully responsible status within the British Commonwealth ofNations'.

The formula adopted on this occasion was precisely the one proposed

by Senanayake in September 1945—an Order-in-Coimcil, and Agree-

ments on Defence and External Affairs.

This seemed to suggest a qualitative difierence in the nature ofthe
independence that was being couierred on Sri Lanka—jn oompariaon

to the cognate process in Indiai F^ostan and Burma—¥^en no
meaningful difi^xence m status was either intended by Britain or

*° For these negotiations, see Sir Charles Jeffries, O.E.G.: a biography of Sir

Oliver GometUeke (London, 1969), pp. 65-97. See also U. Duncan Hall, Common'
wtdA: a HisUny ofAt British Cimiimiwtallh ifMltHmt (London, 1971) pp. 8oi->so.
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accepted by Sri Lanka's leaders in the Board of Ministers prior to
' independence, and later in the Cabinet. But if the political leadership

in Sri Lanka took pride in the fact that the transfer of power was
smooth and peaceful, they seemed oblivious to the political perils

involved in making the process so bland as to be virtually impercep-

I tible to those not directly involved. Above all, the Agreements on
' Defence and External Affairs appeared to give credibility to the argu-

ment that Sri Lanka's independence was flawed. They themselves

were regarded as badges of inferiority, and checks on full sovereignty

in external affairs; moreover, fears were expressed about secret clauses

not divulged, or a secret treaty even more detrimental to the island's

status as an independent nadon. Events were to prove that these fears

and suspicions were without foundation in fact and certainly no secret

undertaking had been given by Sri Lanka in 1947-8; yet suspicions on
this score persisted until 1956-7.
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SOCIAL ANB ECONOMIC CHANGE
IN THE DONOUGHMORE ERA

One remariuible feature of the last phase of the transfer ofpowerm
Sri Lanka was the emergence of a rudimentaiy wel&re state. In

Tetroq>ect this would seem the mevitable eflfect of the pressures ofa
democratic electorate under univeisal suffirage and a system ofsemi-

responsible government But in the years of the Great Depresnon of

1928-32 and the malaria qndemic of 1934, although attention was
fixnissed as never before on the conditioin ofthe people, a contracting

economy combined with a Treasury under a Britidi civil servant as

Financial Secretarybent on the conventional eacerdse ofbalandng the

budget by a rigorous policy ofretrenchment, seemed insurmountable

obstacles to any initiatives in social welfare. With the Second World
War, however, the economy was at last in a more buoyant state than

at any time in the interwar period, and money was more readily

available for expenditure on social wel&re. The politicians ofthe day
confionted greater pressure for increased expenditure on social wel-

fiu:€,andhadamore realistic understanding than the British Officers

of State of the political importance of responding generously to these

demands than they—the politicians—themsdves had done in the

19908.

We need to begin this survey, however, with a look at the plantations,

the bedrock of the island's economy.^ The problem f^venmcax to all the

plantation industries in the early 1930s was how to cope with the

Great Depression and its impact. The response to these problems was
much the same in both the tea and the rubber industries, although the

depression in the rubber market was &r worse than that in tea.

In the tea industry, there was first of all an attempt to reduce costs

by establishing more efficient and economically viable units by merg-
inir wnall and nuddle-^sized olantations into larger ones, or abtorbinsr

* For diaaniion ofthii lee L. A. Wtckrememtne, TVwiimnift I)eydc|wient in tiie

Flantatkm Sector, e. 1900 to 1947', CACHC, III, pp. 498-45.

469
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them as units ofa laige complex ofplantations ('groups', as they were
called) under common management. The question, however, was
essentially one of over-production and this called for joint action by
the major producers of tea in Asia. In 1933 an international restriction

scheme for tea was successfully negotiated under which Sri Lanka,

India and the then Dutch East Indies were each allocated export

quotas based on a fixed percentage of the maximum quantity of tea

exported in the period 1929-31. The Tea Control Ordinance of 1933
which gave effect to this agreement introduced a system of export

coupons which were allocated to individual tea producers. By per-

mitting the sale of these coupons, the scheme was given a flexibility

which guaranteed its survival and success. Partly as a result of these

measures, but also because of the gradual recover)^ of the industrial

countries from the Great Depression, tea prices began to recover by
the mid- 1930s. Although the prices fetched hardly matched those of

1922-3O5 the recovery was nevertheless substantial.

With the rubber industry too there was the same pattern : first an
attempt to reduce output and when it became evident that this

was inadequate to ensure the survival of the industry, a search for

an iiiiernaiional agreement on restiiction of production. An Inter-

national Rubber Agreement was negotiated between the main rubber-

producing countries in 1934. Sri Lanka was an eager participant in

this arrangement. A Rubber Control Ordinance was approved by the

State Council under the terms of which the planting of new areas

under rubber was prohibited. The effect on prices was entirely

salutary, and for the rest of the decade rubber prices rose moderately.

The coconut industry had been less influenced by external con-

ditions than tea and rubber, although there was a pattern of troughs

and peaks in prices and world demand in the period up to the Great

Depression. There had been a steadily increasing world demand for

coconut products, for the manufacture of soap and margarine, since

the beginning of the twentieth century. But coconut—eitlicr in the

form of copra or as an edible oil—^was not only much less important

than tea or rubber as a revenue earner, but also its price was deter-

mined by the international prices of fats and oil. Coconut products

constituted just 9 per cent of the world resources of fats and oil. With
the Depression the market for coconut products in the industrial

countries was considerably reduced and prices declined sharply.

Since the production ofcoconut was largely controlled by Sri Lankans

(ranging from owners of large plantations to a motley group of small-

holders), the near collapse of the industry gravely affected the eco-

nomic wellbcing of the indigenous planting community. There was no
resort to artificial restraints on production to improve prices, and
recovery of tlie industry was due entirely to improved demand for
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oooonut products in the world market in the middle and late 19301.

In general, the effects of the Great Depression weie felt moane

severely in comitries like Sri Lanka, producing primary oommodities

£ar export, than in industrial economies. The relevant statistics fer

Sri Lanka make dismal reading: the revenue &am exports plunged

fiomRs. 479 million in 1927 to Rs. 189 million in 1932, reflecting the

decline in prices ofher main eaqports, while the price index fell finom

169 in 1927 to 65 in 1932, even though there was a slight increase

—

fiom 97 to 102—in the volume of these exports. The terms of trade

r^utmd a sharp fell from 99 in 1927 to 61 in 1932, the drop being

as much as 15 per cent per annum in the years 1929-32. The &li in

the terms oftrade contributed most to the dedine in real incomes.*

Since the major part of the national income was derived fiom
exporlSy the depressionm the es^xirt ttade spread to all sectors ofUie

economy. Unemployment was the major prdblem. It is estimated that

over 9,000 Sri T«ankans and 84,000 Indians lost their jobs between

1929 and 1932. Over 100,000 immigrant plantation woriBen returned

to theirhoines in Indiain the period 1930-3, themost significantlarge-

scale emigration to India since the late nineteenth century. Un-
employment in the plantations was not restricted to manual worinrs

but affected managerial (least of all), technical and clerical staff as

well, very largely Sri Lankan. Outside the plantations about one-tenth

of those employed in commercial firms belonging to the Employers
Federation were retrenched in the aftermath of the Depression, while

the number employed in the state sector fell fiK>m 69,287 in 1930 to

60,553 ^ 1933* Temporary workers were discontinued in all secton

ofthe economy. Minimum wages ofplantation woilcers were reduced,
and there was a temporary levyon the salariesandwages ofpermanent
employees in the state service.

The village economy and traditional agriculture did not escape

unscathed. On the contrary the sharp fall in prices of primary pro-

ducts affected locally produced rice as well, and with it there was an
inevitable deterioration in the Uving standards of the peasantry.

Again, although the tea and rubber plantations did not rely to any
appreciable degree on indigenous labour, they did provide opportuni-

ties for casual work for peasants living in their vicinity. With the

Depression this source of seasonal employment was lost, and the

meagre resourcesofthevillageeconomywere subjected toeven greater
strain in consequence.

* See B. B, Das Gupta, A Short Economic Survey of Ceylon (Colombo, 1949) and
A. D. V. de S. Indraratne, The Ceylon Economy (Colombo, 1966), Neither of these

is a coiiq»dienaive or inspiring worie Imt diey are ttill all we have. Hie reader

oould abo consult H. Oliver's mmograpli, Eunamk Opimm mdP^inQgilm
(Duriiam, N.C.« 1957).
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The large-scale emigratioii of unemployed plantation wcutes re-

lieved the government of its responsibiUty over much the gravest

aspect ofthe unemployment problem—it was esqxirted to India. Even
so, unemployment and underemployment among the indigenous po-

pulaticmwas serious enough.The government's responsewas lethargic,

and—as we shall see—riddled with contradictions. Partly this was
because finance was a matter in which the primary responsilnlity

under the Donoughmore constitution lay with British officials^ who
weremore conunitted to the orthodoxies oflaissez-fiin economics than

Sri Lankan ministers and more inclined than the latter to take a cold,

hard look at proposals which involved the expenditure of large

amounts ofpublic fimds in wel&re measures. Retrenchment and cur-

taihnent, their standard remedies for the country's economic malaise,

aggravated the unemployment problem when casual and temporary

employees in the state service were laid off. The votes of the Public

Woris Department, the largest employer ofcasual labour in the state

sector, were severely pruned, with an inevitable contraction of its

capacity to employ casual or temporary woriurs.

Unemploymentwas viewed as partofthewider theme ofpopulation
pressure in the wet zone, and the most appropriate stratc|;y—as

British oflBdals and the most influential ofthe political leaders ofthe

day saw it—was to encourage the opening of the dry zone to relieve

this pressure. This was tspcdaXfy true of underemployment among
peasants in the plantation areas, and it was seen as the most viable

solutkm to the problem ofurban unemployment as well. The problem
ofwhan unemployment called for more immediate short-term ame-
liorative measures, and here the government's response was the provi-

sion ofreliefworic. Ironically, the victims ofunemployment forwhom
these measures were devised were often casual and temporary woricers
thrown out ofwork by the government's own pohoes ofretrenchment
and cuts in public expenditure. In the city of Colombo the munici-

pality began to organise unemployment rdief measures on a modest
scale, but these were subsequendy expandtd under the acgb of the

central government to the more constructive enterprise of building

and repair ofroads, canals, flood protection embankments andswamp
reclamation work. Similar measures, but o£sai ad hoe nature and fair

leas ambitious in scale and constructive in scope, were organised by
the municipalities ofKandy and Galle.

The countryhad hardly recovered fix>m the effects ofthe Depression
when large areas of it were devastated by the worst malaria qpidemic

of the century. The stricken areas were in the wet and intermediate

zones of the country where malaria was not endemic—the Kagalla

and Kurunagala districts. Ad hoe emergency measures were all that

was possible and these the government provided, with its resources

30
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spread thin and wide in the process. Small wonder then that left-wing

groups organising reliefwork in^ stricken areas and bent on demon-
strating the vigour of their response^ in contrast to that ofthe govern-
ment, were able to make such a strongimpressionon the peofdeamong
whom they worked. Imaginative medical programmes designed to

keep the disease at bay—there was no prospect of eradicating it

—

called Sot much greater financial resources than were available at a
time ofeoonomic depression. One long-tenn sohition was the exten-

sion ofpreventive health facilities in rural areas and especially to the

was endemic, and this was resorted to

with considerable success in the late 1930s and early 19408.

By the mid- 1930s, with the rise in prices of tea (which went up
steadily) and rubber (which moved upwards far more rapidly^), the

terms of trade turned in Sri Lanka's favour again : by 30 per cent

between 1935 and 1937, and as much as 100 per cent if the com-
parison was between 1932 and 1937. As a result, unemployment eased

considerably. Thus the number of Indism workers in the plantations

increased from 438,000 in 1933 to 477,000 in 1935, though it fell

slightly again to an average of 457,000 in 1936 and 1937; while the

number of persons employed in the public service increased from

61,000 in November 1933 to 66,000 in November 1937. By the mid-
1930s, there was also a distinct improvement in real incomes.

It was not always possible to restrain the impulse to social welfare

by preaching the tenets of laissez-faire, especially where legislation

broadening the scope of the state's activity did not entail any heavy

expenditure of revenue. There were instances, moreover, when the

pressures of a democratic electorate were wellnigh irresisdble because

of the close connection of some aspects of social reform with religion.

An example of this would be educational reform. Finally, there were

spheres ofacdvity in which a powerful politician was deeply interested

and made it his special concern, such as D. S. Senanayake's interest in

peasant colonisation in the dry zone. Perhaps the best example of the

first category discussed above would be legislation for the protection

of workers and their rights. In 1934 a Workmen's Compensation

Ordinance was passed, providing for benefits for certain categories of

workers. A scheme ofmaternity benefits was introduced; although the

actual financial benefits of the scheme were rather modest, it was
nevertheless a landmark in welfare legislation. The Trade Union
Ordinance of 1935 made registration of trade unions compulsory,

devised means of securing trade union funds against defalcation by
corrupt officials and, most important of all, protected trade imions

from actions in tort. In 1938 an Employment Exdiange was estab-

lished in Colombo.

' Rubber prices had increased by 66.6 per cent o\er those of I935« and the

volume of exports rose by 30 per cent in the same period.
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The Buddhist temporalities question, a problem over which the

Buddhist activists had been agitating since the middle of the nine-

teenth century, was setded in 1931 with the passage of the Buddhist

Temporalities Ordinance of that year. It conceded the demand fixr

state intervention in, and supervision of, the administration ofBud-
dhist tenqporalities. Significandy this issue was settled long before the

establishment of the Sinhala Maha Sabha. Unlike their predecessors

in the Legislative Council, politicians of the first and second State

Council were subject to the pressures ofa popular dectorate. Buddhist

pressure groups could now work through the electoral process to

influence elected State Councillors. The ordinance which was passed

in 1948 for the preservation of the sacred city ofAnurSdhapura was
based on sober necessity, but lent itself to a reassertion of the link

between religion and nationalism. While the government still prided

itselfon its neutrality in religious af&irs, it had become more politic

than ever before to underline the sense of q>ecial obligation towards

Buddhism.

Once the problem of Buddhist temporalities was out of the way,

Buddhist activists turned their attention to education. Educational

reformwas a special problem; it was part ofthe general trend towards

social we]£u« and for that reason it had the support ofradical groups

that were pressing for greater equality of opportunity in education*

The concept of 'free' education (which in reality meant no more titan

free tuition) had an irresistible appeal to the electorate because of its

connotations of social justice and equality of opportunity. But it was
also part ofthewidertheme ofBuddhist-Christian c(Mifix>ntation, and
of the campaign of Buddhist activbts against the Christian missions.

For all these reasons itwasmuch more controversial than other aspects

ofsocial welfare, and aroused opposition not from Christians alone but

also from some of the more powerful Sinhalese politicians. Educated
in mission schools, attached to western concepts ofsecular government

and the apparatus of political democracy, tiiey were disinclined to

yield to pressures from more vociferous Buddhist groups who agitated

for state control over the mission schools.

In the late 1930s the denominational system ofeducation came in-

creasingly under attack, and the use of the educational process as a
means of conversion to Christianity received an effective check. The
Education Ordinance of 1939 was the harbinger of nearly a decade

^

of radical and acutely controversial education reform in which the

determination of the Minister of Education (C. W. W. Kannangara)
to carry through a policy of far-reaching change was resisted by
denominational interests and by influential colleagues in the Board of

Ministers alike.When this 01 dinancewas debated in the State Council,

spokesmen for denominational interests opposed it with great vehe-

mence, and succeeded in securing the adoption by the State Council
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(by a vote of 27 to 26), deaiute the oppodtion ofKannangara, ofan
amending clause whidi lead: This Ordinance is not designed to give

effect to any policy aimed against denominational schools.'

The strength of the resistance could be explained thus: by the in-

stinctive distrust of the changes envisaged, demonstrated by many of
the more influential political leaden cl'the day (most notably, D. S.

Senanayake) ; and by the fact that many ofthe members ofthe State

Goundl, ahhough themselves Buddhists, were alumni of mtssioa

schools and were susceptible to missionary influence. There was more
ID this than a sentimental attachment to the 'old school tie', fixr they

had a deqp-seated rq^aid lor the posidve adiievements ofthe mission
schools and were unwilling fijr diese to be jeopardised by the pre-

cipitate introduction of radical reform. Finally, the defence of the

denominational princq>le was by no means coined to the Christian

missions: the managers and principals ofdenominational schools con-

trolled by Buddhists and Hindus, many ofwhom were State Council-

lors (some in the Board of Ministers and others as members of the

Executive Council of Education itself), recognised that their own
vested interests in education could best be protected by the main-
tenance of the status quo. However, in the early 1940s, despite their op-

position, the role of the state in education was considerably enlarged

at the eaqpense of the missions: in the State Council, the Elxecutive

Committee on education formed itself into a Special Committee by
co-opting educationists, and afler long deliberaUon it produced in

1943 a rqxsrt which recommended radical changes in education

policy.

The impulse to social wel&re manifested itself most piominendy
and with much less controversy in the establishment of peasant colo^

nisatum schemes in the dry zone, with conditions of land tenure

designed to prevent fragmentation of holdings.^ D. S. Senanayake's

schemes for the restoration ofthe irrigation works ofancient Sri Lanka
were a continuation of policies which had their origins in the twilight

of the last Legislative Council. Under the new constitution and hold-

ing the key post of Minister of Agriculture, he had greater influence

than ever before on the initiation and implementation of irrigation

poUcy, and he demonstrated 'a visionary zeal in peasant colonisation

of the dry zone

—

sls a return to the heartland of the ancient irrigation

civilisation of the Sinhalese'. Characteristically there was no com-
mitment to a theory, or a blueprint, but instead a refreshing prac-

ticality and commonsense in the drive and vigour which he provided

in eliminating legislative and bureaucratic obstacles to quick decisions.

There was by now a much greater appreciation of the potential value

'For further dinCTiwioin of this see Vijaya Swnaraween, 'Land ¥cMcy and
Ptasant Coloniisation, 1914-1948', UCHC, III, pp. 446-60.
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of the undeveloped dry zone. Its colonisation seemed the only way
out ofthe economic crisis ofthe Great Depression ; and even before the
government moved to promote it, there was a steady but significant

stream of migrants there with Minneriya as the special attraction

—

striking evidence ofa spontaneous response to economic and popula-

tion pressure. Senanayake shared with CSIifKird (who had appointed

a Lsmd Commission) and influential British officials a faidi in the

peasantry as the key to the r^;eneration of the malaria-infested dry

zone.

The legislation required to give legal form to the recommendations

of the Laiid Commission was delayed deqnte the pleas of the Oun-
mlssicmers that this should be prepared and passed as early as posable.

Before the demise of the Legislative Council, the Land Setdement

Ordinance of1931 was enacted, reversing in effect the colonial govern-

ment's traditional policy on chinas and china cultivation, and recog-

nising one-third of a century's possession and occupation of land-
including what earlier was china—£>r the purpose of title against the

claims of the crown. And the recommendations of the Land Com-
mission had a strong influence on administrative decisions on land

policy in the early years of the first State Council. When the Land

Development Onfinance of 1935 was passed, it formalised most of the

measures already taken in this way, or proposed in the reports ofthe

Land Commission.
Before the introduction ofthis ordinance, the two focal points ofland

policy had been, first, village expansion schemes with settiements in

rural areas and, secondly, colonisation. When land was allotted for

these purposes, the tenure adopted was based on the recommendations

of the Land Commission. No direct financial assistance was given to

settiers in colonisation schemes, but government did provide some of

the services required to facilitate easy settlement. With the Minneriya

scheme (1933) these services were expanded to include the entire cost

of^clearing the land, which practical experience had shown to a

great burden on settlers in the past, and colonists were exempted kom
payments ofwater rates for three years afler settlement. Provision was
also made for the settiement of 'middle class' colonists. Ownership of

land in colonies was restricted to Sri Lankans, and those possessing a

Sri Lankan domicile oforigin. Immigrant Indians, who had once been

regarded as the ideal colonists for the development of the dry zone,

found these settlements closed to them. The dry zone was to be the

preserve of the indigenous peasant, and to many the preserve only of

the Sinhalese peasant.^

'Vijaya Samaraweera, 'Land as "Patrimony": Nationalist Response to Im-
migrant Labour Demands for Land in the Early Twentieth CSentury Sri Lanka',

Indian JEeonomie and Social History Rtoiiw, IV(3), 1976, pp. 341"^.
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Indeed die establishmeat of colonisation schemes in die dry zone

had one &r-xeaching political oonsequenoe. The egjanding frontier

cut into the finvsts, which had stood for centuries as the barrier

between the Tamil and Sinhalese areas of the island. Although this

expansion did not go &r at this time, there was a ocmsciousness

—

especially among the Tamils, who were deeply suspicious of it—that

an irreversible process had begun, and with it increasing prospects of

a oonfiontatiofi between the intruding ookmists and the Tamil settle

ments in the Vanni, especially in die regions near the provincial

boundary between the Nortfaem and North-Central Provinces.

One other point needs emphasis. Although the establishment of

viable colonisation schemes in the dry zone, and the economic devel«

opment which tiiey signified, were among the major achievements of

the Donoug^imore era, much more land was alienated in the village

expansion schemes in the wet zone than in the colonisation projects of
the dry zone. The fact was that in the dry zone malaria was still a

formidable problem, although no longer an insurmomitable obstacle

to the extension of the frontiers ofsettlement there.

The introduction ofthe Land Development Ordinance did not, for

a few years at least, accelerate the rate ofdevelopment ofcolonisadon.

There were no new schemes established till 1939 when the decision

was taken that the scale of aid given to the colonists should be rather

more generous than it was. Experience had shown that the colonists

had to face a grim struggle until their allotments yielded their first

harvests, and it was felt that they were entided to assistance fiom the

state in money or services or both during this crucial period.'

One of the consequences of the outbreak of the Second World War
was the extension of the life of the second State Council beyond
1940-1, when dissolution was due, to 1947. During this period the

^constitutionalist' leadership in the Board of Ministers was much
more responsive to the need for initiatives in social and economic
reform while ^vith wartime prosperity, money was at last available

on a scale to match the ambitions of politicians committed to policies

of social welfare. The outbreak of the Second World War gave a fillip

to tlie plantation industries of the island, especially with regard to

rubber with Sri Lanka the main, if not the only, source of natural

• The free services available to them were novk^ extended through government
departments concerned with land and agriculture while marketing facilities were
provided through a govemmmt depKctmeat established for this purpose^ the
Marketing Department. Equally important the provinoii ofconumiiuabaild-
ings, hospitals and achooJs.
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rubber, for the Allied powen after the Japanese overran Malaya and
the Dutch East Indies. The rubber restriction scheme was abandoned,

and producers were encouraged instead to increase their output to the

mff-Mtn^im extent possible by resorting to 'slaughter-tapping'.' But
because all her rubber and tea were made available to Britain at fixed

prices, Sri Lanka did not receive the full benefits ofincreased demand
for scarce commodides which would have accrued to her had normal
market pressures prevailed.

With regard to tea, prices were revised firom time to time as the

costs of production increased, but it is significant that when the

contract system was done away with, there was a very substantial

increase in tea prices. As for rubber the price of 1 1^. per pound £o.b.

which had been decided on by Britain was recognised as being far too

Htde considering the increased costs of production, the enormous

wartime demand &a rubber, and scarcities in world supplies. As a
result of pressure fit>m producers here in Sri Lanka, the price was
raised by 3^. a pound, but thereafter no increase was made despite

a continuing agitadon for fairer prices. Instead the British government
oflfered to compensate producers who were ynlling to 'daug^ter-t^*

their rubber trees to increase output; this compensationwouldamount

to the repayment of the costs of capital replacement Despite the

artificial restraints on prices resulting firom the contract system im-

posed by Britain, the j^antation industries were nevertheless in a &r
healthier condition than they had been since the 19208.

With the establishment of South-East Asia CSommand and its net-

work ofbases in the island, heavy military expenditure by the Allied

powers had an invigorating effect on the island's economy. At its peak
in 1944, this expenditure was estimated to be as much as Rs. 435
million; in the previous year it was Rs. 264 million. Both these wore

verylarge disbursements in relation to the size ofthe national income.*
The active money supply in the island increased by 69 per cent be-

tween 1942 and 1945. While this wartime prosperity inevitably raised

inflationary pressures and contributed to increasing discontent among
the white collar and urban workers, its immediate eflfect was to place

much larger financial resources tiian ever before in the hands of the

Board ofl^finisters.

D. S. Senanayake's main contribution to the welfiure programmes
of this phase continued to be in the field of peasant colonisation. The
regeneration ofthe peasantryremained the keynote ofhis land policy,

just as the resuscitation of the dry zone was the central theme in ids

irrigation policy. Together, his land and irrigation policies had as

^ The tapping of rubber trees for latex was generally a carefully controlled

exercise. Under 'slaughter-tapping* these contvoli

* B. B. Das Gupta, €p, at, p. 65; Indnuratna, op, dt,, pp. 34-7.
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thdr baab the assumptioii that there was, ifnot an identity ofinterests

between the dite and the peasantry, at leasta potentially harmaaious
rdationship between these two conservative social groups. He saw the

peasantry as a stabilising dement in the social order which was now
under increasingpressure fiK)ma poUtidsed and radicalurbanwof^^
classandwhite collar woikers. Therewas a greaterurgencynowabout
peasant colcmisation in particular and food production in general. .

For the country still depended on imported food supplies and was a
longway£rom sdf-suffidency. Wartime conditions greatly aggravated

the problem when the traditional sources ofsupply ofimported food

were overrun by the Japanese. Investment on peasant colonisation

schemes in the dry zone was increased, and the range office services

given by government to the colonists expanded wdl beyond what
had heax envisaged in 1939. Far more important, malaria, the age-

long scourge ofthe dry zone, was at last losing its grip.

Traditional agriculture in all parts of the island and not merely in

the dry zone benefited fix>m incentives for food production which
were introduced at tins time. In 1942 an Internal Purchase Scheme
was set up with a guaranteed price for rice set well above the world

market rate; originally Rs. 2.50 a bushel, by October 1943 this had
been increased substantially to Rs. 6.00. Introduced as a wartime
measure, this guaranteed price scheme was retained thereafter as an
essential and permanent feature of government assistance to tradi-

tional agriculture. Despite these and other measures, however, the

island was still as dependent as ever on imports of food. Ahhough rice

imports in wartime remained at about half of what Sri Lanka had
imported in 1930, the return of normal peacetime conditions in 1945
saw a steady increase in the imports o£ rice. But if self-sufficiency

remained a distant dream, active support of traditional agriculture

became an established feature of post-war policy. And the rapid

development of the dry zone came to be viewed as the principal

means ofachieving self-sufficiency.

While D. S. Senanayake supported many of the other social welfore

measures of this period—as, fbr example, the substantial increase of

expenditure on health services and food subsidies—^there were aspects

of social reform which he viewed with the utmost suspicion. He was
opposed, for example, to J. R. Jaycwardene's motion to make Sin-

halese the ofiBcial language in place of English. The amendment

—

which was carried—to make Tamil and Sinhalese together the official

languages of the island had his support, as well as S. W. R. D. Ban-
daranaike's, and the problem was settled in 1943-^4 on the basis of this

compromise. To Kannangara's education reforms he was resolutely

opposed, and here he was unable to have his way. The constitutional

structure ofthe Donoughmore scheme left a great deal ofthe initiative
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in matten ofsodal lefimn in the hands ofindividi^

Board ofMinisters and backbench pressure groups such as the younger
' members of the Ceylon National Congress, who carried these educa-

tion reforms through despite his opposition.

The most controversial of Kannangara's proposals was the recom-

I

mendadon that tuition fees be abolished at all levek ofeducation^fixn^

theprimary schools to the umverrity. Had this 'free* education scheme,

as it came to be called, been confined to the state schools, there would
have been little opposition from denominational interests, but Kan-
nangara was determined to bring the denominational schoob within

its purview. For this purpose he proposed to revise the grants-in-aid

provided by the state to these latter schools, without whkh the great

majority of them could not have survived. These new financial ar-

rangements were regarded by the Christian missions especiaUy as a
potent threat to their interests.*

When Kannangara's education proposab of 1943 were introduced

for debate in the State Council in the latter halfof 1944, there was a
prolonged confrontation between the protagonists of die scheme and
the advocates of denominationalism. The Board of Ministers was
divided on tiiis issue. G. C. S. Corea, the Minuter ofLabour, Indus|by
and Commerce, led the opposition to these reforms in the Suite

Council, while his colleague S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike^ was among
their most ardent advocates, as for that matter were the members <^

his Sinhala Maha Sabha, and J. R. Jayewardene^ and tiie younger

Congressmen. It was in June 1945 that the State Council gave its

endorsement to these reforms, significantiy at a time when D. S.

Senanayake was out of the island on his mission to Whitehall to

discuss questions rdating to the reform ofthe constitution.

D. S. Senanayake*s opposition to these educational refinrms was
based on two main condderations. The first of these concerned the

financial implications, for he believed that they would impose a severe

strain on the economy, and that expenditure would keep increasing.

Secondly, his opposition sprang from the beUefthat they exacerbat^
the foars ofdie minorities. He was especially sensitive to the political

implications of these tensk>ns at a time when he was engaged in

delicate negotiations to reach an understanding with the minorities

on the terms of the transfer ofpower, and when a new constitution for

Sri Lanka was in the process ofbeing drafted against the background
of Whitehall's requirement that any new constitutional structure

* Tree* educstioii was in foct lev revKdutumary tiiaxi bo^ itt advocatet and
its critics thought it was. None ofthe state schools teaching in the local languages
charged fees. All that happened was that this principle was extended from 1945 to
fee-levying English secondary schools.

See his speech in Hansard [State Council], 13 July 1944, col. 1227.
"Jayewaidene's q>eech in Hauard [State CSouncil]| 34Jan. 1945) col. 493.
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would need to be adopted by a majority o£thxee-quarten ofall mem-
ben ofthe State Cbundl save the preadmg officer and the Officers of
State.

The pivparation of l^^islatkm to give efifect to the Kannangara
reforms to6k place at a timewhen themain point ofinterestwas in the

new constitutional structure that was to replace the Donou^^imore
scheme. For D. S. Senanayake these education reforms were of
peripheral interest, but the advocates of the scheme were bent on
securing the passage of legislation befoire the State Council was dis-

solved, and early in 1947 an ordinance incorporating the Kannangara
proposals was introduced in the State GoundL Denominational in-

terests led by the Roman Catholics were quite as determined to have
the debate on the ordinance postponed, in the hope no doubt that

with the dissolutioii of tiie State Council and ele^ions to the new
F^liament, the delay might give them the opportunity ofinfluendiig

the pKq>aration dfa more congenial piece of legislation by someone
other than G. W. W. Kannangara. The baigsdning powers of the

Christian minority were at a premium at this time, when a new con-

stitution had been drafted in which limitations on the power of the

new parliament (which was to replace the State Council) to enact

l^lislation discriminating against any religious or ethnic community
were a special feature—^and requirement

There was now a polarisation of forces, with the Roman Catholics

leading the resistance and a 'Central Free Education Defence Com-
mittee', representing Buddhist interests, taking the issue before the

electorate in an island-wide campaign to put pressure on the State

Councillors (who were about to face an election to the new Parlia-

ment) to have the education ordinance r"fli*tH before the dissolution

of the State Council. Their pressure proved more effective than that

of the Roman Catholics, and the education ordinance of 1947 was
eventually approved by the State Council. Assisted denominational

schools which did not come into the 'free' education scheme were to

receive grants-in-aid on the old basis till 30 September 1948, after

which all aid would cease.^*

This discussion of education reform would be incomplete without

a reference to two of the most notable achievements of this period.

First, there was the Central School scheme, the establishment oflarge

and well-equipped English secondary schools run by the state in rural

areas. Originally it was intended that these schools should provide a

blend of the conventional academic education and more practical in-

struction in agriculture, commerce, handicrafts and domestic sdenoe;

u Kannangara was defeated at the general election to thenew ftrilamfnt, mai
llie new Kfinkter of Education eictended the HfifHinft beyond tint date. Nevo
thden the vast nuyorit^ ofschoob opted tojoin the *&ct education' adkeme.
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but in practice this latter aspect was n^lected-^hea it was not

fi>i^tten completely—and education in Central Schoolswas modelled
on the patterns ofthe prestigious urban secondary schools run by the

Cihristian missions and other private organisations. Where previously

the state had one such school—^Royal College in Colombo—by 1944
there were fifty-four. "Wth the abolition of tuition fees after 1945,

these Central Schools became 'one of the major avenues ofadvance-

ment for the rural child'.

Secondly, there was the establishment of the University of Ceylon

in 1942 as a culmination ofa process which had begun in igsi and
beenprolonged becauseofa controversy over the ch<noe ofa site for the

University, among other reasons. The Ceylon University Ordinance
of 1942 created an autonomous university incorporating the old

Medical College as one of its foculties; it was envisaged that when it

was transferred fiom Colombo to its site in Perade^iya near Kandy, it

would become a residential institution. The physical transfer to Per&-

depya b^gan on a modest scale in the late 19408 but was accelerated

in 1952 with the shiftoftheArts Faculty.The shift to a sitenearKandy
was supported pardy at least in the belief that the new University

would be *the focus of a cultural renaissance*. During the period

surveyed in this chapter the University continued to be in Gobmbo.
Its student enrolment increased fitim 904 in 1942 to 1,554 in 1947
despite the competing attraction of external d^^rees ofLondon Uni-
versity. Tuition fees were abolished with the educational reforms of

1945-

The tmemployment problem eased considerably in the early 1940s,

and disappeared altogether in the period 1942-5, when the military

bases established in the island under the South-East Asia Command
provided employment opportunities for the local population as civilian

workers and in ancillary services. By 1945 as many as 83,500 civilians

were employed on these bases. The demand for labour was not con-

fined to the defence services; all sectors ofthe economy were affected.

In 1939 the Colombo Employment Exchange had 25,000 registered

as unemployed; in 1941 the number had dropped to 2,000, and this

had feUen to a mere 1,000 in 1944. (By 1945, with the ending of
hostilities, this figure had increased again to 10,000.^) If increased

defence expenditure and the establishment ofmilitary bases provided

a short-term solution to the unemployment problem, the increase in

the active money supply led to inflation. The rise in the domestic price

level in Sri Lanka during this period was much greater than the con-

temporary price inflation in Britain. Official statistics showed a 35
per cent increase in the working«class cost of living index between

1942 and 1945; but the actual increase in the domestic price level has

Indraratna, op, dL, p. 38.
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been csdznated at 69 per oeat. Tnflatinnary pressures might wdl have
been more severe hzd export prices not been prevented fixmi reaching

their free maiket level by bulk purchase agreements and the lack d[
shipping space.'^

The inevitable consequence of these inflationaiy premres was in-

creasing among the wQiUng class andwMte collar woikecBy

which did not erupt into major strike activity only because ofrestric-

tions on strikes during wartime and fix>m the lack of encoiuragement

by the Communist Party, which became the most influential force

among the urban working class after the L.S.S.P. had been pro-

scribed."

The government sought to cushion the effect of these pressures by
raising wages and salaries. From March 1942 a special war allowance

basedon the CSolombo working-class costofliving indeswas paid.And
on the plantations the minimum wage ofestate labour was increased.

But none of these increases in wages kept pace with inflation. The
government resorted also to a policy ofcontrolling prices and rationing

essential consumer goods, mainly food and textiles. From the middle

of 1943 it went a stage further in freezing the prices of several im?-

portant food items, as well as subsidising others.^* And the importing

as well as much of the distribution ofrice^ wheat flour and sugar was
taken over by the state in order to make price control and rationing

more effective. These food subsidies, introduced in 1943 as a wartime
measure to control inflation, were continued thereafter to become one
ofthe island's social welfare services. No doubt they were retained asa
means of blunting the growing challenge of the Marxist leftwho were
moving in after the end of the war to use working-Kilass and white

collar discontent over inflation in a campaign of trade union action

directed against the government
One other area of importance in social welfare needs to be men-

tioned. The lastmajor malaria epidemic—^that of i934'-:5—underlined

the inadequacies of the medical facilities in the country. The latter

were concentrated in the principal towns, while the rural areas had
litde or nothing fay comparison. A programme of investment in new
hospitals in rural areas (called 'cottage hospitals') was initiated, and
there was increased emphasis on preventive medical facilities in all

parts of the coimtry. These had a notable impact on the living con-

ditions ofthe people.

** ibid.i p. 36.

The Defence Regulations and the Avoidance of Strikes and Lockouts Act
severely curbed the activities of the trade unions. The Communists replaced the

bamied L.S.S.P. as the chief political influence on the working class in Colombo
and its periphery, but although they helped organise sevenl tiade unions fhey

were not inclined to encourage or support strike actioii.

^ Earlier prices had been revised Kgularly in reqionse to costs ofimfM^
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All in all^ the social legislation ofthis period laid the foundations of

a wel&re statein the island.A high-caUbre Social Service Commission

was appointed in 1946 to review the progress thathad been made» and
to suggest ways and means ofexpanding, and financing, socialwd&re.
Although the Commission stressed the importance of adopting a
Health Insurance scheme, an Unemployment Insurance scheme^ a
National Provident Fund-^ be financed partly by employers and
partly by contributions fixnn employees themselves—and an old-age

pension scheme, they were alive to the financial costs ofsuch a pro*

gramme. They pointed out that wartime prosperity was transitory,

and should not be regarded as the norm in discussions concerning the

finandal feasibility of a reasonably comprehensive social wd&re
schema a conclusion which *ran counter to the ri&ng expectations of

the Ceylonese radicals'.

The demographic patterns ofthe early twentieth century continued

through much of thb period. Population growth reached the quite

unprecedented rate of 25.4 per cent in the years between 1931 and
1 946, reflecting a continued decline in the crude death rate, and a fidl

in fertility as well. Immigration increase was a mere 69,552 as against

a natural increase of 1,280,000. There was accelerated emigration of

Indian workers to India in the wake of the Depression. Population

increasewas greatest on the south-west coast whidi by 1946 contained

40 per cent of the island's total population. The Western Province

itsdfrecorded an increase of29.9 per cent. Overall population density

for the whole island reached 263 per square mile in 1946; that ofthe

Colombo district doubled fix>m 855 in 1901 to 1,758 in 1946. The
Jaffna region which comprised the peninsula and groups of islands

was characterised by dense settiements throughout. The relative popu-

lation ofthis r^^n declined firom 8.5 per cent in 1901 to 6.4 per cent

in 1946.

Chie new demographic pattern emerged in this period—^the rajud

population growth in themain dry zone provinces. The North-Central

Province recorded the highest growth rate ofall—43.4 per cent—with

the devebpment there ofpeasant colonisation schemes, the restoration

of irrigation worics, and tiie conquest of malaria. The Nordiem and
Eastern i»ovinoes recorded growth rates of 70,2 and 314 per cent

respectively ibr 1931-46.

One needs, however, to guard against escaggerating the importance

oftheDDT piogranmae, which became well establi^ed in 1946, as a
factor in bringing down the crude death rate. For one thing not all

parts of the island were malaria-ridden: for example, the densely

populated south-west and nearly all parts of the wet zone, as well as

the Jaffiia peninsula, were not. Besides, the fall in the crude death
rate had already become perceptible in 1945. Nevertheless once the
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spraying ofDDT became standard practice it contributed greatiy to

sustaining—and accelerating—the decline in the crude death rate in

the late 1940s, and as a result there was a phenomenal increase in

population in theyean afterindq)cndaacc. MeanwAilIc^ thecaqMnded
school system and the much greater access to education increased

the niiniber of students aspiring to wMte collar jobs at a time when
the economy was not expanding anything like as quickly as the

populatbn, and in particular the school-going populatioiL Thus an
unprecedented increase in population growth, and the rising es«

pectations ofan increasingly educated population, created an ahnott

unmanageable situation for Sri Lanka's leaders in die first decade after

independence.
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LITERATURE AND THE ARTS: THE
NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH

CENTURIES

The Jiimteenth Century

In the early part of the nineteenth century, the classical age in

Sinhalese literature came to an end in the Kandyan kingdom no less

than in the littoral where the current spoken Sinhalese had been
enriched by the languages of the two Western powers that had ruled

it in turn, the Portuguese and the Dutch. Neither of these languages

was a substitute for the traditional sources of Sinhalese cuhiire,

especially Sanskrit (Portuguese had greater potential in this regard

than Dutch for it survived well into the mid-ninctccnth century as a

spoken language on the littoral). In the Kandyan kinj^dom the ancient

literary tradition still sui'vived but its sterility was all too evident.

Because of the rapid shrinkage of the world in the nineteenth

century, Sri Lanka would have faced westernisation anyway, but the

British, in fact, deliberately started the process in the 1830s after some
hesitation in the early years of their rule in the island; the English

language became a vehicle for the entry of new ideas and techniques

from the West, and revitalised the indigenous languages, Sinhalese

and Tamil alike, as profoundly as Sanskrit had done in the past, and
perhaps even more so. Its influence was seen first of all, and naturally

enough, through translations into the indigenous languages of the

Authorised Version of the Bible and such intrinsically religious works

as Pilgrim's Progress. If this seemed a rather unpromising continuation

of a pattern established under the Portuguese and the Dutch, transla-

tions of works of a more decidedly secular if not titilitarian nature

heralded the beginnings of more far-reaching changes, the adoption

of a new set of values and new attitudes to lite and society, in short a

transition from an essentially religious ethos to an intrinsically secular

literature.^

Journalism was the bridge to the new literature. At the core of this

journalism were polemical essays, some of them on religious themes

1 E. R. Saiachchandxa, 'Sinhala—Language and Literature*, UCHC,
pp. 343-55-
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(contnivendes between Buddhists and Christians, and between Bud-
dhist MikSjfas) but mosilyon literaryand caste controversies. By foster-

ing a taste for fiction^ new journalism was the take-off point to a
newphase inthe evohition ofindigenous literature which b^;an in the

early years of the twentieth century. The transition from journalism
to a new Sinhalese literature took several decades to efibct, the last

quarter ofthe nineteenth century serving as a period ofpreparation.

Indeed the new genres, the novel and the short story, had a long

struggte before gaining acceptance among a reading public whose
tastes had been set by traditicnial literary forms, andwho were put off

by themes such as romantic love—a puritanical streak in Sinhalese

society reinforced now by the teachings of the missionaries—which
was the stuffofthenovek and short stories. There was also a problem
ofevolving a style and developing a vocabulary suitable for the new
genres and a new age. Some continuity in language was possible in

Sinhalese prose—classical Sinhalesehad been used for prose narrathres

although there had never been avowed narrative fiction—but not in

poetry where the language of the classical tradition ivas too rigid,

formal and conventional for easy adaptation to the new ideas in

vogue.*

The same trends were perceptible in Tamil literature. Its prose and

poetry alike were stylised and tediously conventional, and suffiised by
a concern with Hindu doctrine and mythology and by an over-

powering Sanskritinfluence.On these as on their Sinhalese equivalents

English had an invigorating effect, stimulating the adoption of new
genres and a new outlook. On Tamil too the most inmiediate effect lay

in the development of prose literature linked with journalism and
polemics—some of it religious, Hindu ripostes to missionary criticisms

—which modernised the language and rid it of much of its arid

classicism. In Tamil as in Sinhalese the pioneer lexicographical works
came from the Protestant missionaries based in Sri Lanka. A more

{

"distinctive contribution of the missionaries working in Jaffiia was
introductory textbooks in Tamil on modem sciences.*

Tamil literature was dominated by the protean figure ofArumuga
Navalar, the father ofmodern Tamil prose literature, the one man of

his day who could be described as a polymath oforiental learning. His

creativity ranged from contributing to the production of a standard

Tamil translation of the Bible to the writing of scintillating polemical

works, and editions of the Hindu classics many ofwhich he rendered

into a chaste modem Tamil. This last was his greatest achievement,

and perhaps as a result the link between modernity and tradition was
stronger in Tamil than it was in Sinhalese. As with Sinhalese literature

« ibid., pp. 345-6.
" K. Indrapala, 'Tamil—Language and literature*, UCHC, III, pp. 356-7.
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the nineteenth century was for Tamil a period of preparation for the

acceptance of new literary genres rather than of any substantial

creative achievement in them. The few novels and short stories that

were produced were important as being the first of their kind rather

than for any intrinsic artistic merit. Nor was the emerging modern
Tamil literature of Sri Lanka so distinct in style or content as to set

it apart from the South Indian variety.

The English language stimulated a revitalisation ofliterary activity

in Sinhalese and Tamil in nineteenth-century Sri Lanka butwas curi-

ously sterilewhen itcame to producing a distinctive SriLankan English

literature. This is all the more surprising because of the remarkable

receptivity of the educated elite, especially its Sinhalese segment, to

angUcisation and the blandishments of the life-style of the upper

classes in the metropolitan country. For moit ofthem English had a
utilitarian value; they spoke it fluently and communicated in it in

Iheir professional work, hut in creative writing they seemed incapable

ofusing it with any proficiency. They produ<^ no novels in English,

no short stcnies^ no memoirs, no biographies, no literary essays and no
poetry—in short, no indigenous English literature. Therewasjust one
historical work in English written by a 'Sinhalese, James Ahvis's

Hiskny of Ceylon, some chapters of which appeared in instalments in

one of the English newspapers of the day. Its analysis and narration

were competent, as was the use ofdocuments, but its language some-

what ponderous—^it had nothing of the exciting style and brittle

eloquence ofTennent's classic woric on Ceylon published in 1859-60,

the model by which a nineteenth-century history of Ceylon would
have to be judged—and had it been published in book form, as die

author clearly intended, this would have been the first historical study

by a Ceylonese in a western language* Thus, as with Sinhalese and
Tamil, such creativity as there was lay in journalism. There the per-

formance was truly professional—the style clear and sharp, the com-
ments incisive and, on political issues, often witty and iconoclastic.

In the early twentieth century the indigenous tradition in the visual

arts petered out, its vitality sapped by the lack ofstate support which
had sustained it in the past. The adjustment to changed circumstances

proved too difficult and, unlike in Uterature, the traditions ofthe new
rulers in the visual arts, far fixnn stimulating a revitalisation, con-

tributed to a swift decline.

The dvic and domestic architecture ofthe early nineteenth century

was a plearing adaptation ofDutch styles; indeed the Dutch achieve-

ment in tropical architecture was the most distinguished and suc-

cessfiil in the long history ofWestern rule in the island. When in the

course of time the British broke away fixim this, the result was often

an imsatisfactory mixture ofEuropean (predominandy British) styles
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which neither blended harmoniously with the landscape nor coped
successfully with the rigours of a tropical climate. The public build-

ings, however, had at least a certain subdued grandeur which com-
pensated for their more obvious aesthetic flaws. On the other hand,

the Protestant churches and chapels which proliferated in nineteenth-

century Sri Lanka were conspicuously English in design, and their

clean lines conveyed an impression of blandness and austerity which

enhanced their remoteness and alienation from the temple architec-

ture of the island. There is not a single piece of sculpture, indigenous

or British, produced at any time in the nineteenth century which could

bear comparison with the best or even the less disdnguished products

of the past, and as for painting, the new modes and outlook in vogue
neither developed a fruitful creativity of their own nor became suc-

cessfully integrated with the artistic traditions of the country. Only
two artists of the nineteenth century deserve to be mentioned in this

survey, namely Andrew Nichol and J. L. K. van Dort (1831-91), the

former British and the latter Sri Lankan, a member of the small

Burgher community. Nichol, the first serious painter in water colours

to work in the island, was in charge of the School of Design in the

Colombo Academy in the 1840s. Van Dort was the sole superior

talent thrown up in the new wave of popular painting launched by
Nichol. Apart from these two, the record in painting in the nineteenth

century was singularly barren. In painting, no less than in sculpture

and architectui c, the break with tradition was complete.

The Twentieth Centwy to 1947-8

In this phase of its history, Sinhalese literature developed from the

pioneering efforts of Piyadasa Sirisena and W. A. Silva in the early

years of the twentieth century to the mature artistry of Martin

Wickremesinghe (i 891-1976), novelist and literary critic, whose pro-

lific career spanned a full half-century of distinguished creative

achievement from the 1920s. Sirisena*s novels reflected a passionate

commitment to the threatened values of traditional society, a root-

and-branch opposition to the pervasive anglicisation to which the

educated ^te was succumbing so easily. As novelist and poet, Sirisena

was first and last a combative, argimientative and totally dedicated

nationalist. This propagandist strain obtruded in all his work to the

point of damaging its artistic quality. W. A. Silva placed greater

stress on literature as entertaimnmt^andMimost notable contribution
was the clean bteak he eflfected in his novds &om bodi the other-

worldly orientation of daasical prose narrative tkod Sirisena's turgid

didacticism.*

^ £. R. Sarachchandra, cp. cU,, pp. 349-50.
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If any one writer deserves the title of father of modern Sinhalese

literature it is Martin Wickremesinghe. Like Sirisena, he came to

Jiterature Scam journalism and remained in journalism after his re-

putation as a novelist and literary critic had become securely estab-

lished. His trilogy about the village of his birth, on the south coast of

the island, is a deeply moving depiction of the human condition set

against the background of a society in the throes of change. The first

two parts of the trilogy, Gamperaliya (1944) and Tuganthaya (1948),

appeared in this period, and the third Kali Tugaya in 1957. With them
the Sinhalese novel came of age. In technique, theme and lanj^uagc

he demonstrated a mastery and sophistication that Sirisena andW. A.
Silva had lacked.

What Wickremesinghe yrzA to the Sinhalese novel, G. B. Senanayakc

was to the Sinhalese short-story, and £. R. Sarachchandra—in the

first phase of a remarkable career—to literary cridcism. Wickreme-
singhe and Senanayake had combined creative writing with literary

criticism. While Wickremesinghe's criteria in evaluating the classical

literary heritage were a synthesis of Indian and western traditions of

literary criticism, Sarachchandra's were those of the major figures in

British and Attk rican literary criticism.* As a literary critic Sarach-

chandra outshone his two rivals. All ofthem spoke English—Sarach-

chandra more fluently than the others—and an easy familiarity

with western (especially English) literature widened their intellectual

horizons and buttressed their sdf-confidence. Through their literary

criticism they contributed to the creation of a new Sinhalese literary

dlite capable of synthesising and harmonising the best features of the

Western indigenous literary traditions. As novelists and literary critics,

they educated the Sinhalese reader to a more mature reqxmse to his

environment.

Creative achievement in Sinhalese—prose, poetry and criticism

alike—overshadowed that in Tamil. There didactidsm and tradition

were deeply entrenched and survived much longer against the efforts

of the English-educated elite among the Tamils to do for Tamil
literature what men like Wickremesinghe had accomplished in Sin-

halese. Although their efforts did enrich the Tamil of Sri Lanka and
South India alike, it neither secured a breakthrough to greater refine-

ment and modernity in literary tastes nor succeeded in conferring an
individuality or distinctiveness on the island's Tamil which would
differentiate it from the overpowering South Indian version.

In the works of two writers, S. J. K. Crowther and J. Vijayatunga,

both journalists, Sri Lankan English at last showed signs of establish-

ing itself as a creative force in its own right. In the hands of a lesser

*See E. R. Sarachchandra, Modem SmhaUstFkHm (Mount Lavinia, 1943) and
TktSmluUM Jfootl (Ciolombo^ 1950).
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talent, Growther's 7iW KnightEmmt might have been no more than a
clever d clefon Sri Lanka's political ^te of the 19203, which he
intended it to be. Butwhat he had achieved was sometUng more sub-

stantial: a political satire of considerable distincdon. When ^^jaya-

tunga's Grassfor myFeUwas published in London in 1933, it came like

a storm after a long drought, refreshing proofthat a &i Tiankan could

use the English lai^age with the same sureness oftouch as the major
Indian and West Indian writers in English. Few Sri Tiankan novelists

and essayists—whatever their language—have evoked the island's

rural scene with Vijayatunga's subtlety and sensitivity to mood. Like

Wickremesinghe he wrote of the rural south, but his vignettes and
characterisation alike are sharper and clearer, and the atmosjdiere is

more authentic and less sentimental. Only Leonard WodTs poignant

taleofrural SriLanka—again the southern part

—

Villagem theJungle,

the distilled essence ofa ^tish dvil servant's sympathetic but acute

observationofthepeopleoverwhomheruled asAssbtantGovernment
Agent at the turn of the century, ranks above Grass far mjf Fat in

literary skilL V^'ayatunga and Growthcr, however, proved to be two
swallowswho did notmake a summer rather than the heralds ofanew
age in Sri Lankan literature. Neither ofthem produced another work
of similar quality, nor did their contemporaries, writing in English,

rise above an uninspiring vajndity of sentiment and mediocrity in

technique.

Of Sri Lankan English poetry there is little to be said except to

emphasise its singular lack of distinction. In Tamil poetry the dead
hand of tradition crushed creativity just as completely—if not more
so—than it had done in prose writing. Even though poetry was the

most popular literary form in Sinhalese in the years before indepen-

dence, it did not seem set for a more promising start than its English

and Tamil counterparts with the neo-classicism ofmen like Sirisena,

Ananda Rajakaruna (1885-1957) and G. H. Perera (1886-1948).

What they attempted to do was to resuscitate the narrative form and
stylised kUom of classical poetry, but in their hands it regressed into

jejune narrative verse or versified fiction more concerned with pre-

cision in grammar and an archaic poetic diction than with content,

which was totally banal.When the reaction to this spiritless exercise in

sustaining the archaic set in, the avant-garde adopted a more con-

temporary idiom, discounted precision in grammar, e]q>lored new
forms and themes but still maintained the traditional prosodic form*

Their works were distinguished by a restless eiqierimentation rather

than any substantial improvement^ in terms of artistic merit, on the

work of neo-classidsts.

Very littie by way of a dramatic literature had survived in Sri

Tianka, and no tradition of the theatre, at least not of the kind that
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would have provided entertauunent for the court and literati in the

days of the Sri Lankan kings.^ What had survived was a tradition of

fidk drama: Kiilam (masked drama), Sokari and MSdt^anh Its vitality

was revealed in the years after indqpendence when Sarachchandra

used it for a strikingly successM and innovative departure into a
more sophisticated tibeatrical e]q[>erience. In the last decade of the

nineteenth century this tradition of folk drama contributed to the

growth of an urban theatre, but the greatest influence on the latter

was exerted by the Parsi theatre companies finom India which toured

the island and attracted large and appreciative audiences. This urban
theatre, symbolised by the Tower Hall in Colombo, flourished for

two decades in the first quarter of the twentieth century before it

began an unexpected but rapid decline. It left behind only a dim
memory ofa theatrical experience, of little value by way ofdramatic

literature, and a few melodies. John de Silva ( 1 854 1 932) and Charles

Dias, the main playwrights in this theatre, went back into legend and
history for their themes, and to the repertory of the Parsi companies

forthdr melodies. Theywere todramawhat Sirisenawas to literature,

nationalists using the tiieatre as a platform for their political message.

The most notable feature in the history ofthe theatre in Sri Lanka
in the 1 940s was the role ofthe University ofCeylonas a disseminating

centre for a more refined and discriminating taste in drama, and as a
workshop for experiment in artistic expression in the theatre. E. F. G.

Ludowyk as Pkofonor ofEnglish set the pace with his productions of

some of the classics of Western drama, in English, an exciting start

which led to a reanimation of Sinhalese drama in Sarachchandra's

adaptations of these Western classics. In Tamil drama too there was
this same trend towards a more sophisticated theatrical taste, drawing

its inspiration fix>m Western drama.

In music the search was on for a national idiom, idoitity and
authenticity. Because traditional music had all but disappeared by the

bq^inning ofthe twentieth century, its resuscitation and revival were
altogether more difficult. The urban theatre ofJohn de Silva and
Charles Dias created a taste among the Sinhalese for the ICndustani
music ofNorthern India, which was soon adopted as the standard, or

classical music ofthe Sinhalese. The emerging national musical tradi-

tion took on a distinct Indian form when the ODoni-garde adopted nOrH
music, using North Indian classical ri^as for their compositions.Butby
the 19408 ^e search for a national identity in music took the form of
a deliberate attempt to break fire &om the pervasive influence ofthis
Indian tradition.^

• E. R. Sarachchandra, The Folk Drama ofCeylon (Colombo, 1946).
' K. N. O. Dhannadasa, 'Drama, Film and Mutic* in K. M. dc Sihra (ed.),

SnLiaka: a Swrv^ (London, 1977), pp.
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Nowhere was the discontinuity between traditkm and modeniitjf

sharper and more complete than in painting, sculpture and architec-

ture. The only evidenoe that continuity was still possible and real was
in the crafb ofthe idand. There the indigenous traditionli^
dvic and public architecture of this period was decidedly len suc-

cessful thaji that of the nineteenth century. When it was not over-

whelmingly utilitarian it was totally occidental in concept. Indeed the

British architectural legacyin SriLanka is extraordinarily uninqpiring,

without a single building or monument which could stand comparison

with those of the past for originality in design and aesthetic appeaL
Surprisingly, the Anglican C3hurch led the way in the 1930s and X94OS

in a fruitful fusion ofWestern building technology and the indigenous

architectural tradition in the construction of chapels and churches,

but not only were such new departures few but they hardly amounted
to a determined reversal of the established pattern of an obtrusive

occidentalism in public buildings, secular and religious.

In painting, however, the synthesis between EastandWestwas both
powerful and successful. The two outstanding painters ofthe day were

Justin Daraniyagala and George Keyt. The latter fused together the

tradition of Picasso and Hindu mythology with a virtuosity that

established him as one of the greatest South Aaan painters of the

century—his reputation being even more securely established in India

than in Sri Lanka. Keyt, in fact, is the one major artistic talent to

emerge out ofthe encounter between Eastand West under firitiih rule

in the island.
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SRI LANKA SINCE INDEPENDENCE:
THE DOMINANCE OF THE U.N.P.

The end ofthe British Raj

A perceptive observer watching the collapse of European empires in

Asia after the Second World War would have been struck by the

contrast between the situation in Sri Lanka and that in the rest of

South Asia, including Burma. It could hardly be expected that the

transfer ofpower in the Indian subcontinentwould be free ofturmoil,

but the violence that raged over British India on the eve ofindqpen-

dence was on a scale which few but the most pessimistic could have

anticipated. The dawn ofIndian independence was marred by mas-
sacres and migrations in the Punjab on a scale unparalleled in world

history in time of peace; these occurred also in Eastern India. The
subcontinent seemed on the veige of a calamitous dvil war.^ Aung
San, the youthful leader of Burma's independence struggle, did not

live to see the sgning ofthe treaty (which he had n^tiated) between

Britain and Burma on 17 October 1947, which granted Burma heir

independence; he was assassinated along with a group of his closest

associates on 19 June that year. If the civil war whidi at one stage

seemed India's inevitable fkXt was avoided through the drastic device

ofpartition, Burmawas not so fortunate ; it erupted there almost from

the very first week ofthe existence ofthe new Burmese republic.

Sri Lanka in 1948 was, in contrast, an oasis of stability, peace and

order. Set against the contemporary catastrophes in the rest of the

former British possessions in SouthAsia in the scale ofviolence involved,

the industrial disputes and the general strike ofthe years 1945-7 paled

into utter insignificance. The transfer of power in Sri Lanka was
smooth and peaceful; little was seen of the divisions and bitterness

which were tearing at the recent independence of the new nations of

South Asia. Within a few months of independence in 1948, one of the

most intractable political issues in the country—the Tamil problem—
whichhad absorbed the energies ofits politicians and the British them*

^ See A. Gampbdl-Joluucm, Missum wUh MounAaUm (London; 1951); P. Moon,
Divide and (London, 1963) and F. Tuktx, WhUtMtmoiyStnm (London, 1950).
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selves to an inordinate degree since the early 19208, seemed on the

way to amicable settlement. G. G. Ponnambalam, who had led the

Tamib in their political campaigns since his entry into the State

Council in 19349 became a member ofthe Cabinet, bringingwithhim
into the government most ofthe leadership and members ofthe Tamil
Congress. In so doing he helped convert the government into what
was very much a consensus of moderate pditical opinion in the

country.In Ponnambalam'sdeddon tojoin Senanayake'sgovernment
there was, as is usual in these matters, a mixture of motives. On a
personal level there was a realistic assessment of the undoubted ad-

vantages ofworking with an old rival whose political atdtudes were
so much like hu own, and there were the attractions oiMsx with all

that it meant in terms ofpower, influence on policy, and patronage.

But above all, in responding thus to Senanayake's political initiative,

Ponnambalam was acknowledging that the Prime Nfinister's sensiti-

vity to minority interests was genuine.

For Senanayake the Sri Lanka polity was one and indivisible.

While his deep conviction of the need fiir generous concessions to the

minorities was much more than a matter ofpolitical realism, he was
nevertheless acutely aware that these were essential to ensure political

stability in a plural society such as Sri Lanka in the vital last phase in

the transfer of power. An analysis of his response to the political

implications of minority anxieties on Sri Lanka's development as an
indqpendent state would need to emphasise three main points of

interest.

First, there were the guarantees preventing legislation discriminat-

ing against minorities which were incorporated in the Soulbury con-

stitution. These guarantees had been borrowed from provisions in the

Ministers' draft constitution of 1944, which had been introduced on
D. S. Senanayake's initiative as a gesture of generosity and re-

assurance to the minorities. In retrospect it would seem that the rights

of minorities had not received adequate protection in the Soulbury

constitution, but in 1946-7 the constitutional guarantees against dis-

criminatory legislation seemed sufficiently reassuring to them largely

because of their trust and confidence in D. S. Senanayake. Secondly,

there was the initiative he took in forming the United National Party.

This was designed to make a firsh start in politics in the direction ofa
consensus of moderate opinion in national politics; it was to be a
political party necessarily representative of the majority community,
but at the same time acceptable to the minorities. His own standing

in the country was sufficient guarantee of its being acceptable to the

majority, but its position among the Sinhalese was strengthened by
S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike's decision to bring in his Sinhala Maha
Sabha. From the beginning it had the enthusiastic approval of the
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miaU but influential Christian minority, and the Muslims who in the

past had given substantial support to the Tamils in their political

campaigns at last broke away and sought association with the new
party. When die Tamil Ck>ngre8s crossed over to the government In

1948, the equiUbrium ofpolitical forces which D. S. Senanayake had
sought to establishwas stabilised at a level which he found acceptable,

even though theTamil Congress did not lose its separate identity and
despite the &ct that a section broke away fix>m it into a stubborn but,

at diat time, seemingly futile opposition. Only the Indian community,

consisting mainly of plantation workers, was left out. But there was a
special reason for that: it was regarded as an unassimilated group

without roots in the country. The decision to leave the Indians out

was deliberately taken on that account. To the extent that he shared

the attitudes and prejudices of the great majority of Sinhalese poli-

ticians over the Indian question—^the status of Indian plantation

workers in the Sri Lanka polity, and more specifically the denial to

them of unrestricted rights to the franchise—his conception of a
multi-racial polity was flawed.

Hiirdly, D. S. Senanayake thwarted all efforts to abandon the

concept of a secular state, and the principle of the state's religious

neutrality. He succeeded In this to the extent that in 1948, despite

some Buddhist displeasure over the continued prestige and influence

enjoyed by the Christians, there seemed little or no evidence of the

religious turmoil and linguistic conflicts which were to burst to the

surface in 1956.

The island's politkal leadershq) within the Board ofKfimsters^ and
its successor the new Cabinet, took pride in the smooth and uneventful

nature ofthe transfer ofpower. Thus the last British Governor ofthe

colony became the first Govemor*General of the new dominion. If

there was a parallel for this in the case of India and Mbuntbatten,

there was also, as we have seen in a previous chapter, a notabfe di^

ference between the constitutional and legal instruments which con-

ferred independence on Sri Lanka, and the cognate process in India,

Pakistan and Burma. This created for some time at least the illusion

ofa qualitative difference in the political status conferred on SriLanka
compared to that of the other successors to the British n^* in South

Asia. The constitution under which the new Dominion began its

political existence was ofBritish origin, in contrast to the autodithon-

ous constitution drafted for the Indian Republic by a constituent

assembly. Once again, there was an element of exaggeration in this

criticism, for the new constitution of Sri Lanka was basically the

Ministers' draft constitution of 1944—approved subsequentiy by the

State Coimcil—modified to suit tiie needs of the changed circum-

stances of 1946-7. There was also an emphasis on the Commonwealth
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anmectioa and the mamtenance ofthe link with the crown as head of
the Ckmunonwealth after India and Fddstan had opted for republicaB

status. India's accqytance ofmembershq) ofthe CSonunonwealdi went
a longway towards demonstrating that Dominion Status had no con-

notation ofconstitutional subordination to Britain, and in fiu:t meant
complete independence, witii the advantages of membership of a
worldwide CSommoDwealth. Above all, the Agreements on Defence

and Esrtemal Ai&irs, nc^tiated before the trsmsfer ofpower, helped

to give an air of credibility to the aigument that the independence

achieved by Sri Lankawas flawed.

Thus tiie real worth of D. S. Senanayake's achievement over the

transfer ofpower came to be denied because the means adopted for

the attainment of independence under his leadership were not as

robust and dramatic as they might have been. By laying so much
stress on the decorous and peaceful processes of constitutional agita-

tion, he and the Board ofNfinisters had dqnived themselves, pe^ps
consciously, of the opportunities of exploiting the numerous chances

they had of making a more emotional and vigorous commitment to

nationalism. Left-wing critics of tiie government were able to argue

that the independence achieved in 1947-8 was 'spurious'. The jibe

of 'iake' indqpendence which they kept hurling at the government
evoked a response from a wider circle of the political nation than the

left wing alone, largely because the Indian experience seemed to

provide a more emoticmally satisfying example than the process by
which power had been transferred in Sri Lanka; independence

granted from above was regarded as much less satisfying to the spirit

of nationalism than if it had been won after prolonged strife and
unstinting sacrifice.

The legatees of the British

In the general elections of 1947 left-wing parties made substantial if

not spectacular gains, and held between themselves and their fellow-

travellers about a quarter ofthe elected seats. Earlier they had organ-

ised a series ofmajor strikes culminating in the general strike of 1947.

These strikes had been the most noteworthy demonstrations of soli-

darity of the working class and white collar workers up to that time.

The strikes were as much political demonstrations as they were trade

disputes—one of the main demands was the rejection of the Soulbury

constitution. The strife generated by these strikes served the purpose

of underlining the diiference in approach between two concepts of

nationalism. The 'moderates' had come into their inheritance, and
the 'radicals'—in the sense of the left wing—had demonstrated their

determination to deprive them of it; they had taken a stand against
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the Soulbury constitution, and they dismissed the grant of indepen-

dence in February 1948 as a cynical deal between the imperial power
and its pliant agents in Sri Lanka to preserve the old order under a
guise ofindependence.

If D. S. Senanayake was sanguine about the prospects of ethnic

harmony and a fair balance of responsibility and duty between the

majority and the minorities (religious and ethnic), he paid exag-

gerated importance to the presumed threat fix>m the left and took

extraordinary steps to meet it There were, first ofall, the advantages

accruing to him from the demarcation, in which he had had no hand
or influence, of constituencies to the new Parliament, where the

electoral balance was heavily in &vour ofthe rural areas which were
generally more conservative in outiook.* But more important were

decisions in which the initiative was his. Of these the most notable

were, first, the Citizenship Act of 1948, the Indian and Pakistani

Residents (Citizenship) Act of 1949, and the Parliamentary Elections

(Amendment) Act which dqprived the great majority of the Indian

Tamils resident in Sri Lanka oftheir citizenship rights and fi:anchise.

Sinhalese opinion, especially in the Kandyan areas, was deeply sus-

picious of the Indian Tamils, and apprehensive of the prospect of

Indian domination of the central highlands of the island. There was
another fear as well—the Indian plantation workers as an additional

source ofpolitical strength to the indigenous Tamils. More important

—and this mattered most to him—left-wing groups began to look

upon the Indian woricers, if they could be weaned away &om the

Geybn Indian Congress which controlled them, as a potentially

powerftd component of thdr own trade unions. In the goieral elec^

tions of 1947 the Indian vote was decidedly anti-U.N.P., and where
there were no candidates of the Ceylon Indian Congress the Indians

had voted enthusiastically for the left-wing parties and left 'indepen-

dents'. And within the new Parliament representatives ofthe Ceykxn

Indian CcHigress sat on the opposition benches and gave their support

to the 'left*. Thus the new citizenship l^;islation not only served to

assuage the fears and suspicions of the Sinhalese in general and the

Kandyans in particular, but also to demolish a potentially powerftd

prop of the left-wing groups. The immediate eikct of this was to

distort the electoral balance even more markedly than before, and to

make the Sinhalese rural voter the arbiter of the country's poUtics:

with each finesh delimitation ofconstituencies up to 1976, his position

' Amcmg die objectives of this demarcation ivas to provide weightage in 10-

presentation to the backwatd and spaisely populated areas in some of which
minority groups—Tamils and Muslims—were concentrated. The voting strength

in the constituencies varied from province to province, and within provinces to the

point where the resulting distortions appeared to vitiate the principle of one man^
one vote*
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has been strengthened. This new electoral balance gave the U.N.P.
and its allies a decisive advantage in the general elections of 1952, and
the left-wing parties were greatly handicapped. Secondly, the Public

Security Act of 1947, and the Trade Union (Amendment) Act of 1948
were directed against the Marxist-dominated working-class organisa-

tions, and were the direct result of the working-class agitation and
industrial turmoil of 1945-7, when the L.S.S.P. leadership, recently

released from prison, were flexing their muscles in anticipation of the

general elections scheduled for 1947.

The left-wing challenge to the government appeared more formid-

able than it really was. At the general elections of 1947, the left-wing

parties reaped the electoral rewards that were available to any
credible opponents ofthe newly-formed U.N.P., most ofwhose leaders

had enjoyed power since the 1930s. Besides, while only the U.N.P.
presented itself to the electors as a party making a serious bid for

power, its party organisation was rudimentary at best, and U.N.P.
candidates cheerfully fought each other in many constituencies, some-

times with three or even four candidates standing as representatives

of the party. Not surprisingly, their opponents did remarkably well.

Never again were the Trotskyists and the Communists so well re-

presented in Parliament as they were after the general elections of1947,
when they and their fellow-travellers held about one-fifth of the

membership. Indeed in the heady aftermath of the elections there

were sanguine expectations in some quarters of the possibility (ad-

mittedly somewhat remote) of the left-wing forming the nucleus of

an alternative government to one dominated by the U.N.P.

Within a year ofindependence the U.N.P. had stabilised its position,

not least because of the patronage it had at its disposal. In contrast the

left-wing parties were as divided—by personality conflicts and ideo-

logical disputes—in 1950 as they had been in 1947 when the elections

were held. For almost three years they could not agree among them-

selves on a leader of the opposition. The L.S.S.P., the largest opposi-

tion group, was in favour of its leader accepting this position, but the

more doctrinaire Trotskyist group, the Bolshevik Samasamaja Party,

was hostile to the suggestion, and so for that matter were the Com-
munists. It was in June 1950, after the two Trotskyist groups had
merged, that the L.S.S.P. leader Dr N. M. Perera took office as

Leader of Opposition. The Communists gave him no support in this.

In the meantime the U.N.P. had improved its parliamentary posi-

tion quite substantially with the entry of G. G. Ponnambalam and
most of the Tamil Congress members into the government. Not only

were the ranks of the opposition depleted, but the government was
able to acquire the formidable oratorical and forensic skills of the

Tamil Congress leader. Those members of the Tamil Congress who
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opposed the new alignment of forces fimned a rival Tamil organisa-

tion, the Federal Party, in December 1948, but this latter organisation

was very much a voice in the wilderness until the general elections of

1956 when it emeiged as by far the most influential of the Tamil
parties.

The social welfare schemes ofthe Donoughmore era were continued

beyond 1947, partly at least as a means of blunting the challenge of

the Marxist left. Sri Lanka, poor though she was, enjoyed a much
higher standard of living than India, Pakistan and Burma, and the

national finances seemed adequate to maintain the \\ ( I fare, measures

to which the country had grown accustomed in the last years of

British rule. In 1947 the total e9q)enditure on welfare absorbed 56.1

per cent of the government's resources; the corresponding figure for

the late 19208 had been a mere 16.4 per cent. It was not yet evident

that the burgeoning costs of these welfare measures were an un«

supportable burden for a develojHiig country and one which added a
dimension of weakness to an economy ofwhich the principal feature

was its dependence on the vagaries ofa world market.

Ironically, however, neither of the protagonists—the government

led by D. S. Senanayake and its left-wing critics-~^owed much
understanding of the Buddhists' sense of outrage and indignation at

what they regarded as the historic injustices suffered by their religion

under \Vestem rule. The affront was to culture no less than to religion,

and the resentment was felt even more strongly by the ayurve^

physician, the Sinhalese schoolmaster and the notary than by the

bhikkhus. And as regards religion it was the withdrawal of the tradi-

tional patronage and the consequent precedence and prestige that

was resented. Beneath the surface these religious, cultural and lingu-

istic issues were gathering momentum and developing into a force too

powerful for the existing social and poliiical set-up to accommodate or

absorb. They were to tear tlie country apart within a decade of 1948
and to accomplish the discomfiture of both the U.N.P. and its left-

wing critics.

Indeed the Marxists placed as much emphasis as did Senanayake

himselfon Sri Lanka as a multi-racial polity, as a secular state and on a
territorial concept ofcitizenship. (Their \ er.sion of this polity was much
more comprehensive because it also encompassed the Indian planta-

tion workers, whom not even the most liberal of the 'constitutionalists'

was wilUng to regard as an integral clement ofa Sri Lanka polity.) In

this emphasis on a secular state there was much more in common
between Senanayake with his supporters among the 'constitution-

alists' and the Marxists, than between the former and S. W. R. D.
Bandaranaike's adherents within the 'consutudonalist' camp.

I

I
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Nationalism

The political settleinent established by D. S. Senanayake was Jen

stable than it appeared to be. The forces that sought to upset it were

as insidioiis as they were truly fonnidable, and to grasp their signi-

ficance we need to turn to the nature of nationalism in Sri Lanka.
There was always a tendency on the part of the Sinhalese to equate

their own ethnic nationalism with a wider all-island one, to flfwiipft

that these—Sinhalese nationalism and Sri Lanka nationalism—were

one and the same. In support of this they advanced aiguments based

on history and immemorial tradition. But thb was a short-sighted and
unrealistic atdtude. The Tamils, the most numerous and articulate

group among the minorities, passionately rejected this identificatioii

ofthe sectional interests of the majority with the wider all-island focus

of Sri Lanka nationalism. The Christians (among the Sinhalese and
Tamils), particularly theRoman Catholics, were equally apprehensive

and resentful ofthe common tendency to equate Sinhalese nationalism

with Buddhism. The Tamils, for their part, developed an inward-

looking ethnic nationalism of their own, although this, like its Sin-

halese counterpart, lacked cohesion or even the touch of authenticity

till language becune, after independence, the basis of these rival

nationalisms.

The other version of nationalism, a Ceylon or Sri Lanka national-

iam, emphasised the conunon Interests of the island's various edmic
and religious groups. It had as its basis an acceptance of the reality

of a plural society, and sought the reconciliation of the legitimate

interests of the majority and minorities within the context of an all-

island polity. Its most influential advocate at the time of the transfer

of power was D. S. Senanayake. In 1948 this version of nationalism

seemed to be a viable alternative to the narrower sectionalisms de-

scribed above, and held out the prospect of peace and stability in the

vital first phase of independence. It was based on a double com-

promise: the softening of Sinhalese dominance by the establishment

ofan equilibrium of political forces the keynote ofwhich was modera-

tion, and an emphasis on secularism, a refusal to mix state power and
politics with religion, even though the concept of a special responsibi-

Uty for Buddliism was tacitly accepted. This Sri Lanka nationalism

had a crucial flaw. It was basically elitist in conception, and it had

litUe popular support extending beyond the political establishment.

It required D. S. Senanayake's enormous personal prestige and con-

summate statecraft to make it viable.

The first major challenge to this system had appeared when
S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike crossed over to the Opposition in July 1951

with a small group of his supporters. In September 1951 the Sri Lanka
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Freedom Party was inaugurated as a centrist political force which
deliberately sought to beoome the focal point of all interest groups

which were dissatisfied with the U.N.P. and at the same time opposed
to Marxist solutions to the country's problems. The nucleus of a
democratic alternative to the U.N.P. had emerged. Its populist pro-

grammewas directed at the large protestvote that went to the Marxist
parties forwant ofan alternative, and to the rural areas which formed
tiie basis of the U.N.P.'s hold on political power in the country. The
Mar3dst left had foiled to makemuch ofan impact on the rural areas,

and its perennial ideological disputes, and its rifb and shifts and re-

alignments whichwere incomprdhensible to most ofthe electors in tiie

country, canned no meaning to any save true believers. Besides, the

leftwasjust as unsympathetic as the U.N.P. leadership to the religious,

linguistic and cultural aspirations ofthe Buddhist activists, and it vras

to this group with its deq> sense ofgrievance, its social and economic
discontent, and its resentment at being neglected by both the left and
the U.N.P., that the S.L.F.P. as the successors of the Sinhala Maha
Sabha turned.

In the years after indq)endence one ofthe major preoccupations of
the government under D. S. Senanayake had been with tbc need to

establish securely a Sri Lankan nationalism,—and during the time

of his leadership there had been a policy of subordinating com-
munal differences to the coznmon goal of fostering parliamentary

democratic institutions and strengthening the foundations of nation-

hood. The primary aim was the establishment of an equilibrium of
ethnic forces within a multi-racial polity. For some time it seemed as

tiiough these policies were succeeding, but under the surface powerfiil

forces were at woric to upset the equilibrium thus established. This
shift was in tune with the essence of democratic politics in which,

given a common basis ofagreement, the numerically larger group can
peacefully alter the power structure. It was to this process that

S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike sought to give leadership, and the ideals of

communal reconciliation and harmony were soon to give way before

the stresses released by the divisive forces of language and reHgion.

The Sinhalese-Buddhist majority, long dormant, was beginning once

more to assert its national dominance. The first casualties were the

concepts ofa multi-racial polity, a SriLanka nationalism anda secular

state.

The prospect ofa classic confixmtation between D. S. Senanayake
and S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike as the advocates oftwo diametrically

opposed versions of nationalism vanished with the death of D. S.

Senanayake on 22 March 1952. He was succeeded as Prime Minister

by his son Dudley after a brief but bitter squabble for the leadership

within the inner circles of the U.N.P. The younger Senanayake was

3a
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fixrty yean old at this time. While he shared his Other's views oa
secukuism, commiinal hanncmy and resistance to the demands of
Buddhist activists, he was also more receptive to the winds ofchaqge
that were blowing over the island. He was much more amenable to

reasonable concessions to the Buddhist movement and the trade

unions. In short, he had reservations about many aspects ofthe skUus

quoy and he therefinre could not defend it with his father's sense of
commitment.

It was no great surprise when he led the UJ*^.P. and its allies to a
remarkable electoral victory in July 1953 over a formidable array of
opponents—S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike's S.L.F.P., the Mandsts and
the Tamil Federal Party. The election took place in an atmosphere

ofemotionalism following the death ofD. S. Senanayake, and in fiu^t

the massive victory won by the son was in many ways a ringing

endorsement given by the electorate to the Other's lifework. The
equilibrium offerees he had sought to establish was seemingly stabi-

lised by the massive electoral support received by his successor.

S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike did not make much of an impact on the

rural areas. The left lost ground heavily; and the Federal Party made
no impression at all in the Tamil areas, with its leader S. J. V.
Chdvanayakam losing his seat to a U.N.P. candidate.

But the forces aligned against the new Prime Minister were formid-

able. The left gave him a taste of the problems he faced when they

organised a massive demonstration just after the elections in protest

against alleged electoral frauds. There was no evidence that any
frauds had been perpetrated, and S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike, fer one,

never gave any serious support to this canard. The government re-

sponded by organising an equally massive counter-rally.

More significantly, the S.L.F.P. emerged from the election as a
viable democratic alternative to the U.N.P., and its leader took on
the role of Leader of the Opposition on the traditional Westminster

model . The Marxist groups within Parliamentand in the countrywere
hopelessly divided, and a section of them preferred to acknowledge

Bandaranaike's leadership of the Opposition within the Parliament

rather than that of the L.S.S.P. leader Dr N. M. Perera. But even so

their attitude to Bandaranaike and his policies was at best ambivalent.

They had much greater fidth than he in strikes, mass action and
extra-parliamentary struggles as ferms of protest against the govern-

ment. And in August 1953 dieywere offered precisely the opportunity

ofembarrassing the government that they had been waiting for.

The new govenunent took office against the backgroimd of an
emerging economic crisis. The boom conditions which Sri Lanka's

e3qx>rts had enjoyed during the Korean war were soon followed by a
sharp worsening of the terms of trade and a fall in rubber prices. It
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was evident that Sri Lanka could no longer afford the maaadve expen-

diture on food subsidies to which the country had grown accustomed

in the days ofD. S. Senanayake's government Acting on the advice of
a visiting World Bank mission, Dudley Senanayake sought to reduce

the crippling burden of the rice subsidy. This move was doubly pro-

vocative: the price rose from 25 cents a measure (two pounds) to

72 cents, and during the election campaign of 1952, government

spokesmen had capitalised on the popularity of the rice subsidy, and
promised to maintain it at the same level.

When public protests rose against the increase in the price of rice^

the Marxist unions, with the Trotskyist L.S.S.P. in the lead, were

mobilised to stage a one-day hartal (a mass stoppage of work).

S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike decHned to let his party get involved in this

hartal, but the Marxists proceeded with it undismayed. The turbulent

demonstrations that followed in the wake of die hartal exceeded the

expectations of the Marxist leadership, and several demonstrators

were killed when the police opened fire.

The hartal had &tdul political consequences for the U.N.P., in the

sense that it was (me of the factors contributing to the resignation of

Dudley Senanayake in October 1953. His successor was Sir John
Kotelawala, who had neither his poHtical vision nor any substantial

reserves of conmiitted public support beyond the ranks of the urban

^te. The parliamentary majority he inherited was large enough to

enable him to stabilise his position and to cope successfully with the

problems caused by his predecessor's resignation. He could even

afford to exclude some members ofhis predecessor's cabinet when he
fixrmed his government, but his politicaljudgement went astraywhen
he dropped a man of G. G. Ponnambalam's ability and standing; a
few di^^imted M.P.s maintained a sullen alence, while others drfited

into opposition—potential recruits fixr a broad-based movement that

would bring down the U.N.P. But the Prime Minister's hold on
Parliament grew stronger.

It was not in Parliament, however, that the real opposition to

Kotelawala and the U.N.P. lay. Religion, language and culture were

emeiging as the central issues of the day, and with regard to these he

was so patently unsympathetic and lacking in understanding that the

position of his government and the U.N.P. was suocessfiilly under-

mined.*

The Sinhalese-educated intelligentsia found that rewarding careers

were closed to them by the pervasive dominance of English as the

language ofadministration. Although theywere not without influence

in the villages, they had seldom in the past been able to exert any

* For the background to this see W. Howard Wnggms, Ggiiim.* DUmmm^a
J{ew J{^mn (Princeton, N. J., i960).
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influence on a national acak and tfacy felt that they

excluded fix>m a share ofpower commmsurate ynih. their numben by
the western-educated dite. More important, they felt that they were
better able than the latter to speak fenr the villagors. By eztensioa they

also felt that theTamiloommunityhad taken an unfair share ofpower
j

byvirtueofitssvqperior educational opportunities. In addition they be-

lieved that in its sjmtual homeTheravada Buddhism and t^
associated widi it were not receiving sufficient support or respect The

,

worldwide celebration ofthe 3500^ anniversary of the pariiabhdna of
I

the Buddha was scheduled fer 1956* and this a£Eorded Buddhist I

activists a marvellous opportunity for dieir campaigns. At the same
time a reportbya prestigious non^govemment commissinn (consisting

;

of eminent Buddhist personalities) on the deplorable state ofBuddh- i

ism in Sri Lanka heightened these fears—^they levelled the charge that

the value of independence was 'vitiated' by the fact that the ruling
'

dite was 'completely dominated fay an alien oudook and values, and ;

estranged from their national history and culture*.

If religious fervour was the prime determinant of change the
\

language question was its sharp cutting edge. Indeed the two elements
1

—Buddhism and Sinhalese—^were so closely intertwined that it was
impossible to treat either one in isolation. The amdety to preserve and
strengthen the Sinhalese language stemmed pardy at least froma fear

that if it fell into decay in Sri Lanka, its religious aiid cultural tradition

would die with it. What occurred at this time was a profoundly

significant transformation of nationalism—with language becoming

its basis. (The most appropriate analogy for this would be the lingu-

istic nationalism which erupted in Central Europe in the mid-
i

nineteenth century.) This transformadon ofnationalism affected both i

the Sinhalese and Tamil population.*

To the Buddhist activists the Prime Minister was both an anachron-
|

ism and a philistine, and they sought to replace him by a more
'

representative figure. Their first choice, significandy, was Dudley
I

Senanayake, then a backbencher semi-retired from active politics.

But he declined their offer, first, because his health was troubling him

and, secondly, because he saw the political implications of the pro-
;

gramme he was being called upon to champion, and these disturbed

him. It was at this point that they turned to Bandaranaike, and he had

fewer compunctions about accepting the programme because he had

been advocating much the same policies for many years . The profound .

political consequences of the programme did not deter him from

adopting it with enthusiasm, because he was confident of his ability to i

ride the storm and to control the forces he was being asked to lead.

« See K. M. de Sflva, *Natioiialinii and its Xmpact*, CJUSS^ ba, IV(i & a)*

i974»PP.6a-7a.
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The crucial issue was language. Sir John Kotelawala*s maladroit

handling ofthis issue converted it into a highly inflammable one. The
problem that faced him was to satisfy the aspirations ofthe Sinhalese,

who were increasingly insistent on ^e immediate imposition of Sin-

halese as the sole official language in breach of the compromise on
language reached in 1944 and the fears of the Tamils, who realised

that such a step would place them at a severe disadvantage in the

competition for posts in government service. Late in 1955 the Prime
Minister, while on an official visit to the Tamil north, made a public

pronouncement that he would make constitutional provision for

parity ofstatus for the Sinhalese and Tamil languages. The thunder-

storm of protests against this that arose In the Sinhalese areas took

every section ofopinion by surprise. Nobody had anticipated such a
profoundly hostile reaction. The SX.F.P. which, like the U.N.P. and
all other national parties, stood for Sinhalese and Tamil as the ofHcial

language of the country, capitalised on the situation by declaring

itselfin fovour of Sinhalese as the (mly official language—with a pro-

vision for the 'reasonable use' of the Tamil language. Within a few

months ofthis the U.N.P. too (in February 1956) reversed its position

on language rights and adopted one that was even moro thorough-

going in its commitment to Sinhalese as the official language than that

ofthe S.L.F.P. But the patent insincerity ofthe conversion discredited

both the Prime Minister and the U.N.P. They lost the support ofthe

Tamils, and as events were to demonstrate so dramatically, made not

the slightest headway among the Sinhalese.

Sir John Kotelawala completely misread the trends of the day in

believing that this last-minute voUeface on language would enable him
to return to power at the next general elections. Scheduled for 1957,

tiiese were now advanced to 1956 in the hope that the U.N.P. could

capitalise on its stand on language at a time when the left-wing

parties were handicapped by their commitment to the policy ofparity

ofstatus for Sinhalese and Tamil. SirJohn's chances ofpulling off the

elections seemed good enough not merely to his own advisers, but

also to some ofBandaranaike's close associates, who chose thismoment
to cross over to the government, thus demonstrating that a position

in the centre of the political arena is not often the best place from
which to judge which way the wind is blowing. But the decision to

hold the general elections in 1956 offended Buddhist activists who
preferred to keep the year free of political agitation and partisan

politics for the BuddhaJqjfatUhii worldwide celebration in May of that

year of the 2500th anniversary of the Buddha's parinibbdna or death.

They exhorted the Prime Minister to postpone the elections until after

the celebration, but he refused to do so. Instead he aggravated the

offence by initiating the first phase of the Buddha JayanUd celebra-

Ccpyiiylited
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tions before the electionsy which the most articulate sections of the

saii^—a majority, in fact—ffpgarded as a blatant cxpkntatioii of

rel^^us sentiment by a man whom they believed to have neither a
sense ofoccasbn nor any genuine love for Buddhism.
The opposition parties were now better prepared than ever before

for their encounter with the U.N.P. This time the forces ranged
against the U.N.P. were altogethermore formidable, andmore united
than they had been in 1953 or 1947. It was reccqgnised that Ban-
daranaike's S.L.F.P. was the most viable alternative to the U.N.P.,

and that it should be given all possible support in the prime objective

ofdefeating the UJM.P. Bandaranaike had protected his left flank by
arranging a no-contest pact with the two leading Marxist parties, the

L.S.S.P. and CP., in September-October 1955. In the meantime the

S.L.F.P. had joined forces with a section ofthe L.SJS.P. (under Philip

Gunawardane) and two smaller Sinhalese parties, in the Mahajana
Eksath Peramuna (the Peoples United Front), in which the common
links were a commitment to Sinhalese as the official language and to

a populist programme of social and economic change.
The U.N.P. went it alone. Its Tamil Congress allies in the north

had left them long before the elections, and there the way was clear for

the Federal Party. Dudley Senanayake stood aloof finom this contest,

and did not give the U.N.P. any assistance. His absence and that of

of the Senanayake family in general was skilfully exploited to the

U.N.P.'s disadvantage. For the leadership of the U.N.P. the defeat

they suffered was all the more stimning for being so totally un-

eaqjccted; few people, whether politicians or publicists, had correcdy

predicted that the outcome of the elections would be the crushing

defeat of the U.N.P. under SirJohn Kotelawala. Not even the victors

of this electoral struggle had gauged the real strength of the grass-

roots movement which welled up under the direction ofan army of
concerned bhikkhiis under the banner of an improvised organisation,

the Eksath Bhikkhu Peramuna^ which transcended the traditional

JVi^)"^ divisions. Buddhist activistssucceededinconverting what might
have been a conventional election campaign into a symbolic struggle

between the forces ofevil—the U.N.P.—and righteousness.

In retrospect the formation of the United National Party and the

strong government it provided for eight vitally important years were
positive, even essential, achievements of the first decade of Sri Lanka's

post-independence history.' The Party ensured order and an orderly

transition to democratic politics undera two-party system. S. W. R. D.

* On the Eksath Bhikkhu Peramuna, see Wriggins, op. cit., and D. E. Smith

(ed.), South Asian Religion Mid Politics (Princeton, N. J., 1966), especially pp. 453-88.
* See Galvin Woodward, Tke Growth fffaPartyS^stmrn Oeybn (Frovidaioe, R.L»

1966), and his article 'The Party System in GonqMurative PenpiBcdve: an Asms-
ttcat*, CJHSS, xkju, IV(x & a), 1974, pp. 144-33.
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Bandaranaike, for one, was well aware of the symbiotic relatbnship

between the founding ofthe U.N.P. and the stability ofdemocracy in

Sri Lanka in the early years of independence. The U.N.P. gave Sri

Lanka, he said, 'the stability ofgovernment which was needed, parti-

cularly at the beginning ofa new era offreedom*.'

After the election of 1952, especially, the overwhelming dominance
of the U.N.P. appeared to be leading inevitably towards the in-

stitutionalisation of a monolithic party system as was happening

elsewhere among new states. The victory of the Mahajana Eksath

Peramuna in 1956 and the smooth transfer ofpower from the U.NJ^.
to that new force were a watershed in Sri Lanka's political evolution.

They nuuked a change from a political structure in which one party

was in a position of clear predominance to a multi-party system in

which two miyor parties are in constant competition for power and
each is joined at one time or another in coalition by smaller groups.

Thiswas also the coming ofage ofSri Lanka's system ofparliamentary
democracy.

The economy

CSonceming the economy, even more than the political structure, the

mood at the tune of the transfer of power was singularly sober and
realistic though not unduly pessimistic. There were, on the contrary,

high hopes of economic achievement. The country's assets were not

unimpressive; although the populatbn was increasing rapidly, it was,

compared with other countries in South Asia, well-fed and literate;

thegovernment ofSriLankawas the lai^gest landholder in the country,

controlling no less than 3.25 million acres (mosdy waste forest whidi
needed the provision ofroads and electricity to be made producdve)

;

the administration was competent, and above all, there were laige

sterling balances accumulated during the war.

Nevertheless, the economic legacy left behind by the British was
just as ambiguous as the political one—perhaps even more so. The
crux of the problem was that foreign income which 'directly or in-

directly constituted the bulk of the national income began to foil

rapidly*, while at the same time there was a rise in the cost ofimports.

This was reflected in the country's balance of payments which fell

consistendy from 'a handsome surplus in 1945 to a heavy deficit in

1947*. For a country which practically lives by foreign trade^ a con-

temporary economic survey pointed out, 'no economic indices could

be more significant It represented a fall in national income and a
march towards greater poverty and insecurity.'*

D. S. Senanayake's government inherited an undivcrsified export

' CSted in Woodward, 'The Vtaty System an Gonqpamtive Pci'spectivi^, p. 146.
* B. B. Das Gupta, A Short Economic Survey qfCeyton (Golomlw, 1949), p. 9.
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economy dependent prindpaUy on the three cropsy tea (the most
important m terms of export earnings), rubber and oooonut. The
weakness of the economy lay in the wide fluctuations to which the

revenues from these exports were subject, a reflex ofworld ^^ffw^^c

conditions. This was quite apart from the dominant ifnot oontroUuqg

position of foreign commercial firms—^lai^gdy British—^in the planta-

tions, especially tea and rubber, and in the export ofplantation pro-
ducts. One ofthe most striking features of this economic structure was
the absence of an industrial sector independent of the processing of

tea, rubber and coconut for export and the related engineering and
mechanical requirements. Nevertheless there had been sinoe 1931,
and particularly since the outbreak of the Second World War, some
state-sponsored industrial ventures. None of these was of more than
marginal significance, and on the whole litde progress had been made.
Private enterprise was reluctant to embark on industrial ventures in

the absence of firm support from the government. Although the new
government declared that the country cannot *dq>end on agriculture

alone to provide the minimum standard we are aiming at for our
rapidly increasing people', this was merely lip-service to the almost

religious faith among the intelligentsia in kidustrialisarion as the

panacea for Sri Lanka's economic problems.

Traditional agriculture—subsistence farming—flagged far behind

the efficient plantation sector in producUvity because of the long-term

impact of a muldplicity of factors. Sri Lanka could not produce all

the rice needed to feed a growing population : most of the country's

requirements in rice and subsidiary foodstu£Gs were imported and
accounted for more than half the imports.

Looking ahead to the years after independence, the Senanayake

regime placed its hopes on the achievement of self-sufficiency in rice

and subsidiary foodstuffs: 'Increased production, particularly in the

matter of homegrown food,' it declared, 'will be given a place of

supreme importance in the policy of the Government.'^ The principal

means of achieving this objective was the rapid development of the

dry zone, the heartland of the ancient irrigation civilisaUon of Sri

Lanka. Thus in this enterprise one discerned too the search for inspira-

tion from the past and the traditional sources of legitimacy of Sri

Lanka's rulers.

All in all, however, there was no great emphasis on far-reaching

changes in the economic structure inherited from the British. This

latter had taken firm root in the period ofBritish rule, and the process

of introducing changes in it was more difficult than it seemed to be,

while any hope of dismantling it was beyond the realncis of practical

* Quoted ia H. M. Oliver, Eeenemk Opmim and PoU^ in C^flm (Duriuun, N.G.,

«957).P-50-
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politics. For 'the export of estate products enabled the people of

[Sri Lanka], or a lazge part ofthem, to be fed and dothed.*^ Besides,

die system itselfwas still viable and its potential for expansion was, if

not undiminished, at least reasonably g^xxi. And it was also true that

the political leadership of the day was reluctant to make changes in

an economic system with which their own interests were identified.

The result was that in the economic structure, as in the political, there

was an emphasis on the maintenance ofthe sUxhis quo.

The first decade ofindependence was a period of significant ifnot

sustainable economic growth, stimulated by two boom periods for the

island's exports in the years 1950-5, and a remarkable expansion in

paddy production.'^ Tbe first strong upsuige of the GNP was in

1950-1, the Korean war boom. Export earnings increased by 79 per

cent between 1949 and 195I9 largely as a result of a 65 per cent

increase in export prices. In 1950 ihe country enjoyed a recc»d trade

surplus ofRs. 396 million, or 10 per cent ofthe Gross National Output
fi>r the year; .thb represented an increase ofRs. 363 million over the

previous year. The improvement in the terms of trade from 1949 to

1951 was as much as 35 per cent "Wth the collapse of the Korean
boom in April 1951, the demand for exports declined considerably,

and the terms oftrade turned adverse with a sharp drop in the GNP,
although disposable income still grew at a steadyand &irly rapd rate.

One of the most dynamic sectors of the island's economy in the

1950s—in terms of ou^ut, productivity and, certainly, employment
growth—was peasant agriculture. At die end of the Second World
War, it was still on the whole both backward and stagnant. Its rapid

transformation in the post-war period is therefore all the more im-

pressive. D. S. Senanayake was passionately interested in the devel-

opment ofpeasant agriculture, and under his leadership the U.N.P.
in its early years of power stressed the building-up of traditional

agriculture, especially its extension in area through land development

and irrigation schemes such as the massive Gal-Oya scheme^ the first

maj<»: project since the days ofthe Polonnaruva kings.

Paddy production increased fix>m 16.7 million bushds in 1947 and
92 million in 1950 and 1951 to 37.7 milUon in 1955. This steady pro-

gress in paddy production, at a rate unsurpassed even by the most
modern sectors ofthe economy, was especially remarkable since it was
mainly a peasant activity. Most of the progress can be attributed to

government policies directed towards regeneration of the peasant

sector. One ofthese policies was the extension ofthe area under paddy

^ W. I. Jennings, The Econotn}t ofCeylon (and edn, London, 1951), p. 40.
^ Sec DonaMR.Saodgna,CejiM! An &^ariJBem^ Tiwrnttm (Homewood,

111., 1966), and his article 'Sri Lanka's Economic Deve)opimait Diuiog Twenty*
Five Yean of Independence', CJHSS, n.s., IV(i & 2), 1974, pp. 119-95.
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cultivation by means of irrigation projects and peasant colonisatioii

schemes. But basically the astonishing growth of peasant agriculture

in this decade could be attributed to the sheer strength of market

incentives; paddy output grew so fast because cultivators were re-

warded for their production by guaranteed purchase at prices which

were not only unprecedented but represented a subsidy of approx-

imately 50 per cent over world-market prices.

The U.N. P. governments of this period are liable to criticism for

having allowed the economy to drift for too long without putting

a workable long-term development strategy into operation. The
U.N.P.'s approach to development was partly a product of party

ideology and partly a natural, if shortsighted, reaction to the fact that

the early 1950s were good years for Sri Lanka's economic wellbeing.

One characteristic of the economy in the 1950s was an exceedingly

buoyant consumption level : both private and public current account

expenditure tended to increase rapidly—in retrospect, far too rapidly

—throughout most of the decade. The strong upsurge of the GNP in

1950-1 had been followed by an equally strong rise in consumption,

and in 1952, when the export boom came to its sudden end, con-

sumption was still rising and indeed the consumption ratio increased

sharply. It remained fairly stable at its higher post-boom level in

1953-4 and rose again in response to the boom conditions of 1955.

When the boom of 1955-6 came to an end, consumption fell very

little from its new higher boom-inspired level. Although after 1952

there was heightened concern for the economy's future, and the

U.N. P. began to act with increasing boldness (as in the Six-Year

Prograinine of Investment), investment remained below 10 per cent

ofGNP till 1956.

In contrast to the solid achievement in traditional agriculture was
die lack of any substantial progress in refurbishing existing export

industries or channelling investment into new industrial ventures. The
failure to achieve rapid industrial development meant that the sub-

stitution of local production for imports (with the notable exception

ofrice) proceeded very slowly. So the structure ofproduction changed
little as population grew, and when the foreign exdiange problem had
worsened rapidly after 1955.

There was in this period a sharp increase in population growth

—

fiom 2.5 per cent in 1946, it reached a peak of 3.0 per cent in 1950
and remained between 2.7 and 2.9 per cent throughout the 1950s. The
crude death rate had been halved by 1953 and fell to 8.6 in i960,

while the birth rate of 39.6 in 1946 declined much more slowly to

around 36.5 in the period 1955-60. Sir Ivor Jennings, commenting
on the island's affiurs in 1949, warned of the economic implications

of the island's astonishing rate of population increase which had
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reached 3.0 per annum that year, and he asserted with uncharacter-

istic exaggeration that tiiis Vas the fundamental problem of [Sri

Lanka's] economy'.^' If it was not quite that, this was because the

increase in population was not concentrated in the under-25 group

but spread through all age groups; in the decade 1950-9 the under-35

age group rose from 56 to 60 per cent of the gross population, a rate

ofgrowth which did not pose any insuperable problems for as long as

the expanding economy could cope with an annual addition to the

labour force of around 54,000, as it did between 1946 and 1953.

Thus the political system was not much disturbed by population

pressure. Nevertheless this rapid growth of population had the im-
mediate effect of pushing up private and public coosumptioa needs

and reducing the surplus available for investment.

Foreign affairs

At the time of the transfer of power, scant attention was paid to

external policy and the external environment There was a conscious-

ness of tiie island's strategic position in the Indian Ocean and its

inability to defend itself. D. S. Senanayake had willingly signed the

Agreements on Defence and External Affairs with the United King-

dom before die grant ofDominion Status to Sri Lanka, for on these

matters there was substantial identity ofviews between D. S. Sena-

nayake and Whitehall. These Agreements, as we have seen, were sub-

jected to severe criticism both within and outside Parliament in Sri

Lanka, espedaUy but not exclusively from Marxist groups.
D. S. Senanayake feared that with the British withdrawal the

British cmptc in Asia in the fomiliar form in which it had existed

would have ended, and the political prospects in Aria would be hardly
encouraging. A profound suspicion of India was the dominant strand

in his external policy. Accordingly it was as a policy of re-insurance

for the country during the early years of indq>endence, when it was
not impossible that there might be a political vacuum in South Asia,

that he viewed the Agreements. Similarly, in the early years of
independence he claimed that mcmbcfBhip of the Commonwealth
would provide a 'counter-force' against any possibility of aggression

from India in the future.

In these circumstances there is a natural tendency to overlook the

fact that the first Prime Minister was also *the original protagonist of

non-alignment and neutralism'.^^ In 1948 D. S. Senanayake's govern-

ment, along with other Asian powers, came out in forthright opposi-

W. I. Jennings, ThBEeemmy ofCeylon (London, 1949), p. 4.

^ A. J. Wilson, <Sri Lanka't Foreign Fblicy—CSfaiiuige and Ckmttnidty', CJHSS^
n.s., IV(t & a), 1974, p. 57.
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tkm to the Dutch police action against the RepubEc of Indonesia;

and his was one of the first governments to recognise the People's

Republic of China, and to sever diplomatic relations with the Kuo-
mintang regimeinTaiwan. Moreimportant, in 195 1 , speakingoverthe

BBC in London, he emphasised the point diat he wished his country

to follow a 'middle padi' in international politics and not entangle

itadfin the power and ideological conflicts ofthe cold war. This was
indeed the very first time that a Sii Tiankan statesman had articulated

a definite guideline on foreign policy.

Thus the trend towards non-a^gnment had b^;un under D. S.

Senanayake himself, a fiict which has not received much attention for

two reasons. First, it was a gradual development emerging finom

pragmatic considerations without any semblance ofideolo^cal com-
mitment. Secondly, Sri Lanka was embroiled in the ideol^;ical con-

flicts of the cold war, and the Soviet Union regularly vetoed Sri

Lanka's membership of the United Nations Organisation, urging in

support of this the argument the she was too much in the shadow of

British power, a contention which dovetailed into the political battles

in the island, where the local Marxist parties werem direct opposition

to the U.N.P. Senanayake's government in turn adopted a completely

n^rative attitude towards Communist countries, and consbtentiy re-

fiised to establish diplomatic Cft cultural links witii any ofthem. Apart

fixmi fears that Communist embassies in Colombo would inevitably

strengthen local Marxist parties there was, more logically, the view

that it would not be to Sri Lanka's advantage to establish diplomatic

links with countries which refiised to acknowledge her status as an
independent state.

Under his successcos, his son, Dudley (1952-3) and SirJohn Kote-
lawala (1953-6), however, relations with Communist states ex-

panded, although these did not develop into firm diplomatic links.

First there was the rubber-rice trade agreement with China in 1952;

and then under Kotelawala trade relations were established with

Poland and Czechoslavakia in 1955 and Romania in 1956. The
rubbei^rice trade agreementwith China was greetedwith considerable

dismay in the United States, and the Sri Lanka government came
under strong pressure from that quarter once it became known that

such an agreement was being negotiated. Thus this agreement was at

once a vigorous demonstration ofSri Lanka's independence in external

relations, and of her capacity to withstand pressures fi:om Western
powers.

Kotelawala, however, carried Sri Lanka well into the Western
camp, choosing the United States rather than Britain as the main
ally. The commitment to Britain of course remained, and British

assistance continued to be the mainstay of Sri Lanka's defiafice^
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although by now she had begun to build up her own anned forces.

Hb alignment with the West was best demonstrated when he per-

mitted landing rights in Sri Lanka for United States air force planes

ferrying Frendi troops to Indo-Ghina.

Kotdawala's strong pro-Western bias was a reflection of his anti-

Communist position in intemad<nud afiairs. He was responsible for

initiating the Colombo conference of 1954, at which Asian powers

discussed the Indo-China problem. His ideological commitmeat was
manifest here when he advocated die adopd<»i of a resolution con-
demning 'aggressive communism*, in addition to one critical of 'colo-

nialism' favoured by a majority ofthe delegation. Again, at the path-

breaking Bandung conference held the following year, in which not

only Asian but also African nations were represented, Kotelawala

took up the same position. There were indeed fears that Sri Lanka
would seek membership of SEATO; but despite his strong anti-

Communist outlook, he recognised that there would be strong opposi-

tion within the country—and not from opposition groups sdone—to

any move in that direction. And nunre than once he asserted that he
had no intention ofguiding Sri Lanka intojoining any power bloc.

It was during his premiership that Sri Lanka was admitted to the

United Natbns in 1955 with the withdrawal ofthe Soviet veto. Trade
links were established with some Communist countries in 1955 and
1956, and while this was a significant new development, Kotelawala

did not establish any dipbmatic links with Communist powers; how-
ever, such links Yfcxe bdng contemplated by his government in its last

months in office, and when the country went to the polls in 1956 the

decision to establish them had already been taken. Once mc»e^

pragmatic considerations governed a major diplomatic initiative.
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THE TRIUMPH OF LINGUISTIC

NATIONALISM:
S.W.S..D. BANDARANAIKE IN POWER

1956-1959

The tide turned in Bandaranaike's favour within three yean of his

setback at the polls in 1952. The background to his yicbory at the

general election 1956 has been surveyed in a number ofbo^
monographs.^ Suffice it to say that it marked a watershed in Sri

Lanka's history in the rejection of so much that had come to be ac-

cepted as part of the normal order ofthings in post-colonial Sri Lanka.
But the strands of continuity are just as significant as the elements

of far-reaching change. The Continuity is seen in three important

features: parliamentary democracy, the Commonwealth connection

and the survival ofthe Soulbury constitudon.

Of these, the first two reflected Bandaranaike's own personal poli-

tical attitudes and inclination more than the forces to which he gave
leadership. He was a liberal democrat and a firm believer in parlia*

mentary government. He sought power through the electoral process,

and by his success demonstrated its value as an instrument of political

change in a post-colonial situation. It was a lesson which theSriLanka
electorate has absorbed with alacrity. As for the Commonwealth
connection, the fact that Nehru's India had voluntarily opted for

membership had long since removed any lingering suspicions about

limitations on sovereignty in Dominion Status, and Bandaranaike

saw no reason to terminate Sri Iianka's association with the Com-
monwcahh.
The survival of the Soulbury constitution after 1956 was, however,

not so much a matter of conviction as one of convenience. During the

period of L'.N.P. rule, there were no moves to amend the constitution

in any significant way, much less to replace it with another. The
elections of 1952 had given the U.N. P. an effective two-thirds majority

which might have been used for this purpose if it had been so minded;
but it was not, although there were occasional murmurs about re_

^ The outstanding work on this theme is Howard WiigguM^ Cgfbm: Dilmtm
a J{tw J^aUm (Fiinceton, NJ., 1960).
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publican status for Sri Lanka. The left-wing both within and outside

Parliament persisted in its opposition to the constitution, but its

power base was not sufficiently strong or wide to make this opposition

anything more than symbolic or ritualistic. The emexgence ofthe Sri

Lanka Freedom Party in 195 1 did not initially strengthen the forces

of constitutional reform, for the new party did not have the same
dogmatic opposition to the Soulbury constitution as the left-wing

groups. Indeed, S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike had been a member ofthe
Board ofNfinisters and the Cabinet at the time when the constitution

was negotiated and accepted, and had seconded D. S. Senanayake's

formal motion, introduced in the State Council on 8 November 1945,
accepting the Soulbury constitution.

Bsmdaranaike'smain concern at the time hebecame Prime Minister
in 1956 was about limitations and curbs on Sri Lanka's sovereignty,

and these he was anxious to elimiiiate; but he was thinking less about

the Soulbury constitution itself than about the Defence Agreements
with Britain signed at the time of the transfer ofpower. Very soon he

was able to satisfy himself that these Agreements were not detrimental

to the country's status as a free and sovereign state—and it is signi-

ficant that these Agreements, for all the criticisms to which they have
been subjected from time to time, have never yet been abrogated.

At the Commonwealth Prime KGnisters' Conference in 1956, Ban-
daranaike secured the agreement of his fellow-premiers to his coun-
try's transition to republican status within the Commonwealth; he
was amtious, at the same time, to introduce amendments to die

Soulbury constitution. On his initiative a Joint Parliamentary Select

Committee on Constitutional Reform was set up on 2 November 1 95 7
to prepare the basis ofa new constitutional structure. But the political

instability of the last phase of his tenure of office as Prime Minister

put paid'to any prospects ofintroducing constitutional amendments.*

The survival of the Soulbury constitution during this decade with-

out ftmdamental change can also be explained on a diiferent basis.

The considerable flexibility of the constitution, and the lack ofa bill

offundamental rights enabled the political structure to acconunodate
itself to a series of foi^reaching changes, most if not all of which
adversely aifected ethnic and reUgious minorities. As early as 194B,

the Ceylon Citizenship Act eliminated the vast majority ofthe Indian

plantation woricers from the.electoral registers by the simple device of

defining the right to citizenship far more rigidly than under the

Donoughmore constitution. It was thus demonstrated that the con-

stitutional obstacle of Section 29(2)(b)* would not operate provided

* The only amendment secured was with regard to tho law for the delimitation

of constituencies. It was introduced in 1959.
* Sectkm 29(3) (b) and (c) of the Soulbury constitution provbled that no hnv
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that legislation was so framed that there might be a restriction in fact

but not in legal form, and the restriction was made applicable to all

sectioiis of the community and not to a specific group. When Ban-

daranaike's Official Language Act was introduced in the House of

Representatives in 1956, the Speaker ruled that it was not a con-

stitutional amendment and therefore required only a simple majority.

(In i960 the Roman Catholics found to their dismay that the con-

stitution afforded them no protection in their campaign to preserve

the status quo in education.)

Equally important, nationalisation of local and foreign business

ventures was facilitated by the lack ofany provision in the constitution

for just and expeditious payment of compensation. Thus there was no
constitutional protection for property rights in general.

Such elements of continuity with the policies of the U.N.P. as there

were, were clearly overshadowed by Bandaranaike's purposeful demo-

lition of the balance of political forces which D. S. Senanayake had
endeavoured to establish and sustain as the basis of Sri Lanka's

post-colonial polity. What this amounted to was a rejection of the

concept of a Sri Lanka nationalism which D. S. Senanayake had
striven to nurture, and the substitution for it of a more democratic

and populist form of nationalism, which was at the same time fun-

damentally divisive in its impact on the country.

One ofthe immediate consequences of the transformation ofnaUon-

alism was that the concept of a multi-racial polity was no longer

politically viable. In Sinhalese the words for nation, race and people are

practically synonymous and a multi-racial or multi-communal nation

or state is incomprehensible to the popular mind. The emphasis on

the sense of uniqueness of the Sinhalese past, and the focus on Sri

Lanka as the land of the Sinhalese and the country in which Buddhism
stood forth in its purest form, carried an emotional appeal compared
with which a multi-racial polity was a meaningless abstraction.

Secondly, the abandonment of the concept of a multi-racial polity

was justified by laying stress on the notion of a democratic sanction

deriving its validity from the clear numerical superiority of the

Sinhalese-speaking group. At the same time, the focus continued to be

an all-island one, and Sinhala nationalism was consciously or un-

consciously treated as being identical with a Sri Lanka nationalism.

The minorities, and in particular the indigenous Tamils refused to

endorse the assumption that Sinhalese nationalism was interchange-

enacted by Parliament could ' (b) make penoni ofany cnmimiiiityqr religion liable

to diaabilitietw rettrictioiM to which penons ofother oommunitia or religiong ave

not made liable; or (c) confer on persons of any community or religion any
privilege or advantage which is not caaEexttd on peiaoiu of other commimitini

or religions . •
.*
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able with the larger Sri Lanka nationalism. As early as 1951, at its

first national convention, the Federal Party asserted that 'the Tamil-
speaking people in CSeylon constitute[d] a nation distinct fixnn that of

die Sinhalese by every fundamental test ofnationhood^ and in parti-

cular stressed the 'separate historical past* of the Tamils and their

linguistic unity and distinctiveness. This view has been consistently

emphasised by the Federal Party and by other Sri Lanka Tamils in

recent years, and it is the foundation of their daim for a measure of

r^onal autonomy (ranging fitim a unit or units in a Federal structure
to the more recent agitation for a separate state).

Up to the early 19508 the Tamils' concept of nationalism lacked

coharence and oohedon despite all their talk of a linguistic, re]^;unis

and cultural separateness finom the Sinhalese. As with the Sinhalese, it

was languagewhich provided the sharp cutting edge ofanew national

sdf^onsciousness. Lideed, the Federal Party's crucial contribution to

Tamil politics was its emphasis on the role oflanguage as the deter-

minant ofnationhood.

While Bandaranaike had ridden to office on a massive wave of

Sinhalese-Buddhist emotion, the sobering realities of political power
compelled him to impose restraints. The race riots which broke out in

the wake ofthe introduction ofthe 'Sinhala Only' bill had underlined

the combustible nature of linguistic nationalism in a plural society.

Thus although this legislation was introduced and piloted through the

Legislature, its fiiU implementation was postponed to January 1961.

In the meantime the Tamil Federal Party, at a convention held in

Tiincomalee in August 1956, outlined what theyregarded as themain
demands of the Tamils: autonomy for the Northern and Eastern

Provinces under a federal constitution, parity of status fi>r the Sin-

halese and Tamil languages, and a satis&ctory settlement of the

problem ofthe Indian Tamil plantation workers in the island.

In 1925-6, when Bandaranaike, as leader ofthe Progressive Nation-

alist Party, had set out the case for a federal political structure for Sri

Lanka and made this the main plank of the political platform ofhis

'party*, he had received no support for it fixm the Tamils. His ardour

for federalism cooled somewhat over the years, but it was a grim ircmy

that he should be called upon, at the moment of his greatest political

triumph, to articulate the strong opposition of the Sinhalese to any
attempt to establish a federal constitution. The Sinhalese viewed the

Tamils' demand for a federal constitution as nothing less than the thin

end of the wedge of a separatist movement The &ct is that the

Sinhalese, although an overwhelming majority of the population of

the island, nevertheless have a minority complex otr-a-mr tiie Tamils.

They feel encircled by the more than 50 million Tamil-speaking

peoplewho inhabit the present-dayTamilnadu and Sri Lanka. Within
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Sri Lanka the Sinhalese outnumber the Tamils by more than three to

one; but they in turn are outnumbered by nearly six to one by the

Tamil-apeaking people ofSouth Asia.

Historical tradition and geography separate theTamib ofSriLanka
and Tamilnadu from each other, and in the early years ofSri Lanka's
independence the Tamils of the North and East of the island had
showed little inclination to identify themselves with the Tamils of
Tamilnadu. The only fink between the two groiqis was language.

Nevertheless, the Sinhalese feared this possibiUty, smd the campaign
fi>r federalism aggravated these fears. There was suspicion too of tibe

attempt by the Federal Party to make the setdement ofthe problemof
Indian plantation workers in the island a plank in iheir poUtical

platfinrm; the programme ofaction outiined by the Federal Party in

August 1956 was r^;arded as having ominous long-term dangers.

While the extremists in the ranks ofthe ooaHtion he led could think

only in terms of maintaining pressure on the Tamils in a policy of
confrontation, Bandaranaikewas devising schemes for a statesmanlike

settlement with them^ and with this in view he conducted negotiations

with the Federal Party. The terms of this compromise were made
public in July 1957; first, the Tamil language was to be an official

language for administrative purposes in the Northern and Eastern

provinces; secondly, as a concession to the Federal demand, Ban-

daranaike agreed to establish a scheme of devolving administrative

powers to regional councils;* and thirdly, he agreed to restrict settle-

ment of Sinhalese colonists in irrigation schemes in the Northern and
Eastern provinces so that the indigenous Tamils could maintain their

majority position there. Themoment the terms of the setdementwere
made public, there viBS a storm of protest, chiefly from the extremists

in Bandaranaike's own camp. And the U.N.P., looking for a means of

staging a recovery, came out in iqjpostition to the settlement. It was
thus piovided with an ideal opportunity to embarrass the Prime
Minister on a politically sensitive issue, and to establish its commit*
ment to the 'Sinhala Only' policy before an electorate sceptical oftheir

motives. Confronted with mounting opposition to this compromise,

the Prime Minister played for time, but the pressures against it were

too strong for him to resist. Led by a group o£bhikkhus who performed

satyagraha on the lawn of his private residence in Colombo, the ex*

tremists in his own party compelled the Prime Minister to abrogate

the pact.

The tensioDS generated by these pressures and counter-pressures

erupted once again in race liots in tAky 1958. To assuage the feelings

^Inthe i940tasNfiiiiiterofIx>calGovetmnenthehadadv^
ment of a system ofprovincial coundb as the apec ofdie local government system.

But the Iffgiriation required for this purpote was never prqiaied.
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of the Tamils, Bandaranaikc in August 1958 secured parliamentary

approval of the Tamil Language (Special Provisions) Act to permit

the 'reasonable' use of Tamil in administration. It was a significant

concession, but it did not mollify the Tamils. In any case, although the

bill was approved by Parliament, the regulations necessar\^ for its im-

plementation were not passed till 1966 when Dudley Senanayake was
Prime Minister. An important point about Bandaranike's abortive

settlement with the Federal Party which needs to be mentioned was
that despite its abrogation in 1958, it continued for about ten years

thereafter to be the basis for negotiations on solutions to the Sinhalese-

Tamil problem in the island.

Since the linguistic nationalism of the Sinhalese was so closely

intertwined with the Buddhist resurgence, it was inevitable that there

would be intensified pressure for a closer association of the state with

Buddhism and for the declaration of Buddhism as the state religion.

It was inevitable too that the Christian minority would come under

attack because of Buddhist displeasure at its continued prestige and
influence, the most conspicuous evidence ofwhich lay in the impressive

network of mission schools; also because of the sense of outrage and
indignation of the Buddhists at the htamiliations—and worse—inflicted

on them under Western rule. Yet legislation for the declaration of

Buddhism as the state religion would meet the formidable and almost

insuperable obstacle of Section 29(2) (b) of the constitution. It would
have taxed the ingenuity of the most skilled legal draftsman to devise

legislation for this purpose which would not be ultra vires the con-

stitution ; and it was far from certain that the legislature would provide

the special majority necessary for a constitutional amendment if that

w^ere required. Bringing the mission schools under state control was ah
entirely different proposition, for here the Marxist and radical groups

were at one with Buddhist activists, and the constitution, as we shall

see, afforded no certain protection to the Christians.

On the whole, S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike*s government was much
more cautbus in handling matters relating to the interests of the

CShristian minority than over the language issue. It was a matter of

prudence and priorities. The language struggle took precedence over

all else, and there was no desire to add to the government's problems

by taking on an issue which was potentially just as exploAwe. While
Bandaranaike was all in &vour ofrestoring the traditional patronage

accorded to Buddhism, he stopped well short ofendorsing the demand
that Buddhism be declared the state religion. His Minister ofEduca-
tion^ put up a stout resistance to the heavy pressure from Buddhist

activisits to bring all schools under state control; those applying the

pressure received little encouragement, and oerteinly no overt sup-

* W. Dahanayake.
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port, fiom BanHaranaikft hunaelf. In Feburary 1957 he appointed the

Buddha Sasana Commisaion to cxanunc questions idatmg to a refiirm

of the saAgha, and to make proposals i^garding the general principle

of'according to Buddhism its xightfiil place in the country*, to which
the governmentwas committed. Hie Commission was soon embroiled
m the complexities of a highly sensitive set of problems and in the

inevitable interplay ofpressures and counter-pressures fiom refivmist

groups and vested interests. Its recommendations, although far from
radical, upset too many powerfid groups in the sahgfia to stand any
chance ofimplementation. One other decision—and this had nothing

to dowiththeBuddha Sasana Commissinin and itsrecommendations

—

gave satis&ction to Buddhist activists, namely that the two premier

seats ofBuddhist leaming, theVidyalankara andVidyodaya Pirivenas

should be raised to the status ofumvenities.

A KCnistryofCulturalAflBurs and adqpartmentofofficial language
affiurs were established, the former to channel state patronage for

literature and the arts and the latter to oiganise the inqdementatioin

of the government's language policy. In the revivalist atmosphere of

the iiiid-19509—with the millennial expectations oftheBuddhajqfontid

and thenativistic uige to guard and preserve the Sinhalese language

and the Buddhist rdigion fitcmi the presumed 'threats' of the Tamib
and the Christians—there was a general efflorescence ofthe arts. The
year 1956, byaremarkable coincidencewitib thevictoryoftheM.£.P.y
saw several memorable achievements in the arts, ^rst, there was
MartinWickremesinghe'snovel Viragqjfawhichin termsofsignififtanrr
of theme and sophistication of technique is perhaps the most out-

standingwork inmodern Sinhalese finctLm. nen came E. R. Sarach-

chandra's unforgettable Manam^ a theatrical Unv d$ fiim which
breathed new life into the folk tradition in Sinhalese drama, and is by
for the greatest achievement in the history of the Sinhalese tfaeatire.

Finally, there was LesterJames Peiris's film Rekdva, a bold attempt to

escape from the melodrauoiiadc stereotype which thrived under the

shadow of the South Indian cinema, and to bring the Sinhalese film

up to standards comparable with the best in world cinema.

Although none of these Uterary landmarks owed anything to the

patronage of the state, the argument that the breakthrough they

marked could be only stabilised and consolidated by active state

support for the arts and literature became part of the conventional

wisdom of the day. The institutional apparatus established for this

purpose by the Bandaranaike government—a Ministry of Cultural

Afiairs—was expected to give ofiOdal patronage and financial as-

sistance to the zeal for renewal then manifest in all spheres of the arts.

And almost from the beginning it was confronted with the need to

hold a balance between the two ywaiw and c^"^*c^**g tendencies m
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aesthetic ideology : one <»iented towards westernisation, and the other

going back to indigenous traditions. It became obvious that western-

isation in the arts and literature, for all its attractions, could hardly

hold its own against the powerful forces oftraditionalism.*

The linguistic nationalism of the mid-19508 was a popular move-
ment, in contrast to the 6Htist constitutionalism ofthe early years after

independence. This popular quality, despite its seeming novelty at

the time when it first appeared in the mid-1950s, had its roots in the

recent past, especially in the temperance movement in the early twen-

tieth century, when a similar mixture of religious fervour and com-
mitment to national culture had captured the imagination of the

Sinhalese people, especially in the rural areas ofthe low-country. But

in the mid-1950s it was present on a wider scale, and its appeal was
deeper. The S.L.F.P. accommodated itself—as the U.N.P. clearly did

not—^to an eiqpanding 'political nation' inwhich a Sinhalese-Buddhist
intermediary dlite sought an influence commensurate with its num-
bers. Ideologically hazy and politically opportunistic, Bandaranaike's

'middle wa/ promised people social change, social justice, economic

independence firom foreign powers, and tiie completion of political

sovereignty. It gave a sense of dignity to the common pec^le, and
fortified tiieir sdf>respect.

One of the notable consequences ofthe triumph of Sinhalese Bud-

dhist populism was the unexpected setback it caused to the Marxist

movement. In the earlymonths ofthe new administration the L.S.S.P.

was regarded—not least by itself—as a potential successor in office to

Bandaranaike, should he fidter and fiuL Indeed with Bandaranaike's

coaliticm then enmeshed in the coils of the language problem and
engaged in a desperate but fiitile bid to reoondle the intrinsically

irrecmalable—^the Federal Party now taking to extra-parliamentary

forms of struggle, and the forces of Sinhalese extremism which had
spearheaded lie government's Ind for power in 1956—the L.S.S.P.

was engaged in int exerdse of alerting the country to the divisive

effects ofBandaranaike's language policies, But this was to no avaiL

The L.S.S.P. and the Communist Party had completely under-

estimated the strength of linguistic nationalism, and as advocates at

this time of parity of status for Sinhalese and Tamil as national

languages, their views were treated with suspicion if not distaste.

Mbreover, the L.S.S.P.'s trade unions launched a series of massive

strikes through the years 1956-9, many of which were politically

inspired and aimed at embarrassing the government. In so doing they

were exploiting the greater leeway which the trade union movement
enjoyed afier 1956. But the effect of this irresponsible resort to trade

* See K. N. O. Dhannadasa, 'Literary Activity in the Indigenous Languages* in

K. M. de Suva (ed.), SH Lanka: a Surwy (London, 1977), pp. 434-^
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union action was to diacredit the L.S.S.P* in tibe country at lai^ge.

It had always aspired to the status of the alternative government^

and it was thb aspiration which was thwarted by the eruption

linguistic nationalism and the populist finrm it took in the mid-19508.

It watched the gains of the past disappear, and the proapects the

future become much more limited. It found to its dismay and discom-

fiture that linguistic nationalism had an appeal which cut acrofls class

interests, and that it evoked as deep a response £eom the iSinhalcse

working dass as among the peasantry and the Sinhalese educated

^te. The cosmopolitan outlodc ofthe Marxists and their enlightened

advocacy of a multi-racial secular polity proved to be profoundly
disadvantageous, and they were compelled to compromise on these

issues, but without reaping any substential political benefits. From
being alternative government ^ey v^e reduced—after 1960—to the

status ofan appendage ofthe popidist Sri Lanka Freedom Party.

Although the Buddhist movement was generally hostile to Marxist

ideology, it had no strong opposition to the adoption of a socialist

programme. Since plantation enterprise, nascent industry and the

island's trade were dominated by foreign capitalists, and the minor-

ities were disproportionately influential within the indigenous capital-

ist class, Buddhist pressure groups viewed socialism as a means of

redressing the balance in fovour of the majority group. Every exten-

sion of state control over trade and industry could be justified on the

ground that it helped to curtail the influence of foreigners and the

minorities. The Sinhalese Buddhist section of the capitalist class was
not averse to socialism so long as its own economic interests were not

affected. The result was that the Sri Lanka Freedom Party has been
able to reconcile a commitment to socialism with an advocacy of the

interests of a section of the indigenous capitalist class—namely its

Sinhalese Buddhist section.

Bandaranaike has been acclaimed as the architect ofneutralism in

Sri Lanka's foreign policy, and the man whose initiatives in this sphere

turned Sri Lanka decisively in the direction of non-alignment as the

guiding principle of its external relations. But there is a striking con-

tinuity between the foreign policy of the Senanayakes in the early

years of independence and that of Bandaranaike. The latter's dis-

tinctive contribution lay in the greater emphasis he placed on aspects

of the foreign policy of his predecessors than any significant departure

from it. For, as A. J. Wilson has pointed out, 'the system, the outputs,

the explanation for behaviour patterns and the forms of interaction

available with neighbours as well as friendly powers leaves Sri Lanka's

Prime Ministers little option but to operate along the only continuum

of action available.'^ Almost immediately after he came to power, he

^ A. J. Wilson, 'Sri Lanka's Foreign Policy—Change and Gontinuitsf*, CJESS,
nA, IV(i & a), 1974, p. 53.
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established diplomatic relations vnth the Communist states, beginning
with the SovietUnion and China.Whatwould appear at first glance to

beamajor initiativewas lesspathbreakingthan it reallywas.Therehad
been no diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union imder the U.N.P.
governments because the Soviet Union had consistently vetoed Sri

Lanka's application for membership ofthe United Nadons and taken

up the position that she was too much under Britain's tutelage to be
regarded as an independent state. Once Sri Lanka gained admission

to the U.N. in 1955 this particular obstacle to fiiendly relations with

the Soviet Union had been removed and SirJohn Kotelawala him-
self, an archetypical anti-communist ofthe earlyyears ofthe cold war,
had decided on an exchange of diplomatic representatives between

the two countries at tiie time the island went to the polls in 1956. It is

doubtful, however, if a U.N.P. regime under Sir John Kotelawala

would have handled the establishment of diplomatic ties with these

Communist governments with Bandaranaike's panache.
In the same way Bandaranaike used the Suez crisis as an oppor-

tunity to make known his neutralism in international affiurs—^to the

country and to the world at large. His e]q>ression ofdispleasure at the

invasion of Bgypt was as fordbright as that made by other Com-
monwealth leaderswho ranged theniselves against Eden's government

on this issue. But it is dhaost certain that the U.N.P. government
would have actedjust as vigorously on tiiis issue had it been in power
in view ofthe strengtii ofpublic opinion in the country against an act

ofaggression ofthese dimensions.

At the time of the transfer of power in South Asia in 1947-6,

British politicians and publicists still believed in Great Britain's role as

leader of a Commonwealth and empire and as a power witii global

interests and responsibilities. In these early post-war years complete
awareness of Britain's rapid international decline was delayed. But

evidence of it came with dramatic suddenness with the Suez episode

of 1956, the last occasion on which Britainwas to act in its customary
role as a great power, and the first and most telling demonstration of

the &ct that she was no longer one. It is in thb context that one needs
to view the transfer ofBritain's military and naval bases in the island

to the Sri Lanka government in 1957. Bandaranaike himselfpreferred

to treat it as a major concession to his initiatives and pressure, and as

a symbolic gesture—the completion of the island's independence from
British rule. In fact Britain, engaged in a reappraisal of her com-
mitments east of Suez, was glad to be rid of a potential irritant in

relations between the two coimtries. As for the Defence Agreements

with Britain, he had been a prominent member of the Board of

Ministers when these were n^^tiated and accepted, and there is no
record ofhis having raised any serious objections to them at that stage

or later as a member ofD. S. Senanayake's cabinet. In opposition he
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had been vehemently critical of them, thus lendmg greater credence

to the view popular in left-wing circles that these were limitations on
the country's sovereignty. Besddes, Bandatanaike argued that they

neither afforded the country any credible assurance of security nor
ensured her neutrality in a potential confiontation between the rival

power blocs in theoM war—indeed he asserted that they could lead

to Sri Lanka's involvement in such a confixmtation, against her wishes

and interests. D. S. Senanayake had always insisted that there was
nothing irrevocable or coerdve about the Agreements, and that they

were based on the mutual interests of the two parties; the transfer of
the bases in 1957 had proved him right. But significantly, once in

power Bandaranaike made no move to abrogate them, although

there was considerable political advantage in so doing.

In opposition Bandaranaike was inclined to be critical of ties with

the Gcanmonwealth; in office he was as firm as the Senanayakes in

support of the Commonwealth connection. Like them he stroned the

importance ofthe material benefits accruing fipom it, and the common
inheritance of democratic insdtutions as the cornerstone of the CSom-

monwealth bond; unlike them he chose to emphasise the Common-
wealth's potential for development into a viable 'third fisrce' distinct

firom the two main power blocs.

The U.N.P. Prime Ministers of the period 1947-56, most notably

D. S. Senanayake himself, hardly concealed their suspicions of India,

which they viewed as a potential threat to the island's independence.

Bandaranaike himself shared these suspicions and fears, but was
readier than the U.N. P. Prime Ministers to work with Nehru in

international and regional affairs, and more willing to follow his lead.

He was at one with his U.N.P. predecessors in office in maintaining

the friendliest relations with Pakistan, which was viewed as a counter-

balance to Indian domination of the South Asian region.

Bandaranaike repeatedly emphasised the point that his neutralism

should not be construed as being directed against the West ; more than

once he declared that their shared democratic way of life drew Sri

Lanka closer to the United States than to other countries. Neverthe-

less, in common with a number of Afro-Asian leaders who were
emerging as neutralists at this time and feeling their way towards

establishing friendly relations with the Soviet Union and the People's

Republic of China, he was especially careful not to give the slightest

oflfence to them, as was illustrated by his attitude to the Soviet inter-

vention in Hungary and China's in Tibet. His criticisms of the Soviet

Union vis-a-vis the Hungarian episode were in the nature of a mild

censure, while his attack on Britain and her allies in the Suez venture

was unmistakably forthright, even bitter; the contrast was all the more
marked because the events in question occurred at the same time. As
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for the Tibet afiair, he prefiarred to view it as purely an internal matter

for China. Hbet was an issue on which the sensitxilities of a large

section ofSri Lanka's Buddhists were aroused, and as a result he drew
heavy criticism from amcnig both his supporters in the Buddhist move-
ment and his opponents who stood to the rig^t of his r^ime in the

island's political spectrum.

Bandaranaike's great advantage was to have come to power at a
time ofrapid changes in the country's political life and in its external

political environment These changes lent themselves to dramatic

symbolic acts which appeared to indicate a totally new approach and
the emeigence ofa new international order. Thus his main achieve-

ment in Sri Lanka's foreign policy—^to have securely established non-

alignment as its central theme—has taken on an exaggerated im-

portance as a dramatic new departure, which it was not He had one
other advantage^ namely the contrast between his handling offoreign

afi^urs and, on the one hand, his predecessor's characteristically

strident and extravagant attitudes at international conferences at

home and abroad, ami on the other hand, the rather dogmatic and
doctrinaire views of the left—CSonmiunists and Trotskyists—on in-

ternational afiairs. In the following years the positions taken on either

side of Bandaranaike were less ri^: the Marxists became less doc-

trinaire, especially when assodaled with the S.L.F.P. in coalitions,

and the U.N.P. more strongly committed to non-alignment, and no
longer, as under SirJohn Kotdawala, unequivocally pro-Western. In
short there came about a broad consensus between all the major
political parties in the country with regard to some msyor areas in

external relations.

In economic policy Bandaranaike's assumption ofpower mariced a
change from tiie previous near'laissez'faire eccmomic doctnne of op-

timum opportunity for private commercial interests in tiie direction

of a mixed economy, with greater emphasis on state omtrol.* The
political turmoil that characterised his period of office as Prime
Minister prevented concentration of attention <m msyor structural

changes in the economy. In any case Bandaranaike was not inclined

to encourage hopes of nationaUaing the plantations, the bedrock of

the island's economy, one of the main points in left-wing s^tation.

Thus the commanding heights ofthe economy continued to be in the

hands ofBritish and local commercial organisations.

Two important measures of nationalisation were introduced—^bus

transportand the port ofCSolombo—and in 1958 Philip Gunawardane,

Bandaranaike's Minister ofFood and Agriculture, successfully piloted

through Pariiament his Paddy Lands Act, which ofiEered tenant cul-

* On the economic policies of this period see DonaUi R. Snodgrass, CeyUm: m
Export EcoHMUf in TrmsiHon (Homewood, lU., 1966).
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tivatras greater aecurity oftenure. These measures mariced the begm-
niDg ofa process ofstate control over the economy which came to be
accelerated under the aegis of the S.L.F.P. in the 1960s and after.

Under Bandaranaike the principle ofplanned economic development
came to be accepted. A National Planning Council was set up soon

after he assumed office, and by 1958 a Ten-Year Plan of Economic
Development had been fiirmulated and published in which industrial

development received higher priority than it had in the past
Bandaranaike's handling of the economy was one of his admi-

nistration's weak spots. The euphoria that followed his entry to power
built up exaggerated hopes of redistribution of wealthy and in that

unrealistic atmosphere no great attention was paid to economic

growth, which was necessary to sustain a policy of redistribution; at

most it was assumed that structural changes such as nationalisation

would automaticallygenerate additional revenues. Populationgrowdi,
by itself, had increased private and consumption needs. At tbs same
time, under pressure fiom the trade unions, expenditure on salaries

and wages kept caqianriing without heed to any corresponding im-

provements in productivity. These two processes resulted in a steady

expansion of imports, and correspondingly a steady decline in the

island's external assets ata timewhen there was a Strangand persistent

tendency towards basic external imbalance. Besides, the export booms
which had previously replenished the stock offoreign assets ceased to

recur. As the payments position weakened, ever more stringent meas-
ures were resorted to by die government to arrest the deterioration.

Thus the development effort of the late 19508 not only fSuled to pro-

vide a reasonably satisfactory rate of real growth in output, but also

in the insufficiency ofits response to the depletion ofexternal assets.

The economic travails that beset the country in the 19608 could

have been averted only if the deficits in the basic balance ofpayments
had been corrected \vell before the depletion of foreign assets took

place. External assets dropped fiom Rs. 1,275 niillion in 1956 to

Rs. 541 million four years later. In 1946 the island's external assets

had been the equivalent of 21 months* imports; at the height of the

Korean boom this had been reduced to about 12 months, and by 1954
it had declined to less than 10. But by the end of the 19608 it had
fallen to just over 3 months. Some planned reduction of these assets

from their high post-war levels would have been both inevitable and
defensible, but such an exercise called for a earful assessment of a
tolcral:)le minimum level at which the depletion MPOuld be halted to

hold the growth of imports within limits consistent with a basic

balance in the external accounts—ifnot on a year-by-year basis, then

at least overa series ofthree or fouryears. But thiswas not done during
the late 19508, and as a result it was forced on the government by
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necessity during the early 19608, years later than it should have been

done by choice.

Bandaranaike was a vuionary but no idealogue. He gave leadership

to forces the strength ofwhich he &iled to grasp, and which he sought

unsuccessfully to bring under control. For both these reasons, despite

all the dramatic changes he initiated and all the new directions in

policy he charted, his years in office have left behind the imprcssbn

ofa r^^ime drifting along without much sense ofpriorities. Ifis admi-
nistrative skills never matched the demands imposed on him by his

ambidons as a statesman. Throughout his career he demonstrated a
remarkable buoyancy in the face of political difficulties, but swift,

decisive moves were not hisfirU» Although resilience is a tremendous

asset to a politician, it was often accompanied in Bandaranaike by an
almost masochistic tolerance of indiscipline and turmoil. One of the
main themes ofhis public addresses during his term ofoffice was that

the countrywas going through a period oftransition, and that so \xmg

as there was some control over the direction in which it was moving,
there was no need to be too anxious about the resulting tensions and
turmoil. And his term ofoffice saw a plethora ofstrikes, administrative

breakdowns and, more important, race riots. It was as though Sri

Lanka was paying, on deferred payment terms and at a fearfully high
rate of interest, for the peace and stability which she had enjoyed in

the first decade ofindq)endence.
During the not infrequent periods ofturmoil, the adniinistratioi& of

the country was often in the hands of the Governor-General, Sir

Oliver Goonetileke, who took control ofthe situation at the behest of

the Prime Minister and in contravention ofthe conventions governing
the role ofthe head ofstate in a parliamentary democracy. In this role

of trouble-shooter Sir Oliver served Bandaranaike as devotedly as he

.

had served D. S. Senanayake. It was a woridng relationship in which
Sir Oliver's long experience of public aftairs and undoubted admi-

nistrative skills were used with great benefit to the country and the

government,howeverunconventionaland unusual thismayhave been.
It was a relationship based on mutual trust, coffifidence and respect

for each other's special skills in statecraft. This reliance on Sir Oliver

was a reflection ofthe paucity ofadministrative talent and experience

among the S.L.F.P. members ofthe Cabinet; in this sense the burdens

imposed on the Prime Minister would have been intolerable had he
not been able to call upon Sir Oliver to assist him in moments ofacute
crisis.

Bandaranaike's hold on Parliament was more impressive than his

control of the Cabinet and the coalition which he led. Pressures and
counter-pressures were pulling his Cabinet apart within a short time

of his victory in 1956, and it needed all his resources of prestige and
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influence to keq> it togedier as an dfi^tive

It was evident that his sympathies were with the left-wing members of
his Cabinet, three ofwhom—^Philip Gunawardane, William Silva and
M. W. H. de Silva—did not belong to the S.L.F.P. He respected thdr

intellectual ability, their administrative skills, their sense of priorities

and purposeful approach, and above all their integrity. But they were
a minority, and the Prime Minister was compelled, in response to

mounting and relentless pressure from the majority (who belonged to

his party), to impose restraints on this innovative and refonnist

minority. By die begnumig of 1959 the coalition was coming apart,

although in Parliament the SX;F.P. was strong enough, thanks to the

disaxray in lihe lanks of ibe pppomtkm^ lo ocmtimie its danmiaiioe.

The first phase ofthe political crisis ended with tlie resignation ofthe

left-wing group ia the Gahinet, but the Prime Kfinister was now left

willi a caUnet ofmediocrities, and a party in which the more liberal

and lefbrnint groups were becoming less influendaL This bitter

struggle for power within the governing party cuhninated In Banr

daranaike's assassination on 26 September 1959. The instrument ofhis

assassination was a bkikkhut and the conspiracy was hatched by the

most powerful political Mikkhu of the day, who bad oomtinbuted

greatly to Bandaranaike's triumph in 1956 and who had engineered

the elimination of the left-wing ministers firom die CSahinet early ia

1958. In this murder conspiracy, the most sordid commercial con-

siderations were mixed with the zest for control over the government.

At tlie time of his assassination Randaranaike was no longer the

masterful politician he had been in 1956-7, since when his hold on tlie

electorate had weakened. But his murder dramatically changed the

political situation. Afber a few months of drift and rqprouping, the

S.L.F.P., under the leadership of Bandaranaike's widow, emotged
more powerftd than ever bdfore. Death is the essence of mytii-

making, and the Party had before it tiie inestimable advantage ofthe

Bandaranaike myth with which to ftice the electorate and to foshion

the discomfiture ofits rivals on the political scene*
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A NEW BALANCE OF FORGES:

SRI LANKA IN THE 1960s

The general election of 1956 marked the beginning of two decades of
S.L.F.P. primacy in Sri Lanka's politics. Except for a brief period

—

1965-70—it has either formed the government on its own, or been the

dominant element in a coalition government. With the break-up of
the M.E.P. coaliuon and Bandaranaike's assassination in 1959, there

was for a few months a highly confused political situation, and the first

of the two general elections of i960—held respectively in March and
July—was a throwback to the pre- 1956 system in that a revived

U.N. P. faced a multiplicity of warring rivals with no electoral agree-

ment against it. On this occasion, the L.S.S.P. had made a highly

publicised but totally futile bid for electoral po\ver on its own. The
result of the general election was inconclusive. The U.N.P. emerged
as the largest single group and formed a short-Hved minority govern-

ment, but its recovery led to a renewal of the old combination of

forces devised to keep it out of power, and witliin parliament a grand
coalition of parties brought down the government, and in the general

elecdon ofJuly i960 the S.L.F.P. had the advantage of a no-contest

pact with the left. This had the desired effect of bringing it back to

power, this time on its own, riding on the emotional wave generated

by Bandaranaike's assassination.

The S.L.F.P.'s main rival, the U.N.P., was kept in the polidcal

wilderness by the pecuUarities of an electoral system (which gave it,

when defeated, far fewer seats than it would be entitled to on the basis

of the wide support it had in the country) and the device of electoral

agreements and no-contest pacts among its rivals during general elec-

tions and by-elections. The new demarcation ofconstituencies effected

in 1959 worked on the principle of counting the total population of a
province in compuUng the number of seats to which it was entitled,

without regard to the fact that in the plantation districts the resident

Indian workers had largely been excluded from the franchise. This

anomalous situation worked in favour of the Kandyans, who with

26 per cent of the total population of the island had 44 per cent of the

seats. Thus the electoral balance was distorted even more markedly

than before, and the Sinlialese rural voter became very much tiie
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arbiter ofthe country's politics. Since the rural vote shifted awayfiom
the U.N.P. to the S.L.F.P. in 1956, the latter had succeeded in

retaining its hold on it—till 1977—and the dectoral balance thus

shifted against the U.N.P.

While the dominance of the S.L.F.P. has meant a corresponding

decline in the electoral fortunes of the left-wing parties, nevertheless

the apeffma a simsira was a necessary condition for kequng the U.N.P.

out ofpower. After the dection ofJuly i960 the S.L.FJ^. enjoyed for

a brief period the support of the left, but this was soon dissipated.

However, its parliamentary nmjority was adequate to ensure its sur-

vival. But a nuyor challenge appeared to be emoging when the

United Left Front (U.L.F.) of the L.S.S.P., Philip Gunawardane's

Mahajana Eksath Peramuna and the CP. W2is formed in 1963. The
U.L.F. had hardly stabilised itselfwhen the S.L.F.P., largely because

ofthe manifest incompetence of its own ministerial ranks, decided to

seek a coalition with the left—an initiative which resulted only in a
coalition with the L.S.S.P. in June 1964. The immediate effect was
the collapse ofthe U.L.F.; but it also led to deep misgivings among a
section cf the S.L.F.P. led byMrs Bandaranaike's own deputy G. P.

de Silva,who crossed over to the Oppositionwith a group ofhis follow-

ers and as a result brought down tHe government at the end of 1964.

In retrospect it would seem that the two Bandaranaikes between

diem established a new equilibirum of political forces within the

country, to which their supporters and associates as well as their

opponents were compelled to accommodate themselves. Its primary

feature was the acceptance of Sinhalese and Buddhist predominance

within the Sri Lanka polity, and a sharp decline in the status of the

ethnic and religious minorities.

The settlement reached by S.W.R.D. Bandaranaike in 1957 with

the Federal Party remained the basis for ftiture negotiations on solu-

tions to the proUem of the indigenous Tamils in a Sri Lanka polity,

and it was on the assurance that it would be implemented by the

S.L.F.P. under Mrs Bandaranaike that the Federal Party voted to

defeat Dudley Senanayake's minority government early in i960. But

.

it became politically impossible to keep this pledge, not least because

the U.N.P. had made it an election issue, and although the verdict of

the electorate went substantially in favour of the S.L.F.P., its leader-

ship nonetheless felt obliged to rethink its position on this issue imder
pressure from Sinhalese extremists in its ranks and outside. Within

six months of Mrs Bandaranaike's assumption of office as Prime

Minister, the Federal Party was totally alienated from her govern-

ment, largely because of her insistence on Sinhalese becoming the

language of administration throughout the island from i January
iq6i, as envisaged in the ^Sinhala Only' bill of 1956, without any 8ul>*
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stantial concessions to the Tamils, despite the understand ini^ reached

with the Federal Party before and during the general election ofJuly

i960. Once more there was the familiar pattern ofa civil disobedience

campaign in the north and east ofthe island in March-April 1961, the

government responding with the imposition ofa state ofemergency in

the Northern and Eastern provinces. Within Parliament the Federal

Party moved from responsive co-operation with the government into

staunch opposition. It did not change its position over the next two

years, and became increasingly receptive to overtures from the U.N. P.

Mrs Bandaranaike, unlike her husband, was not reluctant to take

on two inflammable issues at the same time. She was not interested at

this stage in the more complicated issue of the status of Buddhism
mS'd'Ois the state, but antagonism to the Tamils on the language ques-

tion was accompanied by a policy of calculated opposition to the

Roman CathoUc minority over the mission schools. On this issue,

unlike the language question, the Buddhists were supported by Marx-
ist and radical groups. All of them welcomed state control of educa-

tion, the Marxists and radicals because they viewed it as a matter of

social justice, and secularisation of education as an end itself, the

Buddhists because it would redress for them a long-standing grievance

and eliminate what they continued to regard as the main instrument

of conversion to Christianity under Western rule and the basis of

Christian privilege in modem Sri Lanka. There was also a more
practical consideration. Implicit in state control was the prospect of

increasing Buddhist influence on education both at the national

and the grass-roots level. The fact that most of the mission schools

depended almost entirely on government financing, while in all but

a handful of them the majority of students \vere Buddhists, made it

nearly impossible to meet the arguments of the advocates of state

control. There was also the zealous care with which all denominations

of Christians avoided recruitment of non-Christians to the teaching

staff in their schools, although the salaries were provided largely ifnot

entirely by the state. 1 here were very few exceptions in the secondary

schools ; and even in the village schools, where employment of Bud-

dhists and Hindus could not be avoided, there was a distinct pre-

ference shown for Christians.

Once again it was the Roman Catholics who led the resistance, and
bore the brunt of the attack. Although all the religious groups

—

including the Hindus and Muslims, not to mention the Buddhists

themselves^—were afiected by tlic decision to bring the state-aided

secondary schools directiy under state control, the Roman Catholics

^The sdiools betongingto the Buddhist tlieosophical Societywere also a£fected,

but this was not regarded as any great hardship. An attempt by a faction within

the B.T.S. to retain control ofsome of the more prestigious schools as independent
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were the biggest losers. Most of the state-^ed mission schoob ac-

cepted the painful decision to be absorbed by the state, but a&w tng

schools, mosdy Roman Catholic ones in the urban areas, decided to

retain their independence by becoming private institutioDS without

the benefit ofstate aid. Dqirived by law oftherig^t to levy fees from
their students, they maintained a precazious existence under die

severest financial handicaps. Thus die Buddhist agitation for state

control achieved its objective under Mrs Bandaranafke's S.L.F.P.

government, but at great cost to die country in tarns ofthe bitterness

and tension it generated between the Buddhists and the powerful

Roman Catholic minority. The Rmnan Catholics, like die Tamils,

smouldered widi resentment.

The government's relations with the Roman Catholics reached

their nadir in the wake ofan abordve emf d^iUHt inJanuary 1962, in

which the leadership was assumed by some Roman Catholics and
Protestant Christians. The armed services and the police had so often

been called upon to wield emergency powers in the maintenance of

law and order in periods ofcommunal tension since 1956 that it was
almost inevitable that some groups among them would begin to

entertain ideas oftaking control. Qesides, the reality ofadministrative

incompetence and economic failure was eating into the government's

popularity. But the effect ofthe abortive coup was to revive the govern-

ment's political fortunes, and to provide the rationale for government
patronage to Buddhist activists in their propaganda campaigns in a
war ofnerves against the Roman Catholic minority.

Among the most notable achievements of Mrs Bandaranaike's first

government was the understanding she reached with Lai Bahadur
Shastri, the Indian Prime Minister, in October 1964 on the question

of the Indian minority in Sri Lanka. The citizenship legislation of

1948-9 had created as many problems as it solved. While most of the

Indians had been deprived of citizenship rights, they were still physi-

cally present in Sri Lanka, and the Indian government could not be
persuaded to accept the position that they were Indian citizens, much
less agree to their repatriation to India. The Nehru-Kotelawala pact

of 1954 came nowhere near to solving these issues; indeed they were
aggravated by the controversies that arose in the interpretation of

some of its clauses. S. W. R. D. Bandaranauke never had the time to

devise a soludon to these problems, and by the early 1960s the whole
issue had become an intractable one. Neither government was pre-

pared to allow the position taken by the other on it. Significantly

nothing could be achieved so long as Nehru was alive, but his sue-

private achcK>k was easily iquadied by a tliieat ofa strike by teac^^
in dune schools.
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ccssorLaiBahadur Shastri was prepared to make a fresh start because

he was not a party to any earlier commitment. The agreement he
reached with Mrs Bandaranaike provided for the repatriadon over

a fifteen-year period of525,000 Indian residents in Sri Lanka to India,

along with their natural increase, and the absorption of 300^000 as

citizens of Sri Lanka ; the future of the remaining 150,000 was to be
negotiated later by the two countries.

Mrs Bandaranaike was justified in claiming that the agreement

reached with the Indian government in 1964 marked a great advance,

for the TnHian government had been persuaded to recognise its

obligations to persons of Indian origin in the island by undertaking

to oon£sr Indian citizenship on those who were to be repatriated and
by accepting the principle ofcompulsory repatriation. But very soon

her government's decision to place all persons ofIndian origin—those

who had already obtained Sri Lanka citizenship, as well as those who
were entitled to it under the agreement of 1964—on a separate

communal electoral register, antagonised all sections of the Indian

minority resident in the island. They condemned this as patendy
discriminatory, since it established two categories of voters, one
of which was disdncdy inferior because its basis was ethnic and
communal. The result was that the Ceylon Workers Ck)ngress, the

most powerful trade union-cum-polidcal party among the plantation

workers, and led by S. Thondaman its President, withdrew its sup-

port icom the government, and in a surprising wlUface swung over to

support the U.N.P. for the first time since 1947. The reconciliation

was based on the understanding that the U.N. P. would repudiate the

policy of a separate register enunciated by Mrs Bandaranaike^ and
examine afresh the implications of the principle of compulsory re-

patriation.

Thus by the end of 1964, acts of commission on the part of Mrs
Bandaranaike's regime had converted erstwhile allies like the Federal

Party and the Ceylon Workers CSongress into opponents, while the

Roman Catholics, who had never been allies of the S.L.F.P., were so

aggrieved that they returned to the policy, which they had abandoned
since 1956, ofopen and energetic support of the U.N.P. At the same
time, the Muslims whom the government wooed with great ardour

did not sever their traditional links with the U.N.P.; indeed these

links were strengthened by acts of omission by the government, in

particular the failure to pass legislation conferring judidai status on
the quasis^ dStc^T the courts had ruled that they were not legally entitled

to such powers. The outcome was that in the general election of 1965

the minorities voted overwhelmingly with the U.N.P., and along

' Quasis presided over a system of domestic relations courti for Uie MusUmt.
They had exclusivejurisdiction in respect ofmarriage and divorce.
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with a substantial shift of the Sinhalese vote from the S.L.F.P., this

was enough to bring the U.N.P. back to power as the solid core of a
coalition govemmeiit, of which the Federal Party was a significant

clement.

S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike's agreement with the Federal Party in

1957 became the basis for securing its support in the formation of a

coalition government with the U.N.P. But the new government was
placed on the defensive from the moment the Federal Party opted to

join it. When the new Prime Minister made ethnic and rehe::ions

reconciliation the keynote of his policy, he was confronted with the

most virulent campaign of ethnic hostiUty ever waged in Sri Lanka in

recent times. The Opposition unleashed a sustained barrage ofracialist

propaganda in which the S.L.F.P., as the unabashed advocates of the

Sinhalese Buddhist domination of the Sri Lanka poHty, was joined by
the Communist Party and the L.S.S.P. The left-wing leadership de-

monstrated all the ardour of recent converts in espousing a cause

which they had once spurned.

Legislation introduced by the new U.N.P.-led coalition in Jan-
uary 1966 implemented what were in fact the language provisions

of Bandaranaike's agreement with the Federal Party. But this

was done against the background of massive demonstrations against

it led by the S.L.F.P. and its left-wing allies who argued, despite

all the evidence to the contrary, that the regulations introduced

by Dudley Senanayake's government in January 1966 violated the

spirit if not the letter of Bandaranaike's language legislation of the

1950s. Once more a state ofemergency was imposed, but any prospect

of racial riots was nipped in the bud by decisive government action.

A pledge to the Federal Party had been honoured at great cost in

terms of the resuldng erosion ofpublic support.

But the limits of a policy of ethnic reconciliation were demon-
strated most dramatically when Dudley Senanayake was forced in

mid-
1
968 to abandon a bill which envisaged the setting up of district

councils 'under the control and direction of the central government*,

a key feature in the Bandaranaike-Fcderal Party agreement of 1957
to which the U.N.P. was now pledged. Once again Sinhalese pressure

groups organised a campaign against it which was successful, the

crucial factor being the opposition to it within the government parlia-

mentary party. Popular opposition to this bill was based on the suspi-

cion that district councils would pave the way for a fully-fledged

federal structure, which in turn would be the precursor of a separa-

tion of the Tamil units of such a federation from the Sri Lanka
polity.

The U.N.P. 's recently established links with the Ceylon Workers
Ck>ngress and the plantation workers were consoUdated by the aban-
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donmeat ofthe principle ofa separate electoral r^;ister fi)r persons of

Indian origin which Mrs Bandaranaike had sou^^t to introduce, and
by relaxation of the element of compulsion in repatriation to India.

Tlie Prime Minister found that concessions to the plantation woriEcrs

were more manageable politically, despite opposition to this finom

Kandyan spokesmen, than similar concessions to the Federal Party.

It was evident that there were dear limits to the policy of ethnic

and religbus reconciliation to which Dudley Senanayake's govern*

mentwas conmiitted, and that these limitswere setby thenewbalance
offorces established by the Bandaranaikes, husband and wife, in the

decade 1956-65. The first and still the most important of these limits

was acceptance of the language policy established by S. W. R. D.
Bandaranaike. When the Federal Parlyjoined Dudley Senanayake's

U.N.P. in a coalition, it was itself taddy accepting the consensus on
language established between 1956 and 1965. Secondly, there would
be no tampering with the country's unitary constitutkmal structure.

Bandaranaike's district councils lost their political viability once the

Federal Party became a force to be reckoned with, and even Dudley
Senanayake's assurance that the district councils he had in mind
would be direcdyunder the control ofthe governmentwas inadequate
to win any support for such a scheme fiom the Sinhalese. Thirdly, the

primacy ofBuddhism had to be accepted as a hard reaUty, and it was
necessary for the government to reassure the electorate diat the pro-

tection ofBuddhian as the national religion was a special obligation

ofthe state.

The U.N.P. was always suspect to Buddhist acdvists as a party

having links with the Roman Catholics, and for this reason it became
impossible for Dudley Senanayake's government to make any con-

cessions to diem on the schools issue, deqnte the foot that the U.N.P.

had voted against the S.L.F.P.'s schools take-over legislation when it

came before Parliament in i960. When Dudley Senanayake's govern-
ment was formed in 1965, the Roman Gadiolics had expected a
relaxation ofsome ofthe restrictive measures adopted by the S.L.F.P.

government, but despite a formal pledge on this point in nud-1967,
there was no change of policy. What is more, the Roman Catholics

were aggrieved when the government introduced the ptya holiday

scheme under which the weekly holiday was based on the phases of

the moon. Quite apart from the inconvenience of the irregularity of

the weekly holiday under this scheme, the usual sabbath holiday was
abandoned. In opting for thepdya scheme, the government was bend-

ing over backwards to reassure the Buddhist movement about its bona

Jidfs on religion, but the effect was to cause dissatisfaction if not re-

sentment among the Roman CathoUcs (despite 'official' accqitance

of the change by the Roman Catholic hienuchy), without any
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substantial advantage in terms of gaining Buddhist support for the

government.

Foreign affairs

In foreign policy the national consensus established in this decade

was obscured by occasional gusts of controversy over qpedfic issues,

especially whenever non-aligmnent, the core ofthe consensus, seemed

to be threatened. Within the limits setby this consensus there could be,

and was, a special emphasis in regard to relations with the two major

power blocs, or mijor powers within them, and there was a cfaoice

between activism in foreign affiurs and a low-profile approach.

Mrs Bandaranaike's first government illustrated one vaxiation of

policies possible within this consensus: an activist foreign policy with

a distinct and-Westem, and more particularly an anti-American^ tih.

Althoughand-Amrricanism was discerniblefrom tibe beginningo£her

Prime KGnistershi^, it was with the nationalisation in late 1963 ofthe
distribution ofpetroleum products, which had been conm^Jed up to

that time by Western oil companies, that relations between the two
countries were quite obviously strained. When negotiations over com-
pensation for the assets ofthe nationalised companies broke down, the

United States government, acting under the guidelines established

under the Hickenlooper amendment to the ForeignAid Act,* stopped

its programme ofaid to Sri Lanka.

While relations between Sri Lanka and the United States steadily

deteriorated, those with the People's Republic of China—the bite

noire ofthe United States—^reached a peak of cordiality. Indeed these

fiiendly ties with China survived the tricky diplomatic initiatives over

the Sino-Indian crisis of 1962, when Mrs Bandaranaike remained

doggedly neutral despite the pressures from within her party and
outside it—especially from the U.N.P.—to come out in support of

India. Then in 1963 came a Maritime Agreement with China con-

ferring reciprocal most-favoured-nation treatment in relation to sea-

borne traffic. This decision proved just as controversial as Mrs Ban-

daranaike's stand on the Sino-Indian crisis. Critics of the agreement

—

especially the U.N.P.—contended that through it Sri Lanka was in

danger ofbeing drawn unwillingly into China's sphere of geo-poUtical

influence at a time when her closest neighbour, India, was under

severe pressure, both diplomatic and military, from China. Thus on

the question of relations with China the S.L.F.P. and U.N.P. were
sharply divided.

There was no such divergence of views on Mrs Bandaranaike's

* This amendment provided for the termination of aid to countries whichpay
no compcD&atioa for property taken over from American companies.
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oommitixient to the emerging unity ofaction among the non-aligned

states' ofAna and Afiica, and their search for a distinct identity as a
third force in internaticaial afiaks. Her years as Prime Minister of

Sri Lanka coincided with a remarkably creadve phase in the d^>lo-

macy of the non-aligned states. The conference of non-aligned states

held at Belgrade in 1961 was a landmarit in the history ofwhat may
be called the Third World identity, and was followed three years later

by a conference at Cairo. At both Mrs Bandaranaike was an en-

thusiastic participant, identifying hereselfand Sri Lanka unreservedly

with the diplomatic initiatives which followed fiom the conference.

For Sri Lanka herselfthere was one immediate benefit : stronger trade

ties with the Third World, quite often on the basb of barter agree-

ments, and through this a greater diversity in her pattern ofexternal

trade. Nothing demonstrated the activist flavour of Sri Lanka's

foreign policy better than the conference held inColombo onMrsBan-
daranaike*s initiative in 1962 to mediate in the Sino-Indian dispute.

But this one conspicuous intervention in the role of a mediator in

international disputes did not achieve any significant results.

With the change ofgovernment came a new interpretation ofnon-
alignment—away firom the pro-China, anti-Western stress of Mrs
Bandaranaike's regime, and much less activist in aqnessbn. Indeed

the new Prime Afinister regarded an active fbrdgn policy as an
expensive luxury fer a small country like Sri Lanka, and especially

one which feced such severe economic pressures.

One of the first diplomatic moves of the new government was to

negotiate a settiement ofthe question ofcompensation fer the national-

ised oil companies. Once this was done, the United States government
resumed its ff<y>nomift assistance programme in Sri Lanka. If Dudley
Senanayake's government regarded this as essential to the creation ci

a fevourable climate fer an increase in the flow ofeconomic assistance

fix)m Western nations, the Opposition—especially the Marxist parties

—viewed it as fresh evidence ofthe U.N.P.'8 incorrigible subservience

to the West Few fereign policy decisions of the new government
evoked as much controversy as this one.

Relations with China became distinctly less cordial than under the

S.L.FJP., although there was no change either in the unequivocal

support given by Sri Lanka on the question of China's admission to

the United Nations or in the pattern of trade between the two coun-

tries, nor for that matter was there any substantial reduction of

Chinese economic aid. Nevertheless the U.N.P. was instinctively

suspicious of Chinese policies in Asia, and this apprehension clouded

Dudley Senanayake's judgement in decisions involving relations with

China. It was an attitude which the Indian government especially

appreciated because of its concern over the nature of Sri Lanka's ties
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with Ghma in the early 1960s in the contejct of the crisis in Sino-

Indian relations at that time, and also because of the importance of
Sri Lanka in India's defence strategy. As a result relatioos between
Sri Lanka and India were greatly strengthened under Dudley Sena-

nayake's government. The Soviet Union also viewed this new atdtude

to China with some satis&ction.

Links with the Third World states established under die Ban-
daranaikes were maintained at the United Nations and elsew^iere. On
the critical issues ofdie day^Vietnam, Rhodesia, Namibia, the Soviet

invasion of Gzechoslovalda and the Arab-Israeli conflict—^the Seaa-

nayake government's policies were consbtent with a continuing com-
mitment to non-alignment Its polidcal instincts were more fiberal

and T^^imanitarian dian socialist and its natural allifs were the less

asserdve and more moderate states of the Third World. The Prime
Minister recoiled from any assertive role in international relations,

and the views of his government were txpresscd with a moderation

that was a sharp contrast to the fervour and intensity with which his

predecessor in office had chosen to demonstrate her commitment to a
Third Vfodd, identity. Now in opposition, she and her political allies

and associates on the left were devising a new strategy on foreign

policy to be introduced if or when they returned to power, and this

sUalqgy was seemingly more dynamic, more abrasively anti-Western

in tone and more emphatically radical in content.

The economy in crisis

It was in the 1960s that Sri Lanka confronted in full measure the

economic crisis that had been building up ever since the collapse of

the tea boom of 1954-5. The crux of the problem lay in the continued

decline in the price of tea, which provided nearly two-thirds of the

country's foreign eirchange. Between 1947 and 1970 the quantity of

tea eaqiorted rose byover 60 per cent but the yield in todgn exchange
increased by a mere 10 per cent. Rubber and coconut, the two
other major sources of foreign exchange, have not iared much better

either.*

The terms of trade have steadily deteriorated since i960, and over

the decade covered in this chapter Sri Lanka's current payments to

the rest of the world have exceeded her current receipts every year

with the sole exception of 1965. Between 1962 and 1964 the index of

the terms of trade (base 1947—100 per cent) fell from 142 to 105, a
decline of26 per cent. The sUde continued over the years 1965-9 from

* Fot diacunkm of diii see Snodgnn, Ceylon: m Export Eeommjf In Trmmtim.
See also his article 'Sri Lanka's Economic Developineiit During Tweaty-Fivie

Yean of Indq>ciideiice', QjfHSS, xu9,, IV(i & a)} 1974*
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112 to 88, a fall of2Z per cent, and in 1970 the terms oftrade deter-

iorated by 3.6 per cent.

The first signs of this malaise had been evident in the mid-igsos,
but in the exhilarating and turbulent days of S. W. R. D. Ban-
daranaike's government, few people were inclined to regard the sharp

drop in tea prices as anything more than a temporary phase, a trough

before the next crest of the wave and a return to more prosperous

times. Thus the country's external assets, which stood at Rs. 1,275

million at end of 1956, were used to cudiion it against the serious

economic consequences of this &11 in foreign exchange earnings, and
to finance imports on the same expansive scale as in the prosperous

years of the Korean boom. By i960 external assets had droi^>ed to

Rs. 541 million, very little ofwhich had been used to finance invest-

ment to sustain some growth in the economy. Most ifnot all ofit had
been spent on imports ofconsumer goods. The resultwas that controls

on fordgn exchange, which were imposed in 1960-1, were more
severe them they need have been if these unpalatable measures had
been taken earlier. All luxuries and then, increasingly, more essential

goods were eliminated firom the country's import bill in the early

1960s, but despite this the decline in gross foreign receipts could not

be reversed or indeed even halted, and Sri Lanka confronted what
was clearly a permanent foirdgn exchange crisis. The import bill was
trimmed ahnost to the bone^ and this too was sustained by inter-

national borrowing.

The acute shortage offoreign exchange oonfit>nting the government

acted as a great stimulus to the extension of state control over vital

segments of the economy, which had begun during S. W. R. D. Ban-

daranaike's administration and indeed, in some fields, much earlier.

Thus the import ofrice, wheat and wheat flour, sugar and other food-

stufis had been under government control since the early 1940s, as

were most of the wholesale and a great deal of the retail distribution

of these items within the country. Now a much wider range of con-

sumer articles was distributed through the network of government-

sponsored co-operatives, and through the state-controlled CSo-operative

Wholesale Establishment. lifo insurance and general insurance were

made a state monopoly, state control over banking was extended by
the nationalisation oftheBank ofCeylon, the only locally-ovmed bank
in the island, and—as we have seen in a dififerent context in this

chapter—the distribution ofpetroleum and kerosene was nationalised,

and the assets of the oil companies operating in Sri Lanka were taken

over by the state.

However, this extenrion of state control over some sectors of the

' The oil companies were fimited thereafter to the supply of bunkers to ihipt

and aviation fuel at aixports. These functions too were nationaliscid in 1970b
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economy did nodimg to increase production. It is pfoduction that

ultixnatdy matten and there, apart from a few bright patches in the

field of industrial devek^xment and some improvement in rice pro-

duction in 1960-1, notmuch progressimmad^
import so severdy restrained, the need to devdbp means ofearning or
saving foreign exchange becsime more urgent after i960 than before;

yet progress an these lines amtinued to be slow. In part, at least, this

was beouise caqport industries and import-substitution industries estab-

lished in the early igOot and eaqmiided thereafter were, and have

.

continued to he, heavily dependent on imported intermediate and
capital goods.

The change ofgovernment in 1965 did not lead to any improvement
on the economic front. On the contrary, 1966 saw a &11 in the pro-

duction—as well as in the prices—of tea and coconut, and receipts

from exports declined by IS per cent compared with the previons year.

More ominously, there was a significant rise in the level of import

prices—the inflationary trends in the industrial world were being

imported to Sri Lanka—and the terms of trade for 1966 were the

worst since 1962. The stagnation in the economy was r^ected in the

following figures : I'cal increase in the G.N.P. in 1965 was a mere 1.8

per cent; in 1966 it had sunk even forther to i .6 per cent.

Yet in 1967 there bqpm a remarkable breakthrough in economic
growth, the consequence ofa fresh approach to economic development
and social welfare.^ Welfare had been taken hitherto to mean the pro-

vision of goods and services free or at subsidised rates; the major

premise of the new government's reappraisal of policy was that the

redistribution ofmoney incomes was a self-defeating exercise so long

as real resources were scarce. The most obvious means ofrearranging

patterns of consumption to the benefit of the poor was to increase

incomes in the countryside where the majority of the p>opuiation lived.

This the government proceeded to do by launching the Sri Lanka
version ofa *green revolution', in the hope and beUef that ^equity and
growth [would go] hand in hand ; wider dispersal of the distribution

of new assets would lead to higher G.N. P. growth and to greater

equality in personal income'.' Dudley Senanayake, like his father,

had a passion for traditional agriculture and regarded it as the key to

the economic regeneration of the country. In such success as it

achieved, his personal role in organising and encouraging the national

food drive was crucial.

By 1969 there had been a notable improvement in the production

*Janice Jiggiiis, *DwinantKng Welfarism, in Sri Lanka*, Ootrs$at DndopmrnA
ReokWt no. 2, 1976, pp. 84-104. See also L. Jayawardena, 'Sri Lanka* in HoUii
Ghenery et al.y RedistribrOUm uriA Growth (London, 1974), pp. 873-9*

'JigginSy op, eit,, p. 90.
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ofpaddy. Annual production had reached 68 million buaheb in that

year, compared iivith the best previous achievement of 50.1 minioa

bushels in 1964. In 1970 it reached 77 million bushels. Rice production
had reached an all-time high level of75 i>er cent ofself-suffideocy in

May 1970, when the government went to the polls. Industrial pro-

duction rose fix>m Rs. 70 million to Rs. 262 million betiveen 1965 and

1968, and more significantly there was a perceptible shift in emphasis

fitmi the production of consumer goods to intermediate goods. The
breaktiirough in production was reflected in the rise of the G.N.P.
from 4.4 per cent in 1967 to 8.3 per cent in 1968.

In tiie end, however, the poHtical advantages anticipated fixnn this

very considerable achievement in economic development eluded the

government For one thing, by its very nature the benefits of a pro-

granune of this nature would take many years before they became
evident to the electorate^ and by the time ofthe elections of 1970, such
benefits as were so fiur evident seemed to have accrued to the affluent,

the landholders, the middlemen and the employed. While these were

a substantial section of the rural population they were a minority;

there were no benefits Ibr the landless and the unemployed, and this

at a time of inflationary pressures. It was easy, therdCbre, for the

vociferous left wing to e^qploit consumers' fears ofhigher prices and to

attribute these to the government's agricultural programmes. In-

flationary pressures and the balance ofpayments crisis persisted, the

first because ofa substantial increase in the price ofimports and suc-

cessive devaluations of the rupee since 1967, the seamd because of

slack demand and felling prices fer the country's main exports. Net
foreign debt more than doubled between 1964 and 1968—the govern-

ment incurred substantial overseas debts to meet the import costs of
its agricultural programme—^and repayments to the International

Monetary Fund rose sharply after 1968, while on the domestic fixmt

thegovernment's expenditure exceeded its income for the entireperiod

ofits administration. Above all, the aq>ansion ofthe economy had not
made any noticeable dent in that most intractable ofall the problems
that confronted governments in this decade—unemployment.
The fiill force ofpopulation growth over the period 1946-60 hit the

labour market in the 19608. Those between fifteen and sixty-five years

ofage, roughly the working group, increased from. 5.25 million to over

7.5 million in this decade. More significant was the increase m the

number of those aged twenty-five and less : while their proportion to

the total population did not show any significant rise, they had
doubled in twenty-two years from 3.8 million in 1946 to 4.9 million in

1955, 6.5 million in 1963, and 7.2 million in mid-1968. In the period

1960-70 the growth in the number of those seeking employment far

outran the demand for labour being generated by the basically
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stagnant economy. Estiniated open unemployment climbed hom
370,000m 1959 to 550,000 in 1969-70, about 14 per cent ofthe work
fixrce or one^twentieth ofthe island's populatiofi.

The immediate efifect of population growth had been to posh up
privateand public consumption needs, thus diminishing the investable

surplm. This process was continued and even accderated in die igto
because of the whole range of wd&re services, unequalled in most
parts ofAsia, to which the governments of the day were committed
and which the countr/s diminishing resources coidd hardly sustain:

education, irrigation projects, land redistributioii schemes, heal&
services, subsidised public transport in the iarm ofcheap bus and rail

feres, and above all food subsidies.

After 1960-1 primary and secondary education became, for all

practical purposes, a statemonopoly. University education had always
been entirely state-financed, as for that matter were most aspects of

technical education. State expenditure on primary and secondary

education was one of the highest in Asia, constituting on an average

more than 4.5 per cent ofthe G.N.P. between 1959 and 1968.

The literacy rate^ if the 0-4 age group is exchided, was as hig^ as 85
per cent of the total population. But as a result of its long standing

commitment to free education (in the sense of free tuition) at all

levels—primary, secondary and tertiary—Sri Lanka in the 1960s be-

came an outstanding eacampie of the growing global phenomenon ci

educated unemployed.

In devising its economic strategy, Dudley Senanayake's government
had the employment poten^blofthe programme very much in mind.

Indeed his agriculturalprogrammewas regarded asameans ofabsorb-

ing the growing number ofimemployed into productive employment
—intensive smallholder food production and related activities. But
this aspect ofhis strategy for economic growth did not yield the results

expected of it or at least not at a speed which would have benefited

the government politically. Nor were these the sort ofjobs in which
the most articulate and volatile sector ofthe unem|)loyed—^the univer-

sity graduates and the better-qualified schoolleavers-^were interested.

The result was that the imemployed young were enthusiastically

recqptive to the Opposition's critidsms ofthe government's economic

and social policies.

For the government the political implications ofthis were ominous.

Sri Lanka had been one of the first countries in the world to lower its

voting age to eighteen. Although this had been done in 1959, the two
elections of i960 had been contested uang the previous system ofvotes

at twenty-one. In the general election of 1965, the voters between the

ages of eighteen and twenty-one cast their ballots for the first time.

Political observers were convinced that most of their votes went
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to the then Opposition. In 1970 theirnumbersweremuch larger, their

alienation from the governmentwas more pronounced and their com-
mitment to the Opposition was correspondingly stronger.

During their years in opposition Mrs Bandaranaike and her allies

put togedier a broader coeJition than that negotiated in June 1964.

The two major Mandst parties in the country, the L.S.S.P. and the

Gonmiunist Party(Moscow wing), formed a United Front (U.F.) with
the S.L.F.P., under Mrs Bandaianaike's leadership. In eaily June
1968 a oonunon programme was agreed upon by all three parties as

theirjoint platfi)finfor the elections scheduled £br 1970; thiswas in the

nature ofa set ofalternative strategies radical in design and socialist

inoutlodc.

In preparation for the elections, tiie Opposition seized upon the

govermnenti's seemingly strongest point, its food production pro-

gramme, for their most vitriolic criticisms, intent on highlighting its

flaws and foilures so that the government's blaze ofpuMidty for the

programme would become counter-productive. This was good and
intelligent tactics against a government which seemed eminently

vulnerable at the poils; but there was also a whiiF ofideological con^
flict in it, for the left-wing parties viewed the high priority given to

agriculture in economic development with a distaste bordering on
contempt. For them and the intelUgentsia the key to economic devel-

opment and the most efifective means of solving the unemployment
problem was industrialisation. It was not yet evident—as it was to

become in the years ahead—^that industry could not provide the

impetus for the growth ofthe economy as awhole, nor was it geared-^

because most of the island's new factories were so capital-intensive

—

to the provision of productive employment. Hence the argument
carried conviction in an atmosphere of uncertainity about the eco-

nomic benefits of the governments programme m terms of the un-

, employment problem and inflation. B^des, the government's new
strategy on agricultural development had been preceded in 1966 by a
cut in the rice subsidy, and thus its initiative was shown to the elector^

ate as being no more than part of a concerted attack on the welfore

system. In the final stages of the campaign the Opposition con-

centrated on this almost to the exclusion of other issues, and after his

party suffered a landslide defeat^ in the elections ofMay 1970, Dudley
Senanayake ruefully commented that for the second time in his

political career he had paid the penalty for disturbing the most
cherished of the sacred cows of Sri Lanka's welfare system—^the rice

subsidy.

More in tenns ofseats in Parliament than votes in the country.
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SRI LANKA, 1970-1977:
DEMOCRACY AT BAY

In their election campaign of 1970 the parties of the United Front

—

the S.L.F.P., the L.S.S.P. and the Communist Party (Moscow wing)

—

had held out, through their manifesto and speeches, the assurance of

purposeful, systematic and fundamental changes in every sphere of

activity. The euphoria, reminiscent of 1956, which greeted the U.F.'s

decisive victory seemed to suggest that it was a just reward for the

skill with which its leadership had responded and given expression to

the inchoate desires and feelings of the people.

Almost the first decision of the U.F. was to honour its election pro-

mise to make good the cuts in the rice ration imposed in 1966. This

set the tone for much that happened in those early weeks, a plethora of

decisions, some more important than others but all designed to

dramatise a change of course and a new style of government. For the

first time, political appointees to ambassadorial posts were recalled

before their terms of office were over, a hard decision demonstrating a

new emphasis in the island's foreign policy, a distinct leftward tilt.

In rapid succession North Korea and the German Democratic Re-
public were given diplomatic recognition, while diplomatic links with

Israel, which had been tenuous at the best, were severed.

These were in the nature of easy decisions, within the government's

control. But the rhetorical floiirislu s indulged in during the acrimoni-

ous election campaign proved acutely embarrassing when economic

conditions showed no sign ofimprovement and it became increasingly

evident that there were no easy solutions to the problem ofimemploy-

ment. Indeed the size of the government's parliamentary majority

(over 120 seats out ofa total of 157) created and sustained the illusioa

that nothing was impossible if the government only had the will to

attempt it.

Confronted by the same combination of factors that had brought

down its predecessor—^unemployment, rising prices and scardties of

essential items ofconsumption—the government, within a fewmonths
of coming to power, was floundering just as badly as Dudley Sena-

nayake's had donem the first phase ofhis rule in the mid-1960s. Well
before the end of 1970, its early popularity was being eroded and with

540
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great rapidity. Ifthe government consoled itselfwith the thought that

the U.N.P. was too badly demoralised by its comprehensive electoral

defeat and the open rift between its leader Dudley Senanayake and
the leader of its parliamentary group and Leader of the Opposition,

J. R.Jayewardene, to offermuch ofa challenge, it soon£ioed

a different but not entirely unexpected quarter. The pace ofchange

and reform in the first ten months ofthe government's tenure ofoffice

pfoved altogether inadequate to satisfy the aquratioiis of the more
militant and articulate young people whose political appetites had
been whetted by their zeal in working to bring the govenmient

to power. By the middle of March 1971 it was evident that the

government faced a desuily threat from the Janatha Vimukthi Pera-

muna (J.V.P.), an ultra-left organisation dominated by educated

youths, unemployed or disadvantageously employed.

This organisation had made its presence felt in the violent and
threatening demonstrations-^hich the government had oondcmed

—

that followed in the wake ofthe U.F. victory. Within a few months it

had the field to itselfas the most vocal critic of the government, with

the U.N.P. totally unable to function as the miyor political force it

was. A series ofmass meetings held by theJ.V.P. all over the country

was at once a stem warning to the U.F. and a challenge to its credibi-

lity as a genuinely socialist government. The J.V.P. made plain its

feeUng that the government seemed incapable offulfilling its election

promises, and made no secret of its readiness and determination to

overthrow the government if the changes it desired were not in-

troduced. Thus the insurrection that broke out in ^lil 1971^ could

hardly have been more openly proclaimed. If it took the government

by surprise this was because intelligence reports were either disbelieved

or misread; and from a refusal to believe that erstwhile supporters

would react so violently against a regime they had helped bring to

power and which shared their socialist aspirations.

The insurrection was from beginning to end a revolt of youth, the

first large-scale revolt against the government by youth in this country,

and also perhaps the biggest revolt by young people in any part ofthe
world in recorded history, the first instance oftension betweengenera-

tions becoming military conflict on a national scale. The creed of

generational war was linked to the eradication of a colonial status

which had ended two decades previously but was presumed to be still

in existence. It was a movement of the new and ultra-left against the

^ On the insurrection see C. S. Blackton, 'The Ceylon Insurgency', Australia's

Neighbours (Melbourne), 4th series, 76, July-Aug. 1971, pp. 4-7; F. Halliday, *Thc

Geylonoe Imuixectiofi', JViw Lffi Rmm, no. 64, Sept.-Oct. 1971, pp. 55-91;
R. Kearney and J. Jiggins, *The Ceylon Insurrection of iffjl*, Jtianal Gom-
ihmbsmAA mdOmfttnUioi PoliHes, XIII(i), March 1975, pp. 40-65.
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established left—^the populist S.L.F.P. and the traditkmal parties of

the Lefty the L.S.S.P. and the CP. Altfaoqgh the most tenacious and
defiant acts of the insuigents and the most serious centres of revolt

accurately matched the large coucentrations ofsome ofthe dqnessed

castes, the vaktm^a and batgma^ caste was not the sole or even a
nuyor determinant of the insurrection. It was secondary to the class

ftictor. The insurgents were in general the children ofthe rural poor,

Sinhalese and Buddhist, and the ethnicand religious minorities played

no significant role in the insurrection.

In analysing the critical factors in the outlxreak of tiie insurrec-

tion, emphasb is generally given to the eminently eiqpkntable social

problems—the economic inequalities, exacerbated by one of the

highest birth-rates in Asia, creating a poverty-stricken, unemployed
and frustrated element ranging firam articulate university graduates

to the landless unemployed. But equally important was the catalyst of
the revolutionary violence, the J.V.P., which instilled a group oon-

sdousness, fashioned an ideology, planned a strategy, built up an
organisation and provided the leadership. Without this driving force,

*

the unemployed and poor youth to whom the J.V.P. appealed would
have been far less conscious of the situation they were in and would
very probably have put up with their deprivation, alienation and
firustration without resort to armed insurrection.

In the immediate sense the 1971 insurgency fsdled. The rebels were
not the spearhead of a popular outburst against a tyrannical or re-

pressive rtgime, nor did they have the advantage of a dominating

foreign presence against which they could have stirred up nationalist

sentiment. There was no substantial support fixxm either the rural

areas or the urban woridng class. Besides, it was an inadequately

trained and poorly equq>ped force that set out to do battle with the

state. Once the momentum of their original thrust had been absorbed

and repelled, they were unable to sustain their attack although they

had the numbers to do SO. The rebellion was put down with consider-

able ruthlessness.

The insurrection of 197 1 left an indelible mark on Sri Lanka, and
the rebels, although defeated, played a part in shaping the future.

Sri Lanka was pushed more rapidly towards being a socialist society:

the moves begun under the U.F. in 1970 for an autochthonous con-

stitution for Sri Lanka were hastened ; a powerful impetus was given

to the adoption of a series of radical economic and social changes, the

most far-reaching ofwhich was the Land Reform Law of 1972 and the

nationalization of the plantations in 1975; state control in trade and
industry was accelerated and expanded to the point where the state

has established a dominance over the commanding heights of the

economy. But there were three other consequences with which the
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rebds would have had less cause to be satisfied. First, the insurrection

tested the army and police, whose success over the rebeb gave them
added prestige and, more important, put them in an immeasurably
better position in terms oftraining, txpctieDce and equipment to &ce
a similar threat in the fiiture. Secondly, at theoutbreak ofthe insurrec-
tion a quite incredible combination ofcountries came to the assistance

ofdie government: India first and ibremost, but also Britain and the

United States, the Soviet Union, Egypt, Yugoslaviaand Pakistan. The
government insisted that there was no foreign involvement in the

insurrection, but significantly theone foreign embassy thatcame under
su8[»cion and was asked to dose down was that ofNorth Korea. The
government's foreign policynow came round to a more even-handed

neutralism: gradually relations widi the United States became very

cordial, and ties with die Commonwealth were strengthened. Thirdly,

and perhaps the most significant of all, the government tended to

become increasingly authoritarian. Whatb^an as an inevitable after-

effect of the rebdlion was continued long after the rebels had been
routed and the threat to the security ofthe state had diminished sub-

stantially. To many of these themes we shall return later in this

chapter.

By the beginning of 1972 the U.F. government had long since lost

the air ofself-assurance and confidence it had exuded in its early days

in office. The insurrection contributed to this in large measure, buta
more powerfiil but insidious corrosive force was the rapidly worsening

economic situation. The U.F. government had inherited a serious

balance ofpayments problem but in die years after 1971 it deteriorated

fiirthcr and took on the proportions ofa grave crisiih—partiy, but by
no means entirely, through die operation ofexternal forces beyond its

control. The crux of die problem was that the prices ofthe country's

principal imports, particularly its food, rose to unprecedented heights

especially in 1973-4—^th^ corresponding rise in the price of its

exports.

The gravity of die problem compelled the government to take a
critical look at its import bill, and at the food subsidies.* The people

ofSri Lanka were over-dependent on imported food—which included

much of its lice—^made available to them at subsidised rates. Food
imports not only absorbed for too much foreign exchange, but food

subsidies also constituted one-tenth of all the services and goods pro-

duced in the island. Thus any reduction in food imports would bring

immediate, substantial and lasting relief to the balance of payments,

just as direct cuts in subsidies would help bridge the deficit in the

'J- Jisgii^j *Di«Tnantling Wd&riwn In Sri Lanka*, tp. ek. See aho M. dc Silva,

'Sri Lanka: the end ofwd&re polities', South Asian Ramo, 6(2),Jan. 1973, pp. 91-

109.
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budget The irony ofa govemment, which had made a political isnie

of the cuts in food sul^ulies introduced by its predecessor and had
begun its administration by restoring them, bdng driven to adopt

precisely the same policy was not lost on an increasingly sceptiod

electorate.

Trimming offixxL subsidies and cuts in welfare eq)enditme actually

began with the second budget of the U.F. government in November
1971 and continued through 1972 and 1973. Stringent austerity

measures fiir the rich, announced in the Hve-Year Plan introduced in

the last quarter of 1971 and implemented subsequently—a ceiling on
incomes, land refixrm and limits on the ownashqi of houses and
apartments—did little to reduce the unpopularity ofthe govemmcB^s
new policy over fixxl subsidies and welfare expenditure.

A second and equally notable reversal ofpolicy was forced on the

government by the foreign exchange crisis, aoid this was an emjrfiastt

on agricultural development and self^uflBdency in food as the basis

ofeconomic recovery. This new strategy had loog been preached by
the government's main challenger, the U.N.P., and prac&ed bythem
with much greater sureness of touch. The lefb was ideologically com-
mitted to industrialisation as the solution to the country's problems,

and always believed that the U.N.P.'s commitment to agriculture as

the key to Sri Lanka's economic regeneraticm was a misguided policy

which onlyhelped to perpetuate the country'seconomic backwardness

and its subordination to the industrial eoonoiwies of the West. The
left-^and the SX.F.P.—had looked with disdain on the vigorous

campaign of food production which Dudley Senanayake had led

during his last spell in oflice.

The central issue was rice production. At the end of the previous

government's term of office it had reached a record level of three-

quarters ofthe country's requirements ofrice. Had this pace of devel-
opxnent been sustained, dependence on imports of rice from abroad
would have been marginal by 1974—one-tenth—and by 1975-6
the island would have been totally independent in this respect.

Instead there was a sharp fall in production in 1971 and a predintous

decline in 1972 which continued into 1973-4. government had
contributed to this by its short-sighted dismantling ofthe admimstrap

tive machinery and dispersal ofthe scientific and administrative per*

sonnel associated with its predecessor's food production programme.
It took two years at least to rebuild this administrative structure. In

a bid to encourage rice production, the guaranteed price for paddy
was raised substantially. The harvests of 1974^5 and 1975-6 were a
distinct improvement on those of the three previous years, but dicy

were still well below the levels reached in 1969-70.

The successive increases in the guaranteed price ofrice might have
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generated a more substantial expansion of production, but for two
fiu;tors. The first—which was beyond the control ofthe government

—

was inflation, especially the sharp rise in the cost of fertiluers and
other agricultural chendcals which were essential to boost production.

Hie second was the government's own decision to establish a state

monopoly for the purchase of locally produced rice. Viewed through

ideologically-tinted glasses, this was an incentive to production, but in

reality it was an artificial check on prices, and unpopular with pro-

ducers and consumers alike—producers because they could get amuch
higher price in the firee market, and consumers because off-ration rice

was less easily available in the mazket and the price of rice rose as a
result. The strong measures of compulsion required to protect this

monopoly were gready resented by the peasants, who formed the solid

core ofthe electoral support ofthe SX.F.P.

The most popular substitute for rice was bread, but because wheat

is not cultivated locally, and the parlous state ofdie country's foreign

exchange resources permitted no increase in imports because ofa steq)

rise in the price ofwheat in the world market, a ceiling was imposed

on wheat and wheat flour imports. The country was treated to the

novel spectacle of queues for bread in the city of Colombo and its

suburbs, where demand for it was greatest In desperation the govern-

ment turned to the popularisation of indigenous rice substitutes

—

tapioca, yams and dry grains—none ofwhich, however, was produced
in adequate quantities. This appeal to people to cut down on the

consumption officeand to resort to indigenous substituteswas nothing
less than a call for a reorientation offood habits, a deUcate operation

requiring a degree ofpublic support well beyond the capacity of the

government to generate because ofits lack ofcredibiUty. The govern-

ment had, afier all, come to poweron—^among other things^—promises

to increase the weddy ration of rice, to provide a plentiful supply of
food and even to abolish the existing system ofrationing 'subsidiary'

foodstuff. The economic situation was all the more dismal because of

the severe inflationary pressures of the years 1973-^ much of it re-

flecting the upward movement ofprices for some primary products

—

wheat, sugar and rice, all essential import items for Sri Lanka—to be
followed by the hardest blow of all, the uninecedented rise in the

price of oiL The average person had littie understanding of foreign

exchange and balance ofpayments problems, or the imperatives ofa
harsh economic crisis—^all of which led to the shortages of food that

confix)nted him, and to the tightening ofthe rationing system. Instead

he could only see the increasing inability ofthe govemmoit to supply

him with his essential food requirements in adequate quantities and
at prices he could afford.

The new constitution adopted in May 1973 on the initiative of the

35
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U.F. govemment captured themood—and set the trend—^for a depar-

ture fiom the establiafaed pattern of govemment to a more authori-

tarian or less liberal one. Its salient ^ture was the establishment of

a uni-cameral republican structure, a centralised democracy in which
the dominant element was the political executive.' The conception of

the National State Assembly as the vehicle of the sovereignty of the

people feund its final ei^pressioii in the provisions of the constitution

which denied to the ooiirts the power or jurisdiction to pronounce on
the validity ofthe laws enacted by the Assembly. While the National

State Assembly was described as the supreme instrument ofthe state

power ofthe rqmblic, the most notable feature ofthe constitutioawas
the dominance of the executive and the absence of meaningful in-

stitutional or constitutioDal checks on the exercise ofits powers. More-
over, through the process ofconstitution-maldng the ruling coalition

used its overwhdming majority in the Constituent Assembly to give

itselfan extended term oftwo years (to May 1977) beyond the original

period offivefinrwhich it had been elected inMay 1970. Intakingthis

action—probably unprecedented in the annals ofoonstitution-middng

in democratic states—tiie govemment showed scant regard for any
sense ofpublic integrity.

The expansion of executive authority was not limited to the ad-

vantages that came with the new constitutional structure. There were
two other powerful weapons in the government's armoury. One of

these was not new, namely emergency powers^ which have been the

stock-in-trade ofaU Sri Lanka's governments since independence, but
they have been used more finequentiy since 1956 than before. Under
the U.F. government, emergency powers were invoked in dealing with
the insurgency, but theywere

andwere extouled fiommonth to months notbecause theywere really

necessary but because they were convenient in dealing with dissent.

These emergency regulations in effect suspended normal political

processes, if not the constitution as a whole, and conferred extra-

ordinary powen on the govemment More significant and reprehen-

sible was the second of die government's weapons. With the passage

(and subsequentamendment) ofthe InterpretationOrdinanceof1972,
tiie power of the courts to hear iqypeals against mala fib admini-

strative decisions was drastically curtailed, thus removing a meaning-
ful restraint upon the misuse of administrative power for political

purposes by the government against its ofqponentB. Once this judicial

chedc was removed, the govemment had fitde hesitation in using the

* On the 1972 constitution see A. J. Wilson, Politics in Sri Lanka, 1947-73
(London, i974)> chapter V, pp. 189-225. See abo ILlii.de £Klm, The Gooitite-

tkm and Ckmstitatiooal Reform since 1948' in K. Kl de SOva (ed.), Sri Lnkas a
Smv^ (London, 1977), pp. 319-09.
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machinery of the state and administrative regulations to harass and
intimidate its political opponents. One particularly VICIOUS wr>3>T>ifi*ta»

tion of this was in the acquisition of immovable property—4and,

factories, houses, shops and aU sorts ofbuildings—as well as movable
property such as vehicles, ostensibly for public purposes but in fact to

deterknown opponents ofthe govenunent fiom political activity.

Freedom of die press was severdy curtailed. First, the Associated

Newi^pers of CSeylon, the main newspaper group in the island, was
convnated by a special law into a government-controlled press. Next,

emergency legislation was used to keep the Independent Newspapers

group—which by 1973-4 had emerged as the main critic of the

government—closed for nearly three years firom April 1974. No such
drastic measures were required to establish government influence over

the Times group ofnewspapers: it succumbed without firing a shot.

Once this happened, and with broadcasting entirely under govern-

ment control, expression ofcritical opinion and dissent was liinited to

party newqpiq>ers and news-sheets, most ofthem maintaining a fitful

existence on limited funds and droulation in a hostile environment of

government contrab over the allocation ofnewsprint, the withholding

ofadvertisements by the government, and the reluctance ofbuaness

houses to advertise in Opposition newspapers for fear ofoffending the

government thereby. With themedia so completelyunder government
control, only one other channel was available for the expression of
dissent-—public meetings. Here the problem was the state of emer-
gency in the coimtry in the wake of the insurrection. For security

reasons, no pubfic meetings were permitted excq>t with government
s^roval until September 1972. These restaints a£fected Oppodtion
parties, but not meetings sponsored by the government parties. The
first relaxation of the restrictions came with the by-elections of

By the middle of 1972 the U.N.P. had recovered from its debacle at

the polls in May 1970, and was at last in a position to mount a
challenge to a government which was visibly losing public support

Its re-emeigence as a viable democratic alternative was demonstrated

in October 1972, when it won three out offour seats (a net gain oftwo)
in the first set ofby-elections to the Parliament elected in 1970.

Thereafter the usual pattern of Opposition meetings was resumed,

with the U.N.P. making all the running after its success at the by-

elections. In the first quarter of 1973 the U.N.P. staged a series ofvery

successful propaganda meetings throughout the country', which at-

tracted laige crowds. Then on 13 April 1973, the U.N.P. leader

Dudley Senanayake died afier a short illness and this led to unpre-

cedented scenes of spontaneous grief and mourning throughout the

island. Nearly halfthe entire population filed past his bier during the
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week bq^imuiig 14 April, and the cremation ofbis body on 21 April

attracted die laiyst crowd ever gathered together fiir any occasion in

the island's history. The milKonswho braved the elements and undep-

went great phyncal disooTnfort, standing tor hours in endless queues

that stretched for miles along CSdombo's streets, were doing somediing

mote than paying 6ibute to a much-loved national figure. It was a
silent but eaqsressive demonsMion by a politically sophisticated

people, who were unable at that time—because all local government

elections had been postponed, t^i^M^g otiier reasons—to articulate

their feelings over the proUenis they faced. The degree of popular

participation in the funeral ceremonies and the dqpth of grief dis-

played (which bordered on mass hysteria) were almost without pre-

cedent, even in a country where the organisation of political funerals

was a well-developed art It was a week that shook Sri Lanka—and
fiightened the government.

Its inuooediate effect in fact was to strengthen those forces within the

government which pressed for increasingly authoritarian attitudes

towards its political opponents. This trend was originally an afler-

effect of the suppiesnon of the insurgency of 197 1, but it persisted

throughout the government's tenure of office, long after the threat to

the security ofthe state had disappeared. Indeed this authoritarianism

was one ofthe most distinctive characteristics of Mrs Bandaranaike's

U.F. government, and for that reason is described in some detail in

the next section of this chapter.

Encouraged by the response it had evoked and the astounding dem-
onstration of grief at the death of its leader, the U.N.P. surged ahead

in 1973 and 1974 with a number of by-election victories to give it

greater momentum and a sense of purpose. But when its campaign
was leading to a crescendo, with a large number of rallies scheduled to

be held simultaneously in all parts of the island in late April 1974 in

what was to be the beginning of a civil disobedience movement,
the g^overnmcnt stepped in to demonstrate the limits of political

action available to the Opposidon. A curfew was imposed, emergency

regulations—of the utmost severity—were introduced, and a ban
which remained in force for almost a year was imposed on U.N»P,
meetings.*

With its main political opponents hamstrung by these restrictions,

the government now had the field to itself, even in the matter of

public meetings. In June 1974 it staged the first of what was to be a
series of such meetings. They were in fact the first government poli-

tical rallies after the insurgency but, more important, they had two

* On the political situation in Sri Ijuika at tiiis time see Saul Rose, 'Sri T.anka

at the Turning Point : the Future of Fsriiamentafy 00000807*, Tht Round TaUt,

956, Oct. 1974, pp. 41 1-33.
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novel features: the full resources of the state were used to oiganise

them, and compulsion was used to gather crowds for these demonstra-

tions. This set the pattern for the rest of the government's period of

office. There was sdso a flagrant misuse of state resources, including

radio, newspapers, vehicles and personnel for party purposes, whether

for propaganda rallies or for by-elections to the National State

Assembly. State employees (especially in the lower rungs ofthe admi-
nistration), teachers, workers in the state sector of the economy in

distribution, services and manufacture, and plantation workers in

nationalised plantations were compelled to participate in government
party rallies on threat ofdismissal oftemporary workers or transfer of

permanent employees to uncongenial stations. The severe restrictions

which had been imposed on the political activity ofOpposition parties

served to emphasise the flagrancy ofthe discrimination in fevour ofthe

government*

One other point needs elaboration, namely discrimination on poli-

tical grounds. This form ofdiscrimination is a comparatively novelone

in the context of the liberal political traditions of Sri Lanka. Pre-

ferential treatment ofsupporters ofthe government in recruitment and
promotion within the state service has always been a feature of the
process ofgovernment in Sri Lanka since independence, but now, for

the first time, preferential treatment of government supporters was
'institutionalised'. This was facilitated by the government's repudia-

tion ofthe British colonial type ofadministraticm and its basic idea of

an impartial dvil service. Politidsation of the public service was not

restricted to key appointments at the policy-making levels, but ex-

tended throughout the service and intruded into thejudiciary as well,

although not to the same extent.* The bases ofappointment were poli-

tical affiliation, personal connection, or still more dubious considera-

tions. It led to both inefficiencyand corruption, with the latter serving

the function of mitigating the worst effects of this system of open
discrimination against employment of children and dose relatives of

Opposition activists and supporters, and the formerserving the equally

important one ofsoflening the harsher and more repressive features

the authoritarianism which the U.F. established and encouraged.

With no local government elections since May 1971, electoral

activity was limited to by-elections to Parliament. In these the govern-

ment's record was dismal, indeed the worst of any since 1947. Only
twice in its period of seven years in power did the government suc-

cessfully defend a seat at a by-election, once in October 1972 and the

other occasion inAugust 1976. In the same period it had lost four seats

•See Vijaya Samaraweera, *Thc Role of the Bureaucracy', QJHSS, a.*.,

XV(i & 9), 1974, pp. 31-^, and The Administratioii and Judicial Syaton* in

K. M. de SilvB (ed.), Sri Lanka: a San^ (London, 1977)9 pp. 86-107.
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at by-dections, and fiuled to capturea single seat fiom the Opposition

although more than a dozen opportunities came its way.

Minorityproblems

The new balance offorces, ofwhich the principal feature is the domi-
nance of the Sinhalese azid Buddhists in the Sri Lanka polity^ was
effectively consolidated with the victoiy ofthe U.F. coalition in Aiay

1970. Altiiough an undercurrent ofhostility to the Tamils, indigenous

and Indian, was discernible from die outset, the adoption ofthe new
constitution in 1972 was die critical starting-point ofa new phase in

communal antagcnoism in die island, especially in regard to relations

between the Sinhalese and the indigenous Tamils. Indeed the new
constitution accuratdy reflected this new balance offorces.

The two main points at issue were language rights and religion. In
regard to the latter Chapter II of the constitution laid it down that

*the Republic of Sri Lanka shall give to Buddhism the foremost place

and accordingly it shall be the duty of the state to protect and foster

Buddhism while assuring to all religions the rights secured by Section

i8(i)(d).' With this Sri Lanka ceased to be a secular state pure and
simple, even if it did not become the theocratic state which Buddhist
pressure groups woukl have liked it to be.

The wide support for this clause in the Constituent Assembly

—

the government had the support of the U.N.P. on it—was just as

notable as the fact that the Christian minority did not oppose it.

Indeed one of the remarkable new developments of the years after

1970 was the improvement in relations between the Roman Catholics

and the S.L.F.P. Partiy this was because the Roman Catholics them-
selves had come to acc^t the new balance of forces as a political

reality. And while the government made no attempt to change its

education policy, which had been the point ofdivergence between the

S.L.F.P. and the Roman Catholics since i960, it nevertheless became
much more conciliatory.

The Tamils, however, claimed that the new constitution gave
validity and confirmation to their seoond-dass citizenship by accord-

ing the 'foremost place to Buddhism as the state religion', and by
recognising Sinhalese as the state language, with a distincdy inferior

and hazy position accorded to Tamil. They regarded the special status

accorded to Buddhism as a clear act ofdiscrimination.

Opposition to the new constitution brought the two main Tamil
political parties, the Federal Party and the Tamil Congress, together

for the first time since 1949. Along with the leadership of the Ceylon

Workers Congress and other Tamil politicians, they established the

Tamil United Liberation Jbrout, which is at present the main political
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Ofganisatioii ofthe Tamils. Previously all attempts to bring the Indian

plantation workers to the point of co-ordinating their political acti-

vities with those ofthe indigenous Tamils had failed.*A by-product of
the increasing alienation of the Tamils finom the Sinhalese since the

adiqition ofthe new constitution was the conversion ofa laige section

of the Tamils of the north to the idea of a separate state: it is an
indicaticHi of the intensity offeeling in the Tamil areas at what they

saw as a deliberate attempt to reduce them to subordinate status.

The Federal Party itselfwas a recent, but not entirely rductant, con-

vert to this policy, and the Tamil United Liberation Front ofwhich it

was the dominant partner came out in support ofa sqMurate state for

the Tamil-speaking areas ofthe Northern and Eastern Provinces.

Worsening relationswith the Sinhalese-dominatedgovernmenthave

tended to make a link with Tamilnadu more attractive to tiie Sri

Lanka Tamils, if not yet politicaEy viable. This trend has been
strengthened by the decline of the Indian National Ckmgress in

Tamilnadu and the emergence to power ofthe Dravida Munnethra
Kazhagam (D.M.K.), more conscious of the rights of Tamils in

the Indian subcontinent and much less inhibited in eaqxressing its

concern.

The most militant agitators for sq>aratism are the educated un-
enq>loyed, now a very substantial and very volatile element in Tamil
society. They served as the link between the Tamil parliamentarians

and the Tamil people. Their support of the T.U.L.F. campaign was
an expression oftheir firustration at the bleak prospects ofemployment
that face Tamil youth. Nothing contributed more to the alienati<m of

the latter than the changes introduced by the U.F. govecmnent on
admission to the universities. Academic ability^ se was no longer suf-

ficient to secure admission. They r^^arded these changes—^introduced

in 1970 and continued thereafter—as patentiy and deliberately dis-

criminatory.^

In 1974 Mrs Bandaranaike negotiated the settiement, on afirm and
amicable basis, of the vexed question ofthe status ofthe Indians in Sri

Lanka. Nearly half a million of them would eventually be integrated

into the Sri Lanka polity,^ and Sri Lanka citizenship will confer on

• The G.W.C.*s ties with tlie T.U.L.F. were never particulxirly strong, and by

die last quarter of 1976 there was increasing evidence of a conflict of interests

between diein. The crux of the matter was that the CW.G. saw no advantage to

its members from the 'separate* Tamil state which the otfur tectiaos of die

T.U.L.F. were atlvorating.

' The most comprehensive and objective study of this problem is C. R. de Silva,

*Wcightage in University Admissions: Standardisation and District Quotas in

Sri Lanka', MCS, V(2), July 1974, pp. 152-78.
• No attenqyt was made by 1^ to revive the sdieme of a sqaratc dectond

tcffft^tx for them.
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them the political legitimacywhich, as an ethnic group, they have not
had since 1948. But relations between the government and the leadei>

shq> ofthe Ceylon Workers Gongress, the most powerful trade union-

cum-political party ofthe Indians in Sri Lanka, were as unfriendly as

those with the leadership of the indigenous Tamils. As a result, the

govenunentwas oblivious to the plight ofthe plantationwoikers in the

island who, during the early 19708, were undoubtedly the most eco-

nomically depressed gnnq>. While all secdons ofthe population felt the

impact of the inflationary pressures of the 1970s, thdr eflfect on the

plantatum workerswas devastating—a precipitous declinefroma bare
subsistence to grinding poverty.

The U.F. and in particular the S.L.F.P. had good reason for elation

at detaching a substimtial section ofthe Muslimsfrom their traditional

links with theUJ*f.P. into supporting the S.L.F.P. and the U.F. This

was masterminded by Badiuddin Mahmud, who had held cabinet

office—including the post of Minister of Education—in Mrs Ban-
daranaike's first administration in the early 19600. He was again

given the crucial post of Minister of Education in the U.F. govem^
ment In his hands this caMnet post became at once a pditical base

and a fountain ofpatronage, to be used to strengthen the ties between
his communityand the Party towhich he belonged, the S.L.F.P. Such
success as he achieved in this was by its very nature transient. He was
soon a controversial figure; his education policy was one of the major
points of divergence between the government and the Tamils. More
significantly, by 1973 anti-Muslim sentiment was kindled among the

Sinhalese by charges offovoured treatment of Muslims in the sphere

ofeducation. In 1974-5 there were sporadic Sinhalese-Muslim dashes

in various parts of the island, with a dangerous oonfirontadon at

Gampola in the last week of 1975. If the timely intervention of the

police prevented widespread violence at Gampola, the clash that oc-

curred in early 1976 at Puttalam, a Muslim stronghold in the north-

west of the island, was—up to that time—the worst episode of com-
munal violence since the Sinhalese-Tamil riots ofthe late 1950s.

This recrudescence ofethnicand religious tensions seemed menacing
enough on its own, but there were other events which made the last

weeks of1975 especially sombre for thegovernment. In the last quarter

of 1975 the polidcai alliance between the SJ<.F.P. and the L.S.S.P.

which had lasted, in opposition and government, since 1964 came to

an end. It was sJways an uneasy alliance, and it had lasted much
longer than expected. A serious rift within the ruling coalition became
public knowledge in mid-August, when a sharp difference ofopimon
over the mechanics ofthe nationalisation offoreign-owned plantations

in the island triggered off acrimonious bickering between the two
major component units ofthe U.F. All attempts to heal the rift proved
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futile, and the L.S.S.P. was expelled from the govenunent in October

1975-

Tlu break'Up of ike UnitedFront i975-7

On reflection the break-up of the alliance seems to have been in-

evitable, because the programme of action for which it had been
formed was completed with the nadonalisation of the plantations.

Both pardes regarded this as a landmark achievement, the L.'S.S.P.

as the fulfilment ofa campaign it had waged since its very incepdon,

and the S.L.F.P.—^reflecting Kandyan interests—as redressing a his-

toric grievance. Both were intent on claiming the credit for it. But
vdth state dominance oftheeconomy securely established, the S.L.F.P.

was now intent on calling a halt to any fiuther measures of socialisa-

tion. As the S.L.F.P. saw it, the range ofactivities allowed to private

enterprise was so limited that there was no further need for the exten-

sion ofgovernment control. As a party, the S.L.F.P. was itselfa coaii-

timi of interests: from trade unionists, peasants and small traders

to landowners, flourishing businessmen and industrialists; from a
pragmatic right wing to a populist centre and a vocal Idt What
happened now was that the pragmatic right became the dominant
influence, and was instrumental in a series of decisions, all of them
unpalatable to the left wing ofthe party, and all indicative ofan as-

sumption that private enterprise still had a distinct role to play in the

economy.

The first decision was perhaps the easiest to take because it im-

mediately benefited the peasants who formed the solid core of

S.L.F.P. support in the coimtry. This was the restoration of the firee

market in paddy and rice, and the government's role in this spherewas
reduced firom that ofmonopoly purchaser to a competitor with private

traders. The range of interests which benefited fix>m the second were
more restricted, but also more influential. The ceiling on incomes was
removed, taxes were reduced substantially from, the levels they had
reached through the budgets of the L.S.S.P. Finance Minister, Dr
N. M. Perera, and Perera's proposals for heavier taxes on wealth were
jettisoned.

This change of course coincided with a distinct improvement in

relations between Sri Lanka and the United States. It was a trend

which had b^gun in the aftermath of the insurrection of 197 19 but it

reached its peak in the months before the break-up between the

S.L.F.P. and L.S.S.P.

In the last quarter of1975 the government—or at least its dominant
S.L.F.P. partner in what remained of the coalition—appeared to be
confident of its capacity to cope with the political consequences of
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diMmiiwing the L.S.S.P. from the ooalition. Itwas anticipated thataome
left-wing S.L.F^. M.P.S would delect to the Opposition in sympathy
with the L.S.S.P.9 but this did not happen. On the contrary, the

L.S.S.P. lost two of its M.P.S to die S.LJ'.P.» and one S.L.F.P. M.P.
who did cross over to the Opposidonjoined the U.N.P.
Yet the bxeak-up of the S.L.F.P.-G.P. coalition came leas than

eighteen months after the expulsion ofthe L.S.S.P. from the govern-

ment. For one thing, with the dqparture ofthe L.S.S.P. to the Opposi-

tion the government lost its ablest debaters and, what was to be moie
significant, its two-thirds majority in the National State Assembly as

well. Secondly, the drift to the right within the S.L.F.P. placed the

left wing of the Party and the CP. in the position of an ineffecdve

brake on a vehicle set on a course they viewed with apprehension.

Their position and influence within the government was weak and
growing weaker; their votes were essentizd to maintain the stability of

the regime, but once that was achieved their own isolation within it

was more pronoimced. Nevertheless their immediate and instinctive

reaction was to close ranks in support ofthe government.

In the first half of 1976 the government's attention and energies

were concentrated on the conference of non-aligned nations, which

was scheduled forJuly-August 1976 and forwhich CSolombo had been

chosen as the venue. Within the country there was considerable

critidsm of the massive financial ouday involved in sta^g an im-

portant international conference of this nature, but all left^-wing

groups (including the L.S.S.P.) backed the government's decision to

hold the conference in Colombo. For the government the anticipated

benefits lay in the prestige likely to accrue to the Prime Minister from
the intemadonal publicity for the conference, and from her position

as its President. The hope was that some of this would rub off on the

government itselfand buttress its position in the country. As if to give

credence to this, in August 1976 the government retained a parlia-

mentary seat at a by-election, its first such success after a string of

defeats stretching back to October 1972. Instead of being a morale-

booster to sustain its self-confidence at the general elections due in

mid- 1977, this victory actually strengthened moves begun during the

period of the conference to secure a postponement of the elections by
an amendment of the constitution. Despite the losses sustained by the

departure of the L.S.S.P., the government had the support of nearly

two-thirds of the M.P.s in the National State Assembly, and thus if

just two or three Opposition M.P.s could be won over—if necessary,

by ofiers of ministerial appointments—a constitutional amendment
was within its reach.®

* The advocates of this move were clearly influenced by developments in India;

they called on the Sri Laaka Prime Minister to emulate her Indian coimtezpait
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In September 1976, in the aftermath ofthe non-aligned nations con-

ference and the by-election victory, the S.L.F.P. staged a series of

public meetings at which one of the most persistent themes and vocal

demands was the postponement ofelections. For some months several

senior cabinet ministers had advocated this, and when in September

1976 F. R. Dias Bandaranaike, the most powerful of the S.L.F.P.

cabinet ministers, joined the chorus of voices, these moves assumed
the proportions of a well-organised campaign. Although the Prime
Minister herself did not publicly support them, significantly she did

not repudiate them eil&er.

The campaign received an unexpected but serious setback when, in

early October, all six Ckxmmunist Party M.P.s (including their re-

presentative in the Cabinet) and five S.L.F.P. cabinet ministers

declared themselves opposed to any mofve to postpone the elections,

striking evidence of a split in the Cabinet on this issue, and a sharp

difference ofopinion between the two coalition partners, the S.L.F.P.

and CP. Nevarthdcss, the strat^ was not immediately abandoned;

only the tactics were changed and took the form of negotiations with

the Tamil United Liberation Front in a bid to seek a resolution of

dififerenoes between ihem and the govemntent. Tlie negotiations

began in late 1976 and contiuued into tiie first quarter of 1977. Among
the benefits for which the S.L.F.P.S negotiators hoped in their dis-

cussions with the T.U.L.F. was the latter's support to extend the life

ofthe present parliament. This they did not get, but at least there was
the bcuius of substantial progress in improving relations between the

two parties to the negotiations.^

There was an air of unreality in the negotiations between the

government and the T.U.L.F. for they took place against a back-

ground of trade union agitation which culminated in a series of

strikes, including some in key areas of the public sector such as the

railways and the health services. The government was confionted at

the beginning of 1977 with precisely the problem it had most feared,

namely strikes sponsored by the L.S.S.P. There had always been the

hope that in su«^ a oonfiontation the trade unions controlled by the

S.L.F.P. and CP. would remain loyal to the government In the event

severe inflationary pressures and ^ll««g living standards led the rank
and file of the pro-government trade unions to join the strike. Their

sense ofgrievance was aggravated by the stem measures taken by the

Vfho had secured parliamentary approval o£a postponeoient of die general dectioiis

scheduled for 1976.

These negotiations never made much progress in the way of a settlement of

the main points of division between the government and the T.U.L.F. They had
in fact collapsed before the T.U.L.F. leader fell seriously ill in March 1977. He
diedm^ttii 1977.
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government to bring the situation under oontroL Although the im-

mediate effect ofthe government's acdon, ^diich included the jailing

ofsome ofthe strikers, led to an cacalafifin ofthe strikes, eventusJly the

strikers returned to work. Nevertheless the govcrmncnt paid a stiff

political ptke for its victory over the strikers. Its tactics alienated a
section of its own M.P.S in the left wing ofthe Party, and the CP. as

welL Hie Opposition, sensing the prospect ofprecipitating the&U of
the government through defi^ons fiom its ranks, laid downa vote of
'no confidence* on the government's handling of the strike situation.

The debate was fixed for 19 February, but a week before this date

Parliament was prorogued till 19 May, only three days befoire 22 May
when it was scheduled to be dissolved prior to the hokling of the

general election. This surprising move did not prevent defections fitnn

the ranks ofthe government to the Oppositicm. These came thick and
fost : first five left-wing S.L.F.P. MJ^.s» followed bya S.L.F.P. cabinet

minister, and then, more important, the CLP. M.Pji under strong

pressure from the rank and file of the party. By the end (^February
the United Front coalition was over, and there was instead a SX.F.P.
government, discredited, difl|nrited and soon to foce the general deo-

tion which many members of the government had sought so desper*

ately to avoid.

llie government suffered yet another setback when its wdl-
publidsed plan to rush several important bills, including one for the

nationalisation of foreign-owned banks, throu^^ the National State

Assemblywhen itmet foo- its final sessions on 19 May,was not realised.

One day before Parliament was due to meet, the President of the

Rqmblic dissolved the Assembly and announced that a general elec-

tion would be hekl on 21 July 1977, with the new National State

Assembly meeting for the first time on 26 August 1977.

The alignment of parties at the general election ofJuly 1977 was
totally different fix>m that of May 1970. The coalition which had
inflicted such a crushing defeat on the U.N.P. on that occasionwas in

disarray, its component elements, the S.L.F.P. and the recendy-

formed United Socialist Left Front (consisting of the L.S.S.P., the

CP. and left-wing defectors from the S.L.F.P.) being in direct com-
petition with each other. For the first since March i960 these parties

had no electoral pact against the U.N.P.
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EPILOGUE

When the Sri Lanka electorate is in one of its not very infrequent
moods of diaenchantment with a regime in power it gives vent to its

displeasure with an exaberance and vehemence which all but ob-

literates the governing party—in terms of parliamentary seats. No
defeat in the annals of the island's volatile parliamentary history has

been quite as comprehensive as that suffered by the rivals of the

U.N.P. in July 1977.^ The S.L.F.P. was reduced to a rump of eight

seats (it had ninety in the previous parliament) , while every candidate

of the Marxist left was defeated. The U.N.P. won 140 out of 168

seats securing absolute majorities in 126 of these; and for the first

time the winning party at a Sri Lankan general election obtained a
clear majority of the popular vote.

This general election marked the retirement from parliamentary

politics of several dominant figures in Sri Lanka's political elite

whose careers had spanned the last years of British rule and the three

decades since independence, even though J. R. Jayewardene's age at

the time ofhis greatest political triumph—he was nearly seventy-one

—

concealed this somewhat. Jayewardene who had twice rebuilt the

U.N.P. from the ashes of defeat, once in 1956 and again after he took

control of the party in 1973, appeared to be wearing the manUe of

victory right through the last months of Mrs Bandaranaike's regime,

and particularly throughout the election campaign. All left-wing

parliamentarians of his generation were rejected by the electorate,

many ofthem quite decisively,' while all the prominent politicians who
had been swept to power in the victories ofthe Bandaranaikes in 1956
and i960 lost their scats, with the exception of Mrs Bandaranaike

herself and her deputy. It was as though some massive collective will

was at work, sitting in judgement over tiiose who had set the pdcr in

politics since 1956, finding them wanting and sternly dismissing them.

The election result could be, and was, viewed as a decisive r^ectiou

of the undemocratic excesses ofMrs Bandaranaike's regime.

The island's electoral system was such that when a major shift of

political power occurred through the ballot, a new regime was returned

to power with a far higher proportion of seats in the legislature than

was warranted by the popular vote it received. Since 1959-60 the dis-

1Oa the general dectKm of 1977, lee V^ya Samaia^veeni, 'Sri Lanka's 1977
GtenenlElection: theResuigence oftheU.N.P.% AfitmjWzv^ Dec. 1977, XVII (12),

pp. 1 195-1206; Jane Russell, *Sri Lanka's Election Turning Point*, Tk$ JomuA
^CommonwtaUh and Comparative Polities, XVI(i), I978» pp. 79-97.
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tortiom of the electoral system have woxked to the disadvantage of
the U.N.P., but in 1977 the S.L.F.P. found itselfwith 4.8 percent of

the seats though it obtained 29 per cent ofthe vote.

More extraordinary still, the T.U.L.F. has emerged as the main
parliamentary oppodtion to the U.N.P. As a result of the peculiar

demographic profile ofthe island, with a concentration ofTamils in

the north and, to a smaller extent, in the east of the Island, the

T.U.L.F. with about one-fifth of the popular vote secured by the

S.L.F.P. has more than double the number ofseats, namely eighteen

as against eight for the S.L.F.P. For the first time snce independence

a Tamil is leader of the opposition. This distortion of the electoral

processwould by itselfhave givenan unusually sharp focus to minority

rights over the life of the present parliament but the minds of poli-

ticians and the intelligentsia alike became concentrated on these issues

much earlier and more urgently than would normally have happened

when a minor inddent in Jaf&a town—^a clash between the police

and a section ofthe people there—precipitated a ferocious outbreak of

communal violence between the Sinhalese and Tamils in mid-August

1977 on a scale comparable with the race-riots of the mid-1950s.

These incidents were the direct result ofcauses ofwhich the roots lay

in the atmosphere ofcommunal mistrust stemming from the political

attitudes and policies of the S.L.F.P.-dominated U.F. regime. The
new government stopped the conRagration with a mixture offirmness

and restraint, and more significandy, without resort to emergency

rule. At the height of the disturbances it announced that a CSom-

mission of Inquiry would be appointed to examine the circumstances

that had led to that outbreak of violence, and a former ChiefJustice

was subsequently appointed as a one-man Commission. On a more
practical basis a series ofadministrative measures were taken to meet
some of the long-standing grievances ofthe Tamils.*

If these ethnic conflicts deflected the government's attention finom

more pressing issues, they did not do so for very long. High among its
'

priorities was a fresh and searching look at Sri Lanka's constitutional

firameworic. The far-reaching constitutional changes envisaged had
been ioodrporated in the UJN[.P.'s election manifesto, and had been a

major point of controversy in the election campaign. The U.N.P.

treated its dedunve victory at the polls as an unmistakably positive

endorsement ofits proposals for a major overhaul ofthe constitutional

structure. The first steps in implementing these changes came in

August-September 1977 in the appointment of a parliamentary select

committee on constitutional refonn, and the adoption by the National

'Among die fint such yn» a dumge in the mcchanto of seeming wdniisrion to

the imivenities. The change was announced almost immediately after the neMf

govenmkeottookofiBoe,and weUbefofetheoutfaraUcoftte
j

I
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State Assembly of a constitutional amendment establishing a presi-

dential system ofgovernment Under the tenns ofthis amendment the

Prime Minister, J. R. Jayewardene, assumed office as the first elected

executive President ofthe country on 4 February 1978.*

The government, in fact, deliberately set out to introduce a new
tone in political U&, altogether quieter and more relaxed, and with

more respect than was shown by Mrs Bandaranaike's regime ht the

delicateand intricate balance offinces which has ensured the survival

of democracy in Sri Lanka. In October 1977 the Criminal Justice

Commissions Law, perhaps the most controversial piece of legislation

introduced by the U.F. government, which in its working had led to

gross abuse ofhuman rights and the harassment ofpolitical opponents

of the government, was rq>ealed> The most notable beneficiary of

thb dedsionwasRohana Wijeweera, the leaderoftheJ.V.P.,who had
beenjailed since early 1971 finr his role in the insurrection ofthat year

and was now released. Early in 1978 came a £u^reaching amendment
ofthe Public Security Act. This amendment ensured that, contrary to

past practice, the imposition ofemergency rule would be debated and
voted upon by the National State Assembly on the first available

occasion, while the extension of emeiigency rule beyond a period of
ninety days in the aggregate would require a special majority oftwo-

thirds ofdie membersliip ofthe house.

The new constitution which came into effect on 7 September 1978
was a unique blend ofsome of the fimctional aspects of Sri Lanka's

previous constitutions, and features of the American, French and
British systems ofgovernment—a presidential system designed to meet
Sri Lanka's own special requirements in the light ofher past experi-

ence in the woridng of previous constitutions. An underlying theme
was the rejection of many of the authoritarian features of the oon^

stitutioQ of 1972 : by imposing more effective restraints on the powers

of the executive and the state; by sustaining the rule oflaw; and by
strengthening the independence of the judiciary, the rights of the

individual as against the state, and—nu»t significant in the context of
the current crisis in relations between the Sinhalese and Tamils—the

rights of the minorities. Among other important innovations was the

introduction ofproportional representation on the list system, in place

of the 'first-past-the-posf principle of representation based on the

British model.

The concessions made to the Tamil minority regarding the status of
their language in the Sri Lanka polity were a fij[filment of a pledge

'On the new Constitution see CJHSS, VII (2), a special issue on 'The Con-
stitution of 1978'.

^Thofle convicted under the terms of the Criminal Justtce Commimioni Law
were xdeaaedfixMnjail, or dieir fines and other penalties were quashed.
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given in the government's first statement of policy in the National

State Assembly on 4 August 1977, well beCore the outbreak of the

communal dbturbances. Two arddes in the new ooostitution set lihe

tone. Article 19 declares that Sinhalese and Tamil shallbe the national
languages of Sri Lanka (with Sinhalese remaining the sole official

language), a major departure firom the established language policy

sinoe ti^ mid-1950s. Equally important. Article 26 abolkhed die

distinction between citizens by descent and citizens by r^gistratiim

—

an irritant to the Indian Tamils—and thus removed the stigma of

seoond-dass citizenship attaching to the latter. CSombined with the

elimination^ in December 1977, ofthe bar» in force since tiie 19308, on
plantation woricers resident on estates votiiig in local government elec-

tions, this ensured that persons ofrecent Indian origin are treated on
a par with Sri Iiankan citizens by descent The position of Indians

lerident in Sri Lanka was further iaqwoved by affimling to 'stateless*

persons the same dvil rights as are guaranteed by the constitution to

citizens ofthe country.No pievious constitutioin, noteven that of1947,
offefed the minorities a more secure position within the Sri Lanka
polity than docs the present one.

So fiir the Indian Tamils have responded more positively to these

conciliatory gestures than the T.U.L.F. When S. Thondaman—leader
of the CSeylon Workers Congress, the main political party cum trade

union of the Indian plantation workers—entered the cabinet with the

introduction of the new constitution in September 1978, it marked a
major breakthrough in Sri Lanka's politics, for it brought the Indian

Tamils within Sri Lanka's 'political nation* for the first time since the

19308. The T.U.L.F., now very much a party of the indigenous

Tamils, has ostentatiously dissociated itselffirom tiie processes ofcon-

stitution-making in its anxiety to underline a commitment to Eelam, a
separate state for the Tamils. They appear to lack the political strength

for the bold initiatives which a policy ofreconciliation calls for. Above
all* it is all too conscious of the challenge fi^nn a youth wing of the

party and especially an eactremist terrorist group who are the most

committed adherents ofseparatism. Thus for the second time since the

19308 the pace-setters in Tamil politics are a youth grotqp.

Jayewardene's government inherited a stagnant economy and one

in which, with the nationalisation of the plantations, the state sector

was in a position of overwhelming dominance. Unemployment was

high, and the countrywas affected by severe inflation. The first budget

ofthe new government, introduced on 15 November 1977^ announced
the theme of the government's economic policy—the establishment

of a fire economy after two decades of controls and restrictions. The
second and third budgets in November 1978 and November 1979 were

consistent with the first. Together they marked a purposefiil bid to
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move sharply away from the oonventumal budgetary wisdom of the

last twenty yean.

In 1976 during the last phase of Mrs Bandaranaike's regime, tea

and rubber prices had registered their first substantial improvement
in the world market since the mid-1950s. This continued throughout

most of 1977 and, even though tea prices declined somewhat in 1978

and 1979, they were still well above those ofthe early 19708. Rubber
prices, on the other hand, have continued to rise steadily. In 1 97 7 Sri

Lanka enjoyed a fevourable balance oftrade for the first time in about

fifteen years, and the oountr/s fi>reign exchange reserve was at its

highest level since the days ofthe Korean war boom. Hie remarkable

transfimnatioQ in the position of the foreign exchange reserve was
sustained over i97&-9> even though the balance oftrade had returned

to itspie-1977 pattern ofbeing an adverse one. The country'seconomy

has been growing much faster (an 8 per cent increase in the GNP m
1978, 6 per cent in 1979 and 5.5 per cent in 1980) than for a decade
past.

Although the government's adherence to a mixed economy remains
firm, its economic strategy is also avowedly designed to breathe new
life into private enterprise. This strategy has borne firuit in an expaxL"

sLon of both economic activity and employment opportunities in the

private sector. The government's initiative in establishing an Indus*

trial Procesang Zone in an area ofajq^xroximately 200 square miles to

die north of the city ofColombo designed to attract industries manu-
facturing for export is one of the key features of the new economic

policy.

There is no strong urge to reverse the process of state control over

large areas of the economy—^not indeed because it cannot be done but

because, especially w^ith regard to the plantations, it is perceived as

something for which there is no compelling need. Both productivity

and managerial efficiency in the plantations have declined with

nationalisation, but while the government has treated the rehabilita-

tion ofdie plantations as a matter ofthe highest priority, the results of

its efforts in this regard have so far been decidedly meagre. In other

areas ofthe state sector, a change ofmanagement and new managerial
techniques have resulted in a mari^ed improvement in productivity. In

some of the large state-owned textile mills management has been

handed over to private-sector firms, and this csqieriment—the prhrato

sector acting as a leaven to reinvigorate the proverbially sluggish and
inefficient public sector of the economy—^has been a pronounced
success.

In regard tp unemployment, however, it is to the resuscitation of

traditional agriculture and the revitalising ofindustry, in that order,

that thegovernment looks for effective solutions. One invaluable result

36
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ofthe ecnniimlc and political bankruptcy ofthe early 19708 is the new
reapectability conferred on traditional agricultiire. At that time a real-

ism bom of deqwratioa triumphed over ideological preconceptioos

and sterile ilietoric, which had long rel^;ated agriculture to the status

ofa poor relation of industry. Support for traditional agriculture is

thus no longer a matter of conHoversy. In die agricultural policy of
the present government there was an obvious continuity with that of
the previous U.N.P. government of 1965-70, and nowhere more than

in^ pride ofplace given in this sphere ofactivity to thedevdopment
of the irrigation and power resources of the Mahavflli basin. The
gigantic Mahavftli project is by & the largest and most intricate

hrrigatioik enterprise attempted in the idand's history. Hie present

government has sought to force the pace ofdevdqpment by aocdera^
ing the completibn ofsome of the key projects of this scheme in five

years instead oftwenty as originally envisaged.

By their very nature these initiatives in hidustry and irrigation will

bring results onlyona long-term basis. On the otherhand, theremoval
of import controls on most items of oonsumpdon and some capital

goods which the government introduced with its firrt budget in

November 1977 has had immediate benefits. Its impacton nnempioy^
ment has been referred to earlier in this chapter. There were other

beneficial consequences as wdl. For one thing, it has served to dispel

the air of austerity, and to eliminate scarcities of food and other

consumer goods, and the queues that were endemic over the last two
decades in Sri Lanka. In additkm, this chai^ge, as remarkable as itwas
uneiqsected before November 1977, has mitigaled considerably die

eflfects of rising prices which are the inevitable consequence of a
devaluation ofdie Sri Lanka rupee in November 1977, the escalation

ofoil prices which came in 197^^ and the inflationary impact ofthe

government's devdopment programme in industry, housmg and
irrigation. Bumper paddy harvests in 1977-8, 1978--9, and 1979-S0

have also helped to keq> the prices of locally-grown food items

relativdy low. These fovourable efymomic conditions largely explain

the government's success in the management of the 'political maxket*,

in retaining the initiative in politics and keeping its rivals at bay
despite high unemployment, severe inflation, and a policy of sys*

tematically reducing subsidies on food and other essential items of
consumption, as wdl as on public transport.

In the elections to municipalities 2uid urban councils in nud-May
1979 (the first to be held since 1969/70) the government won as

decisive a victory as it had achieved in the general elections ofJuly

1977. The S.L.F.P. came in a poor second while the *old' left were
routed once again. Only the T.UJJP. and, to a lesser extent^ the

'new* lefthad fmiinfr for satisfhrtiff^t
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By the middle of 1979 the activities of an extremist youth group

among the Tamib of the north brought the country to the brink of
another round ofoonununal violence which was averted by the same
blend of firmness and conciliation used In quelling the race-riots of
August 1977. Special legislation modelled on the British Prevention of

Terrorism Act was rushed through Parliament, a state ofemergency
was declared in the nortb ofthe Island with a military commander to

co-ordinate security arrangements and to stamp out terrorism there.

These measures had the desired efifect ofrestoring law and order and
in paving the way for political initiatives designed to restore com-
munal harmony ini the island. The most notable of these conciliatory

political initiatives was the appointment ofa lo-member Ftesidentiid

CSommission to report on tlie decentralisation of administration

through District Development Councils. The commission completed

its work in mid-February 1980 by which time the state ofemergency

imposed in the north of the island had been lifted. In August 1980

Ic^slation based on the CSommission's report was approved by
Parliament thus paving theway for the establishment ofDevek^mient
Councils as a measure of democratic decentralisation, which, one
hopes, should help to blunt the edges of separatist aspiraticms among
the Tamils and give the restiveJaffiia peninsula a durable peace.

The government has benefited substantially fixnn die continuing

and total disarray of its opponents. The decline of the 'old' left is a
notable &ctQr In Sri Lanka's political scene. The 'new* left with the

factionalisedJ.V.P. in the vanguard is as hostile to the traditional left

and the S.L.F.P. as it is to the government It is thus vocal and
vigorous but politically ineflfective as an anti-government force. Its

disnal electoral perfonnance, both at the parliamentary and local

government leveJs, Indicates that the S.L.F.P. is not yet in a position

to mount a serious political challenge to the government. With
Mrs Bandaranaike's eaqnilsion fixxm Parliament on 16 October 1980
after a Itaadential Commission of Enquiry had found her guilty of
'abuse of power' the party faces a long and debilitating l^dership

struggle. In this situation llie government has much greater room fiur

manoeuvre to deal with economic problems such as severe inflation

and high unemployment than it would have had ifit had confimnted

a cohesive oppositionundera leadership witha reputation untarnished

by association with the events ofthe early and mid-1970s.
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SRI LANKA'S RULERS:
A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST

ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL SRI LANKA
The following list is based substantially on that provided in Vol. I,

part II, of The University of Ceylon, History ofCeylon, pp. 843-7. The
editor of that volume warns that the dates up to Sena I (833-53) are

only approximate. One other point should be mentioned : not all the

rulers listed here had effective control over the whole island.

\^jaya

Upatissa

Pa^^uvasudeva (Pa^^uvasdev)

Abhaya
Pa^ifjukabhaya

Mutasiva

Uttiya

Mahasiva

Suratissa

Sena and Guttika (A^vacari)

Asda

DevSnampiya Tissa (DevanapS. Tis)

BC
250-210

£lara(EIala)

Dutthagama^i (Dutugfimunu)

Saddhatissa (Sadatis)

Thulatthana

Lafijatissa (Lam&sd Tis)

KhallatanSga,

VattagamaQi Abhaya (Valagam Aba)
Pulahattha 1

Bahiya
Panayamara Paflca-Dravi^a

Pilayamara

Dathika
VattagamanI (restored)

MahacuU Mahatiasa

Coranaga

Tissa (Kuda Tissa)

Siva

161-137

i37-"9

"9
1 19-109

109-103

103

103-89

8^77
77-63
63-51
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Vatuka
Darubhatika Ussa
Niliya (Pinohita Bamiipg, Vasukhi)

QjLieenAiiu]a

Kutaka99a Tiasa

Bhadka Abhaya (also called Bhatika Usa or

Bhatiya Tissa)

Mahadatfaika Mahan§&a_ • w
Amap<la-gamapiAbhaya
Kanmyazm Tlssa

CSu|abhaya

Qyieeii Stvall

IJanSga

Gandamukha Siva

YasalilakaTina
Sabha (Subha)

Vasabha
VankanasikaUna
G^abahuka-gamavi (Gigabahu I ; Giyab&)

Mahallaka Naga
Bhatika Tissa ^tiya)
KanitthaHssa
Khujjaxiaga

Kuhcanaga
Sirinaga I

Voharika Tina (Vdra Tina)
Abhayanaga
Sirinaga II

Vijaya-kumara

Samghatissa I

Sirisaihghabodhi (DahiUni Sirisahgabo)

Gothabhaya or Mcghava^pa Abluiya (Golu Aba)
Jetthatissa I

Mahasena (Mahasen)

Sirimeghavanna (Kit Siiimevan)

Jetthatissa II

Buddhadasa
Upatissa I

Mahanama
ChattagahakaJantu
Mittasena (Mitsen)

48-44
44-29

22BCHAD7

AD
7-19

2gr-3a

38-3

S3

48-5a
5»-6o

60^
67-1 1

1

IX1-14

114-36

»36^3
143-^
167-86

186^
«87-9

18^-209

ao9-3i

231^
240-2

242-3
243-7
847-9
249-62

26^3
274-301
301-28

38»-37

337-65
365-406
406-28
428-

428-9
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(S. Satj-DiSvida)

FSriiida

Khudda FSrinda

Tiritara

Dathiya
PLthiya

Dhatiiaena

Kassapa I (Sigiri Kasubu)

Moggallana I (Mugalan)

KumSra-DhStusena (KumSradasa, Kumaradas)

Siva

Upatissall

Sikkala, Ambasamanera
Dithapabhuti (Dapiju-Sen)

Moggallana II (Dala-Mugalan)

Kitdsiiimegha (Ku^a Kitsirmievan)

Mahanaga
Aggabodhi I (Akbo)

Aggabodhi II (Kugla-Akbd)

Samghatissa II

Moggallana III (Dalla Moggallana, LamS^
B^oa Mugalan)

Silamcg^vanna
Aggabodhi III, Siziaanghabodhi (Sirisangabo)

Jetthatissa II

Aggabodhi III (restored)

Dathopadssa I

Kassapa II

Dappulal
Hatthadatba

Aggabodhi IV (Sirisanghabodhi, Strisai^bd)

Datta
Hatthadfithall
Manavamma
AggabodhiV(Akb5)
Kassapa III (Kasubu, Sulu Kasubu)
Mahindal
Aggabodhi VI, Silam^ha
Aggabodhi VII
Mahinda II, Silamegha

Udayal
Maldndalll
Aggabodhi VIII

429-34

434-7

437-52
452-
452-5

455-

455-73

473-91

491-508
508-16

516-17
517-
517-18

531

531-51

551-69

569-71

571-604

604-14

614

614-19

619-28

628
628

629-39

639-50

650-9

659
659-67

667-83

683-

4

684
684-718
718-24

724-30

730-3

733-72

772-7

777-97
797-801

801-4

804-15
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Dappuiall ft T C Q T

Aggabodhi IX
Sena I "Ovi Do
Sena II

Udayall 007-90

KassapalV 090-914
KassapaV 914-23
Dappula III 923-4
Dappula IV 924-35
Udaya III 935^
Sena III 930-40
Udaya IV 94'>-54

Sena IV 5f34*~w

MahindalV
SenaV
MahindaV (Mihindu)

KassapaVI 1029*^4*-'

Mah§Uuia-Kitd I04O-j8

Vikrama Pap^u 1042-3

JagatiiMUa (Jagatpala) - (ruled in Rohapa) I043™^
Parakrama Pau^clu

Loka (Loldssara, Lofcesvaia) 1040—54
Kassapa VII '054-5
Vijayabahu I (Vijaya-b&) »055—iiio

Jayabahu I Y Y Vf\_Y V

Vikramabahu I T 1 1 T—00A A A

Gajabahu II ii3*~53

Parakramabahu I (Parakkamabahu, P&rakumba) I
I
53-00

Vijayabahu II AlOI>^

Nissanka Malla iio7~90
Vikramabahu II 1 190
CSo^aganga IigO-7

Qiieen Lilavati (first period ofrule) Y Y YA Ai|y~~A3fUU

Sahassa Malla

Qpeen Kalya^avati lono ft

Dharmasoka I2OO-9

Anikahga, Mahadipada AasOg

Queen Lilavati (second period ofrule) VOAfV_YnAaCUt^—AV

Loke^ara A« A(^~A A

Queen Lilavati (third period ofrule) 1811—18

Parakrama Pandu
• •

VOVA_Ye1818—15
Magha (Kalihga Vijayabahu) 1215-36
Vijayabahu III (ruled at Dambadeniya) 1232-36
ParakramabShu II (Pao^ita Parakramabahu I) 1236-70
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Vijayabahu IV (BOsat Vijayaba) 1270-2

^nivanekabahu (ruled at Dambadeniya and

Yapahuva) 1 272-84

Interregnum 1285-6

Parakramabahii III (ruled at Polonnaruva) 1287-93

Bhuvanekabahu II 1293 -1302

Parakramabahu I\^ (Pandila Parakramabahu II) 1302-26

Bhuvanekabahu III (Vamii Bhuvanekabahu)
Vijayabahu V 1335-41

Bhuvanekabahu IV (ruled at Garhpola) 1 341-51

Parakramabahu V (ruled at Gaihpola and Dadigaina) 1344-59
Vikramabahu III (ruled at Gaihpola) ^357-74

KINGS OF KOTTE
{Source: G. P. V. Somaratne, Political History of the Kingdom of Koffe

[Colombo, 1975, pp. 232-3])

Bhuvanekabahu V (King ofGampola in the early

part of his reign) 1371-1408
Parakramabahu VI 1 4 1 1 -66

Jayavira Parakramabahu 1466 -9

Bhuvanekabahu VI 1469-77

Pandita Parakramabahu VII 1477
Vira Parakramabahu VIII 1477-89
Dharma Parakramabahu IX 1 489- 1 5 1

3

Vijayabahu VI 151 3-2

1

Bhuvanekabahu VII 1 52 1-5

1

Dharmapala ^55^~97

KINGS OF SiTAVAKA

Mayadunne 152 1-8

1

Rajasirhha I 1 58 1 -93

Rajasuriya I593~'4

KINGS OF THE UDARATA
(THE KANDYAN KINGDOM)

ScnasaipTpata Vikramabahu 1469-151

1

Jayavira 1511-52

Karaliyadde 1552-62

Vimala Dharma Surya I 1591-1604

Senarat 1604-35
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Riyasbiiha II 1635-87
Vimala Dhainia Suxiya II 1687-1707
Narendra Simha 1 707-39
Vijaya Rajasiiiiha 1 739-47
KM Sri Rajasiznha z747^
RSjadhir&jasiiiiha 1782-98
Sri Vlkrama Rajasizhha 1798-181

5

KINGS OF JAFFNA

The compilation of a reasonably accurate duonolQgical list of the

rulers of this northern Idngidom presents enonnous diflBculties. "Who
ruled this Iringdom and the regnal years of those identified as rulers

are matters of scholarly controversy. From the last quarter of the

fifteenth century up to the subjugadon of the kingdom by the Por-

tuguese we have more accurate information fixr the compilation ofa
list of rulers but even in this phase there are problems with regard

to regnal dates.

Vgaya Kulankaic Gakravartti

Kulasekara dAkaiyaiiyan

Kulottunga dAkafyaxiyan

Vikkirama dnkai^riyan
Varotaya dAkaiySrfyan

Marttap^A dnkaiyariyan
Kunapu^a^a ddkaiyaifyan
Viiotaya d^kaiyaityan

Jaya^^ cinkaiyaiiyan

Kunavira dnkaiySriyan
Kanakacuriya CMMcaiyMyan
Paran^asekaran

CaAUHI
PuvirSja Pa^^&ram
PeriyapiUai

Ethirimanna d^kam
Ganldlill

1478-1519
1519-61

i56i-5> 1582-91

1565-82

1591-1616
1616-20

PORTUGUESE CAPTAINS-GENERAL

Pedro Lopes de Sousa • 1594
Jeronimo de Azevedo 1 594-1612

Francisco de Meneses 161 2-14

Manuel MascarenhasHbmem 1614-16

Nuno Alvares Pereira 1616-18
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1

CSonstantino de Sa de Noronha (first tenn) 1618-20

Jorge dc Albuquerque 1620-3

Constantino de Sa de Noronha (second tenn) 1623-30
Filipc Mascarenhas (first term) 1630-1

Jorge de Almeida (first term) 163 1 -3

Diego de MeUo de Castro (first term) 1633-5

Jorge de Almeida (second term) 1635-6
Diego de Mello de Castro (second term) 1636-8

Antonio Mascarenhas 1638-40

Filipe Mascarenhas (second term) 1640-5

Manuel MascarenhasHomem 1645-53
Erandsco de Mdlo de Castro 1653-5
Antonio de Sousa Coutinho 1655-6
Antonio de Amaral de Menezes (Jaffiia) 1656-8

DUTCH GOVERNORS
\^^llemJ. Coster 1640

Jan Thyszoon (Payart) 1640-^

Jan MiUitzuyker 1646-50

Jacob van KittcQsteyn 1650-3

Adriaan van der Meijden (first term) 1653-60

Ryklofvan Goens (first term) 1660-1

Adriaan van der Meijden (second term) 1661-3

Rykbfvan Goens (seomd term) 1663

Jacob Hustaart 1663-4

Ryldofvan Goens (third term) 1664-75

R^dofvan Goens, jimr. 1675-80

Laurens Pyl 1680-92

Thomas van Rhee 1693-7
Gerrit de Heere 1697-1 703
GomelisJan Simons 1 703-7

Hendrik Becker 1707-16

Isaac Augustin Rumpf 1716-23
Johannes Hertenberg 1 723-6
Petrus Vuyst 1726-9
Stephanus Versluys 1 729-32

Jacob Chnstiaan Pielat 1732-4
Diederik van Dombuxg 1734-6
GustaafWillem Baron van Imhoff 1736-9
\>^em Maurits Bruyninek 1739-^
Daniel Overbeek 1749-3
Julius V. S. van GoUenesse 1743-51
GerardJan Vreelandt 1751-3
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Johan Gideon Loten 1752-7

Jan Schreuder 1757-62
L. J. Baron van Eck 1762-5
Iman Willem Falck 1765-85
WillemJ. van de Giaaf 1785-94

J. G. van Angdbcek 1794-6

BRITISH GOVERNORS
The Hon. Frederick Nordi 1 798-1805
Sir Thomas Maitland 1805-1

1

Sir Robert Brownrigg, Bart I8IS^-^o

The Hon. Sir Edward Paget 182S-3

Sir EdwardBanm 1824-31

Sir Robert W.Horton, Bart 1831-7

J, A. S. Mackenzie 1837-^41

Sir Colin Campbell 1841-7
Viscount Torrington 1847-50
Sir G. W. Anderson 1850-5

SirHemyG.Waid 185^
Sir CharlesJustin MacCarthy 1860-3
Sir Hercules G. R. Robinson 1865-72
Sir William H. Gregory 1872-7
SirJames R. Longden 1877-83
The Hon. Sir Arthur H. Gordon 1883-90
Sir Arthur E. Havelock 1890-6
Sir J. West Ridgeway 1896-1903
Sir Henry Arthur Blake '903-7
Sir Henry E. McCallum 1907-13
Sir Robert Chalmers 1913-16

SirJohn Anderson 1916-18

Sir William H. Manning 1918-25
Sir Hugh Clifford '9^5-7
Sir HerbertJ. Stanley 1927-31
Sir Graeme Thomson I93i'~3

Sir Edward Stubbs '933-?
Sir Andrew Caldecott I937~44

Sir Henry Mouck-Mason-Moore 194^-8

GOVERNORS-GENERAL
Sir Henry Monck-Mason-Moore ^94l^~9

Viscount Soulbury 1949-54
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Sir Oliver E. GoonetiUeke 1954-62

\N^lliam Gopallawa 1963-72

PRESIDENT

WHliam Gopallawa 1972-8

PRIME MINISTERS

The Rt Hon. D. S. Scnanayake
Dudley S. Scnanayake
The Rt. Hon. SirJohn Kotdawala
S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike

W. Dahanayake
Dudley S. Senanayake

Mrs Sirimavo R. D. Bandaranaike

Dudley S. Senanayake

Mrs Sirimavo R. D. Bandaranaike

J. R. Jayewardene

R. Plremadasa

Sept. 1947 -March 1952
March 1952-Octoba' 1953
October 1953 - April 1956
April 1956 -September 1959
September 1959 - March i960

March i960 -July i960

July 1960-March 1965

March 1965 -May 1970
May 1970 -July 1977

July 1977 -February 1978

February 1978

EXECUTIVE PRESIDENT

J. R.Jayewardene February 1978
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GLOSSARY

AMmodessan.'land granted for duties rendered or offices held.

A£gSr: chiefofficer ofstate in the Kandyan Kingdom. The MahaSgjSr
or first Adigdr took precedence over all others in the hierarchy of
chiefi.

qmmfida: indigenous system ofmedicine.

basnqiHika mkmi: principal lay officer ofa shrine ofgods {dtvili)

hhUddm: monk or priest» member ofthe Buddhist order.

dSgoba^ sl^a, thSpa: edifice built over a relic, generally a dome-
. shaped monument
Mia: fytest land brought into culthratioii by the slash and bum
method (fixun Sinhalese, Adba).

dilg^: see cetijfa,

dakt^aild: levy on water paid to the King and to others in control of
water resources.

Dalada MdUgSoa: Temple ofthe Tooth at Kandy.
deoSli land: land attached to shrine (dsodU) of gods of Buddhist

pantheon.

dioel: propeily granted to officials and fimctkmaries in the employ-
ment ofthe state and ofmonasteries.

dkmaes: small sailing vessels ofSouth India; vessels with one mast
disaoaidg also disdifa, disavony: provinces imder the administratkm ofa

disaoim the Kandyan Kingdom.
£saoi: governor ofa province {disavani) in the Kandyan Kingdom;

also in the maritime regions under the V.O.G.; the title survived in

British times and was conferred on native officials in the administra-

tive hierarchy in the Kandyan Provinces.

durdva: Sinhalese caste, toddy-tappers.

elu: the pure Sinhalese, free firom Sanskrit influence.

gabaddgam: royal villages in the Kandyan Kingdom.
gaifinndnse: quasi-monk of early Kandyan times resident in a vUnSfa^

but who had not been admitted to the order ofmonks and was not
necessarily celibate.

gansahhava: village council.

kachcheri mudaliyar: local official, aide to the Government Agent at the

Kachcheri.

kahaoa^ {hahdpam) : coins in circulation from about the ist or 2nd
century ad. The standard coins of the early Anuradhapura
period, they varied greatly in weight and with regard to the aaetal

used.

574
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ktmgSmes: headmen, selected from among themselves or appointed by
the employer ofgangs ofIndian inmiigrant labour in the plantation

sector.

kardva: Sinhalese caste; fishers.

koUm : masked drama.

kdrale: an administrative unit of a disdvani.

landraads: Dutch civil courts of law witli cognisance over all land
disputes ofthe local population.

lascarins: native militia.

madaidam: mud land or land on which Vet paddy' is grown.

Mahabadda: lit Great Revenue, the Cinnamon Department.

mahdkavya: epic poem.

MM MudaUySr: native official, chief aide to the Governor of the

Gcdony under Britiah rule and the highest rank in the hierarchy of

native officials.

nuMnaduioa: Great Court ofJustice in the Kandyan Kingdom.
mudaliydr: a chiefheadman; administrator of a kdrale in British times.

Muhandiram: title of rank, chiefrevenue officer in the Kandyan King-
dom.The tide was conferred on native officials in the administrative

hierarchy under die Irtish.
nSde^am: a lyrical play consisting largely ofverses and 8(Xigs.

nikaya: (Buddhist) sect.

mndagam: village, or holdings in a village in exclusive control of the

proprietor.

nSriiya: drama of the same operatic character as nSdagam but with a
greater proportion ofprose dialogue.

panguva: share; thuspangukdrayai a peasant holder.

parangi: yaws.

parave^, alsopamumt: hereditary property held in perpetuity.

paipi: sub-division ofa kHrafi.

perahara: procession; pageant.

pmkama: almsgiving.

pkioma: (Buddhist) educational institute attached to a temple {vihdra),

poUee mdima: native official, generally a village-levd headman, re-

sponsible for the maintenance oflaw and order. Therewas no salary

attached to the post

puriSna village: ancestral village or old, long-inhabited village distinct

from new village settlements in an area.

putSj^as: the earliest known Sri Lanka coins: small, square, oblong or

oval {ueces cut from a strip of silver and punch-stamped. Ascribed

to the pre-Christian period, they were in circulation until about the

2nd centuryAD. These punch-mariced coins wexe very similar to the

parallel coinage of India of the same period. Their weight ranged
from 14.9 to 504 grains.
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rSga: mdodic pattern, basis for Indian theory ofmelody.
rdjakdriya: lit King's Duty; enoompassed any service to the king, a

lord ora temfde in theKandyan KingdooL In British timesdeno^
compulsory service to the state as well as to a lord or temple.

Rai^ntiuattuffa: chiefofdistrict (rofti) in the Kandyan Kingdom; this

title was bestowed on native officials in the administrative hierarchy

in the Kandyan Provinces under British rule.

saU^ama: Sinhalese caste; cinnamon peelers.

sai^ka: Buddhist clergy; order ofMdtiekus*

sasaaa: the religion (Buddhism).

samuLs: royal grants, usually inscribed on copper plates.

sokofi: a form ofdramatic entertainmentwhm the story is enacted in

mime with some ifnot aU characters wearing masb.
stK^: see eetifa.

ihimbo: register oflands.

*tqpasif: pemns ofmixed FortugueseHndigienous descent^ could idcr
to persons who spoJte two languages.

tk^: sec eeHjfo*

ttmhamtl land : late eighteenth-century Dutch land grants underwhich
one-third ofthe land had to be cultivated with cinnamon.

upasampada: Iddjtux ordination cibhikkhtts,

valawa: dwelling ofchief; manorial residence.

vesak: second month ofthe Sinhalese calendar (May^une).
mhSra: Buddhist temple.

stAte land: land attached to Buddhist tenqple (0^^
tdnqjfa: monastic discipline; disciplinary regulations.

wasU ilsfu/.*jungle or scrubjungle.
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SELECT BIBLIOGRAPHY

I. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL WORKS
With the publication of H. A. I. Goonetileke's massive A Bibliography of
Ceylon: a systematic guide to tJic literature on the land, people, history and culture

published in the Western languagesfrom the sixteenth century to the present day (Zug,

Switzerland, 1970-6), of which three vokimes have so far been pubHshed

and a fourth is due shortly, researchers and the general reader alike have a

reliable and scli-sutiicicnt source of reference on historical writings on Sri

Laidn. Two short bibliographical easays by specialist historiaos mig^t alao

be mentioned. They are G. R. and Daya de Silva, 'The Histcny of Ceylon

{c. 1500-1658) ; a historiographical and bibliographical survey*, in CJHSS,
iLa», ni(i), pp. 59--77» and Vijaya Samaraweera's bibliography in K. M.
de Silva (cd.), University of Ceylon, History of Ceylon, Vol. Ill (Colombo^
I973)> PP* 534-58. For the period after independence there is Daya and
C. R. de Silva, Sri Lanka ifieylon) sines Independence {^ig^S-yS) (Hambuigy

1978).

3. GENERAL
The following are short introductory surveys of the island's history and
politics:

S. Arasaratnam, G^fefi (Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1964).

H. W. Codrington, A Short History ofCeylon (revised edn, London, 1947).

K. M. de Silva, 'Historical Sur\ ey' in K. M. de Silva (ed.), Sri Lanka: a
Survey (London, 1976), pp. 31-85.

B. H. Farmer, Ceylon, A Divided Nation (London, 1963),
E. F. C. Ludowyk, The Story oj Ceylon (London, 1962).

E. Meyer, Ceylon {Sri Lanka) (Paris, 1977: in French).

S. A. Pakeman, Ceylon (London, 1964).

U. Fhadnis, Sri Lanka (Delhi, 1973).

3. ANCIENT SRI LANKA
The most wide-ranging study of AnnVnt Sri Lanka is S. Paranavitana (ed.).

The University of Ceylon, History ofCeylon, vol. I (parts I and II), published

in 1959-60. This work is now out of print and out of date. The scope of

C. W. Nicholas and S. F^uranavitana, A Cmeist Hisiory ofCeylon (Colombo,

1961) is much narrower than its tide suggests: it is in &ct a study ofAndent
Sri Lanka. Its usefulness is vitiated by the authors* ptodivity for fenciful

theories on some aspects of the island's history. Two earlier works—H. W.
Codrington, A Short HiUoty of Ceylon and G. C. Mendis, Early History tff

Ceylon (Calcutta, 1932: several editions)—may still be read with profit.

A great deal of work has been done on several aspects of the history of

Ancient Sri Lanka; most of it is published in learned journals^ or remains as

577
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578 Sdict Bibliogrqplt^

unpublished doctoral dissertatioDs. But there are several valuable mono-
graphs, many of them analysing aspects of the history of this period in con-
siderable depth. Some of these are listed below. Those "^wrVffd with an
asterisk contain useful bibliographies.

E. W. Adikaram, Tlie Early History ofBuddhism in Ceylon (Colombo^ I95S)*
M. B. Ariyapala, Society in Medievnl Ceylon* (Colombo, 1956).

S. Bandaranaike, SiniuUese Monastic Architecture: Viharas qf Anuradhapura

(Leiden, 1974).

R. L. Brohicr, Ancient Irrigation Works in Ceylon (3 vols., Colombo, 1933).
A. Ckiomaraswamy, Medieval Sinhalese Art (2nd edn, New York, 1956).

D. T. Devendra, Classical Sinhalese Sculpture (London, 1958).

W. Geiger (ed. H. Becfaort), CuUure ofCeylon m Midkoal Tvms (Wiesbaden,

1960)-

R. A. L. IL GmiawBidana, JRoAf tfmfPiiM^ AfoROfl^^
in Early Medieval Sri Lanka* (Tucson, Arizona, 1979).

T. Hettiarachchy, History iff Kmgship in Ceylon to the fourth century AM,
(Colombo, 1973).

K. Indrapala (cd.), The Collapse of the Rajarata CiviUzation in Ceylon and the

drift to the South West (Peradeniya, 197 1).

A. Liyanagamage, The Decline of Polonnaruva and the Rise of Dambadeniya*

(Colombo, 1968).

S. P^thmanathan, TheKtntdomt^Jqffha, I (Colombo, 1978).

W. Rahula, Th$ IBOaiy rfBnddOamm Ceylon (Colombo^ 1956).

W. M. Sirisenay &ri Lanka andSoutiirEastAsk^ (Leiden, 1978).

4. SRI LANKA AND THE WESTERN POWERS
Two solidly researched monographs provide a splendid introduction to

Portuguese rule in Sri Lanka : T. B. H. Abeyasinghe, Portuguese Rule in Ceylon

15^4-1612 (Colombo, 1966) and C. R. dc Silva, The Portuguese in Ceylon,

1617-1638 (Colombo, 1972). The expulsion of the Portuguese fiom Sii

Laidn and the establishment of the Dutch on the island's ooaital regions is

surveyed in detail in G. D. Winius, Th$ Paid Hukfy qf Portugmo Ceylon

(Cambridge, Mass., 1971) and K* W. Goonewaidena, The Foundation qf
Dutch Power in C^fHon (Amsterdam, 1958). S. Arasaratnam, Dutch Bower m
Ceylon (Amsterdam, 1958) is a study of the consolidation of Dutch power in

the island in the second half of the seventeenth century. J. van Goor, Jan
Kompenie as Schoolmaster (Groningen, 1978) briefly reviews Dutch education

in Sri Lanka over the period 1690-1795.

R. Pieris, Sinhalese Social Organisation (Colombo, 1956) is a scholarly intro-

duction to the Kandyan kingdom; H. L. Seneviratne, Rituals of the Karuiyan

State (Cambridge, 1978) deals with an interesting aspect of Kandyan life

and covers a longer period tlian Pieris*s book. L. Dewaraja, Tlhe Kan4yan

Kingdom ^ Ceybm, ijof-ijSo (Colombo, 1972) surveys the politics of an
important phase in the history of that kingdom. Two books by Sir Paulus

Pieris provide a graphic account of the last years of the Kandyan kingdom^

viz. Tri-Sinhala (Colombo, 1939) and Sinhale and the Patriots (Colombo,

1956). Buddhism in Kandyan times is a m^jor theme ia K. Malalgoda,
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I

BudeDum in SwhaUse Socitty, i^so-igoo (Berkeley, 1976), while G. PoweO«
The Kandyan Wars: the British Army in Ceylon 1803-1818 (Lcmdon, 1973) is a

,

balanced and objective account of the British military campaigiw in the

I

Kandyan kingdom.

! K, M. de Silva (ed.), University of Ceylon, History of Ceylon, vol. Ill

I

(Colombo, 1973) provides a comprehensive review of the history of the

island from the beginning of the nineteenth century' to 1948. Three other

books cover the period of British rule in Sri Lanka: E. F. C. Ludowyk, The

Modem History of Ceylon (Colombo, 1966}; G. G. Mendis, Ceylon under the

BriUsh (3rd edn, Colombo, 1952) ; and L. A. Mills, Ceylon under British Bule,

^795-^932 (Oxford, 1933).
The following books and monographs deal with the period e, 1800-1948:

Colvin R. de Silva, Ceylon under t/ie British Occupation^ 17^3-1832 (2 vols.^

Gkdombo, 194 1-2).

K. M. de Silva, SocialPoUcy and AUssionary Organizations in Ceylon 1840-18^^
(London, 1965).

V. KL. Jayawardena, TTu Rise of tiu Labour Maomad m Ceylon (Durham,
N.C., 1972).

Sir Charles Jeffries, Ceylon, the Path to Independence (London, 1962).

G. G. Mendis (ed.). The Colebrooke-Cameron Papers (2 vols., Oxford, 1959)

S. Namasivayam, The Leoislatures ofCeylon (London, 195 1).

I. D. S. Wecrawardene, Government and Polities in Ceybn (1931-1946)
(Colombo, 1 951).

M. W. Roberts (ed.), Documents of the Ceylon National Congress and JVationalist

PoHtiainCeylm, igs^ig^o (4 vols., CSdombo, 1978).

5. SRI LANKA SINGE INDEPENDENCE
Three volumes provide a wealth of information on the island in tiiis period,

each containing material not available in the other two:

K. M. de Silva (ed.), Sri Lanka: a Survey (London, 1976).

T. Fernando and R. N. Kearney, Modem Sri Lmka: A Society 01 Transition

(Syracuse, 1978).

R. F. Nyrop etal, (eds.). An Area Handbook for Ceylon (Washington, D.G.^

1974)-

On the island's politics in the years since independence there are three

somid introductory surveys

:

J. Jupp, Sri Lanka, Third World Democracy (London, 1978).

R. N. Kearney, The Politics ofCeylon {Sri Lanka) (Ithaca, N.Y., 1973).

A. J.'WSbotit PoUties in Sri Lanka, 1947-1979 (London, 1979).

The fdlowing are more specialised works on this period.

B. H. Farmer, Pioneer Peasant Colonization in Ceylon (Oxford, 1957).

Sir IvorJennings, TTie Constitution ofCeylon (3rd edn, London, 1953)*
, The Economy ofCeylon (2nd edn, London, 1951).

and H. W. Tambiah, The Dominion ofCeylon (London, 1952).
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J. Jiggms, Cask and Famify m Uu PolUies of Uu SmhaUst 1947-1976 (Gam-
bridge, 1979).

H. N. S. Karunatilake, Economic Devttopmtnt in Ceylon (New York, 1971).

R. N. Kearney, Cmnmmalism and Language tn th$ PoiUks iffCijflmi (Durfaam,

N.C., 1967).

, Trade Unions and Politics in Ceylon (Berkeley, 1971).

G. Lcrski, Origins of Trotskyism in Ceylon (Stanford, 1968).

U. Phadnis, Religion and Politics in Sri Lanka (New Delhi, 1976).

Marshall R. Singer, The Enurging Elite: a study ofpolitical leadership in Ctj^
(Cambridge, Mass., 1964).

D. R. Snodgran, C^jdan: An Et^ari Eeonomjf in TransiUon (Homcwoody I1L»

1966).

A. J. WikoD, Electoral Polities in an Entrgeni StaU: At Ctjdan General E!taien

ofMay jg70 (Cambridge, 1975)-

W. Howard Wriggini, C^lm: Dilenanas if a Aino J\fation (Princeton, N.J.,

i960).

Calvin Woodward, Growth qf a Party System in Ceylon (Providence, R.I.,

1969).
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Abhayagiri, 12» 5?^ 53, 23
Academy, the Colombo, 332
Accomodessans, 123, 189, 213, 215, 216.

Ackland, Boyd and Co. and coHec cul-

tivation, 270

Adam's Peak, 6^ 285

Adichchanallur, South Indian megali-

thic culture, 12, 13

Adigars, 145 (also Maha Nilamis), 146,

Afghanistan, 55
Aggabodhi I, 18, 22

Ag^abodhi II, 18, 22

Aggabodhi III, 2ii

Aggabodhi IV, 53
Agnew, Major, 213

Agriculture Department, establishment

in 1912, 404
Ahalepola, family, 148

Ahalepola, first Adigdr, 227, 230, 233-4

Ajanta, 56, 22
AlagakkSnaras, in Gampola kingdom,

as

Alagakkonara, Ni^ahka, 86j see also

mderJayavardhanapura

Alagiyavanna, 204

Alahara canal : 2^ 33^ 5^ system, 6S
Alakcsvara, 86

Alaungsithu, 66

Alawwa, 132

Alutkuru Korale, 134, 169

Alutnuvara, 32, 308

Aluvihara (near Matale), Buddhist

scriptures committed to writing at,

I St century B.C., 52
Alwis, James : and opposition to aboli-

tion of grain taxes, 311; as member
of Legislative Council, 361, 367; his

History ofCeylon, 481

Amarapura Nikdya, 204; origins of,

249-50; and contribution to revival

of Buddhism, 249-50, 341, 344

Amaravati, 55^ Amaravati school, 53^

Amdvatura, 74
Ambagamuva, 63^ 283

Ambanganga, 29

Ambanvalarala, rebellion against Raja-

simha II, 137

Amiens, Peace of (1802), 219

American Independence, war of: con-

sequences for V.O.C. in Sri Lanka,

180. 181. 183

Anauratha, 66

Anderson, Sir George, 267. 282. 283,

Andhra, 55
Andrews, R. : and diplomatic mission

to Kandyan kingdom, 185-7; and

reforms, 212, 213, 216-17; and

Kandyan policy, 220. 221. 244
Angama(;^illa canal, 68

Anglo-French conflict in India, its

impact on V.O.C. in Sri Lanka, 1 78-

82^ 183-7

Anstruther, P., Colonial Secretary, 258,

272

Anuradhapura, xi; kingdom, early

history of, 12, 13, 14^ political

history, 17-26; threats from South

India, 20^ 2Xi 24^ "^hl army i"^* 22ji

administrative system in, 22, 23;

irrigation civilisation, 24, 27-34; *

feudal polity, 35-44 ; bureaucracy in,

38; incipient feudalism in, 33^ 60,

63^68,62i2o>24226,2228L83j84^
144, 206. 208; a Buddhist civilisa-

tion, 45-59; districts, 232, 301

Arabs: traders in Sri Lanka, in Polon-

naruva kingdom, 22j 90^ 91J com-

munity in Sri Lanka, origins of, 90-1 ;

Moors, hostility of Portuguese to,

100, 102; expulsion from Kotte, 102;

V.O.C.*s attitude to, 164; traders as

agents for V.O.C. in trade with

I
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582 Index

Arabs (con/.):

Kandyan kingdom, 169; see also under

Moors

Arabi Pasha (Ahmed Arabi) and Is-

lamic revival in Sri Lanka, 354-5

Arandara, 139

Arcauiavasins, 74
Arbuthnot, R.,

Architecture (in Sri Lanka) : in Anura-

dhapura kingdom, 52-7 ; influence of

South India, in Polonnaruva

kingdom, 74-7; imder V.O.C., 199,

izoo; in Kandyan times, 207—9; in

early 19th century, 481

;

in 20th

centiuy, 486

Arecanut: as cash crop in Kotte king-

dom, gOj Q2i under Portuguese,

126, 127; levy on areca

—

kotikdba^da,

127; under V.O.G., 138, 174

Arunachalam, Sir P., 367; and Ceylon

Reform League, 386; and formation

of Ceylon National Congress, 386-8,

390, 391

;

leaves Congress, 39g-^«

401

;

and agitation for establishment

of a Sri Lankan University, 415-16

Aryacakravartis, 67^ 84-6

Asala festival, 92

Asala perahdra, 2Q2

Asgiriya, chapter of Siyam Nikdya: ori-

gins of, 203 ; role in upasampada cere-

mony, 207. 343
Asoka, Emperor, 9-12, 14

Atadage, 75
Atakalan Kdrale, 139

Atdee, C, 459-60

Atukoralis, ifiB

Auditor-General, 258

Aumani system, 309

AumildarSf 211, 214

Aung San, Burmese leader, 489
Australia, 4
Avukana, Buddha statue at, 55

baddasy 146-7, 150, 190

Baddegama, 270

Badulla, 234

Bajpai, Sir Girja, and mission to

Colombo, 1 94 1, 452

Balangoda culture,

Bamiyan, 55
Ban Chiang, 4
Bandaranaike, Felix Dias, 555
Bandaranaike, Sir Solomon Dias, Mahd

Mudaliydr (father of S. W. R. D.

Bandaranaike), 401

Bandaranaike, S. W. R. D.: advocates

federal structure for Sri Lanka, 396;

and Progressive Nationalist Party,

396; and Sinhala Maha Sabha, 398,

4.^6, 445, 446> 449; in Colombo
Municipal Council, 401; in Ceylon

National Congress delegation, Don-

oughmore Commission, 419-20, 426;

joins Liberal League, 426; and

L.S.S.P., 438, 443; and formation of

Sri Lanka Freedom Party, 446-7,

498-9; in D. S. Senanayake's mis-

sion to India, 452, 490, 495; and

education reforms of 1940s, 473 ; and

election victory of Mahajana Eksath

Peramuna (1956) (MEP), 501-^; in

power, 510-24; constitutional re-

form, 511

;

conception ofnationalism,

512; linguistic and religious element

in, 512-15; agreement with Federal

Party, ^14^ 526, 530-1

;

foreign

policy, 5i9::2i; and the Common-
wealth link, 520; non-alignment,

520-1 ; economic policy emphasis on

mixed economy, 521-4, 535; as-

sassination of, 524

Bandaranaike, Mrs Sirimavo, 524, 526;

her education policy and take-over of

mission schools, 526-8; and Indians

in Sri Lanka, 528-9

;

and foreign

policy, 1960-5—Third World iden-

tity, 532-3

;

forms United Front

coalition, 539-42; faces JVP in-

surrection, 541-3; social and eco-

nomic problems of her UF govern-

ment, 543-5; her attitude to oppo-

sition parties, 548-50; and Indian

citizenship issue, settlement in 1974,

550-1 ; and minority problems

—

Muslims, 552; and collapse ofUF co-

alition, 553-6; and defeat in general
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election of 1977, 557-9; her expul-

sion from Parliament, 563

Barnes^ Governor Sir Edward, 235, 241,

252, 262, 283

;

and encouragement

of coffee cultivation, 243; and r&ja"

kariyoy 245
Barretto, Antonio (Kuruvita Rala),

Disava of Cva, 147

Basndyake Nilames, 147, 349
Batavia, 113^ 135^ 138^ i^Oj

I54> LZ2i L23i IlQi 180, 182^ 183, 133

Batavian Republic, 184. 185

Batticaloa, 108, 1 19, 120- 135, 136, 137,

138, lio^ 12I2 Ufu 2iai rice

cultivation in, 170, 213. 234» 299»

300, 304,313, 406
Batuwantudawe, C, 383
Becker, Governor, 133

Beira lake, 121

Bellan-bandi-pala^^a, 7
Bengal: 73^ 90^ 134^ 174J Bay of, 135

Bentham, Jeremy, 263

Bentota gahga, 1 70

Beruvala, 90
Bhalluka, 43
Bhaji^gdrikay 22

Bhuvanekabahu I, 91^ ino-fi

Bhuvanekabahu IV, 85^ 94
Bhuvanekabahu V, 86

Bhuvanekabahu VII of Kotte, lqi-6

Bibile, 308

Bibilegama, 137, 140

Bintanna, r^G

Bisokotuva, 28

Biyagama, 109, Lm
Blavatsky, Madame, 341, 346

Bodhisattva, 46, 47
Bojakapathi, 36

Bonjean, Monsignor C. A. and Roman
Catholic schools, 346

Bo-tree (sacred) at Anuradhapura, L2

Boyd, Hugh, 181, 182

Bracegirdlc, M. A., and Bracegirdle

incident, 437-<). 44i. 443
Bhahmadeya, 40

Brahmans, 41, 50, 59. 93

Bryane, C. V., 406

Brazen Palace, 53

Brownrigg, Sir Robert, 227-31, 252,

256, afij

Bruce, Charles, and Revised Education

Code, 320, 332

Buddha, tlic, 10^ image of, in scupl-

ture, 54-5

;

relics of, in Sri Lanka,

62; Bowl relic, 62^ 201

;

Tooth relic,

62, 24^ 25j 86, 87^ 201. 234; in Asala

perahara, 202

Buddhadatta, 57
Buddhagho^a, 48, ^
Buddhism : in India, 10, 1 1 ; in South

India, 20, 50^ 73, 93] in Nagarjuni-

kon^a, 50J in South-East Asia,^^
93; in Nepal and Tibet, 73

Buddhism (in Sri Lanka): establish-

ment, 10-12; caste in, 4Jj in

Anuradhapura kingdom, 45-59

;

and

Tantrism, 49, ^ ^2; and literary

activity in ancient Sri Lanka, 57-8;

in Polonnaruva, 61-2. 74; links with

Nepal and Tibet, 23j under Dam-
badeniya and Garhpola kings, 92-3

;

links with Burmese and Thai Buddh-

ism in 18th century, 154, 155, 201-4;

under V.O.C., 196, 199; in Kandyan

kingdom, 201, 204; and Kandyan

Convention, 231

;

in Kandyan pro-

vinces in 1 840s, 27t), 281. 282. 315;

in late 19th century, 325-6. 373-4;

Buddha Jqyanthi, 2500th anniversary

of parxnibbdna of the Buddha, 500-2;

and political agitation in post-

independence Sri Lanka, 515; its

religious significance, and political

impact, 516; Buddha Sasana Com-
mission, 516, 531; pdya holiday

scheme, 531; position in constitution

of 1972* 550
Buddhist missions to South-East Asia,

in 1 8th century for revival of upa-

sampadd, 154, 2Q2

Buddhist revival, 339-42

;

resistance to

Christian missions, 339, 340, 343-9;

rivalries between Nikdyas, 344; atti-

tude to Buddhism, under Gregory and

Gordon, 344-5; Kotahena riots

—

clash with Roman Catholics, 345-^
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Buddhist temporalities, 347-9

;

(Ordi-

nance of 1931), 467

Burma, ^ 62, 6^ T^i 82^ 93i IMi
relations of, with Sri Lanka, under

Polonnaruva kings, 66, 22J influence

on architecture, 76, 82

Burmese independence, 460-1, 489, 491

Buultjens, A. R. and Buddhist educa-

tion, 3^
Buttala, 5^ 308

Caldecott, Sir Andrew, 441

;

and con-

stitutional reform, 441-2, 450-1,

4.55-6; reforms despatch, 1938, 442,

Calicut, Zamorin of, 90
Calukya, 60, 61, 65

Cambodia, 5I1 ^ 65, 66, 82J Cam-
bodians in Sri Lanka, 72j; influence

on architecture in Sri Lanka, 76^ 93,

94
Cameron, C. H. and Colebrooke-

Cameron reforms, 235; and Charter

ofJustice of 1833, 263

Ca^^laSj 42

Cankili Kumara, 1 16,

Cap>e of Good. Hope, 113, iBi

Carnarvon, Lord, 301

Caste: and Buddhism, ^ and land

tenure in Anuradhapura kingdom

41-2; and feudalism, 42J in Polon-

naruva kingdom, 63, 70^ 91-2; in

Kandyan kingdom, 147-8. 203-4;

V.O.C.'s attitude, 189-90; under

British, 244-5, 248-9; religion and

caste mobility, 249-50, 267, 324-5

;

and Hindu revival, 353
Castlereagh, Lord, 252

Central Province, 408

Central Schools, 474« 475
Ceylon Agricultural Association, 361,

364

Ceylon Citizenship Act of 1948, 493,

5Ii
Ceylon Indian Congress, see under

Ceylon Workers Congress

Ceylon National Association, 362, 364,

366. 179. 385. 386, 392

Ceylon National Congress: formation

of, 385-8; role of Sir P. Aruna-

chalam in, 386-8; conflicts within,

390-402, 436; and Donoughmore

Commission, 418-19, 422-6; reform

of 1938-9, 447-8; relations with

Sinhala Maha Sabha, 448, 449, 473
Ceylon Reform League, 386, 392

Ceylon Unionist Association, 420

Ceylon Workers Congress {<dso Ceylon

Indian Congress), 493^ 523^ 530-2,

53?
Chamberlain, Joseph, 321, 360

Chandrabhinu, invasion of Polon-

naruva kingdom under, 67

Chattopadhaya, K., 427
Chelvanayakam, S. J. V., 498

China cultivation: in Kandyan king-

dom, 149, 150; V.O.C.'s attitude

to, 163^ 245, 288, 2c^ 292i 302i
British attitude to, 306-8, 312; re-

versal of colonial government's tradi-

tional policy on, in 193O8, 469-70

Cheng-ho and invasion of K5ttc, 86j 871

90
Chetties, 90, 164

Chief Secretary (later Colonial Secre-

tary), post of, 258

Chilaw (also Salavata), 90^ 93, 166,

207. 287-8, 296

Chilaw Association, the, 366

China, aij 3?! 86^ 87^ 90J Buddhist

links with Sri Lanka, 52^ 66; in trade,

22

Christianity, Protestant: under British

in early 19th century, 250-2; policy

of British government towards, 251-3

Christians and confrontation with

Buddhists, 339-42, 345-7> 350-i

Christian missions and education,

diminution of role in early 20th

century, 412-13

Church Missionary Society, 252; in

Kandy, 252

Cinchona, cultivation of, 282. 288, 289

Cinnamon, 90^ 97-8; struggle for

control of trade, 100; under Raja-

siriiha I of Sitavaka, iii, 1 12; under
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Portuguese, 1 2^-^ ; under V.O.C.,

137, 1,^8; V.O.G.'s cinnamon mono-

poly, 16 1-7; importance of, to

V.O.C.'s international trade, i6i-a;

organisation of cinnamon monop>oly,

162-7, 176; cinnamon monopoly of

English East India Company, 239-

40, 243-5

;

cinnamon department,

248-Q, 259; abolition of monopoly,

271

;

decline, 221

Civil Service ; under the British, 2.«s.5-<)

;

Maitland's reforms, 25^6-7; structure

of, and resistance to entry of Sri

Lankans to, 318-22; examination

system, 319-20; agitation for Ceylon-

isation, 365. 433
Clifford, Sir Hugh, 381, and

peasant agriculture, 406-7; com-
ments on population, 407; and
appointment of Donoughmore Com-
mission, 417-18; and Land Commis-

sion, 469

Coffee cultivation in Sri Lanka, 289,

335; under V.O.C., 167-9; in

Kandyan kingdom, 167-8; in British

Sri Lanka, 247; and transformation

of the economy, 269-77; years of

experimentation, 269; success of

coffee culture, 1838-43, 269; first

crisis in coffee industry, 1847-8, 269;

recovery in early 1850s, 270; civil

servants as pioneer coffee planters,

272; role of agency houses, 272, 273;

roads and coffee cultivation, 272-3;

labour problems, 273-4; immigrant

Indian labour, 273-4; and land

policy, 275; in period 1850-70, 282-

6j collapse of, 286, 313, 330
Coconut, 82; as commercial crop

under V.O.C., 166; as commercial

crop in 19th and 20th centuries,

271-2. 287, 288, 291. 463

Colas, vj^ 20^ domination of South

India, 2^ 26^ invasion of Anuradha-

pura kingdom, 25^ 26^ rule over Sri

Lanka, 26j their administrative

arrangements, 26^ 27^ and trade,

43, 44, 72; expulsion of, from Raja-

rata, 60-1, 64 , 65, 66-7, 72-3. 76, fii

Colebrooke, W. M. G., 235, 253,

262-3, 271-2, 276, 305, 310; and
Golebrooke-Cameron Commission,

247-8, 264, 322, 328; on education,

252; on the Legislative Coimcil, 262-

3j 356—7; on the Judiciary, 263; on

the Kandyan provinces, 263, 317;

and abolition of ciimamon mono-
poly, 271

;

civil service reforms, 272,

318; on caste, 324, 418

Collector (later Government Agent),

256-8

Colombo, 86^ 90^ 100, 102, 106, 108,

166, 192, I95> 199. 200. 2I3»

223, 240-2. 258, 268. 272. 277. 280.

283-4; as capital of Kotte under

Dharmapala and the Portuguese,

107; siege of 1579-81, 109; re-

building of walls effort, 1 10; siege of

1587-8, 110; capture by V.O.C., 120,

134-5, 138, 1 70-1

;

and cinnamon

trade, 126; development of harbour

imder Governor Sir William Gre-

gory, 286-7. aoii 317-19, 4oai dis-

trict of, 408; growth of urban

working class in, ^ i ; Indian workers

in, ^11-12, 414, 463i 5452 548;

industrial processing zone, 561

Colonial Office, 342, 346, 348, 349, 430.

433> 439> 440, 450> 45i> 453> 45?> 45§
Colonisation, 242, 245
Communist Party, 476, 502, 521, 526,

539> 540, 541 > 542> 554> 555» 556

Constituent Assembly, 546, 551

Constitution of 1972, 545-6, 550-1;

and minorities, 550-1 ; position of

Buddhism under, 550 ; and Sinhalese

as state language, 550

Constitution of 1978, 558-60

Coomaraswamy, Ananda, 415-16

Coomaraswamy, Sir Muttu, 367

Coplcston, Bishop R. S. and dis-

establishment of Anglican Church,

343
Cordiner, Rev. James, 252

Corea, C. E. Victor, 400

Corea, G. C. S., 452, 473
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Comwallis, Lord, i8^

Coromandel, go^ 1 17, 174
Cosmas, 43

Coup d'itat (attempted), 1962, 528
Cowell, IL R., 439
Creasy, Harry, 384

Creech-Jones, Arthur, 460

Crewe, Lord, 380

CriminalJustice Commissions Law, 559
Crowthcr, S.J. K., 483-4

Culavamsa, 3, 28, 48, ^^8, 6q, 74

Cultural Affairs, Ministry of,^
D^digama, 85

Daduru-Oya, 68

Dakapathi, 32
Dakkhinadesa, 2X1 22, 62

Daladd, 87

Daladd Maligava (Temple of the Tooth)

at Polonnaruva, 75] cult of Tooth

Relic from Polonnaruva period,

92, 95i at Kandy, 206^ 207^ 208,

Daly, Bowles, 347
Dambadeniya as capital city, 671 82, Q2,

94
Dambulla, rock temple, 208, 209

Danish merchants and V.O.C. in Sri

Lanka, 135

Daraniyagala, 105

Daraniyagala, Justin, painter, 486

Ddthavarhsa, 74

Dathopatissa 2D

Davie, Major Adam, 225, 226

dc Abrew Rajapaksc, Adrian, Mahd
Mudaliyary 324

dc Azevedo, Don Jeronimo, 1 14, 1 18,

121, 2q6, 2^
de Barros, Jo5o, 129

Dcccan, 60, 6^ 1

Declaration of May 1943, origins and
significance, 4.«iO-i. 453-5i 452

Defence Agreements, and Agreements

on External Relations, 459-61, 492,

de Graaf, Governor, 166. 168, 1 72-4,

182-3, 183

Dcgaldoruva, 207, 208, 209

de la Hayc, Admiral, 139

Demalamahasaya, 76
de Mendo9a, Andre Furtado, 1 11^. 166

de Meuron, Brig.-Gcn., 213, 214, 216

de Olivicra, Filipe and conquest of

Jaffna, 117

Depression, Great (economic), 1929-31,

402-4, 431, 434, 462-6, 469
de Sa de Noronha, Constantine, 105;

and subjugation ofJaffna, 117. 1 19

de Silva, John, 485

dc Sousa, Pedro Lopes, ulS

de Sousa, Thom6, 2d6
dc Soysas of Moratuva, 324-5, 361

de Soysa, C. 324, 32.5, 361

de Soysa, Jeronis, 267
Devdlagam, 124, 127, 268, 309, 316
Devdles, 14^, 268, 348^ 349
Devanarapiya Tissa, 9, iij 12, 14^ 18.

Devaragampola Silvatanna, 208

Devinuvara, 92

Devundara, 54
de Zoysa, Francis, 420

de Zoysa, Gregory, 267

dc 2!k>ysa, Louis, 324
Dhammakitti, 58
Dhatusena, 18^ builder of Kalavava,

30, 3i» 32, 33
Dharmapala, ^ 104. lo.^i, 108, no,

127; symbolic crowning by King

Joio III of Portugal, 103; conver-

sion to Roman Catholicism, 107;

succession to throne of Ko^tc, 107;

abandonment of Kotte as capital,

107; bequeaths kingdom to Por-

tuguese monarch Dom Manuel, 109,

1 12; death of, 1 14; and direct

Portuguese rule in Kotte, iL4

Dharmapala, the Anagarika, and

Buddhist revival, 373, 374; com-

parison with Tilak in Western India,

374. 377> 378; political objectives,

327i 278, 385, 400

Dharma Parakramabahu IX, 98

Dias, C. P., Mahd Mudaliydr, 324

Dias, Charles, dramatist, 485
Dias-Bandaranaike family, 324, 325
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DigamaduUa, 56

Dighavapi, 53
Digby, W. and reform of Legislative

Council, ^'iQ. 362
Dimbula, 285

Dimbutuluvava, 68

Dipavarhsa,^ 58

Disdvas: 146; in Kandyan kingdom,

145-7, 150; under V.O.C., 189-92

Disdvonies: in Kandyan kingdom, 145,

146; divisions of, 146; under V.O.C.,

188

Dis-establishment of Anglican Church,

District Councils, 514-15, 5^
Divel, 381 322 22
Diyadedum (ako diyadada), 37^ 631^ 70

Dodanduva, 208

Domburg, Governor, 135

Dominion Status, 443, 449, 457-61

Dong Son, 5

Donoughmorc Commission : app>oint-

ment of, 417-18; recommendations

on franchise, 419-20, 422; its report,

421-2; executive committee system,

universal sufirage, abolition of

communal representation, semi-

responsible government, unicameral

legislature, 421-2; responses to re-

forms, 422-4; Legislative Council ap-

proves recommendations by narrow

margin, 424; Donoughmore system,

and initiatives ofindividual members

of Legislature, 473
Doraisami, 232

D'Oyly, SirJohn, 228, 2 -^0, 260-1

Drama, 19th and 20th centuries, 484-6

Dravida Nfunncthra K.azhagam

(D.M.K.),r^M

Dravidian influence in Sri Lanka, 12,

i^i^L5i20,2i_,43,54i23^2^
04

Dumbara: 233, 234; coffee cultivation,

269; sugar cultivation, 270

Dundas, IL, 2io, 211, 2i8, 219; at-

titude to Kandyan kingdom, 223-4;

concern for strong executive, 262

Duraiswamy, W., 428

Durdva caste, 130^ 248^ 2^ 23§2 344;

origins of, 91-2

Durham Report, 263

Dutch Burgher Union, 379
Dutch Reformed Church: under

V.O.C., 196-200; churches built by,

200; decline of, 250-1

Dutch West India Company, 122.

Duttagamini, 13^ 16, 17, 52^ 53^ 5^
Dvdrapdlas, 55

Eastern Province, 408, 477. 5'4» 527.

Edirille rala, 1 14

Education: under V.O.C., 197-^; in

early 19th century, 252-3. 265-6;

Department of Public Instruction,

327-30; in late 19th century, 329-30;

Morgan Commission report, 329;

policies and reforms, early 20th

century, 412-16; diminution of role

of Christian missions, 412-13; in-

fluence of Buddhist and Hindu

pressure groups on, 412-13; language

in, 413-14; technical education, 414-

15; in period 1931-47: 'free' educa-

tion movement, 467, 468; role of

C. W. W. Kannangara, 467; Educa-

tion Ordinance of 1939, 467; Special

Committee on, 1943, 468; reforms of

1945-7, 472-4; opposition of Chris-

tian groups, 472-4; take-over of mis-

sion schools 1 960- 1, and opposition

by Roman Catholics, 528-9. 530-1

Elara, 12, 14. I5. 43. 52

Elephants, as item of trade, 89^ 138,

£liic: formation in 19th century, 327-

38; role of education in, 329-30 , 333

;

disproportionate number of Chris-

tians in, 330; professions, 331

;

law,

civil service, 331-2; its homogeneity

and anglicised life-style, 333J class

nature, 338; ^lite Tamils, and poli-

tical agitation, 368-9; in political

agitation in 1920s, 389-96

Elliott, Dr Christopher, agitation for

reform of Legislative Council, 357-9
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Emigration of Tamib to Federated

Malay States and East Africa, 369

English East India Company, 136; at-

tempts to establish links with Kan-

dyan kingdom, 136; and diplomatic

mission to Kandyan kingdom, 1763,

157-60; interest in port ofTrincoma-

lee, 158; and rivalry with French in

South Asia, 1 59-60

;

diplomatic mis-

sion to Kandyan kingdom, 1782,

181-2; conquest ofV.O.C. territories

in Sri Lanka, 184-7; Andrews mis-

sion to Kandyan kingdom, 1796,

185-7; ^ Sri Lanka, 210-19, 229; its

monopoly of Sri Lanka trade in early

19th century, 239-42

;

cinnamon

trade, 239-40; and external trade,

240-2

Estado da India, 11^ 121, 122, 125

Ethirimanna Cihkam, 115, Lifi

Evangelicab, Evangelicalism and Sri

Lanka, 2^ 265, 267, 268, 274, 280,

282. 316

Executive Committee system, recom-

mended by Donoughmore Commis-

sion, 421^ 432^ 433, 436^^ 442,

443^444, 4^ 468

Fa Hscin, Chinese traveller, 6, 43, 52

Falck, Governor, 166-7; pioneered

cinnamon as plantation crop, 166;

special privileges to saldgamas, 172;

attempt to drain Muturajavala

swamp, policy on irrigation, 172;

encouragement of rice cultivation,

1 22 ; and treaty of 1 766, 1 79-80, 182-

3> 19a

Federalism, agitation for: by Kandyan
National Association, 335^ 420-1

; by

S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike, 396, ^13
Federal Party: formation of, 495, 498,

502; and linguistic nationalism of

Tamils, 5i2-i4> 526-7, 530; op-

position to constitution of 1972, 550;

formation of Tamil United Libera-

tion Front, 551

Ferguson, John, 334, 364, 465

Fernando, Dr (later Sir) H. M., 365

Feudalism, in Sri Lanka: Anuradha-

pura kingdom, 35-44; comparison

with European feudalism, 35-6; and

trade, 42^ 43j in Polonnaruva king-

dom, 21

•Fifty-Fifty* demand and G. G. Pon-

nambalam, 442

Four Korales, 84^ 8^, 92^ 134, 133^ 145,

Franchise: in 1910-12, 381

;

agitation

for manhood and universal suffrage

and Donoughmore Commission, 419-

20; of Indians in Sri Lanka, 423; low-

ering of voting age to i8j 538-9

French in Sri Lanka, in time of Raja-

simha II, 139

French Revolution, 184

Furniture, introduced by V.O.C, 2QQ

Gabaddgam: in Kotte kingdom, 97, 123,

124, 127; under Kandyan kings, 150

Gadaladcniya, 93^ 94
Gajabahu I^ 53
Gajabahu II, 61

Gal-Oya (Pattipola Aar), 170; irriga-

tion scheme, 505

Galle, 90, io8i 120. 137. 138. 165, 170,

I75» 176, I92> 208, 240. 241, 269,

286, 3i.'^, '^14. 460

Galu Koraje,

Gal Vihara, sculptures at Polonnaruva,

25
Garhpola: as capital city (also Ganga-

siripura), 82; kingdom of, 84^ 85^ 88,

92-3; literary activity in, 9^ coffee

cultivation in region, 269

Gandhi, M. C. 387

Gangarama, 207

GansabhdvaSy 260. 2QQ, 302. 316. 32I1

322, 323
George VI, King, 443
Ginigathena, 283

Giritale tank, 68

Giruvc pattu plains, i70i I73

Gizeh, 53
Glenelg, Lord, 265

Goa, 113

goda bintf 150
"
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Gogcrly, Rev. D. J., 266

Gokanna (modem Trincomalce) : 3,

^ ; trade with China and South-East

Asia, 119

Gomes, Mathew, 267

Gonapola, 56

Gon^alvcs, Fr. Jacome, iq8. 199

Goonesinha, A. E., 383^ 388, 3^ 399-

402; formation of Young Lanka

League, ^8^:^-8; political activity of

Young Lanka League, 394, SQ8-400;

establishment of Ceylon Labour

Union, ^99; trade union leadership,

5^QQ-40i

;

agitation for transforma-

tion ofCeylon National Congress into

mass party, 401-2, 412; agitation for

manhood and universal suffrage,

419-20; leaves Congress, 423-4;

forms Ceylon Labour Party and All-

Ceylon Trade Union Congress, 424;

association with Dr Drummond
Shiels, 424; 'prot^g6' of British La-

bour Party, 424; influence on trade

unions in Colombo and Sri Lanka

politics, 424; and strikes in Colombo,

425, 4f^i~2. 4^.'^-4; challenged by

Marxist movement, 434-5, 438
Goonetileke, Sir Oliver: negotiations

with Whitehall on Dominion Status,

460; as Governor-General, 523
Gordon, Governor Sir Arthur: irriga-

tion poUcy, 303, 313, 316; opposition

to Sri Lankans in higher bureau-

cracy, 321

;

attitude to Mudaliydrs,

321, 323, 362; attitude on caste, 323-

5, 362; and Buddhist revival, 325-6,

344-5; support for traditional dlite,

337, 362

;

for Buddhist tcmporaUties,

347-9

;

and for Buddhist representa-

tion in Legislative Council, 362

Gothabhaya, 47
Government Agents, 317, 318; and

*durbar', 318, 322

Gqyigama, also govikula, 69 ; in Kandyan
kingdom, 147-8; radala, mudali sub-

castes oTgovikulaj 148, iQO, 214. 248.

g49» 3a4-5> 335, 336, 353» 361-3,

389

Grain taxes, 308-14

Gregory, Gk>vernor Sir William: and

last phase of coffee cultivation, 286-

2J and development of Colombo
harbour, 286; and irrigation activity,

301

;

and creation of North Central

Province, 301-2, 31 1» 316, 317; and
Buddhist temp>oralities, 347-9; and

new departure in Kandyan policy,

316-17, 337; and administrative

structure, shift ofemphasis in, 31 7-18,

and innovations in, 318; change in

attitude to mudaliyars, 323; on Buddh-

ism, 325, 344; role in efforts to dis-

establish Anglican church, 343, 347,

358
Grenier, Sir Samuel, 322, 331

Grenville, Lord, 219

Grey, Earl, 268, 276, 298; views on

representative institutions, 358-9

Gujarat, 90

Gunananda, Rev. Migettuvatte, 340-1

1

Gunawardane, Philip, Marxist leader

and founder of LSSP, 435

;

role in

formation of MEP, 502, 521

;

as

Minister of Food and Agriculture,

521 ; and Paddy Lands Act, 524, 526

Gunawardane, R. S. S., 419, 420, 426

Gurulugomi, 74
Guttika, 43

Halangoda, J. A., 3^1

Hall, G. 456-9

Hambantota district, 208, 406

Hanguranketa, 206

Hapitigaih Koraje, 169, 375
Haputale, 285

Harispattuva, 296

Hatadage, 73
Havelock, Governor Sir Arthur, 313,

321

HemiUia Vastratrix, coffee disease, and

collapse of coffee cultivation in Sri

Lanka, 286-7

Hevagam Korale, 1 15, 213

H6vahata, 233

Hewavitharane, Dr C. A., 383
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Hcwavitharane, E., 383

Hindagala, 5^

Hinduism in Sri Lanka: after Cola in-

vasions and Cola rule, 49^ 50^ 5^ 5^,

61, 70, 73, 76, 1 15; under Kotte

rulers, 92-3; influence on sculpture

and architecture, 93, under

V.O.C., 196, 199; Hindu revival in

19th century and Arumuga Navalar,

5^51-3; caste problems in, 353
Hindu College Board of Management,

353
Hoabinian culture in South-East Asia,

Hobart, Lord, 185, iflfi

Hudson, Chandler & Co. and coffee

cultivation, 270

Hughes, Admiral Sir Edward, iBi

Hulftsdorp, 171

HyderAli, 1B2

Indian citizenship issue : after indepen-

dence, 493, 513, 528-9; setdement in

»974» 552; after 1977, 560

Indian immigrant labour, 274, 275;

change of policy under Ward, 284;

and tea industry, 290; and change in

nature ofinunigration, 294, 299, 306;

in 20th-century Sri Lanka, in Col-

ombo city, 409; plantation workers,

410; colonial government's welfare

measures for plantation workers, 410-

11; Ceylon Labour Commission,

410; Minimum Wage Ordinance,

411

;

leadership of K. Natesa Iyer,

41 1-12; emigration to India in wake

of Great Depression, 477
Indian and Pakistani Residents (Citi-

zenship) Act of 1949, 403
Indian National Congress, 386, 400,

443
Indo-Aryan, colonisation of Sri Lanka,

Industrial Processing Zone, near Col-

ombo, 561

Instruction, Department of Public

(later Education Department), 329,

330

Irrigation: in Sri Lanka, 8, 24] in

Anuradhapura kingdom, 27-34;

comparison with West Asia and
China, 32J Wittfogel's theory, 32-4;

and feudalism, 36-7; in Polonnaruva

kingdom, 68^ 6qj collapse of hydrau-

lic civilisation, 81-4; restoration of

irrigation works in 19th century and

impact on economy, 297-305; ordin-

ance of 1856, its re-enactment in 1861

and 1867, 300, 316; Irrigation De-
partment, 303. 404-'^

Islamic recovery in Sri Lanka 353^:5

Isurumuniya, vihdra, sculptiu^ at, 56
Iyer, K. Natesa : organisation of Indian

workers, 41 1-12

Jaffna Association, 379, 323
Jaffna boycott, 1931, 427-9

Jaffna kingdom (also Jaffnapatam),

213, 240, 246^ 270^ 272^ 287^ 288,

302, 304> 305» 317; origins of, 63-4*

67; and Aryacakravartis, 67] links

with Pan<^yas, 67^ 82^ 84-6; con-

quest by Parakramabahu VI, 87-8;

recovery of independence, 89-90, 93,

99; Portuguese and Jaffna, loi, 108,

112, 114; conquest by Portuguese,

1 15-18, lasting effects of, 117^18,

119, 122-9; tbc Dutch, 121, 133»

138, I55> i75» 176, 200

Jaffna peninsula, growth of population,

1931-46, 477-8

Janatha Vimukthi Peramuna: forma-

tion of, 540; and insurrection organ-

ised by in 1971, 541-3; and position

after 1977, 559, 563

Japan, 5, 1 13; victory over Tsarist

Russia, 373; military victories in

South-East Asia, 1941-2, 450; defeat

in Second World War, and con-

sequences, 456-7

Jdtaka stories, 74, 95, 207

Java, 55, 135

Jayah, T. B., 423
Jayatilaka, Sir D. B., 383, 385^ 398, 420*

446, 450, 453; Leader of State

Council, Vice-Chairman, Board of

Copyr
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Ministers, 430; reform of constitu-

tion, agitation for, 432-3, 43.5; and

Bracegirdle incident, 438-40; Re-

presentative in New Delhi, 1943, 452

Jayavardhanapura (Kotte), 86^ found-

ation by Nisiahka Alagakkonara, 8fi;

abandonment of, as capital city by

Dharmapala and Portuguese, 107

Jayagaiiga, irrigation canal, 30

Jayavira, qq, 10^ liifi

Jayewardenc, J. R. : initiates reform of

Ceylon National Congress, 447; his

motion to make Sinhalese ofRcial

language, 472; and education re-

forms of C. W. W. Kannangara, 473;

as Leader of Opposition, 1970, 541 ;

election victory of 1977, 557; and

constitutional reform, 558-60; first

Executive President, 559; economic

policy of, 560-2

Jennings, Sir Ivor, 507

Jetavana, 48, 52, 53, 56; paintings at,

-^6. 73

Jo5o III, King of Portugal, symbolic

crowning of Dharmapala's statue,

1543.

Joao IV, 122

Johnston, Sir Alexander: 252; and judi-

cial reforms of 18 10, 255

Jotiya Sitana, 88

Judicial system under British: 254-5

»

Judicial charter of 1801, 254; Judicial

charter of 1810-1 1, 254-5

;

and Char-

ter of Justice of 1833, 255

;

powers

of Supreme Court, 255; limits of its

powers in Kandyan areas, 255

Jury system, introduction of, 255

K^galla district, 309 ; malaria epidemic,

465

Kalani gahga, in, 115, 120^ ilL 283;

valley, irg, 125

Kallvava, 28; built by Dhatusena, 30^

33

;

restoration of by Governor Sir

William Gregory, 302, 303
' Kala-Oya, 28, 30

j

Kalinga dynasty, 62, 63^ 65^ 22i 2?

I

I

Kalinga campaign, ii, 62, 63. 65

Kalmunai, i^i

Kalpitiya, 90, i.^4, I35» i?t8. 170

Kalu ganga, 1 15, 170

Kalutara, qo, 285, 295

Kanagasabhai, A., 368, 373
Kanchi, ^
Katida-uda-pas-rata, nucleus of Kandyan

kingdom, 145

Kandy, 82^ loit I05i 108, iii, II5«

117, 118. i25j 128, 134, i35i

136, i_32i 142, 146^ 148, i5.'>-7,

165. 180. i8i. 182. 183, 205, 206. 207

Kandyan kingdom: feudal polity, 144;

king as lay head of erastian religious

system, 144; in economy, 149-50;

external trade, 15 1-3; and Nayakkar

dynasty, see under Nayakkars; and
English East India Company, 157-

60; Pybus mission and consequences,

157-60; Dutch invasions, 1762 and

1765, 159; treaty of 1766 with

V.O.C., 152, 178-80, 185-7* 19a;

and exploitation of peasant opposi-

tion to V.O.C., 162, 1 65-6, 169,

i73-4» I73> I75» L2§i ^ole in ex-

pulsion of V.O.C. from Sri Lanka,

184-7; links with native headmen

under V.O.C, 189; king's role in

Buddhism of, 203 ; caste in Buddhism

of, 203-4; painting in Kandyan
times, 207-9; fall of, 220-35

;

signi-

ficance of British conquest of mari-

time regions from V.O.C, 22Q

Kandyan Convention, 230, 23 1 ; nature

and significance of, 250, 260, 267;

centenary celebrations, 1915, 38i-a«

Kandyan National Association, 395;

and demand for federal state, 420-1 ;

opposition to extension of franchise

to Indians, on terms set out in

Donoughmore report, 423
Kandyan provinces, British attitude to,

259-62 ;
D'Oyly and Board of Com-

missioners, 260; judicial authority,

261

;

attitude to chiefs, 261-2; use of

roads and rdjakdriya by Barnes to

consolidate hold on Kandyan pro-

Cc
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Kandyan provinces {cont,) :

vinces, 252, 26Q. 272, 284, 28s. 286.

Kandyan representation in Legislative

Council, 362, 390-2, 395
KangdnieSy 274

Kangara arachchi, 1 14

Kannangara, C. W. W. : and education

reforms, 467, 468; Education Ordin-

ance of 1939, ^62, 472-4

Kantalai tank, attempts at restoration

under V.O.G., 170, 173, 29Q, 302

Kappitipola, Disava of Ova, leader of

181 7-8 rebellion, 233, 234, 235
Karaliyadde Bandara, iq6

Kardva caste, 91-2, 126, 147, 190, 216,

248, 249, 262i 3242 336, 3322 3Mi
350, 361-3. 376, 379

Kassapa 1^ 18^ 15^ 20, 56

Kataragama, 93^ 233

Kavantissa, father of Duttagamini, 14,

Kayts, ufi

Kcw letter, significance of, 184-7

Keyt, G., painter, 486

Khmer kingdom, 66^ 94
Kimberley, Lord, 301

I^ti Sri Rajasiiiiha, 144^ 154. 182. 202.

203, 205, 206. 207, 222. 249

Knox, Roberts, i36n.

Kobbakaduva, Dr T. B., 395

Konnappu Bandara, 1 10, llB

Kotahena riot of 1883 (clash between

Buddhists and Roman Catholics),

345-6

Kotelawala, Sir John : becomes Prime

Minister, 499; language issue, and

Buddhism, 500-1 ; defeat of his

government, 502-3

;

foreign policy,

508-9; at Bandung conference, 509;

and admission of Sri Lanka to UNO,
509; pro-Western bias in foreign

policy, but also growing trade and

diplomatic links with Communist

states, 521

Kotikdba^4^y 127

Kotmale, 283

Kotte kingdom: early history, 87-90;

literary activity imder Parakrama-

bahu VI, 95, Q6j religion, 93-4;

Hindu influence, 93-4, 97-9; and
involvement with Portuguese, 100-

13; wars of the Kdtte succession,

102-13; abandonment of Kotte as

capital city, 107; subjugation, except

Colombo and its environs, by Sita-

vaka, 1 07-1 1 ; under Portuguese rule,

1 14-15, 123-5; resistance to Portu-

guese rule, 1 14-15, 122, 123, 125,

Korean War, boom, 498^ 522^ 534-5
Kottiyar, 135, 132, I39

Kfatriya vama : 41 ; in Polonnaruva king-

dom, 70

Kublai Khan, and Sri Lanka, 87
Kulotimga 60

Kimiaradasa, 59^ 74
Kurunagala, as capital city, 82^ 94, 95,

208,222,287^288,408,409^465
Kuruvita rala, 114, 147

Kusumasana devi (Dona Catherina),

uB

Labour Government: and Sri Lanka's

independence, 456-9; White Paper

of 1945, 459

Labour Party in Sri Lanka, 434; op-

position from Marxist movement,

435-6

Lambakannas, 8n, i8j conflict with

Moriyas, 18, 19J first Lambakan^
dynasty, 18^ second Lambakannia

dynasty. 18. ig^ 20. 24

Lambrick, Rev. Samuel, 252

Land Commission of 1927 and new
land policy, 406-7, 469-70

Land Development ordinance, 470

Land reform, 542; Law of 1972, 542;

and nationalisation of plantations in

i975» 542
Land sales : policy of British, 275, 276;

Ordinance L2 of 1840, 276; and

Ordinance 9 of 1 841 , 276, 2q4-5» 335
Land taxes in 1848, 277

Land tenure: in Anuradhapura king-

dom, 35-40; in Polonnaruva king-

Cc
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dom, 70-1, 89, 90; in Kotte kingdom,

97-8; under Portuguese, 123-5; land

policy under V.O.C., 162-7

Language problem, origins of in mid-

1950s, 499-502, 512-14. 526-7, 530-

1^550; after 1977, 559-60

Lanka Sama Samaj P2U"ty, 435, 509.

5i7> 525> 526, 530. 33£h 542.' 542,

553-6; role in Bracegirdle incident,

438-9; 44L 443-4; split in, 44^!
proclaims itself a Trotskyist party,

443, 494; arrest of leaders under

Defence Regulations, and detention

without trial, 4<^4; declared illegal

organisation 1942, 4^4

;

role in Mool-

Oya incident, 444, 446, 476, 502;

leads left-wing challenge to D. S.

Senanayake's UNP government, 494,

495; leadership role in hartal of 1953,

498-9

Law College, 332

Lankatilaka, 76, 33, 207

Layton, Sir Geoffrey, commander-in-

chief, 1942: and War Council, 450;

initiative in constitutional reform,

451-2

Leadbeater, G. W., 346, 347

League, Young Lanka, 383, 388, 398-

400; successful agitation against poll-

tax, 399-400; agitation for trans-

formation of Ceylon National Con-

gress into dynamic mass organisa-

tion, 400, 401

Legislative Council, 303, 311, 3»3, 348;

origins of as advisory council, 254;

power extended to Kandyan areas in

1831, 262; establishment of Legisla-

tive Council in 1833 on rcconmicnda-

tions of Colebrooke-Cameron Com-
mission, 262-3

;
development of, 356-

69 ; two conflicting views on essential

purpose, 356-7

;

nomination of 'un-

official' representatives, 357; agita-

tion for reform of Legislative Coun-

cil, 357-69

;

Sinhalese representatives

ii** 357-63

;

contrast with Legisla-

tive Councils in Jamaica, Mauritius

and Trinidad thereafter, 359-61

;

38

the Dias-Bandaranaike-Obeysekera

'family compact' and opposition to

it, 361-3; caste rivalry in agitation

for Sinhalese representation, 361-4;

increase in nimibcr of members of

Legislative Council, 1890, 362; agi-

tation for reform of in early 20th cen-

tury, and reforms of 1910-12, 378-

jQLi ; reforms of 1920-4, 389-95, 467

Le Mesurier, C. J. R. and campaign

for abolition of grain taxes, 312, 313

Liberal League, All-Ceylon, formation

of, and brief life, 426-8, 432

Liberal Party, its election triumph of

1906, and its impact on South Asia,

a22^a28
Lilavati, 63

Literature, Sinhalese, in 19th and 20th

centuries, 479; revitalising effect of

English on, 480, 482-3

;

Tamil, in

19th and 20th centuries, 479-80, 483

London, University of, 414; Ceylon

University College, affiliated to, 416

Longden, Governor Sir James, 319,

325; and dis-establishment of Ang-

lican church, 345-6; Buddhist tem-

poralities, 347-8

Lovamahapaya, 53^ 54
Low-Coimtry Products Association, 379
Lowe's Revised Education Code, 329

Loten, Governor, 157, 164. 168, 193

Ma-Oya, 31

McCallum, Sir Henry, 316-17, 327-8,

378-81

McCarthy, Sir Charles, 284-5, 300-1,

319
MacDonald, Malcolm, 440, 442, 450

MacDonald, Ramsay, 425
MacDowall, General, 224-5

Mackenzie, Governor Stewart, 265-6

MacLeod Commission, 415
MacRae Commission, 413

Madagascar, 5
Madawala, G. E., 3^1

M^dirigiriya, 53
Madugalla, rebel leader, 181 7-18,

233-5
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Madulsima, 2B5

Madurai, 25, 143

Magama, 2j 14-15, 138

Magam-pattu, 121^ i^i ?42> 298=9,

304

Magha of Kalinga, 63^ 65^ 81-2, 84
Mahabadda, see under cinnamon and

v.o.c.

Mahadeva, Sir A., 45?t

Maha lUuppallama, 55
Mahajana Eksath Peramuna (M.E.P.),

2198,502,526

Mahajana Sabhas, Sinhala: origins of,

3q6; development, 397-8; role of

Senanayake brothers in, 397-8; 405,

Mahanaga, 14, 15, 18, 22

Mahanama, 18^ 74
Maha-Oya, 137, 170

Mahdsanghikas, in

Mahasena, 29, 30] and irrigation, 25,

31 ; and Mahayanism, 4^^ 6E

Mahatittha,^ 44
Mahavali ganga, "h ^ ^21 and

irrigation, 28-31, 83, iii, 225, 562

Mahdvamsa, the, 3, 4i la, I5t 28, 20,

Ml^ the Vijaya story, and Sri

Lanka as a bulwark of Buddhist

civilisation, 9, I2j Elara story,

14; and DuttagSmini,

Mahavihara, 12, 47-9> 53. SI? 73
Mahayanism, 45-9. 5 '-3. 58-9, 76,

92
Mahinda, 9; mission to Sri Lanka, 11,

ig> 57
Mahmud, B., 552

Maitland, General Sir Thomas, 227,

228, 242, 244. 252, 254-<)

Malabar, loi, 102, 117. 121. 122. I35>

i67> 175

Malacca, 90, 113. i34

Malaria in Sri Lanka, 83, 84, 299, 301,

305. 405; epidemic, 1934-5. in

Kagalla and Kurunagala districts,

431,434,465-6
Malay Peninsula, 4, 672 78

Maldives, 195

Maligavala, 55

Malvatta, chapter oi SiyamNikdyay 203,

207> 343
Malvatu-Oya, 7, 28, 30, 97

Mampitiyas, 148

Manavamma, 17-18, 20, 24

Mannar, 25, 30, loi. ii6, 117, 170,

172. 175. 308, 318

Manning, Sir William: oppKwition to

constitutional reform in Sri Lanka,

390-5, 400; links with Kandyan
leaders, 390-1, 395; alliance with

Sir P. Ramanathan and minorities,

392-5; triumph of, over Ceylon

National Congress leadership, 392-5,

400; education policy, 412

Manuel, Dom, 109

Maradana, i&i

Matalc, 57, 85^ 145, 235, 286

Matara, district (also disdvony), 1 14,

165-6, 206, 288; rice cultivation

under V.O.C, 170. 171

;

peasant

rebellion in, against [x>licies of de

Graaf, 173, 174, 188, iQi; fort,

199
Matota, 99
Marxist movement: origins of, 434-5;

suriya mal campaign, 434; work in

Kagalla district during malaria epi-

demic and trade union movement,

434, 443-5; formation of Lanka

Sama Samaj Party, 435 ; and Brace-

girdle incident, 437-6

Mauryan empire, LL 14. 52

Mayadunn£, ruler of Sitavaka, 100,

102; alliance with Calicut, m i -3;

relations with Kotte and Portuguese,

101-8; death, 109, 1 1 1-12, 119

Mayarata, 2J

Medical College, 332

Megalithic culture. South Indian, 12,

13

Methodist (also Wesleyan) Mission and

education in early 20th century,

412

Ming emperors and Sri Lanka, 86-7

Mihindu V, and defeat by C5las, 25,

26. 87

MihintalS, 53^ 56

Cc
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Minneriya: 28-Q, 31; colonisation

scheme, 405, 469

Milner, Lord, 391

Minimum Wage Ordinance, 1927, 410,

411

Ministers' Draft Constitution of 1944,

454; main principles endorsed by

Soulbury Constitution, 457, 490,

491
Mirisavati, 52

Mitford, E. L., 3J

Moggallana 18-21

Moggallana II, 53
Moggallana III, iB

Molamure, A. F., 325
Molligoda, First Adigdr, 227, 229, 234-5

Monastic property, 39-40; landlord-

ism, 23
Monck-Mason-Moore, Governor Sir

Henry, 460

Monsoons, 8

Montagu-Chelmsford report, 368, 423

Montagu, Edwin, 386

Mool-Oya crisis, 444
Moonemalle, T. B. L., 391

Moonstones 54-5, 77, 208

Moors, 72-3, 164; role in Great Rebel-

lion, 1817-18, 234, 362; see also under

Arabs

Moratuva, 267^ 33^ 336; karavas, 335.

336; arrack trade, and profits from,

336. 350

Moravak Kdrale, 286

Moriyas, 8n, 18, ig

Morgan Commission, report of, 329
Morgan, Sir Richard, 32a, 331

Morley-Minto reforms, 373
Moimtbatten, Lord Louis, 436, 455,

491

Mudaliyars, 123, 188-9, 266-7; reversal

of policy on, in mid- and late 19th

century, 322-5. 328^ aili 335-7

MufumdiramSf 146, i8g-90

Aftt/oj, 23
Mulkirigala, 208

Mullaitivu, 308

Munneswaram, 93^ 108, 207

Muttusami, puppet ruler installed by

38A

British as Kandyan king, 1803, 221,

225

Muturajavala, 170, 172

Nachchaduva colony, 405

Nagarjuna, 42
Nagarjunikonda, 50

Nagas, 6, 55
Nallur, 23, 99
Nanu-Oya, 2S6

Narendrasiihha, last Sinhalese king of

Sri Lanka, 143, i53-4> 202« 207

Natha devdle, 207

Nationalisation, 512, 52 1« 535^ of

plantations, 542-3

National State Assembly, 546, 556

Navalar, Arumuga and Hindu revival,

352-3

Navalapitiya, 286

Nayak of Tanjore, and assistance to

ruler ofJaffna, \ in
Nayakkar dynasty: origins, 143-4;

accession to Kandyan throne, 143;

aristocratic opposition to, 144, 156,

157; trade interests, 157; political

interests in South India, 159, 160;

and Buddhism, 202-4; as Kandyan

rulers, 222, 231-2

Negapatam, L2

Negombo, 90^ 120, 270, 286

Nehru, J., ^10^ 520, 528

Nepal, 23
Newspapers, control of by UF govern-

ment, 542
Nichol, Andrew, 482

Nikapitiyc Bandara, 1 14. ilfi

Nilvalagahga, 171

Nindagam, 123, 150

Ni^ahka Malla, 6qi rule at Polon-

naruva, 62-3, 65-6, 68, 2?L>

caste, 69-7 1 ; and art and architec-

ture in Polonnaruva, 75-7, 81, 87-8

North, Hon. Frederick, 210, 214; and

system of Dual Control, 214-19; his

reforms compared with those of

Andrews, 216; policy on caste, 216-

17; conciliatory policy towards

Roman Catholics, and high regard

Copy r I
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North {cont.) :

for Muslims, 216-17; education

policy, 212, 254, 252i 259;

successful attempt to convert former

V.O.C. territories in Sri Lanka to

British crown colony, 217-19;

Kandyan i>olicy, 221-6; intrigues

with Pilima Talauve, 222-4; failure

of attempt to conquer Kandy, 225-6,

North-Central Province, creation of,

aoi-g, 323i 324j 12^. 4^o; rapid

growth of population, 1931-46, 471

Northern Province, 408, 470, 477, 514,

Nuvarakalaviya, 145, 146, 234, 302,

302
Nuvara Eliya, 312

Obeysekere, J. P., 332. 361

Obcysckcre, S. C, 361, 365, 368

Obsewefy Ceylon, 365—7

Oflficers of State, recommendation of

Donoughmore Ck>mmission, 421,

432» 433, 436-8, 442, 454, 462

Official Language Act, 512, 514. 526;

regulations imder, introduced 1966,

530

Olcott, Col. H. S., 341-2; and revival

of Buddhism in Sri Lanka, 345 ; and

Buddhist education, 346-7

Order-in-Coundl, Jan. 1938, origins

and constitutional implications,

439-41

Ordinance 12 of 1840, 276

Ordinance 9 of 184 1, 276

Ordinance 15 of 1859, 316

Ordinance 5 of 1866, ^ i

Ordinance u. of 1878, 312

Ordinance 8 of 1905, 349
Orissa, 50, 65

Ormsby-Gore, W., 417, 441

Paccimadesa, 21

Pachinadesa, 2J

Padaviya tank, 3
Paking^on, SirJohn, 315

Pali and Buddhism, 58^ 59, 74^ 94;

revival of studies in Pali, in Kandyan
kingdom, 205

Palk straits, 85
Pallavas, 20^ 24, 25^ 56^ 59
Pamuftu, 32^ 22
Panabokk^, T. B., 313, 368

Panadura, 85J debate of 1873, 340-I

Panama, 138

Pandukabhaya, 14

Pa^^uvasudeva, 3
Pandyas, 20j invasion ofAnuradhapura

under Sri Mara §ri Vallabha, 24-5 ;

struggle with Pallavas for supremacy

in South India, 24-6; struggle with

Colas 25-6 ; alliance with Anuradha-

pura kings, 2^ and Polonnaruva

kings, 64-7, 82

Pan-Sinhalese ministry, 1936-42, 436,

432i end of, 453
Parakramabahu 58^ 6oj unification

of the island under, 61-3; foreign

policy, 64-6; irrigation, 68-9; and
unification of saAgha, 72-3; artistic

activity in Polonnaruva under, 75-7,

81,83,88,235
Parakramabahu, II, 67, 82, 92. Q^, 94
Parakramab^u III, 82

Parakramabahu IV, 8^, 92, 95
Parakramabahu V, 85

Parakramabahu VI, foimder of K6X\e

dynasty, 87-8; imification of Sri

Lanka and conquest of Jaffna king-

dom, 88-9, 93; literary activity

under, 95-6. 98, 103^ 204, 235
Par^krama Samudra, 68^ 77
Paramukhas (also kuli^) gentry, 23

Parantaka I, 25

Pararajasekaram, 89, 95
Paravexii (also pamuitu), ^ji 42» 22i 111

paravej^i nindagam, 1 50

Pasdun Kdrale, 115, 134

Passfield, Lord (Sidney Webb), 425

Pataliputra, lQ

Pattini cult, 93
Pattipola Aar, 170

Pavilioen, Commandeur A., 194-5

Peasant agriculture, 404-7

;

colonisa-

tion schemes in dry zone, 404-6;
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Land Commission of 1927 and new

land policy, 406-7; in post-

indcpendcncc era, 504-5 ; dynamism

of, 505-6

Peradeniya, 57J Botanical Gardens,

243 ; and coffee cultivation, 243, 247,

269; sugar cultivation, 270; School

of Tropical Agriculture, 414; site of

University of Ceylon, 416

Perera, H. J. C, 381

Pereira, Walter, 321, 322

Perera, E. W., 381, 384, 418-20, 424,

432, 435j leaves Ceylon National

Congress and forms Liberal League,

426

Perera, Dr N. M., 434-5 > 494, 498, 553
Pieris, James, 362-3. 365-6, 379» sSii

392-3, 420

Pilima Talauve, family, 148; con-

struction of Asgiriya vihdra by, 208

Pilima Talauve, First Adigdr, 207, 22J.

;

and accession of Sri Vikrama Raja-

simha, 222; intrigues with British,

223~4. 226; execution by Sri

Vikrama Rajasimha, 227, 230

Pitt, William (the younger), 184, 219

Pitigal KSrale, 98
Plantations and impact on economy,

late 19th century, 2Q2-6; post-

independence, 503-4, 534
Plumbago Merchants Union, 379
Polonnaruva, q^i 39^ 31i 3^ 206. 208;

shift of capital there under Colas, 26;

irrigation, 37. 53.60.81.83
Polonnaruva kingdom, 60-78. 82, 83.

84, 92, 94, 144, 206, 208; political

history, 60—4; over-centralisation of

authority in, 62-3, 81. 98-9; foreign

relations, 64-7; economic and social

structure, 67-73; religion and cul-

ture, 73-B; district, 299^ 301

Polyandry in Kandyan provinces, abo-

lition, 315

Pomparippu, megalithic culture, 12-13

Ponnambalam, G. G., 426. 429, 432,

445-7. 490, 494-5. 429
Population growth: 19th century, 294-

6j early 20th century, 407; 1931-46,

597

477-8; 1947-60, 506-7; 1960s, 537-8

Portuguese in Sri Lanka, 100-12; rule

in maritime regions, 1

1

3-39 ; at-

tempts to conquer Udarata (or

Kandyan) kingdom, 1 18-20; expul-

sion from Sri Lanka, 1 19-22; re-

ligious policy, 127-9, 309
Procopius, 43
Progressive Nationalist Party, 396

Puttalam, 3^ 23^ 8^ 90, 108, L53i

170, 288

Pybus, J. and English East India Com-
pany diplomatic mission to Kandyan
kingdom, i57-<j. ifli

Pyl, Laurens, 141-2

Railways: construction, 284-5

;

iii-

fluence on administrative structure,

318

Rajadhi Rajasiiiiha, 182. 206-7. 221=2

Rajagrha, m
Rdjakdriya, 39, 146, ai2-i6. 230; change

in system under British, 243-5 >
re-

forms in by Andrews, North and

Maitland, 244-5, 259; Colebrooke-

Cameron report and attitude to, 247-

8j abolition, 247-^, 267

Rajapakse, Samson, 324

Rajaraja the Great, conquest of Sri

Lanka, 25-6, 8j

Rajarata, 21. 25. 26, 31. 32» 5i» 52. 60.

6ij 62, 63^ 8i, 301

Rajasirhha L ruler of Sitavaka, 107-12;

Portuguese rule reduced to Colombo

and environs, 107-10; conquest of

Udarata, 109; siege of Colombo

(1579-8O I09i (1587-8) 110; suc-

cessful rebellion against in Udarata,

110; death and consequences, iio-

1 1

;

religious policy, 109, 11 1—12;

policy on cinnamon trade, 1

1

1-12

Rajasimha II, 1 19; treaty with V.O.C.,

120, (implications) 133; relations

with V.O.C. after expulsion of Por-

tuguese, 133-42; rebellion against,

1664-5, 137; resistance to V.O.C,

140-2, 143. 144. 146. 148, l50-2»

206-7
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Rljendra, and CSla conquest of Sri

Lanka, 26^ 61

Ramanathan, Sir P., 313, 367, 384-5,

•mzAi 423. 427-9

Ramanna (in Burma), 51-2, 65, 72

Ramanna Nikaya, establishment of, 341

Ranasinha, A. G., 458
Rankot vihdraf 76

Ranna, vjo

Ratnapura, 309, 312

Ratnayake, P. B., 335
Rayigama, 102^ 11^ L34j 213

Rebellion of 1797 in maritime regions:

213-14; comparison with rebellion

of 1817-18, 213-14, 22Q

Rebellion of 1817-18, 231-5; Ova and

Vellaf^a, as centres of, 234-5 ; failure

and consequences thereof, 235, 297-

8.316

Rebellion of 1848, 277-82, 340; role of

plantations in, 278-80

Registrar-General's Dept., 2.«iQ

Resistance movements in late 13th

century, 339-40; and Buddhist re-

vival, 37'^

Rice: cultivation under V.O.C., 170-4;

as commodity of import trade under

V.O.C., 169, 174-5; cultivation

under British rule, ?^04-.«^

;

in Jaffiia

peninsula, 305 ; imports from Burma,

306; subsidy, 449, 539^ cultivation in

>97os, 544-5
Ridgeway, Governor Sir Joseph West,

321

Ridi vihdra, 208

Riots of 1915, 381-5. cause, 381-2;

suppression, 384

Road Ordinance of 1848, 277, 298

Robinson, Governor Sir Hercules, 286,

!HOO-1. 311.

Rockwood, W. G., 368

Rodney, J., 258

Rohana, 14-16, 21-3, 26^ 32^ 60^ 62, 63,

70, 82 84J seat of opposition to Cd}as,

27; irrigation in, 31^ 170, 173

Roman-Dutch Law, 188, i93-.'>

Roman Catholicism in Sri Lanka, 101,

104, 106-7. 474, '>27-8, saii 550^ as

factor in opposition to Portuguese in

Kottc, 115; as factor in conquest of

Jaffna by Portuguese, 1 15-19, 124;

Portuguese methods of proselytisa-

tion, 127-9; impact, 128-9; under

V.O.C., plakcMls Zi^diiiisty 196;

under British rule, 250-2, 344-5

Royal College (formerly Colombo Aca-

demy), 416

Rubber industry: development, 287,

291

;

boom conditions of 1904-10,

402; developments 1910-28, 402-3

;

developments after 1976, 561

;

in

1931-47, 462-6, 470-

1

; Korean War
boom, 498-q, 561

Ruvanvalisaya {also Mahastupa), 52,

56. 344

Sabaragamuva, 7^ 106, 134, 139, 227,

223. 232» ?86, 293j 295, 408

Sabhai, Saiva Pragasa, 353
Saddhatissa, 1 7^ 35
Saldgama caste: origins of, 91—2; and

cinnamon trade, 98^ 125-6; under

V.O.C., 155-7. 162-3, 164-7; role

in opposition to V.O.C., 164-5;

special privileges under Governor

Falck, 166-7, >90; North appoints

himself head of Saldgama caste, 216;

position under cinnamon monopoly

of British government in early 19th

century, 243-4, 248-9; role in

establishment of Amarapura Nikayay

249-50. 267, 336, 344
SalSvata, see wider Chilaw

Salpiti K5ra]S, 1 15, 134, 213

Salt monopoly, under British, 243

Samarawickreme, E. J., 392, 393,

420
Sandarasagara, IL A. P., 428

Sandeia poetry, 95-6

SaAghamitta, and Buddhist mission to

Sri Lanka, 1

1

SaAghay 10, 37n, 45, 46? 66. 73. 74. 92,

L54
Sanghatissa II, ifi

Sanskrit in Sri Lanka, 582 59^ 74;

Copy 1
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revival of Sanskrit studies in Kan-
dyan kingdom, 205

Sapumal Kumaraya, &&

Sarachchandra, E. R., dramatist,

critic, novelist, 483, 516

Satmahalprasada, 2^
School Commission, 330

Schreuder, Governor, 157, 164-5; and

preparation of thombos, 191, 193—5

Sena 1^ and Pan^yan invasion, 24-5,

51

Sena IV, 38

Senadhilahkara, 85^ 92

Senarat, u 7-1 Q. 206

Senasammata Vikramabahu, 99
Senanayake, D. C, a^o, 38^^ 396-7

Senanayake, Don Spater, 375

Senanayake, D. S., 375-^> 383. 3q6-7.

435; Vice-Ghairman, Board of Min-

isters and Leader of State Gouncil,

431 ; and agitation for reform of con-

stitution in 1937, 436, 438-9

;

leader-

ship in Mool-Oya crisis, 444, 446-7;

and passage to Dominion Status, 449-

62 ; attitude to Indians in Sri Lanka,

452-3; leads mission to India, 452;

relations with Geylon National Con-

gress, 453; leaves Geylon National

Congress, 453; and appointment of

Soulbury Commission, 455-6 ; mission

to Whitehall, Aug.-Sept. 1945, 456-

61

;

as Minister of Agriculture and

peasant colonisation in dry zone, 466,

468, 471

;

opposition to education

reform, 468, 472-4; views on re-

generation ofdry zone, 469-70; Land

Settlement Ordinance of 1931, 469;

reverses colonial government's tradi-

tional p>olicy on chinas and china

cultivation through Land Develop-

ment Ordinance of 1935, 469-70;

food production policy, 471-2; op-

position to language proposals of

J. R. Jayewardene, 472; as first

Prime Minister after independence

489-95; conception of Sri Lankan
nationalism, 496-8, 51 1-12, 518-20;

challenge of S. W. R. D. Ban-

daranaike and his Sri Lanka Free-

dom Party, 497-9; death, 498;

economic policies, 503-6

;

peasant

agriculture in early 1950s, 504-6;

Gal-Oya multi-purpose scheme, 506 ;

foreign policy, 507-8, 518. 520

Senanayake, Dudley, 447; succeeds

father as Prime Minister, 498-9 ;

leads UNP to election victory, 498 ;

resigns oflfice Oct. 1953, 492^ 502 ;

foreign policy, 508, 318^ 525-6 ;

forms coalition government in 1965,

530-1 ;
attempted settlement of

language issue, 531; foreign policy

1965-70* 533-4; economic policy,

536-8; 'green' revolution, 536^ 539-

41 ;
emphasis on peasant agriculture,

537

;

death, and political con-

sequences, 547-8

Senanayake family, 375

Senanayake, F. R.: and temperance

movement, 375-6; and 1915 riots,

383; leader of Sinhala Mahajana

Sabha, 396-7, 398, 430, 436

Senanayake, G. B., writer, 483

Senkadagala {see under Kandy)

Seven Korajes, resistance to Portuguese

in, 124,^ lAhi L55i 233
Seven Years War, and Anglo-French

conflict in India, 1 78

Shastri, Lai Bahadur, 528

Shiels, Dr Drummond, 420; introduc-

tion of universal suffrage and associa-

tion with A. E. Goonesinha, 424;

Under-Secretary at Colonial Office,

425
Shore, Sir John, 185, 210

Siddi Lebbe, M. C., and Islamic

revival, 354-5

Sigiri, 56-8, 2i 24, 2q8

Sihabahu, 3^ 4
Sihapura, 3
Silakala, 21-a

Silva, W. A., novelist, 482-3

SUvat Samdgamay 201. 204

Sinhala Maha Sabha, 398, 436, 438,

444, 445-6, 448, 467; relations with

Ceylon National Congress, 448-9,

Copyri,,
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Sinhala Maha Sabha {cont.) :

473, 490; Sri Lanka Freedom Party

as successor to, 4Q6-7

Sitavaka, kingdom of, 100-12; domin-

ance, 107-12; collapse after death of

Rajasiihha I, 109, 1 12; achievement,

111-12. 115

Sirisena, Piyadasa, 482-4, 485

Siva devales at Polonnaruva, 76

Siyam Nikdya, 202. 203, 204. 24Q. Mix
344

Siyana KoralS, ii.q. ly^S, 213

Social reform, 266, 267; and caste, 267

Soulbury, Lord, 455
Soulbury Commission: appointment

and Declaration of May 1943, 455;
proposals, 456; report, 457-8; en-

dorsement of main principles of

Ministers' Draft Constitution of 1944,

Soulbury Constitution—Sect. 29 (2)(b),

South-East Asia Command, 436, 455,

42'»425
Southern Province, 350, 408, 409

Spence-Hardy, Rev. R. S., 336

Sri Lanka Freedom Party, 517, 521-2,

5^3-4. 525-7, 523i 530-1, 532, 539-

4Q» 544-5. 552-6, 557-^, 562-3

§ri Mara Sri Vallabha, invasion of

Anuradhapura kingdom, 24-5

§ri RlUiula Maha Sthavira, 95
Sri Vijaya, Bj

Sri Vijaya Rajasiihha, 143, 154, 2Q2

Sri Vikrama Rajasiihha, 154, 207;

succeeds to throne 1798, 221-2, 224-

5j defeats British invasion force 1803,

222; aristocratic opposition to, 226-

30; British invasion 18 15, and de-

p>osition, 226-30

Stadholder of Holland, and British

influence on, 184

Stanley, Governor Sir Herbert, 424,

452

Stanley, Lord, 267

Stanley, Colonel Oliver, 456

State Council, 429» 443. 452; first

State Council 193 1-5, 431-5; second

State Council 1936-42, 435-Q

Stephen, Sir James, 263, 265; and

redefinition of relationship between

colonial government and Buddhism,

265. 267-8, 282

Strikes: by carters, 1906, 383

;

by

railway workers, 383; in Colombo
city 1920, 3C)c>-400

Stuart, General James, 213

Stubbs, Governor Sir Edward, 436,

438-40

Stapa (also cetiya)y 52» 53. 56. 76. 94
^udra oarpa, 42

Suez canal, impact of opening, 286

Suffrage, universal: recommended by

Donoughmore Commission, 420 ;

agitation for by A. E. Goonesinha,

420; opposition to by minorities,

423-4; immediate effects, 432, 435-6

Suifren, Admiral, 181. 182

Sugar cultivation, 270

Sung dynasty, 72

Supreme Court, 2fil

SUriya mal movement and origins of

Marxist movement, 434; see also

Marxist movement
Surat, 139

Survey Department, 215

Surveyor-General's Department, 259,

284

Taiwan, 4^ 5
Tamankaduva, 146, 299, 302

T^bralinga, 62

Tamil Congress, 490-1, 494-5

;

split in

party, 495 ; and formation of Federal

Party, 502, 5^
Tamil Language (Special Provisions)

Act, ^15^ 530

Tamil representation in Legislative

Council, 3G6-9

Tamil United Liberation Front, 551;

links with Indian plantation workers'

organisation, 551, 555; after election

of 1977, 558, 560, 562

T'ang dynasty, 22

Tanjore, 115^ m6, lLTi ^36

Tantrimalai, 55
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Tantrism, 43, 51

Tea: cultivation, 282, 288-91

;

market

in Britain, ago; developments in c.

1910-28, 403-3; in »93»-47> 462-6.

42U in 1970s, 561

Telegraph, influence on administrative

structure, 3^8
Temperance agitation: 350-1; Bud-

dhist temperance agitation, 374-8;

role of Scnanayake family, 375;

Total Abstinence Central Union,

375; reaction of British colonial

administration, 376-7
Tennent, Sir James Emerson : views on

irrigation works of ancient Sri

Lanka, TJl recommendations on re-

form of tax system, 276-7, 298, 310;

classic work on Ceylon published,

1859-60, 481

Tisavalamai, 194

Thailand, 55. 82, 93, I54

Thombos, in Portuguese times, 123;

under V.O.C., 173, 191, 192

Theravada Buddhism, 10, ^ 46^ 47,

49, 51. 57. 66. 73, 74. 9?^

Theosophical movement, Buddhist

Theosophical Society, 377-6

Thondaman, S., 529, 560

Thiinhavul lands, i6fi

Thuparama, 52^ 53
Tibet, 23
Tilak, 324
Tipu Sahib, 184, 210- 1

1

Tiriyay, 53
Tissavava, 56

Topavava, 68

Torrington, GJeorge Byng, Viscount:

277; and 'rebellion* of 1848, 277-80

Trade, in Anuradhapura kingdom, 43^

44; with Mediterranean, 43; with

Roman Empire, 43] in city of

Anuradhapura, 43-4; with Greeks,

43; during Cola rule, 44] 89-91; in

Polonnaruva kingdom, 2I2 2?J
Kandyan kingdom in i8th century,

1 74-5

;

with Southern India, and

regions around Bay of Bengal,

Maldives, 1 74-5

Trade Union Ordinance, 1935, 466

Trade unionism, 410; on plantations,

41 I-I2

Travancorc, 175

Treaty of 1766 between V.O.C. and

Kandyan kingdom, 1 78-80

Trincomalee, 93^ 108, 1 19-20. 135-7.

302, 318; importance as port in 18th-

century conflicts between Western

powers, 158-60; importance of in

Anglo-French conflict in India and

Indian Ocean, 178-81. 183-4, 223;

see also Gokanna
Tuticorin, l2J

Udarata kingdom {abo Kandyan king-

dom) : origins, 88-90, 97; role in

Vijayabd Kollaya, 9^ relations with

Kotte, 99^ iqij 104-5; and Portu-

guese, 101

;

attack on by Rajasiihha

I of Sitavaka, 108-9; conquest of

Udarata 1581-90, 109; successful

rebellion against SitSvaka, no, 1 15;

relations with Portuguese in 17th

century, 118-22; role in expulsion of

Portuguese, 1 19-22

;

resistance to

Portuguese, 1
1
9-20

;

tradition of

religious tolerance in, 128

Udunuvara, 233

Uliyam, 213-16

Uma Ela, 298

Unemployment problem, post-Second

World War, 475-6, 477

United Front, 5'^Q-4.'^

;

social and eco-

nomic problems and p)olicies, 543-5

;

and 1972 constitution, 545-6. 548-9;

break-up of UF, ts'i3-6

United Left Front, 526

United National Party, 4Q0. 493-5.

497-503. 505» 510-12, 514, 5222

520-1. 525-6, 529-3 i> 5322 ML 544i

547-<)> 53i> 5^ 5^ 552» 55g> 563

United Nations Organisation, Sri

Lanka's membership: 508-9, 519;

Soviet Union's opposition, 508-9

University admissions, policy change in

1970s, 551, (political implications)

551
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University College, Ck)lombo, 416, 475
University education, 332-3

;

contrast

with India, 333. 36Q; 'University

movement*, agitation for establish-

ment of Sri Lankan university, 415;

establishment of University of Cey-

lon, 416; 'battle of the sites' in

Legislative Council, 416; University

of Ceylon, at Peradeniya, 475 ; Uni-

versity Ordinance 1942, 475
upasampadd, 154, 201-3, 249

Upatissa II, i3

UpatissagSma, 2, 2
Upuluvan '>4. 92, 93

Drubokka dam built by V.O.C., 170

237, 298

Utilitarians, 263

Uttaradesa, 21

Uva, 145^ 1422 232^ 233, 234, 286^ 295;

irrigation in 297. 298. 304» 308 » 312.

3'3> 408

Vaddas, 2i 85n, 266

Vahalka4aSy 53, 56

Vaisya vartta, 41-2

Vaitulyavadins, 42
Vajrabodhi, 51

Vajravadha, ^
Valapane, 145, 308, 313

Valave ganga. 7. 3i» 97. 125

Valigama,^ iji

Valivita Saranankara: and reform of

Buddhist order, 202-3. 249; as sanghu'

raja, 203 ; contribution to literary revi-

val, 204-5

VallavSya, 55^ i_i3^ 233, 308

Van Angelbeek, 185-6

van Dort, J. L. K. 482

Van Eck, 1^ l§5i 152

van Goens, Admiral Ryklof: and

capture of Portuguese possessions in

Sri Lanka, 134; policy towards

Kandyan kingdom, 134-40; views

Sri Lanka and Colombo as poten-

tially more valuable to V.O.C. than

Java and Batavia, 154; and tradi-

tional agriculture, 169

van Goens, Jnr., 140

van Gollenesse, Governor, 156-7, 163-

4, ili^ 122, 189, ^92-3. L92

van ImhofT, Baron, 153-4, 156, 163,

LZ22 12i 193. 197

Vannarponai, Siva temple at, 353
Vanni, 63, 64, 82, 84-5, 87-8, 99, 145,

^72-3. 183.213.408. 470

Vamiydrsy 98^ 145^ 183

Varanasi, m
Varu^a, 54^ 92

Vasabha, i8j and irrigation, 18^ 29-30

Vatadage, 53^ 25
Vatapuluva, 225

Vattagamani Abhaya, 43, 47
Vattavethera, 95
Vavuniya, 318

Velassa, 146, 232-4

Velldla caste, 214. 216, 333

Vereenidgc Oost-Indische Campagnie

(V.O.C.) : formation, 113; ousts Por-

tuguese in many parts of the East,

113; attack on Portuguese in Sri

Lanka and India, 119-22; expulsion

of Portuguese by, 1 19-22, 133; treaty

with Rajasiriiha II, 120. 133; in Sri

Lanka, 128. 129; rule in maritime

regions and relations with Rajasiihha

II, 133-42; uprisings against, 1668,

1 38-9, 151

;

relations with Kandyan
kingdom, 151-60; treaty of 1766,

151

;

trade policy, 15 1-4; assistance

to Kandyan rulers for Buddhist mis-

sions to Burma and Thailand, 154-5;

trade links with Kandyan kingdom,

155-7; cinnamon from Kandyan
kingdom, 1 55-7

;

peasant distur-

bances against, 155-7; invasions of

Kandy, 1762 and 1765, 159; imposed

treaty of 1766, 159-60; cinnamon

monopoly, 161-7; organisation of cin-

namon monopoly, 162-7 ; Mahabadda,

162-3; agrarian discontent in its ter-

ritories, 164-5, 169; coconut, 166-7;

subsidiary crops: pepper, coffee, car-

damom, 167-9; traditional agricul-

ture, 169, 173; irrigation works in

Rohana, 170; canal construction in

maritime regions, 1 70-1 ; trade pol-
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icy, 174-7; relations with Kandyan
kingdom, late i8th century, 182-7;

conquest of its territories in Sri Lanka

by English East India Company
forces, 184-7, 21 1-14, 217-18, 240,

242. 24Q, 250. 2.'S4» 263, native

headmen under, 188-92 ; administra-

tive structure, 188-93; impact of its

rule on Sri Lanka, 188-200; divided

loyalties of native headmen, 189;

trade, ic^r^-, law and judiciary, iq'^-'^;

religious policy, 1 95-200

Vesak day, as ofRcial holiday, 342, 345
Veyangoda, 93
Vidiye Bandara, 103, 105-7

Vidyalankara Pirivena: foundation,

.^41 ; rabed to University status, 516

Vidyodaya Pirivena: foundation, 341

;

raised to University status, 516

Vietnam, 4, 5, 55
Vilbave, pretender to Kandyan throne

181 7-18, 232-5

Village Communities Ordinance, 1871,

300

Vihdragam, 124, 123^ 268, 303, aiG^ 348,

349
Vijaya, 3i li L3i 204

Vijayabahu L^^^ §0^ 72i Tli

1 02; and expulsion of the Cd]as from

the Rajarata, 60-1 ; rule in Rajarata,

61-3; and caste, 70-1

Vijayabahu II, 63^ 6fi

Vijayabahu III, 92^ 94
Vijayabahu VI, uqq

Vijayabahu VII, 99
Vijayahd-KoUaya (assassination of Vija-

yabahu, i.t>2i), q8, 99
Vijayanagar empire and Sri Lanka, 85^

88. lA^., 20Q

Vikramabahu II, fii

Vikramabahu III, 8^, 86

Vijayatunge, J., author of Grass for my

feet, 483-4
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